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NBS ISNF and Cavity Fission U-235 Standard Neutron Fields

E, D. McGarry, G. P.1. amaze, C. M. Eisenhauer,
D. M. Gilliam, and F. J. Schima

National Bureau of Standards
,

Gaithersburg, Maryland

SUMMARY

A brief review and an update of the status has been given for the
standard U-235 fission neutron field and the Intermediate-energy Standard

Neutron Field (the ISHF) at the National Bureau of Standards. Recent im-
provements primarily deal with measurements and calculations done to better
understand uncertainties. Two basic nuclear-data measurements are reported.
The first, for an experiment in progress, is a 10113 mb U-235 spectrum-
averaged cross section for the Ni-58(n.p)Co-58 reaction. The second is a
final but prepublication value of 0.51311.8% for the Pu-240/U-235 fission
rate ratio in the ISNF.

INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses two standard neutron fields developed and
maintained at NBS, Gaithersburg, Maryland. The first is a U-235 fission
neutron spectrum. It is frequently referred to as the Cavity Fission
Source because the neutron field is created by fissions in U-235
discs undergoing thermal neutron irradiation in a 30-cm diameter cavity

in the thermal column of the NBS reactor. The second standard field is
the Intermediate-energy Standard Neutron Field, referred to as the
ISNF.E3 This field has most of its neutrons in the higher kev energy
range, similar to spectra within a fast nuclear reactor. The ISNF also
operates within the cavity in the thermal column.

597
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The emphasis of the present paper is on work in progress to
better understand these fields and tn report briefly on results of
several recent experiments.

It is first necessary to realize that the fluxes or fluences in the
above mentioned fields are always measured with reference to two other
fundamental types of neutron standards: the Cf-252 fission s ectrum
from spontaneously fissionable, nearly ideal point sources,[3 and source

strengths measurements by comparison with an international radium-in-
beryll'ium photo-neutron standard source in a manganeous-sulfate bath.b43
The Cf-252 sources provide the fundamental standard neutron fields.

Based upon knowledge of the well-known Cf-252 neutron energy spectrum, a
measured source strength, and a simple time and distance measurement,
fluences in the near vicinity' of these sources can be certified to
nominally one percent accuracy. Such certification provides the means
for calibrating instruments or other neutron sensors in terms of neutron
flux units.[5] The calibrations, in turn, provide the means to accurately
measure fluences in the Cavity Fission and ISNF neutron fields.

THE CAVITY FISSION U-235 NEUTRON FIELD

Fig. I shows the source-detector capsule in detail . It also depicts
the capsule positioned, on the end of an aluminum rod, at the center of
the cavity in the graphite thermal column. Two disks of U-235 metal
(16 mm dia X 0.13 mm thick) are placed above and below a cylindrical
cadmium box, which encloses the passive detectors for exposure. Fission

10 n/cm sec are obtained between the source2neutron fluxes of s 2 x 10
disks at a separatici, distance of I cm. The neutron sensors, usually
thin (< 0.254 mm thick) foils up to 12 mm in diameter, are held in the
center of the cadmium pill box by an aluminum insert foil holder. This
insert is item A in Fig. 2 which shows the flux gradient between the two

fission disks as a function of distance from the bottom of the foil

I

.. , ,
-
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hol der. The gradient was measured by simultaneously irradiatingb33

nickel foils each 0.076 mm thick. The total mass of nickel involved is
representative of a characteristic loading of three or four 0.25 mm
foils and two 0.12 mm flux monitors, as shown in Fig.1. This is important
because the effects of scattering within this small irradiation volume
must be addressed. Note also, the NBS cavity fission source is generally
not used for non-threshold integral detectors when high accuracy is
required.

Scattering in the Cavity Fission Source

Tables IA and IB summarized a significant effort on the part of the
Monte Carlo Group, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory to obtain scattering
corrections by the Monte Carlo transport theory method. The Cavity
Fission source contained the exact elements shown in Fig.1. Table IA
gives the contributions to flux perturbations because of the inscattering
(as opposed to removal) of neutrons. The data in the table refer to
calculations at the location of the bottom indium foil (see Fig.1).
Table IB combines the inscattering effects into inscatter contributions
by material type and gives the total removal and the net flux perturbation
effect, which is 4.09 percent. Because of inelastic scattering, predominatly
in uranium and aluminum, there is an energy shift in the spectrum as
shown in Fig. 3. As before, this is the spectrum at the bottom indium
foil . By integrating the perturbed spectrum over cross sections of
pertinent neutron sensor materials one can determine the effect on a
particular isotopic reaction rate. Such effects may be negative or
positive. For example, a negative result may be obtained whenever
inelastic scattering decreases the neutron energy below the threshold of
a reaction. Fig. 4 is an attempt to graphically represent the trend in
the perturbation versus effective low-energy thresholds. The five data
points (open circles) are, from left to right, for the reactions Np-237(n.f).
In-ll5(n n'), Ni-58(n.p), Al-27(n a) and Cu-64(n.a).

_ . _
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Table IA. Monte Carlo Calculations of Neutron Scattering in the
NBS U 235 Cavity Fission Source

(Results as Determined at the Bottom Indium Foll)

(Flux Inscattered) Fraction Part
f Total (%) Thickness (mm)

( Free Field Flux /

Top Cadmium Box 0.0145 13.61 0.97

Bottom Cadmium Box 0.0140 13.15 0.61

Foil Holder, Alum. 0.0137 12.86 0.56

Bottom Nickel Foll 0.0135 12.68 0.25

Bottom Indium Foll 0.0097 9.11 0.13

Bottom Source Disk 0.0097 9.11 0.15

Second Nickel Foll 0.0069 6.48 0.25

Top Source Disk 0.0064 6.01 0.13

Third Nickel Foll 0.0063 5.91 0.25

Top Nickel Foll 0.0040 3.76 0.25

Bottom Source Holder 0.0025 2.34 0.28

Top Source Holder 0.0021 1.97 0.28

Top Indium Foil 0.0016 1.50 0.13"

Sides Cadium Box 0.0011 1.03 0.76

Aluminium on Source 0.0005 0.48 0.03

Sum = 0.1065 Sum = 100.0

Table IB. Breakdown of Monte Carlo Scattering and
Removal Effects for Cavity Fission Source

Summary of Inscattering

/ Flux Inscatteredh
Material | |

(Free Field Flux /

Nickel 0.0307

Aluminium 0.0231

Cadmium 0.0296

U 235 0.0161

Indium 0.0113

Total Inscattering 0.1100

Total Removal -0.0699

Net Effect 0.0409
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A Measurement of the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58 Integral Cross Section

Because of the frequent use of the Ni-58(n.p) reaction for materials

dasimetry and because of a possible discrepancy between calculated

and measur glues, NB5 is measuring the spectrum averaged cross

section for U-235 fission spectrum. Brief details of the experiment are ,

as follows:
1. Using the In-ll5(n,n')In-115* 4.5-hour hal f-life reaction, a germanium-

lithium (GeLi) detector was calibrated in terms of its response to
Cf-252 flux. The indium reaction is used because of its reasonably
good sensitivity to a 2 X 109 n/sec Cf-252 source; also because the
ratio of spectrum averaged cross sections in the Cf-252 and U-235
fields is nearly one (e.g.,1.05) and is believed known to one
percent.

2. Nickel was irradiated in the cavity fission source to a fluence of

15 /cm . The In-115(n.n') reaction was used as the flux25 X 10 n

level monitor and a fission chamber monitored the reactor power

l evel .

3. One of us (F. Schima) determined the absolute specific activity of
the 70.78-day 810-kev Co-58 activity in the nickel foil .

4, The U-235 fluence was determined from a time and the indium-115*
activity as measured on the GeLi counter.

5. The ratio of the two results is the desired spectrum averaged cross

section.4

,

The results of the subject measurement are summarized in Table II.

The necessary corrections and adjustments are indicated with the sources
of uncertainty. The present value of 10113 mbarns is significantly
less than the current best accepted experimental value of 10815 mbarns.[8]
On the other hand, calculated values whose variation depends more on the

,

choice of the form of the U-235 spectrum than particular cross section
set, range from 100 to 105 mbarns. Investigation of Ni-58(n.p) cross section
continues.

- - . _ = .
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Table ll. Results of sani (n, p) Cross Section Measurement

58
ou25 Ni (n, p) = 101 3 mb

Summary of Uncertainties
i

Source
Contribution (%)

Source Strength of Cf
1.1

Cf Source to in Foil Distance 0.4
Statistics of in Activity Counting 0.5clo f ou25 of in (n, n') 1.0Scattering Correction for in at Cf .

0.8
Scattering Correction for in in Cavity 0.8

Total Uncertainty in Fluence 2.0

Efficiency of y Counting of 58Co 0.75
Statistics of y Counting of 58Co 0.17Isotopic Abundance of 58Ni 0.8
Flux Gradient in Cavity 0.4
Scattering Correction for Ni in Cavity 0.8

Total Uncertainty in a 2.5 %

_ - - _ _
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THE INTERMEDIATE-ENERGY STANDARD NEUTRON FIELD

The important details of the ISNF are shown in the upper half of

Fig. 5. There are eight U-235 disks mounted symmetrically in the thermal
ll /s (fissioncolumn cavity. They collectively produce about 6 X 10 n

spectrum flux). In Fig. 5, the four disks not shown are directly behind
those depicted. Light-weight aluminum structures hold the boron-10 sphere
in the center of the cavity. The spectrum at the center of the ISNF is
shown in the bottom half of the figure. The total fast flux in the
central region is 7 X 108 n/cm s. The spectrum can be visualized asz

follows . Fissioning in the eight U-235 sources would produce a pure
U-235 fission spectrum at the center of the cavity if it were not for
the thermal neutrons driving the disks and moderated neutrons from the

graphite. Scattering in the graphite produces a large spectral component
below 1 MeV which further moderates to a near 1/E spectrum below 1 kev.
The thermal and 1/E components can effectively be removed by a boron-10

spherical filter.

Because the system has, essentially, a one-dimensional spherical

geometry and is composed of elements having well known cross sections,
E93 and its covariances[10] are well known from discretethe spectrum

ordinates calculations. Sensitivity studies and associated density and

dimensional measurements have now stimulated a refinement of these
calculations according to a slightly revised physical description of the
ISNF (see Fig. 6). Fig. 5 lists the changes made for the latest cal-
culations by LASL. Table III shows the effects of those changes. The

The lowertop part of Table 3 summarizes the most significant changes.
portion of the Table lists absolute fluxes and spectrum averaged cross
sections for a variety of calculational models for both the older,
ISNF(l), and newer. ISNF(3), physical descriptions.

_
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Boron Aluminum Fission Carbon
Shell Cap & Ring Source / \

Region / \

7p /7Vacuum Vacuum '

,

//// I,! [4
'

/
,

* 7.217 13.83 cm M '
'

/ / / // /.
' 5.838 cm -> ,p

// /// /cm 13.93 cm -7.131 cm i

B10 = tf(b cm)
14.92 cm 21 cm A 65 cm0.0582N

Aa

Nat = 0.0219 - NAL = 0.0602 Nc = 0.0871 Nc = 0.0832
Nc = 0.0043 .

:

1. Changes in the Physical Parameters:
* Two Percent increase in the B 10 Density

* TwoZone Specification of the Graphite Reflector
* Addition of 0.29% Hydrogen to the Graphite
* Slight increase in the Weight of the Aluminum Protective Shell

2. Changes in Calculations:
* Cross Sections for Transport: From ENDFIB IV to ENDFIB V
* Cross Sections for Dosimetry: From ENDFIB IV to ENDFIB V

Multigroup Specifications: 240 Group to 150 Groupe

Fic. 6. Report of Changes in the Configuration of the
NBSISNF

.. ..
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TABLE lil.A. EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE ISNF CONFIGURATION

Confhurations
Pa rameter ISNF(1 ) ISNF(3) Ratio

Flux 0.001385 0.001362 0.983

U-235(n,f) 1 .61 5 1.605 0.993

U-238(n f) 0.1367 0.1392 1.018

Ni-58(n p) 0.0366 0.0373 1 .019

Al-27(n,u) 1.94 E-04 1.98E-04 1.021

ISNF(1): Old (original) configuration; NBS U-235 fission spectrum
ISNF(3): New configuration; NBS U-235 fission spectrum

TABLE III.B. INTER-COMPARISON OF LASL CALCULATIONS

Spectrum Averaged Cross Section
9 S 238Flux Pu U U

ISNF(l )-240-group .001385 1.818 1 .631 .1363EIV o's
EIV dosimetry

ISNF(l )-240-group .001385 1.823 1 .61 6 .1367EIV o's
EV dosimetry

ISHF(l)-70-group .001395 1.849 1.639 .1356EIV o's
EV dosimetry

ISNF(1)-70-group .001403 1.849 1.641 .1349EV o's
EV dosimetry

ISNF(3)-70-group .001373 1.840 1.626 .1374EV o's
EV dosimetry

ISNF(3)-150-group .001362 1.820 1.606 .1388EV o's
EV dosimetry

EIV and EV refer, respectively, to the Brookhaven managed ENDF/8-IV
and -V cross section files.

.___ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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PLUTONIUM-240 MEASUREMENTS IN THE ISNF

As for the ISNF Benchmark Field, we here report ~ a new measurement
Table IV

of the Pu-240 fission cross section relative to that for U-235.
gives the pertinent details, corrections made, basic experimental results
and uncertainties, and finally a comparison of the derived experimental
to calculated fission rate ratio for Pu-240(n,f)/ U-235(n,f). The

result is 0.513 + 1.8%(1o uncertainty).'

The experiment was conducted as follows:
The fissionable deposits on 0.127 cm-thick steel backings we1.
irradiated back-to-back in the NBS dual fission chamber.
Although the ratio of Pu-240 to U-235 was desired, the experiment ,

2.
was performed relative to U-238 to avoid difficulties with the low

j energy response of U-235.
The irradiations were accomplished with the boron-10 shell in place3.

The differenceand with and without the eight U-235 fission sources.
between the two types of irradiations experimentally compensates

for:

3.1 the effects of spontaneous fissions;
3.2 thermal neutron leakage;
3.3 response to reactor gamma rays and any unwanted fast neutron

contamination;

3.4 electronic background noise;
a small neutron contribution which is thought to be due to (n,a)3.5
reactions producing alphas on boron-10, which in turn yield

neutrons.

Typical total backgrounds varied from 1.3 to 2.8 percent dependingNote:

upon the isotope.
;

I

i

t
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TABLE IV. PLUT0NIUM-240 MEASUREMENT IN ISNF:

MATERIALS AND SOME NECESSARY CORRECTIONS

Corrections for Fissionable Impurities

Pu-240 (Massi _14_6.4_+ 0.8% m,1cro_gramsl_

isotope Percent Principal Impurity _Present Correction
Pu-238 0.011
Pu-239 0.673 Yes
Pu-240 98.519 k 3.0%Pu-241 0.429 Yes |
Pu-242 0.368
Pu-244 0.001
Am-241 0.170

U-238 ,(Ma s s :_ 2_44_.3_ + l_.0%_micr_ograms_)_

U-238 99.939
U-235 0.061 Yes 1.0%

Corrections for Fission Fragment Absorption
Pu-240 0.77%
U-238 1.27%

Corrections for Scattering in Backing and Chamber
Pu-240 0.35%
U-238 0.98%

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:
Fission Rate Ratio and Cross Section Relative to U-238
F240 , U240 "240

= 3.279 0.84% 240
F N = 5.52 1.5%238 238 238 238

Cross Section Relative to U-235 (for Comparison to Calculated Value)
e Experimental

f240
240 ( 238) 5.52,

235 l235 ) 10.76 = 0.513 1.8%
,

{ I

( "238)

e Calculated

240 , 0.8237
= 0.5141.602235

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The final table (Table V), is given to further explain our interest:

in the fission rate Pu-240/U-235 ratio rather than a direct comparison
of the Pu-240/U-238 ratio. There is a long-standing, unexplained, five

The datapercent discrepancy in fission rate ratios relative to U-238.
in Table V, where available, support this contention. The experimental

uncertainties are on the order of l'.5 to 2.5 percent.'

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Highlights of this paper are the new experimental results for the
| Ni-58(n,p) and the Pu-240(n.f) reactions. Both results demonstrate a

need for further investigations.

The value of 10113 mb for the cross section of Ni-58(n.p) reaction
in a standard, U-235, fission-neutron spectrum is significantly different

+

than the long-standing value of 10815 mb measurement by Fabry.
Additional work is in progress to try and further reduce the uncertainty
on our 101 mb value for the U-235 spectrum and we are performing a

Furthermore,
comparable experiment in the even better known Cf-252 spectrum.

because our U-235 measurements are tied to the ratio of the In-115(n n')
reaction in the U-235 and Cf-252 fields, we are planning to investigate
the indium measurements in these two spectra relative to the better
known response of Np-237(n f).

The experimentally determined Pu-240/U-235 fission rate ratio of

|
0.51311.8% for the ISNF fast reactor spectrum is in good agreement with
the calculated result using ENDF/B-V cmss sections.I

;

i

|

|

!

:

i

1
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TABl.E V.
COMtiENTS ON THE CALCULATED-TO-EXPERIMENTAL
RATIOS * FOR Pu-240 VERSUS U-235 AND U-238

_

Iso topic Spectrum
Ra ti

ISNF U-235 Cf-252

Pu 4
U 3 1.058 1.043**---

Pu|23
4

u 1.002 0.994**---

U

V- 1.056 1.068 1.052

* These are double ratios; that is, ratios of calculated-to-experimental values
where each value represents a ratio of spectrum-averaged cross sections ofthe indicated isotopes.

** Both of these values expected to increase by approximately 0.5% when
appropriate scattering corrections have been made to recent experimentaldata.
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ABSTRACT

In the fact neutron reference acaembly TE-ITN
neutron opectra measurementa were carried out by
means of the Roosendorf recoil proton counter
spoetrometer. Spherical proportional counters were
applied. The energy range of 8.. 1400 kev was cov-
ered, containing about 85 % of the total lethargyflux.

The resulta have been compared with other experi-
mento (carried out by Magurele and Karlornho
groupo), with calculations (ANISH, 100 groups,
ENDF/B-III) and with the recommended 1T-neutronspectrum. The agreement with the resulta of other
experimenta is rather good. The low energy limit
could be decreased from about 20 kev - as reuchedup to now - to 10 kev. In the low energy region
there are deviations from the recommended spectrum.

.

1. INTRODUCTION

Past critical assemblies as well as internationally
accepted reference configurationa are necessary for the
estimation, validation and adjustment of nuclear data
which are used for calculations of fast breeder reactors andfor reactor materiala dosimetry.
In 1969, A. Fabry suggested a configurationl consisting ofophorical shella of natural uranium metal and of B C which

4
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should be placed in a cavity of the thermal column of a
research reactor. The neutron opectrum in the centro io
comparable to that in a foot brooder core. Since the nucle-
ar data for the applied nuclideo do not reproacnt primary
standardo, it was dcoignated no the cocondary atandard
apoctrum IE . But it could be calculated withaut diffi-
cultico (one-dimoncional, homogeneoua zonco) and casily con-
structed in different laboratorica. In 1970, it was con-
atructed at Mol. Later on it was realized in different otherlaboratorica,e.g.Il-ITHatMngurelenearBucharogtinthe
Roumanian Inotitute of Huclear Power Reactora IRUE.

In 1973 H was taken into consideration no a benchmark
by the US Croco Section Evaluating Vlorking Group CSEJG.3 4
1976,IE was recognized no a referenco oyotem by the IAEA,4
and a recommended apoctrum was accepted.> The basic charac-
terization of the reference opoetrum II was based on the
experimental determination of the neutron opectrum and on a
comparioon with calculations. An international comparison
was carried out at Mol with the participation of KFK Karlo-
differential proton counter spectrometry were used.gda ofruhe and RCH Petten groupa, in which different moth

In the

range below 1 MeV the recoil proton counter spectromotry wao
applied. In the interval 30.. 100 kev significant deviationo
appeared, and below 30 kev it was impossible to obtain unam-
biguous experimental resulto.

In the ZE-ITH recoil proton counter measuremento were
20 kev woro reached no a low energy limit. Inrepeated;(

1979, menouromonto were carried out by moano of the Roosen-
dorf recoil proton apectrometer ,9 at Magurole. The aim ofo

the monouremento wau Lo further decrease the low energy
limit and to occure the reliability of the existing ox-
perimental reaulto.

2, CONSTRUCTION OF THE H -ITH AND MEASUREMEUT3 CARRIED OUT

The configuration of a spherical proportional counter
within tho IE. -nacombly io represented in fig.1. The TE -

cituated within a cavity of 50 cm diameter in-acaembly 10
oido the graphite thermal column of a roccarch reactor of
the m'IR-S type at a distance of 1.5 m rrom the core bound-
ary. The thickness of the uranium metal chell amounto to
5 cm, its outer diameter la 24 5 cm. The B C ohell io4

-

_
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* 5 cm thick; it is covered
- - - - -

[ / //"s~/- // from both sidea by 1 mm
,.

/ /
/ - aluminium. As the II-Mol-

/- I j
and the T I -ITN assemblies

/ |" should be identical, thew /w -

B4C vibrocompacted spheri-| /c, cal shell was supplied
from Belgium. Test meas-

2 i E urements showed that.IT -- I -

Mol and II-ITN are iden-*
[ ! ; ' . J '*' tical, also with regard t

7 theneutronicparameters.hi

~- f y,

(

s )I
W

The Roosendorf Meas-,

i-- urements in II-ITN have_ _ _ ,f e/ been carried out using'

three different spherical
counters, i.e. a counter

with 100 kPa H2 (counteru -

// of British origin SP9), a8*'' counter with 400 kPa H2
. w= - (counter of British origin

SP2-4) and a counter with
| 1 MPa H2 (counter of Polish

origin NOK 1043). Ao a power,

' monitor, a BP3 counter was
placed in the outer part

Fig. 1. Experimental ar- of the graphite column at
rangement of EE-ITN with a a distance of 85 cm from
ophorical recoil proton coun- the centre of the IE -ITU
ter in the centre accombly.

In the II-ITN the gamma background was comparatively
high (about 1.5/uGy/a) ao that the low energy limit of
1.. 2 kev usually attained in fast critical acaemblica could
not be reached here. But nevertheless the value of 10 kev is
an improvement with respect to previous lower limita.

3. EVALUATION, RESULTS, COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

The evaluation of the experimental data bao been car-
riod out using the codeo SUBTRA and DIP-2.9,1U In order to
check the Roosendorf evaluation procedure our primary ex-
perimental data (multichannel spectra, results of energy

c
-
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calibration) have been ovaluated using the Magurele proco-
dure (code SPE0 4 )11 as well. Within the usual error limita
(t 10 % above 40 kev) agreement could be reached. Further
details about the measurementa und the ovaluation are re-
ported in ref.12.

7We take 100 group ANISH uaing ENDF/B-III data as
basis of calculation in order to compare different3EIspec-
trum experiments with galculations. We make use of the
Karlsruhe measurementab and of the Magurelo measuremento.7
All the results have been related to the Rossendorf resulta
and have boo normalized in energ regions (represented in
ABBN groups )g3 as broad as possible: ANISN calculation in
ABBN groupo 6.. 11, Karlornho experimento in groups 6.. 9,
Magurole measuremento in groups b..10. Deviations from
Roosendorf experimental resulto are given in the table.'

Table. Deviations from Roosendorf experimental
results, given in percent

E C

BBN- -1 Karl. , g recom. ,3 ANISN _ gEE#*
E E E

group gggg, Ross. Ross. Ross.
i

"

24 1 23 411 - -

10 -6.6 22.2 55.6-

9 -7.5 -51 0.5 16.2
8 -54 -8.3 -6.3 -31
7 6.8 4.0 -1.4 -1.6
6 1.5 3.6 -1.0 -14 0

It can be seen that all the experimental results agree
quite well, especially below 800 kev. The calculation by
ANISN and ENDP/B-III gives a ayatematically too soft spec-

.'

trum, i.e. too few neutrono about 1 MeV and too many nou-
trono below 100 kev.

Possibly the deviations of the ANISN calculation from
the Rossendorf resulta could be remgygd by a variation of
the inelastic scattering matrix of 'JoU in ENDF/B-III, so
that the total inelastic acattoring cross section will be
decreased with decreasing energy. Concerning the influence
of such variationa see ref 14

i

. . - . _ _ _ - - - , - - -
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The Rossendorf experimental results have also been
compared with the recommended 7.E -spectrum), which has been
normalized to the Rossendorf results in ABBN groups 6.. 11;
see also the table and fig. 2. In the energy range
50.. 800 kev the acroement is rather good. In group No. 10
(21 5.. 46 5 kev) the recommended spectrum has been sub-
stantially decreased in comparison to ANISN, but it is
still higher than the results obtained by Magurele and
Roosendorf groupa. In group No. 11 (10.. 21 5 kev) the
recommended spectrum is higher than the Rossendorf results.
The reason for this is that in group No.11 only Belgig:

and Dutch measurements have been available until now,5e o
which might be unreliable.

" Hu)ltkm's(su .11 '

2 -

, _ , . ~ %:
'

,

r /-

,5f"

5
g. .-.

f..( .e'
2 ; :

* 2 4 Y 4 5 ?.
' '

-i 11 m s 'a 7 s s - E[ kev $
'

Fig. 2. Comparison of Rossendorf experi-
mental results with recommended I I spectrumI

i and ANISN calculation.
... Experiment Rossendorf, ---- Recommended

opcotrum, - - - ANISN calculation

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the E E -ITN assembly measurements by means of the
Rossendorf recoil proton counter spectrometer have been

! carefully carried out and evaluated.
,

|

I
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The low energy limit could be decronood from 20 kev to
10 kev. In the energy range (20.. 30) kev.. 600 kev the
Roooondorf experimental reaulto agree rather well with the
resulto of monouremento carried out earlier by Karloruhe
and Magurolo groupa. Farthermoro, the recommended opectrum
could be validated in the energy range 40.. 800 koV, but
in the energy region 10.. 40 kev our roculto acem to be an
improvement and should be taken into account.

There remaina an unexplained deviation between the ex-
perimental reaulto and the root to of an AHISN-EUDF/B-III
calculation which givoa oyotoma,1cally ton soft apoctra.
Uppo, uncertaintico in the inolaatic acattoring matrix of
ZJoU could play a rolo.
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CFRMF SPECTRUM UPDATE AND APPLICATION
TO DOSIMETER CROSS-SECTION DATA TESTING *
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J W Rogers and J. M. Ryskamp
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Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The Coupled Fast Reactivity Measurements Facility (CrRMF)
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) is aat

Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWC) benchmark for
data testing of dosimetry, fission product and actinide cross
sections important to fast reactor technology. In this paper
we present the results of our work in updating the CFRMF
spectrum characterization and in applying CFRMF integral
data to testing ENDF/B-V dosimeter cross sections. Updated
characterization of the central neutron spectrum includes
the results of neutronics calculations with ENDF/B-V
nuclear data, the generation of a fine group spectrum
representation for integral data-te. Ling applications, and
a sensitivity and uncertainty analysis which provides a flux-
spectrum covariance matrix related to uncertainties and
correlations in the nuclear data used in a neutronics cal-
culation. Our application of CFRMF integral data to cross
section testing has included both conventional integral testing
analyses and least squares adjustment analyses with the
FERRET code. The conventional integral data-testing analysis,
based on C/E ratios, indicates discrepancies outside the
estimated integral test uncertainty for the Li(n)He),

6
10 B(n,He), 47Ti(n p), *B Fe(n,y), IJ7Au(n,y) and 2 2>

Th (n , y )
cross sections. The integral test uncertainty included
contributions from the measured integral data and from the
spectrum and cross sections used to obtain the calculated
integral data. Within the uncertainty and correlation specif-
ications for the input spectrum and dosimeter cross sections,
tha least squares adjustment analysis indicated a high degree
of consistency between the measured integral data and the
ENDF/B-V dosimeter cross sections for all reactions except10 B(n He).

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under
DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Coupled Fast Reactivity Measurements Facility (CFRMF) ' ,
which is located at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL),
is a zoned-core critical assembly with a fast neutron spectrum zone
in the center of an enriched 235U, water moderated thermal driver.
Approximately 95% of the neutrons in the central spectrum are between
4 kev and 4 MeV and the median and mean energies are 370 kev and 760

he central neutron spectrum is .2 Cross-Sectionkev, respectively.
Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) benchmark field.

Measurements of integral reaction rates in the CCRMF have been
made and integral cross sections have been derived for fission product,
actinide and dosimetry class materials of importance to fast reactor

These integral data play an important role in the eval-technology.
untion and testing of cross-section information for evaluated nuclear

The dosimetry integral data, measured as part of thedata files.
Inter-Laboratory Reaction Rate Program , are of specific impartance3

to dosimetry data development and testing for reactor fuels and
materials which are key topics for this symposium.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of our work
in updating the CFRMF spectrum characterization and to demonstrate
the application of CFRMF integral data to dosimeter cross-section

Characterization of the central neutrondata testing for ENDF/B-V. This discussionspectrum is discussed in section 2 of this paper.
covers neutronics calculations, generation of a 620 group spectrumfor the CFRMF.representation, and sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
The application of CFRMF integral measurements to cross-section data
testing has included both conventional integral testing and least-s A discussion ofsquares adjustment analyses with the FERRET code .
the conventional integral testing analysis is given in section 3.
Section 4 presents preliminary results of the least-squares-analyses.
Finally in Section 5 we present the conclusions of our work.

2. SPECTRUM CHARACTERIZATION

The CFRMF central neutron spectrum recommended for past data-
has been specified to be that resulting from a6

testing ana;yses
transport calculation with ENDF/B-IV nuclear data. Generally, the
measured spectra have not been used because they cover a limited range

However, the measured spectra haveof the neutron energy spectrum.
provided a means to assess, at least qualitatively, the accuracy in
the shape of the calculated spectrum over the applicable energy ranges.
In view of the complexities involved with using a benchmark spectrumuse of a calcul-which is a composite of calculation and measurement, framework inated spectrum for data testing provides a consistenth e major drawback
which to evaluate dif ferent versions of ENDF/B.
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to this approach is that the spectrum shape is subject to change because
the nuclear data used for the neutronics calculations very from one
version of ENDF/B to another. In principle, this is also true for
measured spectra which rely on cross section nuclear data in the
analysis of the spectrometer response.

he present work does not deviate from the above philosophy in
recommending calculated spectra for data-testing applications. In the
following three subsections we present an overview of our work in up-
dating the central neutron spectrum with respect to spectrum shape
and uncertainty specification.

2.1 Neutronics Calculations

A series of transport calculations has been done which utilizes
a limited set of ENDF/B-V nuclear data in selected regions of the
nuclear model for the CFRMF. Wherever ENDF/B-V data were not used,
ENDF/B-IV data were used. The primary purpose of the calculations
was to investigate the changes in the central spectrum shape due to
"ENDF/B-IV to ENDF/B-V" changes in the fission spectrum shape
representation and in the cross sections for 235 , 238U and 10U B.

A secondary outcome of thesa calculations was a suitable " Version-
V" spectrum for data testing applications. The reasoning behind this
is as follows. The isotopes 235U, 238U and 10B are major consitituents
of the uranium sleeve and boral which comprise the fast filter assembly .l

As such their cross sections, along with the fission spectrum shape for235 U, are dominant factors in determining the shape of the neutron
spectrum at the center of the facility (see sensitivity analysis,
sect ion 2.3). Although II B, aluminum, and stainless steel are also

in the filter assembly, their cross sections have a relativelypresent

minor ef fect on the central spectrum. In addition, the only isotopes
in the thermal driver which have some impact on the central spectrum
are hydrogen, oxygen and aluminum and their cross sections are essent-
ially unchanged for ENDF/B-V. Finally, the U and 238235 U atom densities
in the driver are relatively low and they af fect primarily the source
level at the driver-filter assembly boundary.

The calculational model used was a full core, 24 region, 193 mesh
point one dimensional cylindrical representation of the CFRMF re-
actor . Microscopic shielded cross sections for the materials in
each region of the computational model were generated with the SCRABL7
and PilROG8 codes using ENDF/B-IV and, as discussed above, ENDF/B-V
nuclear data. Central flux spectra were obtained from eigenvalue cal-
culations with SCAMP 9, a one dimensional P1 transport code, using an
S-6 approximation. The calculations were made in 65 eaergy groups with
0.25 lethargy spacing from 1.125 eV to 10.0 MeV. SCAMP calculations
were made for various combinations of input nuclear data, starting
from ENDF/B-IV based nuclear data for all regions (" Version-IV" cal-
culation) to utilizing ENDF/B-V nuclear data for 2 35U, 238U and 10B
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in the filter assembly and a Watt fission spectrum for all regions in
w'-ich fission occurs (" Version-V" calculation) . The calculations
were made in a systematic manner so that the specific influence of
the nuclear data changes could be noted.

Some of the results of these calculations are shown in Figures
1 and 2 The broad group histogram plotted in Figure 1 is the
relative flux per unit lethargy as generated by the " Version V" trans-

calculation. The fine group histogram is discussed in cubsectionport
In Figure 2 we illustrate the dif ferences between the " Version-V"2.2.

and " Version-IV" spectra by showing the ratio of the " Version-IV" to
" Version-V" group fluxes. Both s.pectra were normalized to unit area

ratio computation was made. Clearly, the ratio values in-before the
dicate a general hardening of the spectrum in going from ENDF/B-IV to
ENDF/B-V nuclear data. From an analysis of the transport calculations
in which the input nuclear data from ENDF/B-IV were systematically sub-
stituted with ENDF/B-V data, we observed that the significant " Version-

in the CFRMF spectrum (see Figure 2) could be attributed toV" changes
in fission spectrum representation (Maxwellian to Watt) andthe change

to the changes in the 238U cross sections.
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Figure 1. Comparison of 620 group and 69 group representations
for the " Version-V" CFRMF central neutron spectrum.
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Figure 2 Ratio of group fluxes from transport calculation with
ENDF/B-IV nuclear data to group fluxes from transport calculation
with ENDF/B-V nuclear data.

The broad group spectra (65 group) generated in the transport
calculations with ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V nuclear data were used as
base data for subsequent data-testing applications. Prior to their

in the generation of the fine group spectra for integral data-use
testing applications (see section 3.), the spectra obtained from the
transport calculations were extended from 10.0 MeV to 20.0 MeV using
a Maxwellian fission function extrapolation for the " Version-IV"
case and a Watt fission function extrapolation for the " Version-V"
Case.

2.2 Fine-Group Spectrum Representation

Conventional integral data testing requires the use of fine
group representations (e.g., 620 group energy structure) of benchmark
neutron field spectra. These representations are needed to derive
accurate computations of spectrum averaged cross sections. Discrep-
ancies between measured and calculated spectrum averaged cross-
sections can, in some cases, be attributed to the use of incorrect
weighting functions for cross section collapsing computations or to
inaccuracies, because of interpolat(gn geheme deficiencies, in the
fine group spectrum representations

__ _ _-
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The approach taken in the present work for the CFRMF entailed
the merging of realistic fine group spectral information from other
neutronics calculations with the " base" broad group spectrum from

calculation g ig to generation of the 620 group spsetrumthe transport The sources of fine group information'using spline interpolation .

used were a cell calculation for the CFRMF with the resonance theory
code RABBLE and a 100 group calculation made as part of the CFRMF sen-12

sitivity and uncertainty analysis. Output fr q the RABBLE calcul,ation
provided fine group information from 1.0 x 10 Me V to 2. 7 x 10 MeV.

100 group calculation provided fine-structure information aboveThe
3.5 x 10 MeV. The merging approach used preserved the " broad group"#

flux values between the energy bounds of each broad group. Spline

interpolation was then used to generate a 620 group CFRMF spectrum
f rom the merged spectrum. A comparison of the " Version-V" 620 group
spectrum derived by this scheme to the broad group spectrum generated

calculation with ENDF/B-V nuclear data is shown infrom the transport

Figure 1.

2.3 Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis

13 14 code systems were applied to aRecently the AMPX and FORSS
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis for the CFRMF. The primary4

objective of this work was to determine, for the central neutron spec-
a flux covariance matrix related to uncertainties and correlationstrum,

in the nuclear data for the materials which comprise the facility.
The reader is referred to Reference 4 for details of this work.

Approximately 2500 energy dependent sensitivity profiles were
generated in the sensitivity analysis. Dominant sensitivities included

B capture, 238U elastic and inelastic scattering, U-23810those for
x and V, and 235 U x and V.capture,11 total, Fe total, 238U

A flux covariance matrix was generated by combining the sensitivity
Thecoef ficients with cross section and fission spectrum covariances.

cross section covariance matrices used were based on the covariance15
information as given in ENDF/B-V and as processed with the PUFF 2
code. Uncertainties in the 2 3eu inelastic-scattering cross sections

235U fission spectrum were found to contribute most to theand in the
standard deviations in the central flux spectrum. The flux spectrum
covariance matrix contained strong correlations. This 26 x 26 group

flux covariance matrix was used in the data testing and least squares
adjustment analyses discussed in sections 3 and 4.

3 INTEGRAL DATA TESTING

A conventional integral data testing analysis was done for
those ENDF/B-V dosimeter reactions for which integral data have been
measured in the CFRMF. References 11 and 16 provide a complete doc-
umentation for this integral testing study, in which the following
topics were treated:

|

_ - - _ _ _ . _ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(1) compilation of up-to-date integral reaction rate data
measured as part of the ILRR program 3 and derivation of
a consistent set of spectrum averaged cross sections,

(2) characterization and specification of the CFRMF central
neutron spectrum along the lines presented in section 2
of this paper,

(3) computation of spectrum-averaged cross sections using
" Version-IV" and " Version-V" spectrum representations anl
dosimeter cross sections from ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V,

(4) estimation of the spectrum and dosimeter cross section un-
certainty contributions to the uncertainty in each computed
integral cross sections,

(5) comparison of calculated to measured integral cross sections
and a consistency assessment of the integral test,

(6) characterization of the energy response for each dosimeter
reaction in CFRMF, and

(7) an evaluation of sources of discrepancies for such integral
data testing analyses.

A tabulation of up-to-date CFRMF integral data which was made
in the above study is given here in co,lumn 2 of Table 1. These
integral data correspond to a flux level in neutrons /cm _, of2

7.94 x 1010 (+ 2.7%) for the HEDL-VI3 irradiation. Spectrum averaged
cross sections are then computed as the integral reaction rate data
divided by the flux.

Calculated spectrum averaged cross sections were determined from
computations with group average quantities for the neutron spectra
and the dosimeter cross sections as expressed in the 620 group energy
structure. The 620 group CFRMF central neutron spectra were derived
from transport calculations with ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V nuclear
data as discussed in section 2 of this paper. The 620 group averaged
dosimeter cross sections were generated at B go ven National Lab-
oratory for both ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V data '

A comparison of the ratios of calculated to experimental integral
data for ENDF/B-V dosimeter data and the " Version-V" spectrum is
given in column 3 of Table 1. The values in parentheses are estimated
percent errors in each calculated integral datum with the first vrlue
including only spectrum uncertainties and the second value includ ng
both spectrum and cross section contributions. The spectrum unce tainty
contribution was determined by utilizing the flux covariance matr..x
generated in the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis discussed in
subsection 2.3 Dosimeter cross section covariance matrices useo in
References 11 and 16 to estimate the cross section contribution to the
calculated integral datum uncertainty were generated from ENDF/B-V
using the PUFF 2 code B. The cross section uncertainty contribution,
as included in the second value in column 3 of Table 1 was generated
using dosimeter covariance matrices as generated by F. Schmittroth 19

in an ef fort to improve on deficiencies in the ENDF/B-V dosimeter
covariance files.
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Table 1. Summary of Integral-Testing and FERRET Analyses
for Dosimeter Reactions in CFRMF

Measured Ratio of
Integral calculated-to-Experimentalj

f Reaction Rate" Integral Data

Reaction (rps/a) x 10 Unadjustedb Adjustede! 15

Li(n,He) 74.82(1.1) 0.945 (3.3,3.9) 0.997(1.7)6

10B(n,He) 146.9(2.4) 0.864(3.5,3.7) 0.924(1.6)
27A1(n.p) 0.06856(2.1) 1.087(8.7,11) 1.004(3.4),

] 27A1(n,u) 0.01267(1.3) 0.991(9.1,11) 0.999(5.1)

; 4 S Sc ( n ,y ) 1.841(1.9) 1.007(3.6,12) 1.002(2.6)
46Ti(n,p) 0.2046(2.1) 0.952(8.8,12) 0.994(3.5)

|
47Ti(n,p) 0.327(4.0) 1.287(3.5,12) 1.034(4.4)
48Ti(n,p) 0.00540(2.1) 0.911(9.1,14) 0.996(5.1)

f Fe(n,p) 1.368(1.1) 1.069(8.6,9.4) 1.001(2.9)64
' 58Fe ( n ,y ) 0.480(1.5) 1.093(3.6,8.1) 1.007(2.3)

59Co(n,y) 7.18(2.4) 0.937(4.0,6.6) 0.997(3.3)
58Ni(n p) 1.886(1.1) 1.019(8.5,11) 0.999(3.0)
6 3 Cu ( n ,y ) 3.44(5.5) 1.020(3.6,9.5) 1.020(4.9)

i
115 In(n ,n ') 4.02(2.8) 1.015(7.3,14) 0.998(3.8)
115In(n , y) 21.4(2.5) 1.014(3.4,5.0) 1.018(2.4)
197Au(n, y) 33.3(1.1) 0.905(3.6,5.4) 0.997(2.0)
232Th(n,f) 1.56(4.4) 0.973(8.1,10) 0.971(4.2).

232Th ( n , y) 23.00(2.2) 0.870(3.4,12) 0.995(3.0)
235U(n,f) 122.1(1.4) 1.009(3.0,3.6) 1.014(1.6)
238U(n,f) 5.96(1.9) 1.059(8.0,8.7) 1.000(3.0)
238U(n,y) 17.2(2.5) 1.001(3.4,5.7) 1.011(2.6)

j
237Np(n,f) 43.5(1.9) 1.106(4.7,11) 1.003(2.8)
239Pu(n,f) 142.3(1.6) 0.989(3.0,3.5) 1.006(1.7)

16.6 676
Reduced X

Measured reaction rate corresponds to a flux level in n/cm -s ofa

10 (+ 2.7%). Values in parentheses above are 1 sigma7.94 x 10'

percent errors in measured integral data.
4

Unadjusted Ratio: Calculated integral reaction rate is based on
| " Version-5" CFRMF spectrum and ENDF/B-5 dosimeter cross section.

Values in parentheses are estimated percent errors in calculated,

integral data: first value includes only spectrum uncertainty
contribution, second value includes both spectrum and cross-section
contributions.

Adjusted Ratio: Calculated integral reaction rate is based on usingc

CFRMF spectrum and dosimeter cross sections as adjusted in FERRET
analysis. Values in parentheses are errors computed from adjusted
covariance matrices.

- _ _ _ _ ___ .___ . . . ._ _ _
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An assessment of the consistency between the measured integral
data and the evaluated dosimeter cross sections can then be made by
noting which C/E ratios indicate discrepancies outside the integral
test uncertainty. If cne defines the integral test uncertainty as
the quadrature sum of the measurement error from column 2 of Table 1
and the spectrum and cross section uncertain contributions (second
error value in column 3), then the following assessment applies: the
integral test discrepancies are between one and two times the integral

6test uncertainty for Li(n,He), 58Fe(n,y), 197Au(n,y) and 232Th(n , y);
the integral test discrepancies are approximately three times the
integral test uncertainty for 10B(n,He) and 47 i(n.p); consistency is I

T
achieved for all other reactions. Clearly large cross section uncer-
tainties mask a clear cut assessment of consistency between measured
integral data and the evaluated cross sections for several of the
reactions. If one chooses to neglect the evaluated cross section
uncertainty contribution to the integral test uncertainty, the27 Al(n.p), 53Co(n,y) and 237Np(n,f) reactions should be added to the
above list of reactions for which the measured integral data are
inconsistent with the evaluated cross sections.

Discrepancies between measured and calculated integral data must
be interpreted in light of the energy response of the specific reaction
in the irr
generated 'ppiggion neutron spectrum. Such response plots have beenfor all dosimeter reactions in the CFRMF spectrum.
If a meaningful utilization of this conventional integral data testing
analysis for cross section evaluation purposes is to be made, it is
important that that application be made in light of the response plots (

i

from References 11 and 16

4 LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTMENT ANALYSES

In an attempt to provide a more rigorous assessment of the con-
sistency between the measured integral data and the ENDF/B-V dosimeter
cross sections, least-iquares adjustment analyses were made with the
FERRET code 5 In addition to this objective, these analyses provide
a means of (1) quantitatively evaluating those specific regions of the
dosimeter cross sections which should be re evaluated and (2) refining
the spectrum characterization for the CFRMF central neutron field.
Preliminary results of these analyses, as reported here, included the
following a priori data;

(1) the measured integral reaction rate data with associated
uncertainties as specified in Table 1,

(2) 53 group representations of the CFRMF central neutron field
I and associated covariance matrices,

(3) 53 group representations of the dosimeter cross sections and
associated covariance matrices.

--__-_-__
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a

Separate analyses were made in which the input spectrum used was
based on ENDF/B-IV nuclear data and on ENDF/B-V nuclear data as dis-

,

i
cussed in section 2. The 53 group ei.actr.. were genereted by collapsing

i the " Version-IV" and " Version-V" 620 group spectra specified in section'

2 The spectrum covariance matrix used was derived from the flux co-
variance matrix generated in r.he sensitivity and uncertainty analysis

] l9 was used to convert the
)

described earlier. An interpolation program
i 26 x 26 group covariance matrix into the 53 group energy structure

used for the FERRET analyses. In addition to making adjustment analyses
with this base spectrum covariance matrix, analyses were made in which

'

,

additional normalization uncertainty was included in the covariance
matrix specification.

[
Dosimeter cross sections in the 53 group energy structure were

generated by collapsing the 620 group ENDF/B-V cross sections withj the 620 group " Version-V" CFRMF epectrum. Covariance matrix spec-
ification for the dosimeters was accomplished in two ways: (1) pro-

35 and (2)cessing the ENDF/B-V covariance files with the PUFF 2 code 19| utilizing a 53 group covariance library generated by F. Schmittroth '

Most analyses were made with the Schmittroth covariance library.4

Partial results of the least squares-adjustment analysis utilizing
i

all 23 measured integral data, the " Version-V" input spectrum, the
spectrum covariance matrix which includes an additional 3% normalization
uncertainty, and the Schmittroth covariance library are presented in;

Table 1 and in Figures 3 and 4 The fourth column of Table 1 tabulates,

the ratios of calculated-to-experimental integral data for which
adjusted spectra and adjusted dosimeter cross sections were used to
obtain the calculated integral data. Clearly, the least-equares
adjustment analysis indicates a high degree of consistency betweenj
the measured integral data and the evaluated ENDF/'t-V dosimeter cross
sections within the uncertainty specification and correlation con-

10B(n,He)
!

straints for the input spectrum and cross sections. The,

reaction is the only exception to this statement. This high degree'

2of consistency is indicated by the reduced X of 0.676 for the ad-2 of 16.6 for thejusted integral data as compared to a reduced X
unadjusted integral data. It should be emphasized that in the FERRET'

analysis, both group fluxes and group cross sections are adjusted to'

achieve consistency. For those cross sections with significant C/E
discrepancies and relatively large a priori uncertainties, adjustments
as large as 15% were made in group values.,

3

:
Adjustments made to the input spectrum for the above analysis

are illustrated in Figure 3 It can be observed that the least-
squares analysis tends to soften the input spectrum somewhat. In

fact, the shape of the plotted ratio of adjusted to unadjusted
spectra is remarkably similar to the plot comparing the " Version-IV"
and " Version-V" spectra in Figure 2._yThe reduction in the group wise
uncertainties, especially between 10 and 10 MeV demonstrates how

<

several dosimeter reactions with significant response in this energy
range improve the spectrum specification.

?

- - - . . . - . - -.. -.,- , _ _ - _ - _ . , . _ .- - - . , - ,. _- .. ._ , - - .-.
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Figure 3 Ratio of adjusted-to unadjusted group fluxes from FERRET
analysis with " Version-5" input spectrum. Input spectrum uncertainties
are indicated by the upper and lower bounds. Adjusted uncertainties
are illustrated by vertical lines through the group mid energy points.

As an example of the impact of the least squares adjustment
analysis on a somewhat poorly known dosimeter cross section, we show
the adjustments for the 232Th(n,y) cross section. As noted from
Table 1, prior to adjustment there was a significant discrepancy
between the measured and calculated integral data. However, after
adjustment there was no discrepancy. To achieve this consistency,
a significant upward adjustment, as illustrated in Figure 4, was
made in the capture cross section within the a priori uncertainty
s peci fic at ion. This figure indicates both the energy range and the
magnitude of the adjustments required to make future evaluations of
the 232Th(n,y) cross section consistent with the CFRMF measured
integral data.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Conventional integral data testing analyses, based on C/E ratios,
reported here in Table 1 for ENDF/B-V dosimeter cross sections indicate
discrepancies outside of the estimated integral test uncertainty for6 Li(n,He), 10B(n,He), 4 7 i(n.p), S eFe (n , y) , Au(n, y) and 232T 197

Th (n , y) .
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232Th(n,y) cross sectionsFigure 4 Ratio of adjusted-to-unadjusted
from FERRET analysis. Input cross section uncertainties are indicated
by upper and lower bounds. Adjusted uncertainties are illustrated
by vertical lines through the group mid-energy points.

integral test uncertainty includes contributions from the measuredThe
integral data and from the spectrum and cross sections used to obtain
the calculated integral data.

Subsequent least squares adjustment analyses with the FERRET code
indicate a high degree of consistency can be achieved between the
measured integral data and ENDF/B-V dosimeter cross sections for all
reactions except B(n,He). The flux and cross-section adjustments10

made to achieve consistency in this analysis are all within the input
uncertainty specifications. It appears, however, that the a priori

10B(n,He) in the kev touncertainty specification is too tight for 232
MeV region. As illustrated in this paper for the Th(n,y) reaction,
this type of analysis provides a good tool to specify both the energy
range and the magnitude of the adjustment required to make future eval-
untions of discrepant dosimeter cross sections consistent with the
CFRMF measured integral data.

For the preliminary least squares adjustment analyses reported
input " Version-V" spectrum was adjusted in such a way thathere, the

is closer to the " Version-IV" representation thanthe new spectrum
were the input data. Furthermore, in a least squares analysis in
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which the input spectrum was " Version-IV", little spectrum adjustment
was required for cross section adjustments comparable to those in the
first analysis. We conclude that the present work provides not only
a check on the ENDF/B-V dosimeter cross sections, but also a test of
the ENDF/B-V nuclear data which have a significant influence on the
calculated central spectrum, namely the 235U fission spectrum represent-
ation and the inelastic scattering and capture cross sections for z3ag,

; The present study suggests possible problems with these nuclear data.
!
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AVERAGE NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS IN THE CF-252 BENCHMARK FIELD

W. Mannhart
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB),

3300 Braunschweig, FR Germany

ABSTRACT

Californium-252 spectrum-averaged cross sections were
measured for the reactions Mg-24(n p), Mn-55(n,2n),Co-59(n.p),
Co-59(n,a), Co-59(n,2n), Ni-58(n 2n), Ni-58(n,n'p), Ni-60(n,p),
Cu-63(n.a) and Zr-90(n,2n). The experimental results were
compared with calculations based on ENDF/B-V data and other
recent evaluations. Some of the results of this comparison
were used as a test for the shape of the californium neutron
spectrum above 8 MeV. In addition, the recent evaluation
of a best set of spectrum-averaged cross sections has been
expanded to 23 different reactions of importance in reactor
dosimetry.

INTRODUCTION

Integral data, i.e. neutron cross sections averaged over simple and
well-known neutron spectra, are of some use as additional information about
energyckpendent cross section data. In the case of the neutron benchmark
field of californium-252, a lot of experimental integral dat- is meanwhile
available. However, in investigating the situation in more detail, one
finds relatively often that our present knowledge of the integral value
of a specific reaction is based only on a single experiment /1/. In such
cases, there is an urgent need for additional experiments, particularly
because, as the present work demonstrates, some of these data haveto be regarded with caution.

The Cf-252 neutron spectrum is relatively well-established below 8 MeV
neutron energy. At higher energies, the direct spectrum measurements show
a large divergence, mainly due to intensity problems with the low number
of neutrons at these energies. The present measurementsof responses of
integral detectors at high neutron energies give valuable additional in-
formation about the spectral shape of Cf-252 at high neutron energies.

Careful integral experiments in the Cf-252 neutron field can be done
with relative uncertainties of the order of 2 %, whereas it is relatively
seldom that the uncertainties of energy-dependent cross section measure-
ments are better than 5 %. It is therefore of some advantage to include
such integral data more extensively in future evaluations of energy-depen-

i
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dent cross section data. At the last ASTM-EURATOM Symposium, an evaluation
of a best set of integral Cf-252 data with regard to the data covariances
was presented for these purposes. This evaluation has been expanded and
updated. The result is given below.

!

EXPERIMENT

The irradiations were conducted at the PTB low-scattering outdoor
irradiation facility /2/. Instead of the formerly applied combination of

'

two californium sources, only a single source was used. The source was
encapsulated in a double zircaloy cylinder with outer dimensions of 10 mm
in diameter and 10 mm in height. The encapsulation was 1.5 mm thick. The8 s-1 on July 1, 1981.neutron source strength was approximately 2.0 x 10
Disk-shaped samples of high-purity metallic foils,10 mm in diameter and
between 0.125 and 0.25 mm thick, were used. Irradiations were performed
with the sandwich method, i.e. each sample placed between two foils of
either aluminium or nickel acting as neutron flux density monitors. The
sandwich packets were almost touching the convex surface of the source
cylinder. The neutron flux density at the position of the middle foil was

7 cm-2 s-1. For a sandwich packet consistingof the order of 2.6 x 10
of 0.25 mm thick foils, the neutron flux density gradient between the
outer foils was 17 %. Control measurements gave a high reproducibility,
i.e. the uncertainty of the neutron flux density at the position of the
middle foil due to geometrical effects was 0.3 %.

An essential advantage of the sandwich method is a compensating
effect in most corrections. Only the ratio of corrections of a similar
order of magnitude influences the final results, and not the absolute
magnitude of corrections for scattering and absorption effects in the
source and the sample. The main corrections were perturbations of thei

'

neutron spectrum emerging from the californium source due to scattering
and absorption processes in the source encapsulation, and absorption and
scattering events in the sample. Besides weak absorption, inelastic
scattering in the source encapsulation is mainly responsible for the
perturbations of the neutron spectrum. The result of a first analysis
is shown in Table 1. The ratio of the number of neutrons emerging from

the source encapsulation to that
Of a pure californium spectrum is

r ri ii .< w. u.m mi. m. i. =u .e. m. given as a function of the neutron4 i.e. i o .-.,n -g .. .

energy. A more detailed analysis of
these effects is in progress. Where
sample and neutron monitor reactionsw .< ,- ,.ne.o.,,

e. , ,,. me . n, .

have similar energy response ranges,- '
~ - -

the effect of spectrum perturbations' * ''"

becomes fully compensated. Experi-'* ''"'

mentally determined ratio measurements' " " * ' ' "

of the reactions Ti-48(n,p) and' ' * ' ' " *

Au-197(n,2n) relative to Ni-58(n,p)

-_ . _ _ -
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(where the energy response ranges of the former reactions (see Table 4)
are at considerably higher neutron energies than for the Ni-58(n.p) reac-
tion with a 30 % energy-response range between 2.1 and 8.0 MeV) showed
no significant deviations due to spectrum perturbation effects, compared
with the data of Table 1. The uncertainty component due to these effects
is estimated at 0.5 %. Absorption (self-shielding) of neutrons in the
sample is compensated due to the presence of a monitor foil in front of
and behind the sample. The effect of elastically scattered neutrons in the
sandwich packet, from the monitor foil to the sample foil and vice versa
is not fully compensated. However, the net effect remains small and the
uncertainty in neglecting such corrections is estimated at 0.7 %. Elastic
scattering from the neutron source encapsulation and from the sample
support structures does not have to be considered as it will automatically
be taken into account in the response of the monitor foils.

Activities of irradiated samples were determined with a calibrated
Ge(Li) detector with a volume of 130 cm3 and a nominal efficiency of 28 %.
The usual counting position for low activity sources was at a distance of
51 mm above the detector face. The detector calibration was done with a
set of radioactive standard sources covering the gamma energy range between
0.1 and 1.8 MeV. Besides photopeak-efficiencies total efficiencies were also ;

determined in order to allow the necessary summ,ing corrections for gamma |
sources emitting more than one gamma quantum. Dead-time corrections were
applied but were in all cases of a negligible order of magnitude. In some
cases activities which were too low required the counting in a second
position only 12 nm distant from the detector. This position was calibrated
in a way similar to the other one. Such radionuclides which gave summing
corrections in this position which were too large (> 5 %) were measured
relative to reference sources of the same radionuclide calibrated at a
more distant position with sufficiently small summing corrections.
Corrections were applied for the extended volume of the radioactive foil
and for gamma absorption within the foils. With regard to all corrections,
the relative uncertainty of the photopeak- efficiencies was 1.5 %. In the
conversion of the measured counting rates into reaction rates, atomic-mass
values, isotopic abundances and decay parameters were taken from Ref. 3.

Measured Average Cross Sections

The experimental results are summarized in Table 2. It must be men-
tioned that all present measurements are ratio measurements and not
absolute ones. The Mg-24(n,p) reaction was measured relative to Al-27(n,a)
and all other reactions relative to Ni-58(n,p). The data shown in Table 2
were normalized, based on absolute cross sections of 1.006 mb for
Al-27(n,a) and 118 mb for Ni-58(n,p) determined earlier /2/. The uncer-
tainties quoted correspond to a lo level and comprise counting statistics
and all above-mentioned uncertainty contributions. Correlations have been
taken into account. The uncertainty due to the normalization is not in-
cluded. A detailed uncertainty analysis will be given at a later stage
when the present data in the form of actual ratios will be added to the
evaluation shown in the second part of this paper. Prior to this, additio-

-
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nal measurements with a recent californium source (available within the
next few months) of 20-fold source strength are planned to reduce some
of the relatively large counting-statistical uncertainties.

Tspertseatally detereined spectrun-4vereyd cross se(tions (in 4)MQ
in the (f-252 neutron field

Pets [qt CTwit

E ut elMgT5
61 &(Y10s

wwg

4//
28'ag i n ,p )I"he 2 01 + 0.36 1.% * 0.12

Mn 0 40e + 0 009 0.58 + 0.14 /5/
N5 ( n .2n [# ,

Uto (n .p )5'F e 1 te 1 0.04 1.% 3 0 10 /5/

NC o( n . i)N* 0,208 3 0 t'10 0 217 i 0 Cl$ /4/
0. 2 0 + 0. 01 /5/
0 20 + 0 c1 /t/

C o ( n ,2a ) Co C 4J6 * O C10 0.57 i 0.06 /5/U

ti (1. C1 1 0.12 ) s l3'I
-

%t(n.2n) IM

N 4t(n np) to 0.412 1 0 013

6 L,, (, ,, ;6 3Co 2.19 * 0.1 ) -

0.671 * 0.018 0. 779 + 0. 017 /7/
6 3 ,(,,.,)tog co

?r 0 221 + 0.006 0.267 3 0.015 /5/
2r ( n ,2n )89'0

Table 2 shows that for the reactions Ni-58(n,2n), Ni-58(n,np) and
Ni-60(n,p) no previous experiments have been done. With the exception
of the Co-59(n.a) reaction,only a single additional measurement is avai-
lable for each remaining reaction. Good agreement has been found between
the present data of Mg-24(n p) and Co-59(n,a) and those measured by
Kobayashi and Kimura /4/. The same is not true of the data measured by
Deszu and Csikai /5/. Their data exceed those of the present experiment
by about 20 % for the reactions Co-59(n,p) and Zr-90(n,2n) and by about
40 % for the reactions Mn-55(n,2n) and Co-59(n,2n). These discrepancies
can only be resolved by additional future experiments. A very careful
experiment has been done by Winkler et al. /7/ for the the reaction
Cu-63(n,u). The uncertainty of 2.4 % quoted is similar to that of the
present experiment. Neither experiment however, shows any overlap in the
error bars. A remeasurement is planned to resolve the difference of
5.7 % between both experimental values.

Comparison with Calculations

In Table 3 the experimental results are compared with calculated
average cross sections. In the calculations, c(E) data were taken from
ENDF/8-V or from other recent evaluations /9-14/. For the californiumthe segment-adjustedneutron spectrum, two representations were chosen:
NBS evaluation /8/ and a pure Maxwellian with a average energy of 2.13 MeV
(temperature parameter T = 1.42 MeV). The calculated cross sections based
on ENDF/B-V data and a pure Maxwellian can be compared with the calcu-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _. __ _ _ __ - - - - - - - _ - - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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lations performed by Magurno /15/ and show complete agreement. For
ENDF/B-V data and the segment-adjusted neutrum spectrum, calculations;

have been made by Nolthenius and Zijp /16/. Their results in some cases
are between 1 % and 5 % lower than the present calculation. It is not
at all clear if this divergence is due to the transformation of the origi-
nal data to a specific group structure performed by the authors mentioned.

Tesle 3 Coopertson between seasured and calcolated everage cross tactions (in sel

Reaction Calculat ton

(speriment )a
EW/B-V Other Evalvetton A. f .

Seg. Adj. Pure Mass. Seg. Adj . Pure Maas

24
Ngt e.p ) 2.01 006 2.159 2.335 /9/

27
A l t a ,a ) I.00b . 0.022 1.058 1.154 1.011 1.107 /10/

"'It (n.p) 0.42 0.01 0 4392 0.4457
55

Mn(n 2n) 0.408 ., 0.009 0.4458 0.5535
I'Co(n p) 3.6810.04 1.73 1.78 /11/U

CoM..) 0.208 0.010 0.2162 0.2348
"Co(n ,2a ) 0.406 + 0.010 0.4103 0.511a
"h t y,2n)

(1.01 1 0.12)s10-2 0.760630'# 0.997:10*I 0,741.10-2 0.973m10-2 jggj'O (n,p) 2.39 + 0.13 3.442 3.620
t

"I
Cv( a ,2) 0.671 0.018 0.1577 0.8066 0.6763 4.7145 /14/902r(n,2n) 0.221 1 0.006 0.20E9 0.2690 /9/U#
Au(n In) 5.50 * 0.14 5 646 6 $50,

* PreSent work and Ref, /2/

The experimental value of Al-27(9,a) is more consistent with the recent
evaluation of Vonach and co-worker.c. /10/ than with ENDF/8-V. For the
Co-59(n.p) reaction, the 90 % energy response range in the californium
spectrum is between 3.6 MeV and 10.2 MeV, the energies corresponding to a
response of 5 % and 95 %, respectively, of the total response. In the
calculation of the average cross section, experimental c(E) data from
2.6 MeV to 10 MeV were taken from Ref. /11/. The contribution to the
average cross section from o(E) data above 10 MeV is 5.4 %. For these ener-
gies, the data (labelled as data set III) were .taken from Ref. /12/. The
present experiment and the calculation agree within 3 %. The evaluation of
the iii-58(n,2n) cross section performed by Marcinkowski /13/ gives only
slightly different results compared with ENDF/8-V. The ENDF/B-V data for
Cu-63(n,a) overestimate the response in fission fields. The evaluation.
based on the data of Winkler et al. /14/ (see also Ref. /7/) fits theexperimental result much better.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The Cf-252 Neutron Spectrum at High Energies

The reactions from Table 3 are again given in Table 4, ordered accord-
ing to their energy response ranges. The ratio of the calculated average
cross section relative to the experimental values is used as a test for the
adequacy of the representation of the californium neutruri spectrum at high
neutron energies. This test compares two different spectral representations:
a pure Maxwellian with an average energy of 2.13 MeV and the NBS evaluation
/8/ indicating a deficit of neutrons compared to this pure Maxwellian at
high neutron energies. Most C/E values allow a clear preference to be given
to one of the two spectrum representations. For a few reactions, discre-
pancies between experiment and calculation have to be investigated. In the
case of Ni-60(n,p), the experiment and the calculation disagree strongly.

_f at te_4
netto of the calculated to fee empertewetal average trosi section for two
di f fere*t spe< tral represent at toes

(jt . v. t o, t spectral f ore90 # se
Reac t ion g ,

f rom to $cg, Adj. a from SeqAU. Pure Faso.

la n , ) 4.76 11.6 1. I M 1.202 EW/B-V * (-)el

1.00s 1 065 /14/

6 b t (n .p ) 4.92 10.9 1.440 1 515 [W/P-V 7 7

"Co( n ,3 ) 6. C4 12 6 8 1.129 IW/9*V * *

**t t gn,p) 6 02 12.9 @ 1. 0t.1 EW/8-V * (*I

l'u g( n .p ) 6 57 12.1 13p?4 1.162 /9/ (* ) -

A1(n ,i) 6 60 12.5 1 052 1.151 147 /8-V * *

27

13 1.100 /10/

Au( n .2a ) 8.91 14.2 'M l 191 f %DI/8-I * *

191

Mr ( n ,2a ) 11.2 16.4 lM) 1.357 EW /3 *V (*) *

b5

"co(n ,2n ) 11. ) 16.5 1 011 1.261 (W/8-V *

2r . 2n) 12.8 17.$ Q 9}t 1 217 /9/ (*) *

90

"%i [ n ,2a ) la 1 18 0 0.752 0 997 (%7 / B-V - *

".7)A 0.O 3 /lli
~

Due to the absence of data, the excitation function of ENDF/B-V between
threshold and 6 MeV is based on model calculations, and above 6 MeV, it has
been mainly determined by a single experiment. Up to 8 MeV, 65 % of the
response in a californium spectrum is given. An error in the slope of the
excitation function would have a relatively large influence on the calcu-
lated value of Table 3. Nevertheless, this reaction must be candidate for
additional confirmative integral measurements. The reactions Mg-24(n,p),
Mn-55(n,2n) and Zr-90(n,2n) show deviations of the C/E value from unity
of the order of 10 %. Possible explanations of these deviations as far
as the energy-dependent cross section data are concerned, will be briefly
reviewed. The excitation function of Mg-24(n,p) between threshold and
10 MeV (83 % response in the californium spectrum) has been determined by
only two experimental data sets and shows a distinct structure. The eva -
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luation of Mn-55(n,2n) between reaction threshold and 13 MeV (53 % res-
ponse) is based solely on model calculations. The first experimental
data point for 2r-90(n,2n) is given at 13.4 MeV. Below this (22 % res-
ponse), the evaluation is based on model calculations.

In the last two columns of Table 4,dicated. A positive sign definesthe spectral representation
which appears to be more adequate is in
a clear preference for a certain representation and a negative sign means
the opposite. Terms in brackets signify that the statement is somewhat
weaker. With the exception of Ni-58(n,2n) (and Ni-60(n,p)), the C/E
values of all reactions indicate' that the NBS evaluation of the neutron
spectrum is more adequete than a pure Maxwellian in obtaining consis-
tency between experimental and calculated integral data. A recent review
of direct spectrum measurements of californium-252 /17/ shows strongly
divergent data between 8 MeV and 15 MeV due to intensity problems. Above
15 MeV, no direct spectrum measurements are available. However, recent
experiments in particular up to 15 MeV give some indication that the
neutron spectrum can also be described by the pure Maxwellian at high
energies. This fact is here alone confirmed by the result of the |

Ni-58(n,2.) reaction. In the light of this reaction, the problems in {
(

comparing integral experiments and calculations with the aim of deducing
statements on the form of the neutron spectrum, will be briefly reviewed.
First, the experimental value must be relatively accurate: (it is hoped
that the present uncertainty of 12 % can be reduced in future experi-
ments). Secondly, the calculated value depends strongly on the exactness
of the slope of the excitation function near reaction threshold. For
Ni-58(n,2n), for example, the energy range between threshold (12.4 MeV)
and 2.3 MeV above it contributes half to the total response of this
reaction in a californium neutron field. Unfortunately, energy-dependent
cross section data near threshold have mostly large uncertainties (10 %
for Ni-58(n,2n), for example) or must be approximated by model calcu-
lations in the case of missing data. On the other hand, the C/E values
for high-threshold reactions are relatively sensitive where the form of-
the neutron spectrum is concerned (up to 30 % difference between the two
spectral representations used here).

EVALUATION

The previous evaluation of Cf-252 spectrum-averaged cross sections
comprised 17 reactions based on 31 data points /18/. The present evalua-
tion, extends the set to 23 reactions and now includes 4L data points.
The essential differences between both evaluations are as follows:
a) ' The data of Kobayashi and Kimura /4/ have been re-analysed with regard

to their uncertainty components /19/ and have been added to the
evaluation.

b) The recent experiment of the Cu-63(n,a) reaction by Winkler et. al /7/
has been included in the evaluation.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ -
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c) The covariance matrix of the NBS fission chamber measurements evaluatedby Wagschal et al. /20/ has been corrected to its final version.
d) Two experimental data sets /21,22/ which mainly contributed to a certain

inconsistency in the first evaluation have been modified as regards
their weight in the evaluation.

The rules for generating the covariance matrices of experimental data
and their application in evaluating a best set of data have been described
in detail elsewhere /18,24/. It has been shcwn that an evaluation can be
organized in such a way that a new data set can simply be added to a pre-
viously made calculation. This principle, for example, is valid for the
recent data set of Ref. /19/, as these data in the form of ratios show no
correlations to any of the data previously considered. However, the same
principle cannot be applied to the experiment of Winkler et al. /7/, as
this measurement is correlated with data already contained in the previous
evaluation. The present evaluation has therefore been completely redone,
this also being necessary to allow the correction of a few inconsistencies
in the prior evaluation.

The data of Kobayashi and Kimura /4/ have been transformed back to
the actual ratio measurements. The uncertainty analysis has been completely
redone. Details can be found elsewhere /19/. The result is shown in Table 5.

Strawrecents of tobayasht and timre (f rom Ref. /19/)Table 5

Correlatlon matris ( a 100)
Re a(t ton ratio n -ra t io Rel .Std [>v.

Ing .24 t n,p )/ in-115(n,n * ) 0. co% g 1 4.24 100

AI-27(n p)/Al-2 7 (n, n) 4.797 3,13 -7 100

A l- 2 7 (n .p ) /Al-27(n. ) 4.892 4 68 -6 21 100

Al-27 t n .p)/ l-? ?(n ,2) 4 . 9 56 5.58 -5 19 15 100
A

5 -31[n.7)/ Al-27(n ,4) 72 9fi 3.75 2 6 19 5 100

5 32(n.p)/Al-2 7 (n ,4) 10.90 5.06 2 6 5 45 41 100

V -51tn.p)/Al-27(n al 0 7058 8.13 -a 15 6 5 2 2 100

f e 54(n.p)/In-115(n.n') 0.4161 4.16 26 -4 -3 -2 3 2 5 100

Fe-% (n ,9) / In-115(n .n ' ) 0 0071 % 4,02 ?? -4 -3 -3 3 2 -5 31 100

ti-58(n.p )/ Al-27;n .1; 118,3 2.77 -10 16 30 11 12 8 10 -5 -6 100

Co-59(n a }/Al-27(na) 0.2157 6.17 -4 18 5 5 6 4 10 -2 -l 9 100

la-64 | n,p)/ Al-27;n a) 41.45 3.66 -2 28 6 6 9 1 13 0 0 13 17 100
in-11)f,n.n' )/ Al.27(n.a) 166 8 5.% -10 10 8 44 3 44 8 -6 -6 14 6 6 100

in-lllin.n' )/ In-115(n n') 0 Ball 4.90 21 0 0 0 0 0 -1 16 16 -1 0 0 10 ICO

In-115 f e.n ' ;/ Al-27(n .i) 196 9 4.39 -31 13 11 56 4 55 10 -25 -26 18 8 8 62 -15 100

Au-191(n.2n )/ Al-U ( n a) 5.219 3.80 -15 12 If IC 5 4 21 -9 -9 20 21 28 15 -1 21 100

The uncertainties are essentially reduced compared with Ref. /4/. This is'

due to the compensating effects in ratio measurement and to the taking
into account of correlations between the uncertainty components. The
relatively Icw-valued positive or negative correlations shown in Table 5
are typical of strong compensation effects. For the NBS fiscion-chamber
measurement, the values shown in Table 6 (Ref. 20) replace the older data
af Table 2 of Ref. 18. In the analysis of the average cross section
measurement of Cu-63(n,a) of Winkler et al. /7/, two uncertainty components
were recognized which show full correlation with the NBS fission-chamber

5
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measurement: the component of 1.1 % -
.

t.g. ._ %,,,o ~,..m .u r a .) e,- moroe ' for the source strength determiidtionm ~
.

and that of 1 % for neutron scattering
in the source encapsulation. Wagschal

w g.; p ro /23/ recently showed that the secondgg '
,

term has to be r duced to 0.71 %, ase
this term also included scatteringe-ini..o irm em im

from sample support structures. This .e| .-t wo-i n anu om ao im '

results in a rglative govariance' term
_,

vmfu.<a um em .. " '"
2(in % ) of 1.1 + 0.71' 1 1./1 ubicni , memo. n o soo ui -i, " " '"

must be added to the data of Table 4 -

of Ref. /18/'. -

In the previous evaluation /18/ we obtained a value of X per degree
of freedom of 1.93. We took that into account by multiplying all standard
deviations of the evaluated result with a factor of 1.39. This it.consis-
tency was mainly attributed to the fission reaction measurement of Ref. 21
and Ref. 22. We discussed possible systematic errors in the data and tried
to eliminate them by reducing the ori
procedure was only a partial success.ginal data to ratios. Even thisIn the present evaluation, the

| reduction to ratios continues, but in addition, because of the impression
that the uncertainties quoted seem to be underestimated, the uncertainties1

of the data of Adamov et al./22/ are enlarged by a factor of 1.5. The same
has been done with the data of Ref. /21/ where all uncertainties (alsothose of the non-fission reactions) have been enlarged by the same factor.
Here it shnuld be remembered that the original uncertainty values had before
been divided by a factor of 2 in order to reduce them from the 2c level
to the lo level. In both cases it has bem assumed that the shape of the
correlation matrix remains the same and that this enlargement does not
influence the intercorrelations between different experiments. With this '

new weighting o{ value of 25.7 compared with the number of degrees ofthe data of Ref. 21 and Ref. 22, the present evaluation
-

resulted in a x
freedom of 25. The result of the present evaluation is shown in Table 7
and 8. It is believed that the new weighting is more realistic, as it
concerns only the 11 data points which were in the past responsible for

-the inconsistency of the evaluation, instead of attributing the in-
consistency to the whole evaluation.
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INTERCOMPARISON OF THE D20-MODERATED 252Cf SOURCES
AT THE N.B.S. AND AT Tile SEFOR CALIBRATION CENTER

W. E. Brandon, C. O. Cogburn, R. R. Culp,
W. W. Sallee, J. G. Williams +

University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR 72701 ,

C. M. Eisenhauer, J. A. Grundl, E. D. McGarry, R. B. Schwartz - N.B.S.

ABSTRACT

The D 0-moderated 2522 Cf source at the N.B.S. was developed as a
calibration test source, whose spectrum simulates that found in the
vicJnity of light water reactors.1 The D 0/Cf-252 source is to be used2
for calibrating neutron personnel dosimeters and for LWR research. One
of the requirements involved in the choice of a suitable reference source
for this purpose is that a number of testing laboratories should be able
to reproduce the source based on the N.B.S. model.

A source based upon the N.B.S. prototype, consisting of a 30 cm
diameter spherical stainless steel tank covered with a cadmium shell, has
been fabricated for use at the University of Arkansas SEFOR Calibration
Center. The Arkansas source differs from the N.B.S. model in some small
details, mainly concerning tae method of loading the californium capsule
into the central stem. In addition to minor differences between the
sources used at SEFOR and at N.B.S., it was necessary to consider also
the different irradiation cells in which the two sources are used, and
to investigate the possible influence of wall-return neutrons on the
spectra at the irradiation positions. Compatibility of measurement
techniques is discussed, as well as the extent to which the desired repro-
ducibility of the source spectrum has been achieved.

INTRODUCTION

The University of Arkansas calibration facility is located in the
refueling cell of the decommissioned SEFOR fast reactor. The room, shown
in Figure 1, has 1.2 m thick concrete walls, lined with 1.27 cm of steel.
The principal dimensions of the room, neglecting a shelf and fuel transfer
port at the top of the room, are: length 5.2 m, width 4.1 m, height 8.5 m.
The D 0 moderated source is located 1.4 M above the floor.2

+ Present Address: Imperial College, University of London.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

At NBS, measurements with the D 0 moderated source are made in the2
basement of the low-scatter room of the NBS Van de Graaff facility. This
room has a concrete flour of 11.7 m length, and 11.0 m width, and concrete
walls which extend to a " ceiling" height of 4.6 m. The " ceiling" is an

aluminum grating which serves as the floor of the low-scatter room above.
The source position is approximately 2 m above the floor.

In both f acilities, measured instrument responses are corrected for
the effects of wall-return neutrons by assuming that the total measured
response can be expressed as:

+ +C (l)C =
T RR '

r

where r is the source-detector distance
C is the response to source neutrons at unit distance in a
g

vacuum.
C is the response to neutrons scattered or removed in the air.

A
and C is the response to neutrons reficcted at least once from the

RR
walls of the room.

In calibration rooms with linear dimensions less than 10 m, the
second term is small compared to the third term. This contribution is
therefore estimated and subtracted from C

C,TC3 (2)C=C 2+C33T r
r

2Cr =C +C
g RR

The form of this expression shows that a plot of the measured quantity
Cr against r will give a straight line with C as the intercept and C2 2 RRg
as the slope of the line. The intercept is the inferred response of the
instrument at unit distance, corrected for air-scattering. The slope C RR
is the response to room-return neutrons.2 Rearranging equation (3) gives:

Cr = C (1 + r) (4)
g

o
2 2Figures 2 and 3 show plots of Cr vs. r from measurements with a

9-inch spherical remmeter in the NBS calibration room and in the SEFOR
facility. Both sets of measurements were performed with the same instru-

An air-scattering correction of 1.3% per meter of air was made.ment. 2The larger room-return response for the SEFOR facility (39.3% per m vs.

7.5% per m for NBS) is due to the smaller dimensions of the room.2

In order to compare results in the two rooms, the free-field responses
C should be expressed in units such as counts per mrem. If the room
greturn corrections are made properly and the two source strengths are

intercalibrated, the free-field values should be the same.

. . . . . . . .
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The dose equivalent rate 11 is given by

H = 0.89 x K x Q
4wr* I5)

where Q is the source emission rate
K is the fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factor

and 0.89 accounts for absorption of thermal neutrons in the Cd shell
of the D 0 sphere2

For the NBS room:

-6 (mrem em ) x 1.75 x 109 -12
H = 0.89 x 9.3 x 10 s

4xrd (m*) x 10' cm /mz d

Therefore, the normalized free field value of C/H is
2C/II = Cr /llr2= = 2.6 x 103 counts / mrem

The 252 Cf source capsule used in the D 0 sphere for the SEFOR measure-2
ments has been calibrated at NBS using a MnSO4 bath to establish its
neutron emission rate within + 1.3%. The emission rate at the time of the
remmeter measurements was 4.19 x 109 n/s. This value gives:

g , 0.89 x 9.3 x 10-6 (mrem em ) x 4.19 x 109 -Is
4 z4xr (m ) x 10* cm*/m*

11 = 0.276 mrem /s

The normalized C/H ratio for the measurements at SEFOR is

C/H = 0 6
x1 e un s/ mrem=

.

This value agrees well with the NBS results, considering that the measure-
ments were made with an ordinary health physics instrument.

It is hoped that a further intercomparison of the two D 0 moderated2
sources can soon be made using an NBS dual-fission chamber. Other inter-
comparisons are planned.

REFERENCES

1. Schwartz, R. B. and Eisenhauer, C. M., "The Design and Construction
of a D 0-Moderated 2522 Cf Source for Calibrating Neutron Personnel
Dosimeters Used at Nuclear Power Reactors", NUREG/CR-1204, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington (1980). .!
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MULTIGROUP PROCESSING OF ENDF/B DOSIMETRY C0 VARIANCES

D. W. Muir, R. E. MacFarlane, and R. M. Boicourt
Los Alamos National Laboratory-
L's Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.o

ABSTRACT

The methodology of multigroup processing of
ENDF/B dosimetry covariance (uncertainty) informa-
tion is discussed, with specific references to the
ERRORR covariance module of the NJOY nuclear data
processing system. Also discussed is the recent
application of ERRORR to the generation of a 137-
group, 35-material covariance library for dosimetry
applications, and a compact format for storing and
transmitting fine group covariance libraries is
introduced.

TlfE ERRORR COVARIANCE PROCESSING MODULE

The NJOY nuclear data processing system is used at Los Alamos andl

elsewhere to process data from ENDF/B into forms useful in various
applications. A new version, NJ0Y (10/81), was released to the U. S.
code centers in November, 1981. The particular module of NJ0Y used for
preparing multigroup covariance matrices is called ERRORR. In addition,
the module COVR is included in the NJ0Y system to plot and re-format
multigroup covariance matrices produced by ERRORR. As with the other
JJOY modules, ERRORR and COVR can be operated either as parts of the
NJOY system or as stand-alone programs.

Basic Methodology of ERRORR

ERRORR is a flexible program which allows the user several choices -
in the particular method used to calculate covariances. The first
method, the "pointwise" approach, is used when one has access to a data
set containing resonance-reconstructed and linearized cross sections in
the NJOY " point-ENDF," or PENDF format. The user can produce such a
data set using the RECONR and BROADR modules of NJ0Y. This step is
unnecessary for most dosimetry applications, because a PENDF tape contain-
ing all of the reactions on the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file, with all-reso-
nances reconstructed and Doppler broadened to 300 K, has been produced
recently at Los Alamos and is available from the Los Alamos Nuclear Data
Group. In order to keep the size of this data file down to a manageable

655
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size (56 000 card images), a relatively coarse accuracy criterion (1%
for non-fissile nuclides, 5% for fissiles) was employed in the resonance-
reconstruction calculation.

In this mode of operation, the user can specify a group structure
The ERRORRwith complete flexibility (up to 620 user groups are allowed).

module will determine the union of the user's energy grid and the ENDF/BThe relationship betweenevaluator's grid for the material of interest.
these three grids is illustrated in Fig. 1.

!
User's Grid x x

3 2

ENDF/B Grid y1 y2 Y3

4 '*4$ '*3$ '*1 @2'*2Union Grid 431

Fig. 1. Illustration of Energy Grid Relations

After forming the union grid, ERRORR integrates O(E) and the user-and " fluxes"
supplied weight function $(E) to obtain the cross sections zThese, inturn,areusebtocalculate$ , multigrouped on th. union grid.=

multigroup cross sections x; on the user's grid according tok

1 $k *k (1)x. = kci .

' T $y
kei

In order to calculate the covariances of x.
the methodology of

ERRORR assumes that. the $(E) is free of uncertain,ty, so that the "propa-i

gation-of-errors" formula can be used,
"(*k'*f) (2)1 acov(x ,x)) = C

, ik "jf1 kct
Ecj

are the normalized group fluxes,where the " sensitivity coefficients" a g

@k
*^ik 1 Qkkei

The union-grid covariances cov(z '*f) in Eq. (2) are formed from thek in thenumerical data in the ENDF/B covariance files by combining them,
ENDF/B prescribed manner,2,3 with the union grid cross sections z 'k
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The final step, if the user requests it, is to convert the absolute
covariances, Eq. (2), to relative covariances,

cov(x ,x )
1 j

relcov(x ,x)) =i x, , (4).

1 J

Group Input Option

A slightly different calculational path is followed if one wishes to
start from a multigroup cross section library rather than pointwise data.
ERRORR will accept such multigroup cross section input, but only in the
format produced by the NJOY group-averaging module GROUPR. Such a li-
brary contains both multigroup cross sections and group integrals of the
weight function used to produce the cross sections.

In the multigroup input mode, the required union-grid cross sections
and fluxes are obtained by collapsing (or expanding) the cross sections
and fluxes on the input library. At present, no provision is made for
replacing the library group fluxes with a set more appropriate for a
given application. If a " library" group is subdivided by a union group
boundary, ERRORR assumes the cross section and weighting function are
both energy-independent, in order to estimate $ and z above and below

k kthe point of subdivision. The remainder of the calculation proceeds as
with pointwise input.

A 620 group (SAND-II) GROUPR cutput library has been produced re-
cently for the ENDF/B-V dostmetry materials, using a constant weight
function. This library is also available on request.

| Recent Extensions

In some materials, and in certain energy regions, the cross section
uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in resolved resonance para-
meters. One noteworthy example is 63Cu(n,y)64Cu (ENDF/B-V Material 6435)
in the energy range from 10 eV to 15.9 kev, where the entire cross-section
uncertainty is represented by means of resonance parameter uncertainties,

237
i The same is true of Np(n,f) (ENDF/B-V Material 6337) from 0 to 10 eV.
<

Beginning with the (10/81) version of ERRORR, the resonance para-
meter contribution to the uncertainty in infinite-dilution fission and
capture cross sections is included automatically when cross section co-
variances are processed.

This contribution is obtained from the Breit-Wigner formula for
the fission and capture areas of a resonance, A and A . By differ-

7 7'

entiating this formula with respect to the resonance parameters, one
obtains a set of sensitivities. With these sensitivities and the

2
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covariance matrix of the parameters from ENDF/B, one can apply a propa-
gation-of-errors formula, similar to Eq. (2), to obtain the covariances
cov(A ,A ), cov(A ,A ), and cov(A ,A ). These results then are added

7 7 g

to the ENDF-specified "long-range" cross section covariances.

The resonance contribution is properly weighted with the isotopic
abundance and the ratio of the weight function at the resonance to the
average weight in the group. It is assumed, however, that the area of
a resonance lies entirely within the group which contains the resonance
energy E . Because of this assumption, and because ENDF/B provides no
correlations between parameters of different resonances, the calculated
resonance parameter contribution affects only the diagonal elements of
the affected matrices.

With the implementation of this feature, the uncertainty in the
capture cross section of Cu, for example, computed for a group which63

contains the large 577-eV resonance is 3.0%, rather than zero, as in
earlier ERRORR versions.

The (10/81) version of ERRORR also handles explicit cross-material
covariances. The only explicit cross-material covariances appearing in
ENDF/B-V pertain to fission v values, but there is a clear need for more
information of this type in future versions of the Dosimetry File.

A third, more recent, extension of the program allows the process-
ing of covariances in cases when one cross section is measured relative
to a well-known " standard" cross section. In such a case, the evaluator
may represent the uncertainty in the first cross section as being the
sum of two components. The first component is described by an explicit
statemcnt of the uncertainty in the measured ratio, whereas the second
component, due to uncertainty in the standard, is represented impli-
citly, with the details provided only in the ENDF/B evaluation for the
standard reaction.

238In the dosimetry file, this situation occurs for the U(n,y)
10B(n,a)which was measured relative to

reaction (ENDF/B Material 6398)hfrom 4 kev to 20 kev, and the Pu(n,f) reaction (ENDF/B material2

6399), which was measured relative to 23sU(n,f) from 0.2 to 15 MeV.
When ERRORR was modified to include the uncertainty in the standard,

U(n,y), but there was a noticeable in-238there was little effect for
239Pu(n,f), from about 2% to 4-5% in thecrease in the uncertainty of

MeV region. This ratio-to-standard capability is not implemented in the
distributed version of ERRORR, but a set of code changes to accomplish
this is available from the authors on request.

PRODUCTION OF FINE-GROUP COVARIANCE LIBRARIES

In the above discussion, it is assumed that ERRORR is being used to
generate the needed covariances directly in the user's group structure,
which is the normal use of the program.
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Ilowever, one can also use ERRORR to generate a library in a fine-
group structure, and then use auxiliary collapsing programs to produce
coarse group libraries later. Such auxiliary programs would duplicate
the parts of ERRORR which perform the sums shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Iloweve r , such auxiliary programs could be much smaller than ERRORR be-
cause they need not deal with the considerable complexities of the
ENDF/B-V covariance formats.

In or der to study the feasibility of generating and using fine-
group covariance libraries, we have used ERRORR to produce a 137 group
cova ri ance library (containing energy group boundaries, cross sections,
relative standard deviations, and relative covariance matrices) con-
taining all of the materials and reactions in the ENDF/B-V Dosimetry
File (Tape 531). A 1/E weight function was used for group averaging.

The energy grid employed is the same for all reactions, and was
constructed by forming the union of all energy grids used by evalua-
tors in the covariance files of Tape 531. The resulting master grid
is listed in Table I. For these 137 group calculations, the union
grid is in all cases identical to the " user" grid, Fig. 1, because any
ENDF energies found in a particular evaluation must match one of the
" user" energies-

The choice of this group structure for an archival fine group
covariance library was made on the basis of ninimizing the number of
energy groups, subject to the constraint that information content of the
ENDF/B covariance evaluations be preserved. The use of a coarser group
structure would irreversibly average away at least some of the detailed
correlation structure.

In addition, there is little economic incentive to go choose a
coarser structure for the archival library. The computing t ime required
to generate the 137 group 35-reaction library was rather modest, namely
about 5 minutes cf CDC-7600 central processor time. This is only about
20% of the time required to produce the input resonance-reconstructed
(pENDF) cross section set.

The library thus produced is, as expected, ra ther bulky. Even
though the normal ERRORR output format suppresses zeros, the lib ra ry
contains over 38 000 card images. For this reason we have developed a
new format for compact representation of covariance matrices which
eventually will be an output option of the COVR module. The design of
this format, called the " Boxer" format, proceeds from a simple fact:
the ENDF/B-V covariance evaluations define certain rectangular regions
(boxes) in energy space, over which the relative covariance is constant.

1
(The ENDF/B format allowing a constant absolute covariance is rarely used,
and is not used at all in the ENDF/B-V Dosimetry File). Thus one expects
that an element of a multigroup relative covariance matrix derived from
ENDF/B frequently will be identical either to the element before it in
the same row, or to the element above it in the same column. Thus, the
Boxer format allows a combination of " horizontal" and " vertical" repeat
operations. Further details of the format are given in Appendix A.
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The amount of data compression achieved by this format change is
remarkable; from the original 38 000 card images the final library is
reduced to less than 1000 card images. Of these 1000, only about 300
are needed for the covariance matrix data proper, with most of the re-
maining records containing cross section information. By way of compari-
son the covariance portion Of the ENDF/B Dosimetry File itself Occupies
over 500 card images.

Table 1. RDC Library 137-Group Structure

Group Lower Group Lower Group Lower
Index Energy (eV) Index Energy (eV) Index Energy (eV)

1 1.OOOOOE-05 47 2.3OOOOE+05 93 4.10000E+06

2 2.53OOOE-02 48 2.50000E+05 94 4.50000E+06

3 3.OOOOOE-02 49 3.OOOOOE+05 95 5.OOOOOE+06

4 9.OOOOOE-02 50 3.03OOOE+OS 96 5.50000E+O6

5 2.50000E-01 51 3.40000E+05 97 5.75000E+O6

6 6.25000E-01 52 3.50000E+OS 98 6.OOOOCE+06

7 1.OOOOOE*00 53 4.OOOOOE405 99 6.25000E+06
8 1.8OOOOE+00 54 4.50000E+05 i00 6.4OOOOE+06

9 3.COOOOE+00 55 5.00000E+05 101 7.00000E+06

10 5.DOOOOE+00 56 5.rtOOOCE+05 102 7.SOOOOE+06

11 1.OOOOCE+01 57 5.500GOE+05 103 8.OOOOOE+06

12 1.50000E+01 5A 6.OOOOCE+05 *04 a.5000GE+06

13 2.OOOOOE+01 59 6.3OOOOE+05 105 9.OOOOOE+O6

14 4.COOOOF+01 60 6.50000E+05 106 9.28400E+O6

15 S.OOOCOE+O4 6f 7.SOOOOE+05 t07 9.SCOOGE+C6

16 8.OOOO';E+0t 62 0.OOOOOE+05 109 1.OOOOOE+07

17 1.5S000E*01 63 8 . 2 *J)OO E + 05 109 1.OOGOOE+07

19 2.OOOO0E+O2 64 8.3OOLGE+05 91O 1.041OOE+07

19 3.OOOOOE+O2 65 8.50000E+05 111 1.05OOOE+07

20 4.OOOOOE+O2 66 9. OOCOOE + 05 112 1.064OOE+07

21 5 OOOOCE+O2 67 9.50000E+05 t13 1.06BOCE+07

22 6.OOOOOE*O2 68 1.OOOOOE+06 114 t.10000E+07,

23 1.OOOOOE+03 60 t.02 WOE +0S 115 t.15000E*O7

24 2.OOOOOE+C3 70 1.05000E+06 116 1.16860E+07

25 3.OOOOOE+03 71 1.2GO00E206 117 1.2OOOOE+07

26 4.OOOOOE+03 72 1.40000E+06 118 1.24000E 07

27 4.80000E603 73 1.60000E+O6 119 1.24143E+07

28 7.OOOOOE+03 74 1.61940E+06 120 1.25000E+07

29 8.OOOOOE+03 75 1.74210E+06 121 1.3OOOOE+07

30 1.OOOOOE+04 76 1.89900E+06 122 1.31000E+07

31 1.59000E+04 77 2.OOOOOE+O6 123 1.35000E+07

32 2.OOOOOE+04 78 2.07545E+O6 124 1.40000E+07

33 2.3OOOOE+04 79 2.2OOOOE+06 125 1.42OOOE*O7

34 2.50000E+04 80 2.40000E+06 126 1.45000E+07

35 3.OOOOOE+04 81 2.50000E+06 127 1.50000E+07

36 4.OOOOOE+04 82 2.60000E+O6 128 1.55000E+07

37 5.OOOOOE+04 83 2.80000E+06 129 1.60000E+07

38 6.OOOOOE+04 84 2.96550E+O6 130 1.65000E+07

39 6.76000E+04 85 3.OOOOOE+06 131 1.70000E+07

40 8.OOOOOE+04 86 3.10000E+06 132 1.75000E+07

41 9.OOOOOE+04 87 3.24800E+O6 133 1.80000E+07

42 1.00000E+05 88 3.27500E+06 134 f 85000E*O7
43 1.3OOOOE+05 89 3.3OOOOE+06 135 1.90000E+07

44 1.50000E+05 90 3.50000E*06 136 f.92OOOE+07

45 1.84000E+05 91 3.70000E+06 137 1.96000E+07

46 2.OOOOOE+05 92 4.OOOOOE+06 - 2.OOOOOE+07

|
|
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The 137 group library in Boxer format is called the RDC (Reactor
Dosimetry Covariance) Library. The library and a short retrieval pro-
gram, TRIEVR, which reads the library and reconstructs full 137 x 137
matrices, are available on request.

Because of the compactness of the library, the retrieval program
runs very fast. For example, to search through.to find the last reac-
tion in the library and reconstruct the covariance matrix requires less
than 2 seconds of CDC-7600 time. To reconstruct all 35 matrices and
write them onto a binary disk file requires only 17 seconds of 7600 time.
By adding collapse algorithms (see next section) to TRIEVR, one could
avoid the cost of permanently storing the large output file.

Coarse-Group Collapse of the RDC Library

We next consider the subject of " collapsing" the RDC multigroup co-
variances to a relatively coarse user-defined energy grid. Typically
one needs covariances on an energy grid which is not exactly a sub-set
of the fine group grid. Thus, we are back to a situation essentially
identical to that shown earlier in Fig. 1, proviled that the "ENDF/B
Grid" is relabelled the "RDC Grid." While tne ENDF grid in Fig. I re-
ferred to the (material-dependent) evaluator's grid, the RDC grid is a
characteristic c.f the entire fine groep library, being the same for all
materials. Thus the union grid is also the same for all materials, and
it can be determined in advance of any collapse calculations. Also one

can calculate in advance the union group fluxes $p,in Figusing any weighting
function $(E) of interest. Finally, the y values I can be.

identified with the fine group cross secti$ns in the RDC Library.

It is convenient to re-cast Eq. (2) in terms of relative covari-
ances,

I cov(xg,x ) _ y 7
f,f cov(z '*f)3 k (5)ik jx.x. kci z z

1 J k 1pgj
.

where

#
g _ k *k
ik ~ I 4k *k

kei

is the fractional contribution to output group constant x from unica
group k. i

The fact that the energy grid of the RDC Library includes all energy
grids used in the ENDF/B-V dosimetry covariance files implies that the

!

l

!

I

e
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in Eq. (7) need not be recon-
relative covariance cov(z '*f)/*k * teed to be exactly equal to one of thek f
structed from ENDF/B; it ts guaran

covariances cov(y ,y )/y,y in the RDC Library. It is only necessary

to locate the RDC groisp m wilich contains union group k. This can be done,

For ex-for example, by using a material-independent " pointer" array.
ample, in the simple case shown in Fig. 1,

cov(z '*4) ' "(Y 'Y }2 2 3 (7)=

Y3*2 *4 Y2

To complete the calculation of the coarse group relative covariance,
Eqs. (5) and (6), one needs only to evaluate the factors f.k. If ne has

, and not tde underlying
access only to the multigroup cross sections y,t proceed completely rigor-energy-dependent cross-section shape, one canno
ously. However, because of the large number of groups in the RDC Li-
brary (see Table I), it is a good approximation to ignore the energy de-

* Y , where RDC group m contains unionpendence here and simply set zk m
group k.
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APPENDIX A

The RDC Library (Boxer) Format

In the Boxer format, data is stored as a list of numerical data
values (for example, relative covariances), together with a list of in-
tegers which control the loading of the data into the reconstructed array

indicates that the next value in theC(i,j). A negative integer, say -n,

data list is to be loaded into the next n j-values of C(i,j). A posit.ive
integer m means, for the next m j-values, simply carry down the value from
the row above,

C(i,j) = C(i-1,j) .
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When the first row (i = 1) is being loaded, the row "above" is defined
to be a row containing all zeroes.

In constructing the compressed data set, the choice between using
the " repeat-new-value" method or the " carry-down" method is made dynami-
cally on the basis of taking the longest possible " step." If m = n, the
" carry-down" metiod is chosen, as it does not require an entry in the
data list.

As an additional compression feature, one may. indicate by a " flag"
that the matrix C(i,j) is symmetric, hence only the upper right triangle
is given explicitly in the compressed data library. These various as-
pects of the Boxer format are illustrated by a simple example in Fig.
A-1. IIere a, b, c, and d are arbitrary non-zero data values.

Original Data Set

j

a a b b 0 0
N
a Na b b 0 0

Ni b b b b 0 0

b b b\ b 0 0s

\
0 0 0 0 ge c

c\d0 0 0 0

Boxer Format, Symmetry Flag Off

a b b 0 e d

-2 -2 8 -4 8 -4 -2 5 -1

Boxer Format, Symmetry Flag On

a b c d

-2 -2 14 -2 -1

Fig. A-1. Illustration of Boxer Format



THE MOL CAVITY FISSION SPECTRUM STANDARD NEUTRON FIELD
AND ITS APPLICATIONS

A. Fabry, G. Hinsart, F. Cops and S. De Leeuw
SCK/CEN, Boeretang 200, B-2400 Hol, Belgium

SUMHARY

The uranium-235 fission spectrum standard neutron field in the
one-meter diameter spherical cavity of the vertical thermal column
of the Belgian BR1 reactor is being revisited. The work is stillin progress. No bias in excess of 0 5 % has been found in pre-
viously published integral fission cross section ratio measurements
and benchmark field referencing of passive and active dosimetry
sensors except for high threshold reactions i.e. ~ 3 % for27Al(n,n). On another hand, significant advances in unravelling
better all neutronic and gamma-ray features of the field do encom-
pass :

1) the identification of the importance of low-energy (< 3 eV)
neutron upscattering effects on the cavity wall return reaction
rates for non-threshold dosimetry sensors

2) considerably improved insight into assessing the space-energy
perturbations caused by the structural cylindrical cadmium
thimble into which the field is generated

3) the more detailed assessment of reactor core leakage background
radiation fields.

It is confirmed in particular that the background response of
threshold fission sensors is purely induced by gamma-rays, making
integral checks of the relevant nuclear data possible. A novel
approach to reactor gamma-ray dosimetry, spectroscopy and micro-
calorimetry standardization is proposed, using this facility. A
novel Grazing-Angle Transmission Experiments (GATE) method is
also suggested as further asset of the facility to test the ade-
quacy of neutron angular scattering data; for a material as iron,
these nuclear data are believed, on basis of the PCA reactor
pressure vessel benchmark results, to be largely responsible for
the remaining discrepancies and trends presently observed in
reaction rate and neutron flux steel traverses.

Finally, the procurement of a removable pneumatic transfer
system opens the facility to some fast neutron activation analysis,
delayed-neutron and other calibration applications.
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INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The standard neutron field under consideration is generated by
means of a flexible uranium-235 source arrangment located at the
centerofsphericalcavities[1][2]hollowedoutoftheBR1 reactor
graphite thermal columna. It has been the subject of a number of
cooperative ventures between various national and international
groups (forinstancereferences(2]to[8]). The same spherical
cavities, of diameter 50 cm and 1 meter, are used also to generate,
respectively the MOL-EE intermediate-energy reference neutron field
[9] and the related natural uranium and iron shell material bench-
marks [10][11].

The present paper is the progress report of a current in-depth
experimental and theoretical study of the cylindrical source ver-
sion(s) [4]oftheuranium-235fissionspectrumstandardneutron
field in the one-meter spherical cavity. (Other source arrangments
areinuse[5]). The study has been promoted by various factors :
1) Request to document better correction and uncertainty sources

inpastintegralcrosssectionmeasurement[3][4][5]and
benchmark-field ref erencing [12][13] work, including the cali-
bration basis for absolute equivalent fission neutron fluxes [12]

2) Request to finalize the analysis of fission-Spactrum average
6Li{$4]10B andhelium production cross section measurements fcr

3) Desirability for exploratory investigations in support of some
noval applications for the facility, such as the ones made pos-
sible by the recent procurement of a transportable, high speed
pneumatic transfer system, or the cnes suggested in the frame
of programmatic activities in LWR neutron dosimetry, [15]in
fusion plasma neutron diagnostics [16] and in gamma-rsy dosi-
metrystandardization[17].

In views of editorial and schedule limitations, the paper is
written in a summary style, with many underlying details left for
further scrutiny in a forthcoming technical publication.

GROSS FEATURES OF THE FACILITY AND OF THE FISSION NEUTRON SOURCES

The cylindrical source versions of the MOL cavity fission
spectrum standard neutron field are schematized on figures 1 and 2.
As may be seen from fig. 1 the facility offers great flexibility.
Active and passive instruments, as well as the new pneumatic rabbit,
can be inserted and extracted directly, even at a full reactor power

P

_
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of 1 MW(a) This is true also for the structural thimble, a 2 meter.

long co-extruded cadmium tube of 1 mm thickness and of diameter
matching the inner diameter of the selected source shell (upper part
of fig. 2).

The source itself is furthermore removable for reactorbackground control measurements. The "Model II" source (fig. 2)
has been applied most extensively thus far. Model I is reserved to
special applications in which the contribution of graphite cavity
wall-returnneutrons(seebelow)hastobeminimized(14]orhadtobeverifiedfurther(4]. This wall-return contribution is indeed
proportional to the ratio between the source strength'and the cen-
tral equivalent fission neutron flux, i.e. considering the approxi-
mate values quoted on fig. 2 for these parameters, the wall return
corrections are roughly 4.2 (respectively 8 5) times larger in
model II (respectively model III) than in model I. The axial and
radial unperturbed fast neutron flux gradients within the central
zone of the sources are similar on the relative scale of the illus-tration (fig. 2 bottom). Model III thus offers the largest useful
experimental volume combined to the mest intense fast neutron flux.
This model is being assembled at this time; it is intended at the
novel applications to be briefly outlined - for which larger wall
return neutron contributions to the central fast finxes are not
detrimental (in some instances, can be taken at advantage).

PRINCIPLES FOR ANALYSIS OF THE NEUTRON FIELD

It is most useful to decompose the standard radiation field
with respect to the origin, space, angle and energy distribution
of the nuclear particles " detectable" at any point within the
cavity. Table 1 exemplifies such inventory of the central field
for source model II in a gross three-neutron and one-gamma energy-
group specification. Incorporated are footnotes and comments in-
tended at providing general indications of the available detailed
data less relevant to a survey.

Table I concepto can be translated to high accuracy into the
following superposition equation for neutronic sensor integral
reaction rate responses r(z) along the vertical axis of the
source-thimble assembly :

(1
-

r(z) = o P (z) S r (o) g (z) fg(E bW* (* b']p _ g x+x y g C

.-

where :
X25 uran um-235 fission spectrum average cross section

-

of considered sensor

(a)0ccasional passive experiments at a power of 3 2 MW are possible
(14]. {

|
t
:
I

-- {
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- (b" _Z
unperturbed flux per unit total source strengthe :
for the considered source-sensor geometric ar-
rangement; this is calculable exactly, in actual
practice by means of an NBS-code, INTRAN[18];
li defines the " effective" source-sensor separation

-

distance

virgin neutron field perturbation by the structu-P (z) :-

X ral thimble (fig. 3)

virgin neutron field perturbation by the sensor (s)S :-

X

r (o) : central reaction rate induced by neutrons gene-- y rated through virgin neutron. collisions, energy
degradation and backscattering from the graphite
cavity walls (wall-return, fig. 4 and table 2)
relative space-variation of rg(o) (fig. 5, left)gg(z) :-

effective cadmium cut-off dependency of r (o)fy(Ec) g:-
2

(fig. 5 right)

wall return neutron field perturbation by theS :- g
sensors
background responses, see all items referred toB(z) :-

footnote (e) in table 1.

Equation [1]essentiallyexpreosesseparabilitypropertieswhich
are not mathematically exact but are very accurate approximations
to the " physics" of most experiments in this standard.

|

In particular, the equation implicates that the three-dimen-
sional geometry of fig. 1 can be analysed by superposition of one-
dimensional spherical transport theory solutions to the cavity,

wall-return neutron " problem" and one-dimensional cylindrical or
two-dimensional (R,Z) solutions to the thimble perturbation
" problem".

As with any approximation, there are limitations to this " rosy"
picture. On another hand, insofar as the Sg correction is small or
does not involve excessive local heterogeneity, the wall-return and
thimble effects can be handled by a more complete two-dimensional
(R,Z) model.

At neutron energies above ~ 3 5 Mev, wall return neutron fluxes
are negligible. At energies below * 10 kev, the cavity wall return
neutron field is spatially and angularly uniform, fig. 4 and refe-

[19]. The second property is fundamentally traceable to therence
neutron " memory loss" after numerous wall collisions and cavity
crossings.

,

e -.. -- r , - - . , . ,- --
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Both properties provide the basic justification for
1. accurate integral cross section measurements relevant to thres-

hold reactor dosimetry and activation analysis
2. accurate fission flux absolute calibration relative to the235U(n,f) cross section

3. capability for accurate fission spectrum average cross section
measurements of non-threshold reactions.

Fig. 6 and table 3 provide an illustration relative to 3, for
a rather complex experimental capsule arrangement [14]. Minimizing
z and enhancing Sg were two crucial aspects of the experiment de-
sign. Capsules containing 10 6B and LiF powders were exposed at the
center of source Model I (fig. 6, upper part) as well as at off-
centered locations, 30 cm above and below center. Table 3 presents
adetailedexampleoftheapplicationofequation[1]tothisexperiment.

|

It has been noted from table 2 that neutron upscattering ef-
! fects below ~ 3 eV are important, but do not necessarily affect as'

severely the actual reaction rates (table 3, footnote (d)). Thispoint deserves a brief clarification.
The " Equivalent Wall-Return Epithermal Neutron Flux per UnitLethargy" has been defined here as

P'
Sy(E)dE

e9- 'O.5 eV
epi " ,3 5 MeV e

dE

' O 5 eV

and the " Equivalent Wall-Return Resonance Integral" as

$((E)a(E)dE
y ,'O.5 eV
eq. {3}peq,

epi

It is seen from table 2 that neutron upscattering effectsproduce a low-energy neutron spectrum much closier to the 1/E
shape than when these effects are ignored. This also shifts the
effective cadmium cut-off energy (20] to higher values, probably
near O.7 eV for 1/v-sensors. At this stage, our calculations ofE

have been based on the VITAMIN /C wall-return spectra and moreC

exact values will thus have to be determined in future.

Figures 7 and 8 gather a number of recent absolute vertical
traverse measurements in model II source, and the results of their

- _ - -
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analysisbymeansofequation[1]areshownonfigure9 Negative

coordinates on figures 7 and 8 point into the direction of the
The 237Np(n,f) data close to the cavity upper edgereactor core.

are perturbed by a steel sleeve (fig. 10) of 6 mm thickness, ex-
tending all the way to the reactor top through the access hole,
and used to suspend the iron and natural uranium shell benchmarks
[10] . A second, identical plug is available and its steel sleeve
is being removed at this time, to eliminate the undesirable degra-
dation of the high-energy neutron wall-return spectrum near the
access hole.

237The valid C/E results for Np(n,f) are consequently the open
symbols on fig. 9, while the " agreement" displayed by the closed

The actual discrepancy of up tosymbols is entirely fortuituous.
~ 30 % at the cavity bottom is believed traceable to exagerated
forward-peaking of the cadmium elastic-scattering angular dis-
tribution in ENDF/B IV. A detailed discussion is beyond the scope

Let mention for clarity that the DOT (R,Z) calcu-of this paper.
lations of this effect P (z), fig. 3, have been performed by meansy
of a biased quaarature with 210 angles (resolution of the order of
1*) and a P3 expansion. A reduction to 100 angles and half the
mesh grid spacings does not affect P (z), even although the ~ 10 %g
agreement of the S210 results with INTRAN [18] calculations for the
unperturbed (air) geometry is degraded significantly in the
5100 case, with differences up to 50 % at z ~ 40 cm. The influence
of boundary conditions and convergence criterions has been examined

It can be concluded that the discrete-ordinates solutionalso.
for P (z) is converged.(*)
A new type of benchmark experiments is being designed on basis ofX

the present study and is illustrated by fig. 11.

GAMMA-RAY FIELD

Another by-product of this work is a proposal for reactor
schematizedgamma-ray dosimetry and spectroscopy standardization,

on fig. 12 238 (n,f)237Np(n,f) and UIt has been possible to assess that the
responses on fig. 8 are pure photofission.
Integral photofission cross sections averaged over the cadmium
prompt capture gamma-ray spectrum are being derived. The major

difficulty at this time is the lack of gamma-ray metrology stan-
dardization.Model III source has been designed specifically for the
novel applications proposed by figures 11 and 12

(*)Except maybe relative to the scattering matrix expansion order at
large values of z.

l
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Table 1. Components of the standard radiation field

Flux at 1 MW
Identification Reactor Power Present assessment method (s) and comments

(cc_2 .e-1)(a)
Driver thermal neutron flux 1. 0, + 9 Experimental (gold foils, full axial traverses)

_______________________________.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .___________________________________________________

| Source Fission Neutrons 2.0, +8tbl Experimental |Perturbedbystructuralthimble(c)*

Wall return epithermal neutron 3 6, +6(b) Transport theory and/or experiment.*

flux (:> 0 5 eV) Effective cadmium cut-off energy is a consideration
--------------__---------__-_-_ .-. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , .___________________________________________________
Wall return subcadmium neutr
flux (< 0 5 ev) (d) 3 * 6' +6(b)

Transport theory (S16P3 218 gr DLC43B, ENDF/B IV) {
'

Reactor core leakage epimerwal ~ 3 0, +4 Experimental (full axial traverses)
neutron flux (e) (:> 0 5 eV)

32 (n,p) equivalent fission flux measurementReactor core leakage fast < 1. 0, +4 S
neutron flux (e) }

Thermal neutrons transmitted 1.6, +3 164Dy(n,y) activation measurement (full axial
through cadmium (e) traverses); Cadmium ratio : 9 3 (1 mm Cd)

1.6, +8(f) TLD measurements (full axial traverses). EnhancedGamma-ray flux (e)(f) *

to ~ 1 9, +8 by fission source.
Calculated contribution from graphite walls : 5%

Neutrino, Meson, Etc. ... flux ? Unobserved
*Used or usable for practical applications or standardization work.
(a}At cavity center. (b)Model II source. -

(c) Perturbation separable from gradient effects of fig. 2; corrections by 1 D or 2 D discrete-
ordinates transport theory.

(d) Considered in terms of its possi!1e enhancement effect on the prompt gamma-ray flux component.
Effect found < 1 5 %.

(e) Lumped effect on sensors directly substractable by " background" measurements without the fission
source.

(f)These 1975 TLD traverses may be precise, but not accurate by to-day methods. Ion chamber readings
by the CEN/SCK Health Physics Group indicate fy ~ 9 2, +7

.
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Calculated infinitely dilute epicadmium responses of selected dosimetry reactionsTable 2.
central graphite wall-return neutron spectrum of the MOL one-=eter cavityin the

1/EEquivalent
ry(o)(a)(b)(c) resonance integral (barns)(b)(d) resonance integral (barns)(d)(e)ea ch.on

10 (n,e) 1.817, -26 1085 1722
B

2 568 1454

6Li(n,n) 4 506, -27 269 423

6.733 381
281235U(n,f) 3 204, -27 191

4.096 232

239Pu(n,f) 3 449, -27 206 303
4.600 260

197 u(n,Y) 1.795, -26 1072 1566
A .

1 725 977 5

cadmium cut-off enercy of 0 5 cV and using the ENDF/B V(a) Reaction rate per nucleus and see for a
dosimetry file. Central source of unit strength (1 n/ cec). Graphite density : 1 715 gr/cs3
(8.60, -26 atoms /cm3). Correesponding central epithermal neutron flun above 0.5 eV is 2.640, 4

and 2 783, -4 for the two calculations, footnote (b).
[ (b) Calculations are S16P3 one-dimensional spherical discrete-ordinates (ANIdN); upper figuree

obtained with 171 gr VITAMIN /C and lower figures with 218 gr DLN3B cross cections (ENDF/B IV).
for instance,

(c) Responses for threshold reactions also calcalated but are orders of magnitude less;
rw(o) = 7 975, -29 and 7.843, -29 for 237Np(n f), respectively using VITAMIN /C and DLC43B.

(d)See text. The ratio I/Ieq. is a mensure of the epithermal wall-return neatron spectrum devia-
tion from the 1/E shape (fig. 4 ).

(*)Cadmiv;i cut-off energy of 0 5 eV and ENDF/3 V dosimetry file.

._-



Table 3 Typical application of the standard field super osition equation [1] :
helium production cross section measurements [14

Item (symbols of eq. [1]) 10B(n,g) bLi(n,a)

1 (a)Virgin fission flux # (o) =f -2 6 705, -2

(ENDF/B V) 490 5, -27 454.7, -27
o g

rX25 "NC 3 290, -26 3 050, -26f X25
P (o) 1.036 1.031g

5 ' '
|
'

o
# (o) P( )g 3 408, -26 3 145, -26

,

f 45 X
ry(o) f (0 53 eV)(b) 1 763, -26 4 364, -27y
gv (30 cm) 1. 003 1.003 0
Sw (c) 0 251 0.64 0 *

r (o) fw(0 53 ev)Sw 4.425. -27 2 792, -27w

#r (30 cm) Py (30 cm) S
X25 x 1 567, -28 1.445, -28

B(o) * B (30 cm) 4.25, -28 2.67, -28
PREDICTED REACTION RATE RATIO

O.129(d) 0.093fd)30 cm OFF-CENTERED / CENTRAL
|

(a)For actual geometry of dosimetry capsules and source Model I.
(b) VITAMIN /C, EC calculated by separate cylindrical ANISN run. Upacattering effects predictedby DLC43B result in a spectrum closier to 1/E and EC increases then to an estimated valueof ~ 0 7 eV. The corresponding ry(o) fy (0 7 eV) are 1.823 -26 and 4.799, -27 for10 (n,a) and 6B Li(n,n) respectively.
(c)360* DOT (R,0) S12P3 calculations, 31 groups.
(d) Correction for upscattering effects gives : 10 (n.n ) = 0.132, 6Li(n,a) = 0.100.B

.
.
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MCbEL 2Ro 220 AQ SOURCE UNTRM RUX
NUMBER (mm) (mm) (nn) (n/20e)* (cm*Ew') * -

.1 10.0 68.0 0.1 6.0 , + 9 3.2, +8

H 33.0 77.0 0.1 1.3,+10 2.0, +8

| llt 52.5 79.5 0.4 1.0, + 11 7.5, + 8

* IMW RL4t!M MWER

2 OR
A 5 GEOMETRY of- -

| 93*A ENR/tHfD
7 URAN /UM- 235

g 2, - [ q SHELL SOURt'ES
>

M.

l-f.S ~^
| | 1.S -

l' M
2Ro /Z

4- /
'

f.0 f.0 -

~ -
,'N

N

RADIAL CRADIENTS
\ RT (zmo)

0.5 . AXIAL GRADIENTS \ 0.5
(R 0)

I
\

2/z.\ R/Ro0 , ,
_ , , _

0 0.S f. 0 o 0. 6 1. 0

Fig. 2. Basic Parameters of the Available Neutron Sources.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NEUTRON FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR3

THE ORNL POOL CRTTfCAL ASSEMBLY
PRESSURE VESSEL FACILITY *

f

P. J. Maudlin
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

1 Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA
R. E. Maerker

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

ABSTRACT
i

4

i A three-dimensional Monte Carlo calculation using the
,MORSE code was performed to validate a procedure previously,

i adopted in the ORNL discrete ordinate analysis of measure-
j ments made in the ORNL Pool Critical Assembly Pressure
i Vessel Facility. The results of these flux calculations
! agree, within statistical uncertainties of about 5%, with

those obtained from a discrete ordinate analysis employing,

the same procedure. This study therefore concludes that
the procedure for combining several one-and two-dimensional
discrete ordinate calculations into a three-dimensional ,

I

flux is sufficiently accurate that it does not account for
j.

the existing discrepancies obst ved between calculations
iand measurements in this facility. '

!

INTRODUCTION

I

The Pool Critical Assembly Pressure Vessel Facility (PCA-P7F) was
instituted to serve as a benchmark facility for validating calcuistional,

procedures in predicting neutron fluences in reactor pressure vessels for
estimation of damage.1 A description of the various calculations carried
out for the PCA-PVF by an international group of analysts has been

! documented.2,3 An underprediction (10 to 20%) seems to persist
j throughout a majority of the calculation-versus-experimental comparisons,'

and the source of this discrepancy is presently a point of speculation
and controversy.,

'

With one exception, all the analysts used one-and two-dimensional
discrete ordinate transport methods and combined them in some way. The
one exception used a continuous energy forward Monte Carlo method with
importance sampling and biasing to perform a three dimensional
calculation, but unfortunately the results had fairly large statistical
uncertainties at times.2,3 ,

*This work was sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute under
research project 1399-1, under Union Carbide Corporation contract4

W-7405-eng-26 with U.S. Department of Energy.

1
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A tenable procedure first suggested by Combustion Engineering ,3 and2

adopted by Oak Ridge -6 for scaling the discrete ordinate calculations2

may be summarized by the following flux synthesis equation:

4 (x ,y,z,E ,b) s 4(x,y,E,b)4(y,z,E ,5)/4(y,E,5), (1)

or, more conveniently,

&XYZ 5 &XY E&YZ *Y] (2)/

where in the present application the accuracy of this approximation needs
only to be evaluated at locations along the y-axis (i.e., for x=z=0 in
Fig. 2 appearing in next section). Equation (2) states that a three-
dimensional flux, 4XYZ, can be constructed from two two-dimensional
calculations, 4XY and 4YZ, and a one-dimensional calculation, 4y, by
simply scaling the 4XY calculation by a properly normalized z-correction
term appearing in the brackets. The 4XYe &YZ, and 4y calculations have
geometry of infinite extent in the z-direction, x-direction and
x,z-directions respectively. An inspection of Eq.(2) shows that the
assumption underlying this particular flux synthesis is that the vertical
(i .e. ,z) flux profiles are the same for all x locations, i.e., the three-

dimensional fluxes are separable in x and z.

In the PCA-PVF calculations, the source per unit height for the
midplane XY calculation is normalized in such a way that when integrated
over x, y, and z yields a value of unity (i.e., there is one fission
neutron in the core). The effects of finite z essentially arise as a
result of a source limited to the height of the core and with a measured
cosine distribution peaking in the vicinity of the centerline. The nor-
malization of the source distribution in z for the 4YZ calculation rela-
tive to the source per unit height for the 4y calculation, with the
4xy source the midplane source as described above, must be set equal to
the ratio of the average to the midplane values as pictured in Fig.1.

INTEGRATED SOURCE PER UNIT
BASE CASE: x-Y HEIGHT NORMALIZED To

MEASURED MIDPLANE SOURCE

Y-Z Cos(BZ) SOURCE
S

\
\CORRECTION FACTOR:

source PER UNIT /f

HEIGHT SAME As /| ey
IN Y-2 E AT

O z

Fig. 1. Correcting Two-Dimensional Calculations for Finite Core
Height and Measured Fission Density Distribution.

I

i
!
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The object of this work is to evaluate the accuracy of Eq. (2) by
calculating directly the three-dimensional flux &XYZ via a Monte Carlo
transport code and to compare these results with the flux approximated bythe right hand s
CarlocodeMORSE)deofEq.(2).wasusedtocalculate&XYZandtheDOT-IVggroupMonte

For this purpose, the mult
discrete

ordinates code was used to calculate +XVe4YZ, and 4y.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PCA-PVF

The PCA-PVF was designed to simulate within intensity constraints the
geometry and arrangement of materials that exist within a commercial
pressurized water reactor pressure vessel. The geometry illustrated in
Fig. 2 shows the locations of the PCA core, aluminum window (in analogy
to the geometry of the Poolside Facility (PSF) in which high intensity
measurements using the ORR were also performed), appropriate water gaps,
and steel slabs representing the thermal shield and pressure vessel wall.
This geometry is a slight simplification of the actual configuration, but
should not compromise the present analysis. Values of 8.4 and 6.7 cm.respectively for the large water gap dimensions in Fig. 2 were used in
this analysis. This "8/7 configuration" was chosen over the "12/13
configuration," which was more extensively measured, to reduce the sta-
tistical uncertainties in the MORSE calculations.

A reflective boundary condition exists on the left face of the core
(i.e., the xz plane at y=0), and a vacuum boundary condition exists on
the right face of the pressure vessel in Fig. 2 (i.e., the xz plane at
y=66.7 cm). All remaining slab faces are reflected with water.

Seven neutron flux detectors designated D1 through D7, with coor-
dinates as shown in Fig. 2, include all the locations along the y-axis
where measurements were made along with the additional ones 02 and D4.

The spatial zones in Fig. 2 are identified by the cross-section
medium numbers M1 through M8. In the pressure vessel there are three
sets of cross sections, each weighted over a different region of the car-
bon steel with fluxes frcm a one-dimensional discrete ordinatescalculation. Similarly, the two large water gaps have slightly different
cross sections.

The fixed neutron source distribution has been documented,2,'3 and for
the present purposes can be approximated as

SXYZ(x,y,z) = SXY(x,y) cos (.0442z), -30cm < z < 30cm, (3)

where SXY(x,y) has quarter core symmetry and appears in Fig. 3. The
average to centerline value for the z distribution in Eq. (3), which is
the relative normalization of the 4YZ to 4y calculations, becomes
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CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

An adequate comparison of the results from the two methods should not
be strongly influenced by the particular cross section sets used, as longas they are the same in each method. Consequently, although the origi-
nal discrete ordinate calculations employed 51 and 171 groups, these
comparison calculations were performed with only 12 groups, the energy
structure for which is shown in Table 1. Note that the energy range is
suf ficient to encompass all threshold reaction rates measured in the
PCA-PVF. Details of tdescribed elsewhere.4*ge generation of this cross section library areNote also that the 12-group discrete ordinate
calculations described here are not in any direct way connected with the
51-group DOT calculations used in the PCA-PVF analysis by ORNL.2-6

TABLE 1. NEUTRON GROUP STRUCTURE AND
SOURCE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

group
UPPER ENERGY (eV) SOURCE FRACTtoN'

1 1.964oE 07 5.5841 E-o4
2 1.loS2E o7 4.7115E-o3
3 8.1873E 06 2.o686E-o2
4 6.o653E 06 8.1625E-o2
5 4.o657E o6 1.oS43E-Q1
6 3.0119E 06 6.6245E-o2
7 2.5924E 06 9.4196E-o2
8 2.1225E 06 7.1393E-02
9 1.8268E 06 9.1620E-o2

10 1.4957E o6 8.3815E-o2
11 1.2246E 06 1.o632E-01
12 9.0718E 05 1.o401 E-o1

6.081oE c5

* DERIVED FRoM THE ENDF/B-V WATT THERMAL
FisslON SPECTRUM FOR 235 g,

Although the calculation of the denominator in Eq. (2) is
one-dimensional, the use of the two-dimensional code DOT to calculate
4y by inserting appropriate reflecting surfaces is preferable to the use
of a one-dimensional code for this purpose because it preserves the same
angular quadrature as is used in the calculation of the numerator +YZ-

The PCA-PVF problem features a large neutron source volume emitting
n:utrons which impinge upon essentially point detectors at locations D1
through D7 in Fig. 2. The penetration distance from the core to detector
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I.
:

D7 is of the order of 10 mean free paths for 2 MeV neutrons. Running'

MORSE in the forward mode with next flight statistical estimators is pro-
hibitively expensive without the application of sophisticated biasing

>

techniques. The use of boundary crossing or finite detector volume esti-'

mators reduces the expense substantially, but yields troublesome averaged ;

fluxes rather than point fluxes. On the other hand, running MORSE in the
adjoint mode not only permits the use of a track length estimator which
scores over the entire core volume, but also avoids the singularity and
associated poor statistics inherent in a point detector estimator. The

~

i

disadvantage of using the adjoint mode is that a separate calculation is
required for each detector location and, for reliable statistics, for
each energy group as well. However, for the PCA-PVF problem the advan-
tages of operating in the adjoint mode far outweigh the disadvantages.
Hence, operating in the adjoint mode with only standard biasing tech-

; niques (i.e., Russian roulette, splitting, and pathlength stretching) was
selected as the method for calculating the three-dimensional fluxes.

i

!

RESULTS

4

The units chosen for the fluxes (really fluences) presented in this
section are neutrons per square centimeter per source neutron emitted

; f rom a cubic centimeter of the core. This particular normalization
arises naturally from the Monte Carlo scoring procedure over the core

,

volume as well as from treating the use of infinite dimensions in the DOT

|
calculations. Multiplication of these results by the space-averaged
neutron source density (in units of neutrons per second per cubic

| centimeter) would yield absolute fluxes.
,

Before Eq. (2) was tested, the presence of any possible bias in one
method relative to the other was first investigated. Both MORSE and D0T
were applied to identical one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems
for several detectors. Table 2 shows a comparison of the total fluxes
(group fluxes summed over all twelve groups) calculated with DOT (columns
two through four) and with MORSE (columns five through seven). The
uncertainties in the MORSE results represent one standard deviation, and 1

are, of course, only themselves estimates. The comparisons shown in
Table 2 are consistent with the fact that roughly 2/3 of the MORSE fluxes
f all within one standard deviation of the 00T results. Although there is
perhaps evidence of a small but unimportant bias, Table 2 serves to vali-
date the equivalence of the two methods and provides confidence in the
three-dimensional comparisons that follow.

.. --- . . - - - -. - . - - -- _-. . - - - - - . . - . .
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TABLE 2. NEUTRON FLUX COMPARISONS BETWEEN DOT IV AND ADJOINT MOR$E CALCULATION $FOR NEUTRONS A80VE 0.6 MeV

0074V FLUXtt'
OtitC704 ACJ0MT MCRSE FLUXtS*ey , e,g e, e, , egg e,D1 0.775 0.804 0 927 0.786 a 0.6%* C.818s 0.8%* 0.947 t 1.7sb02 0 414 0.435 0.522

03 9 40 X 10-3 9 D6 X 10-1 0.124
9.96 X 10-2 s 1J% R124 $2mD4 5.96 X 30-2 6.51 X 10-2 E.65x 10-8 |

DS 3.56 X 10-2 4.51 X 10-2 6.70 X 10-2 3.66 X 10-8 e 3.0% 4.35 X 10-3 217% E.54 X 10-2 s SJ%D6 2.15 X 10-2 2.36 X 10-2 3.38 X 10-2 2.27 X 10-2 34.6%07 1.12 X 10-2 1.23X 10-2 1.82 X 10-2 1.16 x 10-8 s 6.6% 1.38 X 10-8 s7A% 2.19 x 10*2 s 8.3%
i

' UNITS: I

NtVTRONS/cm /(SOURCE NEUTRON /cm | FOR 4xy AND e , AND NEUTRON $/emI3
voR $

*UtshATAINTIES ARE ONE e. /t47317 SOURCE NEUTMONS/cm 1
y 3

In Table 3 MORSE calculated three-dimensional total fluxes are com-
pared with the synthesized discrete ordinate values given by Eq. (2) foreach detector. The relative disagreements between the two results
(MORSE-00T/00T) are given in the last column, along with estimates of the
standard deviations of the Monte Carlo results. As indicated by this
column, the disagreement between the two methods is quite small - thelargest being about 57..

Furthermore, these differences do not exhibit
any particular trend as a function of detector location. It is true that-
MORSE results are slightly larger) but it is no greater than the smallthere is evidence of a slight bias in the synthesized flux procedure (the
bias that can be ignored in the earlier comparisons in Table 2.

TABLE 3. THREE DIMENsloNAL FLUX comparisons FOR
NEUTRONS ABoVE o.6 MeV

RELATIVE
A0 JOINT MORSE 8 00T.IV CONSTRUCT 10N' ERRORDETECTOR e yz e y(4y2 e 3 Nx /vx

D1 o.68220.5%b o.672 1.51o.58
D2 0.346 2 o.8% o.345 0.31 o.B

iD3 7.77 X 10-2 21.1% 7.55 X 10-2 2.911.1
D4 4.74 X 10-2 21.3% 4.s4 X 10-2 4,4 3 g,4
D5 2.85 X 10-2 22.1% 2.81 X 10-2 0.7 1 2.1
D6 1.58 X 10-2 23.4% 1.50 X 10-2 5.323.6
07 7.53 X 10-3 23.5% 7.57 X 10-3 -o.523.5

* UNITS: neutrons /cm /(source neutron /cm 1.
2 3

buNCERTAINTIEs ARE ONE a.

Calculated one-and two-dimensional group fluxes using DOT are shown
in Table 4 for detector 05 which corresponds to the "T/4" location. A
summation over groups of these fluxes would yield the total flux Values

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -
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for detector D'5 in Table 2. The DOT fluxes from Table 4 are then com-
bined using Eq. (2) to form the various group fluxes which are then com-

T ABLE 4. DOT IV NEUTRON GROUP FLUXES AT
DETECTOR D5

ENERGY
ey (yg h

GROUP x

1 2.17 x 10-5 2.23 X 10-5 3.15 x 10-5
2 1.41 X 10-4 1.4E X 10-' 2.10 X 10 d
3 4.77 X 10-8 4.95 X 10 ' 6.72 X 10 '
4 1.31 X 10-3 1.38 X 10-3 1.83 X 10-3

5 1,42 X 10-3 1.51 X 10'3 1.98 X 10-3

6 1.37 X 10-3 1.45 X 10-3 1.93 X 10-3

7 2.69 X 10-3 2.87 X 10-3 3.79 X 10-3

8 1.99 X 10-3 2.13 X 10-3 2.82 X 10-3

9 3.55 X 10-3 3.81 X 10-3 5.08 x 10-3

10 3.82 X 10-3 4.10 X 10- 3 5 47 X 10-3

11 7.38 X 10-3 7.98 X 10-3 1.09 X 10- 3

12 1.44 X 10-2 1,56 X 10-2 2.21 X 10-2
2 3

' UNITS; neutrons /cm /(SOURCE neutron /cm ) FOR
2

ey AND cy, AND neutrons /cm /(0.7317 SOURCEx 3neutron /cm ) FOR eyg.

(The summation over groups ofpared with the MORSE results in Table 5.
the synthesized group fluxes appearing in Table 5 is the value
2.81x10-2 for detector D5 shown in Table 3).

The synthesized group

TABLE 5. THREE DIMENstONAL GROUP FLUX COMPARISONS AT
DETFCTOR 05

RELATIVE
8 ERRDR

ENERGY ADJOINT MORSEs 00T IV CONSTRUCTION

YZ Yl# I
N

GROUP hv2 hYI4
6

1.54 X 10-5 1.33.0b
1 1.56 X 10-5 23.0%
2 1.04 X 10 d 1.9% 1.02 X 10 8 2.o 2 1.9

3 3.62 X 10 d : 3.5% 3.51 X 10-8 3.1 2 3.6

4 9.97 X 10-4 22.9% 9.88 X 10-d 0.9 e 2.9

5 1.07 X 10-3 23.7% 1.08 X 10-3 -0.913.7

6 9.83 X 10-* * 3.6% 1.o4 X 10-3 -5'.5 t 3.4

7 1.99 X 10-3 e 2.4% 2.04 X 10-3 -2.4 e 2.3

8 1.44 X 10-3 22.3% 1.50 X 10-3 4.o e 2.2

9 2.79 X 10-3 22.5% 2.66 X 10-3 4.922.6

10 2.69 X 10-3 22.3% 2.86 X 10-3 -5.922.2
5.40 X 10-3 -9.622.2

11 4.88 X 10-3 22.4%
12 9.60 X 10-3 22.2% 1.02 X 10-2 -5.9 e 2.1

2 3
neutrons /em /(source neutron /cm ).aUNITS:

buNCERTAINTIEs ARE ONE o.

fluxes compare well with the MORSE fluxes for the first nine groups
(E>1.5MeV), but there is an indication of a small disagreement outside of
statistics for the synthesized group fluxes between 0.6 and 1.5 MeV.
However, this latter disagreement is still probably due to statistical
fluctuations since the tutal fluxes shown in Table 3 are in agreement
when based on an earlier MORSE result.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__
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CONCLUSIONS

Recalling that the object of this study was an evaluation of the
accuracy of the flux synthesis method combining the results of three
discrete ordinates calculations represented by Eq. (2), the investiga-
tions of the previous section clearly validate the use of this approxima-
tion over the PCA-PVF space and energy domain studied (i.e., over all y
in the 8/7 configuration for x=z=0 and E>0.6 MeV). Based on this
conclusion, use of Eq. (2) fnr somewhat less restrictive domains of x,y,
and z and E is most likely justified. In particular, it should apply to
the centerline threshold detectors in the 12/13 configuration.

It should further be noted that the combined three-dimensional
aspects of the PCA-PVF geometry and source distribution apparently are
separable and cancel out using the DOT synthesis of Eq. (2). Hence, the
conjecture that any discrepancy between the PCA-PVF measurements and ORNL
calculations is most likely due to the neglect of three-dimensional
coupling effects, implied by Eq. (2), is shown to be unfounded by the
results of this study. Apparently, the source of this discrepancy lies
elsewhere.
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A DEtJCHf4 ARK EXPERIt!Ef1T FOR fEUTROt1 TRAtJSPORT If1 IROth

CARDOt1 STEEL Af4D SODIUf4

3. Durian, B. Uanok9, M. Marok, 3. Rotaj , fl. Ticht
IJuclear Roccarch Ins tituto,

Ne2 near Prague, Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

A description of an experimont providing the
verification of the accuracy of the avcilable neutron
crono sections for uco in transport c;41culations of
the doop ponctration of neutrons is p;ocented. The
noutron leakage opoetra from a set of sphores having
different diameters /20, 30, 50 cm for iron, 40, GO,
70 cm for carbon stool, 50, 100 cm for codium/ with a
252Cf neutron cource in the ophoro contre woro moa-
sured. The cet of spectromotoro conciated of a otil-
ben scintilator,'a hydrogen proportional counter and
Donner ballo. The calculation of the experimont was
performed with tho modified veroion of AIJISif - OR
code usinD the multigroup croso section librarico DLC 2
and EURLIO 4. The compartoon of the calculations using ,

'

the EURLID 4 library with the experiment indicatec
a good cDrconent of reculto for all used materialc.

INTRODUCTIO!J<

The codium coolant which curroundo a foot reactor
coro and iron ao c construction motorial constitute themajor portion of the shield. Therefore it is cocential
that accurato experimontal resulto be obtained to verify

calculation of noutrono through codium and iron.tronoport
To rect cuch calculations benchmark experiments for codi-
um and iron were carried out in the tJuclear Roccar.chInstitute, Ec2 with collaborction of the FEI - Obninck,
USSR 1,2. Comparisono of the calculated and experimental !

results for oeveral opectromotors and integral detectors
have been utilised to determino the accuracy of the trono-

sport calculationc using two different cross-ocction data ;
sota.

699
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

A very procice information can be obtained fron the
th a neutron pointexperimentointheophoricalgeometryaygCfneutroncourcecource in the centre of the ophoro. A"

was used because of its relativolv onooth and well-known
spectrum of neutrono. The cource had a stainloos oteel cover
of the cylindrical chape 10 mn high and 4 mn in dianctor,
and its emiccion woo about 100 neutrono per accond.

Three acto of opherca from the following natorialo
were investigated :
1. high purity iron - dianetero 20, 30 and 50 cm
2. carbon steel /O.2 % C, 0.27 % Si and 0,5 % Hg/ - dianctoro

40, GO and 70 cm
3. colid codium filled in 1 cn thick ophcrical aluminium tank

- dianctoro 50 and 100 cm.

The followin0 nothodo for neutron opoctro accourcnonto
were used :
1. a proton recoil spectroacter with a otilben scintilator

for the energy ange fron 0.2 McV to 15 McV.
2. a proton recoi. opectrometer with a cylindrical propor-

tional hydrogene counter SNM-30 for the energy ran0c
from 20 kcV to 700 kev.

3. a nodoratin0 cP erco spectronctero /Donner ballo / forh
the energy range from thermal to 10 McV.

The ophorco of iron or codium were placed to the centre
of the measuring room, the room-ocattered background correc-
tion was made by meanc of a shadow conc.

CALCULATIONS

The calculations were performed using the modified
Dopancoe version of the discrete ordinate transport code
ANISN - OR3. To determino a suitable order of angular
quadrature, an order of the scattering croco ocction expan-
cion and the opatial mcch sizco, como.tects were carried
out which cotablished a catisfactory mode of operation.
The S12 5 approximation was found quito sufficient.P

252The Cf neutron cource wac concidered oc the hollow
ophore of diameter O.8 cm. The courco opectrum was approxi-
mated by the Maxwell diotribution with an avera0c energy
E = 2.1 McV/T = 1.4 McV/ in the energy rcG on 0.02 - 15 nov.i

_________ _______________-
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The neacured opectrun of thic cource io in good agreenentwith this dictribution. Dicagroenent in the energy reDion4- 10 tioV / loco then 10 M/ can be explained by the courceopectrun changcc due to neutron
loco oteel capoule. trancport through the crain-

Accordin0 to the theory comparing neacured values inthe pocition of a detector with the locha0c cpectrum fron4calculationc
the error in the determination of the neutron,

flux in
the detector distance 50 cn f rom the contre of thesphere would be 15 Z. floutron flux dcncity for thic goonotrytherefore calculated inwas the pocition of a detector, the

dictance betacen the ophore curfcco and the detector nac
concidered oc vacuva.

The ctandard Droup crocc coction data of iron and codi-
un nero used. The principal data cet for iron nac the 100-
group library EURLIC 45 based on the Ef!DF/D IV data filo.The calculation have also been performed with the 100-groupg

library DIC E based on the EfCF/D III data oct.
.

RESULTG

Fig.l. chouc the reculto of the experinent comparedwith calculation for the library EURLID 4 and Fe opherec.
The recults of calculation with the library DLC 2 comparedwith the experiment are choun in Fig.2. There are evident
diccrepancico obccrved below the energy 2G kev till thorool
energy / calculated valuco overectinate acacured onec/.Fig.3. procento reculto for the etcol ophorec. In thicneocurenent attention nacthe Donner ballo nethod nocpaid to the 2G kcV oncrgy rcDion,

not used. Fig.4 chouc therecults for the codium ophoroc. Additional calculation
with the DLC 2 data library io marked by cign +.
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ASTM STANDARD RECOMMENDED GUIDE ON APPLICATION
OF ENDF/A CROSS SECTION AND UNCERTAINTY FILE:

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FILE

E. P. Lippincott and W. N. McElroy
Westinghouse Hanford Company

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Richland, Washington, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

A new ASTM Standard Recoarended Guide is in preparation for application
of an ENDF/A Cross Section and Uncertainty File for dosimetry and damage
analys is . The file will consist of a standardized, self-consistent set of
cross sections validated using measurements in benchmark spectra and cross
sections and uncertainties will be in a convenient format for use withadjustment codes.

A new ASTM Standard Recommended Guide on " Application of ENDF/A Cross
Section and Uncertainty File" is in preparation by ASTM Committee E10 on
Nuclear Technology and Applications. This ASTM Standard is being prepared
in support of the standardization of physics-dosimetry procedures and data
needed for Light Water Reactor (LWR) power plant pressure vessel and support
structure materials surveillance and test reactor development programs.
However, the file will also be applicable for analysis of most fast reactor
dosimetry and some fission neutron spectra. Later extension of the file to
cover fusion applications such as neutron spectra from accelerator sources
is possible. The main subject of this paper is the establishment of the
"ENDF/A Cross Section and Uncertainty File."

The development of evaluated cross section files such as the " evaluated
nuclear data file," ENDF/B, has occurred mainly to meet the needs of physics
calculators. These files are tested by calculations of well-measured bench-
mark problems such as reactivity or critical mass measurements. Data in the
files have then been re-evaluated where disagreements with the benchmark
measurements indicate data to be deficient.

For cross sections of reactions used for dosimetry measurements it was
found that a more specialized file was needed in order to contain the
specificdosi>tryreaggions. For example, instead of an iron (n,p) crosssection, the 5 Fe(n Until the creation ofthe dosimetry file,Ip)b Mn cross section is needed.and later the ENDF gas production file,2 the cross
sections for many dosimetry reactions which are unimportant for neutron
transport calculations, did not receive the proper attention by the
evaluators.3-5

705
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Furthermore, in neutron dosimetry and damage analysis work, standardized
techniques and data mgst be established to characterize a diversity of irra-
diation environments. The techniques must be implemented in such a manner
that fLels and materials data from the different environments can be inter-
compared, and the environments are sufficiently characterized so that the
fuels and materials data can be properly correlated, and then interpolated
and extrapolated to different reactor design conditions. The need of such
standardization is clear when the high cost of the replacement of fuels,
materials, and components (including surveillance and irradiation tests) for
light water reactor (LWR), fast breeder reactor (FBR), or magnetic fusion
reactor (MFR) nuclear power systems are considered. Derived irradiation
effects data, therefore, must have as much general applicability as possible
to effect the highest benefit to cost ratio. For U.S. reactor programs key
test irradiation facilities, adequately characterized and labeled as " Bench-
marks", are being utilized for the validation and calibration of dosimetry.
damage analysis, and the associated reactor analysis procedures and data. A*

provisional list of such benchmarks is given in Reference 6 as well as a
discussion of goal accuracies. More recent information for LWRs is given in
References 7, 8, and 9.

The need for a standardized approach is accentuated by the variety of
dosimetry monitors and techniques used for the various applications. Con-,

sistency from one set of measurement conditions to another must obviously
start with a consistent cross section file. To meet this need for LWR
pressure vessel surveillance dosimetry, an ENDF/A cross section and uncer-'

tainty file is being established tggether with an ASTM Standard recommended
guide for application of the file.iu The file will be issued as ENDF/A
because it may contain cross sections different than those on ENDF/B.1

(ENDF/B files are evaluated files officially approved by the Cross Section
Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) after suitable review and testing [.)

In
addition, the ASTM ENDF/A file will contain damage cross sections e.g.
displacements per atom (dpa)] for steel, graphite, silicon, sapphire,
quartz, etc. for which reaction mechanisms are only known theoretically and
differential cross section measurements do not exist.-

Differences with the ENDF/B dosimetry file will be created by the
need for a standardized, self-consistent cross section set. At present,I

re-evaluatipns and testing of many dosimetry reactions have reducedThus only a fewdiscrepancies between the evaluations and integral data.
cross sections need significant adjustment from the ENDF/B file to achieve
self-consistency with benchmark integral data. In general, these cross
sections are ones for reactions in energy regions in which present differ-
ential measurements are limited or non-existent and theoreticp1 calculationsa8 e(n,y)Fhave been used to fill the gap. An important example is the

Table I shows the present status of cross sections measured in
reacgn.U thermal neutron induced fission spectrum compared with calculatedthe

It isvalues using tne 620 point ENDF/8-V dosimetry file cross sections.ted experimental error
seen that most reactions agree within about the qgTi(n.p), 27A1(n.p),byt discrepancies still exist with the reactions

55 n(n,2n).lul(n,2n), and M

|
|
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In addition to the benchmark spectra which are well-defined, such as235the 0 fission spectrum, neutron spectra which are not determined by
differential measurements or extensive calculations will also be used in theformation of the adjusted file. For example, five spectra from locations in
the core and reflector of EBR-II will be included. Use of the EBR-II spectra
will enable inclusion of measurements of long-lived or stable reaction prod-
ucts not accurately obtainable in low power facilities. These reactions can
then be included in the adjustment procedure through their ratios to the
other reactions in the EBR-II spectra. The relatively large number of reac-
tions measured in the EBR-II case enables the neutron spectrum to be quite
well determined by the integral data alone, even in the absence of other
data.

Values of reaction rates in the selected spectra, together with starting
cross sections (ENDF/B or other) and calculated multigroup fluxes for each
spectrum will be entered in a least squares adjustment code. The code will
require uncertainty estimates and correlations of all the above data. These
"a priori" estimates will be tested by the code and inconsistencies recog-nized for further investigation. The code output will include an adjusted
uncertainty correlation matrix which will contain extensive correlations
between cross sections introduced by the integral relationships. The a pri-
cri uncertainty estimates neglect many of these correlations, which may be
hidden in the differential data or cross section calculations, or introduced
by the cross section evaluator. Use of the adjusted file approach with input
of the highest accuracy integral data should enable construction of an uncer-
tainty matrix containing accurate correlations (with neglected effects havinglittle further significance).

It should be noted that creation of an adjusted file using the least
squares method is quite different than application of " bias factors". Cross
sections will be adjusted to give minimum deviations from evaluations and
thus will be changed mostly in regions where sensitivity in the benchmark
spectra is greatest. The resultant adjusted cross sections may be used as
guidance for re-evaluations of the cross sections in the future.

By constructing the ASTM ENDF/A file for LWR pressure vessel dosimetry
and damage analysis applications in this fashion, the file may not be suit-
able for all applications. Thus caution must be observed when extending its
use beyond the limits within which the file has been tested. This is caused
by the fact that cross section adjustments may be affected by data inconsis-

ies or effects not explicitly considered. An exampteng9 o impurity in copper used as a dosimeter for the gq of such an effectis C
JCu(n.a)60Co reac-

tion. As little as 1 ppm 59Co may cause a 20% effect in an environment con-
taining thermal or low energy neutrons. Thus an effective copper cross section
might contain a low energy part due to 59 o(n,y)60Co that is specific forC

the source of the copper used. If the impurity effect is not correctly
accounted for in the adjustment process (due to the limited number of spectra
used), the adjusted cross sections will contain a bias but will be forced to
give answers consistent with other monitors as long as application is only
made to cases in which the measurements are biased. Other effects that
could cause similar problems are photofission and burn-in, burn-out
e f fects . Il

_ _ _ _ _ _
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An integral part of the ENDF/A file will be an uncertainty file which
12 or STAYSL13can be used by least squares adjustment codes such as FERRET

to properly weight data used in neutron flux and spectrum determinations and
provide a statistic 1 evaluation of uncertainty in processed quantities such
as fluence or dpa.1 ,15 The use of a validated uncertainty file will provide
the needed confidence to justify usage of the derived uncertainties for
defining neutron induced materials property change exposure limits.9

In order to make the ENDF/A file easily usable by the adjustment
codes,14 it will be issued in a multigroup format with sufficient groups
for most applications. Groups can be condensed for input to the codes. The
uncertainties will be specified in the form of a covariance matrix and corre-
lations between cross sections will be specified, either in the file or in
the file documentation. Codes exist for collapsing or expanding covariance
file data into any desired group structure,

it is expected that the use of the ENDF/A file will result in stan-
dardized analysis of LWR dosimetry and the subsequent derivation of exposure
parameter values. It should therefore, find wide application to define
uncertainties on a rigorous statistical basis, thereby enabling materials
property exposure limits to be estabished in a consistent, scientifically

The use of such data files for international intercom-justified manner.
parisons, such as REAL-80, can be expected to play an important part in
meeting this goal.
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED CROSS SECTIONS
IN THE U 235 FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRLM

Quoted Error in
Measure Xalue Calculated Calculated /

Measured (V)lueEffective
(mb) a g ai Value (fnb)(b) Measured

Reaction Threshold (MeV)

In(n,y )116mln 134.5 4.5 124.7 0.93II

I9#Au(n,y)198Au 83.5 6.0 78.3 0.94

i Cu(n.1) Cu 9.30 15.1 9.81 1.0663

235 (n,f) 1215 1.8 12 36 1.02
U

1826 3.0 1791 0.982 39Pu(n,f)
Np(n,f) 0.6 1340 4.0 1347 1.01237

IIbIn(n.n ')115 min 1.2 191 3.7 179 0.94

Th(n f) 1.4 81 6.7 75.0 0.9322

238 (n,f) 1.5 308 2.7 305 0.99
U

"ITi(n.p)"I5c 2.2 17.1 6.0 22.5 1.32

58Nf(n,p)S8Co 2.8 109 5.5 105.0 0.96

5 P 2.9 66.8 5.5 70.5 1.06
32 (n.p)32

Fe(n.p) Mn 3.1 83 6.5 81.0 0.9854

46 ,4,,,)465c 3.9 11.5 7.0 11.2 0.97
7

3.86 6.5 4.26 1.10
27A1(n.p)27Mg 4.4

'

I.035 1.2 1.636 1.00
56 ,gg,p)S67 m 6.0

m 6.8 0.143 7.0 0.150 1.05
59Co(n,3)S6

63Cu(n,)60Co 6.8 0.58 7.0 0.558 0.96

Na 7.2 0.708 7.0 0.719 1.02
27A1(n,)24

Ti(n.p)485c 7.6 0.269 7.0 0.282 1.0540

127 (n.2n)1261 10.5 1.05 6.2 1.21 1.15
1

Mn 11.6 0.244 6.1 0.201 0.82
55m(n,2n)S4

.

I

(a)Taken from data updated by J. A. Grund1, March 1982, or Reference 4 Uncertainties are le
values. 2350

(b)Using ENDF/8.V dosimetry file 620 point cross sections and the E'10F/B.V Watt form for the
fission spectrum.

l
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A BENCHMARK GAMMA-RAY SKYSHINE EXPERIMENT

R. R. Nason,* J. K. Shultis, and R. E. Faw
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

and
C. E. Cliffordt,

Radiation Research Associates, Fort Worth, Texas 76107

ABSTRACT

A benchmark gamma-ray skyshine experiment is described in60which Co sources were either collimated into an upward 150-
deg conical beam or shielded vertically by two different
thicknesses of concrete. A NaI(Tl) spectrometer and a high
pressure ion chamber were used to measure, respectively, the
energy spectrum and the 4n-exposure rate of the air-reflected
gamma photons up to 700 m from the source. Analyses of the
data and comparison to DOT discrete ordinates calculations
are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to accurately predict exposure rates at large dis-
tances from a gamma radiation source of known intensity is becoming
increasingly important as the control of radiation levels in and
around nuclear facilities becomes more stringent. One component of
exposure that is becoming of increasing concern in the design of
nuclear installations is that of air-scattered photons, commonlyreferred to as "skyshine." Concern over the adequacy of various
skyshine calculational methods has rompted a benchmark skyshine
experiment with simplified geometry ~3 to provide definitive data
against which ' calculational methods may be tested and which may serve
in their own right as useful design data.

In the benchmark skyshine experiment described here, a point 60 Co
source was placed 2 m above grade on the axis of an annular concrete
silo with walls sufficiently thick so that the radiation penetrating
horizontally outward was negligible. Both energy spectra and total
exposure rate measurements ..ere made of the skyshine radiation field
over a 700-m baseline (radially outward from the source) for three

t

Present address: Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NewMexico 87185.

tPresent address: Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory,Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
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different source configurations: first with the source radiation"

collLmated into a 150-deg upwardly directed conical beam and then with
Thethe sources shielded vertically by 21.0 and 42.8 am of concrete.

experimental geometry is well modeled by two-dimensional cylindrical
r-z geometry and, consequently, two-dimensional discrete ordinates
calculations were performed and compared to the experimental results.

Details of this experiment, its subsequent analysis, and compari-
son with the two-dimensional transport calculations are presented in
the following sections.

-

.

II. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND METHODS

The benchmark skyshine experiment described in this paper was*

performed at the 180-acre Kansas State University Nuclear Engineering
Shielding Facility. The special facilities designed and constructed
for this experiment and the experimental program are summarized below.

II.A. Skyshine Sources

To obtain skyshine radiation of sufficient intensity for accurate
measurements with a large variation in experimental parameters, three
60Co sources of strengths 10 . 3, 229, and 3800 Ci were used. These,

'

effective point source activities (corrected for self-absorption) were

determined by cross calibration with a U.S. National Bureau of Stan-
dards reference 60Co source and are estimated to be accurate to within
5%.

To define the skyshine source geometry, the irradiator cart
assembly, which included the source casks, was placed on rails in a
concrete silo with an approximately annular (actually dodecahedral)
cross section (2.50-m i.d., 4.35-m o.d., 2.29-m height). The source

1.98 mcasks could be moved easily so that each source when raised was
above grade on the axis of the silo. For the unshielded skyshine
measurements, 48 wedge-shaped, solid concrete blocks backed by lead
blocks were placed around the top of the silo wall thereby forming the
outer portion of a cone with a 150.5-deg angle whose projected apex
coincided with the position of the exposed skyshine sources on the
silo axis. In this manner, the 60Co radiation was collimated into a
well-defined upward 150.5-deg conical angle. For the shielded sky-

shine measurements, the collimator wedges were removed and two or four
layers of stepped concrete roof slabs (1.22 x 3 66 x 0.11 m) were
placed atop the silo thereby forming a concrete roof of thickness 21.0

3t 0.3 or 42 8 1 0.5 cm (density of 2.13 1 0.02 g/cm ),

. . - _ _ _ _ -._. . -.
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II.B. Gamma Spectrometer System

Gamma energy spectra of the skyshine radiation resulting from the
bare /collimated and shielded sources were measured up to 700 m from
the sources with a 4 x 5-in. Harshaw NaI(Tl) detector in conjunction
with a Canberra 8180 multichannel analyzer. The NaI crystal was
positioned 2.2 m above grade in a detector cavity with an associated
shadow-shield collimator constructed on the rear of a 12-ton capacity
flatbed trailer. The entire detector cavity /collimator assembly was

; surrounded by a minimum of 10 cm of lead, which in turn was shielded
| by 40 cm of concrete.

The spectrometer with its associated electronics was also mounted
on the trailer to eliminate the need for long signal cables, and the
entire detector assembly and spectrometer system were then enclosed in
a single weather housing whose temperature control ensured the stabil-
ity of the spectrometer response in all weather. With calibration

sources, the spectrometer response was obtained for different photon
energies. These response functions were later used to unfold the
measured skyshine spectra and to calibrate the strength of the sky-

60 o sources.shine C

II.C. Exposure Rate Measurements
.

In addition to the spectral measurements, a 25.4-cm-diameter
spherical ion chamber'+ ,5 (Reuter-Stokes Area Monitor System, Model
RS - 1 11 ) was used to obtain 4n-skyshine exposure rates 1.0 m above
grade over the 700-m source-to-detector range for all three source
configurations. The 3.05-mm-thick steel shell of this ion chamber was
filled with argon at 2.5 MPa (25 atm) and was protected from moisture
and dust by a 2.4-mm-thick cubical aluminum housing. Calibration of
this high pressure ion chamber (HPIC) in pR/h was verified using a
point calibration source and a method proposed by Chilton.6

III. SPECTRAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

III.A. Results of Spectral Measurements

The energy spectra of the skyshine radiation measured with the
collimated NaI spectrometer were corrected for background and then
unfolded to obtain the energy spectra of the incident skyshine radia-
tion. The SEGO code 7 was chosen to unfold the measured spectra. This
particular method utilizes a set of idealized response functions which
are constru~ie.1 from measured spectra. The resulting unfolded spec-
trum then gives the actual incident photon energy distribution smooth-
ed by the inherent energy resolution of the spectrometer.
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In Fig. 1, the unfolded skyshine spectra are presented for the
sou:cce collimated into an upward 150-deg conical beam. As can be

observed, the spectral shape is relatively featureless and almost
unchanged for the various source-to-detector distances. However, a

slight variation is apparent in the lower energy portions of the
spectra, especially for radial distances <300 m. This distortion is

due primarily to in-silo scattering of the source photons, the result
being that the upward collimated radiation field contained multiply
scattered low energy photons as well as the desired uncollided pho-
tons. The magnitude of this effect is seen to decrease rapidly with
distance as the lower energy, in-silo scattered photons are prefer-
entially removed from the radiation field.

The unfolded and normalized skyshine spectra for the source
shielded by 21.0 and 42.8 cm of concrete are presented in Figs. 2 and
3, respectively . Again these spectra are relatively featureless
exhibiting a buildup of low energy, air-scattered photons and an
exponential decrease with energy above the 75-kev maximum. As the
shielding over the source increases, the skyshine spectra become
increasingly shifted to lower energies as a consequence of the softer
energy of the photons leaving the source silo and their smaller effec-
tive upward angle of collimation.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of un-
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source configuration.
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III.B. Comparison to Skyshine Calculations-Unshielded Configuration

Two sets of two-dimensional discrete ordinates calculations were
performed with the DOT 3.5 codeu for the unshielded skyshine experi-
ment. The first, and most elaborate calculation, used a 39 group, P-5
cross-section library, and S-16 quadrature. All cross sections were

prepared with the AMPX code sys-
tem 9 from the ENDF/B-IV library.10w

, 30 7 To reduce the computational
3 |

' effort, a 10-group, P-3 library
g j was utilized with S-12 quadrature,gg ,s in a second set of calculations.
} 30 . The 10-group structure was obtain-_

5 Nxm m ed by collapsing the 39 groups tos

$
..

'N \x 10 with a point-source, infinite-/
'

E |
'

's air weighting spectrum so that's '

o / ' 3? " ' '

each group contributed approxi-up

5 ! 'x 'x mately an equal amount to thed '

N 400 m
I e/ total exposure rate.s

a s
5 |l ,

{ ,g ,1;/
~ xy goo m 'x N Vacuum boundary conditions

'A ''- were used in the calculationsNs

t N Ns except at r = 0 (silo axis) where5 'y Y~, a reflecting boundary conditions

'h, e was used. A first-collision30 , ,

o 0. 2 04 0. 6 0.8 source distribution (disregarding
ENERGY (MeV) in-silo scattering effects) was

used for both computational mod-
Fig. 3. Comparison of un- els. Finally, for the 39-group

folded gamma-ray spectra obtained model a 0.2-m-thick ground from
the NaI spectrometer for the interface (z = 0) was used, while
43-cm-thick concrete shielded for the simpler 10-group model,
source configuration. the ground was replaced by an

absorbing boundary.*

A comparison between the calculated and measured collimated
skyshine spectra for the unshielded source configuration is shown in
Fig. 4 for selected source-to-detector distances. To aid in the
comparison, a Gaussian smoothing technique was applied to the 39-group
fluxes. This smoothing procedure was not applied to the 10 group'

results because the energy bin widths employed in these calculations
larger than the resolution width of the spectrometer. As can bewere

the agreement between the experimental and 39-group results isseen,

very good in all cases. Because the in-silo sca.ttering effect was not
included in the DOT calculations, the 39-group resultu underpredict
the low energy portion of the spectrum at 100 m. However, as men-
tioned earlier, the magnitude of this effect decreases rapidly with
radial distance and is not observed in the 400- or 700-m comparisons.

*

Resources did not permit 10 group calculations with a 0.2-m-
thick ground interface.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _
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10-group calculations agree with the measured spectra onlyThe
between 0.4 and 0.8 Mev. At lower energies the spectrum is seriously
underpredicted as a result of using only three groups for this energy
region, while at higher energies the broad group structure is inade-
quate to describe the shallow angle photon scattering.

III.C. Comparison to Skyshine Calculations-Shielded Configurations

Calculations for the shielded source configurations were per-
formed with the simpler 10-group model in two stages. First, the

radiation penetrating the concrete
shield over the source was calcu---. , ,g-,--
lated with the ANISN one-dimen-'

. ,
- sional, discrete ordinates trans-5 10' -

.- iOO m

5 ^''i port code.ll The radiation-

3 % ^'! % _ calculated to penetrate the shield
.

f 10' ' , was then used as a source for the*

,

; fN 's .
10 group air skyshine calculation

$ [ ~ - -S . 400 m with DOT 3.5. The boundary condi-

s
- tions for the 10 group unshielded5 10' 6 %,

U. calculations were again used.*
-.

3 b\ *
700 m

.
- The comparison of the result-] 3o.[ "iy 7 .

[- ~ h _.c ing calculated energy spectra to
the measured spectra is shown in*

5 ;

5 ,g , 10 GROUP CALCULATION - \ Figs. 5 and 6 for the two shielded-
,

E * , f - UNFOLDE D SPECTRUM configurations. Except for the,

o 39 GROUP GAUSSI AN high energy portion and the very.

SMOOTHED CALCULATION \
i lowest energy group, the agreement10' ' -

0 0.2 0.4 06 08 10 1.2 1.4 between the observed and calculat-
ENER M M ed spectra is quite good especial-

ly in light of the simplifications

Fig. 4. Comparison of rep- used in the transport calcula-

resentative calculated and un- tions.

measured spectra for the
unshielded source configura-

tion.

IV. EXPOSURE RATES AND COMPARISONS

The second major objective of the skyshine experimental program
was the measurement of the total skyshine exposure rate as a function
of source-to-detector distance. Such integral measurements serve as
additional benchmark data against which the results of various calcu-
lational schemes can be compared.

. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Fig. 5. Comparison of rep- Fig. 6. Comparison of repre-resentative calculated and un- sentative calculated and unfoldedfolded measured spectra for the measured spectra for the 43-cm-
21-cm-thick concrete shielded thick concrete shielded source
source configuration. configuration.

IV.A. HPIC Measurements

The HPIC described in Sec. II.C was used to measure the 47T-expo-
1.0 m above grade over the 700-m measurement baseline forsure rate

the three skyshine source configurations. In Tables I and II, the
measured skyshine exposure rates, Xmeas, are given for the unshielded
and the 42.8-cm shielded source configurations, respectively. The
measured skyshine exposure rates for the 21.0-cm shielded source
configuration are given in Reference 1. The air densities are cor-
rected for temperature, pressure, and relative humidity, and the
source-to-detector distances in mass units, pr, are correct to within
2%.
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TABLE I

Summary of Exposure Fate Measurements for Source Collimated
to a vertical Cone of 150.5 deg Full Angle

,

r*X
Dntance, Areal Densuy, Exposure Rate,

' r or Source Xma Ci

(m) (g-cm'8) (Ci) (pR li') (m pR h'' Cf')a

50 5.72 1039 281.010.9 5.96(4)*

50 5.48 1033 284.0 t 0.9 6.06(4)

100 11.58 10.40 109.5 t 1.4 9.28(4)

100 11.44 1039 109.620.8 9.29(4)

100 11.19 1032 116.710.8 9.96(4)

100 10.96 1033 1133 20.7 9.66(4)'

100 10.89 1038 109.520.6 9.29(4)

100 10.89 1038 107.523.0 9.12(4)

200 22.88 1039 28.520.6 9.79(4)

200 21.92 1033 28.120.4 9.70(4)

300 3432 1039 8.9204 6.95(4)

300 3432 230.5 186.420.6 6.56(4)

300 32.88 1033 8.5 i 0.4 6.68(4)

300 32.88 229.1 193.0 * 0.9 6.84(4)

400 45.76 230.5 69.620.7 439(4)

400 43 84 229.1 78.020.4 4.95(4)

500 57.20 230.5 25.920.5 2.57(4)

500 54.80 229.1 29320.6 2.92(4)

600 67.44 229.4 12.020.6 I.72(4)

600 67.44 3809 210.720.8 ! .82(4)

600 65.76 3804 225.020.4 I.95(4)
,

77.77 38II IO1.7 2 0.6 1.20(4)
700
700 76.72 1804 101.020.9 1.19(4)

'Rerd as 5.96 X 10'.

1

The HPIC used for this phase of the experiment was calibrated to
equal to the true exposure rate X fordisplay an exposure rate Xmeas

60 o gamma rays. However, the ratio of the HPIC response to the true.

'
C

exposure rate is not constant and, in general, depends on the energy
of the incident radia_ tion.5 To compensate for this nonideal behavior,
a correction factor f is defined as

: S = fX (1)' meas ,

where f is the ratio of F , the instrument response (an ionization
current) per unit exposure rate for Co gamma photons, to F, the60

instrument response per unit exposure rate for 'the gamma photon energy
spectrum under consideration. The method for calculating f is given
in Reference 1.

To correct _the HPIC measurements for the nonideal energy response
-| of the system, f values were calculated at 100-m intervals along the

measurement baseline. The resulting values for the,HPIC correction
factors are given in Reference 1. Generally, the f values approach
the ideal value of unity as the source-to-detector distance increases

,

i
i

!

_- _ .__ . . _ . . __ _ _ , _ _ . . __ ._. _ _
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TABLE II
Summary of Exposure Rate Measurements for Source Covered' by

42.8-cm-thick concrete of Density 2.13 g/cm3

Datance. Areal Density. Exposure Rate, rX8
r pr Source X,,a Ci

'(m) (g cm-8) (Cy ( R W') (m pR h-' Cr8)8

30 3 380 226.5 94.720.5 3.242)
30 3.378 226.6 93.0205 3.16(2)30 3.343 226.6 -93.420.5 3.17(2)
50 5.653 225,5 49610.7 ~ 4.6A(2)
50 5.6I I 226.6 50.320.5 4.74(2)50 5.572 226 6 50.620.4 4.77(2)

- 70 7.971 226.5 27.8 t 0_5 5.14(2)
70 7.8 28 226 6 28.010.5 5.18(2)70 7.772 226.6 26.410.6 4.88(2)

100 I1.42 226.5 14.820.5 5.59(2)100 11.18 226.6 14.710.4 5.55(2)
100 11.10 226.6 15.410.5 5.81(2)
150 17.20 3760 110.820.6 5.76(2)
150 16.76 3762 109.020.5 5 66(2)
150 16.65 3763 110.120.6 5.71(2)
200 23 0f 3760 49.710.4 4.67(2)
200 22.35 3762 49.320.5 4.63(2)
200 22.19 3763 50.210.5 4.71(2)
300 34 61 3760 11.620.5 2.52(2)300 33 6 3762 11.9 e 0.4 2.58(2)
300 33.29 3763 12.620.4 2.74(2)
400 46.15 3760 3.3204 1.28(2)
400 44.83 3762 3.8 t 0.5 1.47(2) i
400 44.52 3763 4.120.5 1.59(2) [

because of the changing skyshine energy spectrum. The reason for this
trend is seen from Figs. 1, 2, and 3. As the source-to-detector
distance increases, the relative number of photons in the peak 70- to
200-kev portion of the skyshine spectra decr_ eases. In this energy
region, the !!PIC overresponds thus forcing f to be less than un_ity
and, hence, as the spectrum hardens with increasing distance, f can be
enpected to increase.

Knowir.g [, the true skyshine exposure rates can be calculated
from Eq. (1). The corrected 4u-exposure rates multiplied by the
square of the source-to-detector distance r and normalized to unit
source strength are also given in Tables I and II for the unshielded .

and the 42.8-cm shielded source configurations, respectively. |

l
IV.B. Exposure Rates from NaI Measurements

As an independent verification of the HPIC measurements, an
attempt was made to infer the 4w-exposure rates from the severely
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This method relies heavily oncollimated NaI spectral measurements.
the DOT calculations in order to determine a geometry correction
factor C defined as

C = X(collimated)/X(4x) (2),

where X(collimated) is the DOT-calculated exposure rate due to photons
in the collimation angle of the NaI detector and X(4n) is the DOT-cal-
culated 4w-exposure rate. The resulting estimated geometry correction
factors, having an average value of approximately 0.46, are given in

With these correction factors, a 4w-exposure rate can beReference 1.
inferred from the NaI spectra. Inferred exposure rates are listed in
Table III for the unshielded and the 42.8 cm shielded source configu-
rations. The inferred exposure rate values for the 21.0 cm shielded

1.source configuration are presented in Reference

In Fig. 7, the HPIC-measured and Nal-inferred exposure rates are
presented for all three source configurations. From this figure, it
is seen that the independent NaI-based exposure rates are in remark-
ably good agreement with the HPIC results save for the values from 500
to 700 m for the 21-cm-thick shielded case. This close agreement
between the inferred NaI results and the corrected HPIC measurements
makes a clear argument for the accuracy of the experimental results.

IV.C. Comparison to the DOT Calculations

In Fig. 7 the 4u-exposure rate values calculated by DOT are plot-
ted. It is seen that the simplified 10-group calculation tends to
underpredict the corrected HPIC measurements by 10 to 15% at all
locations for the unshielded source configuration. The 39 group
calculation, which models more accurately the air ground interface,
yields 10 to 15% higher values than does the 10-group model and gives
very close agreement (within a few percent) with the experimental data

,

for radial distances >300 m. However, near the source silo, the
39-group model seriously underpredicts the skyshine exposure rate (20%
low at 100 m). This underprediction is largely a consequence of the
neglect in the 39-group calculation of the in-silo scattering compon-
ent present in the skyshine source.

The nearly constant separation between the 10-group DOT results
and the corrected HPIC values observed its the unshielded configuration
iu absent in the results for the 21-em-thick rates. Although the
DOT-calculated values underestimate the measured values for source-
to-detector distances up to 400 m, the HPIC values are much lower than
expected at the 500 , 600 , and 700-m locations. A possible explana-
tion for this sudden decrease is due to the nonideal nature of the
terrain at these particular measurement locations. Since the severely
collimated Nal detector was not greatly influenced by the ground-
scattered photons, it is felt that the Nal-inf erred values give a
better measure of the total skyshine radiation field for large dis-
tances in the shielded source configuration. If the NaI-inferred

!

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ -
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TABLE III , ,

10' - O SUURCE COLLIMATED IN :
Exposure Rates (41r) Inferred

~ ' k'5Gdeg VERTICAL CONE'

s

NaI Detector Measurements
C TR

.rj ~,

_

Source or Ci s 10' '-
Configuration (g cm'') (m' pR-lf' Ci'') f S-4

E, _d as
Colhmated 1138 1.02(3) w e SOURCE CCVERED BYq
upward (150.5 deg) 1134 9.86(4) Q 21 cm thick CONCRETE

"22.00 1.05(5) %
33.75 7.68(4) E
33.74 7.54(4) 310) .

! 46.22 4.87(4) 2

67.62 1.89(4) $
~ g$ o58.87 2.79(4) x

*
A67.21 2.0_'(4) H @ SOURCE COVERED BY"

75.9 9 1.38(4) 3 43 cm thick CONCRETE4
I #3Shielded by 42.8.cm. thick 10.99 7.14(2) @10 ~ -concrete (2.13 g/cm') Il.95 6.33(2) 9' - oi 11.96 6.93(2) o HPIC MEASUREMENTS*

11.06 6.45(2) i
, a Nat MEASUREMENTS
( 23.67 4.77(2) --- DOT 39 GROUP
i 35.09 2.99(2) - -DOT 10 GROUP38.83 2.82(2)
; 46.34 1.60(2) 10' ' ' ' '*

% 74 7.81(1) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
1 56.71 7.70(1) gr (9 cm'')

57.21 7.75(I)

Fig. 7. Comparison of mea-
sured and calculated exposure rates.

values are used as the more accurate data for the far field exposure
l rates, the 10 group DOT results are observed to underpredict the mea-

sured values by 15 to 20% for all source-to-detector distances. Mosti

I

of this underprediction is felt to result from the replacement of the
air ground interface by a perfect absorber in the 10-group DOT calcu-
lations.

Finally, it is observed that for the 42.8-cm-thick shielded
source, the 10 group DOT values are ~20% lower than the measured
values. Again, most of this underprediction can be accounted for by
the simplified treatment of the air ground interface in the DOT calcu-

! lations.
!
.

I

i
V. CONCLUS IONS

i

The agreement between the unfolded NaI spectra and the DOT-calcu-
lated spectra was, in general, very good. Excellent results were

; obtained from the 39-group calculations both with regard to spectral

,_ __ ___ - - . - - -
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shape and normalization. However, the 10-group calculatior.s were
somewhat deficient in describing the spectral shape and as a conse-

The excellentquence underpredicted the total exposure rate by ~20%.

|
agreement between the ion chamber and scintillation detector results,
which were independent determinations of the total exposure rate,
lends credibility to the accuracy of the experimental measurements.
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COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND EVALUATED SPECTRUM-AVERAGED CROSS-SECTION DATA

W.L. Zijp, it.Ch. Rieffe, and ll.J. Nolthenius,
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN, Petten, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

l For several reference neutron spectra the measured spectrum-
} averaged cross-section values are compared with the spectrum-averag<di

cross-section values, derived from evaluated cross-section data filas
(ENDF/B-V reaction dosimetry file, and the DOSCROS81 library).

Apart irom the discrepancy between these values themselves, we
have also considered the consistency between the experimental and the
evaluated cross-section values, taking into account the available
information on the standard deviations in the averaged cross-section
values. The standard deviatials in the calculated cross-section values
have been derived by taking into account the available information on
the neutron spectrum in files 32 and 33 of the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file.For the 252Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum it was possible to
take into account also the covariance information for this spectrum.

INTRODUCTION

The information presented here is an updated version of earlier
studies made at ECN on the same tooic (see [Zij79|,|No81|).
This comparison of measured and calculated spectrum-averaged cross-
section values for reactor neutron metrology reactions compares ex-
perimental values (determined by means of the activation technique)with calculated values (derived from the evaluated cross-section
library DOSCROS81 |Zij81b|, which is mainly based on the ENDF/B-V
dosimetry file.

For the consideration of the so-called consistency between meas-
ured and evaluated spectrum-averaged cross-sections one needs to take
into account the standard deviation in the experimental value, and the
standard deviation in the calculated value (based in principle on the
variance-covariance information for both the spectrum and the cross-
section data). Ilowever, variance-covariance information of reference
spectra is hardly available: only for the 252 Cf fission neutron spec-
trum this information has recently become available |thn81|. Evcn tle very

IRDF-82 Benchmark Spectra Library presents the spectra withoutrecent

uncertainty information |Cu82| .

725
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REFERENCE NEUTRON SPECTRA

In our consideration the following reference neutron flux density
spectra have been considered.

252Cf. As representa-1. The spontaneous fission neutron spectrum of
tion of this spectrum we took the Maxwellian form with a mean energy
of 2,13 MeV (see |Kn73|), with five continuous line segment correc-
tions, as defined by J. Grund1 et al., from the National Bureau of
Standards |Gr77|.

235U. The spectrum is repre-2. The thermal neutron fission spectrum of
sented by a tiaxwellian form with a mean energy of 1,97 MeV, again
with five continuous line segment corrections as defined by J. Grundi
et al. |Gr77|.

3. The neutron spectrum in the Coupled Fast Reactivity Measurement
Facility (CFRMF) at Idaho Falls, USA. The numerical data for the
spectraweretakenfromAndert|An82|,

4. The spectrum in the 10 per cent Enriched Uranium Cylindrical Critical
Assembly (BIG-TEh). The numerical data were taken from the 30 group
data,giveninthereviewbyGrund1andEisenhauer|Gr78|.

5. The spectrum of the Coupled Thermal / Fast Uranium and Boron Carbide
Spherical Assembly (SIGMA-SIGMA) at Mol, Belgium. The numerical
representation of this spectrum is taken from a recent, unpublished
communicationbyDeLeeuw-Gierts|De82|.

6. The spectrum of the NISUS facility at Londen (similar to SIGMA-SIGMA).
The 20 groups representation is taken from Williams et al. |Wi78|.

The work described here was nearly comp 1.etely finished when the
magnetic tape with the IRDF-82 data (see |Cu82|) arrived. Unfortunately
we could not yet make a comparison between our spectrum representations
and those on the IRDF-82.

MEASURED AVERAGE CROSS-SECTION VALUES

The measured activities and their uncertainties were taken from the
most recent information sources, available to us.

1. For the Cf spectrum: the review published by Mannhart |Ma81|,sup-252

plemented with the data published by Kobayashi et al. |Ko82|.

2. For the 235u spectrum: thereviewpublishedbyFabry|Fa78|, supple-
mented with data reported by Kobayashi |Ko80a| and [Ko80b|

the recent communication by Anderl |An82|,3. For the CFRMF spectrum:

_____
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4 For the BIG-TEN spectrum: all values were taken from the review by
Hansen et al. |Ila80 | .

5. For the SIGMA-SICMA spectrum: all values were taken from the review
byFabry|Fa78|.

6. For the NISUS facility: the data reported by Burholt |Bu79|.

CALCULATED AVERAGE CROSS-SECTION VALUES

For the reactions of interest we used the cross-section data as
in the DOSCROS81 library |Zij81| in a 640 groups structure ofpresent

the SAND-II type |Mc67|.ThesedatawerederivedfromtheENDF/Bdosi-
metryfileandsupplementedwithdatafromINDL-V|Pr81|, In both
cases the conversion from the ENDF/B format to the format of the00SCROS81 library was performed with the program ENTOSAN |Ri81|.

!
We were able to take into account the covariance information avail-

.

able in the ENDF/B-V dosimetry files | Mag 80|, not only with respect to|

the major region of unresolved resonances (file 33) |Va81 | , but also
with respect to the region with re olved resonance peaks (file 32).
The covariance data in the calculated average cross-section values
were derived by taking into account the correlations between the group

[ cross section values and in the case of the 252
I Cf spectrum also the

correlations between the group flux density values.

If one writes

= [ o (E) .4 (E),(AE)ga = <a >
(1)c c g g

a
then the general law for the propagation of uncertainties gives

var (a ) = { { ).cov(op,oj).3 ]+c
t j t J

+ [ [ (Ba[L) .cov(4 ,4 ) . (_g3a)c
1 3 (2)3

1 J J
Here it is assumed that the group cross-sections and the group

fluence rates are uncorrelated.
The calculations of the variances and the standard deviations wereperformed using the 640 groups structure.

QUALITY OF DATA

In this comparison we considered the following aspects (see fig.1):
-

The impeccision, defined as the statistical uncertainty, in terms
of the standard deviation for both the measured and calculated averagecross-section values. For reasons of easy comparison, values quoted are
relative standard deviations, i.e. coefficients of variation, v.
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In formula:
ruc (3)#"" and v =v, = C aa,

diere a, = measured average cross-section;
= calculated average cross-section;ac = variance of measured values;var a

var a" = variance of calculated values.

me dicerepancy, defined as the relative dif ference A between meas--

ured and calculated average cross-section values.
In formula:

m Oc (4)G
A= .

"c
- The consistency, generally defined as the chi-square value found
with the fo rmula

(a - Gc)2= (5)m
X var a + "^# "cm

In tabhes 1 to 6 a ammaryis presented of some main results obtained
thus f ar in the study of uncertainties, discrepancies, and consisten-
cies involved in reactor neutron metrology reactions. The following
code is used to visualize the present situation in tables 7 and 8 for
252Cf and CFRMF.

uncertainty discrepancy consistency
quality symbol (in per cent) (in per cent)

2
very good ++ 0<v12 0<As2 0 <X < 1,5

2
good + 2<vs4 2<As4 1,5< X <3

2
moderate 0 4<vs6 4<A16 3 <X < 4,5

2
bad - 6<v18 6<A58 4,5< X <6

2
8<v 8<A 6 <Xvery bad --

i

SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The standard deviations of the measured spectrum-averagul cross-sections
are moderately good for most widely used neutron metrology reactions.
.

The standard deviations of the calculated spectrum-averaged cross-
sections are much larger than the standard deviations of the experimen-
.

tal values. This is an indication that the uncertainties in the
ENDF/B-V dosimetry file may have been estimated somewhat too large.

Large discrepancies between measured and calculated spectrum-aver-.

aged cross-sections are mainly observed for the category of (n,y) and
(n,2n) reactions.

_ - _ _ -
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For the 252Cf spectrum and for the CFRMF spectrum many values of.

2the X parameter for the consistency are classified as very good.
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Tnble1 Cross-section data for the 252 Cf fission neutron socctrum.
All cross section values are in units of millibarn (10-3I 2),m

Standard deviations and discrepanciec are expressed in per cent,

reaction
~

values standard discrepancy consist -

deviations, <0 >-#0c> ency, m
<a,> M. <o > <o > o> <0 > 2c m c X

19F (n,2n) 18F 0,0108 a) 0,01626 14,8 **** -33,58 11,66823Na(n,y) 21'Na 0,335 a) 0,2709 4,48 12,9 23,66 2,84121,Mg (n . p) 28, Na 1,94 b) 2,158 4,64 **** -10,10 5,86527A1(n,p) 27Mg 4,891 b) 5,138 3,68 5,71 - 4,81 0,51527A1(n,u) 2t*Na 1,006 c) 1,059 2,19 5,39 - 5,01 0,75032 S (n.p) 32P 72,5 b) 75,99 4,14 - 4,59 1,352****46Ti(n.p) 46Sc 13,8 c) 13,47 2,17 12,56 2,45 0,037'' 7Ti(n,p) 47Sc 18,9 c) 24,06 2,12 11,23 -21,45 3,569'' 8 Ti(n.p) 48Sc 0,42 c) 0,409 2,38 10,25 2,69 0,06551 V (n,Y) 52V 2,8 a) *** 10,71 ****51 V (n.p) SITi 0,713 b) *** 8,27 ****
- -

54 - -Fe(n,p) 85,1 a) 88,24 2,83 3,47 - 3,56 0,65055Mn(n,31) 54Mn 0,58 e) 0,4459 10,34 12,18 30,07 2,747Shin (n,y) 56Mn 2,96 a) 2,793 7,09 **** 5,98 0,63356 Fe(n.p) 56Mn 1,448 d) 1,414 2,90 4,41 2,41 0,20458Ni(n.p) 58Co 1I8,0 d) 113,8 3,05 6,41 3,69 0,26759Co(n,y) 60Co 6,97 a) 6,026 4,88 13,25 15,67 1,18359Co(n.a) 56Mn 0,218 b) 0,2162 6,42 4,23 0,833 0,01259Co (n,2n) 58Co 0,57 f) 0,4104 10,53 10,17 38,89 4,76659Co(n.p) 59Fe 1,96 a) 1,828 5,10 **** 7,22 1,74463 Cu(n,y) 64Cu 17,6 e) 9,642 7,95 19,01 82,54 11,9163Cu(n,a) 00Cu 0,709 g) 0,7577 2,40 **** - 6,43 4,91663Cu(nai) 62Cu 0,30 f) 0,1980 10,00 **** 51,52 11,5664 Zn(n.p) 64Cu 40,0 d) 39,23 3,00 **** 1,96 0,412
'

75As(n,y) 76As 26,0 e) 44,12 6,15 **** -41,07 128,490Zr(n,31) 89Zr 0,267 a) 5,62 *******
92 92 - -

Mo(n.p) Nb 16,8 a) 4,17*** **** - -93 Nb(n,31) 92Nb 0,88 a) 2,033 4,54 56,71 832,9****98Mo(n,y) 99Mo 26,3 a) 27,56 4,94 - 4,572 0,941****
10%!o(n,y)101Mo 14,85 a) 13,14 7,47 13,01 2,376****
103Rh (n,n' )10 3g{n 757 c) 712 4,35 6,32 1,867****113 In(n,n' )l l 31 tin 162 d) *** 2,96 **** - -115 In(n,tf )115Inm 196,7 d) 181,9 2,95 10,9 8,14 0,513115 In(n,y)1161nm 124,1 h) 121,2 2,90 4,29 2,39 0,210183Ta(n,y)182Ta 119,9 a) 100,4 5,42 19,42 5,473****1 97Au(n,y)l98Au 76,20 h) 76,30 2,36 8,38 - 0,131 0,0002)1 97Au(n.31)l '38Au 5,43 d) 5,647 2,95 - 3,84 0,302****

1 9911g(n,3f )l 931gm 168 e) *** 3,47 **** - -
' 232Th(n,f) 89,0 c) 78,06 10,11 5,09 14,02 1,237235U (n,f) 1 205 i) 1 236 2,24 1,95 - 2,51 0,734238 U (n,f) 318,6 i) 313,5 2,50 1,10 1,63 0,345237Np(n.f) 1 332 i) 1352 2,78 9,17 - 1,48 0,024- 39Pu(r f) 18FJ i) 1 791 2,50 0,949 0,141****

-cont.-
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Tabic I (continued).
This list of measured data is based on a review by Mannhart |Ma81|.

~

*

Spectrum averaged cross-section uncertainties based on weighing**

spectrum with zero uncertainties.
Cross-section data not availabic on ENDF/B-V dosimetry file, and in |

***
,

DOSCROS81.
**** Uncertainty data not available in the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file.

a) DatafromDezs3|Dc77|.
b) Data from Kobayashi et al. |Ko82|.
c) DatafromAlberts|A177|.
d) Weighted average of data from Mannhart |Ma79|andKobayashietal.

|Ko82|.
c) DatafromBuczkBetal.|Bu76|.
f) DatafromDezs8|De78|.
g) DatairomWinkler|Wi81|.
h) Data trom Mannhart |Ma79|.
i) Data from lleaton et a?. |IIe76|.

- - - - -- -. - - - - - - , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 2. Cross-section data for the 235
All cross-section values are'in units of millibarn (10-31Ufissionneutronspectrum.m ).

Standard deviations and discrepancies are expressed in per cent.

values standard discrepancy consist-reaction deviations <o > So > encym_ c<o > Mf #0c" #0m> #0c" #0c) X
m 2-

2t,Mg(n p) 27
24 Na 1,38 b) I,455 5,07 - 5,155 1,149**27

A1(n.p) 24Mg 3,65 b) 4,13 5,48 5,86 11,622 2,33727A1(n,n) Na 0,705 a) 0,694 5,67 5,65 1,59 0,03931 P (n,p) 31Si 33,5 b) 5,97*
32S (n,p) 32P 64,6 b) 67,67 5,87 8,11 - 4,537 0,212

- -

46Ti(n.p) t,6Sc 11,8 a) 10,82 6,36 12,66 9,057 0,39447Ti(n.p) 47Sc 19,0 a) 21,61 7,37 11,27 -12,078 0,863'' 8Ti(n,p) ''8Sc 0,300 a) 0,2729 6,00 10,45 9,930 0,64652Cr(n.p) 52V 1.06 b) 0,825 10,38 28,49 4,562**
St'Fe(n.p) 54Mn 78,1 b) 77,89 4,74 3,54 0,27 0,00255Mn(n,2n) si'Mn 0,244 a) 0,2034 6,15 13,46 19,961 1,69156Fe(n.p) 56Mn 1,025 b) 1,007 4,90 4,57 1,787 0,07058 Ni(n,2n) 57Ni 0,00577 a) 0,002966 5,38 10,94 94,538- 39,058Ni(n.p) Seco 108,5 a) 101,0 4,98 6,56 7,426 0,77059Co(n a) 56Mn 0,143 a) 0,1450 6,99 4,38 - 1,379 0,02963Cu(n,y) 6t'Cu 9,30 a) 10,08 15,03 19,07 - 7,738 0,10863Cu(n,a) 60Co 0,500 a) 0,540 11,18 5,38 - 7,407 0,40393Nb(n n') 93NF 122 b) 155,4 7,38 -21,493 13,760**115In (n,n') 1151P 189 a) 173,5 4,23 I1,0 8,934 0,561115 In(n,y)116IrP 134,5 a) 126,7 4,46 4,51 6,156 0,886127I (n,2n)126I 1,05 a) 1,189 6,19 17,21 -11,690 0,419197Au(n,y)198Au 83,5 a) 81,01 5,99 8,06 3,074 0,092197Au(n,2n)196Au 3,00 b) 5,65 5,33 ** -46,9 274,7232Th(n,f) 81 a) 72,47 6,66 5,09 11,77 I,704235U (n.f) 1203 a) 1237 2,49 1,96 - 2,749 0,778238U (n,f) 305 a) 294,9 3,29 1,12 3,425 0,914237Np(n,f) 1312 a) 1323 3,81 9,33 - 0,831 0,007239Pu(n,f) 1811 a) 1787 3,32 1,343 0,159**

o Reaction data not available in ENDF/B-V or in D0SCROS81.
ooUncertainty data not available in the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file.
a)DatafromFabry|Fa78|.
b)DatafromKobayashi|Ko80a|and|Ko80b|.
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Table 3. Cross-section data for the CFRMF neutron spectrum.2

All cross-section values are in units of millibarn (10-31
m ),

Standard deviations and discrepancies are expressed in per cent,

values standard discrepancy consistency

reaction deviationg, <c >-<0c> 2m x,

"Um> <0c> <a >c<o > <0c>m

311 9 54 ,5 899,6 2,7 1,77 6,10 3,284
6Li(n.a)

7Be 1876 1618 2,8 1,43 15,94 20,204
IUB (n,u)
27Al(n,p) 27Hg 0,863 0,930 3,4 5,88 - 7,20 1,166

27A1(n,u) 2+Na 0,1596 0,1564 3,0 5,66 2,05 0,101

8, 5Sc(n,y) 3,6Sc 23,2 23,78 3,3 25,01 - 2,44 0,009

46Ti(n,p) 86Sc 2,58 2,433 3,4 12,66 6,04 0,211
4

Ti(n,p) 47Sc 4,12 5,251 4,8 II,27 -21,54 3,286
47

'8Sc 0,0680 0,06127 3,4 10,46 10,99 0,976
Ti(n.p) '5''Mn

48

Fe(n,p) 17,2 18,26 2,9 3,56 - 5,80 1,674
54

58Fe(n,y) 59Fe 6,04 6,515 3,1 23,48 - 7,29 0,095

59Co(n,y) 60Co 90,4 86,51 3,6 22,92 4,49 0,037

5 Co 23,8 23,99 2,9 6,58 - 0,79 0,012
Ni(n.p) c'8SO

*Cu 43,3 44,08 6,2 20,0 - 1,77 0,007
63

Cu(n,y)115
In (n,n' ) In" 50,6 50,56 3,9 12,02 0,08 0,0004

115
115In(n,y)116In 269 275,0 3,7 3,89 - 2,18 0,169m

197Au(n,y)l90Au 419 382,9 2,9 3,61 9,43 3,848

232Th(n,f) 19,6 18,91 5,2 5,10 3,65 0,242

232Th(n,y)233Th 290 255,8 3,8 10,42 13,37 1,406

235U (n,f) 1538 1558 3,1 2,11 - 1,28 0,119

238U (n,f) 75,1 78,54 3,3 1,29 - 4,38 1,651

238U (n,y)239U 217 217,8 3,7 1,66 - 0,37 0,008

237Np(n,f) 548 594,8 3,3 9,63 - 7,87 0,607

239Pu(n,f) 1792 1774 2,2 1,01 0,208

Measuredcross-sectiondatatakenfromAnderl|An82|.
** Spectrum averaged cross-section uncertainties based on weighing spec-
*

trum with zero uncertainties.
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Table 4 Cross-section data for the BIG-TEN neutron spectrum.
All cross-section values are in units of millibarn (10-31m ),2

Standard deviations and discrepancies are expressed in per cent.

values standard discrepancy consist-reaction deviations <o >-<o > encyn _c<c > ref. <c > <0m> #Uc> #Uc> Xm c

6Li(n,u) 311 966 a) 919,4 0,41 1,62 5,0 9,14210B (n,a) 7 Be 1380 a) 1205 0,29 0,91 14,523 224,727Al(n.p) 27Mg 0,545 b) 0,6975 2,94 5,77 -21,86 12,3927Al(n,u) 24Na 0,107 a) 0,1383 2,80 5,55 -22,63 14,4345Sc(n,y) 46Sc 18,2 a) 19,0 1,65 25,86 - 4,21 0,026'' 6 Ti(n p) 46Sc 1,79 a) 1,818 1,68 12,62 - 1,54 0,01547Ti(n,p) 47Sc 2,96 a) 3,667 3,72 11,26 -19,28 2,74'' 8Ti(n.p) 40Sc 0,049 a) 0,05353 2,04 10,37 - 8,46 0,645
58.Fe(n.p) St.Mn 12,4 a) 12,75 3,22 3,5) - 2,745 0,341
55Mn(n,y) 56Mn 7,4 b) 7,931 2,70 - 6,695 7,06356Fe(n,p) 56Mn 0,128 b) 0,1888 3,91 4,49 -32,20 38,1458 Fe(n, ) 59Fe 4,21 a) 3,537 2,61 17,05 19,03 1,20558 Ni(n p) 58Co 16,9 a) 16,77 1,78 6,46 0,775 0,01359Co(n,y) 60Co 13,0 a) 12,66 1,54 24,80 2,64 0,01263Cu(n,y) 6''Cu 22,5 a) 22,32 5,78 16,01 0,806 0,002113In(n,y)ll4In 583 b) - 6,00 - - -

115In(n,y)1167nm 200 b) 222,6 0,30 4,20 -10,15 5,82
1151n (n,n' ) 115IrP 37,2 a) 36,42 1,88 11,98 2,142 0,031197Au(n,y)l98Au 230 a) 215,5 0,87 4,14 6,73 2,52197Au (n,31) 196Au 0,49 b) 0,6609 10,20 - -25,86 11,69233U (n,f) 2214 e) 2140 2,26 - 3,46 2,19235 U (n,f) 1375 e)f) 1398 1,09 2,10 - 1,645 0,487237Np(n,f) 436 e) 495,1 1,83 9,62 -11,94 1,50238U (n,y)2390 151 a) 152,9 2,65 1,27 - 1,243 0,182238 U (n.f) 51,3 55,28 1,36 1,35 - 7,20 15,18238 U (n,2 0237U 2,5 b) - 4,00 - - -239 Pu(n,f) 1647 1665 1,09 - - 1,081 1,005

Allvaluestakenfromreviewbyllansen|Ila80|.*

a) ILRR values based on data from Greenwood et al. |Gr78 a| .
b) LASL values based on data from Barr et al. |Ba76| .
c) ILRR values based on data from Farrar IV |Fa78aj and |Fa80|.
d)ILRRvaluesbasedondatafromGilliamjGi79).
e) ILRR values based on data from Gilliam |Ci77[.f) Normalization value,

j

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 5. Cross-section data for the EE fission neutron spectrum.
2All cross section values are in units of nillibarn (10-3Im ),

Standard deviations and discrepancies are expressed in per cent.

values standard discrepancy consist-
deviations <cm>-<0c> encyreaction

C> e f. <g > <gC> <C # XC

27Al(n,p)27Mg 0,983 1,038 a) 10,15 5,87 - 5,30 0,221

27A1(n,u)24Na 0,153 0,174 a) 3,27 5,70 -12,1 3,57

55Mn(n,y)S6Mn 36,0 32,08 b) 5,56 12,2 3,84

Fe(n.p)S6Mn 0,260 0,251 a) 3,08 4,56 3,59 0,41556

58Ni(n,p)58Co 26,5 26,8 a) 3,02 7,67 - 1,12 0,018

63Cu (n ,y) 6 '' Cu 36,2 37,19 b) 5,52 8,25 - 2,66 0,073

1151n(n.n')115In" 56,0 55,6 a) 2,50 12,16 0,719 0,003

115.n(n,y)1161n 240,0 262,8 b) 3,75 3,72 - 8,88 2,94m
1

197Au(n,y)l98Au 402 572,2 b) 2,49 3,68 -29,7 53,3

235 U (n,f) 1512 1537 b) 3,63 1,93 - 1,63 0,161

238 U (n,f) 84,8 87,18 a) 2,95 1,36 - 2,73 0,739

238 U (n,y)2 3 90 174 217,2 b) 4,02 0,95 -19,9 35,1

237Np(n,f) 586,5 629,6 b) 3,41 9,65 - 6,85 0,454

233Pu(n f) 1764 1795 b) 3,69 -l,73 - 1,73 0,171

a) Data f rom De Leeuw - Gierts | De 82| .
b) Data from Grundl and Eisenhauer |Gr78|.

!

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. - - - - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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Table 6. Cross-section data for the NISUS neutron spectrum.
All cross-section values are in units of millibarn (10-31m ),2

Standard deviations and discrepancies are expressed in per cent,

values standard discrepancy consistency
reaction deviations <0m>-<a > 2, c

<0m> <0c> #Cm> *Cc' #Cc>

10 B (n a) 7Be 1736 1489 6,22 0,87 16,59 5,158
24 Mg(n,p) 24Na 0,345 0,3417 3,2 - 0,966 0,089
27Al(n p) 27Mg 0,935 1,044 3 5,91 -10,441 2,586
27A1(n,u) 24Na 0,154 0,1624 2,6 5,47 - 5,17 0,743
56Fe(n.p) 56Mn 0,248 0,2451 2,4 4,55 1,183 0,053
58 SBCo 25,5 27,66 2,35 6,62 - 7,81 1,257Ni(n,p) 6464

Zn(n.p)103 Cu 7,76 9,345 2,84 - -16,96 51,73
103 Rh(n,n' ) Rh* 300,8 313,1 3,96 - - 3,928 1,066
1151n(n,y)1161n" 238 261,4 2,94 3,73 - 8,95 3,80
115In(n n')115In" 54,5 58,32 2,02 12,07 - 6,55 0,287
197Au(n,y)190Au 391 326,2 2,56 3,75 19,865 16,81
235U (n,f) 1506 1535 I 59 1,92 - I,89 0,583
236U (n,f) 181,3 - 1,38 - - -

237Np(n,f) 580,6 648,6 1,02 9,59 -10,484 1,184
23aU (n,f) 85,0 91,04 1,29 1,26 - 6,634 14,49239Pu(n,f) 1770 1793 1,02 - 1,283 1,623

* Values taken from Burholt et al. |Bu79|.
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252Tabic 7. Qualification of Cf spectrum,

imprecision
screpancy consis "" Ireaction ceasured calculated 2

a X
vm Vc

19F (n,2n)18F -- -- --

23Na(n ,y) 21'Na 0 -- -- +

2 '' Mg (n , p) 2 '* Na 0 -- -

27Al(n,p)2?Mg + 0 0 ++

27Al(n,u) 2t+ Na + 0 0 ++

32S (n,p)32P 0 0 ++

Ti (n , p) <'4 6t. 6 Sc + -- + o

Ti(n.p)*7Sc + -- -- 0t. 7

<+ 8Ti(n p)''8Sc + -- + o
St+Fe(n p) 5''Mn + + + * I

I55Mn(n,2n) St Mn +-- -- -

55Mn(n,y)56Mn - 0 ++

56Fe(n,p)56Mn + 0 + ++
58Ni(n,p)58Co + - + ++
59Co(n,y)60Co 0 -- -- ++
59Co (n ,a ) 56Mn - 0 ++ ++
59Co(n,2n)58Co 0-- -- --

S9Fe 0 - +59
Co(n , p) 6t'Cu - -- -- --63 Cu(n,y)

63Cu(n,a)60Co + - -

63Cu(n,2n)62Cu -- - --

6 t'Zn(n . p) 6''Cu + + u

75As(n,y)76As - - -- -

93Nb(n,2n)92Nb 0 -- -

98Mo(n,y)39Mo + 0 ++

100Mo(n,y)101Mo + -- +
"103Rh(n,n')103Rli 0 - +

115In(n.n')115In , __ __m ,,

115In(n,y)116In" + 0 - ++

181Ta(n,y)182Ta 0 -- -

197Au(n,y)l98Au + -- * *
197Au(n,2n)196Au + + +

232Th(n,f) -- 0 -- ++

235 U (n,f) + ++ + ++

238 U(n,f) + ++ ++ ++

237Np(n,f) + -- ++ ++

239Pu(n,f) + ++ ++
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Table 8. Qualification for CFRR spectrum.
|

reaction imprecision

<c > <0c> A Xm 2

6Li(n,a)311 + ++ 0-

10 B (n,a)7Be + ++ -- --

27 27
Al(n.p)24Mg + 0 - ++27Al(n.a) Na + 0 + ++45 46Sc + -- + ++Sc(n,y)4646Ti(n,p) Sc + -- - ++47 Ti(n,p)"75c 0 -- -- 048Ti(n,p)48Sc + -- -- ++54 Fe(n.p)S4Mn + + 0 +58 Fe(n,y) + -- + ++

59Co(n,y)60Co + -- 0 ++58 Ni(n,p)58Co - - ++ ++
63Cu(n,y)64Cu - -- ++ ++115 1n(n,n')115In" + ++ ++--

115In(n,y)116Inm + + + ++
197Au(n,y)198Au 0 + 0--

232Th(n,f) 0 0 + ++
) 232 Th(n,y) + -- -- ++235 U (n, f) + + ++ ++238 U (n,f) + ++ + +238 U (n,y) + ++ ++ ++237Np(n,f) + -- -- ++239Pu(n,f) + ++ ++

i

l
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Table 9. Summary of C rcrepancies,

252Cf 235U CFRMF IE NISUS BIC-10reaction

6Li(n,a)3g ~ 0-
10 B (n a)7Be

----

19 F (n,2n)l8F --

23 a(n,y)214NaN --

0 ++
2 ''Mg (n , p) 2 t'Na --

-- - 027Al(n,p)27Mg 0
-- -

027Al (n ,a) 2 t+ Na 0 ++ + ----

32 S (n,p)32P 0 0
0 i

1+ 5S c (n,y) t+ 6Sc +

"ETi(n,p)46Sc + - - ++

t. 7Ti (n , p) '' 7Sc
--

-- -- --

'6Sc &

Ti(n,p)'S2y
--

--

'+ 8 --

52Cr(n,p) __

+ ++ 0 +
58+ Fe (n , p) 5'4 Mn

55Fe (n,2n) Ste Mn
-- -

-- --

55Mn(n,y)S6Mn 0
56Fe(n,p)S6Mn + ++ + ++ --

58Fe(n,y)S9pe _
__

Ni(n,2n)S7Ni58 --

++58Ni(n,p)58Co + + ++ ++ -

0 +59Co(n,y)60Co --

59 o(n,a)S6Mn ++ ++C
59 o(n,2n)58CoC --

59 o(n,p)S9peC _

++ + ++
63Cu (n ,y ) 6'' Cu -- -

63 u(n,a)60Co - -
C

63 u(n,2n)62CuC --

642n(n,p)6'+Cu
--++

75As(n,y)76As --

93Nb(n,2n)92Nb --

93Nb(n,n')93Nb" --

98Mo(n,y)99 o 0M
100Mo(n,y)101go __

+103Rh(n,n')103Rhm _

+
1151n(n n')llSInm ++ ++ _

__ __

115In(n,y)1161nm + __ __ __+_

127 I (n,2n)1261 __

181 a(n,y)182TaT --

197Au(n,y)198Au ++ + -- -- - -

197Au(n,2n)196Au +
-

--

232Th(n,f)233Th -- --

232Th(n,y) +

233 U (n,f) -- +

+ + ++ ++ n ++235 U (n, f)
238 U (n,f) ++ + 0 + 0 -

238 U (n,y)2 39U ++ -- u

237Np(n,f) ++ ++ - - -- --

239Fu(n,f) ++ ++ ++ n u o
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CHARACTERIZATION OF REACTOR NEUTRON SPECTRA AND
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION OF RESONANCE INTEGRALS

A. Ahmad, S.M. Jef feries, T.D. Fbc Fbhon, J.G. Williams
University of London Reactor Centre, Ascot, Berks, U.K. ,
and T.B. hyves,
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex, U.K.

|
ABSTRACT

The paper is concerned with the methods and data needed in the
characterization of the thermal and epithermal neutron fluxes in
reactor irradiation facilities. A convention is presented in which
the neutron flux is represented by a Maxwe
an epithermal component proportional to E {ligy thermal component andThe nuclear data.

involved are the 2200 m/s cross-sections and the resonance integrals
for activation of a variety of detector foils, and the decay scheme
data for gamma-emission from the neutron capture products. Experi-
mental activation data from three research reactors have been used in
a consistency analysis to determine flux parameters for a total of
nine irradiation positions, and to provide improved values for the
nuclear data.

!

INTRODUCTION

In the characterization of thermal and epithermal neutron fields
the assumption has often been made that the neutron flux distribution
can be represented by a Maxwellian thermal component and an epithermal
slowing down spec: rum proportional to 1/E. The well known conventions
of Westcotti, Stoughton and Halperin , and Hogdah12 3 all make use of
this assumption. In these conventions the reaction rate for a radia-
tive capture reaction, in which the fast neutron contribution is
negligible, depends on the effective thermal cross-section and on the
resonance integral defined here as

*
-1

I c(E) E dE (1)
=

0
.E

Cd

where E
heretode0.55eVfora1mmthickboxis the effective cut-off energy of a cadmium box, assumed|

The 1/E slowing down spectrum arises in systems in which the
slowing down density is constant, which can only be expected in the
absence of the effects of leakage and absorption. It has been shownby Williams 5 that in the case of energy independent buckling and

745
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absorption cross secg" ion the flux per unit energy is approximately
l Functions containing this type of deviationproportional to 1/E .

from the 1/E spectrum have also been proposed on empirical grounds by
many authors 6-13,

In this paper an adaptation of the older flux conventions -3I is

used in which the epithermal spectrum is assumed to be proportional
to 1/E +". The validity of this assumption is tested in a consistencyl

analysis using reaction rates and cadmium ratios measured in three
research reactors.

FLUX CONVENTION

We assume here that the flux can be represented by means of three
empirical parameters. These are the conventional thermal flux oth'
defined to be the ratio of the thermal neutron induced reaction rate
to the 2200 m/s cross-section of a 1/v detector, the epithermal flux
parameter & , equal to the flux per unit inE at 1 eV, and a, the para-
meter describing the deviation from the 1/E spectrum. The thermal and
epithermal flux densities, Fth( ) and F (E) respectively, are given bye

Fg(E) = Og (4T )l
E exp(-E/kT) (2)g

o (kT)

F (E) = $e E$/E ", ukT<E<= (3)
e

where T is the standard temperature of 293 K, Et is 1 eV, and u is a
number, assumed here equal to 5, specifying the cut-off energy of the
epithermal flux. The temperature, T, of the Maxwellian distribution
affects the reaction rates considered in this paper only slightly and
is treated here as a known constant.

The reaction rate for a radiative capture reaction is given

'E a I
l

-

+ $e ,f (a) + b, + f (G) - f (o)) ) (4)+ --- (goA = go {0 2t 2o th g ,g
r

where g is the Westcott factor 15 accounting for the deviation of the
cross-section from the 1/v law in the thermal region, o is the 2200
m/s cross-section, W' is a correction, as tabulated by Eyves and
Zieba16, accounting for deviation of the_ cross-section from the 1/v
law in the energy range pkT to E and E is the effective resonance
energyasdefinedandtabulatedh,Moensetal l7 The functions f (a)t

and f (a) account for the epithermal activation of a 1/v detector and2
are defined as follows:

_-
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)
"E

Cd "o
f (a) = E W1 y E,l' pkT

E$* v
f (a) = dE (6)2

dE E
Cd

The saturated gamma-ray emission rate per unit mass of targetelement is given by
i

N, = Ng n A/go , (7)

where A is calculated using equation (4), N is Avogadro's number and
n is a compound nuclear data parameter defined byAv

_1
a = OP ga M (8)

where 0 is the mole fraction of the target isotope,P is the emission
probability of the relevant gamma-ray and M is the element atomic mass.

SELF-SHIELDING FACTORS I

In the previous section no account was taken of self-shielding.In neutror. fluxes greater than 10 15 2 1 it is usually possible tom 3

use foil detectors which are sufficiently dilute that any self-
shielding ef fects are negligible. It is frequently necessary, however,
to make measurements in much lower fluxes, for example in standard flux
facilities. It is then necessary to use relatively thick foils in
which self-shielding factors are important. The self-shielding factor,G, for a detector is definedl8 as the ratio of the experimental acti-
vation to the theoretically expected activation without self-shielding.
It has been found convenient to consider separate self-shielding
factors, G and G , for thermal and epithermal neutrons respectively.g

The resonance, or epithermal self-shielding factor is usually the
one which causes greatest difficulty. Although these factors have
been studied perviously by several authors 19 23 there are still many
detector materials for which the literature contains no precise data.
Even when literature values are available it is not always evident how
they should be applied, because of two conflicting definitions whichare in use. For example, the experimental self-shielding factors, G ,of Baumann22 and of Jacks 23 should be used as factors premultiplying#
the resonance integral,I , defined in equation (1). Axton's21 values,
however, should premultiply a reduced resonance integral, I', given bythe normal resonance integral minus the 1/v contribution:

I' = I go f (o) .2o o o (9)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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We will denote this type of resonance self-shielding factor by G'.
r

In calculations of resonance self-shielding factors values have
19'20 which relate to individual resonances. If I! isbeen published

taken to be the contribution to the reduced resonance integral of ani

; is the self-shielding factor relating toindividual resonance and Gg'

this resonance then one can calculate G' as follows:r

G' = I I! G./E I! , (10)
, r t t t
: i g

where the summations are taken over all resonances.#

Because of the lack of sufficient reliable self-shielding data
; for the materials used in this work, a Monte-Carlo code has been

written to calculate them for plane foils and the results have been
compared with the available experimental and theoretical values found
in the literature already cited. The calculated self-shielding factor,

197Au is shown in figure 1, where Axton's experimental valuesG', for
are also shown for comparison. The discrepancies are less than 2%.

55Mn and with Baumann's measuredSimilar agreement was found for
values for G . Comparison of our Monte-Carlo calculations of G. with

55Mn also*showed
4

the calculat[ons of Roe for 197Au and of Selander for-

agreement within 2%.
4

$ r .cxcasso wwes
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197Au.Fig. 1. Resonance self-shielding factor for
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Because of the deviations from the 1/E spectrum already mentioned,
it is necessary to consider the effect of these on the resonance self-shielding factors. In the cases considered so far no significant effect
has been found for a values up to 0.2.

Detailed results of the Monte-Carlo calculations of resonance
self-shielding and similar calculations of thermal self-shieldingfactors will be published elsewhere.

CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS

The model described by equations (4) and (7), together with
analogous formulae for cadmium covered activities and cadmium ratios,
has been tested by means of experimental data from Nakahara et a124
and Bereznai.

These consist of bare and cadmium covered activities
and cadmium ratios from a total of nine irradiation positions in three
research reactors. The measured quantities can be written as a vector
[E), with its associated variance-covariance matrix (V ], where non-
dragonal terms arise because of correlated uncertainties in detectore

26,efficiency

The data in [E] are to be compared with the predictions of the
model. These predictions, which form a vector (CJ, depend on the para-

[P],usedinthemodel,includingbothnucleardataandfluxmeters,
9

We need to find best estimates of these and their assoc-
parameters.

iated variance-covariance matrix.
was the generalised least-squares method in which we seek the value ,sThe method chosen to estimate [P ]
(P,]whichminimizechi-squared:

X2 {pg _ p }T{y } 4[Pi - P,] + [E - C] [V ]-1[E - C] (11)g p

in which the symbol T represents the transpose of a matrix and -1 the
(Pg] is a vecter containing prior information about the para-inverse.

meters and [V ] is the variance-covariance matrix for (Pmation on the data used in [P ) is given in the next sect] ion.1 Infor-
1

The iterative search procedure to find the values of
minimize chi-squared was carried out using the CERN library (P ] which9

code MINUIT
developed byJames & Roos 25. The code also supplies a variance-covariance
matrix for the solution. The details are given by Ahmad26,

.

INPUT DATA

Five items of nuclear data are needed to predict the measured
gama emission rates: n, I /go , E W'/g and the decay constant A.

three of these do,not conEr,ibute significantly to the totalThe last o

uncertainty of the activities considered here, nor do the values of
6 and M which appear in n, equation (8). All of these have therefore

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ . - _ .
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been treated as known constants and the values were taken from the
17'Is 27 28 Uncertainties in P , I and a contribute

literature
significant uncertainties to the values of n a0d I /g8 . Values ofT

l7
and their standard deviations were taken from t0e TEble of Isotopes,

P 26 using measured dataI values were evaluated by one of the authorsY
29f90m the compilation of Gryntakis and Kim Some measurements were

excluded from the evaluation, either because no errors were given or
because they were discrepant from the weighted mean of the remaining

|

|
values by more than three standard deviations. Such scattered data
are liable to arise when deviations from the 1/E spectrum are notj

taken into account in the measurements. a values veru either
)

evaluated in a similar way or, in cases whEn no recent data were found,'

taken from BNL-32530,

The resulting values of n and I /go with their uncertainties form

[P]areinitialestimates8]ftheflux
[P]and[V Thepart of tae prior information contri8uti0g toj

1
.

i

! remaining values appearing in 1

parameters eg, 4 and a. Since these are poorly known the corres-
theponding variances,are taken to be very large and this ensures that

solution parameters [P ] are not influenced by them.
9

1

RESiJLTS

Before solution values [P,] from the minimization procedure can
be accepted it is essential to consider the credibility of the model'

The minimum value of chi-squared as defined by equationsad the data. 2
(11) provides an appropriate test. Very high contributions to X were

|
fouad for 9 out of the total of 130 measured activities and cadmium| ratios. Af ter omitting these the remaining 121 measurements were input

r

together with 20 I /go values, 14 n values and 25 flux parameters.'

The resulting valuE of chi-squared was 128 for 96 degrees of freedom,
which just fails a two tailed chi-squared test at the 95% confidence
level, which implies either a failure of the model, or that the input
data variances have been underestimated by a.small factor which can be
estimated from the value of chi-squared per degree of freedom, in this

! case 1.33. This is a reasonable result and so the solution values
[P

have been accepted after applying this factor to the output
va9]1ance-covariancematrix.|

|
! The flux paremeters found for the nine irradiation positions are
,

| given in Table 1. In two positions only cadmium ratio data were
/ nt

i available and that is the reason that only the ratios o th @e, an
their absolute values, are given.

i

The solution values for the nuclear data parameters n and I /go
9he

'

are given in Table 2 in which the input values are also shown.
last column of Table 2 shows the ratio of the input variances to the

The reason that. the output variances are larger than'theoutput ones.
input ones in a few cases is the factor 1.33 applied here only to the
output variance-covariance matrix. Despite this the table shows that
a substantial improvement in most of the data has resulted from the

,

l
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l
| Table 1. Solution Flux Parameters

Irradiation Flux Parameters
Positions -l) $p (cm-2 -l)

_

h (cm- s
a 4 s

1 0.046 0.019 (10.29 0.20)x1012 (5.14 0.29)x10ll2 0.053 0.019 (17.66 0.22)x1012 (5.42 0.32)x10ll3 0.05310.020 (18.09!O.25)x1012 (5.47 0.33)x10ll4 0.067 0.019 (16.97 0.21)x1012 (5.6010.33)x10ll5 0.065do.020 (18.37 0.23)x1012 (5.76 0.36)x10ll6 0.065 0.020 (18.20 0.23)x1012 (5.7910.34)x10ll7 0.024 0.014 ( 2.02 0.03)x1012 (1.21 0.06)x10ll
8 0.074io.030 0 /h *e = 30.57 3.38
9 -0.05410.026 0 /4 = 22.05 1.96

inclusion of the new information.

CONCLUSIONS

The results show that the model used provides an adequate and
useful representation of the neutron flux in the irradiation positionsstudied. Application of the least-squares consistency has resulted in
improved knowledge of the relevant nuclear data parameters and their

Space does not permit the inclusion here of the 59 x 59 co-errors.
variance matrix of the solution parameters. This can be supplied by
the authors and readers are advised that the covariance information
must be used for any error calculation involving more than one of the
parameters.
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UPDATED RESULTS FOR THE MOL-EE BENCHMARK AND

FIRST RESULTS OF THE CONNECTED Unat EXPERIMLNT

G. De Leeuw-Gierts, S. De Leeuw
SCK/CEN, Boeretang 200, B-2400 Hol, Belgium

HOL-EE BENCHMARK

The HOL-EE benchmark [1, 3] was recalculated by means of
ANISN - VITAMIN /C (171 gr - S8P3), DTF IV - KEDAK 3 (208 gr - 88),
and ANISN - DLC43B/CSRL (218 gr - 88 P3) [4] . The central expe-
rimental neutron spectrum was reevaluated by using the Li-6 spectral
results of 1976 [5]. The evaluated spectrum is compared to the
171 gr ANISN and 208 gr DTF IV spectra in fig. 1. The experimental
spectrum covering only the ~ 5 kev - 6 HeV energy range, the eva-
luated experimental spectrum was extrapolated, for the calculation
of the average cross sections of the dosimetry detectors, with the
ANISN - VITAMIN /C theoretical spectrum, normalized to the experi-
ment between 9 kev and 5 8 HeV.

Between 5 and 5 8 HeV the average flux values of the theore-
tical and Li-6 data were taken, the difference in spectral shape
here being rather important. The group fluxes of the final spectrum
are reported in table 1.

The average cross sections of the reactions reported in table 2
were calculated by means of the ENDF/B V dosimetry file using the
calculated spectra obtained from ANISN - VITAMIN /C, DTF IV - KEDAK 3
and ANISN - DLC43B (two different degrees of convergence) and for
the evaluated spectrum.

115 n(n,n')115 min crossTo evaluate the sensitivity to the I

cection shape at the threshold, this average cross section was also
calculated with the Helsinki evaluation [2J ; the two values are
given.

Table 3 gives the ratios of the theoretical average cross
cections over the experimental ones. A systematic disagreement
is observed between the data calculated with the evaluated spectrum
and the experimental ones, only for the detectors with response
below the lower limit of extrapolation i.e. 198Au(n,Y), 235U(n,f)239 u(n,f).Pand

Because of the important role played by boron in this energy range,
as is seen in fig. 2, it is difficult to conclude about the origin
of this discrepancy.

* Diagonal transport calculation of scattering anisotropy.
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The agreement between theory and experiment is worst for the
DTF IV - KEDAK 3 results. The UnateXperimentwilginfbraabout
the degree of importance of inaccuracies of the 23 U capture cross
section in the discrepancies observed in the low energy range and
clarify the reasons for the differences between the experimental
and theoretical spectral shape between 10 kev and 6 MeV.

Unat EXPERIMENT

238The Unat experiment was set-up to test the U group cross

sections as used for reactor calculations. Three natural uranium
6 cm fspherical shell configurations are used of thickness 1 cm,

and 11 cm respectively. They are located in a 1 m diameter cavity
hollowedintheverticalthermalcolumnofBR1[6].

The central theoretical spectra, calculated by means of ANISN -
VITAMIN /C, are shown in fig. 3 To eliminate, in first approxi-

mation, the dependence on the detector cross sections, ratios of the
spectra are considered. Fig. 4 compares the 1 cm/6 cm and 6 cm/11cm
ration, calculated with ANISN - VITAMIN /C and DTF IV - KEDAK 3
respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the Li-6 results in the 6 cm and 11 cm shells
obtained up to now, fig. 6 the ratios in a 40 energy group
structure for the Li-6 and theoretical spectra.
To compare to the In foil measurements already performed, the
average cross sections for this reaction were calculated in the
energy range covered by the Li-6 technique, i.e. 10 kev - 10 MeV,

using the theoretical and Li-spectra (table 4). In table 5 the
theoretical fluxes (normalized to the thermal neutron flux, 30 cm

115In(n,n')115 min anddeep in the graphite) the experimental
Li-6 fluxes are compared in the same energy range.
from these figures we can conclude that in absolute shape the
Li-6 spectra agree best with the ANISN - VITAMIN /C spectra, while
for the ratios a slightly better agreement with DTF IV - KEDAK 3
is observed.

No explanation is yet found for the structures appearing in
the Li-6 spectra between 100 kev and 1 MeV. An insert showing

part of the spectra, deduced from the Et response of each detector,
is added to highlight these structures.

The neutron flux ratio 6 cm Unat/11 cm Unat - between 10 kev
and 10 MeV lies between the flux ratios deduced from the In reaction
rate measurements, using the average cross sections calculated with
ANISN and DTF IV respectively.

.

. ,
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The 1 cm/6 cm (Unnt) In flux ratio is respectively 8 % and 4 %
lower than the flux ratios calculated by means of ANISN and DTF IV,
while the 6 cm/11 cm In flux ratio is respectively 7 % and 12 %
higher.

On completion of the experiment a better assess of the6
Li(n a)t cross section, between 1 and 2 MeV, and an improvement

115 n(n,n')115 min cross section shape in the vicinity ofof the I

the threshold will be possible.

The data still needed to reach these three experimental goals
the interpretation of the (n,p) spectrum measurements in theare :

11 cm shell, the achievement and interpretation of the Li-6 spectrum
up to 10 MeV in the 1 cm shell and the irradiation of the dosimetry
detectors as used in MOL-EE.
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Table 1. Evaluated experimental neutron spectrum, extrapolated
above 54i MeV and below 9 kev with the theoretical
171 gr ANISN - VITAMIN /C spectrum

i

E in kev - Group fluxesn
0 17333E+05 0 16487Ev05 0.15683E*05 0.14916E+05 0.14550E+05 0.14191E+05
O.13840E+05 0 13499E+05 0.12840E+05 0.12214E+05 0.11618E+05 0.11052E+05

.

'

O.10513E*05 0 10000E*05 0.95123E+04 0.90484E+04 0.86071E+04 0.81873E+04'

0.77880E*04 0.74082E*04 0.70469E+04 0.67032E*04 0.65924E+04 0.63763E+04
0.60653E*04 0 57695E+04 0.54881E+04 0.52205E+04 0.49659E+04 0.47237E+04
0.44933E*04 0.40657E 04 0.36788E+04 0.33287E*04 0.31664E+04 0.30119E*04
0 28650E*04 0.27253E+04 0.25924E*04 0.24660E*04 0.23852E+04 0.23653E+04
0.23 57E+04 0 23069E+04 0.22313E+04 0.21225E*04 0.20190E+04 0.19205E+04
0.18268E+04 0 17377E+04 0.16530E+04 0.15724E+04 0.14957E+04 0.14227E+04
O.13534E*04 0.12073E*04 0.12246E+04 0.ll648E+04 0.11080E*04 0.10026Fa04
0.96164E+03 0.90718E+03 0.86294E*03 0.820e5E+03 0.78082E*03 0.7427 i+03

'

0.70651E*03 0.67206E+03 0.63928E+03 0.60810E*03 0.57844E+03 0.55023E+03
0.52340E+03 0.49787E+03 0.45049E+03 0.40762E+03 0.38774E+03 0.36883E+03
0.33373E*03 0.30197E*03 0.29850E+03 0.29720E+03 0.29452E*03 0.28725E+03
0.27324E*03 0.24724E+03 0.23518E+03 0.22371E+03 0.21280E+03 0.20242E+03
0 19255E+03 0.19316E*03 0.17422E+03 0.16573E*03 0 15764E+03 0 14996E+03
0.14264E+03 0 13569E*03 0.12907E+03 0.12277E*03 0.11679E+03 0.11109E+03
0.98037E+02 0.e6517E+02 0.82500E*02 0.79500E+02 0.72000E+02 0.67379E*02
0.56562E+02 0.52475E+02 0.46309E+02 0.40868E*02 0 34307E+02 0.31828E*02
0.28500E+02 0.27000E+02 0.26058E+02 0.24788E+02 0.24176E+02 0.23579E+02
0.21875E*02 0 19305E+02 0.15034E+02 0.11709E+02 0.91188E+01 0.71017E+01
0.55309E+01 0.43074E+01 0.37074E*01 0.33546E+01 0 30354E*01 0.27465E+01
0.26126E+0) 0.24A52E+01 0.22487E+01 0.20347E*01 0.15846E*01 0.12341E+01
0.96112E*00 0.74052E+00 0.58295E*00 0.45400r+00 0.35358E+00 0.27536E+00
0.21445E+00 0.16702E*00 0.13007E+00 0.10130E*00 0.78893E-01 0.61442E-01
0.47851E-01 0.37267E-01 0.29023E-01 0.22603r-01 0.17603E-01 0.13710E-01
0.10677E-01 0.83153E-02 0.64760E-02 0.50435E-02 0.39279E-02 0.30590E-02
0.23824E-02 0.18554E-02 0.14450E-02 0.11254E-02 0.87642E-03 0.68256E-03
0.53156E-03 0.41399E-03 0.10000E-03 0.10000E-07
0.79416F-05 0.150A7E-04 0.25540E-04 0.20833E-04 0.26667E-04 0.34762E-04
0.44708E-04 0 13528E-c3 0.20785E-03 0.32073E-03 0.48519E-03 0.71369E-03

>

0.10262E-02 0.14205E-02 0.19510E-02 0.26194E-02 0.34355E-02 0.43400E-02
0.55562E-02 0.70632E-02 0.87187E-02 0.32870E-02 0.71818E-02 0.12355E-01
0.14839E-01 0.17424E-01 0.19926E-01 0.22695E-01 0.25674E-01 0.29041E-01
0.60594E-01 0.80617E-01 0.91281E-01 0.49454E-01 0.53080E-01 0.56535E-01
0.59570E-01 0.61736E-01 0.61705E-01 0.40581E-01 0.10390E-01 0.10487E-01

0.45712E-01 0.70831E-01 0.69744E-01 0.69823E-01 0.74976E-010.21697E-01
0.76362E-01 0.76272E-01 0.76335E-01 0.75194E-01 0.74379E-01 0.75887E-01

l 0.79351E-01 0.83072E-01 0.87642E-01 0.91734E-01 0.20116E+00 0.98259E-01
0.14576E+00 0.13168E+00 0.13453E+00 0.13875E*00 0.14640E+00 0.15286E+00
0.15266E+00 0.15846E+00 0.16000E+00 0 16218E+00 0 16429E+00 0.16508E+00
0.16517E+00 0.32788E+00 0.32051E*00 0.15859E*00 0 15759E+00 0.30427E+00
0.29163E*00 0.33526E-01 0.12658E-01 0.26264E-01 0.72404E-01 0.14410E+00
0.27867E+00 0.13338E+00 0.13029E*00 0.11280E*00 0 12527E*00 0.12177E+00
0.11769E+00 0.11311E+00 0.10825E+00 0 10394E*00 0.99170E-01 0.94841E-01
0.91305E-01 0.88602E-01 0.85755E-01 0.82505E-01 0.79805E-01 0.18713E+00
0.17010E+00 0.61590E-01 0.46768E-01 0.11935E*00 0.74655E-01 0.19309E+06
0.72555E-01 0.10913E+00 0.92358E-01 0.11141E+00 0 42422E-01 0.58944E-01
0.27698E-01 0.17833E-01 0.24629E-01 0.12110E-01 0.119646-01 0.34961E-01
0.55558E-01 0.10092E+00 0.75955E-01 0.60844E-01 0 47483E-01 0.39225E-01
0.34080E-01 0.17952E-01 0.12180E-01 0 10259F-01 0.96767E-02 0.43542E-02
0.76350F-02 0.74488E-02 0.96994E-02 0.26609E-01 0.18446E-01 0.19449E-01
0.17708E-01 0.14154E-01 0.12849E-01 0.10316E-01 0.10053E-01 0.72455E-02
0.95575E-02 0.59299E-02 0.19896E-02 0.50428E-02 0.25786E-02 0.24753E-02
0.71039E-03 0.12294E-02 0.88786E-01 0.25618E-03 0.58062E-03 0.36482E-03
0.16452E-03 0.10123E-04 0.15315E-04 0.33045E-04 0.18039E-04 0.91791E-05
0.33213E-05 0.11360E-05 0.28491E-06 0.64862E-07 0.16751E-07 0.61873E-06
0.36030E-08 0.57868E-08 0.77596E-09

-_ ___ _ _ . - . _ _ _ _ __
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Table 2. Ao* ras. crone e.ettone (.5) in noL4I

ENDF/B 5 Doelmetry file
Experimental

Beaction results Theoretical resulte Evolunted
(13 171 gr ANISM - 208 gr DTF IV - spectrum

rA N- experimental

VITAMIN /C
,p g
g KEDAK 3 (4]

197Au(n,Y)190Au 402 455 427 444 429 463
235 (a,f)U 1512 1613 1587 1605 1582 1620

239Pu(n.f) 1764 1843 1827 1838 1860 1842

'03 Rhin.n')105*Rh 281 304 3 04 299 349 292
237p (n r) 586 5 621 624 614 705 598

p o

238 (n,t) 84.8 88 5 88.1 85 9 106 3 83 1
v

115 a(n.n')115"In 56 56 3 55 7 54.4 67 3 32 9
1

w
571[2] $232Th(n,f) 20 35 21 3 21 2 20.6 25 5 20.1

58,gg ,,358Co 26 5 26.4 25 95 25 2 32.1 25 7
27agg,,,327Mg o.983 0.985 1.01 0 976 1 145 0 993
56 ,(,,,3%n 0 260 0.234 0.250 0.23 9

7 M

27A1(n.a)24Ne 0.153 0.163 0.161 0.166
(J.o.W1111eme)

0.171
(A. Febry)

[1] A. Febry et al., Neutron crose sections for Beactor Domimetry, p. 233, Vol. I, IAEA-208 (1978).

[2] A. Febry et al., =1151a(n,n')115=In cross section evolustion", Nuclear Data for se ctore, p. 53%Vol. II, IAEA (1970).

[3] Improved convergence.

[4] Experimental evaluated spectrum, extrapolated below 9 teV and above 5 5 MeV with the theoretical
171 gr ANISN-VITAMIN /C spectrum (normalization bened on equel erees between 9 key and 5 8 MeV).
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Table 4. (ab) for 115In(n.n')1'5"In over the neutron energy rangeComparison of the o,,g,
6covered by the Li(n.4)t technique i.e. from 10 kev to 10 MeV

ANISN - VITAMIN /C DTF IV - KEDAK 3 bli spectrum
Configuration ENDF/B $ Helsinki

ENDF/B 5 ENDF/B 5dosimetry evaluation Iy**" **Helsinkifil. [2]
1 cm U,,g 110.0 119 2 0 92 114 7 124.1 0.%
6 cm U,,g 31 0 57.6 0.885 38.0 65 1 57 5 0.88

11 cm U,,g 29 5 34.4 0.86 35 5 41.0 36.6 0.83

5
_

Table 5 Co.parison of theoretical and experimental In(n.n') and Li(n.4)t fluxes between 10 kev and 10 NeV

2 2kj$(n/cm a) theor. k N n(n/cm a) ENDF/B 52I
Configuration 6 *** *'*Li spectra h oor. ANISN heor. DTF IVANISN-VITAMIN /C DTF IV-KEDAK 3 o from ANISN o from DTF IV

1 cm U,,g 1097 1102 707 679 0.644 0.616

6 cm Unat 2303 2234 1615 1428 0 701 0.63 9

11 cm U,,g 2375 2283 1554 1302 0.654 0 570

fcmU,,g 0.476 0.493 0.438 0.475 0 92 0.%

cm U,,g 0 970 0 978 1. 03 9 1.097 1.068 1.071 1 12
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PROPOSED NEUTRON DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS FOR JET

O. N. Jarvis, M. T. Swinhoe and P. Dixon

A.E.R.E.,liarwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, U.K.

ABSTRACT

The neutron diagnostics systems currently proposed for installation
on the Joint European Torus (JET) are described in this paper. These
systems fnclude a time-resolved neutron yield monitor (using fission
counters), a time-integrated neutron yield monitor (employing activation
techniques), two multi-collimator detector arrays for measuring neutron
eminston profiles and a variety of high-resolution neutron spectrometers
for measurement of the opergies of neutrons emitted from deuterium and
deuterium / tritium plasmas.

INTRODUCTION

It is hoped that with the two tokamaks being assembled, the Joint
European Torus (JET) in the U.K. and the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR) in the U.S., it will prove possible to demonstrate the scientific
feasibility of fusion power from magnetic confinement reactors. The
single parameter which most succinctly summarizes the state of progress
towards this goal is the power multiplication factor, Q, which is the
ratio of the total energy output from fusion reactions to the energy
input to the device. The energy output is related to the number of
fusion neutrons produced. It follows that a measurement of the total
number of neutrons emitted from the plasma is of the greatest importance.
But it is not sufficient just to count neutrons leaving the device; it
is also necessary to identify the neutrons as being produced in D-D or
D-T fusion reactions.

Whilst it is easy to establish the role of neutron measurements as
an arbiter of success, as above, it should be appreciated also that the
implicated techniques can be used to good account in the determination
of plasma conditions, a contribution of more immediate significance.
This aspect is particularly relevant for the new generation of tokamaks
for which the neutron measurements will be all the more valuable because
other, more conventional, diagnostic techniques will experience diffi-
culties due to increasing plasma opacity and damage to instrumentation
by neutron and gamma radiation.

The present paper co"tains a non-technical description of the
comprehensive range of L tron diagnostics systems at present proposed
for JET by our group at liarwell (U.K.) and by other groups at
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AtStudsvik, Stockholm and Gothenberg in Sweden and at Mol in Belgium.
the time of writing only the Time Resolved Neutron Yield System has been

The other systems areapproved by JET and is in the construction stage.
in the design stage and may be changed substantially before construction

Inindeed, there is no guarantee that all will be implemented.begins;
particular, the plans for the 14 MeV specirometer are still in the
formative stage.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

There are several processes which give rise to neutron production
within the vacuum vessel of a tokamak. Neutrons, being uncharged, easily

However,
escape from the vessel and may be used for diagnostic purposes.
in the case pf JET (see fig. 1), the surrounding structure is massive and
much of the energy and spatial information content will be lost unless
the plasma volume is viewed through relatively thin vacuum windows.

The first neutron producing process to be encountered will be that
associated with high-energy (1 70 MeV) runaway electrons which appear at

These electrons will usually terminate theirlow plasma densities.
careers by striking a plasma limiter, thus giving rise to bremsstrahlung
emission and hence inducing photoneutron emission from the limiter.
Neutrons can also be produced directly from the deuterium ions by
electron dissociation. These photoneutrons constitute an undesirable
background for the more important neutron production processes.

At moderate plasma densities and temperatures the neutron production
rates, assuming thermodynamic equilibrium, are proportional to the 1
product n2 <cv> where n is the plasma density and <av> is proportional
to T-2/3 exp(-A T-1/3) with T the plasma temperature. The neutron
production rates therefore afford a very sensitive determination of ion
temperature (provided n is known). However, the production rate is very
sensitive to departures of the ion energy distributions from Maxwellian
so this approach must be used with care.

A more reliable measurement is obtainable through a study of the
spread in kinetic energies of the thermonuclear neutrons. It can be

these neutrons have an energy distribution which is approxi-shown2 that
mately Gaussian with a fwhm of 82.5/T for DD plasma, and 198/T for DT

Measurement of thisplasma, where T is the plasma temperature in kev.
broadening requires an instrumental energy resolution of the order of 3%
for few kev plasmas.

least 10 MW, willNeutral beam injection, with injected powers of at
A DO beamconstitute a major source of additional plasma heating.

injected into a deuterium or tritium plasma will produce neutrons by
beam-beam and beam-plasma collisions with an intensity an order of magni-
tude above that expected from a 5 kev deuterium plasma in thermodynamic
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Fig 1. The JET apparatus

1. Vacuum vessel (double walled)
2. Material limiter defining the outer plasma edge
3. Poloidal protective shields to prevent the plasma touching the vessel i
4. Toroidal fiefd magnet of 32 D-shaped coils
5. Mechanicalstructure
6. Outer poloidal field coils

|

,

7. Inner poloidal field coils (primary or magnetising windings) )8. Iron magnetic circuit (cote and eight return sections
!

9. Water and electrical connections for the toroidal field coils |10. Vertical and radial ports in the vacuum vessel.

|
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eo2ilibrium. Also, there will be a considerable shift in energy of the
Careful measure-beam-plasma neutrons as well as an enhanced broadening.

ments of the beam-plasma neutron energy spectra should therefore provide
valuable information concerning the fast ion distribution,.. Additional
heating by r.f. methods is also planned for JET.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Whilst the instrumentation proposed (Table 1) for neutron diagnostics
is very familiar in the context of particle accelerators and reactors, as
used for nuclear physics research, it should be appreciated that most of

Table 1 Proposed Neutron Diagnostics Systems

1. Time-Resolved Neutron - Six fission counters

Yield Monitor

" #" " "" "" E"*"" "" ""
2. Time-Integrated Neutron -

" 9" ** "I "" # " " ""
Yield Monitor (proposed by the group at Mol).

3. Neutron Yield Spatial - Multichannel collimators to measure
radial and vertical profiles.

Profile Monitor

3 e ionization chamber and a proton -H4 2.5 MeV Spectrometer -

recoil counter. Time-of-flight

measurement of scattered neutrons
(proposed by the groups at Stockholm and
Studsvik).

5 14 MeV Spectrometer - Proton-recoil with magnetic transport.
Associated-particle time-of-flight
measurement (proposed by groups at
Stockholm and Gothenberg),

these techniques have not before been applied at an experimental plasma
,

fusion facility. This new environment poses a number of problems
|

(Table 2), none of which are individually serious but, taken together,
f

they demand careful design, considerable circumspection and result in a

much greater expenditure than would at first sight be expected.
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Table 2 Environmental Problems

Height above floor level (6m).

Torus Hall temperature (up to 380C).

Time-varying magnetic fields (up to 150 gauss in the vicinity of.

some detectors)
Unknown level of e.m. interference.

Vibration.

Pulsed operation (typical duty cycle - 10 sec plasma discharge.

every 10 min.)

Wide dynamic range of neutron yields (108 to 1020 neutrons / discharge).

Massive structure of JET scatters neutrons.

High neutron and gamma radiation backgrounds.

Spatially extended neutron source.

Radiation damage inhibits use of electronics in Torus Hall.

Remote handling capability needed.

Penetrations into Diagnostic Hall need comprehensively shielding.

THE NEUTRON DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS

The five systems will be described in turn, concentrating mainly on
any unusual features they might possess. A possible layout for these
systems is illustrated in Fig. 2 The actual allocation of space for
the neutron diagnostics has yet to be agreed: the problem of their
disposition would be immediately apparent if the many other systems were
also to be represented on the figure.

Neutron Yield Measurements (Time-Resolved)

The essential feature of a time-resolved neutron yield monitor is an
ability to respond linearly to the rate of production of neutrons from
JET during the discharge period, with an operational range covering 12
decades. Because the required efficiency is not very high it is accept-
able to utilf.ze fission counters. These provide large output signals
which can be clipped hard so as to obtain a high countrate capability.

Two types of fission chamber are to be employed. The more sensitive
contains 0.5g of 235 U and is surrounded with a 5 cm thickness of polyethy-
lene moderator, giving a response of about 0.1 counts per n.cm-2 The
less sensitive chamber contains 0.5g of 238 U and no moderator: its
response will be about 0.1 x 10-3 counts per n.cm-2 The 235U counter
has a response which is engineered to be flat between 0.1 and 20 MeV;
the 238U counter has a threshold at about 1.5 MeV. These counters will
be employed both in pulse-counting and current modes, depending on the
neutron flux. Together, they will enable the neutron emission to be
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monitored from 109 n/sec to 1021 n/sec.

Lead shielding is specified for both counters to reduce their

responses to bremsstrahlung radiation arising during minor disruptions
and to gamma radiation when the counters are operated in current mode.

Three pairs of fission coanters are to be provided, positioned on
the vertical magnet limbs at the horizontal mid-plane of the torus. By
suitably distributing the counter positions in azimuth around the torus
it should be possible to minimize (or identify) distortions caused by
localized emission hot-spots.

The most significant technical problem connected with these counters
is the need to operate them without the benefit of preamplifiers, which
would be vulnerable to radiation damage (up to 100 Mrad total). Instead,
the signals (~ 20 pV fast pulses and d.c. currents down to 100 na) will
be transmitted along 100m coaxial cables to the diagnostic hall:
superscreened cables 3 will be used to reduce the electromagnetic
interference (from what can be expected to be a very noisy environment)
to an acceptable level.

Neutron Yield Measurements (Time-Integrated)

The technique of Multi-Foil Activation analysis (HFA) is well
established as a means for determining neutron fluences and energy
spectra. The proposed activation system is complementary to the fission
counters in that it gives only the time-integrated neutron yield, and
the method is totally insensitive to some of the problems besetting the
fission counters (magnetic fields, radiation damage, vibration,
electrical interference) as the counting takes place at a remote station
during the quiet periods between discharges. Most important, the
measurements can be made absolute with high accuracy (~ 5%) because the
eight irradiation positions are located within the bulk of the structure

of the torus so that corrections for neutron attenuation are negligible
and the backscattering is small and calculable.

To exploit the capabilities of the activation method it will be

necessary to install a pneumatically operated transport system to move
polyethylene cansules rapidly from a hopper to any specified irradiation
position and from there to any of the remote stations for analysis.
Three types of detector are proposed (Ge diode, NaI scintillator and
Delayed Neutron Counting equipment), all duplicated. Also, a
number of delay stations are required to hold irrad* ted capsules
awaiting analysis. A transport system utilizing a 20-p7sition carousel
is proposed for this application.

The choice of activation reactions poses some difficulty because,
on JET, we would ideally like to analyse irradiated samples from all
eight irradiation stations following each 10-second discharge, with only
10 minutes permitted for counting the decay emissions.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ .
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Unfortunately, there are rather few reactions available which have
(i.e.reaction threshold energies suitable for use with D-D neutrons

thresholds between 1 and 2.5 MeV) which also offer the necessary
sensitivity as these generally involve radioactive decay half-lives of
the order of hours, if not days. The situation for 14 MeV neutrons is

The most sensitive of the reactions involves gross gamma-much better. The foils usedcounting of short-lived radiations from fission foils.
in gamma analysis must be allowed to cool for appreciable periods before
they can be used again: this implies a need for a large inventory of
foils and capsules. Alternatively, routine irradiation and analysis can
be based on the technique of counting the delayed neutrons emitted from
irradiated fission foils as advocated by the team from Mol. The longest

half-life for delayed neutron emission is about 100 seconds and the
overall sensitivity of the method is quite high (comparable with that for
gross gamma-counting); it may prove possible to recycle the same foil
for use in successive discharges, a very desirable operational
simplification.

The profile Monitor

The profile measuring system is intended to sample the intensity of
neutron emission, as a function of position, from a vertical section of

The measurements should give useful information (in the form ofplasma.
a neutron emission contour plot) on the behaviour of the plasma during

(whichMllD fluctuations and, more generally, on the shape of the plasma
is non-circular). The device is intended to operate from low temperature

15 n/ shot) up to the highest temperature DT operationDD o eration (10
(10 n/ shot) with a spatial resolution of about 10 cm, to cover a2

spatial intensity variation of a factor of 100 and, at high yields, to
offer a temporal resolution of a few milliseconds.

The equipment consists of two multicollimator assemblies positioned
at one of the pumping port sectors, the horizontal profile device being
supported on the magnet limbs and the vertical profile device being
supported on a strong support tower. The entire profile monitoring

is designed for operation in the active phase so that a fullequipment
remote handling capability is essential.

A number of design problems have been encountered with the profile
the shielding has to be sufficiently thick that themonitor. First,

is small comparedbackground flux of neutrons entering through the sides
with that entering via the collimators. Second, the physical separation
between collimator channels must be sufficient to reduce the cross-talk
to an acceptable level. Third, the plasma must be viewed through a thin
window (5 6 mm Inconel) otherwise the image of the plasma will be blurred
by neutron scattering, much as a rainbow is blurred by viewing through a
sheet of frosted glass. Fourth, the neutrons from the plasma must be
observed against a background of lower energy neutrons back-scattered
from the structural material lying in the field of view of the
collimators. Finally, the neutrons must be distinguished against a
background of gamma radiation.

- - - - - - - - - - _ . _ _ _ _
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For D-D operation a NE213 scintillator /photomultiplier combination
offers the necessary efficiency, energy resolution (~10%) and n-y discri-
uination properties. For D-T operation a much reduced efficiency is
needed and the energy resolution requirement can be relaxed. A promising
detector has been investigated by Chrien and Strachan 4; it is a scintil-
lator made from a mixture of LiF and ZnO which utilizes the 7Li(n,n'a)t
threshold reaction and, like the Hornyak button, is insensitive to gammaradiation.

|
|

2.5 MeV Spectrometers

The most stringent objective that can reasonably be set for the
spectrometers is that of making several determinations of the plasma ion
temperature at 2 to 3 kev (and n = 3 x 1013 ions em-3) in a single 10-
second discharge. To achieve this, an instrumental resolution of better
than 4% is needed and the efficiency must be such that between 100 and
1000 counts are accumulated in the useful portion of the energy spectrum.
Of course, both efficiency and resolution requirements can be relaxed
when the ion temperature rises.

It is most unlikely that any single spectrometer can be constructed
which will perform acceptably over the entire range of plasma conditions
of interest. It is, therefore, necessary to pursue several approaches
in the expectation that conditions will be favourable for at least one
of them at all times.

Four spectrometers have been identified as being suitable for use
with deuterium plasmas:

(i) the 3He ionization chamber, which combines excellent energy
resolution (2% at 2.5 MeV) with sufficiently high efficiency
for it to be exploited on tokamak devices 5;

(ii) a thin-radiator "in-line" proton-recoil device, in which the
silicon diode detector is positioned to detect forward-
scattered protens but must also suffer the transmission of
the unscattered neutron beam;

(iii) the thick-target NE213 scintillator, offering poor energy
resolution (~ 10%) but very high efficiency and +.herefore
useful for detecting the 0.5% of 14 MeV neutrons emitted from
secondary t-d reactions in the deuterium plasma;

(iv) a time-of-flight spectrometer as proposed by Elevant6; it is
based on the detection of double-scattering events in two
NE213 scintillators, offers efficiency similar to that of the3
He chamber but requires very good shielding from background
neutrons.

the 3 e ionization chamber and the NE213 scintillator do not
Of these, H

demand the angle of incidence of the neutrons to be defined by

.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the "in-line" proton-recoil device requires only modestcollimation,
collimation (+ 80) whilst the time-of-flight approach needs tight
collimation (+ 0.50). This varying permissiveness in the degree of
collimation is seen to be illusory when the further specification is,_

added that the desired spatial resolution at the plasma should be no
more than 10 cm.

intention is to house the first three spectrometersThe present
inside a moveable shield /collimator assembly positioned(listed above)

against one of the horizontal diagnostic ports and viewing the plasma
tangentially. This is the 5 metre position. These detectors share the
properties of being of modent dimensions and of not being unduly sensi-The shielding assembly is being designedtive to background neutrons.
for operation with deuterium plasmas only and the spectrometers it Thus,contains will only be operated for relatively low neutron yields.
it will be of a very simple design and - since it is not required for
use in the active phase - need not be fully prepared with remote
handling attributes.

The time-of-flight spectrometer as proposed by the team from Sweden
As it is fairlyrequires a detector separation of up to 3 metres.

efficient, but must be provided with a spacious low background
it appears sensible to locate it outside the biologicalenvironment,
from which position it can view the plasma through twoshield wall,

collimators - the first in the moveable shield assembly and the second
in the biological shield wall.

Even at this large distance (20 metres)
the time-of-flight equipment should come into operation for plasma
temperatures as low as 4 kev and even lower temperatures when beam-

For high neutron yields from deuterium plasmas aheating is used.
second 3He ionization chamber will join the time-of-flight spectrometer
at the 20m station.

14_MeV Sppctrometers

The obvious approach to high-resolution spectrometry with 14 MeV
neutrons is the conventional " scattering-geometry" proton-recoil

in which knock-on protons from a thin-radiator are detectedarrangement,
in silicon diodes set at a sufficiently large angle (> 100) to the
incident neutron direction that incident neutrons do not pass through

the radiatorThe solid angle subtended by the detector atthe detector. small if an overall energy resolution of 2% is to bemust be kept
achieved, with the result that the detection efficiency of the spectro-

Even allowing for the likel'ihood that tritiummeter is very low.
operation will not be embarked upon until an ion temperature in athe require-deuterium-only plasma in excess of 5 kev has been attained,
ment of obtaining several good spectra in a single discharge demands

the plasma to spectrometer separation should be kept as short asthat
The original proposal was therefore to house the proton-possible.

recoil spectrometer within a massive (100 tonne) but moveable shield
provided with full remote handling capabilities and positioned ,

unit,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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inside the torus hall as close to one of the diagnostic ports as'

possible.

The approach described above has the obvious disadvantage of being
inconvenient and expensive. Consequently, much thought has been given
to the design of a more efficient spectrometer which can be located
further from the plasma with the biological shield wall providing at
least the major portion of the required shielding against background
neutrons. This is precisely the reasoning applied for 2.5 MeV
spectrometry for high plasma temperatures. Of course, with this approach'

the radiation levels in the diagnostic hall will be much greater for a
deuterium-tritium plasma than for a deuterium-only plasma and a substan-

j tial secondary shield wall surrounding the spectrometer in the diagnostic
t hall will be essential.

Three ideas for high-efficiency 14 MeV spectrometers are being
investigated. The first possibility is to take advantage of the nuclear
reaction induced by high-energy neutrons in a silicon diode. Thei

~

28Si(n,a )25Mg reaction 7o leading to the ground state in 25Mg has a 14 MeV
cross-section of about 15 mb and offers an instrumental resolution of
slightly less than 1%. Unfortunately, the method has a number of
disadvantages and has never yet been applied to a directly comparable
problem. Also radiation damage is such that this method is unsuitable
for routine use and must be reserved for special investigations where
the best possible energy resolution is needed.

The second technique, being studied in Sweden, is the associated-
; particle time-of-flight method. This is a thin-radiator proton-recoil

spectrometer in which the solid angle subtended by the proton detector
at the radiator is permitted to be relatively large. If nothing else
were to be done, the energy resolution would be poorer than 10%.
However, by recording the time-of-arrival of the scattered neutron in a
suitably placed detector relative to the proton arrival time it is
possible (since the proton energy is measured accurately) to deduce the
energy of the scattered neutron and to obtain, by summation, that of the
incident neutron. This method promises good energy resolution (~ 2%)!

'

with an efficiency not much less than that of the "in-line" proton-
recoil method. Unfortunately, if the spectrometer is located in the
diagnostic hall. there will remain the problem of building a substantial
shield wall around the instrument to protect personnel in that area from
the transmitted neutrons.

Finally, consideration is also being given to the design of an "in-
line" proton-recoil technique in which magnetic elements are used to
transport the recoil protons to a detector positioned well away from the
transmitted neutron flux. Several arrangements are possible, of which
the one illustrated in Fig. 2 is the most favoured at present because
the detector is located conveniently within the diagnostic hall, yet
there is no direct view from the diagnostic hall of the torus - so that
the radiation leakage into the diagnostic hall should be small. The
particular problem of this approach is that the magnetic transport system

4
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centred onrust be achromatic over an energy band of + 5% (at least)
14 MeV.
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NEUTRON FLUX AND SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS 'ID CHARACTERIZE
IRRADIATION FACILITIES FOR FUSION MATERIALS STUDIES

L. R. Greenwood
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois , U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Neutron dosimetry measurements are described to char-
acterize fusion irradiation facilities including fission
reactors and particle accelerators. Multiple activation
measurements are used to adjust the flux-spectrum. All
sources of uncertainty are considered and correlations are
assigned resulting in a covariance matrix for the adjusted
flux-spectrwe which can be used to propagate errors in damage
parameters. Nuclear cross-sections have been tested and the
results are summarized. Deficiencies in nuclear data and pro-
cedures are discussed. Examples are shown for the High Flux
Isotopes Reactor at ORNL, spallation-type Intense Pulsed
Neutron Source at ANL, and 14 MeV Rotating Target Neutron
Source II at LLNL.

INTRODUCTION

Fusion reactors are expected to produce very high fluxes (# 1015 n/s)
of fast neutrons capable of causing severe damage in materials due to the
displacement of atoms, gas generation, and nuclear transmutation. Since

|fusion reactors are not available for materials tes ting, this work is
being conducted at a variety of irradiation facilities. Unfortunately, !no one, single f acility duplicates expected fusion neutron energy spectra
and flux levels. Hence, several distinctly different types of neutron
sources must be used. Fission reactors produce high neutron fluxes, al-
though the neutron energy is low resulting in slow atomic displacement
rctes and little gas generation. However, nickel-bearing materials, such
as stainless steel, can be studied thanks to the high thermal cross-
sections leading to helium production. The 14-MeV neutron generators
produce fusion-energy neutrons; however, the fluxes available (# 1013 n/s)
are quite low compared to fusion reactors. Broad-spectrum accelerator
sources using the Be(d.n) or spallation reactions can also be used to
produce comparable levels of fast neutrons; however, the energy spectra
extend to 40-50 MeV, somewhat complicating the picture.

|
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In order to make sense out of the materials studies now underway at
these neutron facilities, we must be able to routinely measure the neu-
tron fluences and energy spectra and to calculate .the resultant atomic

!

lPreliminary studies
displacements , gas production, and transmutation.,

the belief that these basic exposure parameters can be used to
correlate materials ef fects between facilities and eventually to predictsupport

materials behavior in fusion reactor environments.
<

4

We have developed techniques to measure neutron fluxes and energy
spectra at all of the existing materials facilities, primarily using theDosimetry materials are now routinelymultiple-foil activation method.2 Following irradiation,| included with all fusion materials irradiations.
gamma spectroscopy is usually employed to determine activation rates which
are then used to adjust neutron flux-spectra with the STAYSL computer

All uncertainties and data correlations are explicitly consideredcode.3
so that errors can be specified for all measured and calculated exposure,

Our calculation of damage rates is presented in the following'

parameters. We have also worked closely with Rockwellpaper at this symposium.
International to measure helium production cross-sections for dosimetry
as well as gas production; this work is presented in a joint paper at

The neutron flux-spectral measurement technique will be;
this symposium.'

illustrated for several facilities in the remainder of this paper.

Nuclear Data and Uncertainties
I

The success of our technique to measure neutron flux-spectra dependsMany
quite heavily on our knowledge of neutron activation cross-sections.
of the cross-sections can be obtained from ENDF/B-V supplemented above

4

20 MeV with measurements at LANL,5 extrapolated where necessary to 50
I Integral testing has been performed, especially for the high-energyMeV.6 The results of theseneutron data used at particle accelerators.7,8

tests , sumsarized in Table 1, along with similar integral testing ini

that the nuclear data base isi
fission benchmark fields, demonstrates
adequate for most routine dosimetry, although more data is needed,1

especially above 14 MeV. In fission reactors several reaction cross-!

sections are found to be discrepant, such as $7Ti(n p), 60Ni(n,p), and
*

58Ni (n ,2n) . For accelerators , multiple (n,xn) reactions are needed to,

cover the energy region above 28 MeV, where no measurements currently
Specific requests have been made to WRENDA to cover these needs.exis t .'

Uncertainties and covariances are assigned to all cross-sections,

A least-squares procedurethe neutron energy spectrum.used to adjust by constructing a covariance matrix for the input2is used to minimize X
flux spectrum, integral activity ' measurements , and activation cross-sec-

Uncertainties in the starting spectrum are usually the largest
(30-100%) since this data is not generally available from neutronics. cal-
tions.

;

Activity errors are usually quite small (1-5%) and contribute
'

culations . Cross-section uncertain-little to the uncertainty in the flux spectrum.
| ties are typically 5-30%; however, correlations are very poorly known
j- either between energy groups or between different reactions.

i

:

-- - - - - - - - . . - . . - - - . - ~ __ . - - . . = - - - - - - , - - - - . -.
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Table 1. Results of Integral Cross Section Testing

Differential cross sections from ENDF/B-V, unless noted.
_

Estimated cross section errors are listed in percent.

ORRa RTNS iib Be(d n)c
Reaction Mixed-Spectrum 0", 14.9 MeV 14-16 MeV 40 MeV

27A1(n,a)24Na +2 +6 +6 -1
45Sc (n ,2n)44mged - -3 -15 +3
Ti(n,x)46Sc -1 +9 -1 +24
Ti(n,x)47Se +25 -28 +6 -56
48Ti(n.p)48Sc -2 -8 -1 +4
Fe (n,x)S4Mn -3 -2 -3 +4
54Fe (n,a)51Crd -17 +3 +1 -20
56pe(n,p)S6Mn - - -2 -4
55Mn (n,2n)S4Mn -2 -7- - -

59Co (n,p)59 ped - +26 -4 +5
59Co (n,2n)58Co - +2 +6 -3
59Co (n,a)56Mn - - -2 -5
58Ni(n.p)58Co -3 +12 -3 +3
58Ni(n,2n)S7Ni - -12 +1 +14
60Ni(n, p)60Co +13 -22 -2 +3
63Cu (n ,a )60Co -4 -4 -

Zr (n,xn)892rd
-

+7 -6 +9 -l'

93Nb (n,2n)92mNbd -4 (+6 )b 4 +7
107Ag (n,2n)106mAgd - +8 - -

169hn(n,2n)168Tmd - +5 +10-

169Tm (n,3n)167Tmd - - - -8
197Au (n,2n)196Aud -1 -2 -8 +1
197Au(n,3n)195 ud - - - +12A

197Au(n,4n)194Aud _ _ _ +1
115In(n n')115 min - - -2 -2
235 (n,f) -1 - +8 +1

U

| 238 (n,f) -2 - +4 -1
U

238 (n,2n)237Ud - - +1 -11U
,

| aSpectrum from neutronics calculation; values relative.
'

b (d,n) source; values normalized to 93Nb(n,2n), 463 mb 7%.T

cSee References 7 and 8.
dCross section not in ENDF; see Reference 6.

I

- _ _ . - - . . .. -. _. .- . .
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There are a number of special problems which have not yet been ad-
dressed which can significantly affect uncertainty data. The most bn po r-
tant one is that codes are not yet available to assign group uncertainties
and covariances in the resonance region, although such computer codes
should be available shortly. Uncertainties also cannot be assigned at
present to a variety of correct!ons including neutron self-shielding,
burnups , cadmium or other covers , and flux-spectral gradients. Although

geometric self-shielding corrections are included with the cross-sections
prior to spectral adjustment to minimize uncertainties . For accelerators ,

gradients may be incredibly steep, resulting in some additional uncer-
tainty in the comparison of reaction rates at different locations. Final-
ly, variations in the irradiation history can introduce relative errors
between reactions with different half-lives. Work is clearly needed to
develop more rigorous procedures for assigning such uncertainties.
Nevertheless, these uncertainties are generally quite small compared to
uncertainties in the trial flux spectrum and cross-sections.

At present, a number of educated guesses are unavoidable in the spec-
tral unfolding process, especially concerning uncertainties and covari-

However, it should be pointed out the very fact that we are nowances.
including such data represents a major advance in the technique. Of
course, data will improve slowly as new measurements are made, although
sensitivity studies are also badly needed to help understand the meaning
of some of our approximations. It should also be remembered that fine
details in the 'ilux-spectrum are rarely of interest to damage experiments
and their ef fects are usually unimportant in defining neutron fluences
or displacement damage rates.

Neutron Flux and Spectral Measurements

Activation dosimetry has been used to measure the neutron flux spec-
trum in most facilities currently in use for fusion materials studies.
Fission reactors include the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR) and High

theFlux Isotopes Reactor (HFIR), both at Oak Ridge National Laboratory;
Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR II) at Argonne National Laboratory
(Idaho); the Omega Wes t Reactor (OWR) at Los Alamos National Laboratory;I

the High Flux Beam Reactor (HFBR) at Brookhaven National Laboratory; snd
the FRM reactor at the Technical University of Munich, Germany. Measure-
ments have also been made in a variety of other reactors at national
laboratories and universities . The principal accelerator source measure-
ments have been made at the 14-MeV Rotating Target Neutron Source II
(RTNS II) at Lawrence Livermore Labocatory;9 the Bc(d,n) cyclotron source
at the University of California at Davis (UCD);10 and the spallation-type
Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS) at Argonne National Laboratory.Il

Figure 1 gives a general overview of these irradiation facilities in
terms of weekly displacements per atom (DPA) and helium production in
iron. The line labeled fusion starts at a wall loading of 1 MW/m2 FMIT

stands for the planned Li(d n) Fusion Materials Irradiation Test Facility
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Unfortunately, construction of this facility is now uncertain. Fission
reactors can produce high DPA rates; however, helium production is low
except in nickel-bearing alloys where thermal helium production is sig-
nificant. Accelerators do produce the right mix of DPA and helium; |

however, the rates are quite low in present facilities .

i Figure 2 shows integral recoil curves in nickel for various irra-
diation facilities. Clearly, spectral differences are very important and
neutron fluence is somewhat meaningless when comparing damage produced at
different sources.

Figures 3 and 4 compare measured spectra at three of these irradia-
tion facilities. The dotted and dashed lines represent one standard de-
viation uncertainties in individual flux groups. However, these values
are quite misleading since the output fluxes are highly correlated. The
entire spectrum cannot be moved to either extreme; instead, an increase
in one part of the spectrum (e.g., thermal) can only be accomplished by a

,

,

simultaneous decrease in some other part of the spectrum (e.g., epither-
mal). Actually, the output uncertainty matrix is a 10,000-element array
which must be used to properly calculate uncertainties in integral fluxes
or damage parameters. Due to strong anti-correlations in broad flux
groups, these integral uncertainties are typically only 10-15%. This
should not be surprising since our activation measurements are also in-
tegral measurements which are known to 2-5%.

i

The HFIR spectrum in Figure 3 is typical of a measurement in a mixed-
spectrum reactor and is similar to ORR and OWR. The particular data shown
was obtained during an actual materials irradiation for the fusion program
(CTR32) lasting 124 days. It is important to note that results can be
easily obtained under these restrictive conditions with only a limited
number (10) of activation measurements. Much better spectral measurements
can of course be ma'e during short irradiations where we can use cadmium
or gadolinium covers, fissionable materials, and reactions with short
half-lives. In the best cases, 35-40 reactions can be measured. Such a'

has been made for ORR and this data was used in the REAL-80measurement
exercise. (See the paper by C. Ertek reporting the status of REAL-80
also at this symposium.) Two problems are the. mos t significant in fis-
sion reactor measurements . Firs t , there is a shortage of activation re-4

actions with very long-lived reaction products. Some materials irradia-
tions in ORR are expected to last 5-6 years. Hence more nuclear data is
needed. However, we are also developing stable product dosimetry tech-
niques and have already integrated helium measurements jointly with
Rockwell Internatione (see paper by D. Knef f also at this symposium).
The other difficulty countered in reactor dosimetry is the lack of

93sensitivity in the 1-500 kev energy range. Reactions such as Nb (n n' )
93Nb(16y) would help in this energy region; however, it will always be
necessary to place some reliance on calculations in this energy region.

The IPNS spectra shown in Figure 3 are typical of a spallation
The spectra extend upwards to 500 MeV, the energy of the protonsource.

- -_. - - -
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beam; however, our activation cross-section files only extend to 44 MeV
and there are no known cross-section measurements above 28 MeV. Multiple
(n,xn) reactions should be measured in the 20-50 MeV energy range. Above
this energy, spallation reactions could be used, as demonstrated recently
by Routti and Sandberg.12 However, less than 1% of displacement damage
in materials is caused by neutrons above 30 MeV, so the weak, high-energy
tail of the spectrum is not very important. Actually, the spectrum is
rather low-energy and vaguely resembles that of a fast breeder reactor
like EBR II. Studies are now in progress to define the weak gamma and
proton fluxes at IPNS since these contribute to total ionization doses in
insulators. The IPNS now has a fully operational cryogenic facility fordamage studies.ll

Extensive measurements have been made at RTNS II in collaboration
with Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Rockwell International. Helium
generation samples were irradiated near the source and numerous radio-
metric samples were irradiated at distances of 5, 15, 30, 120, and 380 cm
from the source. Cross-section measurements are summarized in Table 1.The 58Ni(n,p) and (n,2n) reactions are especially troubling since the
ratio indicates a 24 % relative error in the ENDF/B-V dosimetry data.
Figure 4 shows a spectrum obtained at 30 cm. Figure 5 shows that the
room return neutrons are isotropic in the target room. The spectra were
calculated by C. Logan 13 and adjusted slightly with 17 reactions. The
total room return neutron flux (<14 MeV) is only 3.1% at 30 cm from the
source increasing to 32% at 120 cm and 83% at the backwall. (In fact,
the room return flux is isotropic and the 14 MeV flux decreases as the
distance is squared.) At distances closer than 30 cm from the source,
the room return flux cannot be observed (<1% of total) except in the
thermal reactions . The RTNS II spectrum shown in Figure 4 is especially
interesting since it resembles the spectrum expected at the firs t wall of
a fusion reactor. The stead state flux at 100 cm is about 108 2n/cm _sresulting in about 1013 n/cm in a week. This fluence level is compa-
rable to that expected in some experiments at the TFTR fusion reactor
under cons truction at Princeton. By placing moderator materials closer

to RTNS II it is clear that return neutrons could be increased to gener-
ate higher fusion-like flux-spectra for fusion materials studies.

The above examples demonstrate that neutron sources can be adequately
characterized for materials studies. Neutron fluences and damage para-
meters can generally be measured to relative accuracles of 10-15% for
an irradiation, although it should be pointed out that uncertainties in
displacement and transmutation cross-sections are at least this large
resulting in absolute errors of 15-20% for calculated damage parameters.
Improvements are needed in the nuclear data base to reduce these un-
certainties. The success of these measurements of neutron exposure
parameters can only be determined by future attempts to correlate various
materials properties between the diverse neutron facilities.
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DISPLACEMENT DAMAGE CALCULATIONS USING ENDF/B-V CROSS SECTIONS
INCLUDING TilERMAL CAPTURE AND BETA DECAY EFFECTS *

R. K. Smither and L. R. Greenwood
| Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Materials irradiations at reactors and accelerators
require accurate knowledge of neutron exposure parameters in
order to correlate property changes b, tween facilities and to
predict materials performance in future fission or fusion

environments. Presently, the most reliable exposure index
is the number of atoms displaced from their lattice sites or

displacements per-atom since this removes the dependence on
the neutron energy spectrum. Displacement damage cross
sections have been calculated to 20 MeV for 23 elements of
interest to the U.S. Fusion Materials Program using ENDF/B-V
recommended cross sections and the DISCSI computer code.
Six elements (Cu, Ni, Cr, Fe, Nb, and Au) have also been ex-
tended to 50 MeV for Be or Li(d.n) accelerator studies. All
significant reaction channels have been included. The rmal

neutron capture reactions and beta decay are also included
using a newly developed model. Primary recoil atom energy
distributions are provided independently for each channel,
allowing the experimenter to vary the energy required to
cause a nuclear displacement. All data files have been sent
to the Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center at Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory. The SPECTER computer code has been
provided so that experimenters need only specify a neutron
spectrum. The code will then calculate spectrum-averaged
damage energy, displacements, gas production, recoil atom
dis tribut ions , and nuclear cross sections . Examples are
presented for spectra of interest to fusion materials
studies.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the program at Argonne is to characterize irradiation
environments in facilities of interest to the Office of Fusion Energy
(DOE). This requires the measurement of the neutron flux as a function
of neutron energy at reactors and accelerators over the full range of
neutron energies f rom thermal to 50 MeV. These neutron energy spectra

are then used to calculate displacement damage, transmutation rates, and
gas production at the dif ferent irradiation test facilities. This data
is needed to correlate the results of material damage ef fects atudies
from the different laboratories and to extrapolate the results to fusion
reactor environments. The neutron spectral and flux measurements are
nade by the multiple-foil activation technique using Ce (L1) gamma-ray
analysis.

NEUTRON SPECTRUM AND DISPLACEMENT CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS

\ least-squares elaborate computer program (STAYSL) is used to com-
bine neutron reaction rate information obtained f rom dosimetry experiments
with the known cross sections for these reactions f run the ENDF/B-V files
and an approximate spectral shape for the neutron source to generate a
neutron spectrum appropriate for the source during the materials damage
effects experiments.2 This neutron spectrum is then used in conjunction
with the cross sections for neutron reactions in the ENDF/B-V files to
calculate the primary displacement rates , primary recoil energy spectra,
transmutation rates , gas production , and other damage rates in 31
different elements associated with fusion reactor studies.

The calculations consider the following reaction:

(a) (n,n)
(b) (n .n') + [ (n n' p) + (n ,n' a), e tc . )
(c) (n ,2n) + [ (n ,3n) + (n ,2np) + (n ,2na), etc. )
(d) (n.p) + ( (n.d ) + (n , t )]
(e) (n,0) + [n,3He]

(f) (n,y)

where the first reaction is the only one calculated in detail. The
cross sections of the reaction in the brackets are summed and treated
as additional cross section for the first reaction. The calculation of
displacement damage resulting f rom the (n,y) process assumes that all
the gamma-rays are emitted separately in time and lead to separate recoil
events. Up until now no effort was made to account for the momentum of
the captured neutron or any of the effects f rom multiple gamma-ray cas-
cades where more than one gamma-ray is emitted before the nucleus slows
down appreciable through interactions with the host matrix. Also, no
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calculation is made for the displacement damage caused by recoils follow
B-decay that of ten follows neutron capture or by recoils from gamma-ray.

emission following the 8-decay.

NEW CALCULATIONS

Displacement damage from recoil events generated by neutron capture
are usually only important when there is a large thermal neutron flux
present at the test site. This is, however, the case for some test
facilities so a detailed analysis was made of the (n, y) and 8-decay pro-

to evaluate the need for additions to the present damage codes.cesses

Our treatment includes the effects of the momentum of the captured
neutrc.4, the y-ray recoil momentum, angular correlation between the
neutron momentum and the subsequent gamma emission, the y y angular
correlations , lifetimes of the intermediate states, beta-neutrino
angular correlations , and 8-y angular correlations.

Primary Recoil Energy Spectrum from the (n, y) Reactic.,a

The (n, y) re . : tion recoil process is shown in Fig. I where a neucron
with energy E is captured by a nucleus with At. wt. = A. The recoilingn
atom, At. wt. = A+1, then emits sequential gamma-rays with energies,
Eyt Ey2, etc.

Ys

\'8
A+1

Q & ,: - - - - - - -
df

he/ gt
/

/

j d h3

4, \ * y,
/

/ \
f

/ \

y /$
/

Fig. 1. Schematic of an (n,y) Recoil Event with the
Emission of 3 y-rays .

.
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The recoil energy, E (n), af ter neutron-capture is given byr

equation (1)

En

Er(n) = A+1

' Af ter the emission of the first y-ray the recoil energy is given by
j equation (2)

1

Er(n) = 2 (A+1)mc2 [E 1 + 2E ac2 - 2E t(2E ac )1/2 cos 01](2)2
n7 n 7

1

where et, is the angle between the momentum vector of the captured neutron
i and direction of emission of the y-ray and m is atomic mass unit. After

the emission of the second y-ray E (n) is given by equation (3) (forr

isotopic y-emission) where [ ] in the bracket in equation (2)
1

T [ % cos 02 (3)
Er(n) = 2 (A+1)mc2 []+E 2 - 2E 2

,

and e2 is the angle between the direction of emission of the second
gamma-ray and the previous recoil momentum vector. If, E , the energyn
of the captured neutron is too small to have any appreciable effect
(thermal neutron captive) then equation (3) reduces to equation (4)

[Ef+E!-2E,1y2cos62}E4 y y

2 NE (n) =r 2 (A+1)mc

where 02 is now the angle between direction of emission of the second
y-ray and the recoil momentum vector of the recoiling atom which is 180*
from the direction of emission of the first y-ray. The form of equation

(4) is identical to equation (2) and both events lead to a distribution
of recoil energies that has a very simple spectral shape. For the 2 gamma
cascade case the maximum recoil energy is given by equation (5)

(Ey1 + Ey2)
E (max) =r 2mc2 (A+1)

and the minimum recoil energy is given by equation (6).

(Ey1 - Ey2)21

NEr(min) = 2mc2 (3+1)

What is of special interest is that the number of recoils per unit recoil
energy between these limits is a constant, (see Fig. 2b). The average
value for E (n) in equation (4) is given by equation (7 ) .r4

!
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and 1 MeV) Considered as Separate Events in the 7Fe (n , y)58Fe
Reaction. (b) The Recoil Energy Spectrum for a Two Step Cascade
(Ey = 7 MeV and 2 MeV) which has a Rectangular Shape Followed
by a One Step Cascade (Ey = 1 MeV) which Generated the Spike at
9.3 ev. (c) The Recoil Energy Spectrum of a Three Step Cascade
(E = 7 MeV, 2 Me' , and 1 MeV) which Results in a Near Trape-y
zoidal Shape Disi ribution. E (ev) = 9.255 E2 (gey)2 Ther
Dashed Lines Indicate the Trapezoidal Approximation to the Triple
Cascade Case (c ) .

2 2
Ey1 + Ey2

E (n) " 2mc2 (g+1) (7)r

This expression is identical to that far the sum of the recoil energies
i for the two gamma-rays calculated as separate recoil events using equation

(1). Thus the value of E (n) is insensitive to the lifetime of the inter-r

cediate state. The value calculated from equation (1) is also the average
recoil energy per recoil event, Er(r.e.), if the lifetime of the
Intermediate state is shorter than the stopping time (the time for the,

i

,

__ _ _ _ -.
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recoiling atom to lose 63% of its recoil energy). If the lifetime la
long compared to the stopping time then the two recoils are two separate;

events and the average recoil energy per recoil event is one-half thei

value of the average recoil energy per neutron capture. It is important
to maintain the distinction between the average recoil energy per neutron

capture, Er(n), and the average recoil energy per recoil event, Er(r.e.);

because the later can be much smaller than the former for (n,y) events
with a high multiplicity of gamma-rays.

1

If the gamma cascade consists of three gamma-rays and the lifetimes
of the intermediate states are short then there is only one recoil event
per neutron capture. In this case Er(n) is given by equation (8),

E$-2Ey3 1/2 cos 83 (8)
E (n) = 2(A+1)mc2

+ yr

where is the similar bracket in equation (3). If E is small (thermaln
neutron capture) then the recoil energy spectra has a nearly trapezoidal
shape as is seen in Fig. 2c. The upper limit of the recoil spectrum, E ,
can be very much more energetic then the recoil energy of any of the
gamma-rays when they are considered as individual events (see Fig. 2a).
The break points in the recoil enfergy distribution (Fig. 2c), E , E , E ,b c
and Ed are given by equations (9-12), respectively:

E, = (Ey1 + EY2+EY3)2/2 (A+1)mc2 (9)

2Eb = (Ey1 + Ey2 - Ey3)/2 (A+1)mc (to)

2Ee = (Ey1 - EY2 + Ey3)/2(A+1)mc (11)|
,

2Ed - (Ey1 - Ey2 - Ey3)/2(A+1)mc (12)

where Ey1 [ (Ey2 + Ey3) and Ey1 1 Ey2 > Ey3 The actual shape of the

curve (solid line in Fig. 2c) is given by equation (13) between E, and Eb
;

r (ac )(A+1)]1/22(Ey1 + Ey2 + Ey3) - [E
I(rel.) = 8 Ey1 y2 y3E E

and E *and by equation (14) between Ee d

r (ac )(A+1)]1/2 - (Ey1 . Ey2 - Ey3)2
[E

| I(rel . ) = (14)E E8E y1 y2 y3

and Ed with a value givenThe value of I(rel.) is constant between Ee
by equation (15).

|

|

|

|

|
.
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1

I(rel.) = 4 Ey1 Y2 (15)
-

E

A somewhat more complicated shape occurs for the E (n) spectrum whenr
Eyt f, (EY2 + Ey3) but a similar analysis is possible. In the triple
cascade case, the average recoil energy per neutron capture, including
the neutron momentum, is given by equation (16).

2 + Eyf + Eyf + Ey3 (16)E (n) = 2 @lr 2 2E scn

The generalized form for a cascade of x gamma-rays is given by equation
(17 ) .

1 3

2+Eyf+Eyf+....Ey (U)E (n) .
2 (A+1)mc2 2E * mc

r n

As noted above this is just the sum of the recoil energies considering
each step of the reaction as a separate recoil event.

The energy distribution of triple cascade recoil events, E (n),r
for the short half-life case can be approximated by a trapezoid as dis-
cussed above with break points given by equations (9-12) (see Fig. 2c).
In most cases this is a quite good approximation and the value of E (n)r
calculated f rom this distribution agrees with the exact calculation,
equation (17) to within a few percent.

The recoil spectrum of the 57Fe (n ,Y)58Fe reaction was calculated
in detail taking into account all the known information about the level
scheme, gamma decay pattern observed following neutron capture, and the
lifetimes of the low-lying states.3 Recoil energy spectra were cal-
culated separately for the single ganuna recoil ments, the double gamma
recoil events and the triple gamma recoil events, see Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c,
respectively. The sum of these spectra is shown in Fig. 4a. It is quite
different from the recoil spectrum (Fig. 4b) that is calculated assuming
that each gamma ray leads to a separate recoil event. These two different
spectral distributions will predict different amounts of displacement
damage if as in the Lindhard model the fractions of the recoil energy that
goes into displacement damage varies with recoil energy. It will also be
different if the da:nage process has a low energy cutoff. For the Fe case
these two effects tend to cancel each other and the average energy con-
tributing to displacement when calculated for the spectrum in Fig. 4a
and 4b wich the Lindhard model dif fer by only a few percent.

The above analysis has assumed that the Y-rays were esitted iso-
tropically. The effect of an angular correlation between the Y-rays was

. _ __ _ _ _ _ .
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examined and found to have only a small effect on the spectral shape of
the recoil distribution and virtually none on the value of E (n). Thisr

is because the y-y angular correlation contains only even Legendre poly-
nomials, which are symmetric with respect to e = 90*, and thus for every"

case where these is increased alignment of the two momentum vectors there
is a corresponding case where the momentum vectors oppose each other. The
dis tortions to the spectral shapes are also quite small because most of
the strong angular correlations are between low energy gamma rays that
depopulate the low-lying states and thus correspond to single recoil

1
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Fig. 4. Recoil Energy Spectra for the 57Fe (n , y)58Fe Reaction Where
(a) is the Sum of Calculated Cascade Spectra for the Single
Events and the Two Step Cascade and the Three Step Cascades,
Shown in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c, Respectively, and Spectrum
(b) is the Recoil Spectrum When All Gamma Rays are Treated as
Individual Recoil Events.

events (because of the long lifetimes of these low-lying states) that do
not interact with other recoil events. Even the small ef fects that do

! occur for individual cascades tend to wash out when the recoil energy
. spectra from many cascades are added together.
|

In suunnary, the approximation presently used in our damage calcu-
lations where E (n), the average recoil energy per neutron capture isr

calculated from the weighted average of the recoil energies assuming
each y-ray produces its own recoil event is a good one and needs only
the additions of the neutron recoil term, equation (1) to be complete,

-
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,

even when the lifetimes of the intermediate states are short. The more
complex model must be used to obtain the right spectral shape for the
primary recoil spectrum but even these dramatic spectral changes result
in only small changes in displacement damage when current models (like

,

the Lindhard model) are used.

Primary Recoil Energy Spectra f rom 8-Decay

Quite freque*.ly the (n,y) reaction is followed by the 8-decay of
.

the product nucleus (A+1). If the endpoint energy, E , of the 3-decay' o
is a few MeV or more, there will usually be (depending on the mass of
the product nucleus) enough recoil u:omentum from the 3-decay (a + v)
to displace the daughter nucleus (A+1, Z 1) . The recoil energy of the
daughter nucleus is a function of both the 8-decay and the neutrino

|
energy, and it is necessary to take into account the appropriate angular,

correlation between the 8 and the neutrino in the recoil calculations.
This angular correlation is dif ferent for dif ferent classes of g-decay
and can materially af fect the average value of the Er(g+v). The recoil
energy E (g+v) is given by equation (18) .r

F(e)
E @e + 2m cD + (E - EeNI

E (B+v) " 2 (A+1)mc2 e e or

+ 2[E (Ee + 2m c )]1/2 (E - E ) cos e (18)2
e e o e

where E is the electron energy, E is the endpoint energy, (E - E) is
t o o

the neutrino energy, e is the angle between the neutrino and the electron,
is the mass of the electron,7 **m" is the mass of one atomic mass unitme

and F(e) is the appropriate weighting factor that takes into account the
angular correlation between the electron and the neutrino. It is con-.

venient to parameterize these expressions in terms of the endpoint energy,
2

E. If we use the normalized energy parameters a = E /E and b = m c /Ee o e o
o

then equation (18) becomes equation (19)

E 2 F(e )o
a(aM + (ba/ + [a(a% @ @a) cos @)

E (B+v) " 2 (A+1)mc2r

where F(e) is given by equation (20)

F(e) = (a+b)2(t_e)2 (1 + C a cos e)(2r sin e) Fs(S) (20)

and Fs(S) is a slowly varying function of g (g = v /c) and is approxi-e
mately equal to one in mos t cases . The coefficient C depends on the
character of the 3-decay process, allowed (Gamow-Teller), scaler, polar
vector (Fermi), etc. Figure 5 shows the recoil spectrum for the 3-decay
of 28A1 [Eo = 2.871 MeV, axial vector (Gamow-Teller)] . In this case,
"C", the coefficient in the angular correlation between the neutrino and

i
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the electron, is equal to -1/3. The average value of the recoil energy
in this case is approximately 61% of the maximum value of E (8 + v) whichr
occurs when the electron energy equals the endpoint energy (E, = E ).
The 8-decay of 28A1 to 28 oSi is followed by the emission of a 1.8 MeV
y-ray. The lifetime of the intermediate state is 0.5 x 10-12 see; which
is the same order of magnitude as the slowing down time so some of the
y-rays will be emitted before the daughter comes to rest. This will
complicate the calculation of the recoil spectrum but for the calculation
of the average recoil energy per 8-decay or per neutron capture the two
recoil energies can be treated as separate recoil events as discussed
a bove.

0-
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Fig. 5. Recoil Spectrum for the 28Al 8-Decay
28Si. The Recoil Momentum of theto

Following Camma Ray Transition in
28Si is not Included in This Spectrum.

MODIFICATION OF THE DISPLACEMENT CODE

Based on the above discussion one can see that the pcesent method
for calculating the average recoil energy per neutron capture can be
easily modified to include the effects of the momentum of the captu' red
neutron and the subsequent 8-decay and y-ray emission. If more than one
endpoint energy, E , is involved in the 8-decay process they can beo
treated separately and then summed as a weighted average just as one did
with the y-decays following the (n,y) reaction. The total average recoil
energy per neutron capture is then just the sum from the different decays.

E (n)(total) = Er(n)(n,y) + E (n)(8-decay + y's) (19)r r
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Table 1 summarized the (n,y) and 8-decay results for 25 fusion-relatedj
materials where E (Y) is the average recoil energy per gamma-ray (using an* r
appropriate low energ cutoff), E (n) is the average recoil energy perr4

neutron capture and Er(8) is the average value per 8-decay. The paren-
theses are used to indicate recoils where the 8-decay lifetime is longer
than one year. The detailed spectral distribution of recoil events for
a particular material following 8-decay will have to be calculated
separately and added to the detail calculation for the (n, y) process .

Table 1. Recoil Energies from (n, y) and 8-Decay
I

l Element (n, y) Recoil Energy (ev) 6-Decay Recoil Energy (ev)
Max. 5(y) 5(n) Max. k(8) ((n)

|

1

Be 2494. 1188. 1912. 47. (42.) (42. )
C 939. 683. 891. 7. (5. ) (>.1)
N 3945. 1050. 2309. 4011. 2370. 2.
0 546. 183. 365. 742. 539. 1.

F 1168. 496. 822. 1517. 722. 722.
Na 1086. 297. 566. 795. 200. 200.

| Mg 2544. 279. 745. 186. 101. 5.

j Al 1148. 506. 640. 499. 190. 190.

Si 1950. 334. 730. 65. 46. 1.

P 1057. 268. 550. 78. 63. 63.
C1 1098. 325. 639. 413. 16. 16.

K 1335. 209. 413. 205. 171. 9.
;

: Ca 1514. 206. 468. 412. 224. 4.
Ti 1508. 367. 481. 72. 50. 0.1

i V 1259. 360. 426. 203. 105. 105.

Cr 906. 515. 670. 92. 8. 1.

Mn 507. 281. 385. 167. 82. 82.
Fe' 917. 404. 473. 42. 18. 0.2

Co 502. 264. 362. 89. (63. ) (63. )
,

i Ni 973. 530. 592. 56. 35. 0.1
Cn 526. 383. 413. 79. 20. 20.

Zr 436. 112. 162. 34. 11. 0.5,

,

Nb 297. 102. 126. 36. 18. 0.1
Mo 469. 132. 119. 76. 21. 0.2

Ag 30 2 . 107. 136. 55. 31. 31.
Ta 108. 102. 3. 14. 6. 5.
W 160. 115. 14. 9. 4. 2.
Au 114. 71. 68. 6. 4. 4.
Pb 140. 140. 140. 3. 3. <.1

1

;
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L. E. Steele
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, DC, USA

ABSTRACT

A meeting of specialists on irradiation embrittlement
of reactor pressure vessel steels under sponsorship of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) provided a forum
for full discussion of this critical topic as well as the
basis for defining recommended future research and engi-
neering studies. The author, who served as chairman, was
obligated to all provide to participant a summary with con-
clusions and recommendations on major topics discussed. This
paper encompasses the chairman's report but reflects as
faithfully as possible the concensus of participants though
clearly the chairman's view is evident in many areas. It is
hoped that ideas generated will be useful to those concerned
with defining the neutron radiation environment as well as
to the international specialists who attended the Vienna
conference.

SUMMARY

As in the two preceding meetings of specialists in this subject
area which were held in May 1976 in Plzen, Czechoslovakia and in
February 1979 in Vienna, the underlying thema vas the understanding of
radiation embritticment of light oater reactor preocurc occaelo ao an
to aid in accuring their struct:a'al intcgrity. The sponsoring organi-
zation within the IAEA, the Working Group on Beliability of Reactor
Pressure Components has assured a serial approach to the subject though
the specific meeting emphasis has been determined by events or new
knowledge occurring in the intervening three years. The emphasis in
the current meeting while aimed toward surveillance data from operating
reactors exhibited a number of papers influenced both directly and
indirectly by the Three Mile Island accident in the USA. This influence
arose from new rules and added concerns (whether real or imagined)
following that event.

809
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The Three Mile Island event, while a background shadow, was not
a direct topic of the conference but the rules or codes growing out of
this event clearly influenced the content of many papers. However,
several papers reflected research programmes and direct approaches to
reactor vessel surveillance and reports thereon where were begun before
the TMI-2 event.

The meeting programme was organized to provide an introductory
overview session highlighting the status of the subject studies in the
three major light water reactor producing countries, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, and the United States. This session contained a
special paper on neutron dosimetry as well. The remaining two sessions
emphasized respectively irradiation ef fects studies and annealing as well
as radiation embrittlement surveillance results.

Papers from Czechoslovakia, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Hungary, United Kingdom, and United States provided results on irradiation
ef fects and annealing or techniques for analysis thereof while papers
from Austria, Finland and the United States provided results of surveillance
programmes or advice on surveillance approaches including preferred
specimens and analysis of groups of capsules to test data trends previously
considered and developed for code or rule making. One paper from the
'nited States brought limit trends to be offered for public comments
before issue as a regulatory guide revision. This is the well known
Regulatory Guide No. 1.99 revised last in 1977. Another United States
paper brought a detailed review of surveillance data aimed toward the
goal of explaining the reality or fallacy of the much discussed saturation
which was a highlight issue at the 1979 specialists' meeting.

The papers presented and the related specific and general discussion
emphasized and elucidated crucial aspects of national programmes to assess
the influence of radiation on the engineering integrity of reactor
systems, the best approaches for simulating in research programmes the
fracture potential of reactor steels, the advances occurring in neutron
dosimetry and, in a limited way, national regulatory rules for assuring
vessel integrity as well as a series of papers dealing with surveillance
approaches, surveillance results and alternatives for assessing failure
potential. Full and free discussion followed each paper or discussion
time was provided at the end of the session. In addition, a highly active

general discussion comprised the final session. This was arranged in
three parts: (1) a review of significant or influential national or
international events (primarily technical ones influencing the subject
since 1979), (2) highlights of formal and informal papers presented,
and (3) f rom (1) and (2), recommendations agreed upon. The following
summarizes the latter two areas by first citing and describing the key
subject and then addressing the recommendations growing from a consensus
of the attendees through open discussion.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The most significant observations and related recommendations of the
body of specialists are outlined by major subject areas.

Activities to Support Dissemination of Knowledge by IAEA

The open review of national research programmes and those to assure
structural integrity in spite of radiation damage plus the full discussion
offered by the specialists meeting under IAEA auspices indicates an
oppcrtunity to meet the Agency goals of encouraging research toward
advancing the safe and peaceful use of nuclear power and the dissemination
of needed information especially to the so-called lesser developed nations.
To this end the following recommendations were adopted:

Recommendations

(a) Retain and continue support of the Co-crdinated Research Programme
which has (1) sought verification of the technology used in irradia-
tion effects studies and (2) evaluated the benefits of revised
specifications for advanced steel for new vessel construction.

(b) Continue the series of specialists' meetings on a triennial basis.
(More often if circumstances dictate).

I(c) Provide an objective statement of results obtained and precautions
taken to assure safety of currently operating reactors and improve
further the operating safety through application of knowledge from ,

j
research results presented in forums offered by (a) and (b). Develop '

this report for popular publication. -

(d) Update the volume commissioned and published by the IAEA in 1975
entitled " Neutron Irradiation Embrittlement of Reactor Pressure
Vessel Steels," TRS 163.

(e) Commission consultants' meetings, specialists' meetings and special
publications on the subject as requirements dictate.

(f) Collaborate to assure optimum information exchange and minimal
duplication of effort with other international bodies, such as the
OECD/NEA group on Neutron Dosimetry and the CSNI/NEA group on data
base development (steel composition, weld properties, irradiation
ef fects etc.), the International committee on Cyclic Crack Growth.
Consider incorporation of The Metal Properties Council data base
in IAEA computer data system. These efforts are important to assure
meeting general goals mentioned in the introductory paragraphs.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Radiation Embrittlement

Pertinent papers and discussion clucidated new observations
particularly regarding the influence of selected component elements,
correlation of fracture data from traditional Charpy-V-notch, advanced
linear elastic and elasto-plastic approaches (the latter not standardized),
the influence of the particular nuclear environment (flux, fluence,
spectrum ef fects), the ef fects of temperature and the mechanisms of
radiation damage.

Recommendations

(a) While the principal concern of the 1979 meeting was the so-called
saturation effect, this has been refuted through comparison of
results from a large number of surveillance capsules in the United
States and has been replaced by a concern for an influence of nickel
above certain composition levels. Future studies require fuller
analysis of steels for this potentially deleterious element, a
better knowledge of its influence both in the presence and absence
of copper, and a statistical and phenomenological base formation
for defining its effects.

(b) The possible influence of other factors such as tbme, temperature
and r plied stress along with composition should be studied to
diff4 entiate particular effects of radiation and so advance the
understanding of the condition in an individual plant.

(c) In spite of significant fundamental studies conducted in the past
there is a need for carefully executed, systematically designed
fundamental studies for mechanistic definition. Such studies must
be carefully integrated with available knowledge and with the
engineering oriented studies completed or now underway.

(d) Some hope was offered for a non-destructive indicator of radiation
embrittlement based on fundamental understanding thereof. Such
studies should be conducted in close collaboration with those
described above.

(e) Fundamental studies of the mechanisms of thermal annealing correction
require the same degree of dedicated study cited for radiation
embrittlement.

(f) Compare and correlate data from research reactors and from surveillance
programs to evaluate any discrepancy between results which might be
attributable to the difference in environment. If significant dif-

ferences are noted seek an explanation. (It is to the advantage of
all concerned to be able to use data from both accelerated and
typical operating environments as the former are cheaper in time and
permit multiple parametric evaluation not readily possible near the
wall of an operating reactor).
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Annealing to Correct Radiation Embrittlement

Several investigators described results of annealing studies, that
is, experiments to evaluate the potential for heating an embrittled
vessel to restore all or a portion of its useful life. Results were
remarkably similar among the several investigators with general agree-
ment that the shelf level restoration is more readily accomplished than
correction of the transition temperature.

This tends to support the contention of several investigators that
dif ferent physical mechanisms control the two phenomena. Further, for
complete recovery a temperature of more than 400'C is required and it was
agreed that this should be the principal consideration for future studies
or engineering applications analysis.

The concept of pressurized thermal shock or "re-pressurization during
emergency core cooling" af ter an accident is the principal driving force
behind studies of annealing as the traneition temperature or RTNDT must
be lower than would otherwise be required if this phenomenon could not
occur.

(See Sect. 5 for related discussion of measures to be taken to
assure adequate vessel toughness at all times and studies underway toptovide such assurance).

The following recommendations were considered and approved by thespecialists:

Recommendations

(a) Continue annealing studies with emphasis on the higher (400*C)
temperature regime but do not omit lower temperatures as these may
be of value for restoration of ductile " shelf" toughness in systemswhere this is the limiting factor.

(b) If temperatures above this range are used, assess the potential
effects of thermal aging along with embrittlement and annealing.

(c) As cited in (e) above, investigate fundamental phenomena for
annealing along with other such studies.

(d) Seek data from annealing of surveillance specimens, preferrably
from a reference steel which has been irradiated in both acceleratedand surveillance (near wall) positions.

Surveillance

This topic, one of the intended principal themes of the meeting, did
not comprise as much of the formal program as was the original intent.
Nevertheless, it loomed large in the discussion as the five directly
related papers engendered discussion covering the whole spectrum of topicscovered by this report. It was evident from the results presented that

i
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some older reactors having pressure vessels constructed before the
revelation of serious compoqition effects on embrittlement are showing,
through surveillance resulto, significant embrittlement.

Fortunately new surveillance data will be growing rapidly in the
For example, ongoing surveillance is expected to producenear future.

an additional 90 capsules from French reactors over the remainder of this
Such data are essential to an updated assessment of radiationdecade. Further, comparative analysis ofembrittlement in operating reactors.

data from a number of United States reactor surveillance capsules provided
the conclusion that the " saturation effect" was more likely a phenomenon
involving synergistic responses of steels to irradiation effects where
copper and nickel contribute in a complementary way to exaggerate the
embrittlement picture. In addition, surveillance data are becoming
predominant in decisions related to the individual plant and its operation
relative to the embrittlement state and provide the principal data base
for development of radiation embrittlement trends.

The following conclusions and recommendations grew out of the papers
and discussion of surveillance.

Recommendationa

Surveillance programs are essential to the understanding of the(a) embrittlement state of a specific reactor vessel. The data there-
from complemented by accelerrated irradiation of the same steels
where possible will provide the reactor owner a " running" view
of the vessel condition. Consequently it requires the best
possible analytical effort.

Analysis of capsules in existing surveillance programs requires most(b) careful analysis to assure that it is representative of the plant as
constructed.

Regarding new or complementary surveillance programs (add-on or(c) coordinated parallel efforts in sister reactors) these should:

Contain truly representative materials(1) Be located to well represent the level of irradiation expected(2)
on the wall

(3) Be constituted to optimize chances for good neutron dosimetry
and fracture toughness measures of the vessel

(4) Contribute to a data base of related data for future analysis
of embrittlement trends.

Analysis of Fracture Potential of Vessel Steels

The thrust of the introductory overview papers as well as most of the
specialty papers was toward presenting new data on or programs or
proposals for establishing the critical knowledge required to assessAs mostthe f ailure potential of irradiated (and unirradiated) steels.
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of the available data from materials testing or operating reactors
(surveillance) are based on the Charpy V-notch test or small related
versions designed for quantitative assessment of fracture toughness,
many questions remain regarding their direct applicability to large
vessels or similar heavy walled structures in nuclear plants. In spite
of these uncertainties however, because these are the only specimens
available from vessel surveillance, correlative techniques to larger
specimens and then to structures must form the basis for future safety
analyses of irradiated structures. Proj ections made by the introductory
papers and others which provided data on linear clastic fracture
mechanics of irradiated steels provided the directions for future
emphasis.

In relation to this topic, several recommendations were reviewed
and adopted by the convened specialists. These included the following:

Recommendations

(a) New data presented recognized the generally conservative position
of the widely used American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Appendix C which shows the relation-
ship between steel toughness and temperature. This refers to the
commonly used reference KIR curve. Concerning this curve, its
placement and shape af ter irradiation, there remains uncertainty
along with the choice of the preferred tests for its validation.
Clarification of these uncertainties were cited as a crucial need.
For perspective, the original curve was designed using both linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), K c, and so-called crack arrest,I

Ka neither of which was considered standard at the time of firstI
publication. The need for standarization of both was a strong
recommendation. The K e test has recently been standardized inI

the United States by the ASTM but K a remains to be standardizedI

as do the much discussed procedures for elastic-plastic fracture
(EPFM).

(b) Strong support was evident for a unified experimental fracture method
for both LEFM and EPFM based on a single specimen. Inherent to this
discussion was the understanding that the acceptable specimen implies
a smaller specimen for irradiation studies than might otherwise
be used but at the same time rceognizes that smaller specimens may
be essential because of space limits and maybe acceptable because of
radiation induced embrittlement.

(c) Beyond the move to a more unified specimen there is the critical
need for acceptable procedures for their use and interpretation.
This was evident in the repeated use of data called J c, J-R curve,I
tearing modulus or tearing instability value without the unification
essential through methodology and analytical standarization. This
need was probably the most often repeated recommendation of the
meeting. The reason for this lies in the fact that such data may
provide the only basis for verifying the continued licenseability of
a plant which contains a vessel that is shown to be sensitive to
radiation embrittlement.
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(d) Building on a, b, and c there was agreement that, based on irradiation
effects data, (from research and surveillance programs) and the
clear statement in the overview papers of a potential for a condition
of " pressurized thermal shock," the IWC must support efforts to
evaluate vessel condition and minimize radiation damage in any way
possible as well as to extend the analytical procedures from specimens

Inherent to such analyses are the need to assure ato structures.
conservative yet valid interpretation of data from small specimens

It was clearlyfor prediction of the performance of the structure.
noted that this can be accomplished only by correlation of small

| irradiated specimens with larger irradiated specimens and thence'

Further, factors which may influence theto the irradiated vessel.
predictions arising therefore such as, ef fects of size, dynamic
versus static loading, effects of toughness gradient, etc, were
considered and identified as being most important to the ultimate
projection of vessel condition and, hence, its propensity for
structural integrity or, fu more popular terms, its safety or
projected safety.

factor in the analysis of fracture potential and,(c) A most important
thus, of vessel safety, is the clarification of the meaning of low
shelf toughness as most of ten described by low Charpy V-notch values
but as well by low KIc and JIe values. Low toughness on the shelf
was considered by the specialists to be both a critical factor
in many reactors and thus of high importance to structural integrity
er saf ety but also a phenomenon based on a different defect
mechanism or mechanisms than the very commonly defined, AT, or
increase in transition temperature. Therefore this phenomenon
should be studied as such and possibly to be treated as a separate
structural phenomenon.

(f) For some reactors exhibiting significant radiation embrittlement
based on early surveillance capsule results special steps are being
considered to minimize the potential effects. These include special
consideration of (1) the fracture toughness projections using best
available computations or measurements where possible, (2) adjustment
of the vessel wall exposure by modification of the outer region
of the core in some cases replacing fuel with dummy stainless steel
elements to absorb neutrons and minimize vessel exposure, (3) con-
sideration of heating the emergency core cooling (ECC) water to
minimize thermal shock in the event of ECC activation and,
(4) evaluation of the potential for annealing the vessel to correct
the embrittlement. These steps along with the improvements in
f racture analysis cited above were endorsed to avoid the circum-
stance of projected severe embrittlement near the end-of-life in
some systems.

Neutron Environmental Analysis

Besides the invited overview on measuring the neutron environmental
nuch of the discussion and each of the papers reporting irradiation
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embrittlement or surveillance results. The overview paper described
advances of recent years and current and future activities to better
define the neutron environment through the full vessel wall and in
direct comparison with measured mechanical properties in a so-called
" Benchmark Facility." Recommendations drawn from the discussions
include the following:

Recommendations

(a) Support the goals and the activities of sister international groups
which are seeking improved dosimetry damage functica analysis for
the specific purposes of those concerned with effects of neutrons in
pressure boundary steels. This includes endorsement of the
" CAPRICE" committee activities and joint conference plans with the
OECD/NEA groups.

(b) Actively support national and international standardization
activities such as the extensive efforts of ASTM in directly related
standards developed in connection with research efforts and organized
to systematically advance:

(1) The accuracy of pertinent nuclear constants.4

(2) The methodology of activation or related techniques for
long-term dosimetry

(3) Specific support of surveillance studies.
(4) Analytical efforts for defining damage functions for steel

damage in the specific environment of the light water reactors.
(5) Definition of the environment in the most appropriate units,2n/cm , DPA, n/m2 or other with the appropriate energy limit

cut-off.

(6) Techniques for accurate projection of damaging environment
from surveillance capsule to vessel wall or appropriate
thickness location in the vessel.
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ON IRRADIATION TEMPERATURE AND NEUTRON EXPOSURE
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ABSTRACT

Three steel heats with copper contents of 0.04, 0.15
and 0.25 % respectively have been irradiated at 255 C,C

285 OC and 310 C to 1.7 x 1019 -2(E>1MeV). A dependencecm
of the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature shift ATT
on the irradiation temperature TB was found. The slope of
the ATT vs T curves increases strongly with copper content.B

Irradiations of ASTM A533 gr B c1 1 steel from IISST
plate 03 have been performed under a variety of neutron
exposure as regards fluence Ot, spectrum and flux density O.
The exponent b in the relation ATT % (Ot) bis 0.65, which is
a little larger than the 0.5 of Reg. Guide 1.99. Spectrum
and flux density effects were smaller than to be discerned
from the scatter band of ATT in the ranges covered by this
investigation.

INTRODUCTION
|
|

The quickly growing number of transition temperature shift measure-
ments - mainly from surveillance programs - is (statistically) analysedwith respect totheestabjishedorsupposedinfluencingparameters1, ,3- chemical composition
- neutron exposure (fluence 1,3 or other exposure units )- flux density 5
- irradiation temperature.6
The trend lines resulting f rom these analyses have in most cases rather
large scatter bands, because the data are often derived from irradiatior.s
in which the conditions differed in more than one parameter, not to speakof differences in the applied methods.

We have evaluated a number of ATT-measurements from four steels of
different chemical composition which have been irradiated at different
temperatures in the same neutron environment and - on the other hand -

(nearly) the same temperature in different neutron environments asat

regards spectrum, flux density and fluence, and we have looked for the

819
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infinence of these parameters on ATT separately.
Accur-The analysis is limited by the accuracy of ATT-measurement.

ding to our experience the 41 J transition temperature determined by
standard practice has to be assigned with a standard deviation of 3.. 7 K,

in some cases up to 10 K. The standard deviation of ATT is of the same
order. Therefore effects on ATT smaller than about 5.. 8 K fall into the
error band and can hardly be detected.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Steels investigated

Four steels have been investigated, the chemical composition and
heat treatment of which are listed in tables 1 and 2.

Table it chemical composition in weight I

C Si Mn F 5 Ni Cr Mo Cu Al C.it.#
No. Js s i gnat ion

t base material 20MnMvNi)5 0,18 0.28 1,29 0,007 0,0078 0,73 0,04 0.46 0,04 0,022 0,152

2 weld material (20MnMcNi35) 0,07 0,24 1,21 0,015 0,011 0,79 0,04 0.49 0,15 0,010 0,430

3 weld material (22NiMoCr 37) 0,08 0,18 t,75 0,011 0,008 1,01 0.40 0,64 0,25 - 0,845

4 base material A533 8 cl 0,20 0,25 1,26 0,011 0,018 0,56 0,10 0.45 0,12 0,034 0.375

(HSST plate 01)

t hemist ry relation according to Varsik and Byrne

Table 2: heat t re at ment

No. Jesignation he at treitment

I base material 20MnMoNiS5 Bh/87a. 910 C/ water + th/635. 660 C/ air
2 weld material (20MnMoliiS5) 10h/550 C + 10h/610 C

3 weld material (22NiMoCr 37) 29h/550 C + Ith/600 C

4 base material A533 8 cl 1 see Ref. 7

(HSST plate Olt

Irradiation experiments

Irradiation experiments have been performed in various different
neutron environments:in reflector positions of FRG-2, a 15 MW swimming pool reactor,pos. A : in small magazine rigs 6,8,

behind stainless steel gamma shields (60 mm thick) in borderpos. B : 6,
positions of FRG-2 in small magazine rigs

.

- ..
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pos. C : behind stainless steel gamma shields (60 mm thick) in border
positions of FRG-2 in large volume rigs 9

pos. D : in a surveillance capsule position of KKS, a 600 MWe PWR
Pos. E : in an irradiation position near the core of VAK, a 16 MWe BWR10 , j

Whereas the irradiation temperature in position A, B and C was measured I

continously by thermocouples, for positions C and D it could only be
estimated from the cooling water temperature and. heat flux calculations
(eciting monitors gave no unambiguous results).

Dosimetry

|Neutron exposure has been determined from Fe54(n p)Mn54 and
NiS8(n.p)CoS8 reactions on the basis of neutron spectra from two-dimen-
sional transport calculations with DOT using the EURLIB librar
with 31 groups > IMeV.11 The dosimetry cross sections were t from
ENDF/B V.

The cross sectic for neu-Table 3 cross section for the .onitor reactions and dpa trons with E > neV for the
Position O(Fe54. E*1MeV) c(N158, E>tMeV) O(dpa)

1.barnt t.barni Ibar=1 dpa cross sections for the

different irradiation posi-A 72 . 83 97 . 110 1440 ... 1480
a as -- 1650 tions are listed in table 3.
C 47 . . $6 64 .. 77 1800 . . 2140
D 96 1610 The cross sections are de---

1520 fined as follows:E a: -

/ c(E)0(E)dE
c(E > IMeV) (1)=

/*0(E)dE
IMeV

f~c (E)0(E)dE dpac(dpa) = = (2)
f~0(E)dE /~p(E)dE

IMcV IMeV

od(E): displacement cross section for iron according to ASTM E693-7912,

Mechanical Testing
.

Charpy tests were performed with a 300 J impact testing machine
installed in a lead cell and operating automatically. The same machine
was used to test the unirradiated specimens.

The impact energy versus testing temperature curves were approxi-
mated by the Gaussian ir.tegral. The 41 J transition temperature was taken
from the fitted curves.
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The experimental results are collected in table 4. In some cases
the exposure values (fluence and / or dpa) differ from earlier publi-
cations because of reevaluation on the basis of improved spectrum cul-
calations. Where the irradiation temperature deviated from the reference

C, the 41 J transition temperature shift was correctedtemperature of 285
(s. next section). For steel 4 also the 41 J shift normalized to a fluence
of 2 x 1019 cm-2 la included in table 4.

Table 4: emperiernrel results

steel irr.pos. fluence flus density dpa irt. temp. ATT(4tJ) 6TT(4tJ) 1.TT(4 t J)
,,,,,barorr

E>tMeV E>tMeV

89 e-2] (ICllce*I '') !!! ! C) (K) (E) (El
(10 r s

1 0 1,7 32 2,9 286 16

A 1,8 29) 5.4 285 22

# 8 1,7 32 2,9 118 et

8 1,7 12 2,9 256 48

C 2,9 49 5,3 289 31 33

C 7,9 54 13 280 65 56

2 8 1,7 32 2,8 286 40

A 3,5 280 S,1 28) 40

8 f,7 32 2,8 3to 34

8 1,7 32 2,5 25$ $5

C 2,8 48 5,1 286 49

C 7,3 SS 11 279 36 81

3 8 1,8 34 1,0 286 136

8 1,8 34 3.0 311 78

8 1.8 34 3,0 251 207

4 A 0,55 244 0,8 287 21

A 7,8 163 3,0 286 43 42,2

A 9,4 143 13 284 ff8

D 2,3 8 3,7 282 42 18,4

C 2,6 4S 4,8 287 49 48,4

C 6,9 $2 11 277 120 113

5 2.4 79 1.1 281 63 56,1

corrected to an irradiat ion temperature of 285 "C*

normalised te a fluence of 2 m to''ca" (E>tMay)

DISCUSSION

Dependence of ATT on irradiation temperature

1 shows the tra,,sition temperature shift ATT versus irradia-Fig.
tion temperature Tg for steels 1, 2 and 3 in the range from 255 C to

310 C for the same neutron exposure (as regards fluence, flux density
the influence of irradiation tem-and spectrum). The results show that

perature has to be considered even for small differences in irradiationfor steel 3 istemperature. The slope of the curve ATT vs T B

A(ATT) - 2.2
AT

B

suggest that the annealingThe shapes of the curves ATT vs. TB
mechanisms for the three stects might be different because of the diffe-
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|

I rent chemical composition. /n the other hand van Asbroeck13 has propo-
sed to correlate the data !y only one equation, namely

ATT = 2.25 x (%Cu)0.2f x(%Ni)3.92 (350 C-T ) x (Ot) (3)x
B

fluence of fast neutrons, E > 1MeV[1019Ot : -2}cm

IIis fitted lines are drawn
y7 9,,3 g into figure 1. Of course more data

from steels with different chemicale composition are necessary to vali-,,

date this correlation..u.,ene un .
=cc=*ae io .e (3)

A more detailed description. .

of this part of the investigationun
.is

was given recently 6.

20<

s.,
stul2 '.,

m.
' ., ' , ' %' '

~.
N. .
.

s,s s-.

.t..i t .'
..... ,s s

o
.

. 'A200 250 300 350
T. Itl-

Fig. 1: Transition Temperature Shift
versus Irradiation Temp.

Dependence of ATT on neutron exposure

fl9sess

The results for steels 1, 2 and 4 for T in the range 280.. 290 C,Band slightly outside this range, but then corrected to 285 C on the basis
of the preceeding section, have been plotted in the usual log ATT vs.
log 0 manner together with the corresponding Reg. Guide curves I and thecurves recently proposed by Randall 2 in figures 2, 3 and 4. In figure 4
also results from other investigators 14 are included as far as they fall
into the same T -range. This figure seems to show that the scatter isB

mainly due to different methods of evaluation rather than to different
neutron spectra.

The results for each individual steel have been fitted to
ATT = a (Ot)b (4)

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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100 f, *
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1 --._<

-h'-
g_ w,<?____ 1 0.152 0.73 0,87 0,si

"

,e40 7
2 0.430 0.79 0.56 0,53'

- / f.
.png[c -

4 0.375 0.56 0.65 0.67*'** en.20 j
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.
| /
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'I
2
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Fig. 4: Transition Temperature Shift
of Steel 4 versus Neutron
Fluence

t-exponents b are given in table 5 along with the Ni-content andThe
the chemistry relation. No clear trend can be discerned from these few
data.

EEget[L2m

In figure Sa measured ATT-values are plotted against ATT-values
calculated f rom the fitting correlations according to equation (4). The
standard deviation of 7.5 K is not larger than that of the ATT-determi-
nation 'tself as stated in the introduction, though the experimental
ATT-values originate from irradiations in significantly different spectra.
This supports the earlier statement of Steele that "little reason for con-

.

_ . _ -
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cern is apparent where only
arr uin N .. light-water-moderated reactors

are involved" 15, even if the'
'm

,. spectra are rather heavily- -
* ''

, ,- deformed as in our case by a-

, ,- gama shield. Nevertheless"
,',' also a fit according to,

' , '* '

,' [ ' ATT = a* (dpa)b* (5)
'

.s < .,.o
'

' '/ - was attempt ed b* is also inclu-- -
' '**

<+ e =.v > ',"-

ded in table 5. In this case- < . >
*

--

o ' roo 2o .o ao ao ioo uo .o .o eo ioo ,2o " the standard deviation of the
.t r ain og . . -- fit in figure Sb is 6.4 K,a b which is slightly but notFig. 5: Transition Temperature Shift significantly less than that

Correlated with (a) Neutron for the correlation with t.
Fluence, E>1MeV (b) dpa

' art:4 u)(e0 tao,-.un.d ie n s0*cm '. E.w.v) In figure 6 the ATT-values for

steel 4 determined in different"'
spectra and normalized to,

" 2 x 1019 -2 (only data cintscm

____________ _ with fluences near 2 x 10 9 -2cm
_

ted against c(dpa). An upward
trend, as it would be expected3a.

when dpa were a more appropriate
20 exposure unit than 0t, cannot be

discerned.
10-

a (dp ) [bern) -_.
0 .

. .
. -

1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900

Fig. 6: Transition Temperature Shift
of Steel 4 versus dpa Cross
Section

ELux_9snin

As the irradiation experiments on steel 4 cover a wide range of flux
density J we have looked fgr a staturation effect. Figure 7 shows ATT,
normalized to 2 x 1019 cm'', versus flux density together with a trend
line calculated according to a first order defect annihilation model 16,
The data do not show a saturation effect in the flux density range
(% 1012.. 2 x 10l3 -2 -1) covered by our investigation. More data atcm s

lower flux density are desirable. The results from other investigators 14
also shown in figure 7 merely extend the scatter band.

_ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ -
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CONCLUSIONS

,

- Irradiation temperature must seriously be considered when eva-
luating RPV steel radiation embr'ttlement, as changes of ATT of more than
2 K for an irradiation temperature change of IK may arise in steels with
high copper content at 2 x 1080 cm-2,

- The exposure exponent in the ATT % ( )b relation should be deter-
mined for individual steel heats whenever p:.sible to find out its depen-
dence on chemical composition.+

- Effects of neutron spectrum and flux density are small in the
ranges covered by this investigation and fall into the scatter band
of ATT determination.

,
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" STANDARDS FOR MATERIALS BEHAVIOUR UNDER NEUTRON IRRADIATION"

P. D. Hedgecock* and J. S. Perrin**

ABSTRACT

A background to the American Society for Testing and Materials .(ASTM)
involvement with the development of standards for materials behaviour
under neutron irradiation is given. _ Current practices for the sur-
veillance of light-water reactor (LWR) pressure vessels steels are
briefly described. Improvements in the standards for the basic para-
metric measurements have been identified and new standards are being
developed which will lead to better empirical relationships between
material behaviour and the variables of neutron fluence and energy,
irradiation temperature, dose rate, alloy composition and welding
technique. A need is cited for the development of verifiable mecha-
nistic models which will permit more rapid development of damage - toler-
ant materials and welding process, as well as increased accuracy for
predicting damage in cider materials.

INTRODUCTION

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is an inter-
national society, based in the USA, which manages development of
standards. ASTM was founded in 1898, with emphasis in early years on
standards primarily related to testing methods and materials. The
society now covers a much broader area, and has grown to a size of
30,000 members in over 137 committees.

ASTM is defined in the following manner: ' ASTM is a management system for
the development of voluntary full consensus standards. It provides a
legal, administrative and publications forum within which producers,
users, and those representing the general interest can meet on a common
ground to write standards which will best meet the needs of all concerned'
(1). The scope of ASTM is as follows: 'The American Society for Testing
and Materials is a non-profit corporation formed for the development of
standards on characteristics and performances of materials, products,
systems, and services, and the promotion of related knowledge' (1).

*P. D. Hedgecock - Chairman, ASTM Subcommittee E-10.02. NUTECH Engineers,
Inc., San Jose, California, USA

0*J. S. Perrin - Vice Chairman, ASTM Committee E-10. Fracture Control
Corporation, Goleta, California, USA
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The standards developed through ASTM are of a number of types.

These are:

1. Standard definitions which create a common language for a
given area of knowledge.

2. Standard recommended practices which suggest accepted pro-
cedures for performing a given task.

3. Standard measurement of tests which prescribe ways of making
a given measurement.

4. Standard classificationr which set up categories in which
objects or concepts may be grouped.

5. Standard specifications which define boundaries or limits
on the characteristics of a material, product, system,

or service.

The individual committees are organized into the following groups
of committees:

1. Ferrous Metals

2. Nonferrous Metals

3. Cementitious, Ceramic, Concrete and Masonry Materials

4. Miscellaneous Materials (paint, rubber, textiles, etc.)

5. Miscellaneous Subjects (nuclear, testing and analysis
methods, etc.)

6. Materials for Specific Applications

7. Corrosion, Deterioration, and Degradation of Materials

The major publication is the ASTM Annual Book of Standards (2).
This currently consists of 48 volumes. Changes and additions are made
annually to each book, with the complete set being therefore reissued
each year. Two periodicals, ASTM Standardization News and ASTM Journal
of Testing and Evaluation, are published. ASTM also publishes a sub-
stantial number of special technical publications, which are often the
proceedings of major technical symposia. For example, a recent nuclear
special technical publication is Ef fects of Radiation on Materials,
which is the proceedings of the Tenth International Symposium held in
this area by ASTM Committee E-10 on Nuclear Technology and Applications.

i

|
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A large number of standards developed by ASTM are in the area of
nuclear technology, with many of these pertaining to the effects of
nuclear radiation en structural materials in reactor power systems.
Many of these are in Part 45 of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards (3).
A major ty of the standards are developed by the members of ASTM Committee

d

E-10 on Nuclear Technology and Applications.

The Committee E-10 scope is "to promote the advancement of nuclear
science and technology and the safe application of nuclear energy in allforms by:

1. Standardizing measurement techniques and specifications for '

radiation effects and dosimetry including materials response,
instrumentation response, and fuel burnup;

2. Standardizing the nomenclature and definitions used in or
relating to testing methods or instruments in support of
nuclear industry;

3. Maintaining a broad expertise in application of nuclear
science and technology, especially the measurement of radia-
tion effects from environments of nuclear reactor, particle
accelerators, indigenous space, spacecraft, and radioisotopes;

4. Maintaining a broad expertise in the applications of
radioisotopes;

5. Sponsoring scientific and technical symposia and publica-
tions in our fields of specialisation;

6. Performing liaison with related ASTM committees and other
technical societies and organizations, both national and
international;

7. Advising other technical committees of the society in our
fields of expertise."

As previously described by Steele '4), Committee E-10 on Nuclear
Technology and Applications consists of a number of subcommittees. The
two subcommittees which are most active .1 developing standards pertaining
to irradiation of materials in power reaccors are Subcommittee E-10.02 on
Behaviour and Use of Metallic Materials in Nuclear Systems and Subcom-
mittee E-10.05 on Nuclear Radiation Metrology.

SURVEILLANCE OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL MATERIALS

Current Practice

A practical example of the development and evaluation of a standard
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which contributes strongly to the structural integrity of a nuclear
reactor is ASTM E-185 on " Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessels
(5)". Th3 tests in this stantard pertain to the series of surveillance
capsules contained in most commercial power reactors. These capsules
provide a means to monitor and determine the effect of neutron radiation
on the pressure vessel. Most capsules contain mechanical property speci-
mens, neutron dosimeters, and thermal monitors. During the lifetime of a

plant, capsules are periodically removed. They are then sent to a hot
cell laboratory for examination and evaluation.

The scope of ASTM E-185 includes ' procedures for irradiating and
testing mechanical test specimens for the purpose of monitoring and
evaluating at periodic intervals, the radiation-induced changes occurring
in the mechanical properties of the reactor vessel steels of light water-
cooled nuclear powei reactors'. One main area of recommendations in the
standard relates to the design of a surveillance program for a reactor; i

this includes both the capsule design and the subsequent irradiation.
This area of ASTM-185 is utilized by the reactor vendor who prepares the l

capsules for each reactor being constructed. It covers selection of the |
material used in the program (including specific vessel plates and base /
weld / heat-affected zone areas), material characterization (chemical
composition and fabrication history), selection of mechanical property
specimens, thermal monitors, neutron dosimeters, and placement of capsules
in a reactor.

A second area of recommendations in ASTM-185 is that of the post-
irradiation examination of the specimens in the capsules. This area of
the standard quicles the reactor owner and the hot cell laboratory
performing the capsule examination and covers the recommended schedule
for removal of capsules, the examination and evaluation of Charpy V-notch
impact and other mechanical property specimens, the neutron dosimetry,
and the reporting of the results of the examination.

The various phases of a surveillance capsule examination program
are covered by a number of individual ASTM standards used in conjunction
with ASTM E-185. Figure 1 shows how some of these standards are inte-
grated into the overall program.

New Standards-- Committee E-10 published a standard, E-706 Master
Matrix for LWR Pressure Vessel Surveillance Standards (6) in which the
interrelationship of the standards for determining pressure vessel materi-
al behaviour is clearly defined as shawn in Figure 2. The matrix approach

to the identification of standards needs has been aggressively implemented
within Committee E-10.

E-185 was written before the matrix approach to identification of
standards needs was adopted. In the areas of neutron dosimetry and

thermal monitoring the guidance provided in E-185 must be expanded to the
provision of new standards as noted in Figure 2. These needs were
exemplified in the Sdocommittee E-10.02 and E-10.05 efforts to develop a
correlation between the shift in nil-ductility transition temperature
(ANDTT) with neutron fluence for certain pressure vessel steels and

- - _ ._
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associated weldments. The Metal Properties Council, Subcommittee 6 has,
'

puolished the results of their treatment of a data base base which
includes data from power reactors and experimental reactors up until
November 1977 (7). When the data is treated using statistical re-
gression analysis it is possible to roughly separate out the effects of
elements such as copper on the irradiation-induced changes measured using
the Charpy test; however, a large standard deviation exists in the plotted
data. The ability to accurately predict trends and to more readily
separate out influencing variables is thus compromised. New data will be
of much greater value if the uncertainties in measurements of neutron
fluence and irradiation temperature history can be reduced.

Action is already being taken within Committee E-10 to improve the
standards. Improved techniques in fluence determination are being
incorporated into new standards within Subcommittee E-10.05. A survey
of thermal monitoring techniques has been performed and the basis for
development of a new standard is being examined with Subcommittee E-10.02.
More extensive information upon changes in mechanical behaviour of
; irradiated materials which has been acquired is being studied within
Subcommittee E-10.02. A Task Group has been created to study the use of
miniature test specimens, such as impact and tensile specimens which can;

be incorporated into irradiation surveillance capsules. Standards will be
; produced as deemed necessary.
"

Needs for Mechanistic Models-- The prediction of changes in structur-
al material behaviour for design purposes has been hampered not only by the
uncertainties associated with the acquisition of data within experimental
and power reactors but by the lack of mechanistic models which accurately
describe damage resulting from the accumulated fluence of neutrons of
varying energy levels. In light water reactors the energies associated
with measurable damage are those above 1MeV. It has been known for many
years that lower energy neutrons also provide some damage contribution.
Furthermore, the effect of the temperature at which a material is irradi-i

ated is known to be of great importance but a quantitative relationship
is imprecise and is empirically based. The effect of minor elements such
as copper, nickel, phosphorus, sulphur and silicon in the chemical
composition of pressure vessel steels is similarly imprecisely known.

;

While experimental practices are improved by the uniform application
of new standards related to dosimetry and thermal monitoring, the effects
of neutron spectral energy distribution, dose rate, irradiation tempera-
ture, alloying elements and welding techniques are still empirically
determined. Alloy selection and design application would benefit from a
mechanistic understanding, especially for the future development of fast
breeder and fusion reactors. Furthermore, this improved understanding
would permit more accurate predictions for current operating plants, and
avoid overly conservative assumptions. A significant basis of research
into basic damage mechanisms already exists but an accelerated effort is
required if more damage-tolerant materials and welding techniques are to
be quickly developed.,

i

<
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Conclusion-- A significant number of standards related to the deter-
mination of material behaviour under neutron irradiation have been de-
veloped within the scope of ASTM Committec E-10 activities. The moni-
toring of damage accumulated by light water reactor pressure vessel steels
has been conducted using these standards over the last decade of reactor
operation. Using power reactor and experimental reactor data, relation-
shps between neutron fluence and the extent of damage have been es-
tablished. prediction curves have been derived from these data but the
precision associated with data points needs the improvement which can
arise from the employment of new and more rigorous standards. The re-
sultant improvement in the quality of new data will permit greater under-
standing of the empirical relationships between damage and the variables
of neutron fluence and energy, irradiation temperature, dose rate, alloy
composition and welding techniques.

An improved empirical understanding of the effects of variables on
irradiation induced damage will be of practical benefit in predicting
damage precisely and developing more damage-resistant steels. Associated
with the use of new standards, however, is a great need to pursue funda-
mental studies which will result in verifiable mechanistic models.

Throughout the process of standards development the voluntary
consensus activities of ASTM Committee E-10, its Subcommittees and Task
Groupgs in association with bodies such as the Metal Properties Council
and the Electric Power Research Institute are an essential part of relia-
ble nuclear power generation.

.
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INFLUENCE DliS NEUTRONS Tile 10lIQUES

SUR 1A FRAGILISATION DE L' ACIER DE PEAU D'ETANCIIEITE

DES RlXTEUF.S A IIAlRE TIMPERNIURE (ll.T.R.)

A. Albennan, Services des Piles de Saclay
P. P6 pin, D6partement d' Etudes M6caniques et Thenniques

P. Soulat, D6partement de Technologie
C.E.N./Saclay,, 91191 Gif Sur Yvette, France

REStBIE

Un acier ferritique A 537, repr6sentatif de la peau d'6tanch6it6
des R.ll.T. , a 6t6 irradi6 dans le r0flect'eur du r6acteur S cau
lourae EL.3. Le rapport 61ev6 de neutrons thermiques / rapides
a ennis de mettre en 6vidence un effet de fragilisation. L'ana-

se du d6calage de temp 6rature de transition montre que le
uotanage induit par un neutron thennique est inf6rieur S 1/100
de celui induit par un neutron rapide.

SLM1ARY

An A 537 ferritic steel worthing for ifrR vessel liner steel has
been irradiated in the EL.3 heavy water reactor. Intense thennal/
fast neutrons ratio has shown en.brittlement effect. Transition.

I temperature shift curves indicate relative damage effectiveness
| below 1/100.
I

i

| INTRODUCTION

La peau d'6tanch6it6 de la cavit6 coeur des r6acteurs S haute
temp 6rature est r6alis6e S i' aide de tSles en acier ferritique. Cet
acier est soumis S un spectre neutronique gth gr m 1 000 (ext 6rieur/
r6flecteur en graphite).

Sur la base d'un modele de section efficace de d6 placements
atomiques (d.p.a), le calcul de la variation de temp 6rature fragile /
ductile montre que l' influence du flux thermique est plus importante
que celle du flux rapide.

En effet , en utilisant, selon la reconinandation EURATO1 [11,
le flux de fission 6quivalent fer (ou, pour simplifier, le flux fer) :

rD (dpa/s) = 835.10 .O
fer

839
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tandis que dans le domaine thermique par capture (n,y) .

-24 thI)th (dp/s) 13.10 ,g=

Cette dernibre valeur est calcul6e n partir de l'6nergie de
rc_al du noyau de fer

516 eVli (n,y) =

th r
I.'efficacit0 th60rique relative en dommages (D / D ) est donc de 1,5 %.

Deux irradiations de dur6es diff6rentes, comprenant chacune
12 6prouvettes CilARPY V nues et 12 6prouvettes sous 6 cran cadmium, ont
6t6 r6alis6cs n EL.3. I.a premibre correspond aux fluences reques par
l' acier en fin de vie du r6acteur ; la deuxi0mc est destin6e n la con-
frontation avec un modale th6crique.

CARACfERISTlQUES Dli L' IRRADIATION

Nature de l' acier

Acier A 537 Lukens de composition :

I Mn P S Cu Si Ni Cr MoC
"o i 'o t 'o "a 'e 'o '6

Analyse requise 0,24 0,70 0,035 0,040 0,35 0,15 0,25 0,25 0,08
sur coul0e max 1,35 max max max 0,50 max max max

Analyse coul6e 0,20 1,32 0,005 0,022 0,26 0,26 0,21 0,14 0,05

On remaruuera la teneur en Cu qui, bien que conforme aux
sp6cifications d'un tel acier, est tr0s 61ev6e.

En g6n6ral, pour les mat 6riaux soumis n l' irradiation, on
pr6fbre limiter cette teneur n < 0,10 *,.

La temp 6rature de l' acier est rest 6e inf6rieure n 60 C au cours
des irradiations (temp 6rature maxi de la peau d'6tanch6it6).

Dosim6trie des emplacements d' irradiation

i.es deux emplacements d' irradiation ont 6t6 choisis pour leurs
caract6ristigues neutroniques voisines. Deux maquettes camportant un
chargement d' acier 6quivalent ont 6t6 r6alis6es pour la dosim6trie.
l.cs r6sultats de dosim6tric sont indiqu6s dans le tableau 1. Les fluen-
ces de dommages sont d6duites des dosim6tries GAMIN [2]. Des dosimbtres
au tungstbne avaient 6t6 rajout6s pour leur 6talonnage en fonction du
flux thermique. Les autres d6tecteurs utilis6s pour 1' irradiation ont
6t6 th

O cobalt
r

O nickel, cuivre.

,

- _ - . _ - . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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Tableau 1 - Caract6ristiques des irradiations in EL.3

i:mplacement DS 8 DS 9,

!

D6but d' irradiation 9.02.77 29.12.76

Iin d' irradiation 23.05.77 30.03.79

Nombre J.E.P.P. 79 596

h (hors 6 cran Cd) 13 -2 ~I 13 -2 -l0 1,8.10 n.m s 2,2.10 n.cm s
10 7 -1 10 -2 -1O maxi 2,0.10 n.cm "s 2,0.10 n.cm sg

th
O /O 900 1 100g

R0ponse GA\lIN r 5,78 6,78

Gig /03 2,89 3,39

Indices de spectre

tiger / 0 ; 1,81 2,023

0 > 1 MeV / O 0,47 0,47g

0 / 0 > 1 MeV 1 900 2 300

RESUI, TATS DE L' IRRADIATION

I.e d6calage de la temp 6rature de transition mesur6e est indiqu6
sur la figure 1 pour les 2 irradiations DS 8 et DS 9. Tous les r6sultats
exp6rimentaux (61T, expansion lat6 rale) avec les fluences rapides et
thenniques sont donn6s sur le tableau 2. La consommation du cadmita en
DS 9 explique une fluence thermique 61cv6e. On constate ainsi un effet
important de fragilisation d0 aussi bien aux neutrons rapides que ther-
miques selon le cas (avec et sans 6 cran cadmite).

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ .
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Tableau 2 - R6sultats des essais de r6silience

h de H e b Aerrnique B inesilian 91ransdun ATT ATT Valanpaker ok

Irrad4atiort 6 Ser & tk enrd.WLucs Esp talfmL en <islance Dp. lam dadila du peLee

n/cm ,t/un 't 'c 'C ?C J oule+. %2 8

Eows _s6 55 52 o

oss
2,s . '0 " 3 .10 " 42 42 1't 13 53 0

avec cadmium

Dss
3,2 . 10 " 1,84.10 _17 _$ 49 51 51 028

sou cohneum

DS9
.

1, s .10'' 1.10 +6 +10 71 G5 53 080

anc cadmium

DS9
1,9 .10'8 11,8.40 +56 +% 127 149 43 178

Sans cadmnum

INTERPREIWFION

Equation d'6 volution de la temp 6rature de transition

En corr 61 ant les effets d' irradiation, selon une loi en
(fluence)1/2 , on peut 6crire .

K (Og )1/2 gATF= q

en introduisant une fluence 6quivalente .
th

O,q = 0fer + Y Oe

(Y repr6sentant la contribution relative des "donnages thermiques").

On montre que l'6quation @ , pour les quatre r6sultats d'irra-
diation du tableau 2, est v6rifi6e il mieux que 4 % pour :

-l9 -3 -l
4,5.10 O x 10 @ATF = 145 O x 10 + .

fer

1.a courbe analytique de l'6quation @ est donn6e sur la
figure 2 avec les points exp6rimentaux.

_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Effet des neutrons thermiques

l ' influence des neutrons thermiques est un peu plus faible
que celle pr6vue par le modale th6orique mais reste du m6mc ordre
de grandeur (v. Introduction), soit 0,5 % environ.

I L' analyse des dommages, 3 partir de l'6quation O2 , montre ainsi
( que pour les irradiations d'un acier de peau d'6tanch6it6 dans un

spectre oQ thg j gr : 1 000
.

plus de 70 % de la fragilisation est caus6e par les neutrons ther-
miques, ce qui montre l' int 6r6t de l'exp6rience.

REFERENCES
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_CARACTERISATION D' EMPLACEMENTS D' IRRADIATION
EN SPECTRES NEUTRONIQUES ET EN DOMMAGES

P. Mas, R. Perdreau
Centre d' Etudes Nuc16aires de Grenoble, Service des Piles

CHARACTERIZATION OF IN-REACTOR POSITIONS
FOR NEUTRON SPECTRA AND RADIATION DAMAGE DETERMINATION

ABSTRACT

This report describes the general method of neutron spectra and
radiation damage determination which is used at " Centre d' Etudes
Nuc16aires de Grenoble - Service des Piles (CEA-FRANCE)".

The application of these methods -two dimensions neutron transport
calculation, measurements by threshold and fissile detectors, radiation
damage in steel and tungsten , in very different neutron spectra, gives
results best than 15 %.

INTRODUCTION

L'6tude des dommages caus6s aux mat 6riaux de structure des r6ac-
teurs revet une grande importance technologique. La vitesse d' alt 6 ration
des mat 6riaux soumis aux rayonnements conditionne la sGret6 et l'6conomie
des r6acteurs de puissance.

Dans les r6acteurs d'essai de mat 6riaux, on cherche A r6aliser des
conditions d' irradiation analogues A celles rencontr6es dans les r6acteurs
de puissance, ou bien A relier entre elles ces conditions d' irradiation
par l'interm6diaire des formules th6oriques d'endommagement. Ceci n6ces-
site la connaissance du spectre des neutrons.

847

- _ - _ _ _ _ . __.
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GENERALITES

Les modales thnoriques d'endommagement s'expriment par la r6ponse
d'une fonction dans le spectre 6nergstique des neutrons qui doit Stre
connu surtout dans le domaine de haute snergie, responsabic des dommages :
0.I MeV - 10 MeV.

La m6thode adoptse au Service des Piles de Grenoble. pour caracts-
riser les emplacements est de calculer les spectres A l' aide d'un code
de neutronique (DOT 3.5) dans chaque dispositif d' irradiation. La vali-
dits de la m6thode peut Etre test 6e par divers moyens :

1. Comparaison des indices mesurss et calcul6s
2. Comparaison des effets d'endommagement calcul6s et mesurss

lorsque la mesure d'endommagement est possible.

3. Reconstitution du spectre (m6thode SAND.2) A partir d'un nombre
suffisant de d6tecteurs a seuil.

1 On pr6sente ici des r6sultats
d'6tude de trois emplacements types

EMPLACENENTS ' % du r6acteur M61usine, recouvrant les,[ggg,/ spectres rencontres lors des irradia-vf < s -%'

tions d'essai dans un r6acteur def " , ] ', 9 ', ] -.

.

type piscine :p ;

|
! >

,,.

{ - emplacement interne au coeur du r6-j
acteur

|
,

! , ,
,

J - - emplacement en lare rang 6ej , , /f - emplacement sp6cial au rein d'un bloc' _ ' '
f .,,, j f

| |
d' acier aliments en neutrons par une

face lat6 rale du coeur.

A cause des r6 actions in61astiques
,, g ,

' ' _3 - .b sur le fer, le spectre est enricht

y
- ! dm" Id., [ entre 0.1. MeV et 1 MeV et pr6sente des-

4, i f
- analogies avec ceux r6gnant au voisi-

aage des cuves des reacteurs de puts-.x y. , =-
i - !_--M8 s. ,i sance.

~

m- At |~ 3j M V'1
Chaque emplacement est destins Av *

"d m gg g gg7yg- '

recevoir uue capsule reproduisant des
'

; cp , g - conditions physico-chimiques particu-=> H 0 ri1
-

2

..,.|.,.jj
'

.

1 1 ,! i i i, lisres.

1 -} |'|~| ~|~}~t"!| Les irradiations d'6tude de spec-

tre ont 6ts effectuses dans de telles
Capsules.

Fig. 1. Emplacements d'ir-
radiation dans M61usine et leurs
environnements.

!
I
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COMPARAISON DES INDICES CALCULES ET MESURES

Les indices pour une r6 action x sont consid6r6s par rapport auNickel (r6 action 8 Ni(n p) seCo) selon :

Px/Ni " Ax ANi-

(I)
cx GNi

.co

Ax activation = cxY dE (2)
2o

~6 , section efficace calcul6e sur un spectre de Cranberg.x
A chaque valeur px/Ni calcul6e dans un spectre Y(E) avec une fonction
c(E) est associ6e une valeur exp6rimentale d6duite des mesures d'acti-vit6 et des grandeurs cexp,x.

Mesures

Nous avons utiliss 8 r6 actions a seuil sur des dosimstres par acti-vation ou fissiles. Les sections efficaces utilisses pour le traitement
des dosimetres sont r6pertori6es dans le tableau 1. Les d6tecteurs fis-
siles ont 6ts trait 6s par leur activits en I " La. Les incertitudes glo-
bales sur de telles mesures peuvent atteindre 10 %. I

Les r6sultats montrent la forte sensibilit6 de l'indice du Neptunium
au spectre de l' emplacement sp6cial, ceci souligne l'importance de ce
dosimatre pour la surveillance des cuves de P.W.R.

Tableau 1. Indices par rapport au Nickel

REACTION 237np 115In 238 46
U 54Fe Sc 63Cu 27Al

O 1.312 b 189 mb 305 mb 79.7 mb 11.8 mb 0.5 mb 0.705 mbexp

o 1.336 169.7 299.5 77.03 0.95 0.5 0.629

MES. 1.28 1.14 1.27 0.98 0. 9 1.07 0.9OGR
CALC. 1.31 1.14 1.11 0.98 0.94 0.93 0.93

MES. 1.3 1.06 1.09 0.99 0.87 0.98 0.89ler RAE
CALC. 1.32 1.14 1.11 0.98 0.94 0.98 1.

MES. 2.97 1.6 1.67 0.92 0.8 0.99 0.86A'
CALC. 3.13 1.79 1.52 0.91 0.8 0.83 0.84

cxp : publi6e en r6f6rence 2.c
moyenn6e sur un spectre de Cranberg.0 :
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Calculs

Les structures d' irradiation sont approxim6es a deux dimensions,
en g6n6ral sur le quart du r6acteur, pour Stre trait 6cs 3 l' aide du code
DOT 3.5. en coordonn6es (X, Y).

Les sections efficaces des mat 6riaux sont pr6pardes par des calculs
de condensation ANISN sur des syst6mes & une dimension, appropriss pour
repr6senter le spectre de la structure globale. Ces sections efficaces
proviennent de ENDF/BIII. Les options choisies dans DOT sont :

- calcul de type source
- discr6tisation snergstique A 26 groupes appropri6s aux domaines de

sensibilit6 des dosim6tres et aux r6sonances du fer autour de 27 kev

- discrstisation angulaire S 12.

Les taux de r6 action attendus sur les dosim6tres sont calcul6s avec
les flux solutions et les sections efficaces ENDF/BIV ou BV (cuivre).
Les indices calcul6s sont donn6s dans le tableau 1. Les spectres obtenus

sont montrss en figure 2.

1. 8 -
.

1.7 -

1.6 - ,

.

1.5 -

1.4 -

E,* PLACE *EMT \
*
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1.2 - '\,
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*
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O.9
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O.8
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'''''/p-i- -a'y g
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U"' " 8E
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05 - / o
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* AsO
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0.1 # *~.;L

%_
O.1 0.2 0.4 06081 2 4 6 8 8gv

Figure 2. Spectres calcul6s (M MeV " I*
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Comparaison

Sur l' ensemble des r6sultats, on observe une bonne coh6rence entre
les mesures et les calculs. Cependant, les mesures ne reproduisent pas
complatement les fortes augmentations d' indices calcul6cs dans l'empla-
cement sp6cial pour les d6tecteurs S seuil bas. Les indices des r6 actions

) a seuil 61ev6 indiquent que l' emplacement en premisre rang 6e a un spectre
voisin de celui dans le coeur A 6nergie 61ev6e.

ANALYSE D'ENDOMMAGEMENTS

Endommagement de l' acier 3

Deux lots d'6prouvettes CHARPY ont 6t6 irradi6s en premiste rang 6e
et dans l' emplacement sp6cial.

Les conditions d' irradiation 6taient fix6es de fagon n augmenter au
maximum les effets d'endommagement :

Acier A 508 - classe 3 a forte teneur en cuivre conditionn6 5 235' C.

Les irradiations 6taient monitor 6es par des dositratres de Fe et Cu.
Le d6 placement de la courbe de transition ductile fragile des sprouvettes
traduit la fragilisation causse par les d6fauts cr66s dans Ic fer. Les
d6 placements mesur6s ATT sont donn6s dans le tableau 2. Les quantit6s de
dommages d.p.a.4 et zones probables p.a.S sont obtenues 5 partir des taux
de r6 action calcules reca16s par les dosimatres de fer. Ces fluences de
dommages caract6risent chaque emplacement mieux que $ > I MeV.

Tableau 2. Effet des irradiations dans M61usine

15
( mb) ((> 1 HeV) $(e 0.1 MeV) d.p.a.

b ATT
[MPL ACEMINTS 10 n. cm - 2 1018 n.cm-2 1018 n.cm-2 ( fer) ,,

lere RANGEE 9.35 1.6 16.3 1.025 10-2 1.16 10-4 82.5* C

EMPLACEMENT SPECIAL 5.9 9.1 39.2 1.57 10-2 1.96 10-4 119' C

SPECIAL/ STANDARD 1.2 2.41 1.532 1.682 't . 4 25

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Endommagement du tungstane

L' effet d'endommagement mesur6 est la variation ' relative de r6 sis-
.

tivit6 d'un filament de tungstane.6 Cette variation AR/R est proportion-
nelle a l'6nergie d6 posse par les neutrons rapides dans le filament. Pour'

le modale de dosimatre utilis6, la formule d'6talonnage est :
f

4

AR/R = 10 0*1 01 10-24
5

(Pw/Ni) 4 (3)0.247
1

- 4 cat la fluence mesurde par les dosimstres de Nickel associ6s au dazi-
mBtres de dommages :

1

[EwY [cNiY
! Pw/Ni " -Ev ONI

- (4)

i Alors (pw/Ni)4 est une mesure de l'energie d6 posse [Ew(E)Y(E)dE.
Deux irradiations ont 6ts effectu6es dans les emplacements -sp6cial et
-lare rang 6e . .

La comparaison de cette valeur attendue avec la valeur AR/R ef fec-
tivement mesur6e donne des indications sur la validits du spectre calculd
dans le domaine de sensibilits, c'est-a-dire au-dessus de 0.1 MeV. Les<

r6sultats sont dans le tableau 3..

Tableau 3. Endommagement du _tungstane

$ AR/R AR/REmplacement ~ pw/Ni 'n.cm-2 attendu mesurs
4

f

Isre rang 6e 1.3 2.99 1016 0.159 10-2 0.163 10-2

! Sp6cial 3.14 1.3 1016 0.166 10-2 0.145 10-2
i

Dans l' emplacement de Isre rang 6e, l' accord est excellent ; dans
l' emplacement special, l'indice calcul6 apparait 15 % trop fort.

Reconstitution du spectre

A partir d'un lot d'activites mesurses et d'un flux d'essai, SAND 2
construit un flux compatible avec ces activit6s. Nous utilisons en flux
d'essai Y(DOT) et les activit6s des 8 r6 actions ; on adjoint une 9&me
r6 action en considerant, a partir de la formule (3),une activit6 tung-
st5ne :

!

.
[Ew(E) Y(E) dE = (Ew/0Ni) . 0.247 10-5( AR/R)

|

__
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On peut considerer cette activit6 produite par une r6 action a bas
seuil, du fait de la contribution des neutrons de basse snergie a l'en-dommagement.

Sur la figure 3, sont port 6es les quantites Y(SAND 2) / Y(DOT).Elles traduisent les corrections A apporter n Y(DOT) pour assurer lacompatibilit6 avec les mesures.

P(SAND)/PDOT)

I'I -

IIRE 4ANGit [1 -hN /.'\ f8
\

0.9. T / O -.
N

. W
sc runositus. ,

EMPJC&fMT SPECIAL

1.2
s

1.1 .

g
1

(4 -
u.9 A
0.8 - 4

pvEc tenssitut g_
ft

Fe

/ U"'./. I"
u-

W
, , , i

, , , , i0.1 U.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 4 6 PEV

Figure 3. Comparaison des spectres calcul6s et mesurns.

A partir du domaine de sensibilits du Neptunium, les corrections
peuvent atteindre 30 % dans l' emplacement sp6cial. Au-dessous, la rsac-
tion tungstsne demande un flux nettement plus faible que Y(DOT). Ceci
indique que DOT surestime ce domaine. Cette situation peut r6sulter de
l'61argissement de la discr6tisation en 6nergie par rapport au domainedes 6nergies 61evnes.

_ _ - - - _ - -
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CONCLUSION
-

'4

'
.

Les m6thodes mises en cuovre au Service des Piles du Centre d' Etudes
Nucidaires de Grenoble pour caract6 riser des emplacements d' irradiation
en spectre et en dommage peuvent etre consid6rdes ccmme qualifi6es. En
effet, l' exploration de spectres tras diff6 rents par le calcul, les d6-
tecteurs a seuil et fissiles et les r6ponses obtenues dans l' acier et le |

tungstane ne diff& rent pas plus de 15 % au maximum, avec les modales de
dommages couremment utilis6s.

.

Les am61iorations A venir porteront sur une meilleure.connaissance -
des donn6es nuc16aires, tant pour les d6tecteurs que pcur celles n6ces-
sit 6es par les calculs neutroniques et passeront par la prise en compte
des m6thodes A matrice de covariance dans la d6 convolution des spectres
neutroniques a partir des d6tecteurs.'

/
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EVALUATION AND UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATES OF CHARPY IMPACT DATA *

F. W. Stallmann
Mathematics Department

The Univeristy of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory
, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
t

ABSTRACT
;

Shifts in transition temperature and upper-shelf energy
from Charpy tests are used to detennine the extent of radiation
embrittlement in steels. In order to detennine these parameters
reliably and to obtain uncertainty estimates, curve fitting
procedures need to be used. The hyperbolic tangent or similar
models have been proposed to fit the temperature-impact-energy.' curve. These models are not based on the actual fracture mechan-~ ics and are indeed poorly suited in many applications. The
results may be falsified by forcing an inflexible curve through
too many data points. The nonlinearity of the fit poses addi-

i tional problems.

In this paper, a simple linear fit is proposed. By elimi-
nating data which are irrelevant for the determination of a
given parameter, better reliability and accuracy can be achieved.

| Additional input parameters like fluence and irradiation temper-'

ature can be included. This is important if there is a large
variation of fluence and temperature in different test specimens.
The method has been tested with Charpy specimens from the NRC-
HSST experiments.

!

INTRODUCTION

l

| Shift in transition temperature and upper-shelf energy from Charpy
tests are used to determine the extent of radiation embrit" .- '' in steels

>

and to construct trend curves in order to predict the safe o ' m ..ng limits'

rof reactor pressure vessels over the lifetime of the reactor. These param-
eters are obtained from temperature-impact-energy curves which summarize

*Research sponsored by the Division of Reactor Safety Research, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE 40-551-75
with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.
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the results of Charpy tests under varying test temperatures. Eyeball fit-
ting is at present the most widely used procedure for obtaining these

This method contains a large measure of arbitrariness and is notcurves.
suited to determine uncertainty bounds for the test results. It has
therefore been suggested to apply least squares fitting procedures whichSuch an analysisallow a complete uncertainty analysis of the test data.
is particularly important if the number of test specimen is relatively
small as it is the case in pressure vessel surveillance capsules and in
most materials irradiation experiments. One such method has been developed

by the author and is published in Ref. 1. This paper gives a brief
description of the procedure and a typical application.

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Each Charpy test is characterized by a number of test parameters.
Impact energy and test temperature are the most important ones; in addi-
tion there are lateral expansion, fibrosity, irradiation fluence andA set of ktemperature, and chemical composition, e.g. copper content.
parameters may be selected for the analysis, xjj being the value of the
i-th parameter for the j-th experiment. These parameter values are
considered random variables, normally distributed with known variances

The parameters are fitted to a linear modelojj.
k

C +EC i = 0, j = 1, 2, ... n (1).

g j jj
i=1

The coefficients are determined through a procedure which minimizes the
differences between the measured values xjj and the adjusted values xjj

2in the sense of minimum x , j,e,

k n
2 min (2)E E (xjj - 243)2 / c $)2= .

x
i=1 j=1

There are no dependent and independent variables as in the conventional
least squares curve fitting procedures. Instead there is an arbritrary
scale factor which permits to fix one of the coeffients, say ck, to

(3)
c =1 .

k

The other coefficients are themselves random variables whose variances
and covariances can be detennined by standard statistical methods.2

The test parameters ijj cannot always be expected to fit adequately
a linear model (1) but there are usually not enough data available to
cistinguish between the simple linear model and a more complex nonlinear
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Indeed any linear model is valid locally, that is for a range ofone.
parameter values which is sufficiently restricted. Most importantly,
data from the upper shelf region should be separated from data obtained
in the transition zone since the determination of upper shelf energy
should not influence the determination of the 30 ft-lb or 50 ft-lb transi-tion temperature and vice versa.

Instead of restricting the parameter values a nonlinear transformation
may be applied to fit a wider range of different conditions. Empirical
trend curves can be tested in this manner.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The method was applied to a series of weldments which had been irradi-
ated in the second and third series of the BSR-HSST metallurgical
experiments.3 The Charpy specimen in these experiments received widely
differing amount of fluence (between 4 and 12 1018 n/cm2 e > 1,0 gey),
irradiation temperature (500 - 600"F), and had different chemical compo-
sition (0.2% - 0.4% copper content). In each group with the same chemical
composition there was also a set of unirradiated control specimen.

The specimen were grouped into sets with similar irradiation condi-
tions and chemical composition. However the number of specimen in each
group was usually too small to determine reliably the transition tempera-
ture and upper shelf energy. Next specimen with the same chemical compo-
sition but different irradiation conditions were combined. The common
temperature-impact-energy curve for one set is shown in Fig. 1. This
graph contains not only the linear approximations in the transition and
the upper shelf region but also their 1 o uncertainties, both for irradi-
ated and control specimen. The calculation gives also the coefficients
for the dependency of the transition temperature on fluence unirradiation
temperature together with their standard deviations. The values for the
63W series were

30 ft-lb transition temperature = 184 F 19

irradiation temperature coefficient = -0.54 1 0.44 ("F transition
temperature per F irradiation temperature)

fluence coefficient = 8.6 8.1 ( F transition temperature per 1018
n/cm2 > 1.0 MeV)

The temperature and fluence coefficients have reasonable values but the
large variances render them not statistically significant. By combining
all irradiated specimens one obtains

irradiation temperature coefficient = -0.78 0.09

fluence coefficient = 14.9 1.7
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copper coefficient = 77.7 6.6 ( F transition temperature per 0.1%
coppercontent)

These values are certainly significant.

The linear model implied in these coefficients differs from the
customary 0.5 or 0.3 power model for the relation between fluence and
shift of transition temperature. Work is in progress to modify the present
computer code to accept the corresponding non-linear transformation of the
test parameters. The basic algorithm remains the same.

CONCLUSION

A statistical analysis of charpy test data is necessary to obtain
reliable uncertainty bounds for the detennination of transition temperature
and upper shelf energy. A generalized linear least squares fitting method
can be an effective tool for the determination of these parameters and
their variances. It can also be used to detennine the dependency of these
parameters on irradiation conditions and chemical compositions. Modifica-
tions of the existing computer code are in progress in order to investigate
non-linear models.
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COMPARTSON AUD LTMITATION OF UNCERTAINTIES
IN SURVETLLANCE AND LIFETIME PREDICTION
OF LWR PRESSURE VESSELS

For the CAPRICE Planning Meeting at
hth ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetrythe

prepared * by W. Schneider
ZBB, Kernforschungsanlage Julich, Germany F. R.

ABSTRACT

Uncertainty and variation statements to the mentionedtask, as available from the CAPRICE 79 meeting and from other
recent sources, are reviewed. While it has been agreed at
CAPHICE 79 that there is need for a further reduction in thecontributions to the lifetime assessment uncertainty,
guideline about the quantification of uncertainty limits hasno
been given.

Therefore it is suggested to prepare a report resulting in
quantified uncertainty limits for the above mentioned life-
time prediction. After that report will have appeared, the
necessity of further studies for an adequate reduction of the
overall lifetime uncertainty limits should be discussed, in
relation to the uncertainty limits to be required. For this
discussion, it is suggested to convene a second CAPRICE
meeting

___

INTRODUCTION

For demonstrating the influence of uncertainties and the
importance of the consistency of test results from LWR
pressure vessel steel irradiations, we have to realize theuse of correlation curves for the predetermination of the
material properties shift which in induced by fast neutron
irradiation; we relate to Fig. 1 and 2 (from /I, h39/).
For the conduction of surveillance tests in this frame oneis referred to ASTM Standard E 185 /III/. If the damage of
the material is exceeding the predicted value, the correla-
tion is the basis for a new estimation of the material statefor the pressure vessel End-of-Life.
*

using mainly parts from the presentation " Accuracy and
Consistency in Irradiation Tests of LWR Pressure Vessel

. Steels" at /VII/
!

|

|
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The correlation curven require consistent experimental points
if they claim to be generally valid. Uncertainties appear in
these curves on the material side as well as on the side ofthe irradiation environment characterization, i.e., theycombine to probability vindows. An ex 'ple of this for one
correlation point is given in Fig. 3 tom /I,h39/), using/1/ /V,1123/ surveillance irradiation results, estimates of
fluence uncertainties and different error bounds.
In our example in Fig. 3, the vindow frame has two directionsof extension, standing for uncertainties belonging to the
material behaviour and to the irradiation environment charac-terization, resp. It does net make much sense to discuss on
such a probability window if we do not know principally how
large ve have to adopt the extension relation of its sides,
and even what its complete composition is. E. g., let us
assume tentatively that (in a manner different from that dis-
played in Fig. 3) one side of the vindow would be much more
extended than the other one: Then in consequence of the
correlation between both sides of the vindow, the more extend-
ed uncertainty would counterfeit the possibility of the
presence of an error also on the other side of the vindow.
If we vant to overcome the poor status of knowledge of the
uncertainties in our problem here, then we have to investi-
gate the composition and the extension of that probability
window more in detail.

Aiming at questions like these, the IAEA Technical Committee
Meeting CAPRICE (1979) /I/ van held. Its theme has been the
discussion and comparison of all relevant uncertainties
which may occur in the determination of the behaviour of
that reactor structural material under neutron irradiation.
Before entering the discussion of the results from CAPRICE

! 79 meeting, I want to recollect the principal types of
uncertainty contributions to both sides of the probability
window, i.e., to the axes of.the correlation curve.
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TYPES AND STATEMENTS ON UNCERTAINTIES
(FROM CAPRICE 79 AND ELSEWHERE)

Uncertainties in calculations of the neutron radiation field/II,hh8//II,1275//III-E706//IV,1h1//V,1093/ can stem mainly
from the neutron spectrum calculating procedure, from the
location dependence including flux pertu rbat ion , and fromvariations of the reactor power-to-local neu-time-dependent
tron flux density relation.

On the other hand, in monitoring the irradiation fluence by
neutron detectors, uncertainties arise mainly by disturbing
detector reactions, in the reaction cross-section averaged
over the neutron spectrum in the irradiation position, and
again in the time-dependent power-to-flux density variations.
Furthermore one expects to have a better correlation in re-
presenting the neutron exposure by the number of displaced
atoms in the material (in our case: steel) instead by the
neutron fluence /I,310//V,1123//VI-A,B//2/. In Table 1 is
presented the common neutron exposure evaluation by measure-
ments, with uncertainty contributions roughly to be expected
for the constituents of the reported formulae; we are refer-

following assessments and considera-ring particularly to the/I,130//I,210//I,271//I,310//II,16h//II,33h//II,h93/tions:/II,623//II,1275//1II-E261ff//III-Eh82//III-E706//IV,233/
/V,1123//VII, L.R. Greenwood on Neutron Flux and Spectral
Measurements /. For the " flux density conversion factor from
reference to test field" we may expect about 25 to 50% 10
uncertainty incl.the perturbation by the surveillance capsule
material (i.e., for the lead factor), according to /IV,1093/.
For the conversion factor from " fluence" to " number of dis-
placed atoms" uncertainty guess values according to /II,hh0/
/III-E693//VII, L.R. Greenwood on Displacement Damage Calcu-
lations//VII, R.L. Simons on Correlation / have been assumed.

The main origins of the uncertainties in the material state
determination are shown in Table 2 (according to /3 /) . As
prominent examples of a lack of correspondence between com-
pared results can be mentioned the manufacturing history
depending influence of a +30 K transition temperature varia-
tion of specimens taken from different locations in a steel
plate /h/; and an error of 115 K in irradiation temperature
determination /5/: in both cases an error in the fluence andso in the test exposure or lifetime determination vill
result, s. Fig. h/V,285/. To the lack of correspondence of
also /6/.
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Table 1

NEUTPCN EXPOSURE DETEPMINATION

ty
I J+I

f H(T)Fluence % T) = ?
Measurement

0 K

I IOPA N T) $ (7) f.
Fraluation D

with:

I Irradiation Test Field Characterization Index

J Neference Fiel* H rh terization Index

D temare Field

Constituents Uncertainty
/to/rel.,ca.

T Irradiation Time (neg.)

R Detector Peaction Pate (incl. photoreactions) 1-5 (I50) %

0 beference Field Averaged Peaction Cross Section 2-10 %

T (Flux Density) Conversion Factor from Peference to Test Field IPO 5

H Irradiation Time Correction (for Flux Denalty/Hean Peactor Power) 10-20 % |

K Flux Pe r' urt'stien Cerrect icn 10 %

I Conversion Feetor from Fluence to Number of Displaced Atoms
7 10-30 %

'
in the Test Field

Ta b1e 2.
|

ORIGINS OF UNCERTAINTIES
IN THE MATERIAL STATE DETERMINATION:

| 1. Materials property variation
I

from chemical composition and from manufacturing
history

2. Influence of (pre- and post-irradiation) material testing

3. Unsufficient physical correlation of the test results
(e.g., of different provenance)

. _ _ _
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Reviewing the single reports on uncertainties made at the
CAPRICE 79 meeting /I/, on the materials side there has been
found that more detailed evaluation is necessary because of
the complexity of data. The need for applying standard proce-
dures for the material selection as well as for the evaluation
and for a corprehensive documentation has been stressed /I,h/.
The problem in focus beside the usual variability of material

properties and test procedures is the establishment of a
measure for the accuracy needed applying safety analysis.
Furtheron the importance of the single influen s to the
correlation of irradiation induced daLage with neutron expo-
sure is to investigate. The use of correlation mean curves is
suggested, demanding an increased level in accuracy and docu-
mentation.
Under the uncertainties connected to the characterization of
the irradiation environment, the lack of knowledge appeared
more obvious in the results of calculations and in the technic-al conditions (local flux densities, temperatures) than in the
methods of neutron metrology where the considerations show that

seems to be achievable.satisfyingly low uncertaintya
A present-day review of the understanding - i.e., the status
and the aims - of the main uncertainties in the pressure vessel
surveillance and lifetime assessment is given in Table 3.
A more detailed review of the uncertainty statements made in
/I/ the reader may find in /3/. In /II,16h/ it has been shown
how errors and uncertainties may combine in a very puzzling
manner in the pressure vessel surveillance and lifetime pre-
diction.

IN FERENCES FROM CAPRICE 79 AND ELSEWHERE

The central issue of the CAPHICE 79 meeting has been the
following: If the overall uncertainty in the life-time assecs-
ment needs further reduction then, to attain this, come
specific individual uncertainties should be found out which
promise to act on the overall uncertainty prominently in the
sense of a reduction. In special areas - like for neutron
damage cross-sections /VII, Gummary Report / - some progress
has been made in the meantime toward a standardization.
Beyond that, it has been the more or less common opinion
that the uncertainties connected to the lifetime assessmentas looked at should further be more thoroughly estimated and
reduced /I,1h0//I,210//I,271//I,h39//II,397/. Current efforts
are aimed at improvements in accuracy on the materials side
as well an on the irradiation environmental side. The results

probabilisticof these efforts can take effect only in a
concept. Equally the estimation of the effect and of the
accuracy possible or necessary will need correlation mean
curves. The curves could easily be determined, if enough
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irradiation results favourably from surveillance irradiations
an6 sufficient in accuracy and documentation would be avail-
able.

It should be said clearly and distinctly to which extent
uncertainty limits should be required, i.e., what amount of

pragmatic standpoint should be evenuncertainties from a
tolerated without accepting a too big safety margin which in

too big sacrifice of lifetime of theturn would lead to a
reactor component. As far as we know, until now there does
not exist a unique figure marking such an uncertainty limit
requirement.
To the single values of the wanted uncertainty reduction
(as in Table 3) there in to say that arguments for just this
extent of reduction has not been given what indeed would be
difficult beenuse such a requirement as mentioned above must
be seen in the context of the overall uncertainty with respect
to the tolerable safety margin.

comprehensive uncertaintyTherefore ve feel that at first a
limit requirement in the mentioned pragmatic sense should be
stated for a task like considered here.

SUGGESTED FURTHER STEPS

After the CAPRICE 79 meeting it was the general opinion to
follow-up meeting again on an international scale /I,h7h /have a

/II ,3 8 6 / . Whil e it has been agreed at CAPRICE 79 that there
is need for reduction in the uncertainties in the lifetime
nosessment for pressure vessel steels, no guide-line about
the quantification of uncertainty limits has been given.
So it is not possible to state whether the existing uncer-
taintiec are within or are not within uncertainty limits.
The quantification of uncertainty limits from the background
of safety analysis which appears to be the only applicable
measure should be part of the future tock of the CAPRICE
evaluation. This should result in a reasonable estimation of
the efforts necessary to reduce particular uncertainty
constituents further.

Therefore, as a first step it is recommended to prepare a
quantification of uncertainty limitsreport resulting in a

which should be required for the lifetime prediction for LWR
pressure vessels.
After that, as a second step it should be considered to dis-

possible further reduc-* cuss the necessity of a study for a
tion of the constituents of that uncertainty, in relation
to the uncertainty limits to be required. For this dis-
cussion, a second CAPRICE meeting chould be convened. Since

___

j
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the first CAPRICE meeting (1979) /I/ has focused mainly on
the uncertainties in the material state and in the test
irradiation results, a second CAPRICE meeting should be with
priority devoted to a comprehensive discussion of the un-
certainty in the lifetime predetermination of the pressure
vessel steel itself.

CLOSING REMARK

In the CAPRICE Planning Meeting to be held at the Fourth
ASTM-Euratom Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry, Washington, D.C.,
1982, there should be discussed whether a conclusion can be
reached on the further procedure with respect to our problem
(following to the suggestions as given above, or to other
ones). If such a conclusion can be reached, it should speci-
fically be agreed hov (in which order, and in which time
scale) the further steps should be initiated, and who would
cooperate in such a task.
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li1GilLIGil1S FROM Tile IAEA ADVISORY GROUP MEETING
>

ON NUCLEAR DATA FOR RADIATION
1

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT AND RELATED SAFETY ASPECTS

Vienna, 12 - 16 October 1981

N.P. Kocherov
IAEA Nuclear Data Section, Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT.

The IAEA Advisory Group Meeting on Nuclear Data for Radiation
Damage and Related Safety Aspects was held in Vienna on 12 16-

October 1981. The participants discussed the status of nuclear
data, required for characterization of reactor environment by
activation and damage detector techniques; uncertainties in the
data and their representation in the form of covariance matrices;,

status of . displacement cross sections and models for calculation
of radiation damage in materials; data required for calculationi

of gas production and transmutation; correlations between
microscopic damage calculations and macroscopic property changes
in irradiated materials. Uncertainties in such correlations and

i their effect on life-time predictions for reactor structural
! components were also considered. First results 'of the REAL-80

international exercise were reported.
J

1he IAEA Advisory Croup Meeting on Nuclear Data for Radiation
Damage and Related Safety Aspects was held in Vienna on 12 - 16

i October 1981. The meeting was attended by 34 participants from 15
'

countries and two international organizations and consisted of six
| sessions and three workshops. 31 papers were presented and three
I more papers were distributed during the meeting. All of these

papers as well as the conclusions and recommendations of the
meeting are planned to be published soon in the IAEA Technical
Document Series.

|

The main objectives of the meeting were to review the
, requirements for and the status of nuclear data needed for
| radiation damage estimates in reactor structural materials and

!related reactor safety aspects, and to develop recommendations toj
' the Nuclear Data Section of the IAEA for its future activities in

this field.
,

I
'

Approximately one half of the papers were devoted to the
| characterization of the radiation environment .in fission and

fusion reactors by means of activation and damage detectors.
.

4

4

1
4
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E.P. Lippincott (USA) reported on the development of a
recommended guide on the application of the ENDF/A dosimetry and
damage cross section and uncertainty file to radiation damage
computations and described the contents of this future file in
some detail.

The present status of neutron cross section covariance files
was discussed in a paper by W. Mannhart (FRG). The emphasis was
placed on the influence of relative cross-section measurements on
f utu re evaluations and also on rules for transforming covariance
matrices f rom one neutron energy group structure to another.

The problem of optimization of the set of activation

detectors was considered in a paper by A. Cesana et al. (Italy).

The authors d rew attention to the fact that subthreshold fission
A Np could be utilized with benefit to increaseof 241 m and 237

the accuracy of unfolded neutron spectra in certain environments.

Some experimental results on neutron dosimetry measurements
with the 93Nb (n,n') reaction were described in a paper by K.
Sakurai (Japan) (not presented at the meeting), and the results of
integral measurements for several dosimetry reactions in the
235U fission neutron field were reported by M. Najzer
(Yugoslavia).

The results of calculations of neutron reaction cross
56Fe and 58,6U i were reported by55Mn,sections for 52Cr, N

M. Uh1 (Austria) for the neutron energy range up to 30 Mev.
Comparison with available experimental data was also made.

The status of displacement cross-section sets, currently

available for the use by the community was reviewed by P. Stiller

(Switzerland). Careful comparison of various data sets was
presented and the reasons for dif f erences between some of them
were clearly defined. Several examples when these differences

significant impact on final results of the d.p.a.have a

calculations were identified. L. Greenwood (USA) reported on the

results of displacement damage calculations on the basis of
ENDF/B-V and compared them to similar results based on ENDF/B-IV
library data. The dif ferences were found to be within 10 %. It

was shown that the treatment of some processes (e.g. (n, gamma)
reactions, beta-decay and some others) needs improvement to raise
the accuracy of calculation of their contribution to material
damage and to enable proper error assignments.

Ihree papers were devottd to correlations between the results
of microscopic damage calculations and macroscopic property

changes in irradiated materials. R. Simons (USA) reviewed the
status in this field and came to the conclusion that for most
materials of importance the present data files are adequate for
correlating irradiation ef fects in materials for neron energies
up to 15 MeV. The greatest correlation problem at present lies
not in the estimation of the number of primary knock-on atoms, but
in material property measurements, irradiation temperature

determination and in modelling of residual damage (so-called (T)
function).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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W.
Schneider (FRG) reviewed the results of the 1979 Juelich

CAPRICE meeting and subsequent developments and came to the
conclusion that an authoritative quantification of uncertaintylimits f or crucial metallurgical and dosimetry data should be madefrom the point-of-view of safety analysis and service lifepredictions for reactor components. The need for further
s t anda rdiza t ion in reactor environment characterization techniques
was stressed and the suggestion made to create an international
status report (and later a guidebook) on techniques of performing
lifetime predetermination and surveillance of reactor pressure
vessels.

W. Zijp (Netherlands) presented an analysis of first resultsof the REAL-80 project. It was noted that the shapes of output
neutron spectra show considerable spread and also that thepredicted displacement rates in steel show more convergence (7.5 %and 2.5 % variations in ORR and YAYOI), than the predicted
activation rates in nickel (25 % and 10 % variations for ORR andYAYO1).

The final results of this exercise will be discussed ingreater detail at this Symposium in a paper by W. Zijp et al.

Discussions of the presented material were organized duringthree workshops (W) on nuclear data for environmentcharacterization (W.1), on the status of displacementcross sections and damage correlations (W.2), and on the
evaluation of REAL-60 exercise results (W.3).

A number of recommendations by these working groups to the
IAEA were approved at the final session of the meeting. One ofthe most important recommendations of the meeting was to develop a
new Reactor Radiation Damage Nuclear Data File of an international
reference status within the next three years. This file should
i nc orpora te the ENDF/A file which is now under preparation in the
USA and should be complemented by European evaluations. The list
of proposed additions to the ENDF/A file and other details can be
found in " Conclusions and recommendations of the IAEA Advisory
Group meeting on huclear Data for Radiation Damage Assessment andRelated Safety Aspects" which are published in the reportIhDC(NDS)-128/GR.
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EXPERIENCE IN USING THE C0 VARIANCES OF SOME ENDF/B-V DOSIMETRY
_ CROSS SECTIONS: PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS AND ADDITION

OF CROSS-REACTION C0 VARIANCES *

C. Y. Fu and D. M. Hetrick
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee USA

ABSTRACT

Recent ratio data, with carefully evaluated covariances,
were combined with eleven of the ENDF/B-V dosimetry cross
sections using the generalized least-squares method. The
purpose was to improve these evaluated cross sections and
covariances, as well as to generate values fcr the cross-
reaction covariances. The results represent improved cross
sections as well as realistic and u:able covariances. The
latter are necessary for meaningful integral-differential
comparisons and for spectrum unfolding.

1

INTRODUCTION

Simultaneous evaluation of cross sections is required where ratiodata exist. Because ratio measurements do not require absolute neutron
flux determination, which is usually the largest source of uncertainties,
correct use of racio data would establish the relative magnitudes of
various cross sections quite well. High-precision absolute data for one
reaction would improve the absolute magnitudes of all other cross sec-
tions connected by high-precision ratios. In a previous paper,1 weconsidered three reactions: 32S(n,p), 56Fe(n.p), and 65Cu(n,2n). Pre-
viously available evaluations of cross sections and covariances, such
as those from the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file,2 were used as part of the input.
These were combined with several data sets, including new absolute and
relative data, by the least-squares technique. The resulting evaluations
had not only updated cross sections and covariances, but also cross-
reaction covariances.

In this paper, we increase the number of reactions and expand thedata base. Certain problems were encountered, but not unexpectedly.
These problems were traced to three areas of deficiencies in the covar-
lances of the ENDF/B-V evaluations. First, some of the ratios calculated
from the preliminary output evaluations lie outside the interval defined

oResearch sponsored by EPRI and the Division of Basic Energy Sciences of
the U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.
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by the ratio data and the ratios calculated from the ENDF/B-V evaluations.
These results, though theoretically possible, suggest unrealisticallySecond, an undulylarge correlations in some of the input cvaluations.

| largeenergyrangeoffullcorrelationenhancesgropagationofdiscrep-235 (n,f)6
For example, the input evaluations for Ti(n,p) and U

ancies.
both have a ful'ly correlated range from 4 to 10 MeV, so that a local
discrepancy between ratio data and evaluations near 4 MeV propagates all
the way up to 10 MeV. Third, changes in evaluated cross-section values
larger than one standard deviation are present in most energy ranges.
This implies that uncertainty estimates are generally too small in theFor example,
ENDF/B-V evaluations and possibly in the ratio data too.

Cu(n,a) cross sections from 8 to 11 MeV changed from the63the output
input by up to five standard deviations (up to 50%). Such large changes,
if due to an oversight in one evaluation, would adversely affect other out-
put values through the ratio data and through the cross-reaction correlations.
These problems are explained in detail, and the proposed remedies described.

GENERALIZED LEAST-SQUARES

The use of generalized least-squares technique in nucicar data work
has been widely discussed and demonstrated. A rather detailed review
has been prepared by Peelle.3 We summarize the solution to the minimiza-
tion of least squares for the present application following the notations
of Percy.4

Let the vector T stand for a set of input evaluations of the crossT and M define a set of joint
sections with the covariance matrix M. Let the vector R be a set of newnormal probability density functions.
data, related to some of these cross sections, with the covariance

R and V also define a set of joint normal probability densityi

matrix V. R and T are assumed to be uncorrelated. After combining R
functions.
and T, the output evaluation T' and M' are given by:I

T ' = T + A(N+V)-l (R-R ) (l)
T

M' = M - A(N+V)-IA (2)

RTwhere A = MG , N = GA, and the superscript t denotes the transpose.
is the vector containing calculated values for R from T. G, the

sensitivity matrix, is the matrix of partial derivatives of the elements
of RT with respect to the elements of T. The X value is given by2

2= (R-R ) (N+V)-l(R-R ) (3)
X T T

A more useful value is x per degree of freedom (X /F). The number of
22

degrees of freedom, F, is the number of independent input data elementsand in the present case is equal
less the number of output data elements,2 value does not depend on T' or
to the dimension of R. Note that this X
M'.

_ _ . - _ . _ __
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1NITIAL INPUT DATA

The dosimetry reactions and the input ratio data are summarized inTable 1. Except for CCu(n,2n), all input evaluations were taken from
the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file.2 The 63Cu(n,2n) reaction is not includedin the file but is a widely used standard for cross-section measurements.
The input evaluation for this reaction was taken from Tagesen et al.5

The ratio data were taken from those measured in four laboratories:6 - ratios with respect toGeel 56Fe(n,p); NPL (National Ph
Fe(n p); Chalk River -ll ysical Laboratoryof Great Britain)7 - ratios to 56 8

ratios to32
235 (n,f) below 4 MeV and toS(n.p); and ANL12-16 - ratios to U 238U(n,f)above 4 MeV. In addition to the ratios, some high-precision absolute

56cross sections for Fe(n,p) from NPL were also included. The data from
each laboratory were measured with the same equipment and reduced with
the same techniques, therefore strongly correlated among the reactions.
The method used to derive the covariances from the available documents
has been given previously.1 Some of the older Chalk River measurements
were included simply because sufficient experimental information is avail-
able to permit a credible derivation of covariances. Few older measure-ments have such qualification.

It can be seen in Table 1 that data from different laboratories are
indirectly correlated, resulting in cross correlations among all reactionsin the output evaluations.

The desire to cross-correlate all reactions resulted in a minor
problem. Some of the input ratio data had been used as absolute cross
sections in the ENDF/B-V evaluations, thus violating the requirement that
R and T be independent. However, omitting these ratios would leave large
gaps in some energy regions. Moreover, these ratios had not been previously
used as ratios and the covariances and cross-reaction covariances among
these ratios had never been generated and used. In the latter sense,
these input ratios could be considered as "new" in the present situation.
Although it is desirable to start from original data sets so that R and T
are truly independent, the large effort required does not at the present
appear worthwhile.

Much more severe problems than the above were encountered. These
problems have been outlined in the introduction. In Table 2, we show,

| some of the ratios (Column 4) calculated from the resulting evaluations
that lie outside the interval defined by the ratio data (Column 3) and
the ratios (Column 2) calculated from the ENDF/B-V evaluations. These
peculiar results can be best understood with a simplified but realistic,

| example. In Fig. 1, T and R both have data at E t and at E . The2

standard deviations are all 10%. The correlation coefficients in the
i covariance matrices M and V are denoted by a and p The four smallt r.

figures show results for a fixed pt and a variable pr-

The case for pt = 1 is what frequently is found in the covariances
of the ENDF/B-V evaluations; namely, the values of two neighboring
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Table 1. Summary of Input Ratio Data
(Denominators are circled.)

c
Reaction / Lab Geel" NFL Chalk River ANL

X27Al(n.a)
@32S(n.p)

X46Ti(n.p)
X54Fe(n,p) X

56Fe(n,p) @ @ X X
X58Ni(n,p)
X63Cu(n,a)

63Cu(n,2n) X

65Cu(n,2n) X X

235U(n,f)
238U(n,f)

"Ref. 6.
Ref. 7.

C Refs. 8-11.
dRefs. 12-16.

Table 2. Comparison of Some Input and Output Ratios to
238U(n,f) at 10 MeV

Input Ratio Output Ratio

Reaction ENDF/ B-V Data" Initial Revised

46Ti(n p) 0.257 0.239 0.029 0.230 0.251

54Fe(n p) 0.495 0.461 0.027 0.430 0.474

56Fe(n,p) 0.072 0.064 0.004 0.063 0.067

58Ni(n.p) 0.601 0.587 0.035 0.543 0.590

"From Smith and Meadows (ref. 12).

.
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cross-section entries are indicated to be fully correlated. In this

case, tl is always smaller than ti and ri, regardless of the value of
pr. Shape compromise is impossi le. Strong correlation is always present
in the result since m' % (m|ml)1 2 for all pr. In short, full correlation

in T will not permit even a slight shape adjustment. The covariance matrix ,

I

of T must be revised to be less than fully-correlated unless the shape
really is perfectly known.

The case for pt = 0.8 is more acceptabic. Shape compromises are now
possible. For example, for pr = 0, the correlation coefficient in the
result is 0.587, in between the two input values. Ilowever, ti goes out-
side the (t2, r2) interval if pr > 0.86. The shape dif ference between
the two sets of data and the correlation of uncertainties in each set are
in conflict if both are large. Ilow large is large? We do not know. But
when a result is outside the interval between the two input data sets,
these input data should be checked carefully.

The ratios shown in the last column of Table 2 were obtained using
the revised input described below.

REVISED INPUT DATA

ENDF/B-V Covariances

A segment of the Ti(n.p) correlation matrix in ENDF/B-V is shown46

in the top part of Table 3. The matrix has been multiplied by 100. Two
features of this matrix, which are typical of others used here, are

The matrix is made of fully-correlated submatrices, each havingapparent.
several energy entries. There is a discontinuity in the correlation
coef ficients across the boundary of the submatrices. These features
should be understood as resulting from subjective evaluation and/or
economical file representation. We therefore felt free to remove these

The 100'sfully-correlated submatrices and reduce the discontinuity.
j in each fully-co related submatrix were replaced by (C+P)/2 where C is
i

the average corr,tation coefficient in the neighboring of f-diagonal sub-
Thematrices and P is a parameter taken to be 80 in the present case.

revised correlation matrix is shown in the middle part of Tabic 3. Note

| that the reduction in the correlation coefficients would result in a
,

reduction in the uncertainty of the energy-integrated cross secticn,17|

|
which appears undesirable. A better procedure, suggested by Peelle,
might be to increase the standard deviations simultaneously such that the'

uncertainty in the energy-integrated cross section is preserved. The
I

I final result is shown in the bottom of Table 3. Elements of the correla-
| tion matrix that fall within 2 have been combined to reduce the dimension
! of the output matrix for economical reasons. A special combination of

formats 18 was used to avoid having fully-correlated submatrices in the
I output.

If this revision of the ENDF/B-V correlation matrices was not
i

made, the output correlation matrix in Tabic 3 would still contain

;
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Table 3. A Segment of the 46Ti(n.p) Covariance Matrix in Input
(ENDF/B-V), Revised Input, and Output

E (MeV) STD (%) Correlation Matrix (x 100)

7 12.8 100 Input
,

8 12.8 100 100

9 12.8 100 100 100
10 14.1 55 55 55 100
11 14.1 55 55 55 100 100
12 14.1 55 55 55 100 100 100

7 12.8 100 Revised
8 12.8 67 100 Input

9 12.8 67 67 100
<

10 14.1 55 55 55 100
11 14.1 55 55 55 67 100
12 14.1 55 55 55 67 67 100

7 5.6 100 Output
8 5.7 25 100

9 5.7 17 19 100
10 7.0 17 19 19 100
11 7.0 13 14 14 32 100
12 10.7 13 14 14 32 32 100;

4

-

1

l

l

!
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fully-correlated submatrices as in the input. After the input correlation
matrix has been changed to be less than fully correlated, localized
adjustments in uncertainties and correlations are possible, thus reducing
the long-range impact of a local discrepancy. The implication of this46revision is particularly significant for the ENDF/B-V Ti(n.p) and

U(n,f) evaluations in which a fully-correlated range extends from 4238

to 10 MeV.
d

This revision of the ENDF/B-V correlation matrices is mainly |

responsible for obtaining the ratios shown in the last column of Table 2, j

although they were obtained with further revisions of the input data dis-
'

cussed below.

Traceable Discrepancies

Some traceable discrepancies between the input evaluations and the
input data were removed. One area is near thresholds of the (n,p) and
(n,a) reactions where cross sections are so small that even large adjust-
ments have little consequences in broad-spectrum applications. However,
when ratios are used, problems do arise. For example, a measured value

235 (n,f) ratio 2 at 2 MeV has an uncertainty of 10%, butlof 54Fe(n.p)/ U
the discrepancy between this value and the one from ENDF/B-V is 75%.54
Removing this single datum resulted in a change of 16% in the Fe (n.p)

235 (n,f). While the 16% changeUcross section at 2 MeV and 3% change in
235U at54Fe at 2 MeV is practically unimportant, the 3% change inin

2 MeV is unacceptably large. Several such ratios have been removed, not
because they are wrong but because we do not know how to use them correctly.

63Cu(n.a) cross sectionsAnother area of obvious discrepancy is in the 63Cu(n,n)/238U(n,f)
from 8 to 10 McV. In this energy range, the measured

We13 differ from the ones calculated from ENDF/B-V by up to 60%.ratios
subsequently decided that the uncertainties assumed in the evaluation for
63Cu are toc small. However, enlarging these uncertainties resulted in a
large step in the Cu cross sections at 10 MeV because the ratio data are63

To avoid this large step, we replaced the ENDF/B-V valuesbelow 10 MeV.
by a previously calculated cross-section curve 19 from 7.7 to 13.2 MeV

Since this curvewhich is normalized to the ENDF/B-V value at 7.7 MeV.
is in better agreement with that indicated by the ratio data, the large
step at 10 MeV is much reduced. Apparently the decision to change theThus theENDF/B-V cross sections was influenced by the new ratio data.

that R and T be independent was again violated, but with arequirement
good reason.

Untraceable Discrepancies

There are small and subtle discrepancies that cannot be easily
ascertsined. An indication of such discrepancies may be found in the
value of X /F. The final covariances may be multiplied by this value2

to reflect the fact that a reduction in uncertainties after combining
two discrepant data sets is unwarranted. Two methods may be used to
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2compute the X /F value and to multiply it to the final covariances. One
2is to apply a single X /F value to all results uniformly at the end. The

other is to combine the data sets from each laboratory sequentially and
2apply the X /F weighting for each step sequentially. The two methods are

not equivalent and neither is theoretically rigorous. The second method
has the advantage of selectivity in weighting dif ferent reactions and was

2chosca for the present case. The X /F values as computed and applied
sequentially are: 1.38 for the NPL data, 1.32 for Chalk River, 1.02 for
Geel, and 1.01 for AFL. One may see f rom Table 1 that only the covariances
of the 56Fe(n p) cross sections have been multiplied by all four X fp2

values. |

j

RESULTS

I

l
In addition to the 11 reactions listed in Table 1 the ENDF/B-V |

In(n,u') cross sections were updated with new data 2d which are uncor ~115 -

related with the other reaction cross sections. For the 11 correlated-
.reactions, the adjusted cross sections vary mostly from 1 to 7%. The

4

auto-correlationaveragedapproximately50%andthecross-correlation {20%. The 5''Fe(n p), 5 Fe(n p), 63Cu(n,a), and 63,65Cu(n,2n) cross ;

sections are much improved with recent hi quality data.6,7,13 The
resultsaregivenintheENDF/B-Vformatsgandareavailableonrequest. -

'n the updated covariances, no two cross sections in any ncighbcring
energy entries are fully correlated, a drastic difference from ENDF/B-V.
This work also resulted in an improved versior.of the GLUCS code.21
Macrker has found the present results generally superior to ENDF/B-V
in providing more consistent C/E values in the PCA and PSF-experiments.22

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
,

.

This work represents a large-scale application of the generalized
least-equares technique for data combination. It results in 12 updated
dosimetry cross sections with credible covariances and cross-reaction
covariances. Thenewdatabasewillbeusefulforincorgoratingfdturedata. Additicn of three more reactions, 27Al(n,p) and 1 , t+ 8Ti(n.p)55to
the new data base is in progress. Incorporation of the ENDF/B-VI 2 U(n,f)
standard cross sections, when available, is planned.

As pointed out, several problems existed but did-not hurt the results
too badly. Some examples are: weak dependence of R~and T, need to reduce *<

the correlation coefficients in the fully-correlated submatrices, and
selection of methods in applying the X /F weighting. Continued c# forts2

in these areas are needed.

Covariance information implying full correlation ovor' an extended
energy range should be avoided unless it correctly represents the
available information.

<

-

/

J
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SPECTRUM-INTEGRATED HELIUM GENERATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR

6Li AND 10B IN THE SIGMA SIGMA AND FISSION CAVITY

STANDARD NEUTRON FIELDS
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Rockwell International Corporation
Canoga Park, California 91304, USA

and

E. P. Lippincott
Hanford Engineering Development ' Laboratory

Westinghouse Hanford Cor.ipany
Richland, Washington 99352, USA

and

A. Fabry
CEN/SCK Laboratories
B2400 Mol, Belgium

ABSTRACT

The spegrum-integrated helium generation cross sectionsfor 6Li and B have been determined for the Sigma Sigma and
Fission Cavity standard neutron fields of the BR1 reactor at
the CEN/SCK Laboratories, Mol, Belgium. The cross sections

,

were obtained from helium concentrations measured in numerous
10 , andsmall cryb alline samples of natural boron, enriched

'

-t 8
enriched liF by precise high-sensitivity mass spectrometry.
The measured helium concentrations have been corrected for
such factors as neutron self-shielding, flux depression, and
flux gradients. The determined cross sections are compared
with values calculated from the ENDF/8-V cross section file
using theoretical and evaluated spectra for the two facilities.
The results of thesgLi andcomparisons are similar to those previ-10B in BIG-10 and CFRMF, andously obtained for
indicate discrepancies between the measured and calculated
cross sections. Obtaining acceptable consistency will
require changes to the neutron spectrum in Sigma Sigma and
to one or both isotope cross sections.
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INTRODUCTION

Background'

The Interlaboratory Reaction Rate (ILRR) program was established to
meet the neutron dosimetry requirements for obtaining accurate fluence and
spectral data in future breeder reactors. The goal was to reduce uncer-
tainties associated with measured fission _and nonfission neutron dosimetry
reactions. The program has included cooperative irradiations in several
low-power breeder reactor benchmark fields and in EBR-II and other LMFBRi

envi ronments. The low-power reactors included the Coupled Fast Reactivity'

Measuregents Facility (CFRMF) at the Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
(INEL), the 10% enriched U-235 critical assembly BIG-10 at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL),2 and .the Sigma Sigma and Fission Cavity fields
of the-BR1 reactor at the CEN/SCK gaboratories in Mol, Belgium.3 The

10 (n,He). These reactionsparticular reactions studied were Li(n,He) and B'

have very extensively characterized cross sections, particularly at ener-
gies below ~0.1 MeV.6 Comparisons of the measured and calculated heliumLi a 108 in the BIG-10 and CFRMF irradiations have
generation data forbeen reported previously.gdThose results indicated that even though the
6Li and 10B cross sections are considered well known, ' adjustments to one or
both are required to obtain consistency in breeder-type neutron spectra.

:

Overview of HAFM Method

Helium accumulation neutron dosimetry involves the irradiation of
small samples of various materials, each with its own energy-dependent'

helium generation cross section. The resulting generated helium is then
measured using specialized high-sensitivity mass spectrometric techniques.5
The total neutron fluence can then be obtained by dividing the measured,

'- helium concentration by the appropriate spectrum-integrated helium genera-
tion cross section. Usually, the sensor material, known as a helium accu-
mulation fluence monitor (HAFM), is encapsulated in a miniature capsule.,

In principal, the method is equivalent to the well-established radiometric
multiple foil method. The fact that the irradiation product, helium, is -

,

stable makes the HAFM technique attractive for long-term irradiations'

Further, the HAFM method is entirely compatible with other dosimetry fech-
niques, including radiometric foilsb and-solid-state track recorders, and
existing spectral adjustment codes.8,9t

i
,

i

IRRADIATION DETAILS'

Sigma Sigma

The secondary intermediate energy standard neutron field, Sigma
Sigma (EE), is a thermal-fast coupled spherical source assembly located4

within a 50-cm-diameter spherical cavity in the horizontal graphite

f

;

!
. - , . . . - - . .---
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thermal column of the BR1 reactor.3 The spherical source shell consists
of a natural uranium shell, 24.5 cm OD and 5 cm thick. Inside the uranium,
there is a 1.5-cm-thick inner shell of natural boron carbide. The 11-cm
inner diameter defines the limits of the actual irradiation volume. With
this configuration, the outer portion of the uranium shell acts as a
thermal-to-fast neutron converter. The resulting fast neutrons are then
degraded in energy by inelastic scattering in the interior portioir3f the
uranium shell and by elastic collisions in the boron carbide. The boron
preferentially removes the low-energy neutrons, resulting in a final
" shaped" neutron energy distribution that is particularly useful for fast
reactor dosimetry experiments. Flux gradient measurements in Sigma 9*#indicate a maximum anisotropy in the central region (13 cm) of R4%.3

Twenty-one bare and encapsulated crystals of natural boron, enriched
10 ) and 6LiF (99.1% 6Li) were irradiated for ~103 hours in theboron (93% 8

Sigma Sigma facility. The arrangement of the various capsules, bare
crystals, and empty capsules is shown in Fig.1. Empty capsules were
included in order to measure any helium production from the capsules
themselves, although negligible amounts were expected.
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Fig. 1. Configuration of HAFMs in Sigma Sigma
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The HAFM capsules used for the Sigma Sigma irradiation were manufac-
tured from thin-wall (0.076 mm), 2.36-mm-00, Type 304 stainless steel
tubing. The finished length of each capsule (af ter electron beam welding
of each end) was ~17.8 mm. Each capsule was stamped on one end with an

Theseidentifying letter (A-Z) to aid in post-irradiation recovery.
capsules were considerably larger than any HAFM capsules used previously,
in order to compensate for the very low flux levels in the irradiation.
The mass content of 10B and 6LiF in each capsule ranged from 60 to
70 mg as compared to ~5 mg for the HAFM capsules used in CFRMF and BIG-10,4
and ~0.2 mg for power reactor HAFMs.5

IThe particular loading arrangement shown in Fig. I was chosen because
it approximated a series of infinite IUB and 6Li cylinders, and maximized
the distance between adjacent samples, thus optimizing the accuracy in the
self-shielding, flux depression, and cross-shielding corrections. The
irradiation assembly was located in a plane perpendicular to the thermal
column axis. In this plane, flux spectrum gradients display radial
symmetry around the assembly center, and axial flux gradients are mini-
mized. Two multiple foil packs each containing ~1.3-cm-diameter foils of
Fe, Ni, In, and Au were attached at the center of the assembly, one each on
the front and rear faces. The foils were oriented parallel to the plane of
the assembly.

Fission Cavity

A separate 1-meter spherical cavity, situated in the vertical graphite
column of BR1, was used to produce a fission neutron spectrum at the same
time as the Sigma Sigma irradiation. The HAFM capsules irradiated in this
experiment were identical to those used in Sigma Sigma. The experimental
geometry, shown in Fig. 2, is similar to tha.t used previously by Fabry
et al .1D Twenty-fo r bare and encapsulated crystals of natural boron, and
enrichedboronandgLiFwereirradiatedalongwithsomeemptycapsulesand
some Fe, Ni, In, and Au radiometric foils. Three packages were made using
small aluminum cylindrical boxes (8 mm 00, 46 mm long) at three locations
(+30 cm, 0, -30 cm) inside a 1-meter-long cadmium tube (10 mm 00, 8 mm ID).
The central 6.8-cm section of this tube was wrapped with a 0.1-mm-thick

235 ) foil, providing the cylindrical " fissionenriched uranium (93% U

cavity" source. With this arrangement, the HAFMs in the central region of
the cadmium tube were exposed to a fission neutron spectrum. The cadmium
tube shielded the HAFMs from the incident thermal neutrons coming from the
graphite column. Placement of the HAFMs near the top and bottom of the

4He generationcadmium tube provided a means for measuring the additional
in the boron and lithium from the small epithermal wall-return neutron flux
that was not absorbed by the cadmium tube. Thus, by subtracting this
epithermal helium contribution from the helium concentrations measured in

108 and 6 i for a pure fission spec-Lthe central region, the responses of
trum were obtained.
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Fig. 2. Configuration of HAFMs in the BR1 Fission Cavity

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Helium Generation Measurements

The results of the helium analyses for the Sigma Sigma and Fission
Cavity irradiations are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Listed in each
table are the various boron and lithium sample types and configurations,
and the number of each included in the two irradiations. The mean measured
helium concentrations listed in each table are the mean values obtained
from the independent measurements of samples from each different sample
type. Much of the observed variability in the measured helium concentra-
tions between different samples of each isotope is because these data aret

uncorrected for neutron perturbations such as self-shielding, flux depres-
sion, and flux gradients. Corrections for these neutron perturbations
significantly reduced the data variability, as discussed below.
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Table 1. Measured Helium Concentrations from Sigma Sigma

4 e ConcentrationaH

Isotopic (appb)

Enrich-
ment Sample Number Meanb Meanc Finaj

Material (%) Form Analyzed Measured Corrected Mean

B 19.8 Crystals 4 1.514 (9) 1.571 (31)10

93.0 Crystals 4 1.449 (20) 1.588(41) 1.575 (37)
93.0 Capsules 4 1.433 (16) 1.570 (41)

LiF 99.1 Crystals 4 0.8435(44) 0.871(12) 0.870 (11)0

99.1 Capsules 5 0.8512 (18) 0.870 (10)

ions in atomic parts per billion (10-9 atom fraction)a
HeliumconcentragLior10,with respect to 3

Mean of measured values. Numbers in parentheses indicate measurementb

reproducibility (10).
Weighted mean of measured values after correction for neutron perturba-c

tions (see text). Numbers in parentheses indicate the total estimated
uncertainty (random plus systematic). 10 6

dFinal weighted mean corrected helium concentrations for B and Li, and
total estimated uncertainty (la).

Neutron Perturbations

In both Tables 1 and 2, the measured helium concentrations have been
corrected for various neutron perturbations to enable intercomparison of

| the measured helium concentrations for the various sample types included in.
:

Sigma Sigma and the Fission Cavity, and to enable comparison with calcu-
lated values. These perturbations include neutron self-shielding and flux
depression, neutron flux gradients over the irradiation assemolies, and!

i
assembly scattering.

| For these particular calculations, the neutron self-shielding and
surface flux depression in the various samples were computed using a
SAND-II adjusted spectrum for Sigma Sigma, and a gaxwellian fission spec-
trum for the Fission Cavity. Cross sections for Li and 10B were taken
from the ENDF/B-IV file.ll The use of ENDF/8-IV cross sections and the'

Maxwellian spectrum rather than ENDF/8-V data and the Watt fission spectrum'

used in later calculations was done for convenience. The small differences
introduce negligible uncertainty to the final results because the correc-
tions being calculated were themselves small. T d

on first-flight transport theory approximations.g computations were baseFor small self-
shielding, the corrections are insensitive to sample surface area-to-volume6ra tio. Thus, for each bare (unencapsulated) boron and LiF crystal ,' g0,

sphe ical sample of equal mass could be assumed. In the case of the 8

andgLifHAFMcapsules,howevgr,themodifiedapproachusedfortheearlier
BIG-10 and CFRMF irradiations was applied here. Basically, this approach

L

,
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Table 2. Measured Helium Concentrations from the Fission Cavity,

4 e ConcentrationbHIsotopic (appb)Enrich-
i - Ma te- ment Sample Cavity Number Meanc dMean Finalrial (%) Form Location" Analyzed Measured Corrected Meane

10
8 93.0 Capsule Center 2 0.2477 (49) 0.2092 (43)q

+30 cm 2 0.0313 (4) I

-30 cm 2 0.0301 (4) g0.209 (6)
: 19.8 Crystal Center 2 0.303 (20) 0.209(32)J. +30 cm 2 0.105 (7) ''
*

-30 cm 2 0.061 (11)6LiF 99.1 Capsule Center 2 0.2176 (66) 0.1876 (46)i+30 cm 2 0.0217 (15) (0
'

J .185-(5)-30 cm 2 0.0237 (19)99.1 Crystal Center 2 0.206 (7) 0.182 (5) J"

+30 cm 2 0.017 (1)
-30 cm 2 0.015 (2)

a
bIrradiation position in 1-meter-long tube.
with respect toHelium concentragLi or 10 ion in atomic parts per billion (10-9 atom fraction)Bc
Mean of measured values. Numbers in parentheses indicate measurement

dreproducibility (lo).
Weighted mean of measured values af ter correction for wall return back-
ground (average of corrected data from 130-cm locations) and neutron

j perturbations (see text). Numbers in parentheses indicate the total'

estimated uncertainty (random plus systematic).
" Final wegLi and total estimat ighted mean helium concentrations at the center locations forluB and ~ uncertainty (Ic).

,

,

consists of a compromise betwcen the two limiting cases of: (1) assuming a
fine-grain crystalline powder of reduced effective density uniformly
distributed over the full insid diamegerofthecapsule,and(2) assuminga solid cylindrical crystal of 0B or LiF-of reduced radius. Self-

' shielding and flux depression enrrections were calculated to be from;

1.1 to 9.0% in Sigma Sigma and from 0.2 to 1.0% for the Fission Cavity,
depending on the sample type and size. A conservative estimate of theuncertainty is 120% of the correction values.

"

Neutron flux gradients and effects of assembly scattering and other
neutron perturbations in both facilities were calculated using transport4

theory codes. Additional details of these calculations, for the Fission
Cavity irradiation, are given in Ref.13. Flux gradients, calculated with
respect to the physical " center" of each facility, ranged up to ~2.5% and
-4% in Sigma Sigma and the Fission Cavity, respectively. Assembly scati

-

tering corrections were determined to be negligible in Sigma Sigma. For;

4

:
_ _ _ __ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ __ _ .- . -_ - . . , .
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|
|

catteri from the structural cadmium$ the Fission Cavity, fission neutron gLi and gB helium generation of 3.1
tube resulted_ in crcrections to theUncertainties in the flux gradient and assemblyand 3.6%, respectively.
scattering correcticr.s were estimated to-be negligible (<0.2%) except for |an 0.8% uncertairty in the radial fission' flux gradient in the Fission

Neutron perturbations from the HAFM samples and aluminum structureCavity.
in the fission Cavity were determined to be negligibly small and essen-^

tially identical for all the sensors, including the nickel radiometric
foils used for flux normalization.j

Alpha recoil corrections were not required for the present data,
(1) the boron and lithium capsules included in Sigma Sigma andbecause:

the Fission Cavity were vaporized in the mass spectrometer as a unit, and
(2) the bare (unencapsulated) crystals included in both irradiations were;

etched prior to analysis. Helium generation in the capsule material. itself
was determined to be negligible from analyses of irradiated empty capsules.
Unirradiated samples of the various boron and LiF material lots were also
analyzed to verify negligible initial helium contamination.

Final Corrected Helium Concentrations

Weighted mean helium concentrations, corrected for the various neutron
. , perturbations discussed above, are listed in the last two columns of

The uncertainties indicated in parentheses are the totalTables 1 and 2.
estimated random-plus-systematic uncertainties for each mean value, com-
bined in quadrature. Absolute uncertainty in the helium generation
measurements is estimated to be 0.7%.

The data presented in Table 1 for the. Sigma Sigma irradiation are
straightforward. The Fission Cavity data in Table 2, however, require some
additional explanation. Specifically, the mean helium concentrations
listed in Column 7.for the central location have been obtained by first.
subtracting the measured wall-return contribution to the helium generation.

8 or 6Li data at the 30-cmThis contribution was obtained from the mean 10
locations outside the central fission source (Column 6). An ~3% correction
to account for the epithermal wall-return spectral gradients, and helium
generation from the central fission source, was applied to these data prior:

to averaging. Following subtraction of the mean wall-return contribution,
the helium generation data from the samples inside the fission source were
corrected-for fission neutron self-shielding,and flux gradients relative to
the center of the cylindrical fission source.

Transport theory calculations were performed for comparison with theI These calculations,
measured wall-rgLi and gground helium contribution.8 cross sgctions,gesulted in theoretical contri-

turn ba
using ENDF/B-V

Li and B HAFM capsules, respec-
butions gf 9.3% and 12.9% for theThese values compare very favorably with the measured 10.4tively.1
1.8% and 12.4 0.9% values obtained from the data in Table 2 for the
130-cm capsules, indicating that this backgmund correction is well under-

Therefore, uncertainty in this correction should not signif'cantlystood.
affect the final results.

,

.- - - - - . _ -_. _ - - -. - .- -
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Examination of the data in Tables 1 and 2 indicates the excellent
internal consistency in the corrected helium concentration data. For Sigma
Sigma, th av rage standard deviation for the three groups of boron and two
groups of 6Lif sam
configurations of ges is gnly ~0.4%, even though different amounts andB and LiF were involved. This is very close to the
0.5% reproducibility of the helium mass spectrometer system, and substan-
tiates the low uncertainties in the various neutron corrections applied to
each group. For the Fission Cavity data, the mean standard deviation for
the two groups of boron and 6LiF samples is ~1%. This uncertainty is some-
what higher than that obtained for Sigma Sigma because the helium concen-
trations were significantly lower (ul0-9 atom fraction) in these samples.

Reaction Cross Sections

Measured and calculated spectrum-averaged helium generatica cross
sections for 6Li and 10B in Sigma Sigma and tiie Fission Cavity are shown in
Table 3. The measured cross sections were obtained from the mean helium
generation data in Tables 1 and 2 using total neutron fluences of 9.29 x
1014 n/cn.2 and 3.86 x 1014 n/cm2 for Sigma Sigma and the Fission Cavity,
respectively. For 6Li(n,He), corrections of 5 mb and 23 mb in Sigma Sigma
and the Fission Cavity, respectively, have been applied to the data to
account for the helium generation from 19F These corrections were calcu-
lated using the ENDF/B-V 19F(n,He) cross section and the derived neutron.

Ispectra, as discussed below.
|

Table 3. Comparison of Measured and Calculated Spectrum-Averaged
Helium Generation Cross Sections for 6Li and 108

..

Experimental Calcula tedb Calcula ted-to-
Reaction Facility o-(mb)a o (mb) Experimental

10 (n,He) Sigma Sigma 1695 (71) 1492 0.88B

6Li(n,He) 931 (35) 869 0.93
10 68/ Li 1.82 (2) 1.72 0.95

10 (n,He) Fission Cavity 541 (24) 491 0.91B

6Li(n,He) 456 (20) 455 1.00
10 6B/ Li 1.19 (?) 1.08 0.91

aMeasured cross section (mb) obtained from the data in Tables 1 and 2
and the total neutron fluence in each facility (see text). For the6LiF sensor materials, gybtractions of 5 mb and 23 mb have been
applied to account for 2'3F helium generation in Sigma Sigma and the
Fission Cavity, respectively. Numbers in parentheses indicate the

btotal estimated lo uncertainty (random plus systematic).
Calculated spectrum-averaged cross section (mb) using theoretical
and adjusted spectra and the ENDF/B-V cross section file (see text).

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _
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i from
oNi(n,p) gd in the calculations were obta nedabsolute measured }yences up*Co reaction rates in the two facilities.

The neutron f For
these calculations, spectrum-averaged cross sectionsl4 of 26.5 mb and
108.5 mb were assumed for this reaction in Sigma Sigma and _ the Fission
Cavity, respectively. Additional reaction rate data from the indium foils
could not be used due to power-level variations in BR1 during the irradia-
tion and the relatively short half-life of the 115 n(n,n')11bmIn reaction.I
Reaction rate data from the Fe and Au foils require further analysis. It

is anticipated that when these additional dosimetry data are included in
the analyses, the absolute neutron fluences will be better defined.1

Uncertainties in the presently adopted fluences are conservatively esti-
mated to be 13.5%.

!

The values for the calculated cross sections in Table 3 were deter-
mined using a 136-group calculated neutron spectrum for Sigma Sigma, and
the ENDF/B-V Watt z35U fission spectrum for the Fission Cavity, both in
conjunction with the ENDF/B-V dosimetry cross section file. The calcula-
tions provide no theoret'ical estimate of the uncertainty in the calculated

;

spectral shape in Sigma Sigma, or in the microscopic cross sections. Thus,
no uncertainties were estim'ated for the calculated spectrum-integrated

,

cross sections presented here. It is planned, however, in future work,

FERRET code,{gma Sigma and Fission Cavity data in conjunction with theto use the S 3 both to estimate the uncertainty in the calculated neutron,

spectra and cross sections, and to determine probable sources of any
discrepancies.

1

DISCUSSION

The results from Table 3 are compared in Table 4 with calculated-to-
experimental (C/E) ratios determined earlier 4 in two other benchmark
facili ties , CFRMF and BIG-10. The actual C/E ratios shown in Table 4 for-
CFRMF and BIG-10 are values recently reevaluated by Anderl et al .16,17

| using ENDF/B-V cross section data. Uncertainties in the C/E ratios are
|

given only for CFRMF because uncertainties in the calculated values for'

the ather spectra are not presently available. The uncertainty quoted for
8/ Li ratio in CFRMF was obtained by combining the individual6Re 10

uncertainties in quadrature, and thus this uncertainty represents an
upper limit.

Comparison of the data in Table 4 shows that the Sigma Sigma C/E
ratios, and to a lesser extent the Fission Cavity ratios, are very similar

Specifically, the 10B
and gose determined earlier for CFRMF and BIG-10.Li calculated cross sections are significantly lowegLi cross section
to t than their

i

The exception to this is the measured| measured values.
|

in the fission spectrum, where calculations and measurements agree.

:

L

. -. _ -- _
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Table 4. Comparison of C/E Ratios in Four Neutron Spectra

! Calculated-to-Experimental Ratios

Reaction Sigma Sigma Fission Cavity CFRMF BIG-10

10 (n,He) 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.03 0.85B

6Li(n,He) 0.93 1.00 0.95 0.04 0.90
10 6B/ Li 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.05 0.94

The reevaluation of the CFRMF spectrum by Anderl et al. was conducted
in part to test numerous ENDF/B-V dosimeter cross sections. The work
included both conventional integral data testing and least-squares-
adjustment using the FERRET code.8 The conventional integral testing
indicated discrepancies between the measured and calculated cross sections
for several reactions, including 6Li(n,He) and 10 (n,He). In the case ofB

the latter two reactions, it can be seen from Table 4 that the discrep-
ancies were outside the estimated integral test uncertainties. Least-
squares-adjustment, using the FERRET code, however, resulted in a high
degree of consistency within the presently estimated uncertainty limits
for the ENDF/B-V cross sections and CFRMF spectrum, for all the integral

6data (including Li), with the exception of 108 In view of the similarity
of the results in Table 4, and the similarity of the neutron spectra of
Sigma Sigma, CF F, and BIG-10, we expect that consistency is also
attainable for {Li in Sigma Sigma and BIG-10, but that difficulties will
remain with the 10B results.

In an extension of the work of Anderl, preliminary calculations by
R E. Schenter (HEDL) indicate that consistency can also be obtained forIdB if less stringent uncertainty limits are applied to the 10B cross
section above ~0.1 MeV. Further, qualitative consideration of the Fission
Cavity results in Table 4, along with the 10B results in the S
CFRMF, and BIG-10 neutron spectra, suggests that the ENDF/B-V {gma Sigma,uB cross
section is too low between ~0.1 and 2 MeV and perhaps too high at higher
energies. If the uncertainties in the 108 cross section values are in
fact underestimated in these energy ranges, and increased uncertainty
values can be justified, a simultaneous least-squares-adjustment in all
four benchmark spectra may yield a consistent cross section value.

An examination of the 10 -to 6Li cross section ratios in Table 4 shows8

that the C/E values of 0.95 and 0.91 for Sigma Sigma and the Fission Cavity
are also comparable with values observed earlier in CFRMF and BIG-10. In
this case, however, it is important to note that the ratio of these two
reactions is sensitive only to changes in the isotopic cross section and/or
the spectrum shape, and not to changes in the absolute neutron fluence. In
addition, systematic sources of uncertainty, particularly in the neutron
self-shielding corrections, cancel out to a large extent in the ratio.
Thus, the estimated uncertainty of these results is significantly lower
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than the uncertainty in the individual measured cross sections. The fact
that the cross section ratios, for both irradiations, are also different
from their calculated values, is further evidence that changes in the 6Li
and 108 (n,He) cross sections, and in the adjusted spectra for BIG-10,
CFRMF, and Sigma Sigma are required to obtain acceptable consistency.

In summary, the results of the two irradiations indicate that mass
6Li and 108spectrometric measurements of helium generated in irradiated

samples can yield accurate and consistent reaction rate infonnation. The
present data, however, in agreement with the earlier BIG-10 and CFRMF
results, indicate that discrepancies remain in the evaluated cross
sections, and calculated or measured neutron spectra. Ths discr'epancies in

4

the case of boron are outside the estimated uncertainties. Resolution of
these discrepancies will require adjustment of the neutron spectra and
changes t.o one or both isotope cross sections.
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RE-EVALUATION OF THE D0SIMETRY FOR REACTOR PRESSURE
VESSEL SURVEILLANCE CAPSULES
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W. N. McElroy, and D. L. Oberg*

Westinghouse Hanford Company
Richland, Washington, USA

ABSTRACT

Revised fluences and displacements per atom (dpa) and their
uncertainties were determined after re-evaluating the neutron
dosimeters from forty-one pressurized water reactor (PWR) sur-
veillance capsules. The goals of this Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory (HEDL) Reactor Dosimetry Center work are
(1) to apply and test new ASTM recommended physics-dosimetry
analysis methods and data being developed for LWR power plant
surveillance and (2) to provide improved neutron exposure val-
ues for reactor pressure vessel steel metallurgical data bases;
particularily for the changes in nil ductility transition tem-

; perature (aNDTT) and upper shelf energy. Uncertainties in
the FERRET-SAND adjustment Code derived neutron exposure values
range from 10-34%. The ratio of the new to the old exposure
values for fluence greater than 1 MeV varied from a low of 0.79
to a high of 211
reactions for 238, with gn average value of 1.30. The fission

U and 207Np were found to be instrumental
in producing low uncertainties in the exposure values (10-15%)
whereas with their absence the uncertainty increased to 25-34%.
Corrections for fissile impurity atoms in the 2380 dosimeters
were found to be as high as 29% in some cases. Other sources
of corrections such as surveillance capsule perturbations and
photo fission reactions have been considered.

INTRODUCTION

The Light Water Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Dosimetry
Improvement Program was established by the NRC in order to improve andi

standardize the neutron dosimetry analysis, damage correlation, and reac-
tor analysis procedures and data used
water reactor (LWR) pressure vessels.(to predict the condition of light1,21 As part of this program a
number of new(ASTM standards have or will be written for LWR power plantsurveillance. 3) Before these standards can be routinely

4

* Presently with Sigma Research Corp. Richland, Washington, USA
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applied,the recommended procedures and data must be benchmark tested with

data.l -8jt and power reactor derived physics-dosimetry and metallurgicalactua]l In addition to the Materials Property Council
te

base,(4) NRC has supported the development of the MATSURV(fMPC) data/
) and EPRI

has supported the development of its own computerized data base.(10,11)

Over the period in which the physics-dosimetry for the various LWR
power reactor surveillance capsules were analyzed for these and other data
bases, the auxiliary parameters such as cross sections, decay constants,
neutronspectra,etc.usedbyvendorsgnqservicelaboratorieshavedif-
fered but have progressively. improved.t2; For example, originally the
fission spectrum was used to determine spectrum averaged cross sections.
Over a period of years, the use of one- and two-dimensional neutron trans-
porttheorycalculatgongwereadoptedinanefforttoimprovethephysics-1 Further, the more recent evaluations of thedosimetry analysis.t -7
physics-dosigetry hip (e included consideration of the capsule perturbation
to the flux.ti-3,5,il. Current correlations of the irradiation effects
data on shif t in ANDTT and upper shelf, for example, have got considered

4these variations in the analysis of the physics-dosimetry.1 1 Thus,
unnecessary errors are currently included in most correlations of irradia-
tion effects data using existing surveillance data bases. Consequently,
the present analytical effort involves re-evaluating the physics-dosmetry
for all discharged surveillance capsules from operating power plants in
order to place all damge exposure values on a common basis.

This report gives results of the reanalysis of dosimetry from 41 LWR
surveillance capsules using the HEDL Reactor Dosimetry Center FERRET-SAND
adjustment code procedures and data which were first benchmark tested

(ferential and integral data from the "PCA Experiments and Blind
usinggt1Test." This reanalyses has been a joint effort involving HEDL, NBS,
Westinghouse, Babcock & Wilcox, Combustion Engineering, General Electric,
South West Research Institute, Battelle Memorial Institute, EPRI and its
contractors, and select US Utilities. The work is being accomplished in
support of the preparation of the new series of ASTM Committge E10 stand-
ards for Light Water Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveil?ance.t3 1 The
information will be documented in a much more complete form in a special
Nuclear Regulatory Commission loose leaf document to facilitate future
additions of new and updating of existing physics-dosimetry data. These
data are urgently needed fcr 1) verification of the accuracy of LWR power
plant final safety analysis reports (FSAR) current and end-of-life projec-
tions of changes in the fracture toughness and embrittlement condition of
the pressure vessel steel and 2) the establishment of improved trend curves
of the shifts in the initial reference nil-ductility temperature and upper
shelf energy versus fluence (or dpa) derived from test reactor and power
reactor surveillance programs. The ASTM E706-81 Master Matrix Standard,
Reference 3, provides more detailed information on the status of the prep-
aration of the new ASTM Physics-Dosimetry-Metallurgy related standards.

1
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ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The basic analysis method used in this work is the adjustment of the

a priori calcolated neutron spectrum by a generalized least squares (qngly-
sismethodusingmeasuredreactionrateh3)hasbeenusedprimarilyto

,

The FERRET computer code '2; j

is used in this work. The SAND II code
process data that was input to the FERRET code.(5) The main focus of
the present analysis efforts is aimed at determining the correct reaction
rates and their uncertainties. This involves evaluation of the power time
history, corrections for dosimeter position, corrections for competing
reactions due to impurities, and the initiation of necessary HEDL and NBS
overcheg
meters.\g1 on measured reaction rates and isotopic mass assay of dosi-As a result of the "PCA Experiments and Blind Test" studies,
the limiting accuracy of the FERRET-SAND (or any other such code system)
derived values of exposure parameters (flux-fluence greatgq than 1 MeV and
dpa) is estimated to be in the range of 25% to 15% (la).lal

The effective time at full power and the extrapolation of reaction
| rates at time of shut down to the reaction rates at full power were deter-
i mined ({rgm the power history for each reactor and the TIMWH computercode. 4 1 The decay constants currently u( metry Center were used in this analysis.(Ig d by the HEDL Reactor Dosi-Saturated reaction rates

reported in the surveillance reports and the rates found in this work dif-
fered at most by 1-2%. This was generally attributed to slight differences
in the decay constants used. The power time history analysis assumes a
constant flux level per megawatt of power. For most capsules, this is a
fair assumption. However, in some cases reaction rate variations of 10-20%
were noted due to differences in fuel loading for each fuel cycle. In
these circumstances long half lived dosimeters integrate over the irradia-
tion period to give the average effective flux level while short half lived
dosimeters are sensitive to the flux level at the end of the irradiation.

Nuclear cross section and fission
based on the ENDF/B-V data file.(16-17) yield data used in this work wereThe cross section covgrignce
files were based on the ENDF/B-V data for most cross sections.ll91 How-
ever, some are due to recent HEDL evaluations.

Significant geometry corrections were necessary in the Westinghouse
and Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) capsules in order to determine the reaction
rate at the center of the surveillance capsule. For Westinghouse plants
these corrections were in the 5 to 15% range. No corrections were neces-
sary for the fission foils which were located at the capsule center.
Westinghouse transport calculations show that there is about a 10% varia-
tion in flux from the top to the bottom of the capsule. This could intro-
duce a maximum bias in the fluence for any particular metallurgical speci-
men of about 15%. The determination of the charpy transition temperature
shif t is not expected to be sensitive to this level of flux difference.
For B&W plants the front and rear dosimeters were logrithmically averaged
to account for flux gradients. This value was then linearly averaged with
the side dosimeters.
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Corrections for impurity fissile atoms were found to be significa7t in
some' cases. In all cases, cadmium covers were used to reduce competing
r$ Actions. Babcock and Wilcox indicate <375 appm 235U impurity in their
GoU dosimeters. For vessel wall capsules this amounts to <3.4% correction
for 2350 fission. Exact corrections are probably on the order of 1-3% which
is of marginal consequences. The Westinghouse 238U dosimeters have 300-350
appm 235 This lev 1 of impurity in the accelerated capsules requires aboutU
a 9% correction for 350 fission. For Combustion Engineering 238U dosi-
meters the impurity level is about 300 appm. This requires about a 7% correc-
tion for both wall capsules and accelerated surveillance capsules. The
exact correction for each surveillance capsule would require knowledge of
the exact impurity level for each dosimeter. Preliminary results of HEDL
over checks on the purity and/or isotopic content of a number of the Point

rence 2. Good agreementBeach 2CapsuleRdosimetersarediscussedinRefg82 0 dosimetry material.was found between HEDL and ORNL results for the

239 u in the high fluence accelerated surveillancePBurn-in of
13 n/cm2sec,239 ulocations was found to be important. For low fluxes (<10

PE >0 MeV) and irradiation times on the order of a year or longer the
fission rate contribution can be approximated by

R239 = 0.5 S o8*o9*+2t

where S is a neutron self shielding factor which is dependent on the size
o8 is the infinitely dilute spectrum aver-and density of the dosimeter

238 (n,y)239
239 u(n,f) F.P reaction (g is the spectrum aver-

U U reaction, oaged cross section for the
P both in cadmium cov-aged cross section for the

ers), + is the total neutron flux (E >0 MeV), and t is the effective irra-
2380 fission ratediation time at full power. Figure 1 shows the measured

as a function of fluence (E >l MeV) for eight Westinghouse surveillance cap-
sules from similar two loop plants The dashed curve is the calculated fission

235U for operation at full power, with Srate with Pu builduo and 320 appm
set equal to 1.0. The similarity of the slope of the calculated and measured
data is apparent. The lower two' points are from the R. E. Ginna plant. Even
through the slope is about 1/2 that for the other capsules, the two Ginna dataj

poingsextrapolatebacktoacommoninitialfissionrateofabout4.5x10-1 fps /nucl. At least a part of the explanation for the lower slope is
238U dosimeter. A calculated estimate of theneutron self shielding in the

actual value of S has yet to be obtained. Precise self shielding corrections
for 238U dosimeters, however, may be difficult to obtain due to the fact
that the density and geometry of individual dosimeters may not be well known.
Since the low energy spectrum is nearly proportioned to 1/E, the 239Pu build

239 u cor-Pup is approximately the same for all spectra. Thus the relative
238U dosimeter is most sensitive torection to the measure fission rate in a

the relative number of fissions from the 2380 For example the 2380 fis-
|

sinn cross section in a two loop Westinghouse plant is s 30 mb compared to
s 46 mb in a four loop plant thus the two loop plant requires a larger cor-'

rection then the four loop plant. No explanation is obvious for the high fis-
sion rate datum point at low fluence which is obtained for the Point Beach
Unit 2 capsule V. Seven of the eight measured fission rates extrapolate back
to an initial fission rate (cgrrected for 235 ) in good agreement with the;

U

calculated value of 4.4 x 10-84 fps /nucl.
I
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Other corrections which have not been made yet but may be important
are for photo fission and variation in the flux per megawatt from differ-
ences in cycle to cycle fuel loadings. The photo fission correction was
estimated by Anderscn of Westinghouse to be <3% for the Point Beach 2
capsule R and similar capsules *, For Westinghouse capsule locations this
would be a marginally important correction. Flux level variation would
only be important when mixing the use of short- and long- half-lived dosi-
meter reactions. The long half lived dosimeters give an average flux value
while the short half lived ones give an end of cycle flux value. One pos-
sible method of experimentally reconciling this problem is to analyse var-
ious half lived fission products in the fission reaction dosimeters to see
if they all give the same fission rates.

The reaction rate uncertainties were generally set at 10% for a spe-
cific capsule. In some cases, larger uncertainties were assigned to
account for anamoulous reaction rate values.

Given the corrected reaction rates at full power the a priori neutron
spectrum is adjusted with the FERRET-SAND analysis codes. In simple terms,
the FERRET code minimizes the variance in reaction rates, logarithms of
group fluxes and cross sections using a generalized least squares approach.
The FERRET code is run with 53 energy groups. Correction factors for spec-
trum weighting of the cross section were determined from 620 group cross
sections and spectra using the SAND code.

The uncertainty assigned to the relative a priori fluxes was 50%
(la ) . This may be overly conservative in some cases where a smaller
relative uncertainty in group fluxes may be justified. The normalization
uncertainty was set high (100%) so that the dosimeters would have complete
freedom to determine the correct normalization. Short range correlation
between energy groups extended over three energy groups. This primarily
is used as a smoothing technique. Additional di

ugs:gn of the FERRET-SANDcodeproceduresanddataispresentedelsewhere.gL )i,

RESULTS

The desired exposure parameters resulting from this analysis are the
traditional fluence (E > 1 M9mentsperatom(dpa)inirontg)andthenewASTMrecommendeddisplace-and their uncertainties. Additional

| information obtained from the analysis are the neutron spectrum and its
! uncertainties in each energy group. An example of such information is

shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Generally speaking adjustments in the spec-
trum shape were modest and are limited to the energy range where signifi-
cant dosimeter responses occured. Figure 2b shows the group fractional

cat present, there is no direct experimental method to determine photo-
fission correction factors; however,(Gold et.al., have recently proposeda method which has yet to be tested. 18)

i
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uncertainties. It is noted that the energy ranges with significant
response (generally 0.5 - 10 MeV, around *130 eV and <0.4 eV) show a
reduction in uncertainty while low response ranges reflect the assigned
uncertainty in the a prioti spectrum shape.

reevaluationTable 1 summarizes the pertinent data obtained from thg380 fissionWhen theof dosimeters from 41 PWR surveillance capsules.
rate was yted to determine the exposure it was corrected for an assumed
320 appm cobu content and 249Pu buildup assuming a 0.7 self shielding fac-
tor. For this reason, these exposure values differ from previous values
_(jncluding Reference 2). In addition, correction by Norris of SWRI to the I

ib4Fe (n,p)S4 n reaction rate for some plants and improved neutron spectraM

are the cause for other differences. Several generalizations can be made
from this table. Nearly all the ratios of new fluence (E >1 MeV) to
original fluence (E >l MeV) are greater than one. The average ratio is
1.30. The extreme variations range from 0.79 to 2.11. TheungertaintiesThe 27Np and
{grbothfluenceanddparangefromabout10-34%,(la).U fission reactions were instrumental in determining low uncertainties48
for the exposure values. When both 237Np and 2380 were used the uncertain-
ties were in the 10-15% range. Whereas without these reactions the uncer-
tainty were generally in the 25-34% range. When only a 2380 dosimeter
was included, the uncertainties were in the intermediate range of 15-22%.
This illustrates the importance of obtaining accurate fission rate data so
as to minimize exposure uncertainties. The spectrum averaged displacement
cross sections for neutrons (E >l MeV) (i.e., dpa/+t new) shgw only a small
average deviation (17%) from the average value of 1.63 x 10-Zlcm2 Re fer-
ences 2 and 3 provide more detailed information on the expected change in
dpa/$t versus distance from the core through the pressure vessel wall of
PWRs. This indicates that the present surveillance capsules spectra are
all very similar from a damage correlation view point. More important
however, may be the fact that the displacement rates vary by nearly a fac-
tor of forty, which may be most significant when flux level effects are
con',idered.

The quality of reaction rates and their assigned uncertainties from a
specific surveillance capsule can be verified by comparing them with the
reaction rates from other capsules discharged from reactors with the same
generic design. In consultation with Anderson of Westinghouse and
Whitmarsh of B&W, capsules from three generic reactor designs were studied:
a two loop and four loop Westinghouse PWR and a four loop Babcock and
Wilcox PWR. A number of advantages from this method of analysis were
realized:

Uncertaintier assigned to reaction rates were verified and ano-
.

molous reaction rates were easily identified.

Average reaction rates for a number of capsules showed improved.

agreement with calculated values for the same generic plant
design.

239 u inPin the data were identified such as burn-in ofTrendg8.

the 2 0 dosimeter.
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Variation in the flux / megawatt between fuel cycles were identi-.

fied as in the case with Oconee Unit 1 Capsule E.

Table 2 shows a summary of reaction rates relative to the average
value for eight Westinghouse two-loop plants at a power level of 1520 MWT.
Only two of fifty-one dosimeter reaction rates show a substantial deviation
from tha average (R. E. Ginna Capsule R 54Fe (n,p) and R. E. Ginna Cap-

23/ p(n,f)). A'few other reaction rates show approximately a 2asule V N

deviation. All the threshp1d reactions show less than a 10% one standard '

deviation variation. The 238U reaction rates were corrected for fissile
impurities. The standard deviation for the average 2380 reaction rate
tsithout the Point Beach Capsule V value is about 3%. A comparison with
calculated reaction rates for the generic capsule show good agreement.
The 10% discrepancy of the 58Ni results may be due to the coarse power
time history histograms used and the ghort half life of 58Co. The cal-
culated flux (E >l MeV) is 1.48 x 10 8 n/cm25ec which is in good agreement1

with the FERRET adjusted value of 1.44 x 10 3 n/cm21 sec. The uncertainty inthe adjusted value is 11% (la).

Similar results (Table 3) were found for the Westinghouse four loopplants at a power level of 3565 MWT. A relatively larger number of dis-
crepant reaction rates are in this group. Otherwise the conglusions aresimilar.

The cah.ulated flux (E >l MeV) 2 ec
is 8.64 x 1011 n/cm2sec comparedto the adjusted value of 8.89 x 1011 n The average of the plantspecific fluxes is 9.3 x 10ll n/cm2sec/cm s .

The difference is, primarily, due.

to not using fission dosimeter results in a number of cases.

Results for the four loop B&W plants at a power level of 2568 MWT are
shown in Table 4. A discrepancy in the Oconee IF fission rate data stands
out prominently. A large variation in the cadmium ratio values for these
plants was observed. This may be due to problems with the dosimetry set
cadmium shielding. The Oconee Unit I capsule E results show a consistently
high ratio relative to the average. This is apparently due to differences
in the fuel loading pattern between fuel cycle one and cycle two.

DISCUSSION

It is of interest to study the historical and projected trend of
changes and uncertainties in neutron exposure parameter values for sur-
veillance capsules. Figure 3 shows the ratio of new/old fluences (E >
1 MeV) as a function of the date the original fluence was reported. It is
clear that there is less scatter in recent years as the analysig mqthods
and our understanding of the neutron environment has improved.t 8-0
This provides an experimentally derived overview of the state-of-the art
accuracy of past and present day analysis techniques and data. Most but
not all analyses of the past three years have approached the upper bound
limiting accuracy
test" studies.(5) (215%) established by the "PCA Experiments and Blind

Figure 2 in Reference 2, which gives state-of-the art
estimates of accuracy capabilities is qualitatively very similar.
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It is important to note that the intense effort put forth over the'

last few years by the participants of the LWR PV Surveillance Dosimetry
Improvement program in completing (1) the "PCA Experiments and Blind Test"
studies and (2) the intercalibration of the laboratories measuring the
reaction rates has provided the technological data base which was needed

-

: for-the verification and certification of the accuracy of derived exposure
As a result of this multi-laboratory program and the_ parameter values.

preparation of the new ASTM LWR Surveillance Standards, it is expected
that future dosimetry analyses by. service and vendor labratories should be,

near or within the il50 upper bound limiting accuracy.

In this analysis a number of improved pr'actices for the dosimetry
analyses were tested. It will be recommended through the ASTM standards'

that such practices be arplied and results be documented in future sur-
:

! veillance reports. These include:

Tabulate or reference all pertinent parameters used in the anal-
ysis for cross comparison with other laboratories, and where: .

possible, yse ASTM recommendations which incorporate-ENDF and3

IRDF data. (3,16,17,19-25) For example, all nuclear data (crossi
'

sections and fission yields) should come from ENDE(/B-V and theIAEA International Reactor Dosimetry File (IRDF). 23,24)<

|

Report measured detector activities corrected to reactor shut-
down. A number of reports give only fluence, time, and cross

. .

;
section. The reported reaction rates are the key reference mea-,

sured data needed to derive adjusted values of exposure para-
,

! meters and uncertainties.

Tabulate the reactor, and if possible the surveillance capsule,
| power (flux) time history, in for example, a coarse time histo-

.

i gram such as average power per month. Everyone uses the power
; history data. It should be recorded as part of the _ data used in

|
the analysis. Normally such a tabulation would entail only a
few extra pages which could be taken directly from a computer2

output.

Count multiple fission products of various half lives. This was~

.

found to be particularly useful to roughly assess the accuracy
of the fission rate data and provide information on flux /MW~

| variation during the irradiation.!

Report detector mass assay and purity information, particularly.

for fission sensors,

Depict accurately the orientation and location of the dosimeters
.

j in'the capsule relative to the direction to the core,
i

i Use advanced radiometric (RM), solid track recorders (SSTR),
!

helium accumulation fluence monitors (HAFMjTh, g3gamage monitors
.

such as Nb for RMs, 238 , 23/Np, 23 , anU U for SSTR's;.

(DM):!
i

f

i
|
1

--..-i--- _ y-, ,m, , . - . , ,,.---.mmwmy4 y.. _ __ ..n, e .-., ~.,m.--c --~-._m.-, . - %
-
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Cu(n,a) and Fe(n,o) for HAFMs; and iron and sapphire disks for
DMs (see the Reference 3 recommended ASTM Standard Methods for

a

i
discussions of the RM, SSTR, HAFM, and DM methods).

Additional recommended practices are discussed in Reference 2 and the new
ASTM E706 (IA) Standard on Analysis and Interpretation of Nuclear Reactor
Surveillance Results.(25)

CONCLUSIONS

The revised fluence values in this work were found to average about
30% higher than originally reported fluences. The accuracy of the new
exposure values is strongly influenced by the use of the 237Np and 238U fis-
sion dosimeters. With these dosimeters the fluence uncertainty was gener-
ally found to be in the range 10-15% (la) while in the cases without
these dosimeters the uncertainty approximately doyhled. Buildup of 239 uP
was found to require yp to 29% correction to the c380 fission rate. The
fission rate due to 2330 impurity is less than 10% for Westinghouse and
Conbustion Engineering plants and less than 4% for Babcock and Wilcox
4}00and{ygtherqualityassuranceoverchecksonfissileimpuritiesinp gnts.

3'Np dosimeters are needed. In addition, further assessment of
the true uncertainty in the a priori neutron spectrum at the surveillance
capsule is needed. Data for this assessment is available but needs to be
incorporated into the analysis.

!
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Table 1

Pe-evaluated Exposure Values and Their Uncertainties for
Light Water Reactor Pressure Vessel Su veillance Capsulesr

Fluence (et>l MeV) (n/rd) E s pos ure *

Plant M ,C,ag Old_ h*w (% 1e L _ hew /Old jpa (% le) dra/et new dpa/ser Time f5ec)

Westin e ouse

Conn. Yankee A 2.08 + IS 3.05 + 18 (18)*+ 1.47 0.00475 (15) 1.55-21 8.83-11 5.377 + 07

Conn. Yankee F 4.04 + 18 5.03 + 18 (34) 1.25 0.00838(31) 1.67-21 1.09-10 7.728 + 07

Conn. Yankee H 1.79 + 19 2.19 + 19 (32) 1.22 0.0362 (30) 1.65-21 1.51-10 2.190 + 08

San Onofre A 1.20 * 19 2.53 + 19 (29) 2.11 0.0424 (29) 1.68-21 7.90-10 5.846 + 07

San Onofre 0 2.36 + 19 4.09 + 19 (32) 1.73 0,0705 (31) 1.72-21 7.91-10 8.914 + 07

San Onofre F 5.14 + 19 5.09 + 19 (24) 1.01 0.0944 (26) 1.82-21 3.95-10 2.451 + 08

Turkey Pt 3 5 1.41 + 19 1.75 + 19 (32) 1.24 0.0244 (29) 1.55-21 2.60-10 1.047 + 08

Tu key Pt 3 T 5.68 + 18 7.68 + 18 (11) 1.35 0.0109 (12) 1.41-21 3.1J-10 3.4 73 + 07

i Turkey Pt 4 5 I.25 + 19 1.46 + 19 (33) 1.17 0.0241 (30) 1.6%-21 2.23-10 1.084 + 03r

Turkey Pt 4 T 6.05 + 18 8.33 + 18 (16) 1.38 0.0132 (13) 1.57-21 3.44-10 3.640 + 07
|

H, 8 Robinson 2 5 3.02 + 18 5.07 + 18 (30) 1.68 0.00858 (29) 1,69-21 1.96-10 4.385 + 07'

H. 8 Robinson 2 V 4.51 + 18 7.77 + 18 (29) 1.72 0.0123 (27) 1.59-21 1.16-10 1.061 + 08

Surry 1 T 2.50 + 18 2.87 + 18 (12) 1.15 0.00470 (14) 1.64-21 1.39-10 3.378 + 07

Sur ry 2 X 3.02 + 18 3.02 + 18 (12) 1.00 0.00488(13) 1.61-21 1.32-10 3.689 + 07
'!

Pr Island 1 Y 5.21 + 18 6.16 + 18 (13) 1.18 0.0105 (IT) 1.71-21 2.42-10 4.350 + 07

Pr Island 2 V 5.49 + 18 6.86 + 18 (II) 1.25 0.0118 (141 1.73-21 2.66-10 4.454 + 07

R. E. Ginna I R 7.60 + 18 1.18 + 19 (12) 1.55 0.0218 | 14 l 1.85-21 2.53-10 8.628 + 07

R. E. Ginna 1 V 4.90 + 18 4.89+18(16) 1.00 0.0872 1 23 | 1.78-21 2.22-10 3.923 + 07

V 5.59 + T8 6.60 + 18 (11; i.18 0.0116 1 14L 1.71-21 2.80-10 4.16 7 + 07
|i3 ) 1.76-21 1.28-10 1.163 + 08kewaunce 0.0149

Pt. Beach 1 5 -- 8.44 + 18 (11)
|--

Pt. Bes h 1 R 2.22 + 19 2.34 + 19 (11) 1.01 0.0416 f14 l 1.78-21 2.55-10 1.632 + 08

Pt. beach
-

T 9.45 + 18 9.43 + 18 (12) 1.00 0.0160 1 13.) 1.70-21 1.46-10 1.098 + 08

Pt. Beach V 4.74 * 18 7.48 + 18 (13) 1.58 0.0122 (131 1.63-21 2.52-10 4.859 + 07

Pt. Beact R 2.01 + 19 2.42 + 19 (12) 1.20 0.0431 (14j 1.78-21 2.68-10 1.609 + 08

0. C. Cook I T 3.80 + 18 3.40 + 1A (30) 1.89 0.00599 (29? 1.76-21 1.50-10 3.991 + 07

Indian Pt 2 T 2.02 + 18 3.77 + 18 (31) 1.87 0.00638 (31 l 1.69-21 1.43-10 4.473 + 07

Indian Pt 3 T 2.92 + 18 3.32 + 18 (29) 1.14 0.00550 (281 1.66-21 1.31-10 4.211 + 07

2 ion i T 1.80 + 18 2.83 + 18 (12) 1.57 0.00474 (14 l 1.68 21 1.35-10 3.511 + 07

2 ion 1 U 8.92 + 18 1.00 + 19 (12) 1.12 0.0169 (13? 1.68-21 1.52-10 1.11 + 08

lion 2 U 2.00 + 18 2.86 + 18 (12) 1.43 0.00475(14) 1.66-21 -1.19-10 4.008 + 07

5alem 1 T 2.56 + 18 2.97 + 18 (30) 1.16 0.00496 (28) 1.67-21 1.45-10 3.422 + 07

Coat'ustion Engineering

Palisades A240 4.40 + 19 5.96 + 19 (30) 1.35 0.0975 (31) 1.64-21 1.37-09 7.13 + 07

Fort Calhoun W225 . 10 + 18 6.13 + 18 (17) 1.20 0.0942 (19) 1.48-21 1.11-10 8.20 + 07

Maine Yankee 1 1.30 + 19 2.10 + 19 (23) 1.62 0.0356 (25) 1.69-21 1.28-09 2.776 + 07

Maine Yankee 2 8.84 + 19 8.73 + 19 (16) 0.99 0.141 (20) 1.59-21 9.79-09 1.446 + 08

Maine Yankee W263 6.90 + 18 6.66 + 18 (15) 0.97 0.010 (16) 1.50-21 6.94-11 1.446 + 08

Babrock & Wilcos

Oconee 1 F 8.70 + 17 6.88 + 17 127) 0.79 0.00095 (21) 1.38-21 3.60-11 2.625 + 07,

|

Oconee 1 E I.50 + 18 1.65 + 18 f 13) I.10 0.0022 (12) 1.34-21 4.30-11 5.166 + 07

Oconee 2 C 9.43 + 17 9.92 + 17 i 11) 1.05 0.00144 (10) 1.54-21 3.80-11 3.802 + 07

Oconee 3 A 7.39 + 17 8.52 + 17 | 11) 1.15 0.00117 (10) 1.37-21 3.91-11 2.981 + 07

Three Mile Is. 1 E 1.07 + 18 1.16 + 18 ||10) 1.08 0.00158 (10) 1.36-21 3.91-11 4.036 + 07

i

I

* Equivalent constant power evel esposure time.I with a 18% (le) uncertainty."3.05 + 18 reads 3.05 a 10

____
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vanie r

Belative 8eaction 94t,9 For two-Leop wegtingneute
Plents at 1970 *gametts.

Relative Reaction Daten

$8Fe(p.9)58* $84t (4.3154, S k v(n.e }60c, !! 7q,(. ,, } (r e) FINUta e)(cd) 0% e(a.v )6Q,(g ) Sto[n,3 )6Q,gg
P lent {ag

4. E. Etnas R 1.40' O.98 0.91 t .08 0.r.4 -. .

a , E . 6 6ama V 1.01 1.03 1.05 0.5%* 0.94 .. .-

Praire 15 . I V 0.95 0.99 0.94 0.85 0.98 0.92 0.96

Fratre |g1 7 9 0.% 1.07 0.% 0,98 0.99 0.90 --t

pt. see(n 1 0 1.07 0.9t 7.11 1.03 0.97 0.93 1.16

Pt , Ilea< > ? V 1.03 0.97 0 48 0.98 1.? ? 0.9% 0.e0

Ft. 8este F 9 1.01 1.19 1.04 1.04 1.0 ) 1.17 0.91

seemee V 0.97 0.96 0.97 1.0% 0.98 1.13 1.16

7.Af a 10-15 9.?S 10*14 4.43 s 10-17 4.74 : 10-13 g,3g , 30 14 g,4g , 30-11 3.97 s 10*ll

I std. dev. (t) 4. t 8. 7 6.4 7,4 9.1 17 13over age

sat te ness / talc 0.98 0.90 1.02 1.05 0.97 0.81 1.17

-
D, to Bare and radletem covered respettively

tot used to deterstae seerage er standard destation*

Table 3

pelative Rention potes Fne Feue-Leos dest ing%use
Plants at 3565 %ganetts,

metative seact+.a sete,

II8 (8.,)(ed) 59c,(e.,)W,(e ) Sko .,, jgg)II 4D (* J )(r d)
P 1 get g jegh $841 (n.P )S8Ce 0 $f u la.a }NO V

cena i t i.04 0.91 1.0 i 4.9 9.7 1.17 o .*9
1.34 1.41

led t en Pt . P f 0.97 f.to 0.9% .- --

0.89 0.M
Indien Pt. 3 7 1.17* 1.06 1.04 .. ..

0.44 0.RS

7tua i T 1.03 I.05 1,14 0.09 1.00

lion i U 1.00 0.86 0.91 1.15 1.19 1. f 8 f . 36

Itoe ? U 0.99 1.05 0.7B* 0.87 0.86 0.78 0.88

',a l ee i f 0.99 0.93 OMO - .. 0.81 0.64

6.g9 s 10*15 7.17 = 10*1% 9.90 a 10-l? 2.18 : 10-13 3.09 a 10-id 4.46 s 10-12 t,37 , 3o.12

I std. dev (9) 4.7 8.4 8.3 17 14 27 28a,,c ay,

8stio Was/Caic l.04 f .04 1.24 0.94 1.08 1.75 1.65

s
6. ca 8are end redietum covered respectively

ent used to determine average ce standard desistlos*

feble 4

kelettve Beect tna Rates f or Four-Loop 8abcott and mil (os
9taats at ?$68 *gasatts.

t

Relative Reaction Wates

# 1 ant fan 8e(a.9198 * $89 t (a.P )50C0 $8Fe (*.t )5'Fe
238"("J ) (ed) 237mpt,J) (rg) 5%,q.,,)Wo 3) Wo(. ,)%ra)

S8

Oc onne 1 F 0.#4 1.04 -- 1.41* 1.118 0.91 1.09

1.06 1.16 1.17 0.97
ut nane t i 1. IO f .07 ..

0.91 0.98 f .01 2.73*
O( wee 2 ( l.00 0.92 1.06

Oc onae 3 4 0.98 0.99 0.92 f .98 0.96 0.97 1.03

i e 15. 1 ( 0.09 0.94 1.03 1.04 0.99 0.93 0.93
lf aree #

2.6 7 a 10*t% j,14 ,10 15 %.74 a 10*18 t.71 a 10-18 6.09 a 10-I4 f 77 s 10-17 f.97 s 10-13

I st a, dev. (11 %.9 S .8 7. 3 6.6 11.7 10.4 7.0A e cr age

set to Nas/ Calc P.85 0. *? l.64 1.04 1.02 1.03 0.65

9. to m or e an.1 t s * 6e te covered respectteely
* Nil used TO Meret#e av*r ege Oc St andard deviat tem

%
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THE IAEA INTERNATIONAL REACTOR DOSTMETRY FILE (IRDF-82)

D.E. Cullen, N.P. Kocherov, P.M. McLaughlin
Nu:lcar Data Section

International Atomic Energy Agency
A-1400 Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT

The contents of the International Reactor Dosimetry File
which was released by the Nuc lea r Data Section of the IAEA in
February 1982 is described. The calculated averages of dosimetryreaction cross sections for 10 benchmark neutron fields arepresented. In case of 252Cf and 235U the calculated averages
are compared to available experimental internal data for these
fission neutron fields.

I. Introduction

The 1982 version of the International Reactor Dosimetry File
(IRDF-82) is now available through the Nuclear Data Section of the
International Atomic Energy Agency. Th e purpose of this file is
to provide the international reactor dosimetry community with a
comprehensive set of dosimetry reaction cross sections (and their
nacertainties) which can be used for the spectra characterization
of neutron fields, including, for example, the unfolding of
neutron spectra from in pile multiple foil reaction rate
measurements and the estimation of radiation damage in fission and
fusion reactors.

The 1982 version of the International Reactor Dosimetry File
(IRDF-82) is composed of two di f ferent parts. The first part is
made up of a collection of Dosimetry cross sections and the second
part contains a collection of benchmark spectra. For case of use
in Dosimetry applications both cross sections and spectra are
distributed in multigroup (as opposed to continuous ener ) , form.
Each of these two parts is in the ENDF/B-V format as a
separate computer file.

.
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II. Dosimetry Cross Sections

The IRDF-82 Dosimetry cross section library contains the
following data,

(1.) he entire ENDF/B-V Dosimetry Library (M d. 1) as
2) in thecreated at Brookhaven National Laboratory

form of 620 group averaged cross sections, using the
SAND-II (3) group structure.

31 (n p),24
19 (n,2n), 90 Mg(n.p), PF(2.) The reactions

93Nb(n.n')Zr(n,2n)64Zn(n.p),29Cu(n 2n),
Id3Rh(n.n'), supplied by Vonach ). This dataand (5)was converted to the ENDF/B-V format, whicg in

turn was converted to 620 group (SAND-II) form I at

the Nuclear Data Section.

23 a(n,2n) provided by MarcinkowskiN(3.) The reaction
(7). Ris data was converted to the ENDF/B-V format
(5) and then converted to 620 group (SAND-II) format
(6) at the Nuclear Data Section.

supplied by Patrick (8),(4.) he reaction 241Am(n,f) as

This data as couverted to the ENDF/B-V format at
9) and then converted to 620 group

Stuttgart
(SAND-II) form (6) at the Nuclear Data Section.

(5.) ASTM and EUR standards damage cross sections for iron as
provided by Zijp (10) in the form of 620 group

(SAND-II) cross sections. %is data was converted to
the ENDF/B-V format at the Nuclear Data Section.

241 m(n.f) and the twoAWith the exception of the
damage cross sections, all other reactions have

accompanying uncertainty information.

data is presented in the standard
this(1).

All of
However, since ENDF/B-V does notENDF/B-V form t2) number corresponding to damage crosshave an MT

sections the convention was arbitrarily introduced to
define two new MT numbers (see: ref. I for a definition
of MT numbers).

MT = 800 - ASTM iron damage
= 801 - EUR iron damage.

. . . . . .
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See Table I for a complete list of materials with
dosimetry cross sections in the IRDF-82 library.
Spectra average cross sections are presented in Tables
II and III, and comparison to 252Cf and 235g
experimentally measured spectra averages are presented
in Table IV.

J. I I . Benchmark Spectra

The IRDF-82 Benchmark Spectra library contains ten benchmark
spectra including,

(1.) The NBS 252Cf spontaneous fission; che NBS 235U and
ENDF/B-V 235U thermal fission, the Intermediate-Energy
Standard Neutron Field (ISNF), the Coupled Fast
Reactivity Measurement Facility (CFRMF), the 10 %

Enriched Uranium Cylindrical Critical Assembly (BIG-TEN)
and the Coupled Thermal / Fast Uranium and Boron Carbide
Spherical Assembly (SIGMA-SIGMA) speqtra, all of which
were provided by Eisenhauer (Ill in 620 group
(SAND-II) form.

(2.) The ORR and YAYOI spectra, which were provided by
Greenwood
(12) in 100 group form.

(3.) The Central Zone Flux of the NEACRP Benchmark Spectra
provided by Goel (13) in 208 group form.

All spectra are presented without uncertainty information.

All of these spectra were converted to the ENDF/B-V format at
the Nuclear Data Section. In an attempt to simplify later
precessing and use of this data each spectrum is presented in the
ENDF/B-V Ll} format as section MF=3, MT=1 of a separate material
(MAT). The spectra are presented in the form of group averages
(not group integrals). If for any application group integrals are
required, each group average may be converted to a group integral
over the same group by simply multiplying by the width of the
group.

See Tables II and III for spectra averaged cross sections and
Table IV for comparison to experimentally measured spectra
averages.
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IV. Summary

The initial IRDF as well as future updated versions will be
maintained by IAEA/NDS and will be f reely available upon request

IAEA/NDS. Updating of the file will be performed by thefrom
IAEA/NDS with corrections and additions to be released in a timely

-

manner.

.
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Ipe.T.mT I ONas . ht ACT ION LOGINETRY r3LE (IRDF-02) (w99 SECTION9 AND FJtrTRA
__________ ..__._ . -__.._ _ _.._.____._________ _ _ _-_-_

|
SF tC154JM - - - - - - - - - - ---- Cr-?52 FISS u-235 FISS 11-235 F ISS ISNF CF RW

(NHS) (NDS) 4iNIG /18-V) (HbS) (11eHO)~

NUMDLR OF GROUPS --- ~~~ 620 620 6?O 620 459

|
IA LC1h0M LN[hGY F ANGf: IS F 5M-- 1 0000- 4 1.0000- 4 1 0000- 4 1.0000- 4 4.0000- 1

1.nOOo+ 7 1.0000+ 7 1.R000+ 7 1.0000+ 7 1 0000+ 7
10 (09)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LtLLTRUM AVCAACED ENERGY (FVD-- ?.1194+ 6 1 9771+ 6 2 0313* 6 1.0071+ 6 7.4135+ 5

g__________.._______ ._ -- - . _ . . . . _ -_ _ ____ ___. .

Er ISOTOFE MM GROul t THliLGHOI.D STACTION SFT Cik1M AVERArd S
( bARNC,)

7 (LV3
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

, . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. -_ _ ___ ________

I.* 341- 6 6424 620 1 000- 4 HFLite FWOIW 77DN 4.64AO- 1 4.6500- 1 4.54"2- 1 7.9777- 1 9.1544- 1

5-B - 10 6425 620 1 000- 4 is t illM tfmidsrTION 4.RA86- 1 4.9924- 1 4.YOAO- 1 1.70S4+ 0 1 6752+ 0

9-7 - 19 920 <0 1 100* 7 (N,2N) 1.5712- 5 6.63*59- 6 6.4621- 6 1 0171- 6 2.0700- 6

11-NA- 23 1120 L1 1 2YO* 7 (N.?N) A.48?d- 6 2.4569- 6 2 3020- 6 6 6045- 7 9.7095- 7

23 6311 620 1 000 4 ( N . GAMA ) 2 7136- 4 7.E170- 4 2.74V8- 4 1 9173- 3 1.5083- 3

u 12-MG- 24 1220 131 4.'700* 6 (N.P) ?.1575- 1 1 4535- 3 1.50/3- 3 4.0736- 4 3.6636- 4g 11-NA-
u 11-AL- 27 6313 162 1.U00* 6 (N.P) 5.13H2- 3 4.1215- 3 4 2624- 3 1.2439- 3 v.4 07- 4

3 13 - AL. - 2/ A513 140 3.200* 6 (N.All1M) 1 0500- 3 A.9337- 4 1.1943- 4 1 9392- 4 1.7639- 4

| 3 15-P - 31 1*,20 16', 1.500* A (N.P) 3.OAJ7- 2 2 7397- 2 2 8540- 2 1.0137- 2 6.3510- 3

3 16-S - 32 643v 1/2 Y. wo* *,(N.F> 7. ' V9V - 2 6.7609- 2 7.0494- 2 2.4256- 2 1.5404- 2i

21-GC- 4 *, A426 620 1.000 4 ( N . GAhMM 5.?%95- 3 5.63VG- 1 % 44/1- 3 2.7//3- 2 2.4414- 2

. ??-11- 46 642/ 164 1.600* o (N.P) 1.3469- 2 1.0012- ? 1.11/3- 2 3.2432- 3 2.4376- 3>

22-71- 4/ 6420 /4 1.000* 7 (N,N'P) ?.6471- 5 H.4AH9- 6 H.1654- 6 2.3146- 4 2.0943- 6
''

??-ff- 47 64 H 620 1. WC 4 ( N.11 2.4065- 2 2.1"M9- 2 2.24SH- 2 0.3019- 3 5.1317- 3

" 2?-Y1- 48 A429 64 1 160* 7 4H.N'P) 34N- e. 1.3441- A 1.3001- 6 3.7130- 7 4.9173- 7

4.091?- 4 2.725N- 4 2.81aO- 4 7.6416- 5 6.8272- 5 %D
hl6429 14G 3.2v0+ 6 (N.Pr

{ ??- T I- 4025-MN- %', 6 52b 76 1.040+ 7 ( N , PtJr 4.4027- 4 ?.0164- 4 2 0114- 4 % 5466- 5 % 6360- 5
PA-F f - O kreo A20 1.Ovo - 4 I W.GF '69fMi R.9510+ 2 H . 5 41 ". + 2 0.740S* 2 4. 0 / 711+ 2 3.0690+ 2e

*

@ 06-fE- O H001 620 1.000 4 DAMAGF f P IP S FbAA42+ 2 H.3026+ 2 H . 4 V 4*, * 2 4. H 1 H' + 2 3.8161+ 22

3 24 -t f - ",4 6430 620 1.000 4 (N.P) 0 . H 25*s- ? 7.7021 2 0.1021- 2 2.7384- 2 1. 7R0?-- 2

"M 4431 101 J . W0 + 6 <N,P) 1 4144- 3 1 005A- 3 1.0364- 3 2.0"61- 4 2.4420- 4

{ OA-t E'-
?A-IL- SH 6432 e2O 1.000- 4 (H, GAMMA) 1.AAO"E 3 1.7122- 3 1 68r4- 3 7.1YuG- 3 6 . e.418- 3

2 7-00- SV 6327 74 1 060* 7 (N.?N) 4.0494- 4 1.H2Y2- 4 1.H17Y- 4 % O012- 5 5.1605- 5m

2 7 {U ",V 6327 A20 1.000- 4 (N, GAMMA) 6.02 7H- 3 6 2781- 3 6 1730- 3 4.2951- 2 0.7271- 2

27-CU- S9 632/ 1.S S. LOO + 6 (N./dFHA) P.1A1A- 4 1 4483- 4 1.4V75- 4 4.0/13- 3 3 6002- 5

TH - N1 *Al 6433 56 1.440' 7 ( N. 2N) 7.2343 A 2.85v3- 6 2.7222- A /.0093- 7 1.0516- 6

?H-NI- 58 6433 A?O 1.000- 4 (N.P) 1.13H1- 1 1.000H- 1 1 04vu- 1 3.6556- 2 2.3411- 2

?H-NI- 60 6434 15", 2.500* 6 (N.P) 3.44? - 3 ?.5?H2- 3 2.60/7- 3 7.2564- 4 6.0329- 4?

29 -CU- 63 2v00 6u 1 120+ 7 (N 2N) 1.92H2- 4 8.2443- 5 H.0633- 5 2.2596- 5 2 4608- 5

?v - CO - 63 643b 620 3,000- 4 (N. GAMMA) 9.6494- 3 1.0076- 2 9.UAel2- 3 % 2679- 2 4.6422- 2

?9-CO- 63 6435 103 1.700+ e ( N . AL FNA ) 7.5813- 4 % 4024- 4 % 5H18- 4 1.5467- 4 1.3103- 4

29-C0- A*, 6436 UO 1.000* 7 (N.?N) 6 4993- 4 3.05A9- 4 3.O(07- 4 H.3VH1- 5 0.5312- 5

30-/N- 64 3020 171 9. e,00 * 5 (N.P) 1.9?34- 2 3.466?- 2 3.6125- ? 1.2139- 2 7.9024- 3

40-ik- YO 4020 */7 1.210e 7 (N,0N) 1 9773- 4 H.OOO1- 5 7.6911- 5 2.1900- 5 2.7"05- 3

41-NI~ 93 4120 209 1.350* 5 (N.N') FIRST t.rVE1 1.A160- 1 1.5526- 1 1 6016- 1 7.0900- 2 4.937",- 2

4*,-kH-103 4b20 215 1.000+ 5 (N.N') FIRST 1EUEL 7.121A- 1 A.OOv6- 1 7.050*5- 1 3.U7L7- 1 2.7967- 1

49-IN-115 6437 193 3.200+ 5 (N,N') f"f RST I F UEL 1.8192- 1 1.7338- 1 1 7Y25- 1 U.4013- 2 4.9";92- 2

49-IN-115 643/ e2O 1.000- 4 (N. GAMMA) 1.?l24- 1 1.2Ab9- 1 1.?464- 1 2. HVO9 - 1 2.0222- 1

53-1 -127 6438 UO 9.200+ 6 (N.2N) 2.3100- 1 1.10A2- 3 1.213S- 3 3.2605- 4 3.2163- 4

7V- Atl-1 V 7 63/9 62O 1.000- 4 (N. GAMMA) 7.6 04- 2 0.0944- 2 7.H2 /O- 2 4.0347- 1 4.0266- 1

90-TH-?32 A390 410 5.000* O FISSION 7 HOA6- ? 7.?399- 2 7.SO30- 2 3. 2LH 3 - 2 1 8616- 2

90-TH-232 63YO 620 1.000- 4 (N. GAMMA) H.9674- 2 9.4219- 2 9.1950- 2 2.5743- 1 2 6310- 1

92-U -J 4% 63VL 620 1.000- 4 FISSION 1. ?3*A+ 0 1 23AO+ 0 1.235Y+ 0 1.6141+ 0 1.5006+ 0

9?-U -238 6390 620 1.000- 4 FISSION 1.1354- 1 2.9464- 1 3. O*)1 H - 1 1.3713- 1 7.7223- 2

92-U -234 6399 620 1 000- 4 (N.GAMMAl 6.R334- ? 7.2060- 2 /.02L1- 2 2.2703- 1 2.3406- 1

93-NP-23/ 633/ 620 1 000- 4 FISSION 1. 3".?O+ 0 1.321Y+ 0 1 344H+ 0 7.Y257- 1 %DL41- 1

94-PU-23V 63Y9 620 1 000- 4 FISSION 1. 791 R + 0 1.7H*.5+ 0 1.'/910+ 0 1.0234+ 0 1. 7H 72 + 0

95-AM-241 1009 620 1 000- 4 FISSION 1.4264+ 0 1.3819+ 0 1.41/1 + 0 7. 630";- 1 4.92?9-

g.
. -.

J \
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I N TE RNA T IO*M. 84 ACTION I W !ttETRY File (Iktt - A') Cf.ms e#CTifw3 AND Mit;TRA
- - _ _ _. -.. _ ___ __ __ _ .__-

__

MtC1MM- -- PTG-TEN Sir.MA-SIGMA ORR YAYOI NE ACM
iLASL) (MOL) ( AMsuNNE D ( AMiONNE & (RANL$M){)NUMiiLR OF GRCUPS - -- 395 429 100 100 2009tCTFdJM LNLRGY RANCE T S F ROpt- 1.0000+ 1 4.0000- 1 1.0000- 4 1 0000- 4 1.4663- 210 (LV)- - 1.9000+ 7 1.5000+ 7 2.0000* 7 2.0000+ 7 1.0500+ 7MfC1kUM AVCRACED l'NFFGY ( E' V D -- 4.0221+ 3 7.6139+ 5 5.96?9+ 5 1.38 77+ 6 4.3223+ 5- - . - . - - . . - - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _

. . _ _ _ _ _ . _

ISOTOFi MAI (AOUUG 3:htDKlLD REACTION sF$ rTRtim AvrRAcAS
__ _

*
(LV) (BARNS)

___ _ _ _ _ . - ._ . .___ .____ .
3 -L I- 6 6424 620 1.000- 4 HE11DM PPOD(iCT f DN R.97AO- 1 p.6A10- 1 2.113O+ 2 5.9675- 1 1.0775+ 05-B - 10 6425 620 1. v00- 4 HLLIUM F90tWIrW 1.195+ 0 1.4810+ 0 H.A*>19+ 2 6 7190- 1 2.6701+ 09-F - 19 920 70 1 100* 7 * .2H) 1.8106- 6 1 1025- e 4.0611- 6 9 07W9- 6 0.0 +0g 11-NA- 23 1120 51 1 270+ 7 (N.2ND 7.3059- 7 2.2842- 7 2.2700- 6 4.4317- 6 0.0 +0i g i t -N& 23 6311 620 1 000- 4 (N. GAMMA) 6.4A60- 4 1 1195- 3 1.2051- 1 3.8684- 4 1 6064- 3e 12-MG- 24 1220 131 4.900+ 6 (N.P) 2.A023- 4 3.2212- 4 3.7045- 4 9.7495- 4 1.1606- 4g 13-AL- 27 6313 162 1 600* 6 (N.P) A.47R1- 4 B.7072- 4 1.04 W- 3 2 3772- 3 4 0361- 4y 13-AL- 27 631J 14d 3.200* 6 ( N. ALFt4A) 1.2752- 4 1.5376- 4 1.7605- 4 4 0320- 4 5.2859- 515-P - 31 1520 165 1.500+ 6 (N.F) 4.3119- 1 4.3249- 3 1.1446- 3 1.5969- 2 3.3082- 316-S - 32 643Y 172 9.2004 5 (N.P) 1.0564- 2 1.523b 2 1. 74*,9- 2 3.9120- 2 7.6640- 321-SC- 4*.s 6426 620 1.000- 4 (N, GAMMA) 1.RR44- 2 2.2776- 2 6.133O+ 0 v.1550- 3 4.3207- 222-TI- 46 6427 af 4 1 600* 6 (N.P) 1.6906- 3 2.2447- 3 2.72V5- 1 6.2000- 3 1 0551- 322-TI- 47 6428 74 1.060+ 7 (N.N'P) 2.3579- 6 1.2010- a 5.90Yb- 6 1 2629- 5 00 +022-TI- 47 6428 620 1.000- 4 (N.P> 1.4973- 3 5.1451- 3 5.6953- 3 1.2000- 2 2 6630- 3

,

f22-T1-48 6429 64 1.160* 7 (N.N*M 3.9137- 7 1.6729- 7 1 0966- e 2.2009- 6 00 +0$ 22-73- 40 6429 14u 3.200+ 6 (N,P) 4.9319- 5 5.9992- 5 7.0926- 5 1.a590- 4 2 1057- 5 509 25-MN- 55 6325 76 1 040 7 (N.ON) 5.1393- 5 3.9570- 5 9.1019- 5 2.2546- 4 2.0483- 8 Nh24-FE- O 9000 e2O 1 000- 4 DAMAGE (ASTM) 3.3876+ 2 3.9774+ 2 2.8196+ 2 4.3053+ 2 2.4957+ 2 "
3 24-FE- O 9001 620 1 000- 4 DAMAGF (FUR) 3.3425+ ? 3.9293+ 2 2.7602+ 2 6 2447+ 2 2.5100+ 29 24-F E- 54 6430 620 1 000- 4 (N.P) 1.2144- 2 1.7456- 2 2.0075- 2 4.4050- 2 8 9323- 324-FE- 56 6431 151 2 900+ 6 (N.P) 1.7141- 4 2.2005- 4 2.5H29- 4 6 3290- 4 9.6579- 526-FE- 58 6432 620 1.000- 4 (N. GAMMA) 3.4997- 3 6.2003- 3 2.7350- 1 2 1834- 3 1 1490- 2
| 27-CO- 59
a 6327 74 1.060+ 7 (N.2N) 4.7182- 5 3.5325- 5 9.7186- 5 2.1002- 4 0.0 +027-CO- 59 6327 620 1 000- 4 (N.OAMMA) 1.2501- 2 4.2104- 2 9.OA51+ 0 7.9656- 3 3.6950- 2e 27-CO- 59 6327 125 5 500* 6 (N. ALFt4A ) 2.6063- 5 3.2027- 5 3.7269- 5 9.9072- 5 1 1592- 5g 28-NI *'B 6433 56 1.240+ 7 (N.ON) 9.2345- 7 3.7525- 7 2.2344- 6 4.4356- 6 0.0 +0

.

g 28-MI- 58 6433 620 1 000- 4 (N.P) 1.5972- 2 2.3139- 2 2.6200- 2 5.8609- 2 1 1864- 2** 29-NI- eo 6434 155 2 500+ 6 (N.P) 4.1972- 4 5.4362- 4 6.4051- 4 1 5497- 3 2.2917- 4|29-CtJ-63 2920 68 1.120+ 7 (N.2N) 2.22A2- 5 1.4248- 5 4.8214- 5 1.0901- 4. 0 0 +029-CtJ- 63 64J5 620 1.000- 4 (N.OAMMA) 2.2065- 2 3.6533- 2 1.073J+ 0 1.3414- 2 7.2055- 229-CtJ- 63 6435 163 1.700+ 6 (N. ALPHA) 9.2342- 5 1.1494- 4 1.3656- 4 3.4394- 4 4.6628- 529-Cu- 65 6434 OO 1.000+ 7 (N.2N) 7.6042- 5 6 1474- 5 1.2742- 4 3.2236- 4 4.4008- 730-ZN- 64 3020 171 9.600+ 5 (N.P) 5.3973- 3 7.7604- 3 8.9363- 3 1.9996- 2 3.9661- 340-ZR- 90 4020 59 1.210+ 7 (N.2N) 2 2425- 5 1.1848- 5 5.71J4- 5 1.2230- 4 0.0 +041-ND- 93 4120 209 1 350+ 5 (N.N*) FIRST LEVFL 3.4112- 2 5.2271- 2 4.5111- 2 1.0509- 1 2.7608- 245-fee-103 4520 215 1 000+ 5 (N.N*) FIRST LEVE. 2.2319- 1 2.9227- 1 2.1313- 1 5.0099- 1 1.5964- 149-IN-115 6437 193 3.200+ 5 (N.N*) FIRS 7 LEVrL 3.4*i37- 2 5.2569- 2 4.9146- 2 1.1324- 1 2.7619- 249-IN-115 6437 620 1.000- 4 (N. GAMMA) 2.1965- 1 2.6299- 1 1.1973+ 2 1.5402- 1 4.0871- 153-1 -127 6438 De 9.200* 6 (N.2ND 2.7342- 4 2.5299- 4 3.UD99- 4 1.0997- 3 2.4795- 579-A(J-19 7 6379 620 1.000- 4 ( N . GAMPM ) 2.1269- 1 3.3537- 1 e.3461+ 1 1.2029- 1 6.2424- 190-TH-232 6390 410 5.000+ 0 FISSION 1.2645- 2 1.9604- 2 2.0097- 2 4.5529- 2 1.0254- 290-TH-232 6390 420 1.000- 4 (N. GAMMA) 1. as 199- 1 2.3548- 1 4.1004* O 1.2342- 1 3.4763- 192-U -235 6395 620 1 000- 4 FISSION 1.3457+ 0 1.5049+ 0 1.3039+ 2 1.2403+ 0 1.9911+ 092-U -236 4399 620 1.000- 4 FISSION S.2575- 2 8.2130- 2 0.251G- 2 1.0711- 1 4.3207- 292-U -239 6399 620 1.000 4 (N.OAMMA) 1.505e- 1 2.0937- 1 1.0372+ 1 9.4009- 2 3.3499- 193-fe-237 6337 620 1 000- 4 FISSION 4.4706- 1 6 1324- 1 4.2WS7- 1 1.020G+ 0 3.3176- 194-PU-239 6399 620 1 000- 4 FISSION 1.4199+ 0 1.7522+ 0 2.0779+ 2 1.7224+ 0 1.7936+ 095-AN-241 1009 420 1.000- 4 FISSION 3.5943- 1 5 1993- 1 1.52e1+ 0 9.9590- 1 2.8374- 1

,

i

,
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VI. Comparison to Experimental Measurements

The calculated average cross sections for 252Cf and 235g
fission spectra were compared with results of integral
measurements. The experimental spectral averaged cross cection
data were compiled from recent publications. Most of the data for i

252Cf spectrum were supplied to us by W. Mannhart [2] who madeevaluations of available experimental data. The results of
comparison are shown in Table IV. The numbers in parentheses
after the experimental values re fer to the re ferences listed at
the end of this paper. As can be seen from the table the
agreement between calculated and measured values varies
significantly from one reaction to another and for 9 reactions it
is worse than 10 %. The cross-section data for these reactions
will be under constant review by the Nuclear Data Section and will
be updated when new reliable data appear. This table also shows
the accuracy range which might be expected in case of different
detectors and might be use ful for selection of composition of
activation detector sets.

Comparing the two 235U spectrum evaluations one might see
that they contribute up to 6% difference in deviations from
experiment. This shows that more precise knowledge of this
spectrum and further evaluations are needed.
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COpwWt190N OF EXPERIMENTIALLY EASURED AND CALCULATED CF-252 AND b-235 FISSION S0EC1RA AVERAGES

EXPERIENT I AL EXPERIMENTAL COPPARISON TO CALC 1LATIONS
VALLES ENkON (EVAL-CXP)/ EVAL

_

__

CF-252 FISS (J-235 FIRS CF-252 FIGS U-235 FISS U-235 FISS
(NDG) (NBS3 (ENIF/D-V)

.-- -

190 TOFT MAT OROUPS T)StESHOLD REACTION
( M11LIDARNG)(M11 L19ARNG) (PEN-CEN1) ( > tR-CENT ) (FtR{ENT ) (FER CENT)

=4 (EV)

I
e 3-LI- 6 6424 620 1.000- 4 ELIUM PRODUCTION
g 5-3 - 10 6425 620 1.000- 4 ELIUM FRODUCTION

9-F - 19 920 70 1 100+ 7 (N.2N) 0.0308 (t) 15 +30
-

31-NA- 23 1120 51 1.290+ 7 (N.2N)
p 11-NA- 23 6311 620 1 000- 4 (N.OAMMA) 0.335 (1) 4 -24

J 12-NO- 24 1220 131 4.900+ 6 (N.P) 1.919 (2) 4.9 +11

g 33-AL- 27 6343 162 1.000+ 6 (N.P) 4.862 (2) 3.55 +5

6313 148 3.200+ 6 (N. ALPHA) 1.014 (2) 2 +4

15-P - 31 1520 165 1.500+ 6 (N.P) 33.5 (3) 6 -22 -17

|13-AL-27
*A

to-S - 32 6439 172 9.200+ 5 (N.P) 71.79 (2) 4.5 +6

,21-SC- 45 6426 620 1.000- 4 (N.OAMMA)
* 22-TI- 46 6427 164 1.600+ 6 (N.P) 14.11 (2) 2.2 -5o

6429 74 1.060+ 7 (N.N'P)y22-71-47
c 22-11- 4F 6420 620 1.000- 4 (N.P) 19.26 (2) 2.12 +20

g 22-71- 48 6429 64 1.160+ 7 (N.N'P)
IL 22-TI- 48 6429 140 3.200+ 6 (N.P) 0.38 (1) 5 +7

0.202 (4) b -0.2 -0.4 ,

y 25-MN- 55 6325 76 1.040+ 7 (M.2ND y

m 26-FE- 0 0000 620 1.000- 4 IdMAGE (ASTM) m
b 26-FE- 0 9001 620 1.000- 4 DAMAGE (EUR)
* 26-FE- 54 4430 620 1.000- 4 (N.P) R6.55 (2) 2.12 +2

?6-fE- 56 6431 151 2.900+ 6 (N.P) 1.459 (2) 2.36 -3

26-FE- 58 6432 620 1.000- 4 (N,OAMMA)

*- 27-CO- 59 6327 74 1.060+ 7 (N.2ND 0.227 (4) -24 -25
'

27-CO- 59 6327 620 1.000- 4 (N.OAMMA) 4.97 (1) 5 -16

|27-C0-59** 6327 125 5.500+ 6 (N. ALPHA) 0.2106 (1) 7.41 +1
0.0036(4) 7 -26 ~32

h29-NT-SG 6433 56 1.240+ 7 (N,2N)

** 20-NI- SS 4433 620 1.000- 4 (N.P) 115.4 (2) 1.67 -1.4

gr 29-N1- 60 4434- 155 2.500+ 6 (N.P)
g 29-CU- 63 2920 68 1.120+ 7 (N.2N) 0.3 (1) 9 -56

29-CtJ- 63 6435 620 1.000- 4 (N.OAMMA)
F, 29-CU- 63e 6435 163 1.700+ 6 (N. ALPHA) 0.709 (5) 2 +6

29-CD- 65 6436 00 1.000+ 7 (N.2N)"

3020 171 9.600+ 5 (N.P) 40.14 (2) 2.46 +2

{30-7N-64
3 40-ZR- 90 4020 59 1.210+ 7 (N.2N) 0.267 (1) 9 -35

s 41-ND- 93 4120 209 1.350+ 5 (N.N') FIRST LEVE1.
45-RH-103 4520 215 1.000+ 5 (N.N*3 FIRST LEVEL"

6437 193 3.200+ 5 (N.N') FIRGT LEVEL 197.9 (2) 2.19 -9

{ 49-IN-115
9 49-IN-115 6437 620 1 000- 4 (N,OAMMA) 125.7 (2) 2.v6 -4

j 5J-I -127 6438 00 9.200+ 6 (N.2N) 1.04 (4) +12 +14

e 79-AU-197 6379 620 1.000- 4 (N,OAMMA) 7A.R3 (2) 2.27 -1

90-TH-232 6390 410 5.000+ 0 FISSION 04.7 (6) 17 -0

90-fM-232 6390 620 1.000- 4 (N.OAMMA)
92-U -235 6395 420 1 000- 4 FISSION 1204 (2) 1.61 +3

92-sJ -238 6399 620 1.000- 4 FISSION 319.1 (2) 2.OH -2

92-(J -239 6399 620 1.000- 4 (N.OAMMA)
93-NP-237 4337 620 1.000- 4 FISSION 1339 (2) 2.14 +1

94-F1J-239 6399 620 1.000- 4 FISSION 1799 (2) 1.83 +0.3

95-AM-241 1009 620 1.000- 4 FISSION

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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PSF INTERLABORATORY COMPARIS0N

L. S. Kellogg and E. P. Lippincott
Westinghouse Hanford Company

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
Richland, Washington, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Two experiments for interlaboratory verification of radiometric
analysis methods have been conducted with dosimeters irradiated in the
Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR) Poolside Facility (PSF) Simulated
Dosimeter Measurement Facility (SDMF). In preliminary anslysis of data
supplied by the six participants, biases as large as 60% were observed
which could lead to errors of this general magnitude in reported
surveillance capsule fluence values. As a result of these comparisons,
problems were identified and the spread in final values was greatly
reduced.

Relative agreement among the final results reported by four of the
laboratories now appear to be satisfactory (the non-fission dosimeter
results generally falling within 25% and the fission dosimeter
results within 110%), though improvement is required in order to
routinely meet Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program goals.
Results from two of the laboratories, while not extremely out of these
ranges, appear to be relatively consistantly biased. These results
demonstrate the on-going need for periodic counting laboratory
intercalib ations.

_

INTRODUCTION

It is currently accepted that the accuracy goal for reported neutron
exposure parameters [ flux and fluence (E<0.1 and 1.0 MeV) and dpa] is in
the 5 to 15% (la) range in order t
veillance Program Requirements.(I.p) meet the Reactor Vessel Material Sur-To achieve and maintain this level3

of accuracy, the reactor physics calculational and dosimetry measurement
results must routinely be in the same range or better. It has been shown
that this level of accuracy can be obtained but only through careful stan-
dardization, which include interlaboratory program work using benchmark
(verification) facilities.(6-9) In support of this effort two experiments
were designed and irradiated in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor Simulated
Dosimeter Measurement facility (ORR-50MF) benchmark facility. The partici-
pation of those laboratories routinely involved in the analysis of Light
Water Reactor (LWR) Surveillance capsules was enlisted to provide results to
be compared with those obtained at HEDL [whose radiometric laboratory had
previously been intercalibrated through the Interlaboratory Reaction Rate

.
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(ILRR) program].(8,9) Four vendors (Babcock and Wilcox, Combustion Engineer-
ing, General Electric, and Westinghouse) and two service laboratories
(Battelle Memorial Institute and Southwest Research Institute) volunteered
their participation. These laboratories have been kept anonymous in the
report of these intercomparisons.

EXPERIMENTAL DESCP.IPTION

The Dosimeter sets fabricated at HEDL included six replicate samples of
each dosimeter and were designed to minimize spatial effects. The design of
typical capsules is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Capsules of similar
design but without the gadolinium shield were also used in the first irradi-
ation. This first experiment was included as pn !ntegral part of the PSF
Surveillance Capsule Perturbation Experiment (6) ano dosimeters were placed
in both the Thermal Shield Back (TSB) and Pressure Vessel Face (PVF) simula-
ted surveillance capsules. The location of the two capsules are shown in
Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the dosimetry arrangement in each capsule. Those
dosimetry capsules labeled HF and HNF contain the interlaboratory comparison
samples. The HF capsules contain bare or Gd covered fissionable and Co/Al
monitors arranged as in Figure 2. The HNF capsules have bare or Gd covered
non-fission wires arranged as in Figure 1.

The second set of intercomparison samples was included in th first
metallurgical _simulatedsurveillancecapsule(SSC-1) experiment.d0)
Figure 5 shows the SSC-1 ORR-SDMF configuration and the dosimetry placement
within the experiment is indicted in Figure 6. The HF comparison samples were

,

placed in hole B-block 38 and the HNF samples in hole D-block 37.'

After irradiation, the assemblies were dismantled at ORNL and the indi-
vidual dosimeter capsules shipped to HEDL. The capsules were opened and the
individual samples were identified by unloading sequence and sample weight or
ID designation. All samples were counted at HEDL to provide both compara-
tive HEDL absolute activities and also to provide a normalization base to

,

compensate for any gradient or self shielding effects and eliminate any errors'

! in the sample weights. Relative normalizations we e obtained at HEDL to an
accuracy of better than 1.5%.'

Along with the dosimeter sets, each participant was provided all basic
information concerning the dosimetry materials, as well as the irradiation
information provided by ORNL to allow calculation of both absolute specific
activities and reation rates. These data included the individual dosimetry
"As-Built" sheets (describing materials, form and encapsulation)L10), dosim-
eter (QA) information (Table 1) and the individual location and time history
information (Table 2).

ANALYTICAL METHODS

All participating laboratories utilized high resolution Ge or GeLi
detectors in conjunction with 2048 to 8196 multichannel analyzer systems
for analysis of the dosimeter Analysis of low activity
reactions [e.g.63Cu(n.a)60Co]gammaspectra.was also made by a few of the participants

|
1
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TABLE 1

DOSIMETRY F0IL QA DATA

Targgt
Desimeter Form , Batch ElementLa.d Isotopfe Wt.1 (a .b)

( t.1) 233 234 235 236 237 238 239235 UI 0I UI 0.053(2)
U 18.6 off U0 Wire 8.68 264C 87.97 <0.005 0.034 99.89 0.025238 2
U 17.5 ett tJ0 Wtre 9.62 E5-Z 87.75 <0.001 <0.001 0.0012UI UI237 2 <0.001 99.999
mp 19.7 mil Np0 Wire 4.92 HP-24 87.4 <0.0005 <0.0005 99.990I2 <0.003 _0.003<,

The above fotis are encapsulated in 0.035' OD vanadfum capsules (40 ppe Ta impurity) wa11 thickness 4.006*.

Capsule lengths are: 2350 - 0.190*. 238U - 0.310*. 237mp . o,343.,

0
um

Dostmety Form Batch Isotopte Target Element and Impurity Content (Wt.1)
N1 Fe Cu Tt to Al Aq Cr Me 51 h

Nt *I 20 mil Wire S.E. Natural Balance <0.0003 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0002 <0.0003

I

(0.51 m)
Fe *I 20 all Wire 2 0.0041 Balance <0.0058 0.0018

I "

Cu ''$ 20 mil Wire CP0 3054 99.999 <0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001

I '

f t 'II 20 mil Wire 139 W * 0.008 0.001 99.917 0.0001 0.003 0.001 0.005 0.02ICo/AI *I 20 mil Wire 5ttM 953 *
0.116 Balanca

!

(a} Elemental.1sotopic and/or impurity analysts provided by vendor. Assigned errors i.e. (1). represents value error in the last significant( b) figures.QA also performed at HEOL.
IC Impurity analysis performed at NEDL utilizing activation analysts. Values supplied by ORNL were Conf freed within the error assignments.

Co analysis was made at HEDL by spark source mass spectrometry. Analysis was not made for impurity products with t 1/2 < 4 hr.(d
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TABLE 2

IRRIDIATION HISTORY AND LOCATION

11RST ORR-5DMF 1RAA01AT10N SECOND ORR-5DMF 1RRADIAT104

(Perturbatton Emperisent) (55C-1 Expertrent)

i

Start of Irradiation 1530 EST 1/31/80 laserted Retracted or OR) Down

Cnd of Irradiation 1530 (ST 2/9/80 Aprt) 30.198013:34 Ny 4. 1980 7:00

May 8.1980 16:43 May 14,1980 13:30

Total Duration 9.00 days
y 16.1980 9:67 May 21. 1980 2:17

Nominal Reactor Power 30 Hll May 22. 1980 10:49 June 6. 1980 24:00

June 12, 1980 9:20 June 23.1980 12:53
Irradiation can be treated as a square wave function.

(All tires Castere Daylight Tise)

' #* * Noatnal Reactor Powr 30Pei

I coordinate: 158 - 101.6 sus South of Core Cg, Sagle tocations

FYS - 101.6 su N_crth of Core CL I coordinate: H5F 385 49.9 rus South of Core Cg+

H5NF 37D 47.2 see North of Core Cg

Y coordinate: Referenced to ORA Core A1 window: (individual dostseter locations
vary from this aid point location)

ist - 112.7 su
T coordinate: Referenced to ORA A1 window

FV5 - 207.3 sus
H5F 388 133.0 sum

( w a ostweters may vary
2 coordinate: Apprealmste location referenced between
Reference Core C (maalaus flum) rather than actual Core p7 g ,,L
C and approstmate location of mid-potat of each rep 11cetat

sa9 e group. Actual sangle position depends on sample 2 coordinate: Referenced to Reference Core (masisus flus) t

1

p s klon a nt e,f* P
location within set and adjustreats will be made 1 ster if ,'*cfcap

t Ft "*
1e ta

MSF sarples may vary by 21.1 susrequf red.
MSF 385 7.9 mm

MSNF 370 -67.5 seCadollatine Covered Capsules: HF-1. MF-2. MF-3. MF-4'

latF-1. MnF-2

Bare Capsules: HF.5 MF-6. HMF-3. 107-4

_ _ __
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| using Nal(TI) detectors. All non-fissile dosimeters were analyzed non-'

destructively but some of the participating laboratories destructively
analyzed the fissionable dosimeters in accordance with their routine surveil-
lance capsule dosimeter techniques. Difficulties were encountered by some;

{ of the participants due to the much higher activities of some of the dosim-
eters compared to the routine surveillance sample activities normallyi

j encountered.
1

REVIEW 0F INITIAL DATA
i
'

An initial review of the individual preliminary results was conducted.
Outlying values were anticipated but consistant discrepancies as large as;

60% were observed. Individual discussions were held with each participant,

concerning their data and the possible discrepancies that existed. Analyti-
cal and calibration techniques, nuclear parameters being used and corrections
identified and applied to the observed counting data were reviewed. In
almost all cases at least one or more problems were identified, though somewere relatively insignificant. Some of the more important problems identi-'

fled, and their affect on the reported data, are shown in Table 3

4 COUNTING RESULTS

All final reported specific activities, calculated to end of irradiation3

(E01), are listed in Tables 4 and 5 (not all participants reported reaction1

i rates). To determine the range of values that might be expected from the
laboratories performing the analysis, the participants' data was first nor-
malized using the HEDL observed sample to mean ratio and the ratio of the;

j highest to lowest reported result determined. These maximum range values,
including those calculated after the first corrections had been received,

'

are listed in Table 6.
f' The absolute HEDL values were not included in this

comparison and correlation of the individual measured activities to the HEDL
measured activities are presented separately in Table 7.-

!

TAELE 3

] IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS AND ESTIMATED EFFECT
I

P roblem Effect on Data.

j

1. Faulty calibration standards 10 to 100% depending on energy
4

region

2. Faulty nuclear parameter data 0 to 2% on specific results
3. No correction for external or 0 to 4% depending upon reaction

self shielding at:d analysis technique
I

. 4. Error in conversion of specific 0% on specific activity up to
{ activity to reaction rate 4% on specific reaction rates

5. No coincidence loss corrections for Estimated at up to 6%
high count rate samples

j ,

i
i

1

J

. - - . - . _ - - _ - . .. .- .-- -, - _ - - . _ -
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TABLE 4

INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON OF RADIOMETRIC (RM) DATA
FIRST ORR-5DMF TEST

Non Fission Foil Sets DPS/mg 9 E01 (a)

Oosteeter Set MnF.1 n=F.3 NFs.2 H4F.4

Reaction Laboratory IFTT {FTT TFET TUTT

a t(n,p) A 4.60 4.493 4.26 4.170 8.17 7.984 7.73 7.48058

8 4.18 4.497 3.90 4.164 7.30 7.986 6.74 7.470

C 4.33 4.51C 4.04 4.192 7.98 7.968 7.43 7.493

0 4.54 4.486 4.22 4.163 7.97 8.045 7.50 7.465

(I"I 4.44 4.512 4.05 4.154 7.79 8.016 7.32 7.472

F 4.430 4.510 4.187 4.177 8.2(3 8.027 7.728 7.438

.

(t + 3) (t*3) (t+3) (t+3)

"'it(a.p) A 5.72 5.59 "I 5.43 5.371 1.22 1.154 1.17 1.119I

8 5.00 5.59 4.65 5.40 1.07 1.157 1.11 1.125

C 5.75 5.55 5.55 5.30 1.24 1.159 1.21 1.*22

0 5.64 5.60 5.49 5.37 1.23 1.163 1.17 1.119

III 5.54 5.60 5.23 5 .34 3 1.16 1.170 1.11 1.107L

F 5.677 5.557 5.427 5.33 1.206 1.141 1.175 1.130

(E+11 (t+1) (t+1) (t+1)

A 8.19 8.044 7.89 7.688 1.90 1.880 1.91 1.825' Ca(a,e)
0 1.98 8.166 7.63 7.509 1.88 1.654 1.82 1.787

C 8.56 8.031 8.11 7.870 2.02 1.864 1.90 1.784

0 8.06 8.069 7.67 7.730 1.92 1.864 1.82 1.814

I "I 7.82 8.002 7.54 7.714 1.84 1.851 1.78 1.819I

F 8.444 7.815 7.946 7.789 1.994 1.886 1.935 1.811

(t*3) (t+3) (t+3) (t+3)

I"Fe(n.3) A 6.86 6.659 6.67 6.633 1.26 1.233 1.23 1.155

8 6.27 6.692 5.93 6.608 1.15 1.245 1.08 1.168

C 6.89 6.758 6.58 6.573 1.27 1.244 1.25 1.194

0 6.79 6.646 6.45 6.600 1.25 1.234 1.20 1.182

III
L 6.70 6.674 6.40 6.622 1.21 1.260 1.18 1.172

F 6.650 6.628 6.289 6.560 1.242 1.239 1.160 1.183

(t*31 (t+4) (t+3) ( t +4 )

587t(n.3) A 6.45 6.352 6.71 6.688 8.32 8.746 2.29 2.244

5 6.530 6.630 9.067 2.241

C 6.569 6.627 9.104 2.2a0

8 6.517 6.654 8.950 2.244

E "I 6.62 6.542 6.62 6.674 8.78 9.049 2.32 2.247I

F 6.610 6.540 8.948 2.249

|

|
l
l (aline flest Column under each headine are those data reported by the porttCipants, with any subseowent Corret.

tions sede by MEOL. The second Column of dat ts the Correspondin9 KEDL analysts. Results are to esponent In
(b)parenthests (e.g., 4.60 (t+5) reads 4.60 s 10gJ.

,

j The parittipant report *d the spectf tc activity as per me target tsetops. For comparison with the other
i

(C) reported ve1wes. the reported nus6ers were multiplied by the atos fracalon used by the parttttpant.
'

Only two easelste Counts were made on these sets. All of the sapeles in these sets were Counted on a
non-Calibrated system for deteretnation of the relative rettes. Correlations were made between these samples
Counted on both systems and abstlete valves were than Calculated for the remaintag samples in the sets.

,

|
l

--. - _ _ ,
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TABLE 5

INTERLABORATORY COMPARIS0N OF RADIOMETRIC (RM) DATA
FIRST ORR-SDMF TEST

Fission Foil Se DPS/mg @ E0I-

2N...i e.,

pes.= ,s e 3'0Ba IU M- INCA Ikete.7)ne 7
See teauenseev _1Lril- _E*51_ _./ rien

H+51.06W ., a 25.2 25.20 51.3 48.75 6s ' 34.0 33.s
8 m) 25 82 e9.71 F k 32.3 32 81
C (W 2434 40.9 U.06 '' 31.6 35.5 33.04
8 (c) 24.4 45.51 46.9 48.44 <i t. 35.5 31.6 31.M
i 23.2 24.85 48.1 U.H to.6 ML 35.4 33.9 33.29
F 24.M 47.95 62.92 30.6 30.13

f.$ A 361 329.4 651 601.3 358 412.0 172 171.9
B n) IM.5 548.7 668 130.4 161 173.9
C 33 350.9 640 602.6 475 8J0.6 US IM 173.0
t (c) 294 324.5 523 Sao.2 7a8 110.6 535 168 IH 7( 321 H5.3 605 595.4 79 010.8 462 165 1&J
F 327.2 586.1 781.9 172 U2.9

f4 A 3.M 3. sot 4.72 6.505 s.49 8.sn 4.c8 3 tes
I (W 3.H5 6.543 8.50 9.101 3.90 3.973
C 43 3.417 6.15 6.521 8.02 9.0W 4.9 4.33 4.019
B (c) 3.32 3.5a6 6.0 6.ul 9.25 9.259 4.H 4.0a 3.978
t 3.37 1.561 6.77 6.%2 4.M 9.155 4U 3.ts 3.a71
7 3.UD 6.664 9.322 4.110 4.058

W.6 A 123. IMJ 228 214.3 lut 294.7 52.9 51.39
8 (W 121.9 202 9 29 274.9 40.8 13.75C nl 121.9 20s.0 250 177.4 156 58.0 54.33
9 (c) 106 124.4 It3 210.2 295 2s5,6 152 57.2 55.15
t 111 127.7 215 212.9 274 293.3 AU 52.8 53.06
f AM.) 71 4.7 296.8 58.4 9 .45

237aefa.fi

_h51.08
rf *ta_ _1L*C J'Ct1 A 11.2 11 44.5 43.18 27.1 27.27

3 (W 11.30 44.12 30.7 27.16
C(W 11.U M.6 43.19 24.8 27.M 14.9
0 11.0 11.75 41.8 43.11 M.8 27.46 18.6
E 10.3 11.61 43.2 43.00 26.1 27.30 U.6
F 10.5 11.12 M.7 41.38 25.6 25.9B 14.5

f.2 A 1.35 1.307 5.24 5.033 3.23 3.10
B |W 3.375 5.052 3.41 3.2M
C (W 1.406 4.79 5.10 3.16 3.318 2.16
3 1.31 1.322 5.12 4.975 3.52 3.185 2.00
E 1.20 1.3a2 4. n 5.159 3.12 3.210 2.13
7 1.27 1.310 4.92 5.ous 3.10 3.220 2.27

234 re...it

u.es
. a.a tr.m

t.1 A U.4 16.90 7.06 6.H3 B.5 34.98_

rr.n

3 (W 16.18 6.823 M.9 M.90
C h) U.U 6.71 7.011 M.4 M.52 24.0
3 16.8 16.46 6.46 6.547 36.3 33.44 21.6
1 16.0 16.95 4.79 6.Mt 34.2 M.10 25.8
f U.1 U 16 6.51 6.865 M.! 35.M 25.4

t.2 4 2.79 2.772 1.11 1.079 0.572 0.5812
8 (W 3.140 1.0% 0.596 0.110s
C (W 2.H5 0.122 1.033 0.554 0.5a02 3.74
8 2.65 2.792 1.08 1.0U 0.616 0.5447 4.15
t 2.49 2.679 1.01 1.016 0.530 0.5676 3.81
F 2.74 2.777 1.04 1.059 0.H5 0.5750 4.02

(s) Tas esen sawa enese esce asneios ses v.ess cara snee=*ss av was enerscieas, eeve as, eecessaev
seneettises. mas neceo setwa es was seessnes=etes it3L ents. Ise yates se easeos (t*5) as sus
sneense, see vos enea eeue ins et ( (t*S) 25.2 suona osaa 25.2n10' 3.

N Ceeescreens sees mese ses essareta6 amo sneveret seweertsee.
(c)Caseecries asse ese Ce aue, caseser
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TABLE 6

INTERLABORATORY COMPARIS0N OF RADIOMETRIC (RM) ANALYSIS PROCEDURES AND DATA (a)
(Range Evaluatie (Maxima / Minima) of RM Results Based on First PSF-SDMF TEST)

w i.eom ,<*m a (e.,Joue i au.ce(e elhuu. u 2>+oe i 'aue< 'oue i u*.s
esese m e n

ene1 uni neue i 1.i set *. nuu. eve 1. eve a m eue >
=i i.w Cn i. u. i A, =C 6 i.n Cn i.i. u. i A. Cn . i.u Fn im Fn 6 i.= us i.is = i.n ur s

-3 i.n un im m im ut . i.= u. i.n Cn i , ut 6 im Cn im uF - 6 i.tr u. i.it u i.M ue .

W*I l.H C/0 1.13 F/B l.08 F/t 6 1.at C/g 1.14 A/9 9.47 A/E 8 1.M C/t 1 A9 t/t . 6 1.46 C/t 1.11 A/S 1 A F A/t 6

aut * 4 f.76 C/S 4.14 F/B tm F/t 6 1.81 C/l 1.00 C/9 1.00 C/t 4 l.00 C/t 1.09 F/t 6 1,43 C/t 1.16 48 1.09 4/t 4

te/81(eg)te 3
'

li
68Fefe.1 Seser

set 1.ebipape I seue g sepe y un,g 3,1 es, pope s set te (

S 'I We3 1.16 C/5 9.04 C/0 .04 A/F 6INEF * 1 0.11 C/A 1.03 t/A 1.63 t/A
88 8 * 3 1.0f C/t 1.43 Att 1.08 A/t 8 W.6 1.Il C/8 1.19 C/0 1.08 C/t 4
RRF e I l.f3 C/A 1.ee t/A l.co t/4 3 et . 4 9.Os F/t 1.10 C/s 1 A4 C/F 6

sur . 4 1.18 C/t l Al Nt 1.91 48 3 W6 l.33 C/8 1.17 C/S l.07 C/t 6

fHula.f)'S r 135,{.,g}uFc,
835v(e.f)1eone 335v(e.t]183e te

Fepu_ eve 1. =eue a n i neuei ave 1 nEL I.at eue u neue eu # uti neue i. sme1 neue o u*i
3*.3 1.07 Mt - 3 1.19 C/9 l.21 A/C lAt A/S 4 l A9 t/C 1.17 A/C 1 A4 A/F S 1.11 t/C --

l.14 C/S - 3W*6 1.39 A/S - 3 1.F3 t/9 1.19 A/S 4.45 A/t 4 1.ll C/S 1.70 C/S 1.99 E/t 5 .

3W.4 1.47 A/g 3 1.30 t/s 3.0g t/C - 4 1.13 t/C l.14 t/C 1 A9 0/E $ 1.0S t/C --

NF * 6 8.13 A/S - 3 1.45 C/9 1.14 A/9 4 5.15 C/t 1.14 A/C 1.09 A/t 5 1.07 t/9 - 3

r37 ,{.,,jie3ee 337e,(e,,jeste 43Fot. riurce83'uote.e11#se s
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TABLE 7

RELATIVE RATIO FIRST ORR-SDMF TEST (X/HEDL)-1 %

L A80RATORY
Set 10 Reaction A B C 0 t F 5et ID aeac tion A 8 C D E F

LA80RATopf

EHNF-1 n1(n.p) 2.38 - 7.05 -3.99 2.10 -1.60 -1.77 NF-3 gg,,,g Sa 0.00 - 4.35 - 6.68
235 l40

-3 2.16 - 6.34 -3.63 1.37 -2.60 0.24 NF-5 9.46 - 9.40 - 4.26-2 2.33 - 8.59 0.15 -0.93 -2.82 2.69 NF-4 9.39 - 7.42 - 5.36-4 3.34 - 9.24 -0.84 0.47 -2.03 3.90 W-6 -2.92 -14.79 -13.08HNF 1 "'TI(n.p) 2.33 -10.6 3.60 1.43 -0.71 2.16 HF-3 D (n.f)M3Ru 5.27 -13.09 - 3.18 0.88u-3 1.10 -13.9 4.72 2.23 -2.11 1.82 NF-5 8.27 6.21 - 9.00 1.54-2 5.72 -7.52 6.98 5.76 -0.85 5.26 HF-4 3.31 - 5.59 - 2.57 3.17-4 4.56 -1,33 7.84 4.56 0.27 3.98 HF-6 6.39 - 6.37 - 8.18 0.99HW-1 Cu(n.e) 1.76 -3.38 8.59 -1.12 -2.27 8.05 HF-3 235 (n.f)95Zr 0.76 0.00 -13.49 4.99 - 2.84u-3 2.63 1.61 3.05 1.81 -2.00 2.01 W-5 5.67 -14.40 9.29 2.26 - 3.31 y-2 1,36 1.40 6.37 3.00 0.59 5.73 HF-4 -2.40 - 6.49 -11.47 - 0.10 - 8.36 --4 4.66 1.85 6.50 2.00 2.14 6.85 HF-6 3.16 - 1.78 - 6.99 1.54 - 5.22

-*

HW-1 Fe(n.p) 3.02 -6.31 1.95 -3.73 0.39 .$.37 HF-1 237,,g,,,)M06a 1.27 - 6.38 -11.28 -5.58-3 0.56 -10.26 0.11 -2.27 -3.35 -4.13 NF-2 3.29 - 0.91 -13.29 -3.05-2 2.19 -7.63 1.76 1.30 -3.96 0.24 HF-1 237,,g,,gg103
'

Ru 3.06 -31.26 - 4.37 - 0.92 -4.06-4 6.49 -7.53 4.69 1.52 0.68 -1.94 NF-2 4.11 - 6.94 2.91 - 3.28 -2.3858 ,g,,,) j,$4 3,3, ,,,j 237,,g,,g)HZr -0.22 10.59 - 9.06 4.12 - 4.40 -1.46

HW-1 7

-3 3.29 0.8) W-2 1.99 5.38 - 4.76 10.83 - 2.80 -1.24-2 -4.87 -2.97 HF-1 yg,,g)1408a 2.96 - 2.19 - 5.60 -0.35
238

-4 1.96 3.25 HF-2 0.65 - 0.40 - 7.05 -1.3359Hur-3 Ce(n.1) 2.84 -1.55 7.45 1.09 1.83 -1.07 HF-1 238(n.f)103u Au 5.48 - 4.29 - 1.93 0.46 -5.17-5 0.06 -7.42 6.36 -1.00 -1.51 -0.52 NF-2 3.74 1.65 2.08 - 2.51 -1.79-4 2.28 -1.84 7.74 1.56 2.82 1.28 HF-1 gg,,g)M2r 1.72 2.60 - 5.81 8.55 - 2.56 1.37
238

-6 1.95 -9.21 6.76 3.72 -0.49 2.35 HF-2 -1.58 4.41 - 2.83 5.35 - 6.62 -3.48
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TABLE 8

INTERLABORATORY COMPARISON OF RADIOMETRIC (RM) DATA
SECOND PSF-SDMF TEST

Non-Fission Foil Sets (DPS/mg @ E01)(a)

Reaction _

58 63
Dosimeter Laboratory Hi(n.pl Cu(n ,(xl Fe(n.pl

Set (E+6) (C+2) ~ (E+4)

H5NF A 1.16 1.144 2.41 2.389 2.06 2.020

8 1.137 2.377 2.016

C-1(b) 1.03 1.138 2.31 2.399 1.87 2.019

C-2 1.06 2.35 1.95

D 1.13 1 .1 41 2.43 2.386 2.01 1.995

E 1 .141 2.400 2.011

F 1.132 2.384 2.003

5958 Fe(n,y) Co(n,yl
(E+4) _ ( E+4 L_

HSNF A 1.02 1.818 1.40 1.382

B 1.825 1 .331

C-1(b) 1.79 1.836 1.33 1.390

C-2 1.84 1.37

D 1.84 1.801 1.42 1.397

E 1.628 1.383

F 1.836 1 .8 34

I"IThe first column listed under each heading are those data rehrted by
the participants, the second column is the HEDL data.The num r in parens
is the gxponent for those numbers following [eg.1.16 (E+6) should read
1.16x100] .

(b)Two individuals ran separate analyses for this laboratory and both
values are reported.
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A comparison of the relative ratios listed in the vertical columns of
Table 7 demonstrates whether a particular laboratory appears to be consis-tently biased.

It would appear that laboratory B is generally biased low by
4 to 10%, and laboratory C appears generally biased high by s4 to 7%.
By reading across this table, one can observe whether an apparent bias
exists in the analysis of a particular dosimeter reaction. It appears that
the HEDL analysis of both the 63Cu(n,a) and 46
biased low by s2% relative to the other labs. Ti(n p) reactions appear

The individual results for the second ORR-SDMF test are listed inTables 8 and 9. Unfortunately, only three of the six laboratories havereported results at this time. Two separate sets of results are reported bylaboratory C. Ccunting was done by two different individuals and since a
difference was observed, both sets of results were reported and are treated
separately in the comparisons. It was anticipated this second test would
show improved correlations and indeed the ratios relative to HEOL, Table 10,
indicate a consistently bette agreement. All comparisons with two of the
three reporting participants f all within st4%. Laboratory C still appears
to be biased, though this time a low bias is indicati.d while the first test
indicated a high bias.

TA8LE 9

InitRLAR RATORY CQ9AA150N OF RADIOMETRIC (RM) CATA -- 5tCOND PSF-5DMF itST
IFf ssfon Fett 5ets -- CPS /eg 9 E0l *I

238(,,g}y
Dos eter Laboratory lf l d M

f

MF-388 A 3.064 2.05 2.003 1.15 1.159 10.958 3.153 2.053 1.207 10.92C-1(b) 2.863 1.74 1.175 1.01 1.142 9.40 11.30C2 1.80 I.05 (1.16) 9.68 (10.4)0 3.093 1.998 1.163 10.3 10.16( 3.089 2.034 1.183 19.96F 2.989 2.022 1.174 10.50

237,,(,,gy

}r
HMF-388 A 2.017 1.36 1 .31 5 9.42 9.5 71 8.3688 1.956 1.287 9.375 8.156INC-I 2.097 1.22 1.351 8.72 9.793 2.82 8.484C-2

1.21 8.65(9.24) 7.73 (8.37)0 2.005 1.302 9.431 8.31 8.169C 2.081 1 .31 0 9.456 8.591F 2.088 1.332 9.602 9.308I*I
The first co1ven itsted under each heading are those data reported by the participants. the second column
is the NEDL data. Result esponents are given in parens [et. 3.064 (t+5) should read 3.064a10 ],5,
Two individuals ran separate analyses for this laboratory and both valves are reported. The values in parens
are from recent counts and were used in the C-2 cowarlson for Table 10.

- _ - _ _ _ - - -
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TABLE 10

RELATIVE RATIO SECOND ORR-SDMF TEST (X/HEDL -1] %
I

Reaction A B C-1 D E F

Mt(n.p) 1.40 - 9.57 - 6.85 -0.9658

Cu(n,a) 0.P8 - 3.71 - 2.04 1.8463

54 1.98 - 7.38 - 3.42 0.75
fe(n.p)

Fe(n,y) 0.11 - 2.51 0.22 2.1758

NCo(ny) 1.30 - 4.32 - 1.44 1.65

Np(n f) Ru 3.42 - 9.70 -10.4237

Zr - 1.58 -10.9 - 5.695

I3I - 7.83 - 1.34 1.73ts

238 (,,f) Ru 2.09 -11.9 - 8.86103g

95 - 0.78 -11.6 1.58Zr

137 -16.8 -7.96 1.38
Cs

CONCLUSIONS

Intercomparisons of dosimetry results from six service laboratories
have provided exprimental estimates of accuracies of measured reaction

Preliminary results were distrib'uted over a range of relative valuesrates.
as large as 60%. Had results from a single laboratory been used to derive
surveillance capsule fluence values, which are ef ten based on only one or
two reactions, a bias of 40% or more could easily have been introduced.
Following discussions of the preliminary analysis results and identification
of existing problems, these biases were generally reduced to below 15%.

While the agreement among the majority of the laboratories participat-
ing in the interlaboratory comparisons is generally satisfactory (non-fissile
dosimeter results generally falling within 15% and the fissionable dosim-
eter results falling within 110%.), improvement is still required in order'
to routinely meet the Reactor Vessel Materials Surveillance Program Require-

The results obtained from these tests along with the subsequentment goals.
corrections indicate that a critical review of both analytical and calcula-
tional techniques must be conducted on a periodic basis by all of the labora-
tories. In addition, it is recommended that each laboratory
review and utilize, where possible, the appropriate ASTM Standard Methods
and Guides, maintain system calibration and/or control documentation, and
continue in this or similar programs utilizing existing benchmark facilities
for verification purposes and direct correlations.

g
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TOKAMAK FUSION TEST REACTOR FUSION-REACTION-PRODUCTS DIAGNOSTICS *

H. W. Hendel,+ K. Matsuoka,++ and L. E. Samucison
Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton, NJ, USA

ABSTRACT

The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at Princeton
University Plasma Physics Laboratory has been designed to
achieve reactor-like plasmas with a power multiplication
factor Q = 1 (= fusion power generated / heating power required
to maintain steady state), i.e., power break-even, at ~20 MW
and ~6 1018 n/s, during a part of the - 1 s plasma pulse.
After the initial hydrogen and deuterium operation with lower
neutron yield and device activation, high power pulses in
tritium plasmas with deuterium neutral-beam injection will
demonstrate Q = 1, in the mid-1980's. To measure, with the
desired precision and over the required flux ranges for D-H,
D-D and D-T plasmas the important parameters such as Q,
beam-ion energy distribution and loss rate, ion temperature,
tritium confinement in D-D plasmas, and the radial and
temporal dependences, we use four different diagnostic
systems: 1) a pneumatic neutron activation system with eight

235irradiation stations, 2) two U and four 238U fission
jetectors,3)acollimator-spectrometer (~150t)withNE213and
He detectors and a proton recoil telescope, and 4) a multi-

channel collinator using NE213 detectors.

INTRODUCTION

The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at Princeton University-
Plasma Physics Laboratory has been designed to achieve reactor-like

lplasmas with a power multiplication factor Q = 1 (= fusion power
generated / heating power required to maintain steady state), i.e., power
break-even, at the level of ~20MW and ~6 1018 n/s during a par't of the
~ l s plasma pulse. TFTR will operate initially with hydrogen and
deuterium plasmas which yield relatively low neutron fluxes and thus low
device activation. Later, in the mid-1980's, TFTR will generate high

j fusion power pulses with tritium plasmas and deuterium neutral-beam
injection for demonstration of Q = 1. This important Q-measurement

* Wor k per. formed under doe Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073
+ On leave iter RCA David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, NJ.
++ Institute of Plaana Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
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thus largely determines the neutron diagnostics to be used on TFTR, but4

other fusion and plasma- parameters will also be evaluated.>

I

,

14 of,,2 The higher productionPresent tokamaks produce up to 10
rates expected on TFTR (up ~ to 1019 n/s) will allow use of higher
energy-resolution detectors and will result in better spatial and
temporal re solutions . In addition, TFTR will_ generate the first

, fusion-reactor-like plasmas, with good confinement of D-T produced alpha
' particles, a requ;rement for ignition. Below, we will give some

background on the properties of the TFTR neutron source and describe the'

diagnostic systems to be used for their measurements.3 Alpha-particleI

: loss measurements, although planned, will not be discussed.

Tile TFTR PLASMA AS A NEUTRON SOURCE

The TFTR is a geometrically extended, large-size toroidal
250cm) plasma neutron source, with temporal variations(r 50cm, R ==

,

(due to heating, losses and relaxation), spatial variations (especially
during radial compression heating) and neutron energy spectrum
variations (determined largely by the dominance of either

,

maxwellian plasma or beam plasma reactions) occuring during the
approximately one-second-duration discharge. Typically, during this
pulse, the plasma may be ohmically heated for 0.ls,

neutral-beam-injection heated for a few 0.ls, possibly compression
heated during 0.03s and confined and relaxed during another few 0.ls.
Thus, the plasma neutron source is determined mainly ty' the ion. type,.
ion density, and ion temperature (or energy) and the temporal and
spatial evolutions of the latter two parameters as prescribed by the
heating methods and by the losses. Successful heating and confinement

i will result in high fusion reaction rates, and thus both the reaction
rates and the underlying factors that produced them are considered the
measurement goals of the TFTR neutron diagnostics.

t

I3 -3Generally, the TFTR ion density is expected to be - ~ 5 10 cm and
the temperature 5-20 kev. After initial ohmic heating, neutral D-beam-

16 18injection will produce about 1015 n/s in D-H, 10 n/s in D-D and 10

n/s in D-T plasmas. At the lower limit, thermalD-Dplasmas{withoutneutral-beam injection) at 0.5 kev temperature will produce - 10 0 n/s,'

while at the upper limit, expected reaction rates in D-T plasmas for
; intense neutral-beam injection (with strong radial plasma compression)

may reach 1019
'

n/s. With minor and major radii of 1.1 and 2.6m for the
TFT" vacuum vessel, the flux at the location of the vacuum vessel wall,

13 2
i uncollimated, will be up to 10 n/cm s and in collimated geometry, for

a field of view of 10cm diameter, at representative detector locations
9 2(4-5m) ,< 5 10 n/cm 3,

a

3

!

4

.,y-- - . . %rm r--, - - , - .-r w- - - , _ - . - . - - - .- - . _ , .--.i - - , -- , -__ _
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The neutron energy spectrum for an isocropic, maxwellian plasma has
a single line (neglecting scattered neutrons) with full-width half
maximum

FWHM :: 80 ( (kev) for D-D,

~ 180/T ~ (kev) for D-T.

In D-D plasmas, a small (~ 5%) D-T component will occur, due to
tritium production from the D-D reaction. The study of tritium
confinement in D-D plasmas allows conclusions to be drawn on the

t confinement of alpha particles in D-T plasmas. In D-T plasmas, the T-T
reaction will be present, but due to the broad energy spectrum of the
T-T neutrons and their low flux, it may not be possible to distinguish
T-T neutrons from downscattered D-T neutrons. With neutral-beam
injection, the neutron peak energy seen depends on the direction of
observation. Two directions, perpendicular (radial) and tangential, are
of interest for high energy-resolution measurements. For co- and
counter-injection, at 120 kev beam energy, two neutron energy peaks will
be seen for tangential, collimated observation with a peak separation of
8% of the peak energy (14 Mev) and a FWHM of I 3% for D-T and 25%
and 5 8% for D-D plasmas (2.5 MeV). Here, the peak separation is
determined by the beam-ion energy and the FWHM by the plasma-ion
temperature. Without collimation, the FWHM of the beam-driven plasua
will be slightly wider due to integration over a larger angle of
observation.

Different plasma scenarios will be used on TFTR. Two important
cases are the high-current, full-bore plasma and the strong-compression
plasma. The latter is predicted to result in the highest Q-values at
IMA plasma current and imposes interesting measurement problems.
Adiabatic compression must be performed during times t << t ~ 100e Ems, the energy continement time. Compression times of 30 ms are
assumed, so that a time resolution of 1 - 10 ms is required to resolve
compression effects. Compression moves the plasma (by - 75cm) from a
radial position near the outer part of the vacuum vessel into the region
near the center of the torus, where the magnetic field strength is
higher. According to TFTR compu te r calculations using the BALDUR
one-dimensional plasma transport codel (and previous density and
temperature measurements from an earlier PPL tokamak) compression raises
ion density and energy, which in turn increases the peak fusion-reaction
rate by more than a factor of 5 and the total (pulse-averaged) reaction
rate by a fac tor of 3.5. To resolve the radial reaction-rate profiles
in both the pre- and the post-compression locations and during the
compression itself, it is desirable to view almost the full vacuum
vesseg diameter with a radial array of channels and to have counto f 10 - 106 rates

c/s, for a statistical error of 10 - 3% (in a 1 ms counting
interval). Thus, the dynamic range of the counting equipment is
severely limited.

_ _ _ _ _
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1

|
Besides the direct source neutrons, scattered neutrons will be

In toka-present and their contribution may be difficult to estimate.
mak geometry, vacuum vessel, magnetic field coils, support structures
and diagnostic equipment mre located near neutrog source and detectors

,

mul produce a large. flux of scattered neutrons. Since the geometry |
; '

cannot be changed, the scattered flux must be accounted for when uncolli-
3

I mated detectors are used or suppressed by collimation. In typical _ detector

locations, the collided flux is ~50% of the total flux for D-T plasmas,
.

and even higher for D-D plasmas. If collimated geometry is used,
|

scatterers will be included in the field of view where the line-of-sight
j intersects the vacuum vessel. To make full use of the collimated geometry,

the effects of these scatterers must be made negligible.
J Neutrons will also be produced in Y-n and e-n reactions, but these'

reactions will be important only during run-away electron production and
,

can thus be rejected easily. Their source will generally be near the
! plasma limiter, where the electrons impact, i.e., will be localized.
'
,

! Gamma-radiation fluxes will be comparable numerically to the
neutron fluxes and thus effective y-n discrinination is important. The
magnetic field intensity is <0.1T in typical detector locations,~ but
ST near the vacuum vessel wall.

The precision of the (uncollided) flux measurement expected is
~15%, which, together with a similar error for the measurement of
the power deposited into the plasma by the neutral beams, leads to an
error of ~20% for Q. The best Q values will exist over times comparable

i. to the compression time, so that. time resolved Q-measurements will be of,

i interest. From the details of the neutron-energy spectrum discussed
above, it can be seen that an energy resolution AE/E = 3-10% is
desirable to resolve the features of the neutron energy spectrum. The
radial source location should be determined with ~5cm error, to allow
the relation of fusion reaction rates to the local flux (e.g., for
T-breeding experiments).

| To measure the important parameters such as Q, beam-ion (from

|
neutral-beam injection) energy distributions and loss rates, ion
temperatures, and the radial and temporal dependences of these para-:

I meters with this precision, and over the expected flux range of more
|

than four orders of magnitude for D-H, D-D and D-T plasmas, we use four
different diagnostic systems (two uncollimated and two collimated) :

|
|

1) Neutron Activation System, 2) Fission Detector System, 3) Collimator-
Spectrometer, and 4) Multi-Channel Collimator. The. arrangement of three'

of these systems on TFTR is shown in Fig.1. The Fission Detectors are

not indicated; they are distributed around the torus. These four' ,

;

: diagnostic systems will now be discussed in greater detail.
]
:

I

,

,

;

-- . - - . . - . . - - - _ . - _ , . . - - . - - -. .. . . . , .
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NEUTRON ACTIVATION SYSTEM

The Neutron Activation System measures the uncollimated, absolute,
global neutron source strength, without interference from y- radia tion
and em nuise. From comparison of the irradiation stations located
around the toroidal and poloidal circumferences of the torus, toroidal
uniformity of the source can be established and the radial location of
the fusing part of the plasma column can be derived. A selection of
activation foils with different cross sections is available and due to
the small size of these detectors and their insensitivity to magnetic
fields, they can be used in the inner r<gion of the torus. The
pneumatic transport system which transfers the toils to the irradiation
stations can also transport dosimeters into these locations, either to
measure the Y-flux during er the activation af ter a dis:harge.

Employing a set of activation foils, neutron energy resolution
of ~ 15% for D-T and ~ 20% for D-D neutrons can be obtained with computer

4unfolding. However, even with this energy resolution it can be shown
that the scattered source-energy flux at the foil location will be (for
uncollimated geometry) 20-30% of the total flux for D-T, and ~50% for
D-D. Thus, corrections of the measured flux, invoking calculations and
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additional measurements using well- known neutron calibration sources
inside the TFTR vacuum vessel, will be required to reduce the flux
error. We also note that the activation system does not have any time
resolution, a disadvantage especially in the time-varying compression

' scenario, and that the foil selection is limited, particularly for D-D,
due.to the low fluence of present tokamaks.

Eight Cd-clad irradiation stations are arranged around the toroidal
(4) and poloidal (4) circumferences of TFTR. Polyethelene capsules (1
inch o.d.) carrying the activation foils are moved consecutively
pneumatically from the loader-hopper to the tokamak ( ~ 150 m). After
irradiation, the capsules are transferred to a y-counting station, and
drop computer-controlled through a number of counting distances until
the count rate is optimized, when they are counted. Both Ge(Li) and Na1
detectors are used. Finally, the spectrum is analyzed and the
uncollided neutron flux determined. It is expec ted that after an
initial period, when uniformity of the neutron emission and the energy
spectrum are established, the Activation System can be operated with a
reduced compliment of foils and capsules, and flux measurements can be
completed between shots (5 minutes). A schematic of the pneumatic
transfer system and the arrangement of the irradiation stations is given

; in Fig. 2. Since the air slug returning with the capsules from the
TFTR Test Cell is radioactive, it is moved back into the Test Cell for
cooling-off, without allowing it to enter the counting area. A
proto-type pneumatic system containing all major elements together with
the control logic has been operated reliably for more than 12000 cycles.i

Activation foil sets will be calibrated with a neutron generator prior'

to TFTR use.
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THE FISSION DETECTOR REACTOR-RANGE SYSTEM
1
1

The Fission Detector System provides the time-resolution for
235folding inte the Neutron Activation System results. By pairing a U

238and a U detector a dynamic range of over nine orders of magnitude in
flux can be covered ( 104 - 1013 2n/cm s), thus guaranteeingreactor-range
time-resolved monitoring for all possible source strengths.

Fission detectors offer the advantages of excellent y -ray
discrimination, of insensitivity to high magnetic fields due to their
collision-dominated plasma (we observed no effect on de tec tor
characteristics up to 0.3T, the highest field used in our test), and of
the presence of internal alpha background useful for threshold
calibration and 'or deriving an operating-status signal between plasma
discharges. Fission counter-ionization chambers (Reuter-Stokes
RS-C3-2510-114) can be operated in the counting, direct current, and
mean-square-voltage (msv) modes. In the counting and the may modes of
operation 106 R/hr of y background will be discriminated against, and
the dynamic range of one detector covers approximately six orders of
magnitude, for our purposes, up to 109 c/s equivalent. Thus, in the
msv and in the current modes good statistics can be obtained during
short times of observation. The fission-detectar circuitry by
Gamma-Metrics gives ~ 20 s time response, both in the msv and the
current mode s . Due to the inherent Y-ray rejection of the may

3(Campbell) mode by about a factor of 10 , comparison of both the may and
current mode signals can be used to indicate freedom from y -radiation
contributions for the msv-mode signal. 235 U detectors have no energy
gggolution but high detection efficiency, -10-1 c/ny, with moderator.

U detectors have a threshold at about 1 MeV but lower detection
efficiency, - 10-4 c/nv. We use two 235U and four 238U detectors. Both
types of fission detector are surrounded by 10 cm Pb to attenuate
background y-radiation and by an electrostatic shield. The 235U
detectors in addition are enclosed with 5 cm polyethelene for neutron
moderation and, on the outside, a boron layer to remove background
thermal neutrons.

NEUTRON COLLIMATOR SPECTROMETER

The Neutron Collimator-Spectrometer measures the neutron spectrum
with high energy resolution, spatially and temporally resolved, for
determination of Q, details of the neutrons origin, specific reactions,-

beam-energy distribution, beam-ion loss rates, Z tritoneffective,confinement in D-D plasmas, and ion temperature. We require resolution
of all energy lines, coverage of D-H to D-T flux ranges, spatial
resolution with a diameter of the field of view ~ 10cm, and suppression
of bac kg round gammas and scattered neutrons to 5 1%. The temporal
resolution is specified as one spectrum every 30 ms at standard D-D
expected operating conditions ( ~ 25 KW fusion power generated).

. _ _ _
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Observations are to be made both in the tangential direction (to observe
| beam-plasma effects), with -the possibility of covering as much of the
i vacuum vessel diameter as possible to accomodate dif ferent plasma

scenarios, and in the radial direction (to observe the maxwellian plasma
i effects). Thus, the viewinh direction must be located in the horizontal

plane.

!

Since little prior work had been reported on well-collimated,
i high-energy-resolution measurements of the neutrons from an extended 14

MeV source, extensive design calculations for a 14 MeV . neutron
', collimator (a slab of iron between source and detector with one

cylindrical . collimating channel) in TFTR geometry were performed by
,

Lillie et al.,5 using the discrete coordinates code ' DOT III. It 'was'

shown that the background y -flux and the neutrons scattered in the
collimator and those originating from the source outside the field of
view can be- suppressed to 51% of the direct, uncollided collimated
source neutron flux. No scatterers besides the collimator itself (i.e.,

,

; no TFTR structures) were invoked in the model, but the effects of
neutron scattering on tokamak neutron diagnostics were discussed later.6'

The design of the collimator for the high-energy resolution Neutron
i

Spectrometer and for the Multi- Channel Collimator described below is
based on these calculations and that of the remainder of the collimator
shield on ANISN calculations. Cost, ease of handling, and operating
schedule considerations made water the preferred bulk shielding material

; and the collimator was designed for D-D operation and later up-grading
to D-T.

,

The collimator-shield size is determined by the extended neutron
Generally, the collimated source-neutron flux at the - detector

source) times the total, uncollimated source-energy, flux incident on theis-10-:

I collimator-front face and for the source-energy flux incident on the
collimator sides we have assumed 1/10 of the front-face flux.

} The y-background flux incident is similar numerically to the neutron

i flux for D-T plasmas (in - the 2-4 MeV gamma-energy region, which we have
used in the calculations due to the minimum in the linear absorption

| ccefficient at this energy for Pb), and is' over an order of magnitude
lower for D-D plasmas. A Pb layer of 15 cm thickness reduces the Test

-Cell y-background sufficiently. Although designed for D-D plasmas, the
;

i water collimator size is determined by the ~5% 14 MeV D-T neutron

component, i.e., the shield is overdesigned.for the 2.5 MeV D-D flux.
Boron addition to the water is thus not required, since
for the 14 MeV neutron flux incident the largest flux behind the Pb
shield occurs in the < 1 MeV neutron groups (and not in the Y-groups) .

.

! -To cover -the -range of fluxes and the two different neutron.
I energies, three types of ' detectors are required. The detectors and

their ranges are shown in Table 1. All detectors must discriminate
against y -flux incident through the collimator channel, approximately

4'
equal to the neutron flux.

1

!

i
j

, - - . . - - - - _ .- -.-_- . -- -. - _ - _ - _ - . - _
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Table 1. Neutron Spectrometers

(R) (A) MAXIM
8EST (9) TYPICAL FLUDiCE/cm2 usagtg

DETICTOR NEUTRCNS RESOLUTION EFFICIENCY AREA FOR GOOD ell!L. DRAISACXS
(I) P[R cm2 (cm2) S,YCTRUM cn2-sac

'

""*^"""8'"
D-D 2 10-6-104 3 3 x 106 3n10 D-D caLv(siticon saanian

os v.) 3 x 108

NE213 0-D 6 .1 3 3 x 105 3 x 106 unrounns
Peorou-stco L " " ' ' " ' ' '

Sciariu.Arom D-T 4 .03 3 106 107

Pnoton-asco:L
D-T 2 10-8 7 7 x 10 - 1011 D-T onLv6

tettscort
2 x 10-5

_
| 108 tzPtusivt

MULTI-CHANNEL COLL 1MATOR

The Multi-Channel Collimator measures the time-resolved, radialprofiles of the fusion reaction rates and thus the local, temporal Q.
It views in the vertical direction and uses the 6' thick concrete TFTR
Test Cell floor as the front shield containing nine collimator channels.
The source neutron flux incident on the detectors can be adjusted
manually by collimator-channel inserts. Extended source and scatterer
effects are minimized by making vacuum vessel windows thin and using
low-Z materials, incorporating throats in the collimator channels, using
detectors having A E/E 510% and providing additional shielding
surrounding the detectors. The fields of view of the nine collimator
channels cover the locations of the precompressed, high-current and
compressed plasmas, with ~35% of the former and ~ 15% of the latter
fusion-reaction-rate profiles being missed, near the vacuum vessel wall,
since no port holes exist in these regions.

NE213 detectors will be used to obtain sufficient detection
ef ficiency for low reaction rate D-D plasmas and energy resolution to
detect 14 MeV neutrons from D-D plasmas. Pulse shape discrimination is
required to reject y-rad ic ion , since for D-T plasmas the
chord-line-integrated neutron emissivity is similar to the emissivity
of y's f rom the vacuum vessel in the field of view for the central
collimator channel and even for D-D plasmas the ratio of neutron
to y tluxes may be less than one in the shoulders of the radial fusionreaction rate profile. Since a minimum of 100 counts is required for an
acceptable energy spectrum and flux measurement, high count rates of the
NE213 detectors are desirable to obtain results during compression or
other fast events. Count rates of up to 5 10 c/a have been obtained6

under similar conditions.7 Cross talk between detectors and channels has
been calculated and found to be negligible for the geometry used. The
rad ia t ion field in the Basement is less severe than that in the Test
Cell above, so that the shield size can be made smaller than that of the

_ _ _ _ __
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high-energy-resolution collimator above. Magnetic shielding for the
photomultipliers is required.

.

CONCLUSION
.|

- We achievement of fusion-reactor-like plasmas and power break-even
expected in TFTR during a part of the ~1 s plasma duration calls for

i

interesting and novel neutron diagnostics capable of measuring Q and'

certain plasma parameters with good temporal, spatial and energy
resolutions in the presence of the extended, fast-changing fusion;

neutron source surrounded by large scatterers. The TFTR Neutron'

Diagnostic is based on well-tested methods and equipment where possible.
It should be able to generate the important neutron-related measurements

! and results on TFER and indicate directions for the evolution of future
j fusion reactor neutron diagnostics systems.

.

'
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NEUTRON DOSIMETRY FOR THE TFTR LITHIUM BLANKET MODULE PROGRAM *

Y. D. Harker, F. Y. Tsang, A. J. Caffrey
EG6G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, ID 83415

and
W. G. Homeyer, B. A. Engholm

General Atomic Co., San Diego, CA 92138

ABSTRACT

The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) Lithium Blanket Module
(LBM) program is a first-of a-kind neutronics experiment involving
a prototypical fusion reactor blanket module with a distributed
neutron source from the plasma of the TFTR at Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory. The objectives of the LBM program are: (1)
to test the capabilities of neutron transport codes when applied
to fusion test reactor blanket conditions, and (2) to obtain
tritium breeding performance data on a typical design concept of
a fusion-reactor blanket.

This paper addresses the issues relative to the measure-
ment of neutron fields in the LBM, presents the results of
preliminary design studies concerning neutron measurements
and also presents the results of blanket mockup experiments
performed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).

INTRODUCTION *

The TFTR is unique in the U.S. Fusion Program as a near-term
magnetic confinement fusion device offering a reactor prototypical,
extended fusion neutron source which can be used for blanket module
integral neutronics experiments. As such, it presents an unparalleled
opportunity to enhance the development of fusion reactor blankets
through a program of design, experiments, and analysis.

* Work sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute under con-
tract No. RP-1748 through the Princeton University. The Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor is operated by Princeton University for the U.S.
Department of Energy. Test space on the TFTR for the LBM and assoc-
iated equipment is provided through an arrangement between EPRI and
U.S. DOE.

+ The introduction to this paper is an abridgement of information con-
tained in TFTR LBM program documents (Ref. 1-5).
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The principal objective of the LBM program is to perform a
series of neutron transport and tritium-breeding experiments using
the toroidal fusion neutron source of the TFTR and to compare the
data obtained in these experiments with the predictions of blanket
design codes. The program will thus indicste, from comparisons

the extentbetween calculated performance and measured parameters,
to which the design codes are presently sufiicient for fusion
reactor design, and will identify improvements that can be made.
This effort thereby can lead to increased cont!dence in the use-
fulness and credibility of fusion reactor blanket design codes
that will be applied to the design of reactor blanket systems

)
i

after the TFTR.

A parallel objective of the program is to obtsin operational
experience in the following arets of fusion blanket technology:

fabrication of breeding elements,o
blanket dosimetry measurements in a tokamak reactoro
environment,
remote handling of blanket modules and dosimetry,o
electromagnetic isolation of blanket modules from theo
tokamak plasma,
operational and safety aspects of integrating a blanketo
module into a D-T tokamak reactor assembly.

Passive neutron dosimetry using activation foils and wires is
the primary measurement technique to be used to characterize the
neutron environment inside and at the surfaces of the LBM. Active
neutron detectors, will be used to supplement the activation
measurements; however the exteat of their use will depend on
studies still in progress. The fundamental data to be obtained
from these measurements will be " integral reaction" data (i.e.,
number of neutron reactions of a specific type occurring per
dosimeter nuclide atom in a TFTR run). The measured reaction data
will form the basis of comparison with neutron transport calcul-
ational and modeling techniques. The integral reaction data will
also be used to obtain geutron spectral data via the least-squares
adjustment code, FERRET . The spectral data will be used in the
LBM program to define the neutron fluence fields in and around the
LBM and in turn aid in the interpretation of comparisons of measured
dosimeter reaction and tritium production data with corresponding
results from neutronic design codes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Description of LBM on TFTR

The TFTR facility plan with the LBM in place is shown in Figure 1.
As indicated in the figure, the LBM will be located on a pallet and
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support structure, opposite a vacuum vessel accnss port in ~a space
between two adjacent toroidal field coils, The LBM will be positioned
so that it is centered at the midplane of the fusion plasma.

Figure 2 is a pictorial view of the LBM by itself. It is an 80
cm x 80 cm x 100 cm box of a hexagonal array of- 900 rods containing
cylindrical pellets of naturally enriched Li 0 clad in stainless steel

2tubing. The rod placement and construction are designed to represent
a prototypical blanket design involving solid breeder material, stain-
less steel cladding and gas cooling.

The LBM has been divided into two regions or zones; i.e., the
central zone and the outer or buffer zone. As far as dosimeter
measurements are concerned, the central zone is of principal interest.
The size of the buffer zone has been chosen such that the neutron
fields in the central zone are representative of those fields one
might expect in full coverage fusion blankets. The LBM will be built
so that practically all breeder rods in the central zone are avail-
eble for installation of dosimeter foil packages and all tri-cusp
channels between adjacent breeder rods in that zone are available
for installation of dosimeter wires. In the buffer zone only
selected breeder rods and tri-cusp channels are available for
dosimeter placement.

Dosimeter Material Selection

In selecting the dosimeter materials for this program, the
following items were considered:

physical and time constraints on the measurements,o

quality of support data; e.g., neutron cross sections ando
decay data.,
detector energy response range,o

post-irradiation analyses of dosimeter samples.o

Accuracy Requirements. While tritium production is not the only
parameter of interest, it serves as the basis for determining the
accuracy to which the dosimetry measurements must be performed. In
this context, the following requirements were established:

tritium prod./ front face fluence (@ source energy) f; 15% (la),o
,

! o front face fluence (@ source energy) j; 13% (lo),
tritium production + 8% (la)o,

! dosimeter reaction data j; 6-10% (la)*o

Spectral Requirements. As mentioned above, neutron spectra will
be needed to aid in interpreting tritium production and other integral
parameters. Once again the basis for determining energy range, uncer-

* A dosimeter reaction datum is defined as the number of activated
| atoms produced per' target atom from a particular dosimeter reaction.

!

. __ . _ . _ . _ _ _
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This includestainty and resolution requirements is tritium breeding.
tritium produced from Li and Li interactions; therefore complete

16 MeV is needed. Asneutron spectrum knowledge from thermal to
far as the accuracy requirements on the spectral data are concerned,
it was determined that + 20-30% (la) uncertainties on the neutron flux /
fluence values over the non-source energy portions of each spectrum

~

and + 10-13% uncertainty on the source energy flux / fluence of each
front face spectrum are consistent with the accuracy requirements
on the integral parameters identified above.

Experimental Limitations. The TFTR will be operating with var- |

ious plasma compositions, however the LBM measurements will utilize
neutrons from deuterium-deuterium (D-D) and deuterium-tritium (D-T)face
plasmas. Estimates of neutron intensity and fluence at the front
of the LBM are given in Table 1. A run referred to in this -table is
a sequence of pulses covering a time period of nominally eiF t hour 9.h

The measurementa are planned around exposing dosimeter samples for
Removalone run and then removing them for gamma spectrum analysis.

of these samples will depend on radiation fields inside the TFTR
Current estimates indicate that manual removal ofchamber.test

samples can commence 12 hours following a D-D run and 24 hoursRemote removal of samples in the central regionfollowing a D-T run, immediately
is provided so that these samples can be processed almost

The time allowed for counting all samples from afollowing a run.
run is 72 hours following shutdown. In some cases, however, this
time window may be shortened in order to prepare for the next TFTR run.

*

Table 1. Reference Neutron Production Parameters
For the LBM Program Of Experiments And Analysis

Deuterium-Fueled Deuterium-Tritium
Plasmas Fueled Plasmas

Date of first run First half of 1984 Second half of 1985

11 2 12 2

Typical integrated fusign- 2.5 x 10 n/cm 5 x 10 n/cm

neutron current per run @ 2.45 MeV @ 14.1 MeV

17 18
Total fusion-neutron pro- ~ 2.5 x 10 - 5 x 10

duction per run (vessel
2

area = 116m )

Nominal frequency of runs 2 per month 5 per year

Typical breakdown of a run into a series of pulses
Interval between pulses 600 s 600 to 1200 8

25 10Number of pulses per run

'From reference 5, page 8-10

bat interior surface of the vacuum vessel.
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Dosimeter Reactions. Based on the above criteria and limitations,
the set of reactions given in Table 2 have been selected for possible
use in the LBM measurements. There is in progress at INEL a dosimetry
demonstration experiment. The neutron generatoy facility used in these
measurements is described in the paper by Tsang at this symposium. The
blanket mockup assembly for the LBM demonstration measurements is an
array of 61 hexagonal cannisters made of 0.9 mm thick aluminum (outside
dimensions on each cannister: 54 cm long x 4.3 cm flat to flat). Each,,
cannister is filled with Li CO3 packed to 43% theoretical density. In2
addition to the Li CO / neutron generator measurements, there were also2 3
irradiations per
Facility (CFRMF) formed in the Coupled Fast Reactivity MeasurementsThe CFRMF irradiations duplicated LBM fluence and.

spectrum under D-D operation of the TFTR and the Li CO / neutron gen-2 3erator irradiations duplicated the conditions under D-T operation of
the TFTR. The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the
feasibility of using this set of dosimeters in the LBM program. The
last column of Table 2 is the status of testing of dosimeter reactions,
and so far that testing has evaluated reactions on the basis of suf-
ficient counting intensity. Examples of count data are given in Table 3
Future tests will involve spectrum adjustment analysis as well.

Energy response is a primary consideration in selecting the set
of dosimeter reactions. It should be emphasized that in the TFTR LBM
program the primary points of comparison between measured and calculated
results will be tritium production and integrated dosimeter responses
as functions of position in the LBM. Comparing calculated and measured
neutron spectra (the latter obtained by spectrum adjustment using dos-
imeter response data) will aid in the interpretation of the integral
results. Nevertheless, the examination of candidate dosimeter reactions
on the basis of energy response is best accomplished if one considers
each reaction according to its importance in spectrum unfolding (adjust-
ment). From our examination of this subject and other factors relative
to this application, the following noteworthy items have been identified.

1. No specific reaction g uniquely g nsitive y the spectrum inthe energy ranges, 10 to 3 x 10 MeV, 10 to 0.4 MeV and
4 MeV to 13 MeV. So in a neutron spectrum adjustment analysis,
one would expect little change in the shape of the input spect-
rum in these energy regions. However, the normalization in
these regions should be improved.

2 Dosimeters with thresholds above 1 MeV have a response contri-
bution in the 14-MeV group which dominates the total integral
response. So, for reactions like 64Zn(n,p) which one would
use to characterize the neutron spectrum between 4 MeV and 13
MeV, the sensitivity in that energy range is masked by its
greater sensitivity to the large 14-MeV group. However, in the
spectrum analysis with FERRET, one can solve a multistep problem
in which the 14 MeV flux is first adjusted by the Zr(n,2n) 'r

90
N Au(n,2n) reactions only. A second analysis could then be
made with the 14 MeV flux fixed and the input spectrum could
be adjusted based on the remaining measured integral rates.
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Table 2. Reference Set of Activation Foils f ar Lithium Blanket Module

Quali ficat ion"Reaction-
Otat.a !ct

"arerial ud 'm rg/ Prod 2ct
Reaction Threshold Half Life Comments LBM

Cu(n,Y) Cu Thermal 12.7 h Resonances at 0.7, 2, 4 kev, CTRMF, OK63
self-shielding corrections;
Requires isotopic enrichment;
ENDF/B-V-D

Au(n,Y)" Au Thermal 2.96 d Resonance at 5 eV, self-shield- CFRMF, OK

ing corree. tion; ENDF/8-V-D

235 (n,f) Thermal h to d Complicated Y spectra NYT
U

Requires clad fails, ENLF/8-V-D

Np(n f) a0.5 MeV h to d Complicated v spectra NYT

Requires clad foils. ENDF/8-V-D

'"8
(r, f) * *1 MeV h to d Complicated Y spectra NYT"U

Requires clad foils, ENLF/8-V-D

115 ,( .)115 min %0.3 MeV 4.5 h Short half-life, requires some CFRMF, OK
7

cross section improvement, N-CEN/BL, OK

ENDF/8-V-D

'In(n.p) 'Cu %2 MeV 12.7 h New cross-section evaluation CFRMF, OK

available N-CEN/BL, OK

Se %3 MeV 3.4 d Requires sc,me cross section NYTTi( n . p )'
improvement, ENDF/8-V-D,
possible low activity

Mg(n,p) 'Na %6 MeV 15.0 h Dosimeter materials sust be free NYT

of Na contamination, new cross-

evaluation available

' Ti(n,p)' Sc %6.8 MeV 43.7 h Requires cross-section improve- NYT

ment, ENDF/B-V-D

Na sa MeV 15.0 h Dosimeter materials must le free N-CEN/BL, OK
* A1(n.a)24'7

of Na contamination ENDF/8-V-D

Au(n 2n) Au *10 MeV 6.17 d Requires some cross-section N-CEN/BL, OK
improvement. ENDF/B-V

65Cu(n,2n)64Cu N11 MeV 12.7 h Requires isotopic enrichment N-CEN/BL, OK

ENDF/B-V-D

"Zr(n,2n)"Zr N13 MeV 78.5 h New cross-section evaluation NYT

available

Ni(n,2a) Ni N13 MeV 36.1 h Activation too low in N-GEN N-GEN /BL, not

Test satisfactory

' Qualification in CFRMF or 14-MeV neutron generator blanket assembly is established or
Not-Yet-Tested (NYT). An OK indicates that sufficient activity was produced so that
the reaction is iuitable for dosimetry use in the LBM program.
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The reaction lib In (n,n') is-important to this energy range
because its relative sensitivity to the 14-MeV group is less
than those of other threshold reactions and indeed is one reaction
whose response focuses on the 1-10 MeV range. However, the accur-
acy of the current cross section data (+ 15%) for this reaction
needs to be reduced to- + 5%.

235 (n,f) has a response which is nearly uniformly distributed3, U

over the entire energy range.

4 Foils or wires of Au and Cu probably will be thick enough to
require sizable resonance self shielding corrections.

5 It is our plan to use both IS7Au(n,2n) and 90 Zr(n,2n) to monitor
the 14 MeV fluence. The gold reaction cross section has an un-
certainty of + 11% in that energy range which is marginally satis-_

factory and should be reduced to - + 5%. The uncertainty for the
zirconium reaction is + 4% which is satisfactory.

_

Table 3 D-T Simulation in Li CO " " * ~~ "" # " *"*#8 #2 3

waitN 1000
Foil Reaction (kev) (min)(a) Counts (b) (min)(c)
In 115 1n(n,n ') 336 34 3904 158
Cu 65 Cu(n,2n) 511 126 6618 80
Au 197Au(n,2n) 356 218 3594 50

64Zn 2n(n,p) 511 1389 410 43
27Al A1(n.a) 1368 1310 917 20

(a)T is the time from the end of the irradiation to the start of.

watt
count.

(b)All foils counted for 1000 s.
(c)T is the time in minutes required to achieve a peak area of 1000counksataT100

of 24 h. This would be reduced by a factor of 30.

forasingleIISm!nalD-Tpulse. The times given are representative
and will depend on the efficiency of the detector system used.

Dosimeter Analysis. Following an irradiation the dosimeter
samples will be analyzed via gamma spectrometry. Because the gamma
spectra are relatively simple with well resolved peaks, sodium iodide
spectrometer systems will be used to analyze most non-fissioning
samples. Fission foils will be analyzed on Ge(Li) systems. There
will be four (4) Na1 systems and 2 Ge(Li) systems. Two of the NaI
systems will be used_to analyze wire samples and the other two will
be for foil samples. The Ge(Li) systems will be for foil samples
only. Based on our tests so far, the nominal count time to achieve
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statistics for a non-fission sample will be ten minutes3% count Based on these estimates,and for a fission sample will be one hour.
the throughput of this counting laboratory will be 24 non-fission
samples and two fission samples per hour.

All gamma spectral data will be stored for subsequent analyses.
TheGe(Li)spectrawilgbeanalyzedforgammapeakareasusingthe
cenputer program CAUSS and the NaI spectra will be analyzed using
basic routines of GAUSS but will be modified to handle the lower
resolution gamma spectral data. The gamma peak areas will be con-
verted to reaction data, the units of which are: number of reactions

face.per target atom /14-MeV neutron fluence at the LBM front

The reaction data obtained from dosimeters placed in the interior
of the LBM will be used to compare directly with calculated reaction

order to aid in the interpretation of these comparisons,data. In

the measured reaction datg will also be used in a least-squares
adjustment routine FERRET , to derive neutron spectra. FERRET
utilizes the covariance data available on dosimeter reaction
cross-section data and neutron spectra and can anclyze multiple
reaction sets simultaneously, thereby generating a set of several
adjusted speccra which are consistent from group to group in eachThe self-con-from spectrum to spectrum.spectrum and consistentfeature will help in interpreting spatial dependence of neutronsistent Reaction data from dosimeters placed to characterizespectra in the LBM.

incident on the LBM surfaces will be used to obtainthe neutron fields These fluence data will be used insurface neutron fluence spectra.
The latter are input data to

turn to derive surface neutron currents.
neutronic codes utilizing the cell model approach to calculating neutron
fields inside the LBM (see the next section of this paper).

Dosimeter Placement. Both foils and wires will be used to
characterize the neutron fields in the LBM.

The foils will be placed

primarily inside the Li 0 breeder rods in pocket cavities between2The wiras will be assembled in bundles of up to fourLi 0 pellets.
2 The wire assembliesindividual wires and contained in aluminum sheaths.

will be placed in the tri-cusp channels alongside the breeder rods in-
side the LBM and attached .n the outside of the LBM box for surface

The placement of dosimeter samples in a transversemeasurements,
In order to provideplane of the LBM is shown in Figuren 3 and 4.

ita comprehensive mapping of the neutron fields inside the LBM,
is estimated that it will require 25 foil package locations and 12
wire package locations in the central region and 24 foil package
locations and 16 wire package locations in the buf fer zone.

The philosophy behind the wire / foil approach is that the wires
provide good spatial resolution but are limited in spectral defin-
ition and the foils provide more accurate absolute data as well as
better spectral definition, In addition to mapping the internal
neutron field, there will be a comparable effort to map the neutron
fields at the surfaces of the LBM. The surface dosimeter data will
be used to define surface neutron current sources.
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Five of the front face foil positions will be used as normal-
ization points and consequently will be occupied in all runs. There
will also be a pneumatic sample transfer system with its irradiation
tip outside of the LBM and near its front face. Foils in the pneumatic
transfer system will be irradiated on a pulse-to pulse basis and the
data used to define the irradiation history of each run.

This characterization ef fort will be carried out for both D-D
and D-T plasma neutron sources and is expected to take 18 D-D runs
end 5 D-T runs to complete.

COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS

The emphasis in the TFTR LBM program is to compare calculated and
measured tritium production and integrated dosimeter response data.
As a result of the dosimetry qualification experiment, the list of
reactions identified in Table 2 will be narrowed down to a primary set
for foil dosimeters and a set for wire dosimeters. Based on the
data available at this time, the primary set for foil dosimeters

90 197will be: Zr(n,2n) for E 13 MeV, Au(n,2n) for E> 11 MeV,>n n-

A1(n,a) for E > 9 MeV, 64Zn(n,p) for E > 4 MeV, In(n,n ') for
_

I9E > 0.8 MeV, Au(n,y) and Cu(n,Y) for thermal 1 E 1 1 MeV. The

fission reactions "U(n,f) and Np(n,f) have not, at this time, been
adequately tested and if they proved to be suitable for use in the LBM,
they will be added to this primary set. The set for wire dosimeters
will be: Zr(n,2n), A1(n,a), "In(n,n'), Zn(n.p), Cu(n,y).
The gold reactions, 19 Au(n,2n) and Au(n,y ) are also possible wire
dosimeter reactions; however their use will depend an how accurately

. . . 196 198 .one can separate the activities from An and Au in the same wire
using a Na1 detector on the wire scanner. Neutron spectra derived from
dosimeter data will be used to interpret comparisons of integral data.
The surface neutron fluence spectral data will be used to derive
neutron surface currents incident on the LBM. The surface currents
are needed as input source data for neutronic calculations utilizing
an LBM cell model approach (as explained below).

Two approaches to calculating neutron fields in and around the
LBM will be pursued. The first approach will treat the LBM as a
cell with current sources specified at the surfaces of the cell. The
surface neutron fields as measured by dosimetry will be used to spec-
ify the surface current sources. The second approach will treat
the LBM and TFTR as completely as possible. All dosimetry data,;

i interior as well as surface, will be used to compare with calculated
! results obtained under this approach.
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Comparisons using the second calculational approach will be nor-
malized to'the neutron intensity of the TFTR. This type of data will |

be obtained from measurements performed by the TFTR neutron diagnostics
.

'

group (a paper describing 15he TFTR measurements has been presented at
this conference by Hendel ).

)The expected uncertainty on a measured response from a dosimeter
is j;4-10%'(10) (see Ref. 3, page 8-51). The larger uncertainty would
be associated with activation measurements where extremely low-level

The uncertainty estimate on a correspondingactivities are counted.
calculated response is approximately j; 10% (10)- (see Ref. 5, page 8-57).
Therefore, a difference between the measured and calculated response in
the range of -15% to +15% would be indicative of agreement and likewise
a dif ference outside that range would be indicative of a possible dis-

These estimates are derived for_ comparisons performed oncrepancy.
an absolute basis and therefore include systematic uncertainty est-

There will be, however, comparisons of response profiles which
'

imates.
rely primarily on the precision of the measurements and on smaller un-

| certainty estimates on the calculated response ratios. At this time,i

no estimates on the expected range of agreement for the relative pro-*

file data have been made.;

SQ{ MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Program Features

The LBM program is first-of-a-kind neutronics experiment in-
volving a prototypical fusion blanket module with an extended fusion

The objective of the program is to test neutron
neutron source.
transport design codes and modeling techniques as well as obtain

|
important data on tritium breeding. This program relies almost
ertirely on passive dosimetry for measuring neutron fields and
performance parameters.

Challenges to Dosimetry Methods

This program involves low-fluence irradiations and is challenging
considerable dosimeter data must be acquired in a relativelyin that

short period of time following irradiation. This will necessitate;

automation of the analysis process.

This program will be one of the first if not the first applic-
| ation of full treatment of covariance data and least squares adjust-

ment on a comprehensive set of dosimetry data,
i There is a need to improve and expand the dosimeter cross section

data files. Improvement in such reaction cross sections as 'In
197(n,n') and Au(n,2n) would be of benefit to this program. The

:

b

, n - . . ..- - - - - - , - , , , , u.--, - ,
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desired uncertainties on these reactions are: 1 5% (la) for
115

In(n,n') over the energy range from 1 MeV to 10 MeV and 1 5% (la)
' Au(n,2n) over the energy range from 11 MeV to 16 MeV. In' termsfor

of energy coverage, there is a need to develop new or improve old dos-
imetry techniques to measure resonance and intermediate energy neutron
flux / fluence. One possibil(orsandwich)foilmethod".gyisfurtherdevelopmentofthe" tripleThis method is applicable to determining
neutron fluence at specific energy points in the resonance neutron
energy range. We recommend, therefore, that there be continued dev- -
elopment of dosimetry data and techniques. Hopefully, the experiences
gained in the LBM program will, as a secondary objective, contribute
to this development process.
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FUSION-BLANKE. 00SIMETRY PROGRAM AT THE
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY *
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EG8G Idaho, Inc.

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415 USA

ABSTRACT

The Fusion-Blanket Dosimetry Program at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) is directed toward
the development and application of passive dosimetry to
characterize neutron environment in fusion-blanket assemblies.
To date, a series of experiments has been performed with a
selected set of dosimeters to obtain neutron spectra and
integrated neutron fluence data in a lead assembly using a
14-MeV neutron generator. Integral reaction data for each
irradiation experiment were derived from gamma spectrometry
measurements on the activation products for each dosimeter.
These integral data were used in a least-squares adjustment
analysis code to characterize the neutron environment in
the lead assembly. The 14-MeV neutron fluence estimates
obtained from the different threshold detectors are in
agreement within + 11% (la) at the 109 n/cm fluence level.2

_

All three sets of measured integral reaction data (each set
contains broad response and threshold detectors) are con-
sistent with the estimated uncertainties, and the uncertainty
of the total neutron fluence was determined to be + 9.4%
(lo) at the 1010 n/cm2 fluence level. These series of
measurements demonstrate the feasibility to obtain reason-
ably accurate neutron spectrum and fluence data by using
passive dosimetry in a low-neutron-fluence simulated fusion
blanket environment in conjunction with a least-squares
analysis to refine the neutron spectrum shape derived from
a relatively simple neutronic calculation.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The role of integral neutronic experiments is recognized as an
important part of the fusion reactor blanket development program.
The first generation of these experiments will utilize point neutron
sources, and, in the future, distributed sources from fusion devices:
e.g., TFTR and FED. These experiments will require neutron field

* Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under DOE Contract
No. DE-AC07-761001570.
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characterization over the entire neutron energy range from thermal to
16 MeV. This type of information will probably be obtained under i

'

low-neutron-fluence conditions. Passive neutron dosimetry is expected
to have a major role in these types of measurements and therefore, it
is important to assess this technology relative to its applicability in
an expected fusion blanket environment.'

A series of fusion-reactor blanket mockup integral experiments is
being performed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).
These experiments are aimed towards the development of dosimetry
techniques and materials that are applicable to low-neutron-fluence
fusion reactor blanket environments. The INEL experiments emphasize;
(a) establishing reproducibility in neutron fluence measurements in
simulated fusion blanket mockups, (b) identifying deficiencies in both
cross-section data base and the experimental techniques, (c) comparing
experimental results with those from neutronic calculations of varying
degrees of sophistication, and (d) applying least-squares adjustment
techniques to refine the spectrum characterization. To date, measure-
ments of integral reaction data in passive dosimeters, particularly
threshold detectors, have been performed. The integral data were used
in a least-squares adjustment analysis code - FERRETI - to adjust a
neutron spectrum obtained from a neutron transport calculation for
the lead-blanket assembly. The resul' , and some observations are
reported in this paper. Section 2 usatains the description of the
experimental facility, mockup blanket assembly, and dosimeter
materi al s. The calculational models and the experimental results are
described in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Section 5 contains

i the discussion and Section 6 is the conclusion.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

| The experimental facility for the INEL fusion-blanket dosimetry
experiment is shown in Figure 1. Deuterons, in the 14-MeV neutron
generator, are accelerated to a kinetic energy of 200 kev and are
incident onto a 0.025 cm-thick titanium-tritide copper backed target
with a tritium loading of 0.62 Ci/cm . The 14-MeV neutrons are2

produced via the 3H(d,n)4He reaction.

For the series of dosimetry experiments reported here, the blanket
is represented by a 66-cm lead (Pb) cube. Lead was chosen because of
its high inelastic scattering cross section, availability and easy
geometry setup. The target is positioned at the center of the cube at
the end of a re-entrant channel. The outer surfaces of the blanket
are covered first with 0.05-cm thick Cd metal and then with 5.1-cm
thick polyethylene. The purpose of the Cd/ poly shield is to decouple
the Pb blanket fran neutrons that escape and return after scattering
with the surrounding structural materials (room return). This is
necessary to simplify the neutronic calculations.

|

_ _ _ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- -- - - -- . _ . _
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A set of dosimeter materials with their energy response ranges
important to fusion reactor blanket neutron spectra is listed in Table
1. This set of dosimeters represents a preliminary selection of
suitable dosimeters and an expanded set will be selected and incorpo-
rated in future experiments. Cross sections for each of these reactionsare in EkDF/B-V, and all but the 197Au(n,2n) and 90Zr(n,2n) are in the
dosimetry file. Each irradiation experiment consisted of positioning
a set of circular dosimeter foils in a slot in the lead assembly 4.5
cm from the source on the central axis of the assembly. A 235U fission
chamber surrounded by 7.5 cm thick paraffin was positioned outside the
lead /Cd/ polyethylene assembly and was used to monitor relative neutron
intensity as a function of irradiation time.

Table 1. Selected Dosimeter Materials for Use in
the Pb Blanket Experiments

Reaction and Products Half-Life

197Au(n,y)19aAu 2.96 day,

197Au(n,2n l96Au 6.17 dayZr(n,2n)g9Zr99 78.5 hr
11 sin (n,y{ll5"In
11 sin (n,n' 4.5 hr

16In 54.2 min59Co(n,a) {6Mn 2.58 hr
-

3.0 CALCULATIONS

3.1 Dosimeter Weighting Spectrum

Preliminary analysis 2 and subsequent studies have clearly indi-
cated the importance of the weighting spectrum in collapsing cross
sections for dosimetry purposes. It was determined in the original
analysis that there was an apparent discrepancy in the measured 14-MeV
neutron fluence determined from the different threshold detectors.
Subsequent analysis demonstrated that the discrepancy was partially
due to spectral shape distribution of the source neutron weighting
spectrum. An isotropic neutron source distribution with a mean energy
of 14.25 MeV was used in the original collapsing process. A more
extensive investigation into the angular and energy distribution of
the source neutrons produceo by a deuteron accelerator with a tritium
target for the dosimetry blanket experiments was performed.3''' From
this investigation the mean energy of the neutron source was determined
to be 14.92 MeV. The calculated energy and angular distributed source-
spectrum was used in the neutron transport calculations to determine a
weighting spectrum for collapsing group cross section data in the new
analysis.
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|3.2 Assembly Neutron Analysis

The calculated spectrum reported here were obtained from a ,

A.ISNS calculation in spherical geometry using the I
45-group sap 3
BUGLE 6 cross section library. The calculational model included a
centrally-located fusion neutron source with the appropriate energy
dependence (averaged over all source neutron emission angles). Thi3

will produce a computed spectrum in the source energy range of 13 to
15.15 MeV which is biased toward the lower energies of the source
energy range as compared to the source spectrum actually seen by the ,

dosimeter foils located along the beam axis directly in front of the
generator target. For neutron energies below the source range, the
spherical approximation should be adequate. Future work will be based
on exact geometry, fine-group Monte Carlo calculations with the energy
and angular dependence of the fusion source explicitly represented.
The calculated spectrum in the Pb blanket at 4.5 cm from the source
was used as input to the FERRET code for neutron spectra analysis.'

,

4.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS
i

The set of dosimeter materials that is listed in Table I was
irradiated in the lead assembly at a distance of 4.5 cm from the

Three sets of experiments were performed. The number
tritium target.
of dosimeter foils that could be irradiated per run for each experi-,

j

ment depended on the reaction product half-lives and the gamma-ray
counting systems available. The irradiation history for each run was
obtained from a strip chart recorder which monitored the count. rate
from a fission chamber fixed next to the lead blanket. The run-to-run
neutron history due to the tritium target depletion was used to obtain

| the normalized total number of reactions for each individual dosimeter.
1

The gamma spectrometer used in these three sets of experimentsi

is described in reference 2. The units of the experimental values

|
listed in Table 2 are expressed in total number of reactions per
nucleus. Also listed in the table are calculated 95% reaction response

| ranges of the dosimeter foils.
|

| In these experiments the neutron spectrum from the ANISN calcula-
tions was used as the a priori spectrum in the FERRET analysis code.
The three sets of the iEeasured integral activities listed in Table 2
and the uncertainties listed in Table 3 were used as part of the input

| The values in Table 3 represent the conservative estimatesparameters.
on the source of errors that included counting, positioning, cross

i sections, and detector efficiency.
I

The cross section values used in the spectrum analysis were
processed from ENDF/B-V into the SAND-II 620-group structure, and

<

>

collapsed to 45 groups using the representative weighting spectrum as
described in Section 3.0. The broad response detector cross sections,

'

!
i

,
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| Table 2. Measured and Calculated Integral Reacffon Quantities For
i The Lead Blanket Experiment

Ratio of Measured to
Calculated Integral

; Integral Reaction Values Reaction Values

|, Reaction Measured Calculated Unadjusted Adjustedi i
j

j

Nov 80:
1

59Co(n,a) 2.34(+ 14%) -16* 1.90(+ 10%) -16 1.31 1.23
197Au(n,y) 3.59(T 12%) -14 3.29(T 9%) -14 0.96 1.09115In(n,n') 3.43(T 12%) -15 3.46(I 14%) -15 0.92 0.99
11 sin (n,y)

3.05(T 14%) -143.54(T 11%) -14
+ 12%) -14 T 10%) -14 0.64 0.86

197Au(n,2n) 1.21( 1.30( 0.92 0.93
90Zr(n,2n) 3.07(114%)-15 3.63(112%)-15 0.65 0.85

'

April 81:

59Co197 (n,a) 2.60(T+ 10%) -162.10(T 9%) -16
1.46 1.24+

Au(n,y)
3.65(T 8%) -153.37(T 13%) -15

8%) -14 7%) -14 0.98 1.08
11 sin (n,n')

3.63(T 8%) -14
3.62( 0.98 1.00

11 sin (n,y)
3.16(T 10%) -14

3.52(T 8%) -14 0.66 0.901 197Au(n,2n) 1.28( 1.43(T 10%) -14 0.98 0.9090Zr(n,2n) 3.61(110%)-15 4.03(110%)-15 0.76 0.90

June 81:

59Co(n,a) 1.59(+ 10%) -16 1.92(+ 9%) -16 0.89 0.83
197Au(n,y) 4.27(T 8%) -14 3.68(T 7%) -14 1.15 1.16

'

11 sin (n,n') 3.16(T 8%) -15 T 13%) -15 0.85 0.98
3.21(T 8%) -1411 sin (n,y) T 8%) -14

3.08(T 10%) -143.67(T 10%) -14
0.65 0.84

197Au(n,2n) 1.47( 1.31( 1.12 1.1290Zr(n,2n) 3.89(110%)-15 3.69(I11%)-15 0.82 1.05

95% Reaction Response Range (MeV)
4

59Co(n,a) 13.0 - 14.4
197Au(n,y) 2.7-7 - 3.6-1'

l l.5I n(n , n ' ) 1.10 - 14.2
-

11 sin (n,y) 2.4-7 - 5.0-1
197Au(n,2n) 13.3 - 14.5

; 90Zr(n,2n) 13.6 - 14.5
,

0 2.34 x 10~16 is written as 2.34-16 for brevity. Each value repre-
sents the total number of reactions per atom for the irradiation
time period of the experiment.

t Unadjusted values are calculated from the a priori spectra, while
the adjusted values are determined from the final spectra after 6
iterations.

I
!

i
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Table 3. Uncertainty and Correlation input to FERRET Analysis Code
!

Input spectrum nonnalization uncertainty 1 20%a.

b. Individual spectral group uncertainties 1 20%'

!

c. Group to group correlation parameter 1.5 group

d. Nov 80 measurenent reaction data uncertainties ,

Threshold detectors * 1 14%
'

Broad response detectors * 1 12%t

1

April 81 and June 81 measurement reactione.
data uncertainties

+ 10%Threshold detectors
Broad response detectors 18%

|

Threshold detectors 137Au(n,2n), 90Zr(n,2n), and 59Co(n,o).*

ll5
Broad response detectors 197Au(n,y),11 sin (n,y),and In(n,n').

for 197Au(n,y) and ll5In(n,y) were corrected for the self-shielding
effects. Cross section covariance matrices for the FERRET analysis

7 code.were processed from ENDF/B-V with the PUFF 2
,

i
I

A simultaneous least-squares adjustment analysis was done for
i the integral data. This approach demands that the cross-section

adjustments made must be common and consistent with respect to each1

integral experiment. An adjusted spectrum from one of the experiments
is compared to the input spectrum in Figure 2. Corresponding estimated
input and adjusted uncertainties for this spectrum are given in Figure
3. These figures demonstrate the typical adjustments made in the input
spectrum character 4zation for these . irradiation experiments.

5.0 DISCUSSION

The integral neutron fluence and the 14-MeV neutron fluence for
the three experiments are summarized in Table 4.

.

From Tables 2 and 4, and Figures 2 and 3, the following can be
summarized:

1. The experiment demonstrates the capability to use selected passive
broad-response and threshold detectors in a low-neutron-fluence
fusion environment to obtain reasonably accurate neutron spectrum
and fluence data with a moderate-intense facility.

!

I

i
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Table 4. Measured Neutron Fluences from the Pb Blanket Experiments

Integral 14-MeV Neutron
Case Fluence (n/cm ) Fluence (n/cm )

2 2

1. Unadjusted value 6.21(1 16%) +10 3.90(1 23%) +9from input spectrum,

!

2. Adjusted values

(Nov 80) 5.69(i 9.2%) +10 3.94(1 12%) +9
j (April 81) 5.93(1 8.3%) +10 4.40(1 10%) +9

(June 81) 6.03(1 8.6%) +10 4.00(i 10%) +9
'

2. Better agreement was obtained in 14-MeV neutron fluence from the
different threshold reactions by incorporating a more representa-
tive neutron source distribution in the neutron weighting'

spectrum. The uncertainty of the 14-MeV neutron fluence esti-
mates was determined to be i 11% (lo) at the 109 n/cm2 fluencelevel.

3. The integral neutron fluences from the final adjusted spectra for
this series of experiments are consistent and the uncertainty was2

determined to be 1 9.4% (1o) at the 10 0 n/cm2 fluence level.1

4. The response functions obtained from the FERRET analysis for the
set of dosimeters indicate the lack of threshold detectors in
this analysis that are responsive between 0.1 MeV to 10 MeV.

5. The present analysis demonstrates the importance of the
1151n(n,n') reaction to bridge the resonance and fusion source
regions in the neutron spectrum. Other possible broad response
reactions that are able to complement the 115In(n,n') reaction4

include 237Np(n,f), 235U(n,f), and '6''Zn(n,p).;

6. As seen from Table 2, consistency was obtained between measured
integral reaction quantities for a given experiment and between
the three sets of measurements.

I 7. A relatively simple neutronic calculation can be used to obtain
i a reasonable input spectrum which can be refined using passive

neutron dosimetry and least-squares adjustment analysis.
4

i

i

'
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6.0 CONCLUSION
i

At this point in the INEL program, the experimental results
i
; demonstrate the feasibility of using passive neutron dosimetry to

determine neutron spectra and integral fluence data in a low-neutroni

j fluence fusion reactor blanket environment with a moderate-intense |
i

facility. Estimates of the 14-MeV neutron fluence, obtained from the
different threshold detectors, are in agreement within + 11% (la) at

;

n/cm ~ fluence level. All three sets of measured integral2the 109
reaction data are consistent with the estimated uncertainties, and the;

uncertainty of the total neutron fluence was detennined to be + 9.4% '

(la) at the 1010 n/cm2 fluence level. The analysis indicates the lack'

of broad responsive detectors between 0.1 MeV to 10 MeV and the broad
energy group structure used in the neutronic calculations. The
measured integral reaction data are consistent for a given experiment
and also for the three sets of measurements. Refinement in the
calculated integral reaction quantities can be obtained by using the
unadjusted values.i

experiments include more testing using different
Futuredosimetrz.sV(n,f),23_7Np(n,f), and "Zn(n,p) reactions.2dosimeters such asj

Other blanket assembly materials, such as Li CO / stainless steel and2 31

Li CO /Be, are beneficial to detennine the applicability of dosimeters2 3in tritium breeding environments. Future neutronic calculations will
be based on Monte Carlo methods and will include the use of a finer
energy group structure. Data analysis will use a more sophisticated
approach to resolve the 14-MeV neutron peak response and broad energy
response by incorporating both source neutron threshold detectors and

.

i

broad response detectors.
j

i

.
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Fast Neutron Dosimetry of Spallation
Neutron Sources

,

F. Hegedus

Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research
j CH - 5303 WUrenlingen (Switzerland)
<

1. Introduction

The Swiss Nuclear Institute (SIN) is building a spallation
neutron source. The principle is the following: in a cylindrical3

liquid heavy metal (Pb-B1) target bombarded by a 590 MeV proton
i beam (% 1 mA), fast neutrons with energies of a few MeV are pro-
| duced. In the D O moderator, which surrounds the target, the fast2
j neutrons are slowed down to thermal energies.
i

For the purpose of 4. fusion first wall material damage simulation,
,

the intense fast neutron field could be of interest. The suitability
of a spallation source for this purpose depends mainly on the magni-

; tude of the integrated fast neutron flux (E>0.1 MeV) and on the
4

shape of the neutron spectrum. For this reason, fast neutron flux
and spectrum measurements were performed at several possible lo-,

! cations around a mock-up target at SIN.
,

;

|

|

t

i

i

1
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2. Description of the Experimental Set-up

The spallation source mock-up consisted of a cylindrical lead
target (d = 15 cm, 1 = 60 cm) which was bombarded with a low
current (1.0 nA) proton beam of 590 MeV. The incident beam was
along the axis of the cylindrical target which was surrounded by
D O moderator. The fast neutron flux measurements were done in

2
two empty channels (d = 10 cn) leading to the target (Fig. 1) . The
channels have traversed the D O tank just below the target channel.

2

The angle between the beam direction and the channel axis was 90
and 150 . It was assumed that the maximum fast neutron intensity
point (point source) is at a depth of 10 cm from the f ront side
of the target (see Fig. 1). Both channel axes were 13 cm below
this point.

3. Measurement Technique and Fast Neutron Spectrum Evaluation

In order to measure in situ the fast neutron spectrum, the multi-
foil threshold activation method was used. A detector sandwich
contained 7 foils (d = 2,5 cm); their characteristics are given
in Table 1. The location of the 9 measuring positions is shown
in Fig. 1. During the activation the proton beam current was
monitored. In order to reduce parasitic activation due to thermal

the foil sandwich was enclosed in cadmium (thickness:r.eutrons ,

0.1 cn) . The induced activities were measured by means of a Ge(Li)
gamma spectrometer with the exception of rhodium whose X-ray acti-
vity was counted by means of a pure Ge detector.

The reaction rates were calculated from the measured activities by
using the nuclear constants given in Ref.1. The unfolding code
SAND, with- the cross section library of Greenwood (Ref. 2) was used
to evaluate the neutron spectrun. Time-of-flight spectra measured

1
_ _ . _ _ .
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,

by KfK at SIN (Ref. 3) and by LASL at LAMPF (Ref. 4) were used
as input spectra for SAND. It was found that the resulting spec-
trum for neutron energies below 30 MeV is practically indepen-
dent of the input spectrum.

6It was found that the reaction rate of Fe (n,p) is too high.

| This effect is probably due to higher energy reactions. There-
! fore the spectrum unfolding was done without iron.

4. Results

By comparison of the shapes of the evaluated spectra, it was found
that the spectra far away from the point source are sof ter than
the ones in the nearer positions. Fig. 2 shows the spectra in Pos.
3 and 5. The distance between the two positions was 27 cm. The
third spectrum shown in Fig. 2 was measured by TOF (Ref. 3). The
shape of the TOF spectrum for 8 <E<30 MeV is similar to our spec-
trum. Below 8 Mev, our spectrum is sof ter. This effect probably
could be due to the higher inelastic contribution for our 15.cm
target than for the target of 10 an used in the TOF measurement.

The integrated neutron flux (E>0.1 MeV) as a function of the dis-
tance between the assumed point source position (see Fig. 1) and
the measuring position is shown in Fig. 3.

It was estimated that the agreement between our results and the
TOP integrated flux, for energies above 3 MeV, was better than
30 %.

.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - -. _ . - , - - - - _ - -
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5. Conclusion

The SIN spallation source could be useful for fusion fist wall
material studies provided that:

1

: the location of the material samples would be situated at-

least 10 cm from the assumed point source;

the proton current would be at least 1,5 mA.-

If these conditions are satisfied, the neutron flux (E>0.1 Mev)
in the position of the material~

will be N 6 10 cm sec
smnples. During 3 - 4 months irradiations, significant produc-

j

tiong of helium gas and atanic displacements could be achieved.

!
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Table 1: Characteristics of the Threshold Activation
Detectors (d = 2,5 cm)

Detector Thickness Reaction Half life
g/cm

03 03mRh met. 0.07 Rh (n,n') Rh 57,0 m

In met. 0.6 In (n,n') 1 "/n 4,49 h

i
Ni met. 0.12 Ni (n,p) Co 1699 h

56Fe met. 0.05 Fe (n,p) Mn 2.58 h

Al met. 0.4 Al (n,a) Na 15,0 h

930.3 Nb (n,2n) ' "Nb 244 hpo r

Zr met. 0.03 Zr (n,x) 'Zr 78,4 h
,

i
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FIG.1. TOP VIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
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A REVIEW 0F HELIUM ACCUMULATION '1UTRON 00SIMETRY

FOR FUSION NEUTRON TEST ENVIRONMENTS

D. W. Kneff and Harry Farrar IV
Rockwell International Corporation
Canoga Park, California 91304, USA

and

L. R. Greenwood
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA
,

ABSTRACT

The current status of helium accumulation neutron i

dosimetry for fusion neutron test environments is reviewed.
The technique has been used in conjunction with radiometric
dosimetry to characterize a variety of neutron fields,
including those produced by mixed-spectrum fission reactors
and by T(d,n) and Be(d,n) source reactions. Neutron energy
spectrum unfolding has been demonstrated for both mixed-
spectrum reactor and Be(d,n) neutron environments using
combined radiometric and helium accumulation measurements.

INTRODUCTION
.

The full interpretation of a given neutron irradiation test requires
that the neutron field be characterized in detail for that particular.

| test. This detailed characterization is particularly important for the
'

fast neutron sources used for the irradiation testing of candidate fusion
reactor materials. These neutron sources typically have steep neutron
fluence gradients over the small volumes available for irradiation experi-
ments and in many cases they also exhibit large energy spectrum gradients.

; Pase ve dosimetry provides the most accurate available neutron field
cFaracterization for fast, as well as fission reactor, fusion ne'utron test
environments.

Radiometric (acdosimetry technique.{ivation) dosimetry is the most-developed passiveOther passive techniques are also being developed,
including helium accumulation neutron dosimetry 2 and solid-state track
recorders.3 Helium accumulation techniques have been demonstrated in a
number of recent fusion-related irradiation experiments, where they have
been used to canplement radiometric dosimetry in the characterization of
these neutron environments. The complementary nature of the techniques

995
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has been demonstrated in two ways: helium accumulation' measurements have
provided additional details in neutron fluence gradients to refine radio-
metric fluence profile mapping, and they have recently been combined with

-

activation reaction rates in neutron energy spectrum unfolding. The
latter application is of particular value for long-term (2: weeks) irra-
diations, where the number of available radiometric fluence dosimeters!

with adequately long half-lives is_ limited.

This paper reviews the current status of helium accumulation neutron
; dosimetry for fusion neutron test environments. Applications to date have

included both fast and fission reactor neutron fields.-

I
;

| HELIUM ACCUMULATION TECHNIQUE
,

The helium accumulation neutron dosimetry technique is based on theI
'

neutron irradiation of one or more selected materials and the subsequent'

measurement by high-sensitivity gas mass spectrometry of the amount of
helium generated. Materials that have been irradiated specifically for
helium accumulation dosimetry include bare and encapsulated pure element
and alloy wires, and encapsulated compounds (crystals and powders). In
some cases, dosimetry can also be provided by the helium analysis of the ,

'

actual samples being tested or by analysis of segments of their experi-
-

! mental support assemblies. The compositions of the dosimetry materials
must be known, including the presence of any helium-producing contaminants
(such as boron, where parts-per-million concentrations can produce signifi-

,

j
cant helium in fission reactor neutron environments with large thermal

|

|
neutron components). The unirradiated materials must also be characterized ,

for any possible helium introduced during their manufacture. Contaminants;

! are generally not of concern in test specimens irradiated for. damage
|

measurements, because the total helium generation in these samples is one
|

of the quantities of interest.

Helium accumulation is attractive for passive neutron dosimetry
because of the small size of the monitors (a few milligrams' for unencap-,

t

! sulated wires), the fact that the reaction product (helium) is stable, the
large range of helium concentrations that can be measured (>8 orders of
magnitude), and the wide range of helium-producing materials that can be
used. The large materials selection permits the use of materials whose

Ahelium generation is sensitive to different ranges of neutron ' energies.
,

| number of current dosimetry experiments are using materials that will be
| analyzed for both activation yields and helium generation. Since these

|
reactions have different energy sensitivities (including multiple activa-
tion reactions in a given material), this multiple dosimetry with a

j' single material will be particularly advantageous for characterizing test
! environments with very restricted irradiation volumes.

|

1

I
!

i
i
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MIXED-SPECTRUM REACTORS
4

Many fusion materials radiation damage experiments are presently
performed in mixed-spectrum (comparatrie thermal and fission-spectrum
neutron component) reac
energy neutron sources.gors, because of flux limitations in existing high-

Reactors used in the United States for these
experiments include the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (0RR) and High Flux
Isotopes Reactor (HFIR) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the
Omega West Reactor (0WR) at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.,

Combina-
i tions of helium accumulation and radiometric dosimetry have been included*

in eleven experiments in these three reactors, and limited results are now
available for ORR and OWR. The objectives of the initial reactor dosim-,

etry experiments are threefold: (1) to provide helium concentration
measurements that can be used directly by materials scientists to design
and evaluate their experiments; (2) to make integral cross section tests

;

by comparing helium generation measurements with predictions based on
j . radiometric fluence determinations and helium production cross section

files; and (3) to demonstrate neutron spectrum unfolding using combined
j helium accumulation plus activation neutron dosimetry.
1

Direct comparisons between helium generation measurements and predic-
tions based on cross section evaluations have been made for A1, Fe, Cu,
Ni, and Ti samples irradiated in the ORR fusion materials experiment MFEl,

4

and for Ni from the ORR experiment MFE4A. The comparisons made using MFE13

data are summarized in Table 1.i

were made by combining ENDF/B-IV (n,a) cross section evaluationsThe predictions for A1, Fe, Cu,6 (d Tian<

the Al) and Fe evaluations are the same in ENDF/B-V) with the radiometric fluence
and energy spectrum determinations from the MFE1 experiment. The ratios4

in Table 1 for three of these four materials show large (19%-46%) differ-
*

Since the fluence spectrum is known to within 10% uncertainties,ences.
the results suggest discrepancies in the evaluated (n,a) cross sections.
Predictions for both MFE1 and MFE4A nickel were firg made using nickel
reaction rates derived directly from the empirical UgNi gas production:

equation established from helium measurements in HFIR.7 The predictions'

differed from the ORR data by 15-20%, suggesting differences between the
ORR and HFIR neutron spectra. These nickel reaction rates were then

,

Table 1. Summary Comparison of Helium Measurements
; and Calculations for ORR-MFE1

4 Calculated 4 CalculatedMa terial He Ratio: Material He Ratio:Measured Measured

Al 1.05 0.02 Cu 0.81 0.04

Ti 0.54 0.04 Ni 1.00 0.03

Fe 0.79 0.06

;

'
. . . - . _ _ - . . . . _. =-
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adjusted for ORR by comparison with other (n,y) ~ reaction rates measured in
ORR. The adjusted helium generation predictions agree with the ORR

The results for the five ORRmeasurements, as shown in Table 1 for MFE1.
materials indicate that for the accurate determination of helium production
in a given material, that material should be included in the mixed-spectrum
reactor irradiation of interest.

Spectral unfolding in a mixed-spectrum reactor using combined helium
accumulation and radiometric dosimetry has been demonstrated for the Omega

A number of helium accumulation dosimeters were incorpo-West Reactor.
rated in an OWR spectral characterization irradiation, including Al-Li
and Al-B alloy wires. Spectral unfolding calculations were performed,

" "" " # '" "9 P"both with and'SL.8 The spectral unfolding results obtained with the inclusion
codp STA{0 , and Cu helium production reaction rates are shown in Fig.1,8of DLi,
and the reactions used in the unfolding are summarized in Table 2.

6 were used for the helium generation reac-'

ENDF/8-V (n,a) cross sections
tions; the unfolding results indicate that these cross sections are consis-
tent with the ENDF/B-V radiometric cross sections.6 Spectral unfoldingSince thiswithout the helium data generated a nearly identical spectrum.
OWR experiment utilized a large number of radiometric reactions, helium

'

accumulation measurements were included primarily to demonstrate combined
unfolding. Long-term reactor experiments now in progress in HFIR and ORR,
on the other hand, have limited radiometric dosimetry, due to long irra-
diation times and burn-up by the high fluxes. Helium accumulation is
expected to contribute significantly to the spectral unfolding for these
irradiations.
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Table 2. Dosimetry Reactions Used
for OWR Spectral Unfolding

Energy Range * AverageReaction (MeV) Deviationt
6Li(n,X) helium 1 x 10~9 - 4 x 10~7 -0.1%
10 (n,X) helium 1 x 10~9 - 4 x 10'7 +0.0%

8

45Sc(n,y)465c 1 x 10'9 - 4 x 10'7 -5.7%59Co(n,y)60Co 1 x 10'9 - 1 x 10'4 +1.8%
!58Fe(n,y)S9Fe 1 x 10'9 - 2 x 10'4 +4.1%176tu(n,y)l77Lu 1 x 10-8 - 1 x 10~7 +4.3%197Au(n,y)190Au 1 x 10-6 - 4 x 10-6 ,3,gg

235 (n,f) 1 x 10-8 - 2 x 10-6 +0.5%
U

238 (n,y)239U 0 2 x 10-8 - 2 x 10'4 -4.0%176Lu(n,y)177Lu ** 8 x 10-8 - 9 x 10-6 +7.2%
45Sc(n,y)465c 8 x 10-8 - 2 x 10-5 ,7,4g

**

10 (n,X) helium 8 x 10-8 - 2 x 10-58 **
+0.5%6

8 x 10~8 - 3 x 10-5Li(n ,X ) helium **
-2.4%59Co(n,y)60Co ** 8 x 10'0 - 1 x 10'4 -0.6%58Fe(n,y)S9Fe ** 8 x 10'8 - 3 x 10'4 +3.8%

235 (n.f) 8 x 10-8 - 3 x 10'4 +1.3%
U **

63Cu(n,y)04Cu 8 x 10'8 - 7 x 10'3"
-8.3%237Np(n,y)238Np 1 x 10'7 - 1 x 10'4 +15.2%

**

197Au(n,y)198Au ** 8 x 10'7 - 6 x 10'0 +1.1%
238 (n,y)239 4 x 10-6 - 2 x 10'4 -0.2%

U U **

237Np(n,f) 0.36 - 5.0 +1.6%
U(n.f) 1.4 - 6.0 -0.1%

Fe(n,p)S4Mn 2.0 - 6.7 +1.3%58Ni(n p)58Co 2.0 - 6.7 -4.2%46Ti(n,p)40Sc 3.7 - 9.0 -1.6%60Ni(n.p)60Co 4.5 - 10 -9.1%63Cu(n,2)60Co 4.5 - 10 +2.6%
Cu(n,X) helium 5.0 - 11 +4.0%54

Fe(n.a)SICr 5.0 - 11 +6. 4 %40Ti(n.p)48Sc 5.5 - 12 +6.1%
Al(n.a)24Na 6.0 - 12 -1.3%93
Nb(n 2n)92*Nb 9.0 - 14 +3.3%55
Mn(n.2n)S4Mn 11 - 17 +1.8%90Zr(n,2n)89Zr 12 - 18 -4.1%

'90% response range
t
Percentage deviations between measured and calcu-
lated reaction integrals

** Gadolinium cover foil

t

j
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . .
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FAST MON 0 ENERGETIC NEUTRON SOURCES

Fast, approximately monoenergetic neutron sources with high neutron
yields for fusioa materials tests have been limited to T(d,n) reactions.
The most intense ~14.8-MeV T(d,n) neutron fluxes in the United States are
generated by the Rotating Target Neutron Sources-I and -II (RTNS-I, II) at j'

|the Lawrence Livermore -National Laboratory (LLNL). Three source charac-
)

terization experiments have been performed at those facilities using
combined helium accumulation and radiometric dosimetry. They demonstrate,

the use of helium accumulation measurements to refine the fluence profiles|

deduced using radiometric data.

The irradiation geometry for the RTNS-II characterization experiment
is shown en Fig. 2. The miniature sample capsule for each of the RTNS
experiments was irradiated in close proximity to the neutron source, as
demonstrated by Fig. 2, and thus in the region of highest available source
intensi ty. This region also has large fluence gradients. The capsule for
each of the three irradiations was generally similar in geometry to that
shown in Fig. 3. Each capsule was irradiated to measure the helium
generation cross sections of several different pure elements and separated

The accuracy of these final cross section results is limited toisotopes.
the accuracy to which the neutron fluence at each sample location could be

Dosimetry for each capsule consisted basically of a set of,

determined.
concentric pure element wire rings sandwiched between stacks of radio-,

'

Af ter irradiation, the wires and foils were segmented andmetric foils.
analyzed, respectively, for generated helium and activity levels.
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Fluence mapping for the volume of each irradiation capsule was per-
formed by first constructing an average map from the radiometric dosimetry
data, assuming a circular deuteron beam shape. Any offset (typically
~1-2 mm) of the capsule from the neutron source axis was determined using
a series of least-squares fits across the segmented foil data. This
offset was incorporated in a multiple regression analysis to calculate the
constants in an initial empirical model of the fluence profiles. The
results of the empirical map derived for the second RTNS-I experiment are
depicted in Fig. 4a, where contours gf constant neutron fluence are plotted
for one sample layer of the capsule.9

The average map was then refined using the helium accumulation
dosimetry data. The use of belium accumulation in this application relies
on the slowly varying total h,elium generation cross sections as a function
of energy for the dosimetry materials in the 15-MeV energy region, and the
nearly constant neutron energy throughout the irradiation volume. The
helium concentrations generated as a function of position within each
dosimetry material then provide a measure of the fluence gradients. For
example, Fig. 5 shows the measured helium concentrations in segments from
three of the ten dosimetry wires from the second RTNS-I irradiation, along
with the average flueace profile calculated from the radiometric data
(dashed curves). These comparisons were used to adjust the fluence map
for the observed differences. The adjusted map is also shown in Fig. 5,
where it is represented by the solid curves. The resulting contours that
correspond to the geometry in Fig. 4a are shown in Fig. 4b. For this
irradiation, the adjusted map 9 disclosed a 10% higher fluence maximum than
the average map, and rAvealed fluence profile details (including a non-
symmetric shape) not apparent from the radiometric data. The overall

,
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1017 n/cm ): (a) Based on Radiometric Dosimetry and Assuming a
Symmetric Profile; (b) With Refinements Made Based on Helium,
Accumulation Dosimetry,

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb activationnonnalization for this map was based on the
cross section, and the relative map uncertainty was estimated to' be ~5%.

A similar analysis for the first RTNS-I source characterization
experiment showed that the gime-averaged neutron profile was elliptidal in "
shape for that irradiation. It is clear that such' variations frarirra---

! diation to irradiation make helium accumulation a vah:de dosimetry tool--~

in those applications where an accurate knowledge of the neutron fluence
is required. The RTNS-II helium measurements showed that the fluence
profile for that irradiation was symcetric, as expected because of the
larger neutron source spot (larger deuteron beam diameter) in close
proximity to the capsule. No adjustments wers Tiade to the average radio- '

'

metric fluence map for the RTNS-II irradiati,on.

( 'x
FAST NEUTRON SOURCES 3WITH BROAD ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS

Two experiments have been p\erformed1using h'elium accumulation '

dosimetry to characterize high'-energy neutron fields with broad energy
distributions: one Be(d,n) irradiation using 30-MeV deuterons, and one
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scoping experiment in the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) at the
Radiation Effects Facility (R.E.F.). The LAMPF neutron environment was
produced by 800-MeV proton bombardment of a copper beam stop. The neutronyield peaked in the ~100-500

kev energy region, angLi,10 , Al, Fe, Ni,
extended up to about

100 MeV. Helium accumulation dosimeters included 8
Cu, and Au, and were irradiated in two R.E.F. configurations. Helium
accumulation results were generally consistent with other dosimetry
resul ts . They demonstrated that helium accumulation neutron dosimetry is

, an effective technique for this type of neutron spectrum, and is partic-
^ - ularly suited for monitoring irradiation-to-irradiation fluence variations

.Once the neutron spectrum has been characterized.

The Be(d,n) reaction, and similarly the Li(d,n) reaction (the source
reaction for the Fusion Materials Irradiation Test Facility, FMIT), pro-
duces a neutron field with steep fluence gradients and, in addition, large
differences in the neutron energy spectrum at different source angles.
The Be(d,n) neutron environment was characterized in a joint helium

.

.
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . .
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accumulation-plus-radiometric dosimetry experiment performed at the
University of California at Davis.10 The experiment used a geometry
similar to that shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the irradiation capsule,
shown in Fig. 3, was positioned ~1 cm from the beryllium target. A large
number of radiometric dosimeters were incorporated in this experiment.

,

Most of the source characterization was performed by unfolding the neutron l
ricspectrum distributions at well-defined angles using stacks of radiome{0

foils mounted on the three large arcs behind the irradiation capsule,
as shown in Fig. 2.

The helium accumulation dosimetry rings incorporated within the
capsule (Fig. 3) were used in the characterization of the capsule irra-
diation volume. At this close source distance, the fluence varies rapidly
with position and the finite source size affects the shape of the energy
spectrum. Any capsule offset from the neutron source axis is also impor-
tant; this was determined to be ~1.3 mm, based on comparisons of the
measured helium concentration variations around the dosimetry rings with
a fluence model of the neutron source distribution. This small offset
produced nearly factor-of-two differences in fluence at symmetric locations

.

around the capsule, demonstrating the steep gradients present and the need'

for in-situ passive dosimetry in the high-flux regions of Be(d,n) and, by
implication, Li(d n) test environments. Neutron fluences were calculated
for the capsule region by integrating the angular yields determined from

radiometric foil geometries, accounting for the capsule offset.gd capsulethe radiometric dosimeters on the arcs over the neutron source,

These'

results were used to derive total helium generation cross sections for
several materials incorporated in the capsule.ll

Helium accumulation results have now also been used to demonstrate
combined helium accumulation / radiometric spectrum unfolding in the capsule
region. The helium analysis results from the segmented A1, Fe, and Cu'

dosimetry rings were geometrically extrapolated to the plane of radig-
metric foil stack C (Fig. 3). Spectral unfolding was performed at 0,

'

in this plane, using the code STAY'SL and the reactions listed in Table 3.
Radiometric cross sec; ions for neutron energies $20 MeV were based on
ENDF/B-V, and cross sections >20 MeV were taken from Ref.12. ENDF/B-V
(n,a) cross sections were used for Cu and Al helium production below
the (n,na) thresholds (~12 MeV), and the (n, total helium) stat
model calculations of F. M. Mann were used at higher energies.gticalThe
Fe(n total helium) cross section was taken from Arthur and Young.14 The
resulting unfolded neutron energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.

The results demonstrate the feasibility of using combined helium
accumulation / radiometric spectrum unfolding for' broad neutron energy
distributions. In the present case, the helium accumulation materials
used in the unfolding were based in part on the availability of energy-
dependent total helium production cross section information. The unfolding
demonstrates their similar energy sensitivities (Table 3). Future work
will investigate materials with different expected energy responses,'such
as gold for higher energies.

- - - - . _ . - _ _ _ __ _ _
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Table 3. Dosimetry Reactions Used for Be(d.n)',

Neutron Spectrum Unfolding

Ener y Range * Average
Reaction MeV) Deviationt

59C0(n,y)60Co 10~4 - 13.5 -1.9%
197Au(n,y)190Au 10-3 - 4.0 -0.1%
58Ni(n,p)S8Co 3.0 - 17.5 +6.6%
54,56Fe(n,X)54Mn 3.5 - 25 -6.8%
59Co(n,p)S9Fe 6.5 - 19 -2.6%
60Ni(n,p)60Co 7.0 - 19.5 +9.1%
27Al(n,a)24Na 8.5 - 18.5 -0.9%
54Fe(n,a)51Cr 8.5 - 22 -2.7%
Fe(n,X) helium 8.5 - 25 +16.0%
Al(n,X) helium 9.0 - 25 +0.6%
Cu(n,X) helium 9.0 - 26 -1.9%
197Au(n,2n)196Au 10 - 20 +0.5%
93Nb(n,2n)92mNb 10.5 - 20 -12.0%
59Co(n,2n)S8Co 12 - 23 -3.8%
90Zr(n,2n)89Zr 13.- 25 -1.1%
58Ni(n,2n)S7Ni 13.5 - 24 +15.4%
197Au(n,3n)195Au 17 - 27 -10.2%
59Co(n,3n)S7Co 21 - 30 +3.8%
197Au(n,4n)194Au 25 - 32 +1.5%

*90% response range
tPercentage deviations between measured and
calculated reaction integrals

Since this Be(d,n) experiment included a large number of radiometric
dosimetry reactions for extensive source characterization, the emphasis on
further experiment analyses will be on integrally testing (n, total helium)
cross section evaluations by comparison with the helium measurements.
Such integral testing has been demonstrated for this experiment.10
Comparisons made at multiple neutron source angles should also provide
some energy-dependent information, since the neutron energy spectrum
changes rapidly with source angle.

_ _ . , _ _ - - . - - - - - - -
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j

CONCLUSIONS

The dosimetry work performed to date demonstrates the use of heliumI

accumulation neutron dosimetry in fusion neutron test environment charac-
terization. The goal of future dosimetry work will be to develop and use
optimum sets of energy-dependent helium accumulation dosimeters, in combi-
nation with radiometric dosimeters, on a routine basis in both fission
reactor and fast neutron environments used for fusion materials testing.

|
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STATUS OF REGULATORY DEMANDS
IN THE U.S. ON THE APPLICATION
OF PRESSURE VESSEL 00SIMETRT-

P. N. Randall
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20545

ABSTRACT

Regulatory demands for information about neutron radiation embrit-
tiement of reactor vessel beltline materials have increased sharply in
scope and in need for reliability. Setting pressure temperature limits
for normal operation continues to require accurate predictions cf fluence
at the location of the most sensitive material. Surveillance results
occasionally provide a technical surprise, indicating that there is room
for improvement in reactor physics calculations. But, the recent increase

| in scope of regulatory demands for improved dosimetry has been caused by
! the growing realization that overcooling transients can threaten vessel

integrity under certain conditions. While the systems scenarios may vary,.:

| the common features of the overcooling transients that are of concern
'

1) a drop in reactor coolant temperature, which could give the belt-are:
line a thermal shock sufficient to cause small cracks to pop in to con-
siderable depth, and 2) repressurization while the vessel remains rela-
tively cool, which could drive the crack through the remaining ligament.
Only after some years of neutron radiation will the embrittlement of the
material be sufficient for such an event to occur, and only then in ra-
diation sensitive material such as high-copper welds. Thus, there is
great demand for fluence calculations aimed at specific locations in the
beltline, which requires detailed knowledge of azimuthal, axial and radial
distribution of fluence through the vessel wall. In addition, there are
proposed changes in core configuration to reduce flux peaks, which must
be evaluated.

,

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to tell practitioners of the dosimetry
arts how their findings are applied by regulatory people. The paper is
written from the perspective of a fracture mechanics practition,er, and
its theme is that the ultimate goal of neutron dosimetry is fracture con-
trol of reactor vessel beltlines under normal and accident loads. As
diagrammed in Figure 1, fracture analyses require material properties
information, especially about neutron embrittlement, which in turn re-
quires a reliable measure of neutron fluence, one that correlates with
damage to the material as a function of its chemical composition, irradia-
tion temperature and time of exposure.

P
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Current studies c pressurized thermal shock, which is a potential
threat to the integrity of reactor vessel beltlines, have caused a
quantum jump in the demand for good information about neutron embrit-
tlement of the mat "ials in those vessels. The calculation of pressure-
temperature limit: .or nonnal operation has always demanded such infor-
mation, but it was possible to cover our ignorance with large margins
more readily for the stresses caused by normal operation than it is for
the stresses superimposed by a thermal shock transient.

FRACTURE ANALYSIS

Because the application of neutron dosimetry is materials property
information for use in fracture analysis, it seems worthwhile to devote
pages to a discussion of current fracture analysis procedures. Size'

effect is the principal impediment to the measurement of fracture tough-
ness for use in an analysis of a reactor vessel. Beltline wall thick-
nesses range from about 6 to 9 inches, hence full-thickness compact
toughness specimens of irradiation material would be the size of a suit-
case and are almost unheard-of. Questions of scale-up underlie much of
the art of fracture analysis for reactor vessels.

Fracture analyses done for regulatory purposes solve the size-
effect problem by the use of a reference toughness curve that is given
in the ASME code.j The reference toughness KIR values, given as a

function of temperature, are analogous to allowable stress values. The

K curve was derived from a curve drawn as a lower bound to a set of
IR

large-scale tests performed for the HSST program. All of the specimens
were cut from one 12-inch thick plate of A533-B steel, Plate 02.

To make the curve application to another material, the reference
(transition) temperature of the material in question is compared to that
of Plate 02 and the temperature scale is indexed accordingly. The ASfiE
Code defines the indexing procedure in tenns of the reference tempera-
ture, RTNDT, which is the highest of three temperatures: 1) the drop
weight nil-ductility transition temperature, 2) the Charpy 50 ft lb

,

transition temperatura minus 60 F, and 3) the Charpy 35 mil lateral
expansion temperature minus 60 F. The ASME Code does not define RTNDT

|
for an irradiated material. That definition is given in Appendix G,

i 10 CFR Part 50 of the federal regulations as "... the reference tem-
the

| perature as adjusted for irradiation effects ... by adding to RTilDT
! temperature shift in the average Charpy curve for the irradiated mate-

rial relative to that for the unirradiated material, measured at the
30 ft lb level. (Until recently the regulation referred to the 50 ft lb
and 35 mil lateral expansion levels.) Figure 2 illustrates the case when

l

| drop weight NDTT governs. The terminology has been treated somewhat
|

loosely. It is now common to refer to the ASME Code procedure as the
measurement of "ir.itial RT " and the term RTf4DT, when applied to'

NDT
andirradiated material after exposure, is the sum of the initial RTNDT

the A RT caused by irradiation.
NDT

|

I

|
;

|

I
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One might well ask where is the proof that the KIR curve, adjusted
on the basis of the Charpy shift, properly represents the effect of tem-
perature on fracture toughness of an irradiated material. The evidence
we have is reassuring, but it is fragmentary. There is now an NRC spon-
sored program underway at Oak Ridge with the objective of gathering such
evidence.

The foregoing definition of RT is nothing new to many readers.NDT

It was put in to clear up a common misunderstanding that the RT I
NDT

irradiated material was measured by applying the ASME Code procedure.
It is not. Another reason to repeat the definition of RT is to

NDT
emphasize that the Charpy 30 ft lb shift is the salient feature of the
linkage of dosimetry to fracture mechanics.

Figure 3 is intended to emphasize the tenuous nature of the link
provided by the Charpy shift between two sophisticated technologies,
dosimetry and fracture mechanics. It has the benefit of tradition,
perhaps, and nothing better has appeared to take its place. Yet every-
one knows that scatter in Charpy values in the transition region, coupled
with the fact that the shift is the difference between two transition
temperatures, contributes to the problem of drawing trend curves that
relate shift to fluence. For this reason, small shifts are hardest to
measure accurately. For example, the MPC task group that drew the trend
curves 2 now being included in the ASTM standard had difficulty finding
a lower cutoff value of fluence at which the shift was essentially zero.
In the data bag, neggtive values had been recorded as zero, and even at
fluences of 10'o n/cm' some of the positive values seemed significant:
This 4as probably because of scatter, but the question could not be
answered without a detailed re-examination of the zero-shift data points.

One final aspect of fracture analysis to be discussed is the geometryof the postulated flaws. Figure 4a is a longitudinal section of the belt-
line wall showing the "l/4 T" (or 3/4 T) flaw that is specified by the
ASME Code and NRC regulations for the calculation of pressure-temperaturelimits. Fluence estimates are made for the bottom of the semielliptical
flaw. For the stress gradients encountered in normal operation, the
stress intensity factor is highest there. The flaws shown in Figure 4b
are typical of the range of sizes considered in thermal shock analyses,
where the thermal stress gradient is quite steep. The flaws are con-
sidered to have a straight crack front and sufficient length to be con-
sidered a continuous " infinitely long" flaw. For shallow cracks (less
tha 1/10 T) the usual rule of thumb of fracture mechanics applies, i.e.,
for a crack length greater tha 10 times the depth, K changes very little

y

with greater length. For deep cracks (greater than 1/2 T) however,
thermal stresses form a cusp in the cylinder, the uncracked ligament
acts as a hinge, and the crack tip sustains an increase in K as a result.

y
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For this case, crack length is assumed to be sufficient to prevent
restraint of the cusp formation by uncracked parts of the cylinder. This

It isproblem in shell theory has not been worked out to my knowledge.
simply assumed that the crack is long enough to permit full development
of the cusp.

FLUENCE PREDICTION .

1

As indicated in Figure 1, the salient quantity in fluence prediction
is an estimate of the peak fluence per EFPY, i.e., the highest fluence on
the inside wall of the vessel per effective full power year. For an3

operating reactor, the current value of EFPY is obtained simply by di-
viding the total megawatt hours thermal produced to date by the rated

For thethermal power for the plant, and converting hours to years.j Thefuture, EFPY is normally considered to be 0.8 times calendar years.
technology involved in making the calculation of fluence per EFPY has
improved in recent years. The history of changes in reported fluence
values reveals some very wide swings, typically involving a sharp increase
in the estimate after examination of the first surveillance capsule. Part
of the improvement has come through the development of two-dimensionali

transport codes and part through refinements in dosimetry.j

Clearly, one of the regulatory demands that has been sharpened by
the thermal shock studies is the requirement to estimate fluence as a
function of azimuthal cosition. This infonnation is required to compare
surveillance results with transport calculations. Surveillance capsules
are not always at the peak azimuthal location. Knowledge of the azimuthal
variation of fluence is also required to find the fluence at the critical
material. In many vessels, the critical material is a longitudinal belt-
line weld, because the welds have the highest copper content. Knowing

this, the designer often attempted to rotate the shell course so the
For vesselswelds were not at the peak azimuthal fluence location.,

made with two plates per shell course, this technique reduced the fluence
r

on the longitudinal welds to less than one third of the peak, in some
cases -- reactor cores normally being arranged in a square grid with
some corner elements removed. Unfortunately, many vessels have three
plates per shell course.

|

It is obviously important that the transport calculation be capable
of accounting for the attenuation of fluence in the radial direction to
relate capsule fluence to that at the vessel I.D. wall and at locations in
the wall at the critical location on the crack front of the postulated
fl aw. Finally, the axial variation of fluence must be understood as well.

_ _ __ - _ . __ -_ _ _ _ _ .
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.The acceptable level of uncertainty in fluence estimates is a matter
of much recent debate. Also, there is much discussion about the accuracy
of the trend curves, and errors in fluence affect the data base. In
this regard, the regulatory demand is for only moderate accuracy but
for a high level of confidence that the stated uncertainty is not exceeded.
At the moment we would be satisfied if we had 99.9 percent confidence .
that the value was not off by a factor of 2. The reason for acceptance
of a fairly wide uncertainty band is the well-known fact that the shift
in RT varies with fluence taken to some fractional power. Thus, theNDT

uncertainty in ARTNDT produced by an uncertainty of 30 percent in fluence
is 14 percent if the exponent is 0.50, and decreases to 5 percent if
the exponent is 0.20. As described below, the trend is toward the latter
value.

TREND CURVES

There is a strong interest in knowing the relationship of ART to
NDT

neutron fluence, however measured. Most of the effort at finding the.
relationship depends on curve fitting some data base. Theoretical bases
have been proposed, but none have proven useful. Using plots on log-log
paper, a slop of 0.50 has been used in R.G. 1.99, but to avoid over-
prediction at high fluences and high copper content, a cut-off line with
a slope of 0.195 had to be used. Westinghouse trend curves have a slope
of 0.25. The MPC curve fitting activity yielded a mean curve slope of
0.31. The author fitted a PWR surveillance data base with two sets of
curves, one for high nickel material with a slope of 0.35 and one for
low nickel matgrial with a slope of 0.25 at low fluences and 0.15 at
high fluences.3 These were bounding curves drawn to fall above about
95 percent of the data. George Guthrie then fitted the PWR survei
data base with mean curves using a nonlinear regression technique.} lanceHe
found the best fit using a slope of 0.22 for both low and high nickel
materials. He has not yet tried " broken back" curves or any function
other than a power law.

Sh
2 (ould the trend curves be changed to substitute dpa forn/cm E>l MeV)? There are a few reports of efforts to discover if damage

correlation goes better with dpa. At the moment, the regulatory efforts
to modernize Reg. Guide 1.99 do not include this change, because only part
of the data base is available in terms of dpa, and because the advantages
have not been shown clearly.

In relating ART to fluence, the conventional measure of fluence,NDT
n/cm2 (E>l MeV) has seemed adequate. The reason given has been that the
neutron energy spectrum did not differ too much from the surveillance cap-
sule to the vessel wall, provided one was interested only in 1/4 T cracks.
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1

Differences between power reactor spectra and test reactor spectra .were
certainly recognized, but other differences such as exposure time were
also recognized and it was not possible to separate out the spectral

neutronembrittlementweremadesome10yearsago.{unctionanalysesofeffects. Sophisticated efforts to develop damage
Now there is an

ASTM standard on -the calculation of displacements per atom (dpa).6
Quoting from paragraph 3.2 of this Standard, "A primary source of neutron

,

1

radiation damage in metals is the displacement of atoms from their normal
lattice sites. Hence an appropriate damage exposure index is the number.
of times, on the average, that an atom has been displaced during an' ;

irradiation."
;

The thermal shock analyses have brought this factor greater attention,1

|
as has the estimation of damage to reactor vessel supports, because in

' both cases ignoring spectral effects is unconservative. In thermal shock
analyses we are tentatively planning to change the attenuation expres-

;

|
sion used for calculating fluence at the crack tip, knowing fluence at
the vessel inside surface to correspond to the change in dpa through

|
the wall.

i

To complete the discussion of trend curves, copper remains.the most<

potent element in everyone's trend curve fonnulation. Phosphorus has been
discarded in our current treatment of the data, largely as a result of-

j the MPC work which failed to find a phosphorus effect, and the fact
that phosphorus does not vary widely in the data base.,

Nickel is the current favorite for study. A number of reports
.

have shown that low nickel is beneficial. The analysis of the PWR sur-
|

veillance data mentioned above showed that the data most overpredicted by
R.G.l.99 are the low-nickel data for A302-B steel and welds having nickel'

content less than 0.2 percent. Guthrie found that a copper-nickel product
i

|
term in the multiplier of the expression for the trend curves gave a

| better fit of the data.

ART = [-5 + 480 Cu + 270 Cu Ni] [ jg]0.22
NDT 10

He tried both a nickel term and a copper-nickel term with equally good
results. Currently, the Cu Ni term is being used because Hawthorne has
reported that nickel by itself does not seem to make the steel sensitive
to neutron radiation. Work being sponsored by EPRI at Combustion Engi-
neering has led to some rechecking of their " chemical factor", which
included nickel, cooper and several other elements, but the results
have not been published. It now appears that the next revision of
Reg. Guide 1.99, (Revision 2) will either incorporate a nickel term 'or will provide separate sets of curvesin the expression for ARTNDT
for " low" and "high" nickel content.

. - - - _ . - _ - _- - - - - --- - -_.- - -. . - - - .
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Some future revision of Reg. Guide 1.99 should include a factor
for the gime and temperature of irradiation. In the MPC trend curve
activity an effort was made to find a difference between test reactor
data and surveillance data, but no clear-cut trend could be detected.
We do see a growing need to quantify differences in ART caused by

NDT
exposure to different irradiation temperatures. This must involve the
dosimetry practitioners because gamma heating is obviously involved.
There is considerable disagreement about the importance of 30 or 50
degrees difference in test temperature at a nominal temperature of 550
deg. F. Much of the data is more than 20 years old. Much of the dis-
agreement may result from the interaction of residual elements such as
copper with the time-temperature effect. In approximate tenns, chemical
composition of reactor vessel steels is believed to be unimportant at
temperatures up to about 350 deg. F and again at temperatures above
about 750 deg. F, but composition may have a significant effect on the
temperature at which the transition from high to low levels of damage
occurs.

The physical picture of time-temperature-compositional effects needs
to be quantified for elements that are now known to make steels sensitive
to radiation -- copper and nickel and perhaps others as well. The results
would be useful in correlation of test reactor and surveillance data,
in evaluation of deliberate changes in reactor operating temperature,
and as a supplement to annealing studies.

CONCLUSION

This has been a paper about fracture analysis of reactor vessel
beltlines, a unique problem in which the fracture toughness of the
material undergoes a progressive change for the worse in the service
environment. Neutron dosimetry is the tool used to measure the hostility
of that environment. If there was a period of complacency some time back
when some felt they knew all they needed to know about neutron dosimetry,
that feeling was dissipated by the discovery that pressurized thermal
shock could cause fracture of a highly irradiated vessel. So now you
have an eager customer. His loudest regulatory demand for good dosimetry
is for assurance that errors in fluence of a factor of two are a thing
of the past, that there are no more technical surprises. Next, he
wants a more sophisticated measure of fluence, one that accounts for dif-
ferences in neutron energy spectra. To account for time-temperature
effects, he wants to understand ganma heating. And, of most importance,
he wants all of this correlated with the embrittlement of the reactor
vessel materials.
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EFPY

Peak Fluence per EFPY at Vessel ID from_
,

'

Transport Calculation and Sun /eillance Dosimetry

Axial, Azimuthal and Radial Correction:

I F

Fluence at Tip
of Postulated
Crack

f Effect of Fluence on ART:
NDT

f Effect of Copper , Nickel and ?:

f Effect of Neutron Energy Spectrum:

Effect of Irradiation Temperature and Time:

u
'

A RTNDT

: Add to initial RTNDT
v

RTNDT

f Enter Reference Toughness Curve:

u

' 'l
Fracture Toughness
at Crack Tip at end
of Service Period

Figure 1. Flow Sheet for the Application of Neutron Dosimetry
to Fracture Analysis
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NEUTRON EXPOSURE PARAMETERS FOR THE FOURTH HSST SERIES
1

0F METALLURGICAL IRRADIATION CAPSULES *
.

F. B. K. Kam, F. W. Stallmann, C. A. Baldwin, and A. Fabryt

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

tCEN/SCK, Mol, Belgium

4

!

|

ABSTRACT
,

The neutron exposure caraneters for the Heavy Section Steel Technology
(HSST) Experiments performed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (0RNL)
can be determined conservatively to 10% (la) variance.

) The neutron exposure parameters used for this study were fluence

greater than 1 MeV, fluence greater than 0.1 MeV, and displacements per
atom (dpa). Measured reaction rates, calculated neutron transport fluxes,
and cross sections values were combined in the logarithmic least square7

adjustment code LSL.II)
'

,

1. Introduction

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is conducting an exten-
sive research program (2,3) to study fracture toughness of irradiated

pressure vessel materials in the upper transition region and to investi-
gate the applicability of small specimen test results to thick-section
materials. This study has been extended to the study of upper-shelf,

behavior (plastic behavior). The first three irradiation experiments
(nine capsules) contained fracture toughness specimens of four-inch (4T-CS)
and a number of smaller specimens of low-shelf weldments.

,

*Research sponsored by the Division of Reactor Safety Research, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE 40-551-75
with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.
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The fourth HSST irradiation series (four capsules) is primarily
designed to obtain statistical data on the fracture toughness of " current
practice" weldments. Each of the capsules contains one-inch-thick fracture
toughness (IT-CS), Charpy V-notch, and tension test specimens (Figs. 1

and 2).
In support of the material irradiation experiments, a neutron charac-

terization program was initiated to provide accurate exposure parameters
;

for correlation with the property change rate data. The dosimetry results
of the second and third HSST series have been reported in Refs. 4 and 5.
The experience gained in these two experiments have led to modifications

4

in the composition and distribution of the dosimeters which monitor the
,

flux spectrun in the irradiated steel specimens. In addition, multiple

foil sets were irradiated in simulated HSST irradiation capsules to obtain
detailed neutron spectrum infonnation. This dosimetry experiment was a

joint effort between CEN/SCK, Moi, Belgium and OP.NL. The methods and'

techniques of measurement, calculation, and analysis are the same as
applied to the neutron spectral characterization of the PCA experiments

)and Blind Test.

2. R_esults
,

i The results reported in this paper are for capsules A and B of the
i

fourth HSST irradiation series (Fig. 3). Tables 1 and 2 show the exposure

parameters (fluence > 1 MeV, fluence > 0.1 MeV and dpa) for each specimen

in capsule A. For the 1T-CT specimens, the exposure values represent
| For the charpy specimens, the values are givenvalues at the crack tip.

|
at the apex of the v-notch. Similarly Tables 3 and 4 represent the expos-|

ure values for capsule B. A 3-dimensional map for the exposure parameters

has been determined. This map has the form

c(x,y,z) = t cos Bx (x-x ) cos By (y-yo) e " (1)
~

.

o

Preliminary estimates yield a 10% (lo) variance for the exposure parameters
obtained from equation (1).

A technical report will be issued at a later date with a detailed

! uncertainty analysis and the methodology that was used to arrive at the
.

F

'

. _ - _ - . - . _ - - - _ . - - - _ , . _ - - - . - . - . - . _ _ - . . . _ , _ - . - - - - , , - . - - -
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41 42

1 21 43 44 141

45 46

2 22 142
49 50
51 52

3 23 53 54 143

55 56

57 58
4 24 j44

59 60

61 62
5 25 63 64 145

65 66

67 63 146 '

6 26
69 70
71 72

7 27 73 74 147

75 76

77 78
8 28 148

79 80
81 82

9 29 83 84 149

85 86

87 EU
10 30 150

89 90

91 92
11 31 93 94 151

95 96

97 98 15212 32
99 100

101 102

13 33 103 104 153

105 106

107 108 15414 34
109 110

111 112
15515 35 j13 j14

115 116
|

II7 II8 15616 36
119 120

121 122
17 37 123 124 157

125 126

127 128 15818 38
128 130

131 132
15919 39 133 134

;

135 136

20 40 137 118 160
139 140

Fig. 2. Specimen Position Numbers for Fourth HSST Series
Irradiation Capsules.
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Table 1. Exposure Parameters for Capsule A IT-CT Specimens

Specimen Fluence Fluence Specimen fluence Fluence Specimen Fluence Fluence

Position il MeV > 1 MeV DPA Position 1 MeV > .1 U SV DPA Position >l MeV >.1 MeV DPA

No. No. No.

1 7.9485E+18 2.6420E+19 1.2 545E-02 21 1.0480E+19 3.6404E+19 1. 6890E-02 141 8.8131E+18 3.0132E+19 1.4112E-02

2 !1.0668E+19 3.5955E+19 1.6913E-02 22 1.3109E+19 4.6066E+19 2.1232E-02 142 1.0917E+19 3.7778E+19 1.7570E-02

3 1.3254E 19 4.5022E+19 2.1107E-02 23 1.5589E+19 5.5174:+19 2.1232E-02 143 1.2899E+19 4.4977E+19 2.0826E-02

4 1.5676E+19 5.3500E+19 2.5012E-02 24 1.7891E+19 6.3618E+19 2.9125E-02 144 1.4737E+19 5.1645E+19 2.3842E-02

5 1.8467E+19 6.3250E+19 2.9508E-02 25 2.0517E+19 7.3227E+19 3.3452E-02 145 1.6830E+19 5.9224E+19 2.7275E-02

6 2.0406E+19 7.0000E+19 3.2627E-02 26 2.2321E+19 7.9801E+19 3.6419E-02 146 1.8266E+19 6.4404E+19 '2.9626E-02

7 2.2092E+19 7.5836E+19 3.5331E-02 27 2.3871E+19 8.5414E+19 3.8960E-02 147 1.9497E+19 6.8822E+19 3.1636E-02

8 2.3502E+19 8.0684E+19 3.7587E-02 28 2.5148E+19 9.0000E+19 4.1045E-02 148 2.0510E+19 7.2428E+19 3.3284E-02

9 2.4875E+19 8.5332E+19 3.9767E-02 29 2.6358E+19 9.4272E+19 4.3006E-02 149 2.1467E+19 7.5780E+19 3.4829E-02 ;$ !
'

10 2.5600E+19 8.7715E+19 4.0904E-02 30 2.6966E+19 9.6334E+19 4.3972E-02 150 2.1945E+19 7.7392E+19 3.5586E-02 $$

11 2.6007E+19 8.8953E+19 4.1521E-02 31 2.7266E+19 9.7237E+19 4.4424E-02 151 2.2177E+19 7.8090E+19 3.5935E-02

12 2.6090E+19 8.9031E+19 4.1611E-02 32 2.7255E+19 9.6969E+19 4.4357E-02 152 2.2160E+19 7.7864E+19 3.5872E-02*

13 2.5728E+19 8.7457E+19 4.0963E-02 33 2.6793E+19 9.4 949E+19 4.3524E-02 153 2.1781E+19 7.7864E+19 3.5198E-02

14 2.5079E+19 8.4921E+19 3.9862E-02 34 2.6982E+19 9.2060E+19 4.2289E-02 154 2.1206E+19 7.3960E+19 3.4209E-02

15 2.4118E+19 8.1277E+10 3.8254E-02 35 2.5073E+19 8.8062E+19 4.0560E-02 155 2.0393E+19 7.0792E+19 , 3.2826E-02 .

16 2.2857E+19 7.6573E+19 3.6160E-02 36 2.3777E+19 8.3005E+19 3.8356E-02 156 1.9351E+19 6.6788E+19 3.1067E-02

17 2.0848E+19 6.9168E+19 3.2842E-02 37 2.1743E+19 7.5151E+19 3.4914E-02 157 1.7717E+19 6/0572E+19 2.8322E-02

18 1.8969E+19 6.2305E+19 2.9752E-02 38 1.9858E+19 6.7933E+1% 3.1737E-02 158 1.6204E+19 5.4859E+19 2.5789E-02

19 1.6854E+19 5.4629E+19 2.6285E-02 39 1.7/t6E+19 5.9897E+1% 2.8189E-02 159 1.4510E+19 4.8498E+19 2.2960E-02

20 1.4530E+19 4.6241E+19 2.2483E-02 40 1.5432E+19 5.1141E+1% 2.4311E-02 160 1.2652E+19 4.1563E+19 1.9867E-02
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Table 2. Exposure Parameters for Capsule A Charpy Specimens

Specimen Fluence Fluence Specimen Fluence Fluence
Position >l MeV 3.1 MeV DP4 Position >1 MeV . 1 MeV DPA

N:: -

W
41 1.6558E+18 2.7335E*19 1.2598E-07 42 7.5128E+18 2.6789E+19 1.2372E-02_
43 8.5618E*18 3.0795E*19 1.4133E-02 44 8.4019E*18 3.0179E*19 1.3880E-02 .

45 9.4528E+18 3.4196E +19 1.5643E-02 46 9.2762E+18 3.3513E+19 1.5362E-02

47 1.0327E+19 3.7534E+19 1.7124E-02 48 1.0134E+19 3.6784E+19 1.6816E-02

49 1.1183E +19 4.0802E+19 1.8574E-02 50 1.0974E+19 3.9987E+19 1.8240E-02

51 1.20lM *19 4.3993E+19 1.9990E-02 52 1.1795E+19 8 3114E+19 1.9631E-02

53 1.2834E+19 4.7102E+19 2.1370E-02 54 1.2594E+19 4.6161E*19 2.0986E-04

55 1.3626E*19 5.0123E+19 2.2711E-02 56 1.3372E+19 4.9122E+19 2.2303E 02

57 1.4394E*19 5.3050E+19 2.40llE-02 58 1.4125E+19 5.1990E+19 2.3580E-02

59 1.5137t+19 5.5878E+19 2.5268E-02 60 1.4854E+19 5.4762E+19 2.4814E-02

61 1. 6437E +19 6.0820E+19 2.7465E-02 62 1.6129E+19 5.9605E*19 2.6971E-02

63 1.7100E+19 6.3337E+19 2.8585E-02 64 1.6780E +19 6.2072E+19 2.8071E-02
65 1.1733E*19 6.573tE*19 2.9653E-02 66 1.7401E+19 6.4423E+19 2.9121E-02 |

|
61 1.8334E+19 6.8012E+19 3.0667E-02 68 1.7992E+19 6.6654E+19 3.0117E-02 |
69 1.8903E+19 7.0161E+19 3.1626E-02 70 1.8550E+19 6.8759E+19 3.1058E-02
11 1.9439E +19 7.2178E+19 3.2527E-02 72 1.9076E+19 7.0736E+19 3.1943E-02
73 1.9940E+19 7.4061E+19 3.3370E 02 74 1.9568E+19 7.2581E+19 3.2770E-02

~15 2.0406E+19 1.580$E+19 3.4151E-02 76 2.0025E+19 7.4290E+19 3.3538E-02
~17 2.0836E*19 7.7407E+19 3.4811E-02 78 2.0447E+19 7.5861E+19 3.4245E-02

19 2.1229E +19 7.8864E+19 3.5527E-02 80 2.0833E+19 7.7289E+19 3.4889E 02
81 2.1860E+19 8.1181E+19 3.6576E-02 82 2.1452E+19 7.9559E+19 3.5919E-02

83 2.2144E+19 8.2210E+19 3.7045E-02 84 2.1730E *19 8.0568E*19 3.6380E-02

85 2.2389E+19 8.3086E*19 3.7447E-02 86 2.1971E+19 8.I'26E*19 3.6774E-02_
~

81 2.2594E+19 8.3806E+19 3.7781E-02 88 ?.2172E+19 8.2132E+19 3.7102E-02

89 2. 2760E *19 8.4 569E +19 3.8046E-02 90 2.2334E +19 8.2684E+19 3.7363E-02

91 2.2885E+19 8.4775E +19 3.8242E-02 92 2.2457E+19 8.3081E+19 3.7556E-02
,

93 2.2969E+19 8.5022E+19 3.8369E-02 94 2.2540E+19 8.3324E+19 3.7680E-02

95 2.3013E+19 8.5110E+19 3.8426E-02 96 2.2583E*19 8.3410E+19 3.7736E-02

97 2.3016E+19 8.5039E*19 3.8414E-02 98 2.2586E+19 8.3340E*19 3.7724E-02

99, 2.2979E+19 8.4808E *19 3.8332E-02 100 2.2550E+19 8.3114E+19 3.7643E-02

101 2.2803E+19 8.3967E+19 3.7997E-02 102 2.2377E+19 8.2290E+19 3.7315E-02

103 2.2650E+19 8. 3288E +19 3.7718E-02 104 2.2227E+19 8.1624E+19 3.7040E-02

105 2. 2458E+19 8.2453E+19 3. 7 370E-02 106 2.2038E+19 8.0806E*19 3.6699E-02

107 2.2225E+19 8.1463E+19 3.6954E-02 108 2.1810E*19 7.9836E+19 3.6290E-02

109 2.1953E+19 8.0321E+19 3.6471E-02 110 2.1543E+19 7.8717E+19 3.5816E-02

111 2.1643E+19 7.9029E+19 3.5922E-02 112 2.1238E_19 |7.7451E+19 3.5277E-02

113 2.1294E*19 7.7589E+19 3.5307E-02 114 2.0896E+19 ~7.6040E+19 3.4673E-02

115 2 0907E+19 7.6004E+19 3.4629E-02 116 2.0517E+19 7.4486E+19 3.4007E-02

117 2.0484E+19 7.4277E+19 3.3888E-02 118 2.0101E+19 7.2794E+19 3.3279E-02,

119 2.0024E+19 7. 2411E +19 3.3085E-02 123 1.9650E+19 7.0965E+19 3.2491E-02

121 1. 9083E +19 6.8614:+19 3.1446E-02 122 1.8726E+19 6.7243E+19 3.0882E-02

123 1.8524E+19 6.6372E+19 3.0477E-02 124 1.8178E +19 6.5046E+19 2.9930E-02

125 1.7933E*19 6.4007E +19 2.9452E-02 126 1.7598E+19 6.2728E+19 2.8923E-vE '

127 1.7311E+19 6.1521E+19 2.8374E-02 128 1.6987E+19 6.0292E+19 2.7864E-02

129 1.6657E+19 5.8921E +19 2.7244E-02 130 1.6346E+19 5.7744E+19 2.6755E-02

131 1.5974E+19 5.6210E+19 2.6064E-02 132 1.5676E+19 5.5088E+19 2.5597E-02

133 1.5974E+19 5.3395E+19 2.4838E-02 134 1.4978E+19 5.2328E+19 2.4392E-02

135 1.4525E*19 5.0479E+19 2.3566E-02 136 1=4254E+19 4.9471E+19 2. 3143E-O'2~

137 1.3762E+19 4. 7469E +19 2.2252E-02 138 1.3505E+19 4.6521E+19 2.1852E-02

139 1.2973E+19 4.4370E*19 2.0897E-02 140 1.2731E+19 4.3484E+19 2.0522E-02
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Table 3. Exposure Parameters for Capsule B IT-CT Specimens

Specimen fluence Fluence Specimen Fluence Fluence Specimen Fluence Fluence

Position 1 MeV .1 MeV DPA Position 1 MeV .1 MeV DPA Position i MeV .1 MeV OPA

No. No. No.

1 5006E+18 1.8511E+19 8. 7261 E-03 21 6.9316E+18 2.4142E+19 1.1131E-02 141 5.6745E+18 1.9113E+19 9.0076E-03

2 7.1566E+16, 2.4418E+19 1.1410E-02 22 8.8069E+18 3.0995E+19 1.4212E-02 142 7.1586E+18 2.4395E+19 1.1409E-02

3 8.7272E+18 3.0017E+19 1.3955E-02 23 1.0579E+19 3.7464E+19 1.71?lE-02 143 8. 5609E +18 2.9382E+19 1.3677E-02

4 1.0194E+19 3. 5238E+19 1.6330E-02 24 1.2226E+19 4.3471E+19 1.9824E-02 144 9. 8654E+18 3.4015E+19 1.5795E-02 _,

5 1.1879E+19 4.1222E+19 1.9055E-02 25 1.4109E+19 5.0315E+19 2.2909E-02 145 1.1358E+19 3.9299E+19 1.8193E-02 C$
''

6 1.3047E+19 4.5350E+19 2.0939E-02 26 1.5405E+19 5.5005E+19 2.5028E-02 146 1.2387E+19 4.2925E+19 1.8193E-02

7 1.4060E+19 4.8907E+19 2.2567E-02 27 1.6521E+19 5.9014E+19 2.6844E-02 147 1.3275E+19 4.6033E+19 2.1273E-02

8 1.4905E+19 5.1849E+19 2.3919E-02 28 1.7442E+19 6.2294E+19 2.8338E-02 148 1.4011E+19 4.8584E+19 2.2448E-02

9 1.5724E+19 5.4649E+19 2.5219E-02 29 1.8318E+19 6.5355E+19 2.9745E-02 149 1.4717E+19 5.0984E+19 2.356bE-02

10 1. 6153E+19 5.6064E+19 2.5888E-02 30 1.8760E+19 6. 6839E+19 3.0442E-02 150 1.5079E+19 5.2166E+19 2.4127E-02

11 1.6390E+19 5.6773E+19 2.6242E-02 31 1.8982E+19 6.7495E+19 3.0772E-02 1 51 1.5270E+19 5.2717E+19 2.4407E-02

12 1. 6432E+19 5.6768E+19 2.6275E-02 32 1.8982E+19 6.7318E+19 3.0731E-02 152 1.5285E+19 5.2632E+19 2.4401E-02

13 1.6203E+19 5.5731E+19 2.5854E-02 33 1.8659E+19 6. 5894E+19 3.0146E-02 153 1.5054E+19 5.1608E+19 2.3983E-02

14 1.5803E+19 5.4117E+19 2.5164E-02 34 1.8156E+19 6.3846E+19 2.9272E-02 154 1.4676E+19 5.0092E+19 2.3334E-02

15 1.5215E+19 5.1822E+19 2.4167E-02 35 1.7440E+19 6.1009E+19 2.8045E-02 155 1.4131E+19 4.7971E+19 2.2413E-02

16 1.4445E+19 4.8874E+19 2.2875E-02 36 1.6518E+19 5.7418E+19 2. 6481 E-02 156 1.3424E+19 4.5270E+19 2.1229E-02

17 1.3221E+19 4.4249E+19 2.0833E-02 37 1.5070E+19 5.1839E+19 2.4036E-02 157 1.2307E+19 4.1057E+19 1.9369E-02

18 1.2077E+19 3.9969E+19 1.8934E-02 38 1.3727E+19 4.6714E+19 2.1780E-02 158 1.1266E+19 3.7172E+19 1.7646E-02

19 1.0789E+19 3.5187E+19 1.6805E-02 39 1.2223E+19 4.1011E+19 1.9262E-02 159 1.0097E+19 3.2838E+19 1.5716E-02

20 |9.3728E+18 2.9962E+19 1.4470E-02 40 1.0575E+19 3,4801E+19 1. 6512E-02 160 8.8122E+18 2.8107E+19 1.3603E-02

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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| Table 4. Exposure Parameters for Capsule B Charpr Specimens N
.

*
.. . . ,

T,.
_ . - s

SPECIMEN ILUENCE FLUENCE SPECIME N FLUENCE ' I IUJfhCE
P05tT10N *l MeV * I MeV DPA POSITI0as >1 MeV $.1 MeV DPA.

.L--
l

_ - - - - ..
- NO-

. ,

,,

41 5. 5840E +18 1. 9859E +19 9.1671E-03 42 5.4686E i i8 1.bd1E+19 8.9778E-03
'

'

43 6.250$f+18 2.2376E*;9 1.0289E-02 44
6.1/.Of.8 2.1E38E+19 1.0076E-02 s

,

.- s45 6.9059E+18 2. 4851E +19 1.1392E-02 46 6.1631 +18 2.4253E*19 1.1157E-02
47 7.5491E*18 2.7280E+19 1.2474E-02' '48 7.39JE+18 2.6623E+19 1.22iE0[ ,

49 8.1790E+18 2.9657E+19 1.3534E-02 50 8.0, ME+18 t 8944E+19 1.3254E-02
'

51 8.7945E+18 3.1980E+19 1.4569E-02 52 8J'>7E+18 3.:210E+19 1.4268E-02
53 9.3945E+18 3.4242E+19 1.5578E-02 54 9. N2E + t B 3.3410E*19 1.5256E-02 ~ '
55 9.9778E+18 3.6441E+19 1.6559E- J2 5/, ' 2. 115E+18 3.5S64E+19' 1.6217E-02 ' "

.,

57 1.0544E+19 3.8571E *19g. 7509E-02 5a 2
326E+19 g 644E+19 I.7148E-02 ' ' '

59 1.1091E+19 4. 0630E +19 't.8428E-02 60 1.0861[H4 T.9652E+19 ,1.8048E-02
61 1.2049E+19 4.4228E+19 2.0036E-02 Le 1.1199E H 9 . 3164E.:0{1.9622E-02

*
,,-

63 1.2538E+19 4. 460E +19 2.0855E-0: 64 1.2278E+19 4.4952E+19 '2.0425E-02
65 1.3004E+19 4.7807E+19 '2.1637E-02 66 1.2736E*19 4.6657E+19 2.1191E-02 .

67 1.3448E+19 4. 9464E+19 2.2380E-02 68 1.3170E+19 4.8274E +19 2.1918E-02
69 1.3868E+19 5.1029E+19 2.3082E-02 70 1.3582E+19 4.9802E+19 2. R 'E-02 .

'

11 1.4264E+19 5.2499E+19 h3743E-02 72 1.3969E+19 5.1236E+19 12.3252E-02
73 1.4635E+19 5.3870E*19 2.4360E-02 74 1.4332E+19 5.2574E+19 2.3857E-02
15 1.4979E*19 5.5141E+19 2.4933E-02 76 1.467 DE +19 5.3815E+19 2.4418E-02 i

17 1. 5297E *19 5.6309E+19 2.5461E-02 78 1.4981E+19 5.4954E*19 2.493 % 32 1 -

79 1.5589E+19 5.7371E+19 2.5943E-02 80 1.5266E+19 5.5991Eti9 2.5437E-02 1, K ,
81 1.6057E+19 5.9061E+19 2.6i!4D 0? 82 1. 5725E +19 5.7641[+$9 2.61E21-02

'

%

83 1.E268E+17 5.931H+19 2.7059v02 84 ' 1.5932EH9 5.8374E+19 2.ErM-02
.

85 1.6451E+19 6.0452[+19 2.7355E-02 86 1 6110E +19 5.8998E+tf 2.6791E-02 s

87 1.6604E+19 6.0979E +19 2.7602E-02 88 1. 6:61E+19 5.9512E+1r' ?. 7032E-ft?
__

89 1.6728E+19 6.1392E + 191 2. 7799E-02 90 ' 6382E+i9 5.9915E+19 2.7225E-0]2 . , ,

..

91 1.6823E+19 6.1690E+19 2.1945E-02 92 1.E475E*fS 6.0206C+19
2.7168E-02]93 1.6888E+11 L 1873E+19 2.8041E-02 94 1.6539E+19 6.0384E+19 z.7462E-02

1.6923E*1h6.1940E+19| 95 2.8086E-02 96 1.6573E+19 6.0450E +19
2.7506E 0]

--

,

97 1.6928E+11 6.1891E+19 2.8080E-02 ' 94 1.6578EH 9 6.0402E+19 2.7501E O2 8,
59 1.6904E+15 6.172?E+19 2.8044E-02 100 1.6554E+iG' 6.0242E+19 2.74437-02

4

101 1. 6780E +14 6.1121E+19 2.7765E-0? * 102 1.6433E+19 5. % )E+19 2.7212E 07
103 1.6671E+19 6.0630E+19 2.7585E-02 104 1.6326E+19 5. 9' 71E +19 2.7015E-02m .

\'

105 1.6532E+19 6.0026E+19 2.7334E-02 106 1.6190E+19 5 #dd2E+19 2 9 70E-02
137 1. 6364E +19 5.9309E+19 2.7014E-02 108 1.6026E+19 5.14 B19 2.6476E-C2
109 1.6168E+13 5.8482E*19 2.6685E-02 110 . i . 58Mi s 19 5. 7075E +19 2.f134E-02
111 1.5942E*19 5. 7545E* 19 2.G287E-02 | 112 .5613EH 9 5.6161E*19 2.5744E-02
113 1. 5689E C 9 5.6501E*19 2 A842E-02 114 _k.D65E4915.5142E42 2.5308E-02
115 1.5408E+19 5.5352E+19 2.5350E 02 116 1.5089f t19 '5.4020E49 2.4826E-02

'f
117 1.5099E*19 5.4099E+19 2.4812E-02 118 1,4787E+19 $ 2797E+19 2.4300E-02

,119 1.4764E+19 5.2745E+19 2.4229E-02 120 1.4459E +19 5.1476E-19 2.3729E-02
121 1.4078E+19 4.9988E*19I 2.3039E-02 122 1.3787E+14 4. 78 ' 5E + 19 2. 2563E-02
123 1.3671E+19 4.8361E+19 2.2334E-02 124 1.3388E + l9 4 #197E+19 2.1873E.02
125 1.3239E+19 4.6643E+19 2.1588E-02 126 1.7965E+19 4.5521E+19 2.1143e.02 ' '

127 1.2784E+19 4. 4838E +19 2 L804E-02 128 1.y*At +19 4.3759E O 9 {.D3Hi-02
129 1.{30Z1119_4_J 9,42[+]1 1 2M2p y _ 130 1.2052E+19 4 1916E+19 ' l.95C9E-02
131 IJ8t7P19 4.990001tA911R-gC172 L11mt19 42925111 lag!L9192_ -

133 1.1287E+191)915[+19
'.8231E-02 _

. 134 120}41+19_ L129%_+1f M 54L-02
135 1.0747E*19 3.6817(49 17305kO2 136 1.0525E+19 JJ911[+19 _.,6 94 7E_-H J '9
137 1.c188EC 9 3.4630E+ t 9 1.6347E-02 13 Q 9.977}pl8 LJ 797f 419 1.6010{-(4EL= = *:''IR*.'E h2' bM11& *2 J"L -- h*H"Ef N19M M*fi%

s

o.

%-, p

'~\

'N

'

pm.
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values. Preliminary results of the uncertainty analysis can be found in

Ref. 7.

3. Conclusions and Recommendations

The results achieved in the analysis of the fourth HSST experiments

.
indicate that for a reasonable amount of time and funds, a considerable
improvement in accuracy is attainable. The following steps are suggested

.

for the analysis of exposure parameters from test reactor experiments.

Np (n,f) and 23eV (n,f) sensors with gadolinium or Cd0 covers1. 237

be included in the dosimetry multiple foil sets at select locations.

2. Single wire sensors should be placed at as many locations as
feasible to obtain a complete and accurate spatial distribution

of fast fluxes.
3. Good calculations for the source term in the core and the trans-

port of neutrons from the core to the experiment.
4. A cross section data base for the reaction rate cross section

and their variances and covariances.
5. A lesst square adjustment method to combine the reaction rate

,

data, the calculated fluxes, and cross section values and arrive
at an overall uncertainty for the exposure parameter of interest.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NEUTRON ENVIRONMENT INSIDE THE PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT OF CAORSO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT.

E.Borioli, G.Garugnani, G.Sandrelli
ENEL, Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Elettrica, DSR/CRTN-Milano

and DC0/CTN-Roma, Italy
A.Cesana,A.Foglio Para,V.Sangiust,M.Terrani,S.Terrani

Politecnico di Milano, Istituto Ingegneria Nucleare - CESNEF
Milano, Italy

ABSTRACT

Extensive neutron flux measurements were perform-
ed inside the dryvell of Caorso (Italy) nuclear power
plant, a 2600 MWth BWR. The activation technique was
used together with the fission track measurement in
solid state detectors, with natural or depleted ura-
nium as converter materials. The results were of uti-
lity to assess neutron dose rates and related quanti-
ties, such as the reliability functions of the expos-
ed materials.

Additional measurements are planned at the press-
ure vessel outer surface by means of the multiple
foil activation technique, for an experimental valid-
ation of shielding and streaming calculations relat-
ing to the neutron environment between the pressure
vessel and the sacrificial shield.

.

INTRODUCTION

A mapping of the neutron flux has been performed inside
the dryvell of Caorso nuclear power plant, a 2600 MWth BWR,
in order to estimate the neutron dose rates and consequently
the reliability functions of the exposed materials in as many
positions as possible.

Computed neutron flux energy shapes and intensities were
available only in some selected points l. In most points of
interest, guessed values of the intensity but scarce or no
information on the neutron energy distribution were available.
Relatively hard neutron spectra were however foreseen 2, with

3 5 2intensities ranging from 10 to 10 n/cm 3,

As the measurements were to be performed during the pre-
liminary runs of the plant before normal operation, some
limitations conditioned the planning of the experiment. In

1035
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particular:1- The exact irradiation time could not be previously fixed
(with a possible range from some weeks to some months),
because the irradiations had to coincide with a period of
overall correct performance of the plant.

2- Heither the cooling time of the induced activities could
be foreseen and might vary from one to several days, in
connection with the possibility of removing the detectors
after a non planned shut-down. In addition, the shut-down
might be preceded by a period of reduced power of the
plant.

Moreover, as above said, the neutron flux could exhibit
variations by factors of two or three decades from zone to
zone, with no 'a priori' possibility, for practical reasons,
of placing detectors of different masses in the various points.

Considering the limitations above mentioned and the ne-
cessity of getting information in a very large region of the

high number of detect-dryvell, it was not possible to use a
ors in each measure point.

One hundred measure points were selected where the follow-
ing detectors were utilized:
a) Bare and cadmium covered gold foils;
b) gold foils enclosed at the center of Bo..ter spheres 3;
c) nickel foils;
d) bolid state track detectors SSTD4, partially cadmium cover-

ed, with natural or depleted uranium as fissionable mater-
ial.

Additional measurements are planned at the pressure vess-
of shieldingexperimental validationel outer surface for an

and streaming calculations ' carried out between the pressure
vessel and the sacrificial shield. Computed neutron flux ener-

vessel surface, with inten-availablg along thegy shapes are
9 2

sities ranging from 10 to 10 n/cm s. The measurements will
be performed utilizing the multiple foil activation technique
with the following detectors: Fe, Hi, Co, Cu, Zr, Au. An ir-
radiation time of one year and a cooling time of ten days
are foreseen.

EXPERIMENTAL

Characteristics of the detectors placed inside the drywell

The gold detectors were selected in expectation of a
normal plant operation. It was required that the plant power
level in the last week should be not too low compared with
the maximum power level and that the cooling time after ir-
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i radiation should be not too long. In order to detect fluxes
down to 10 3.n/cm 2s with a reasonable statistical accuracy,

j gold foils 7-mm-diam, 0.1-mm-thick were employed. Bonner de-
I tectors were made of Moplen in the form of a h.5-inch-diam
I sphere, covered with cadmium. . i

The nickel foils were used to implement the information
on the fast portion of the spectrum given by Bonner spheres.

i In order to detect low intensity fast neutron fluxes, also
'

these foils were massive, 50-mm-diam and 5-mm-thick.

| The SSTD detectors could obviously show a saturated re-
sponse, in terms of readability at high fluences, but their
permanent recording should counterbalance a possible too long
cooling time before the activation measurements. Moreover,
the uranium-converters could be also used for a lirect deter-
mination of (n,y) or (n, fission) reaction rates via gamma
counting. In most detectors the converter was natural uranium
in metallic form, 12 7-mm-diam, 0.18-mm-thick, but depleted ,

uranium was also used, with a 235U content of 360 ppm. Makro-
fol was used as detecting material.

In order to avoid interference effects, Bonner spheres
and the other detectors were set about 50 cm apart.

Measurement techniques
!

'

Gold foils we're usually beta counted by a set of G.M.
detectors. Gamma counting by a Ge-Li detector was used to
determine the reaction rates for SONi(n,p) and 238 (n,y).U

j Makrofol etching and track visual counting for the SSTD de-
tectors were carried out with the usual prncedures.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The following reactions were used for the neutron flux
determination:;

197Au(n,y) in bare, cadmium covered gold foils and
I in Bonner spheres;

Ni(n,p) in nickel foils;'

235 (n,f),238 (n,f)in bare and cadmium covered uranium con-U U
verters.

,

In many points not all the above mentioned detectors
were effectively utilized; for instance the bare zone of thea

track detectors showed frequently a nearly saturated response,
so-that the reading resulted problematic and often impossible.
To implement the experimental information in some selected

i

i.

!

i

'

i
4
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or 238 (n,y) was measured inpoints also the reaction rate U

the uranium converters.

The reaction rate data were analyzed by means of the
SAND-II code in order to derive the neutron flux in each of
the 100 measure points.

The input spectrum employed for the adjustment procedure
was obtained through a DOT-3.5 calculation performed at the
ENEL-Thermal and Nuclear Research Centerl. A 40 energy group
structure between 10 10 and 18 MeV was adopted. The cross6

section library in the same group structure was derived from
the ENDF B/IV file, using the input spectrum mentioned above
as weight function.

a self-shieldof gold foijs,If necessary, as in the case
ing correction, derived through the code SELF ,was included
in the cross section; in the case of nickel foils, the edge
effect during irradiation was taken into account appropriat-
ely. The 'ission rates from the SSTD detectors, with natural
or depleted uranium, were interpreted using cross scetions
derived by properly weighting the 235U and 238U fission cross
sections.

Finally, the effective cross section for Bonner detect-
8Aors was obtained through an ANISN evaluation of the neutron

spectrum at the center of the sphere, considering different
neutron energies at the sphere surface. Irradiations with a
Pu-Be source confirmed those evaluations.

It is not convenient to report here the results obtained
for all the measure points. Moreover, since an adjustment
procedure with a low number of reactions is something between
a normalization of the input flux and a real flux measurement,
the detailed flux shapes are scarcely significant.

For these reasons in Table 1 ve report only the minimum
and maximum values of the neutron fluxes measured in the
different zones of the drywell, the location of which is shown
in Fig.1, with the following large group structure:
a) thermal group, from 10 4 to 0.69 eV
b) first epithermal group, from 0.69 eV to 17 kev
c) second epithermal group, from 17 kev to 0.55 MeV
d) fast group, from 0.55 to 18 MeV.

The choice of the energy limits is such as to have nearly
constant RBE values within each of the four groups.The accura-
cy of the results in each large neutron group was estimated at
* 20%.
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Table 1. Minimum and maximum values of the fluxes in the
drywell zones (n/cm2.s at maximum power).

Group a b c d
Zone

1.4 105 5 09.2 10 8.7 10 3.4 105
0 6 61.6 10 1.2 10 1.2 10 4.5 10'

5 5 53.3 10 h.5 10 h.2 10 1.6 10
6 62.4 10 2.5 10 2.9 10 1,1 1g

3 3 3 31.6 10 3.3 10 3.5 10 1.4 10
3 3 3 3 31.8 10 7,3 yg 6.8 10 2.7 10

3 3 34.6 10 h.3 10 3.7 10 1.4 10
! 1.2 10 7.2 10 9.1 10 3.6 10

The collected data are now
]]]3' being analyzed from the point

of view of: 1) estimating the
you, possible radiation damage on

* i exposed materials (e.g., plas-
~?--- tics and in general insulating

- materials of electric compo-
|.y|| ||. [r,' ' ,N E nents) and 2) estimating the

p i gamma field deriving from the:,:
I l I ~~-~-~f activation of the materials

'

| a[_ _)~ | present in the drywell. Points
| 1) and 2) are of importance for

( | assessing the reliability ofZONE
si 4 | the electrical components and

ZONE

h[ | lay before entering into the
| ZoNr for determin ng a safe time de-' '

,

it ____[_______ drywell after a shut-down.

ZONE As a conclusion, we may
5 say that the advantages and|- - - --~~~~ drawbacks of the different em-

ployed techniques have been
l'i g . l . Drywell z o nes . well established by treating the

data from several hundreds of
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detectors. The conciderable experience gained in managing ex-
tensive neutron flux mapping will be of utility for a probable
future extension of this kind of measurements in Italian nu-
clear power plants.
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF A BWR VESSEL

E. B. Norris
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

ABSTRACT

The vessel wall neutron dosimeter capsule was removed
from Browns Ferry Unit 3 after 1-1/2 effective full power
years of operation to provide a check on the neutronic de-
sign calculations. The cross sections required for this
dosimetry analysis were derived using a two-dimensional dis-
crete ordinates transport calculation for the horizontal
plane at midcore height. To fulfil general vendor and util-
ity needs, an independent multiple-dosimeter analysis was
conducted during the same exposure period by another labora-
tory. Integral cross sections determined experimentally at
three locations show very good agreement with those calcu-
lated in support of the vessel vall dosimeter analysis. As
a result, it is concluded that the two-dimensional discrete
ordinates code can be used with confidence to provide the
spectral information needed for pressure vessel surveillance
dosimetry analyses.

INTRODUCTION

The Browns Ferry Uni t 3 Nuclear Plant is a 1065 Mwe Boiling Water
Reactor / SWR) built by General Electric (CE). Three vessel material
mechanical property surveillance capsules and one vessel wall dosimeter
capsule had been installed in the pressure vessel by GE prior to startup
to fulfil the regulatory requirements for monitoring vessel steel embrit-
tlement.1 GE augmented the surveillance program by conducting an experi-
ment during core cycle 1 which allowed a more thorough estimation of the
spectral response of the dosimeter materials.2

The vessel wall dosimeter capsule, also removed at the end of core
cycle 1, was shipped to Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) for analysis.
SwRI performed a two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport calculation
to provide the spectral information needed to compute the reaction cross
sections at the capsule location.3 Although the differences in the R-0
positions of the standard and augmented program dosimetry capsules were
such that the results cannot be compared directly, three of the latter
were closely modeled at four mesh points used in the transport calcula-
tion.

1043
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1

This papar presents a comparison of the fast neutron cross sections
deteruined by two independent studies for the Fe-54(n,p), Ni-58(n,p),i

Cu-63(a,=), Np-237(n,f) and U-238(n,f) reactions.#

!

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

I In-vessel Neutron Spectral Analysis
|

The experimental procedures employed by GE have been described in
detail elsewhere.2 Briefly, groups of' neutron dosimeters were supported

: by fixtures attached to the 0.D. of the core shroud at the core-midplane'

; and at the core-top-edge elevations. The neutron dosimeters included
oxides of U-235, U-238, Np-237 and Th-232; salts of Ag, Sc, and U-235;

;

and Fe, Ni, Cu, Ti and AlCo wires.'

J

Neutron differential flux density spectra were generated for six lo-
:

I cations. Integral flux densities (and fluences) above various threshold
j energies were determined at the dosimeter positions and were extrapolated
: to the shroud and vessel wall. Fast cross sections for selected dosimeter

reactions were calculated by dividing the measured reaction rates by the
appropriate integral fast flux densities.

4

t

l Discrete Ordinates Transport Computation
.!

The neutron flux energy and spatial distribution in the vessel at
the core midplane was calculated by SwRI using the DOT 3.5 two-dimensional
discrete ordinates transport code, a 22 group neutron cross section-li-

|
brary (CASK), a P1 expansion of the scattering matrix and an S8 order of
angular quadrature. A one-eighth segment, shown in Figure 1, was taken

j to be representative because of the symmetry involved. The boundaries of
the core, core shroud, jet pumps, and vessel wall were described in R-0

.

coordinates and the materials within each region were homogenized overi

their respective areas. The coolant outside the core was assumed to have
no voids. An average power distribution in the core was derived from

|
operational records.

Four of the mesh points used in the model correspond closely to thei

locations of three dosimeter sets placed at'the core midplane in the GE
experiment:

i
Experimental Location Computational Location*

!

R = 267cm; 9 = 3.75* R = 270cm; O = 4.l*
;

i
R = 267cm; O = 45* R = 270cm; 9 = 44*

R = 307cm; 9 = 44*R = 312cm; O = 45
[ R = 318cm; O = 44*

i

|
,

|
<
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The neutron spectra above 0.11 MeV calculated for each of these computa-
tional locations are presented in Table 1.

Spectrum-averaged cross sections were calculated for the dosimeter
reactions of interest by the relationship:

m
I o (E) $ (E) d E
1

(1)5(E > 1 MeV) = m
E $ (E) d E
1

The group cross sections, o (E), were obtained by collapsing data from
the Evaluated Nuclear Data File /B into the group structure given in Table
1.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The fast cross sections, E>1MeV, determined independently by two lab-
oratories at three positions in the water annulus between the core shre .I
and the pressure vessel, are given in Table 2. Several observations con-
cerning these results are presented below:

1. Fast cross sections obtained from spectra calculated
with a two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport
code are in good agreement with those obtained using
a spectrum unfolding method.

2. The best agreement between the independently actermined
fast cross sections occurred at the near-vessel posi-
tions where corresponding values are within 5% of the
averages

3. The fast cross sections for the non-fission reactions
are strongly dependent on their positions relative to
the reactor core and internals.

These observations indicate that a transport calculation can provide
the spectral information needed to carry out reactor pressure vessel sur-
veillance dosimetry analyses. Also, a two-dimensional calculation is
preferred to adequately account for the influence of the nearby core and
internal support structure elements.
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Table 1. Calculated Neutron Energy Spectra

Energy Energy Relative Flux Relative Flux Relative Flux Relative Flux
Group Range @0=4.1* & @0=44* & 00=44* & @0=44* &
m (MeV) R=270cm R=270cm R=307cm R=318cm

_

-7 -7 -6 -61 12.2-15.0 5.84x10 3.85x10 1.37x10 1.42x10
2 10.0-12.2 3.44x10-3 2.37x10-3 6.92x10-3 6.84x10-3
3 8.18-10.0 L.17x10-2 8.22x10-3 2.23x10-2 2.16x10-2
4 6.36-8.18 3.29x10-2 2.43x10-2 5.84x10-2 5.50x10-2
5 4.96-6.36 5.54x10-2 4.45x10-2 8.84x10-2 8.02x10-2
6 4.06-4.96 4.91x10-2 4.32x10-2 7.41x10-2 6.51x10-2
7 3.01-4.06 6.50x10-2 6.33x10-2 8.76x10-2 7.57x10-2
8 2.35-3.01 8.73x10-2 8.84x10-2 1.07x10-1 9.55x10-2 -

9 1.83-2.35 8.21x10-2 8.35x10-2 8.55x10-2 2 2
8.09x10 110 1.11-1.83 1.61x10-1 1.68x10-1 1.39x10-1 1.37x10

- "

11 1.00-1.11 3.70x10-2 3.77x10-2 2.43x10-2 1.56x10-2
12 0.55-1.00 1.53x10-1 1.61x10-1 1.15x10-1 1.43x10-1
13 0.11-0.55 2.63x10-1 2.75x10-1 1.91x10-1 2.23x10-1

--__ - _
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Table 2. Fast Cross Sections in Browns Ferry Unit 3 Vessel Spectra

1

R/G Data Cross Section for Neutrons > 1 MeV (barns)
(cm/deg) Sourcea 54 58 63

Fe(n,p) Ni(n,p) Cu(n,=) Np(n,f) U(n,f)

Near-Shroud Positions

267/3.75 GE 0.14 0.19 0.0018 2.1 0.50

270/4.10 SwRI 0.17 0.21 0.0023 2.0 0.48

267/45 CE 0.12 0.16 0.0014 2.25 0.51

270/44 SwRI 0.15 G.18 0.0017 2.1 0.46

b ,

Near-Vessel Positions S
*

307/44 SwRI 0.22 0.27 0.0035 1.9 0.54

312/45 GE 0.21 0.26 0.0038 1.9 0.54

318/44 SwRI 0.22 0.26 0.0036 2.0 0.54

"GE data from reference 2; SwRI data unpublished.

Shroud 0.R. = 263 cm; Vessel I.R. = 319 cm.

. - _ _ _ - - _ - _
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MESURE Er INTERPREFATION DES FLUX DE D0hNAGES,

DANS LE SISULATEUR DE CUVE P.W.R.

D' OAK-RIDGE (ORR-PSF)

A. Alberman, M. Benoist, M. Thierry
Services des Piles de Saclay.

C.E.N./Saclay, 91191 Gif Sur Yvette, France'

1

|

:

{ RESUME

Les rapports dommage/ activation (D.A.R.) ont 6t6 mesur6s dans
le simulateur de cuve P.W.R. d' Oak-Rigde (P.S.F.) aux posi-
tions " surveillance",1/4 et -3/4 d'6paisseur de la "cuve".

] Les deux techniques de dosim6tric G.A.M.I.N. ct tungst6ne
j ont 6t6 mises en oeuvre pour qualifier, avec pr6 cision, les
( emplacements d' irradiation des aciers. Les r6ponses des dosi-
] mStres sont tr6s coh6rentes entre elles et indiquent des spec-
i tres voisins aux positions " surveillance" et "I/4 d'6paisseur".
4 On montre, d' autre part, que l' analyse des damages par D.A.R.
I dans la cuve est conservative (comparaison avec l'exp6rience'

IGIPAC pr6sent6e au 30me Symposium ASIN/ElRYIGi) pour caract6-
riser les flux de dommage acier.

1

|
SUBMARY i

'

Damage to activation ratio (DAR) have been measured in the
pressure vessel mock-up PSF of the Oak-Ridge reactor, at
surveillance, 1/4 and 3/4 thickness positions. G.A.M.I.N. and

: Tungsten techniques were implemented, providing accurate*

qualification of steel dosimetry. Results prove surveillance
capsule and 1/4 T very similar spectra. Moreover DAR results,

in the vessel show conservative damage analysis (consistency.
with LutPAC experiment presented at the 3rd -ASDf/EURAT01

; symposium) for steel damage fluence detemination.

!

i
,

<
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INTRODULTION

L'am61ioration de la dosim6tri', de surveillance des cuves PWR

fait actuellement l'objet de coop 6 ration entre divers pays. La d6fini-
tion des programmes mis en oeuvre a fait l'objet de plusieurs pr6senta-
tions au 3eme symposium ASTbf/EUPATOM sur la dosim6trie des r6acteurs
[1, 2] et ne sera pas rappe16e ici. Ces programmes sont bas 6s, pour
l'essentiel, sur les maquettes de cuve PCA (m6trologie basse puissance)
et PSF (capsule d' irradiation d'aciers, voir Fig.1) insta11ees a
Oak-Ridge.

Les r6sultats pr6sent6s ici ont 6t6 obtenus sur la capsule de
dosim6tric pour PSF.

-
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Fig. 1 - Capsule d' irradiation d'aciers PSF
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|

PRINCIPli DE LA IOSDIETRIE t

Dispositif

Le dispositif de dosim6trie n'est autre que la masse d' acier
6quivalente 5 celle du dispositif d' irradiation PSF. Aux positions
d' int 6rGt, sont perc6s des trous (0 25 m) centr 6s sur les milieux
d' assemblage.

Trois dosim6tries des dommages ont 6t6 realis6es aux emplace-
ments :

A : surveillance
B : 1/4 6paisseur ( + 64 mm)
C : 3/4 6paisseur (+ 170 m).

N. B. . pour l' instant, aucune 6prouvette d' acier n'est irradi6e
en position 3/4. Par contre, dans la mesure on les calculs
de d6 placements atomiques divergent selon la m6thode et ce
d'autant plus que l'on p6nBtre dans l' acier, il a paru
int 6ressant d'y obtenir un point exp6rimental.

Chargements

Les 3 capsules irradi6es comprenaient un chargement identique
(voir annexe) de d6tecteurs de dommages graphite (G.A.M.I.N.) et
tungstnne (W) positionn6s en barillet, de part et d' autre du plan de
0 maximte. Le remplissage 6 tait constitu6 d' acier doux, le tout 6 tant
plac6 dans un tube inox (Oext = 25 mm) rendu 6tanche par un joint slas-
tomdre en partie haute. Chaque capsule 6 tait munie d'un themocouple
pour mesures au niveau des dosim5tres G.A.M.I.N.

Les dosimntres G.A.M.I.N. ont 6t6 utilis6s jusqu'S pr6sent pour
la dosim6trie des aciers de cuve franqais. Les valeurs de d.p.a. dans '

le fer, extrapol6es de la mesure, ont toujours montr6 un bon accord
avec les r6sultats observ6s [3].

Le nouveau dosimbtre W U+1, dont la r6ponse est voisine des
modnles de dommages acier (d.p.a.), a 6t6 6galement mis en oeuvre afin
d'am611orer le niveau des corr 61ations. La fiabilit6 de ces dosimBtres,
dans une g60m6trie de cuve PhR, a 6t6 montr6e dans l'exp6rience DOMPAC [5].

CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTALES

Le tableau 1 ci-apr&s r6sume les conditions de dosim6trie
dans le P.S.F.

Les irradiations ont 6t6 effectu6es n faible puissance
(30 MW nominal) afin d'6viter des 6chauffements sur les dosimatres
G.A.M.I.N.

.. .-
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f

Tableau 1

de Tem rj"e Dur6ePuissanceConteneur Position rr di9 me

A Surveillance 26.10.79 7,4 SM 75*C 2h00
5 2h08

B 1/4 6paiss. 26.10.79 16 bM 66 C 12h35

S Sh03

C 3/4 6paiss. 26.10.79 16 bM 52 C 23h00
S Sh03

i

m

RESULTATS EXPERIb!ENTAUX

G. A.bl.1.N.

On donne, en annexe, les valeurs AR/Rc de r6sistivit0 61ectrique,
lin6aris6cs et ramendes S 40 C 6 ISIS S Saclay),
ainsi que la fluence nickel Ohg(standard d' talonnage(moyenne arithm6tique des 2 disques Ni)
par dosimetre :

gg (E)(p (E) d E / ofi0, ;(= o

0
-f 58

on o ;, est la section efficace Ni (n, p) moyenn6e sur le spectre de
g

Onutilisclavaleurof;=101mbarns.fission.
le rapport damage / activation (sans dimension) exp6rimentalr est

-7 C
r = 10 AR/R / A ;3

8
avec A. : nombre de r6 actions Ni par atome-cible.

Tungst0ne

On donne 6galement, en annexe, pour chaque d6tecteur, les valeurs
AR/Rr de r6sistivit6, corrig6es aprns d6 duction de la composante ther-
mique,lafluencedefission0[j et le rapport domage/ activation

-5s = 10 AR/Rrjgg
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R6capitulatif -

On donne, dans le tableau 2,'les valeurs moyennes des rapports
danrnage/ activation, mesur6es dans les 3 emplacements, avec l'erreur

,relative sur la moyenne correspondante :i
t

Tableau 2 - Valeurs exp6rimentales moyennes '

G.A.M.I.N. TUNGSTENEConteneur Position -

gj- - g
A Surveillance 7,00 1,61. 8,48 1,5 %

B 1/4 6paiss. -9,24 1,9 % 11,78 7%

C 3/4 6paiss. 24,16 0,9 % 27,60 6,5 %

Ces valeurs sont indiqu6cs sur la figure 2. On remarque la
bonne coh6rence entre r6ponses des d6tecteurs. Les taux de dommages
graphite ou tungstBnc sont voisins entre " surveillance" et "1/4"
(6 cart N 25%). Ils augmentent en 61oignement dans le pav6. La figure 3,

repr6sente la r6ponse tungst6ne en fonction du graphite. On observe le
parfait accord des mesures dans les emplacements "cuve" (B et C) avec
celles ef fectu6es dans le simulateur IO1 PAC [5]. Ces mesures peuvent
s' analyser selon une loi puissance du type :,

s = 1,69 (r)0,88

FLUENCES DE IG NAGl:S - INTERPRETATION,

La principale application de cette dosim6trie reste l'6talonnage,

j en dommages des int 6grateurs de flux neutroniques pour obtenir les
fluences de dommages sur les 6prouvettes d' acier.

i On d6duit les rapports dommages/ activation (DAR), exprim6s en
flux de fission 6quivalents [6],selon les relations :

N(} graphite g 0,50 r [7]=

Ni

ktungstOne 0,247 s [4]=

Ni

les coefficients d'6talonnage ont 6t6 d6duits de corr 61ations
calculs/mesures et correspondent aux modbles de d6 placements
atomiques (d.p.a).

. , _ - . . - . . - . -- --- - . _ _ _ _ . - - . .- - -. - . - - - - .
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Fluences de donmages tungstnne :

Un calcul de transport ID VITA 511N C a 6t6 effectu6 [8] pour la
qualification pr61iminaire de la maquette PSF. I.es indices de spectres
(DAR) calcul6s sont un peu forts pour les 2 d6tecteurs. Dans la mesure
oQ la r6ponse GA511N est bien connue (flux de donnage r6f6rence), on peut
cependant analyser, S l' aide de la courbe s/r (Fig. 3), la sensibilit6
du tungstbne selon les 6nergies de neutron. Le tableau ill donne les
pourcentages de r6ponse tungst0ne par bandes d'6nergie, ainsi que les
indices de spectres W/ Nickel et W/0> 1 hicV rapport 6s S la capsule de
surveillance :

Tableau 3 - R6ponse du d6tecteur W

Pourcentage de r6ponse : W/Ni W/0 > 1bicV
10 kev 100 kev 1 bleV 10 hieV

I I i
'

A
6% | 53% 41% 1 1surveillance

| g
1 Iil | |

9% | 56% 35%
[

1,18 1,191/4 6paisseur g
I

C 1 I I
i3/-1 6paisseur 8% 72% 20% 3,25 1,98

|I | |

De ce qui pr6 cede, il apparait que l' analyse des dommages, par
rapports donnages/ activation, est certainement conservative, le param6tre
d' exposition aux neutrons 0> l hieV conduisant ici S des corr 61ations
aberrantes. L'6tude d'une fonction de donnages W semi-exp6rimentale,

( adapt 6e au d6tecteur, est discut6e ailleurs S ce symposium [9] .

r Conclusions :

i a) le rapport des r6ponses graphite (r) ou tungstnne (s) entre
les positions 3/4 et 1/4 d'6paisseur est de 2,5 environ.

Ceci montre que la fluence neutronique (0 > 1 hieV) mesur6e
par d6tecteurs d' activation type Ni(n.p), prise comme param0tre d'irra-
diation, conduit S des r6sultats aberrants pour l'6 valuation des dommages.

,

1

_- - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _
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b) les positions " surveillance" et "1/4 6paisseur" sont asse::
voisines du point de vue spectre. Dans le cas d'un 6ventuel effet de
fragilisation observ6 entre ces 2 positions, il faudrait probablement
mettre en cause le niveau de flux relatif ( 10).

.

c) les rapports dommages acier (d.p.a.) / activation dans le pav6
peuvent se d6duire du rapport dommages graphite / activation pris en
r6f6rence selon la corr 61ation :

NG ) 0,70fer 0,84 I I=

Ni (NNi/

obtenue par calcul de r0f6rence TRIPOLI pour la maquette D31 PAC [5]

(835.10 4 d.p.a./s par unit 6 de Ofer)*
7

d) une corr 61ation du m6me type que celle du paragraphe c) ci-
peut 6tre obtenue n partir du tungstane, dont la r6ponse th60-dessus

rique (d.p.a.) est quasi identique n celle du fer (d.p.a.) [41. Mais
les donn6es exp6rimentales [9] conduisent n une correction de la r6pon-
se th6orique du tungstbne (d.p.a.) . Pour fixer les id6cs, cette dernin-
re peut 6tre approxim6e par une fonction seuil n environ 0,5 MaV contre '

t

environ 0,3 MeV pour la fonction exp6rimentalement corrig6e (N.B. -
seuil effectif graphite s 75 kev). Dans ces conditions, le d6pouille-
ment des 6prouvettes d' acier, irradi6es dans le PSF, devrait penrettre
d'am61iorer les corretations avce les 1.cdLlcs de dommages et en parti-
culier avec le tungst0ne en tant que paraabtre d' exposition aux neutrons.

,
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ANNEXE (suite)

Conteneur p sition AR/R (%) 0 .10-15(n.cm-2)c
r r

GA. N

40 a 7,019 10,24 6,784
41 b 7,234 10,00 7,162

'g
42 c 6,618 9,75 6,717 7,00

Surveillance 43 d 6,077 8,39 7,171
44 e 6,479 8,95 7,164

45 a 9,181 10,20 8,912

B 46 b 9,249 10,34 8,852

1/4 6paisseut 47 c 8,744 9,21 9,400 9,24

31 d 8,355 8,59 9,630
32 e 8,674 9,11 9,427

33 a 5,663 2,27 24,70

34 b 6,109 2,50 24,19
C

. 35 c 6,724 2,79 23,86 24,16
3/4 epaissent 36 d 6,350 2,66 23,59

37 e 5,828 2,36 24,45

blesures G. A.ht. I .N.

Of,;.10-15(n.cm-2)I s sConteneur { position AR/R (%)

141 f 0,102 11,99 8,445

A 142 g 0,097 11,21 8,595

Surteillance 143 h 0,084 10,12 8,192
8''18

155 i 0,089 9,90 8,860
156 j 0,091 10,85 8,331

157 k 0,186:: 11,96 -

158 f 0,119 11,31 10,41

3 159 g 0,113 10,51 10,66
160 h 0,212:: 9,58 -

11'781/4 6paisseur
161 i 0,122 9,52 12,66

162 j 0,151 10,46 14,30

145 k 0,124 11,27 10,88

146 f 0,095 2,92 32,16

C 148 g 0,073 2,79 25,83
149 h 0,065 2,54 25,45

150 i (cass6e) 2,48 -
27'603/4 6paisseur

151 j 0,193:: 2,61 -

154 k 0,079 2,81 26,97

?tesures TUNGSTENE': valeurs aberrantes

,

.
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A BRIEF AC00 UNI 0F TEE EFFECT OF OVERC00 LING ACCIDENTS !

.

ON THE INTEGRITY OF PWR PRESSURE VESSELS *
,

;

!

R. D. Cheverton
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

; ABSIRACT

The occurrence in recent years of several pressurized water
reactor (PWR) accident initiating events that could lead to
severe thermal shock to the reactor pressure vessel, and the
growing awareness that copper and nickel in the vessel material
significantly enhance radiation damage in the vessel, have re-

- suited in a reevaluation of pressure-vessel integrity during
postulated overcooling accidents. Analyses indicate that the

; accidents of concern are those involving both thermal shock and
i pressure loadings, and that an accident similar to that at

Rancho Seco in 1978 could. under some circumstances and at a
time late in the normal life of the vessel, result in propasa-~

tion of preexistent flaws in the vessel wall to the extent that
they might completely penetrate the wall. More severe accidents4

'

! have been postulated that wnuld result in even shorter permis-
k sible lifetimes. However, the sta te-of-the-art fractur e-
| mechanics aralysis may contain excessive conservatism, and this
} possibility is being investigated. Furthermore, there are sev-

eral renedial measures, such as fuel shuffling, to reduce the
! damage rate, and vessel annealing, to restors favorable material
i properties, that may be practical and used if necessary.

INTRODUCTION

The occurrence in recent years of several pressurized water reactor
(PWR) accident initiating events that could lead to severe thermal shock'

to the reactor pressure vessel.1.2,8 and the growing awareness that copper
and nickel in the vessel material significantly enhance radiation damage
in the vessel,*, s have restited in a recent reevaluation of pressure-<

*Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,
U.S.* Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreements 40-551-75

'

and 40-552-75 with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-ens-
26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.

By acceptance of this article, the publisher or recipient acknowl-
cdges the U.S. Government's right to retain a nonexclusive, royalty-free
license in and to any copyright covering the article.

1

i
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I

vessel integrity during postulated overcooling accidents. Analyses * per-
formed following the 1978 Rancho Seco accidenti indicated that under sane
circumstances transients of this type might result in 'f 41)nre_ of the ves-
sal, if the transients occr.rred late in the normal life of the pressure
vessel. Thus, the subject of PWR pressure vessel integrity during over-
cooling accidents (OCA's) deserved additional attention. ,

;

The March of 1981 Commission inf ormed the nuclear utilities of their
and by March 1982 the NRC had of ficially. declared the jroblem, ,concerns,

ref erred to as pressurized thermal shock (FIS), an unresolved safety is-
sue. s

PbR accidents of particular concord ars those that allow cool water
to come in contact with the inner surf ace of the pf essure vessel at a; time |

when the primary-system pressure is substastial. The' rapid cooling cf the
inner surf ace results in high thermal stresses and a reduction in ths;
f racture tonghness near the inner surf ace. This introduces the possibil-

ity of propagation of preexistent inner-surf ace flaws (sharp, cracklike
defects), and this possiblity increases with reactor operating time be-
cause of en additional reduction in fracture toughness'that is the result
of neutron szposure. Because of this dependouco on neutron exposure.i ths-
portion of the vessel directly across from the teactor core, where the*

neutron flux in the vessel wall is a maximum, is of' greatest concern.
i Thermal shock by itself presonably cannot drive a flaw all the way'

through the walls however, if the primary-system . pressure were substan-
tial, a potentist for vessel failure could exist;(that is, a preexistent

|

flaw, under proper circumstances, could penetrate the vessel wall and pro-
vide a largo enough opening to prevent flooding of t the reactor core.

A complete evaluation of the OCA problem in terms of its threat to
pressure vessel integrity requires consideration of a number of factors,
including postulated-accident initiating events, reactor system and opera-

| tor response t'o these events, specific design features of the reactor tes4-
! sol and core that af fect fluence-rate and coolant-temperature distribu-

tions adj acent to the inner surf ace of the . vessel wall, -sensitivity _of the
vessel material to radiation damage, size, and orieniation.of preexistent
flaws, and remedial measures. ..This paper examines primarily the fract'ute-_

mechanics-related conditions that could lead to a potential for vessel
,

f ail ur e. <

|
~

NEdiANISMS AND ACCIDPNIS kESULTING IN
PCESSURIZED-THERMAL-SHOCK SITUATIONS

-

N.-

There are two. basic mechanisms for creating thormal shock to the FWR
|

! pressure vessel.1 One is the injection of cald fluid, and the othcr is
depressurization of the primary or secondary system which reduces the

|
saturation temperature. Cold water can be injected into the primary oir-_

cuit by means of the emergency core cooling systems and lato the secondary

-

I
I r

| r

1
.. - - - -- _ .. . .---
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circuit by means of the feed-
!

f water systems, while depressuri-
j; '

f zation can be the result of'

( ' stuck-open valves, excessive
i "]] --- power demands and pipeline fail-

w,a , {~
~- [_],,,g , ures. In either of these cases

r, , sis cool water eventually enters the
"'**'*""''N ----- ' - - - - - vessel through a main coolant,

[ ,' ,, line, as indicated in Fig. I and_ ,,,,,,,,,,,n n
'

's cwe passes down through the down-
no. usen_s comer region, coming in contact

with the inner surface of the,

----- ----- vessel wall on the way to cool-
(,/ \_) ing the core.e

Large decreases in pressure do
not necessarily accompany a
reduction in coolant tasper-

4 Fig. 1. Schematic cross ature, and for those cases where
section of a PWR pressure ves- they would, the primary system
sel indicating the flow path could be repressurized with the
of the coolant tha t can con- asergency core cooling system,
tribute to thermal shock of the Thus, it is possible for thermal-
vessel. shock effects and high pressure

to co-exist.
*

Four classes of postulated PWR accidents that can result in pressur-
; imed-thermal-shock situations are the large-break loss-of-coolant accident
j (LBLOCA) , the small-break loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA), a main steam-
i line break (MSLB) and a runaway feed water transient (RFT).? The 1978
!

Three Mile Island accidents is an example on SBLOCA (stuck-open primary-
i system relief valve), and the 1978 Rancho Seco accident is an example of

en RFT. In the case of an LBLOCA the primary system pressure would drop
very quickly to nearly one atmosphere and would remain there; thus, ves-
sol integrity would be retained to the extent of being able to maintain

i coolant in the vessel.
.

1

$

THE TENDENCY FOR INNER-SURFACE FLAWS 10 PROPAGATE
DURING THERNAL-SHOCK LOADING ONLY

The tendency for inner-surface flaws to propagate as a result of
thermal-shock loading is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the tempera-
ture, resultant thermal stress, and fracture toughness distributions
through the wall of the vessel at a particular time during an LBLOCA.,

Also included for the same time in the transient are the stress intensity
factors (K ) for long axial flaws of different depths and the radial dis-y

| tribution of the fast nectron fluence. As indicated, the positive grad-
ient in temperature and the steep attenuation of the fluence result in

i
positive gradients in the crack initiation toughness (E ,) and the crackg

!

i
<

_ _ , , - v --- '
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arrest toughness (E ,), and these positive gradients tend to limit crack
g

propagation. However, E also increases with crack depth, except near the
forback surface, and for the particular case and time analyzed, Kg ), Ky

a broad range of crack depths. It is evident that both sha11.m and Eeep
flaws can initiate, but the positive gradient in toughness provides a
mechanism for crack arrest.

i

If the crack depths corresponding to the initiation and arrest events
are plotted as a function of the times in the transient at which the
events take place, a set of curves referred to as the critical-crack-depth
curves is obtained that indicates the behavior of the flaw during the en-
tire transient. A typical set of critical-crack-depth curves for an

.

IRLOCA is shown in Fig. 3. As indicated by the dashed lines the long axi-
| al flaw would propagate in a series of initiation-arrest events and, if

warm prestressing were not ef fective, would penetrate deep into the wall.

05 , , ,

ARREST CURVEg
(K, = K,,) % . . _ _ _

1
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Fig. 2. Mechanisms for Fig. 3. Critical-crack

crack initiation and arrest at depth curves for a PWR-IELOCA,
a specific time during a PWR- assuming a long axial, high cop-

IELOCA. per and 32 EFPY

Warm prostressing, as referrad to above, is a term used to describe a
situation where E is decreasing with time when K becomes equal to K b

and demoE yyy
virtue of a decref se in temperature. It has been postulated

strated experimenta11ys,e that under these conditions a flaw will not
propagate; that is, a flaw will not initiate while K is decreasing. Iny

= (K ),,z (dK /dt = 0 ,Fig. 3 the WPS curve is the locus of points for Kg y y

. - - - - - . , _ - . _ -- - - - _ _ . _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ -
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To the lef t of the WPS curve dK /dt > 0 and thus crack initiation can takeg

place, but to the right of the WPS curve dK /dt ( 0, and crack initiationg
will not take place. For the particular case illustrated in Fig. 3, WPS
limits crack propagation to ~40% of the wall thickness.

Even if WPS were not ef fective, the flaw could not completely pene-
trate the wall under thermal-shock loading conditions only. This is a
result of the substantial decrease in K as the crack tip approaches the'

g
outer surface (see Fig. 2) and has been demonstrated recently in a thermal-
shock experiment.1' However, when pressure is applied in addition to the
thermal loading, the possibility of vessel failure (complete penetration
of the wall) exists for some assumed conditions,

j

FRACI1JRE MEGANICS CALCULATIONAL NODEL

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)11 has been used thus far to
cualyze the behavior of a flaw during the postulated overcooling acci-
dents. The initial flaw was assumed to be quite long on the vessel sur-
face, to be oriented in an axial direction and to extend radially through
the cladding into the base materisl. Fracture toughness data (E , and E ,g g
vs T - RTMUr, where T is the temperature and RINDr is the reference nil
ductility temperature) were taken from ASME Sect. 11,18 and the reduction
in toughness due to radiation damage was taken from Reg. Guide 1.99, Rev.
1.18 Since techniques for evaluating the behavior of a flaw when tempera-
tures at the crack tip correspond to and exceed upper shelf (ductile) con-
ditions, it was assumed that crack arrest would not occur if K were above

gan arbitrary upper-shelf toughness value of 220 MPa m1/8
1

This particular calculational model is believed to be conservative
for several reasons: (1) long axial flaws have a greater potential than
other flaws for penetrating deep; (2) the cladding may prevent short flaws
from extending on the surf ace to become long flaws; (3) the probability of
long flaw existing as an initial flaw and of any flaw extending through
the cladding presumably is very maall; (4) Reg. Guide 1.99 does not ac-
count for variations in the concentration of nickel, and more recent data
indicate that vessels with low concentrations of nickel will suffer less
damage than presently assumed; and (5) for same of the allder postulated
overcooling accidents crack arrest presumably will take place on the upper-
shelf portion of the toughness curve, preventing f ailure of the vessel.

: Each of these areas is under investigation to determine the degree of con-
! servatism involved. |

|

| LOCATION OF SENSITIVE RIGIONS OF IliE VESSEL WALL
i
l
i

The f ractura toughness of Ohe reactor vessel at any point in space '

and time is a function of the initiation toughness of the material and
4

i
!

._ - , . , , . .. -- ._ - - .
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,

the reduction in toughness due to radiation damage. Since radiation dam-
age to the vessel wall is a function of both f ast neutron fluence and cop-
per and nickel concentrations it is necessary to locate the areas of the 4

|
vessel wall where the worst combination of initial toughness, fluence, and I

; copper and nickel concentrations exists. The reduction in fracture tough-

noss due to radiation damage is relatively usall if the copper and/or
; nickel concentrations are low and is large if the concentrations of bothi

,

are high.

I

|
Copper is an impurity in the vessel material, and high concentrations

; generally are found only in the welds that join the segments of the vessel
! wall. Nickel is an alloying elenent in both the base and weld materials,

and its concentration covers a broad range among the PWR vessels and is
not necessarily the same in the base and weld metals of any particular
vessel. Since high concentrations of copper tend to be confined to the,

I welds (there are exceptions), the welds take on special significance.
.I

As shown in Fig. 4, vessels f ab-
ricated from sections of plate

QA ron ,,f,L,ui=cs have both axial (longitudinal)
| j tn uvio,

' - and circumferential welds, while
vessels fabricated from forging! AXIAL wEL s,

rings have only circumferential' -

welds opposite the reactor core.

Tuns In a plate-type vessel the axial
' " " ' ' welds tend to be of greater con-

corn than the circumferential
- - - welds because, as mentioned

enoss section or a,ev runovow cons dw mmh ahed Hws__ 7
. have a greater potential for

| e **'^'**'" penetrating deep into the vessel-r

|y [ Cia.wtLD wall during an overcooling acci-
dent. However, forged vessels,

h which have only circumferential
__

welds, are not free from the
adverse effects of the same ac-;

osv Loeso vian or satTLins atonom or arv cidents.

Fig. 4. Peak fluence, maxi-
num concent. ation of Cu and Ni, The f ast neutron fluence in the
and maximum TRNUT do not neces- vessel wall is a maximum at an
sarily coincide because of azi- elevation corresponding to about

authal variations in fluence and the horizontal midplane of the

material properties. reactor core, and, as shown in
t

( Fig. 4, there is an azimuthal
variation in fluence, resulting

from the noncircular geonetry of the periphery of the core. Thus, the
i

maximum concentrations of copper and nickel. the maximum fluence and the'

minimum value of initial toughness do not necessarily coincide. For an
,

accurate specific plant analysis of the radiation-induced reduction inI

i fracture toughness these space variations must be considered.
I

I

|

_ . _ - , _ . , . . , . . _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,, _ _
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ANALYSIS OF THE 1978 RANGO SECO AND SEVERAL
POSIULATED OVERC00 LING ACCIDENTS

Using the fracture-mechanics model described above, pressure-vessel-
integrity studies were performed for the 1978 Rancho Seco accident and
several postulated accidents,' including an LBLOCA, and MSLB, and and RFT
that consisted of a turbine trip followed by stuck-open bypass valves.
TWo different sets of assumptions regarding plant and operator responses
to the initiating event were used for the MSLB in an effort to examine and
illustrate extremes in the calculated severity of the accidents. For each
of the transients considered a typically high copper concentration of
0.31% was assumed to exist in an axially oriented weld, and the initial
value of RTNUr was assumed to be -7'C. For the purpose of computing a
time in the life of the vessel at which a potential for vessel failure
eight exist a typical fluence rate of 0.05 x 1018 neutrons /cm8' year was
assumed for the inner surface of the vessel at the location of the axial
weld.

The LBLOCA constitutes the most severe thermal shock of any of the
overcooling accidents, and for this accident the thermal shock is the re-
sult of inj ection of energency core coolant. The primary-system pressure
remains very low, and because of this the calculations indicate that the
flaw will not penetrate the wall. Furthermore, WPS would tend to prevent
crack propagation beyond midwall thickness. But even without WPS the
crack would not penetrate the wall because of the lack of pressure to
maintain a high stress intensity factor for very deep flaws.

The Rancho Seco accident * in-
' ' ' ' ' ~ "volved a loss and then a sudden "*

reapplication of feedwater to a
,....t....

~ "

steam generator, resulting in rapid [ ,, , e - i*

cooling of the primary system while ' '

g,, | - is

the primary system pressure was be- | Lj|". ,, |g y e
ing maintained close to the normal

g im |
, ,,cperating level, as shown in Fig. 5. = . '

The temperature of the coolant in y too L \ ,8
- *

the cold leg dropped ~180'C in one s \s - *
[" v

I (~[~NsEvEs""
- *hour. U ~~~~~

;

'j
_

!

.

During the specific Rancho Seco * -

, , , , ,' ,
transient, the requisite conditions o a e a a ice
for WPS existed (dK /dt ( 0), and as '"""d

g

| a result the analysis discussed here- Fig. 5. The 1978 Rancho
{ in does not predict a reduction in Seco and a postulated RFT down-
! the normal vessel design lifetime comer coolant temperature and
| [~32 ef fective full power years pressure transients.
! (EFPY)]. However, for an otherwise
! similar accident the requisite conditions for WPS might not exist as a

result of variations in pressure. In this case the calculations indicate
a potential for vessel failure at ~17 EFPY.

|

i
;

i
|

._. _ _ _ , . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . . _ . _
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The postulated turbine-trip accident tends to represent a worst-case
situation and may in f act represent an unrealistic set of circumstances
insofar as system response is concerned. As indicated in Fig. 5, the
transient is much more severe than that for Rancho Seco in that the pri-

,

mary-system temperature drops more rapidly and to a lower value, while
repressurizaton by the high pressure injection system provides a pressure
equal to the saf ety-valve setting. The result of this postulated and pos-
sibly exaggerated worst-case accident is a potential for failure of the
reactor vessel at about 4 EFPY, with or without WPS.

j

The two MSLB cases analyzed presanably represent two extremes for the
postulated MSLB accident: an exaggerated worst case in the same sense
that the turbine-trip case was, and a least-severe situation based on pre-
ferred and most-likely system and operator responses. For this latter

( case a potential for vessel failure is not predicted within the normal
lifetime of the power plant. However, for the postulated worst-ct.se sits-
ation the calculations indicate a potential for f ailure at 8 EFPY's, tak-,

>

ing advantage of WPS, and 4 EFPY's without WPS.

REMEDIAL MEASURES

Aside from ongoing investigations that may result in the discovery
and removal of excessive conservatism in the state-of-the-art fracture-
mechanics model, there are several fracture-mechanics-related remedial
actions that might be taken to ensure longer permissible vessel lifetimes.
They include reducing the uncertainty in the estimation of the fluence in
the vessel wall, redesign of the fuel loading to reduce the fluence rate
in the wall, and annealing the vessel to restore the original high frac-
ture-toughness values. There is a substantial effort under way ta improve

the accuracy of fluence determinations,18 and a few PWR's in the United
States, West Germany, and Finland have undergone fuel-loading changes to
reduce the fluence in the vessel wall. How ev er, the redesign of a fuel
loading is a very complex task, involving a possible reduction in power to
accommodate less heat transf er area and/or a less f avorable power distriba-
tion, changes in control-rod worth and perhaps a shorter fuel-cycle time.
Furthermore, if a vessel has already suffered severe radiation damage
there is not much to be gained by reducing the fluence rate. For this
situation, annealing the vessel may be the answer, but this too is a com-
plex and expensive operation and has not yet been demonstrated on a full-
sized PWR vessel.as

SUMMARY

A state-of-the-art fracture-mechanic; analysis of the 1978 Rancho
Seco accident, assuming a typically high concentration of copper to exist

- . _ _ . . . _ . .__ . - - - _
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in the vessel materact. indicates that because of WPS the specific tran-
sient would not result in a potential for vessel failure during the normallife of the vessel. However, the requisite conditions for WPS might not
exist in an otherwise similar transient. In this case the analysis indi-
cates that a potential for vessel failure would exist at ~17 EFPY. De-
pending upon the assumptions made regarding reactor system and operator
response to the initiating event, potentially more severe transients can
result in either no premature f ailure or f ailure at times perhaps as short
as 4 EFPY.

It appears that the state-of-the-art fracture-mechanics model used
for these predictions contains substantial conservatism, and programs are
under way to explore this possibility and also to reduce nacertainties in
fracture-mechanics-related areas, such as dosimetry, which provide impor-
tant input to the pressure vessel integrity studies.
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LWR PRESCURE VESSEL MONITORING: ABSOIUTE OR RELATIVE DOSIMETRY?

W. Schneider
ZBB, Kernforschungsanlage Julich, Germany F. R.

*

ABSTRACT

The neutron fluence monitoring in the LWR pressure
vessel surveillance is in principle a task of absolute
measurement. However, under particular conditions in practice,
it can be carried out by a relative measurement procedure.
These conditions vill be discussed, and also the possible
advantage of applying such a procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Absolute measurements and calculations generally
require extensive work and a particular degree of experience;
if not carried out in a standardized procedure (s. e.g.
/I-E706//II, 33h/), it is often not easy to judge to which
extent the results might be affected by systematic errors.
In this connection it appears of interest to inquire into
statements made recently from the metallurgical and the
dosimetric side (c. g. /III, M. Brumovsky et al./) saying
that the neutron monitoring in the frame of surveillance
programmes for the lifetime predetermination of LWR pressure
vessels can be carried out also with relative instead of
absolute evaluation. Therefore ve want to put the following
questions up for discussion: firstly, whether such a state-
ment can be taken for justified; and secondly, if so what
the advantage of a relative measuring method would be in
comparison with the absolute one.

2. LIFETIME PREDICTION AND SURVEILLANCE
PROGRAMME MONTTORING

When designing a LWR, we have to start with a cal-
culated ab a o 1ut e neutron flux density distribution
to predict the material properties shift of the pressure
vessel which vill be expected as induced by fast neutrons.
Using correlation curves (s. e. g. /II, 1255//IV, h11/
/IV, h39/), we are able to predict the permissible lifetime
of the reactor resulting from those shifts of properties.

1071
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l

neutron fluence to be reached which is pro-If the absolute
portional to this lifetime, will exceed a fixed standard
value, it is necessary to perform a surveillance programme
for the pressure vessel material in the familiar manner,

(e. 6 /I-E185/). the lifetime fer the
-

For such surveillance programmes,
" Service" location of the pressure vessel steel which is the

I maximum exposed one to embrittlement, may be expressed as

follows:

i + A g)E4(E ,rA' a "St,eff (1)1

-

t =

g,t) v[t,eff(E )8

f
$ (E ,r

I

with:
,

(determined by calculation@(E ,rA,tA) the neutron fluence
E in the

or measurement) above the lower engrgy limitf r the hime t
,

Accelerated surveillance position rA, A

A the irradiation time until the vessel steel i

~ specimens in the Accelerated position have reached their)

maxim 3m permissible embrittlement
$(E3,rg,t) the neutron flux density, correspondingly as for;

+
averagedthe fluence _above, but in the Service position r8,,

,

!

gver the time 0<t<tthe Serv!ce position taken at the (beltline region:

r
+

of the) inside surface being the maximum exposed region ofs'

the vessel vall'

!
'

=
l m

: /X^(E)dE (la)A
fw (E)xE(E)dE

^
St,eff(EL) E Ew S" Eg L

the effective (i.e., above E valid) cross-section for dis-g norma-placements in the vessel steel St, detgrmined with the
lized spectral neutron flux density X in the Afecelerated)

E
position.
Eq. (1) takes into account that the neutron exposure of pres-
sure vessel steel has to be given as thenymberofdjsplace-

for v =w/V/;ments, as recently recommended fluence nohatIbn. '*

we would fall back into the oldThe idea of a relative evaluation for the pressure vessel
surveillance monitoring is then the following: If the damag-

the A(ccelerated) and theing exposure ratio between from the metallurgically foundS(ervice) positions is known,
"End of Life" in the A position (i.e., from tA) the End of

|
|

|
|-
l

- - , ~ - - . - - - - , . , , . , - - - - . - - ,-- . , . - - - . - - - - - . , - - - - - -.-r-.,,.--, . - - .- - - - ~ , ~ , . - _ - - _ , - . _ . . . - ,
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Life for the 3 posi$ ion may be &(}r ,t) by the same detector
ex rapolated. Let us assume |

we mencure 4(r t and
(with measuring ^feke) tion

that
i): Ehen eq. (1) would reducetype

to:

I (+r " ^"Ag A' A A S ti .C AI (2).
t =

I. (rs,t) H(ta) DAR
8

1 St1 c S1
. .

Here is:

I; ( .,r,t) the pulse rate measured correspondingly for r=r
++ 4

A'# n
and averaged over 0<t<t r t resp.,

A

H(tg) the irradiation history correction for the Accele-

rated irradiation

DAR^t,1
'* I*

S
. E (2a)f A

"St i,eff( L)

the Damage-to-Activation Ratio /1/, with:

of 5 fo g(E)y (E)dE
O

the cross-section of the measuring reaction i

averaged over the fission spectrum f
~

f f

'"St X dEv
St E

o

the steel displacement cross-section, averaged
analogously

m m
A

/ x^E(E)dE (2b)p(E ) E /og(E)xE(E)dEa :

o E

the effective measuring reaction cross-section,
determined analogously to eq. (la).

e (c ) correction factors for the measurement in the
Accelerated (or: Service) location
In which manner neutron detectors can be applied for such
corresponding measurements in the A and S locations vill not
be discussed here.
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3. DISCUSSION OF THE RELATIVE MONITORING EVALUATION

The transition from eq. (1) to (2), i.e., from an

absolute to a relative evaluation, should - if worth mention-
ning further - be made up of more than the change from abso-
lute to relative reaction rates. This latter change solely
would bring no bigger uncertainty reduction than about iS%
at most.
Advantages in the application of a relative instead of an
absolute evaluation are given if the correction functions -
i.e., the quantities beside the [s - in eq. (2) would more
or less cancel against each other or lead to (nearly) constant
values; or if the overall uncertainty in the lifetime deter-
mination could be decisively reduced in comparison with apply-
ing absolute procedures.
Regarding the correction functions in eq. (2), we state at
first that the irradiation history corrections H(tl including
possible time-dependent local f)ux density-to-reactor power
variations /2/ in the two locations A, 8 are independent from
each other so that the ratio of the H functions in eq. (2)
can generally not be replaced by a constant. This follows
from the fact that the irradiation history of the reactor
runs faster in the A than in the S location, and that flux-to-
power variations may be different in the two locations.

c apply gene-Also for the measuring correction factors A, c
for the"importantrally different values: we expect e. g.

photoreaction correction distinctly higher values in the S
' than in the A location /II, 493/. On the other hand, the

so if it hasratio is practically time-independent;
A:c,been" determined in a benchmark precedure (cf again /II, h93/)c

tailored to the irradiation environment in question, it may
be used as a constant for all reactors belonging to the same,

'

design type.
as time-inde-Similarly also the DAR values egn be, regarded

f pendent. Moreover the ratio DAR :DAR" is to expect to be a
constant not very far from unity. This is resulting from the
observation that the neutron spectrum between the A and S
locations in LWRs does not show large differences particular-
ly if - cf eq. (1) - the inside surface of the vessel vall
is taken for the S location; this may be verified using a

e. g., /3/. The ratio of the DARsspectra compilation as,
correspondingly to the c : emay be determined .

for the measuring correckion factors - asThe uncertaintieswell as for the irradiation history incl. the local flux
correction - must be assessed for the A and S locations indi-
vidually. On the other hand, we may expect that the DAR un-
certainties in the two locations are relatively strongly
correlated, and that the uncertainty to be assigned to the
ratio of the DARs is rather small because the value of this

I
ratio as stated should not too much deviate from unity. A
general compilation of uncertainty contributions and their
values for our problem is given in /I - E706/; cf also /2/.
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After this discussion we may rewrite eq. (2) in the follow-
ing way:

T(F ,t ) tg.H(t3)3 ,

t = C (3)8 I (ro,t) H(ta)

where

^
C E S'

DAR" s

is a dimensionless conversion factor, i.e. a constant specific
to a particular LWU line, to be determined with the aid of
benchmark or calculational methods.

h. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

For neutron monitoring, one may prefer a relative
evaluation procedure leading to the wanted absolute value by
use of a conversion factor, if:

- the evaluation is easier to be carried out than absolute
procedures,

- the conversion factor (as complicated it might be to deter-
mine) could be applied as a reference value, not only for
a complete surveillance programme but also for all indivi-
dual reactors of the same LWR line

- the uncertainties an evaluation according to eq. (3) might
be affected with could be assessed and checked up in a not
too intricate way and would sum up to an overall amount
less than with the use of absolute procedures.

Judging the result of our discussion in Section 3 from these
criteria, we remark that al least in principle the first two
of them can be fulfilled; the uncertainty assessment would
be easier if such a unified procedure is applied; the overall
uncertainty amount which certainly is hard to preassess might
turn out to be somewhat reduced. However, the capability of
such a relative evaluation is in our case limited by'the facts
that an absolute determination cannot be avoided for the first
prediction of the lifetime by use of calculation and of corre-
lation curves; and that possible irradiation history (incl.
local flux d e n s ity- t o-reac t or power) corrections have to be
determined to every irradiation individually.

Recognizing this we are concluding that the neutron monitor-
ing for pressure vessel surveillance programmes according to
a relative evaluation method as basically outlined above may
be advantageous particularly if applied to LWRs produced in

5
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series. Such a procedure should benefit mostly from estab-
lished reference devices, using benchmark techniques /II,
33h//III, W. Schneider//IV, 2h9/.
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TESTS ON RADIATION DAMAGE EXPOSURE

AND THE HOLE OF ITS LOCATTON DEPENDENCY

IN BULKY MATERIALS (LIKE PRESSURE
VESSEL STEELS)

W. Schneider

ZBB, Kernforschungsanlage Julich, Germany F. R.

ABSTRACT

In reactor irradiation investigations, generally
the neutron spectrum must be known for determining
the neutron exposure as irradiation parameter. More-
over, particularly for bulky materials (like steel
plates for LWR pressure vessels), the role of the
local variation of the neutron spectrum and exposure
has to be taken into account.
To investigate this, a specini dosimetry test
experiment has been started in connection with steel
irradiations carried out at Julich. A report is given
on the irradiation device, the detector application,
and on the status and the further plan connected with
that experiment.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Remarks

For characterizing the neutron effect on reactor
materials in material test reactors (MTRs) or on the other
hand, during their service in power reactors, the fast
neutron fluence

4(E ,r,t 7) 4E(E,r,ty)dE (1)=

E
L

(above the lower gnergy limit E =0.1 and 1 MeV, in the irra-
diation position r, during the irradiation time

/I7)185/);t is used
for a long time for the exposure unit (s. e.g. E
this procedure has been continued for facilitating the3

4

e
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comparison of never with older results /II,h7h / beside the I

une of the number of displacements per atom

7v g(E) 4E I
dE (2)n (r,t7) = ' 'g

o

(with the damage function VM(E), for the material M) which
has been recommended more recently /I-E693f/III//1/.
The selection of the irradiation position r representing the

a thick-valllocation for an irradiated bulky material (like
steel plate) is discussed in Section 1.2. Later on there is
reported on the aims and the planning of a dosimetry test
experiment (Section 2) for studying the space-dependent
effects of the neutron spectrum on the "fluenc e" or the
" displacement number"in a MTR.This study belongs to the ex-
tensive irradiation series of large steel specimens at Julich
in the frame of the German project "FKG" (s. Section 2.1).
On the neutron detectors and their irradiation, and on the
status of that dosimetry experiment is reported in Section 3.

1.2 On the Location Dependency of the Radiation Damage
in Bulky Materials

If we vant to irradiate a series of large steel
specimens in MTR tests, our intention must be to have a neu-distribution over the bulky material as uniform-tron fluence
ly as possible, and that we at least arrive at a minimum
fluence in every point of each specimen.
Such irradiations may simulate the service conditions of
reactor materials, like that of the pressure vessel, to a
certain degree. However, for the pressure vessel service
irradiation itself, it is particularly demanded not to exceed

! a maximum fluence which ( like the maximum number of displacad:

atoms over the vall) is reached at the inner surface of the
vessel vall; besides and for metallurgical reasons too, the

|
fluence is commonly determined in the quarter thickness (T/h)

| of the vessel vall. At least these two locations have oftenbeen recommended and applied for the representative neutron/T-E185//I-E560//II,6/| fluence (or displacement number), s.
'

/II,210//II,2h9/ and others. Furthermore one expects an
influence of the neutron spectrum variation with the penetra-
tion depth of the neutrons in the vall on the damaging
behaviour according to calculations /2/, resulting in an
essential change in material properties.

From another point of view one could expect that property
changes in the material occur which are proportional to the
spatially integrated neutron absorption (or more refined:

| to the number o f produced displac ement s ) per mass of the,

1

i
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material.

2. A DOSIMETRY TEST EXPERIMENT FOR

MATERIAL IRRADIATIONS

2.1 On Steel Irradiations at Julich
(within the German "FKS" Project)

Combined irradiations of large (fracture mechanics)
and small specimens of ferritic steels have been started in
a threefold arrangement of capsules surrounding the core of
the swimming-pool reactor FRJ-1 (as shown in Fig. 1) in 1981,
after a preceding prototype irradiation. Thes e irradiations
are carried out in the frame of the German research project
"Forschungsvorhaben fomponenten-Sicherheit" (FKS, Structural
Integrity of Components),0n a pilot test and on the planning
for this irradiation series and on the preparation of the
neutron monitoring for it has been reported at earlier occa-
sions /IV,285//V,h59/.

0.58
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Horma11y all the three irradiation positions are occupied by
" standard" capsules (i.e. such ones which contain the steel
specimens to be investigated) during the project; in early
1982, transitorily the capsule in the middle position has

slightly different " dosimetry capsule"been replaced by a
(s. Fig. 1). This peculiar capsule has been built for the
Dosimetry Test Experiment the aim of which is outlined in
Section 2.2, and the device for it in Section 2.3.

2.2 The Aims of the Danimetry Test Experiment

It is gennrally familiar that for evaluating the
i

neutron fluence according to eq. (1) from measurements of
obtained with the neutron reactionatomic reaction rates p*.

i (=1,..)

0.(r)t T

{ H(ty) (3)4

4(E ,r,ty) =

eff,t(EL)0
,

it is necessary to know the spectral neutron flux density for
the relevant irradiat{on environment I, at least in a norma-

lized presentation X (E) so that the effective cross-sectionF
for the reaction i in' question

' m

fa(E)xf(E)dEg
,

l (h)a .(EL)
=

eff,1 =

0
XEE L

may be determined; in eqs. (3),(h) is: H(t ) a correction factory

; for the irradiation history and 0.(E) the energy-dependent
*

[ cross-section of the reaction i.
The knowledge of the neutron spectrum is wanted all the more
for the displacement number determination, according to eq.
(2). To attain this knowledge, as a rule calculational

|
information is usel which may be of more or less accuracy

' and suitability. One information which has been made easily
available and applied for many years, is based on the assump-
tion of a fission spectrum for the energy distribution of the
damaging neutrons. However, after the result of a singic
neutron spectrum adjustment evaluation in our pilot test to
the PKS project /3/, and also from an assessment using other
relevant spectral evaluations /2//h/, we have to expect a
strong deviation (by nearly the factor two) if we
vould rely upon the fission neutron spectrum for inside o
a thick-wall steel plate instead upon the true spectrum X (E)

|

|
: -~ -- - - . _ , , ___ _ . _ ___ __. _
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in the fluence evaluation according to eqs. (3) and (h).
Such a serious effect indeed demands to be checked up, not
only by elaborate calculations but also from the experimental
side: this latter one all the more because ve have found a
remarkable trend in the shape of the neutron spectrum going
from a pure water surrounding over a thin steel bar into a
large steel block, all in the same LWR test region /IV,285/
/3/.
For these reasons the Donimetry Test Experiment has been
planned within the FKS irradiation at Julich. The device
(s. Section 2.3) for this experiment should permit the ad-
justment procedure (as, e.g., applied in /V,208/) for verify-
ing the neutron spectrum experimentally with its variation
over a thick-wall steel plate as the contents of the FKS
capsules are. For these measurements and for the accompanying
flux density gradient measurements radiometric neutron detec-
tors have been provided.' Subsequent to these, Damage-to-
Activation Ratio (DAR) measurements /1/ have been planned by
means of damage detectors (s.Section 3.1) in the same arrange-
r.e n t ; this has been done in cooperation between Services des
Piles, C. E. N. Saclay, France, and our laboratory, with a
twofold aim: firstly for gaining experience with these detec-
tors in different irradiation devices and test environments
(cf., e.g., /V,70/); and secondly, for comparing the measured
DARs with those obtained from other evaluations,cf eq.(2) .

2.3 The Irradiation Device for the Dosimetrt
Test Experiment

For this a capsule has been prepared with the same
dimensions and equipped with the same kind of gamma-ray
absorber shield as the " standard" capsules for the FKS irra-
diations. The dosimetry capsule has been filled with ferritic
steel blocks which have been provided with five vertical holes
for insertion of neutron detectors (s. Fig. 2). These holes
have originally been planned for:

A. studying the variation of the neutron spectrum along the
main travelling direction of the neutrons (the x direction,
Fig. 2) and also along one perpendicular (viz, the z)
direction;

B. mapping the flux density gradient over the steel blocks,
particularly for cross-checking the neutron flux density
variation in the spectral measurement positions;

C. measuring the DAR by means of damage detectors (cf
Sections 2.2, 3.1);

D. the calibration of other special detector types.

The determination of the neutron spectrum variation along
the x axis is of special importance because it may (over the
variation of the displacement number) influence radiation-
induced property changes of the steel remarkably /2/.
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Furthermore it has been planned to study the neutron
z axis too since this variationspectrum variation along the

should be caused nearly purely by the material environment
(eteel and H 0 mainly), while the neutron intensity should
change only $ lightly in the z direction. Besides, a spectrum
variation study in the third Cartesian (y) direction seemed
then ta be superfluous.

For the spectral sets and the damage detectors, the (vider)
stringer holes nos. 1,3,5 have been provided, for the gra-
dient measurements the (narrower ones) nos. 2,h, resp. (Fig.3).
Since for practical reasons it was not possible to arrange
all the stringer holes along the x axis, the arrangement has
been chosen as shown in Fig. 2,viz, the holes nos. 2,3,h
along'the y direction, the holes nos. 1,3,5 obliquely between
the x and y axes.

The immediate access to the stringers in the Dosimetry capsule
has been essential for the capsule design since the strin-
gern should be discharged quickly (i.e., within a few hours
after irradiation). During the Dosimetry capsule irradiation
(in the middle position), two Standard capsules have remained
under irradiation (in the lateral positions, ef Fig. 1) to
maintain almost the same neutron population as for the common
situation with three Standard capsules simultaneously irra-
diated.

3. REALIZATION OF THE DOSIMETRY TEST EXPERIMENT

3.1 The Neutron Detector Types

The following types of neutron detectors have been
provided (cf Fig. 3):

- (19) sets of radiometric detectors (as under "C " in
/V,h59/, for applying the neutron spectrum adjustment
procedure, cf Section 2.2. For a more detailed investiga-

,

tion of the lov energy neutrons, the reactions 109Ag(n,y)
186 (n,y) 187W have been added. The spectral110Agm and W'

sets have been planned for insertion into tubular strin-
gers, alternatively with and without Gd cover; 62.5 mm
vertical distance between the sets has been chosen, for
preventing flux perturbation acting on the non-covered

|
sets by the nearest Gd covers.

|
- One set of (9) tungsten damage detectors developed at the

| C.E.N. Saclay /V,110h/and made available from there (cf
Section 2.2). These detectors have been designated for
adjacent insertion in a stringer into the central hole no.3,

i

|

|

l

t

|

I
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subsequently (or. shortly before) the irradiation of the
radiometric sets there.

detectors, using the
Sh e(9) radiometric gradientof- Two sets
F (n,p)S4Mn, for insertion into stringers.reaction

A third equal set of gradient detectors has been designated-

for a hole in the absorber shield of the Dosimetry capsule.
The averaged flux density ratio of this set to the repre-
sentative flux density over the capsule allows to preinform
about the fluence reached in the Standard capsules at
certain times during their irradiation: to each of the
Standard capsule irradiations interim fluence values can
be obtained by measurements in quickly dischargeable strin-
gers in its absorber shield.

- Other(like SPN) detector typen may later on be inserted,
to calibrate them in flux density values incide of steel
blocks, over the z extension of the capsule (cf Figs. 2,3).

3.2 The Status and the Further Plan for the Experiment

After irradiation, the detectors have been get back
out of the stringers in the hot cells of the KFA Julich. The
W damage detectors have been transported to the C. E. N.
Saclay for their measurement.The radiometric detectors are
at present under measurement in our lab by gamma-ray spectro-
metry. We expect to have results avsilabe (incl. the adjust-
ment procedure, the flux mapping, and the discussion) about
in one year from now. In this context, the role of the
(representative) location for such extensive pieces of
material concerning the damaging results of their irradia-
tion - as outlined in Section 1.2 - is intended to be studied
more thoroughly.
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i
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ABSTRACT

This report presents some results of the first phase of
the interlaboratory exercise REAL-80 to study uncartainties
in integral parameters (such as displacement rate per atom
steel, activation rate per atom nickel), derived from spec-
trum information obtained by means of activation spectrome-
try in well defined test cases.

INTRODUCTION

In the concluding session of the third ASTM-Euratom Symposium on
Reactor Dosimetry (Ispra 1979) there was warm support for the suggestion
to organize a follow-up of the previous international activities on the
intercomparison of unfolding codes. It was felt that such a study should
pay particular attention to the uncertainty of integral parameters (dis-
placement rates and activation rates), derived from neutron flux density
spectrum information (based on experimental activation rates) by an un-
folding procedure. The REAL-80 exercise was organized by the IAEA in
Vienna. The exercise has received the code name REAL-80 (Reaction Rate
Estimates. Evaluated by Adjustment Analysis in Leading Laboratories).
The analysis of the numerical results of this exercise is being performed
(upon request by the IAEA) by a joint team from the Budapest Technical
University and the Petten research centre. After preparatory work in va-
rious laboratories the exercise started for the participants in February
1981, when the IAEA distributed magnetic tapes with input data required
in the exercise together with an information sheet. This information was

; sent to some prospective 30 participants all over the world.
'

The first results of the intercompatison were reported at the IAEA Advi-
sory Group Meeting on Nuclear Data for Radiation Damage Assessment and
Related Safety Aspects (held in Vienna, 12-16 October 1981

The participating laboratories were asked to perform the followingactions:

1089
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- adjust (unfold) the two reactor neutron spectra for the ORR and the
YAYOI reactor and make statements, if possible, on the uncertainties
and the correlations for the group fluence rates;

- calculate the activation rate of nickel, using the cross-section data
58Ni(n p)58Co, and also the standard deviation in this value;for

- calculate the damage rate in iron, using the damage cross-section data
supplied, and also the standard deviation in this value;

- submit to the IAEA the requested data on magnetic tape in a prescribed
format, preferably within two months after receipt of the IAEA tape
with the input data.

It is emphasized that the outcome of the exercise reflects the state-of-
the-art in 1981 of the capabilities of laboratories, in deriving values
and uncertainties for the predicted number of displacements. All parti-
cipating laboratories were asked to use their own existing practices.

INPUT DATA

The input neutron spectrum, the group cross-sections and the input
reaction rates with their uncertainties in the form of variance-covariance
matrices were completely described for the exercise. One input set was
derived for the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR). The spectrum is a typi-
cal thermal spectrum with a predominant 1/E part. The other set was de-
rived for the central region (inside a vertical penetrating 2 cm diameter
gloryhole) of the YAYOI reactor. For the latter spectrum 12 reaction
rates could be applied in the input set, and for the ORR set 19 reaction
rates were available. The input neutron spectrum for the ORR was calcu-
lated with a transport theory code. The input spectrum for the YAYOI reac-
tor was calculated with the one-dimensional ANISN code. The reactor phy-
sics codes did not yield directly the variance-covariance matrices for
the spectrum, which some adjustment codes require as part of the input.
Dr. L.R. Greenwood developed variance-covariance matrices which were suit-
able for the REAL-80 exercise.
The correlation matrix of the input spectrum was generated with a Gaussian
function with a full width at half maximum of 3 groups (within a 100 groups
structure) superimposed on a small flat contribution. The correlation ma-
trices for the ORR and for the YAYOI input neutron spectrum were about
equal. In the input data set supplied for this exercise the input neutron
spectrum and also a set of group cross-section data were available in a
100 groups structure. The primary source of the input cross-section data
was the first ve sion of the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file. The input data set
contained also t..e neutron selfshielding factors for the dosimetry detec-
tors of interest. The set contained moreover a cross-section set with a
620 groups structure. This set was derived also from the ENDF/B-V dosi-
metry file.
In the IAEA input data set the neutron selfshielding and cadmium cover
corrections were not supplied for this 620 groups structure. The varian-
ces for the 100 groups cross-section data originate also from the ENDF/B-V
dosimetry file. For the characterization of the output neutron spectrum
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two extra energy dependent cross-section data were supplied: the damage
cross-section of steel and the activation cross-section of the reaction
seNi(n,p). The uncertainty for these group cross-section data was 15%
for all groups in the 100 groups structure. The correlation function was
defined again as a Gaussian with a FWHM of 10 groups.

It will be clear that correct physical information was supplemented
with extra data for which the correctnes: cannot be proved so easily.

influence of these extra informations (especially the correlationThe

matrices of input spectrum, cross-section data and ORR reaction rates,
but also the variances of the ORR input neutron spectrum) cannot be esti-
mated easily. For several adjustment codes this variance-covariance in-
formation determines magnitude and the energy dependence of the neutron
spectruw modifications.

Also the chi-square value which can be calculated for the data set is de-
pendent on the definition of the input data. For the ORR input data set
a very small chi-square value can be observed, when a least squares ad-
justment procedure is applied. This indicates a too good consistency of
the input data. This " inconsistency" is probably caused by the extra data
but of course also other inconsistencies may be present in the other data
part.

The participants had the freedom to use either the 620 groups or the 100
groups cross-section data. In the REAL-80 input data set two different
files of displacement cross-sections were given. The ASTM standard pro-
cedure E093-79 refers to the calculation of displacement in ferritic
steel (iron). In the European Working Group on Reactor Dosimetry (EWGRD)
values have been derived for the displacement cross-sections in stainless
steel. Thase data are available in a 620 groups structure. A quantitative
comparison of the cross-section curves of the two separate files showed
appreciable local differences between the ASTM standard and the Euratom
practice, due to different origins for the cross-section data set and
different group structures (in combination with conversion procedures
for group values). The fission spectrum averaged cross-sections differ
however less than 2,5 per cent.

DATA TREATMENT
,

The IAEA passed all REAL-80 solutions from the participants on mag-
netic tape to the analyzing laboratories in Budapest and Petten. The mag-
netic tapes were read and the data could be treated with a few programs.
Software was developed to read the data and sort them. Also special cal-
culation and plotting programs had to be written. In the evaluation of
the participant data four parts can be distinguished: a) classification
of information of the REAL-80 of the participants; b) comparison of in-
tegral data supplied by the participants; c) comparison and characteri-
zation of the energy dependent neutron spectrum data; d) study of the
output correlation matrices with aid of factor analysis.
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,

in most cases the contributions of the participants had to be adaptedL
for application of utility programs. Small deviations of the input for- s

mat had to be corrected upon request from the participant or becauss
changes were obviously necessary. The integral spectrum data were listed
and the neutron spectra were converted to a uniform representation. The
neutron spectrum data (i.e. the spectrma dnd the variances) were conver-
ted to a 640 groups structure of the SAND-If type. Due to this approach
no spectrum information was lost. For the calculations with the neutron
spectra a cross-section library was used in the same structure. The
cross-section data were converted also without loss of infornation. All
response calculations were done with the 640 groups structure. The data
in the plots of the ratio of output and input spectrum are given in.100
groups structure and were derived from the 640 groups data by an aver-

~

aging procedure. Furthermore a number of characteristic values and group
fluence rates w th group width equal to energy decades were calculated.*

Three categories of output spectrum data ware selected: 100 groups, 620
groups and other structures. The correlation matrices were analyse'd using
the method of factor analysis. The original (large) correlation matrices
were split up into product of vectors without information loss. These
characteristic vectors (factors) were then compared and analysed for the
different solutions.

RESPONSES AND ADJUSTMENT CONDITIONS

T

Altogether 62 solutions f rom 12 laboratories using 10 different ad-
justment codes were considered (sca table 1). The definition of the exer-
cise allowed the participants to prepare more than one solutien for the
same problem. As a result, in some cases several solutions were given,
either with more than one adjustment code, or with the same code under
dif ferent conditions. The number of energy groups used in the adjustment
procedures was 100 in more than half of the cases, while only 16 per cent
of the results was presented i'n 620 groups structure. Sometimes solutions
were based on a group structure different from the 620 groups or the 100
groups of the input specification. In these cases the conversion proce-
dure (with interpolation and extrapolation schemes) was not specified by
the participants. This means that the input data for ttiese special group i
structures may not have unambiguous values. The convergence criteria are
not the same for the different adjustment codes. For that reason a com-

parison of the adjustment results on the point of convergence is not so
easy. As common convergence parameter in the analysis of the participants
data the so-called Average Relative Deviation (ARDb seems best suited.
This parameter is defined as:

'n g

ial((a? a?) / s )2 / n -

m
[ (1)ARD =

1 1 L

where:
number of input reaction rates;n =

m = measured (input) reaction rates;a
1

-

\

.

b
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a? = calculated reaction rate, using the solution spectrum;I

sy=estimateduncertaintyofthedifferencebetweena[anda[.
Another parameter which can be considered to describe the conver-

gence is the standard deviation of the reaction rates, called DEV. This
parameter does not apply statistical weights.

((a[- a{ / a / (n-1) (2)DEV =

In the calculations of these parameters it was often found that the out-
put spectra were not normalized in the same way. This .ay be due to the
application of different sets of reaction rates in the input of the ad-'

justment, but a ho properties of the adjustment code itself may be impor-
tant in this respect. The results obtained are presented in table 2. The
data for the "other" groups structures should be interpreted carefully
because the convergence parameter for the output spectra with less than
100 groups might be incorrect.

Only five of the adjustment codes (i.e. STAY'SL, NEUPAC, LSL, SENSAK,
and SANDBP) provided information on the correlation between the output
group fluence rates of the neutron spectrum. Not always information was
supplied on the calculation procedure for the covariance data (or the re-
lated correlation matrices). The information originated sometimes from
the properties of the least squares principle (deterministic model) and
sometimes from Monte Carlo variations applied in accordance with the in-
put standard deviations (stochastic process).

NUMERID.L COMPARISON OF OUTPUT DATA

Figs. I and 4 show some typical distributions for the ORR and YAYOI spec-
tra, while figs. 2 and 5 show the ratios of output and input spectra. The
plots show the various codes give differences in the ratios, thus also.

differences in the output spectra. In order to compare the overall output
spectrum shapes, the energy dependent neutron spectrum data were converted
to a decade group structure. The results of the various groupings were
then compared. In the comparison the standard deviation of all spectra
for each group was calculated together with the average value. In a num-
ber of cases a large standard deviation is found. This may be partly due
to a few discrepant solutions, which inflates the coefficients of varia-
tion for some groupings in an appreciable way. This is demonstrated by
calculating the extremes in each grouping for the set of all output spec-

(see figs. 3 and 6) . These large dif ferences are partly due to dif-tra

ferent representations of the input spectrum used by the participants,
but also the number of groups applied will have influenced the results.

For both the ORR and YAYOI neutron spectra one may conclude that in
general the standard deviation of the various output spectra is larger
than 10 per cent. Only in some energy regions (between 0,I and 1 MeV and
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between I and 10 MeV) the value of the standard deviation is smaller than
10 per cent. 'this is the region where the threshold detectors have their
main response. One should realize that the average value below 0,1 MeV
is not representative in case of the YAYOI spectrum, owing to the spread
of more orders of magnitude of the group fluence rates (see fig. 6) .
Characteristic spectrum data derived by the participants for their solu-
tions are listed in table 3. In most cases the coefficients of variation
are rather small if the information for the "other" group structures is
not considered. In the 620 groups spectra for the YAYOI large deviations
for the nickel activation rate are found. The covariance information was
made available in the form of correlation matrices in most cases with
100x100 elements (Exceptions: SENSAK with 40x40 and LSL with 20x20 matrix
elements). The comparison of such a large amount of data is time con-
suming r.nd not yet finished. It turned out that the patterns of the cor-
relation matrices based on the STAY'SL least squares approach and based

,

on Monte Carlo variations using the SAND-11 approach were significantly
different (see figures 7 and 8). This finding is now subject of further
study.

From a preliminary analysis of the data the following results can
be obtained:
a) In case of STAY'SL type adjustment codes most of the eigen vectors of

the input spectrum correlation matrix can be identified also in the
solution matrix. The output correlation matrix will be determined by
these eigen vectors in the energy regions where the response of the
detector set used in the adjustment procedure is poor. These energy
regions are: for ORR spectrum: 360 kev < E < 1 MeV, and E > 14 MeV; for
YAYOI spectrum: E < 15 kev, 360 kev < E < 1,8 MeV, E > 14 MeV.
The input spectrum correlation matrices of the REAL-80 exercise were
artificially gene,ated. Consequently, they cannot describe the real
physical correlations present in a reactor neutron spectrum. As the
correlation matrices of the adjusted neutron spectra are used in the
calculation procedure of uncertainty values for different spectrum
characteristics, the replication of the main characteristics of the
input correlation matrix will lead in these cases to unrealistic

, results. This effect clearly shows the urgent need of more realistic'

(physics based) correlation matrices.
b) The correlation matrices of SAND-type solutions differ strongly from

the above written pattern. Correlations in the neutron spectrum ori-
ginating f rom reactor physics processes can be observed in these ma-
trices. The pattern of the cross-section curves of the detector set
can also be identified in energy depeadent importance values of the
eigen vectors. This ef fect has here a more pronounced character than
in case of the STAY'SL-type solutions.

7 c) The numerical evaluation of the correlation matrices having other'

group structures than the above discussed 100 groups solutions requires
a transformation procedure. Nevertheless the statements referring to
the role of incut correlation matrices in case of the STAY'SL-type so-
lutions are valid also for the results of codes like SENSAK and LSL,
which were applied with far less than 100 groups.

,-
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1. For the preparation of a complete set of input data, the organizers
used numerical data of various nature (experimental reaction rate data;
evaluated cross section data; reactor physics based spectrum data; ex-,

perimental, evaluated and estimated uncertainty data; experimental
and artificial correlation data). One should realize that the quality
of the results obtained with an adjustment procedure, is heavily based
on the amount and quality of the input information actually used.

2. In most cases the participants used in their adjustment procedure not
exactly the same input information:
- not always the complete set of input data was used;
- sometimes numerical data differing from those in the supplied data

set were used (e.g. another cross-section file, another input spec-
trum etc.).

It turned out that the solutions could not well be classified accor-
ding to their adjustment principle, due to these many different condi-
tions for the input.
In the present situation one of the best criteria to make a classifi-
cation for the solutions is based on the number of energy groups ap-
plied in the adjustment (620 groups, 100 groups, other than 100 groups).
It should be realized that even with this classification the solutions
within one category are not always directly comparable (presence of

; " apples" and " oranges") .

. 3. The exercise involved the handling of a large amount of numerical
i data. During the course of time some contacts between organizers and

participants were helpful. In a few cases these contacts have led to
{ modifications in solutions already submitted.
!

4. There were no two solutions (not even from the STAY'SL type least
squares codes) which give identical output data.

5. With respect to the interpretation of the results for the ORR spectrum,
one should bear in mind that the whole set of input data was not op-
timal with respect to the consistency of the data.

6. The spectral shapes of the output spectra show considerable spread,
both for the thermal ORR spectrum and for the fast YAYOI spectrum.
The integral spectrum parameters, such as 4>lMeV and $>o,jgey, show
much less variation.

7. The differences between the solution spectra obtained with the 100'

groups and the 620 groups cross-section libraries respectively, can
be due to the different physics information present in these two li-
braries. Furthermore the absence of prescribed self-shielding infor-
mation may also have had some influence. In cases where the partici-
pants usal the 620 groups cross-section data, they had to calculate
the neutron self-shielding factors themselves; one participant did
not take this effect into consideration.
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8. Sometimes solutions were based on a group structure different from
| the 620 groups or the 100 groups of the input specification. In these

cases the conversion procedure (with interpolation and extrapolation
schemes) were not specified'by the participants. This means that the
input data for these special group structures may not have unambi-
guous values. This implies that systematic effects and deviations
might have been introduced by the participants choice of an own group

,

1 structure,

j 9. During the calculations for the evaluation of the solutions, some
difficulties were met in the interpretation of neutron spectra pre-
sented in a group structure with less than 100 groups. To obtain

4

correct results for the relevant reaction rates in these cases extra-

calculations should have been made by the evaluators making use of
appropriately weighted few group cross-section data. This approach
was not followed, since the 100 groups structure was taken as_ refer-
ence, and reduction to fewer groups gives rise to loss of information
with respect to the reference structure. Consequently the evaluation,

'

procedure resulted in some differences between evaluators' data and
participants' data in the relevant group structures.

,

10. For the YAYOI spectrum the predicted displacement rates in steel show
more agreement than the predicted activation rates in nickel. This
may suggest that one has to be very careful in deriving calculated

: displacement rates from the experimental response from only one!

(nickel) threshold activation detector and supplementary spectrum
,

information.

11. With respect to the predicted activation rate in nickel we arrived,
when taking into account all responses as supplied by the partici-
pants, at a coefficient of variation of 2,1 per cent for the ORR:
spectrum and of 8,8 per cent for the YAYOI spectrum. If only the
category of 100 groups solution spectra is considered, then these
values become 1,5 per cent for the ORR spectrum, and 6,4 per cent

j
for the YAYOI spectrum.

12. The participants had much freedcm in selecting the cross-section data|

for the prediction of the activation rate in nickel (R i) and theN

displacement rate in steel (Rdpa). The supplied input data set com-I

prised 100 groups and 620 groups versions of the relevant cross-
sections. Furthermore the 620 groups cross-section library comprised
for steel two different displacement cross-section evaluations ori-
ginating from ASTM and from' EURATOM. A rough quantitative comparison
of the two cross-section curves showed appreciable local differences.
The fission spectrum-averaged cross-sections differ however less than
2,5 per cent. The fact that different cross-section sets were used,
will have influenced the results for R i and Rdpa-N

:

13. For the predicted displacement rate in steel we observed a coeffi-i

| cient of variation of 6 per cent for the ORR spectrum and 2,9 per
| cent for the YAYOI spectrum, if all of the participant responses are
j

considered.'

t

|

_ _ _ _ . - , _ . ._ ._- _ ., _ _ _ _. , -__m. -.._
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14. The coefficient of variation for the activation rates in nickel and
the displacement rate in steel derived from the sets of responses
were less than the largest uncertainties quoted by some participants.

15. When we consider the series of predicted activation rates per atom
nickel and predicted displacement rates per atom iron for all solu-
tions, one cannot observe significant differences due to the adjust-
ment algorithm used. The largest deviations from the average value
seem to be due to effects originating from group structure and/or
changes in the input data.

16. It was observed that the various output spectra were not normalized
in the same way. The average value for the ratio of the measured and
calculated reaction rates was not in all cases equal to unity. These
differences in normalization will directly influence all the inte-
gral and spectrum-averaged parameters.

17. The Average Relative Deviation (ARD) parameter was considered as an
appropriate measure for the convergence of the solution. It was
found that the values for this parameter were not the same for all
solutions; this fact in itself will already result in some differ-
ences in the integral and spectrum-averaged data.

18. The pattern of the correlation matrix for the output spectrum derived
in a deterministic way with the STAY'SL code is clearly different
from the patterns of the correlation matrix derived in a stochastic

way with Monte Carlo variations using the SAND-II algorithm, without
making strict assumptions for the covariance matrix of the input
spectrum.
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Table 1 Groupings of REAL-80 solutions.*

number of number of
solutions laboratories

; 97
ORR YAYOI ORR YAYOI

total number considered 30 32 11 12

in 100 groups 15 18 6 7
.

. in 620 groups 6 4 3 3

in other structure 9 10 4 4
.

. without uncertainties 15 15 2 3

. with uncertainties only for spectrum 4 2 I I

. with uncertainties for spectrum

and characteristics 11 15 8 8

. without correlations 18 17 4 5

. with correlation matrix for spectrum 10 11 7 7

. with correlations for spectrum and

reaction rates 1 1 1 I

. with correlations only for reaction rates 1 I I 1

. SAND-II, SANDBP, SANDPET, SANDMX2 11 12 4 5

. STAY'SL 6 5 3 3

. CRYSTAL BALL 1 1 I i

. WINDOWS 2 2 1 1

. LOUllI-78 2 2 1 1

. NEUPAC 1 2 1 I

. LSL 3 4 1 I

. RFSP-JUL 2 2 2 2

. SENSAK 1 1 1 1

. GERDM02 1 1 1 1

,

| *

| Some incomplete STAY'SL, ITER and FERRET solutions arrived too late

| for inclusion in this table.
!

t

i

!

f

1
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Table 2. Convergence parameters.
1

"

| ARD=q[,[
2 g(a -a ) / s /n

6 t=1
1

(a -a{} / ay / (n-1)DEV = x 100
,

i=1

{
ORR spectrum:

'
IAEA code A /A DEV ARDm c

000XX 1,01 10,31 1,11
(input spectrun)
006AB 0,999 3,44 0,29
008FB 0,990 4,03 0,44
Ol9BD 1,19 6,12 0,60,

! 023CA 1,01 9,72 1,00
| 036AC 1,00 4,87 0,51,

i Q 038AC 1,00 3,52 0,35
{ $ 045BC 1,01 8,17 0,83

2 049DA 1,01 8,34 0,84(
8 050AA 0,999 3,65 0,31-

051BA 0,996 6,73 0,74--

055BC 0,993 8,59 0,83
062DA 0,991 7,29 0,82

4

067DA 1,01 9,05 0,97
069AC 0,999 3,71 0,32
07:AC 0,999 3,70 0,32

i
001BB 0,973 15,26 1,59; .

j @ Ol8BD 1,13 14,16 1,55
; 8 020BD 1,11 13,16 1,54
I * 021BD I,11 13,11 1,53
| Ej 064DA 1,01 10,38 1,05

* 065DA 1,03 8,99 0,88

h003EB 0,9 99 8,30 0,85
; O 005EB 0,959 8,39 0,92
i d 03111A 0,906 26,72 2,76

% 03211A 0,682 82,93 7,27,

| g. 03311A 0,966 6,53 0,73
' o 034GA 0,898 50,53 4,89

2 035CA 0,96 54,18 5,13
I $ 040IA 1,10 9,73 0,93

5 043JA 1,14 21,31 2,50
i

T

I

!

1

1

.. . . . , . - . - - - . -- - , - - . - - . . - - .
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Table 2 (continued) .

YAYOI spectrum:

IAEA code A /A DEV ARD4 , c

YOOXX 1,03 19,60 2,25
(input spectrun)
YO7AB 0,998 7,92 0,72
YO9FB 0,992 11,10 0,93
Y10FB 0,981 10,17 0,88
Y22BD 1,16 15,24 1,81
Y24CA 0,982 11,29 1,00'

Y37AC 0,975 10,77 0,96
g Y39AC 0,984 10,44 0,91

g Y46BC 0,968 11,39 0,96
g3 Y47BC 0,967 11,65 1,02

YS2DA 1,00 11,05 0,95
ci
o Y53AA 0,996 8,50 0,78

Y54BA 0,992 9,93 0,92,

Y56BC 0,990 11,21 0,97
Y63BA 0,988 10,04 0,94
Y68DA 0,986 12,63 1,11
Y70AC 0,984 10,44 0,91
Y72BD 0,967 11,29 0,93

Y73BD 0,970 10,68 0,88

hYO2BB 1,10 13,18 1,62
j o Y48BC 0,964 13,89 1,25

2 Y57BC 0,989 13,13 1,22

@ Y66BA 0,996 7,86 0,78

hYO4EB 0,951 11,68 1,37

i y Y25HA 0,801 21,00 2,80
g Y2611A 0,794 20,69 2,69
y Y27HA 0,41 62,97 8,26

Y28HA 0,973 8,70 0,82
; a
j 8 Y29GA 0,754 28,98 3,78

g3 Y30CA 0,705 30,25 3,78
,

! Y411A 0,972 11,53 1,09u
j Y44JA 1,09 8,10 0,73
g Y61EB 1,03 19,60 2,25

4

I

- - ___ - - - . - . # , ,. -~ - - - - , . - . , - - - - - - - - -
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Table 3. Integral parameters as supplied by participants.
Reference values for input spectrum:

$ tot 4>I MeV 4 > 0,1 MeV Ri RdpaN
ORR 1,932x1017 3,808x1016 8,127x1016 5,142x10-13 5,450x10-9
YAYOI 1,614x1015 7,473x1014 1,548x1015 9,632x10-15 1,031x10-10

IAEA relative values for
code $ tot & >IMeV $ > 0,1 MeV Ri RdpaN
006AB 1,03 1,06 1,01 1,03 1,04
008FB 1,03 i,06 1,01 1,03 1,04
Ol9BD - - ,

- - -

m 023CA 1,02 1,02 1,02 1,01 1,02S 036AC 1,02 1,06 I,01 I,02 1,048 038AC I,03 1,06 I,01 1,03 1,05"
045BC 1,00 I,07 i,01 1,03 1,048 049DA 1,01 1,02 I 01 1,01 1,02~

050AA 1,04 1,06 1,04 1,03 1,05
051BA 1,04 1,04 1,04 1,00 1,03
055BC I,01 1,05 1,02 1,04 1,04-
062BA 1,05 1,03 1,05 1,00 1,03
067DA 1,00 1,01 1,00 0,99 1,00
069AC 1,03 1,06 1,03 1,02 1,04
071AC - - - - -

S Aver. 1,024 i,046 1,020 I,018 1,034U St.d.% 1,52 1,89 1,50 1,49 1,34
S * 00lBB 1,06 1,04 1,03 1,04 1,06S' S Ol8BD 1,01 1,06 1,04 1,07 1,138 020BD - - - - -d 021BD - - - - -

*

0 064BA I 03 1,08 |,04 1,04 1,06*
065BA I,00 1,07 1,04 1,02 1.05Aver. !,025 1,063 1,038 i,043 1,075St.d.% 2,58 1,61 0,48 1,98 3,44
003EB 1,10 0,981 1,02 1,01 1,06
005EB |,01 0,992 0,896 1,03 1,01,

o as 03IIIA 1,02 1,06 1,02 1,02 1,040$ 032ilA I,04 1,08 1,03 1,00 I.04*U 03311A I.03 1,06 1,03 1,02 I,04$8 034CA I,67 i,07 1,51 1,06 1,30dU 035GA 1,07 1,06 1,I6 1,05 1,12
0401A 0,932 1,03 0,856 0,980 0,936
043JA 1,01 1,02. 1,00 0,990 1,02Aver. 1,098 1,039 1,058 1,018 1,063

<St.d.% 19,98. 3,40 17,98 2,59 9,51
rotal aver. 1,05 1,046 1,036 1,022 1,050Total st.d.% 12,38 2,49 10,52 2,11 5,89

i
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Table 3 (continued)

_

IAEA relative values for

code ~& tot ' 4 >IMeV & > 0,1 MeV RNi -Rdpa __

YO7AB 1,27 1,I8 1,26 0,933 1,16
YO9FB 1,26 1,18 1,26 1,05 1,18

j Y10FB 1,26 1,19 1,26 1,04 1,18

| Y22BD I,27 1,12 1,24 0,841 -

Y24CA 1,26 1,19 1,27 1,06 1,19
Y37AC 1,24 1,I5 1,23 1,03 1,15

g Y39AC 1,24 1,15 1,23 1,04 1,15

,

g Y46BC 1,29 1,21 1,28 1,09 1,21

g Y47BC 1,28 1,21 1,28 1,09 1,21i

Y52DA 1,23 1,22 1,23 1,03 1,17
g Y53AA I,25 1,15 1,25 0,948 1,15

YS4BA 1,24 1,13 1,23 1,00 I,15-

Y56BC 1,25 1,17 1,25 1,05 1,I8

Y63BA 1,25 1,13 1,24 0,994 1,I4

Y68DA 1,20 1,18 1,20 1,08 1,16
Y70AC 1,24 1,15 1,23 1,04 1,15
Y72BD 1,28 1,20 1,25 1,10 -

Y73BD 1,28 1,20 1,26 1,08 -

Aver. 1,255 1,173 1,247 i,028 1,169

g St.d.% 1,755 2,60 1,65 6,38 1,91

g YO2BB 1,34 1,22 1,32 0,870 1,18
,

g ap Y48BC 1,23 1,21 1,23 1,10 1,20

g go YS7BC 1,20 1,17 1,20 1,05 1,16
co Y66BA 1,31 1,18 1,32 0,92 1,18

o Aver. !,27 1,195 1,268 0,985 1,18_

h St.d.% 5,18 1,99 4,88 10,95 1,38
YO4EB I,28 1,10 1,27 0,903 1,16

1

Y25HA 1,28 1,20 1,28 0,998 1,18
Y2611A I,28 1,21 1,28 1,08 1,21

j ,

gg Y2711A 1,24 i,10 I,23 1,03 1,15

g3 Y2811A 1,28 1,16 1,29 0,955 1,17,

,g Y29CA 1,32 1,43 1,38 0,869 1,23

y3 Y30GA 1,24 1,08 1,29 1,23 1,21 |

| ga Y41IA 1,22 0,978 1,22 1,06 1,24
'

Y44JA 1,16 1,05 1,15 0,852 1,06
Y61EB 1,34 1,10 1,33 0,900 1,18

Aver. 1,263 1,141 1,272 0,9877 1,179
St.d.% 3,99 10,77 4,91 11,83 4,352'

Total aver. 1,260 1,166 1,258 1,010 1,174i

Total st.d.% 3,06 6,23 3,45 8,78 2,89

i

_ _ , . . _ . , _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . - _ _ _ _ -
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DOSIMETRY EXPERIMENTS IN JOYO

A.Sekiguchi, M.Nakazawa, T.Taniguchi
M.Sasaki*, S. Suzuki * and T.Ohtake*

Univ. of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, JAPAN
(*) Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,

0-arai-cho, Higashi-Ibaraki-gun, Ibaraki-ken, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

JOYO dosimetry test program was started since
1979 to improve and validate the dosimetry technique
for the liquid metal cooled fast reactor JOYO. The
main research activities have been concentrated to
the uncertainty analysis of the dosimetry procedures.
The new unfolding code NEUPAC has been developed
based on the J1 algorithm that can accept all co-
variance matrices of inputs. The complementary inter-
comparison studies have been also performed through
the YAYOI blind intercomparison and the PNC/ DOE-
HEDL dosimetry exchange program.

INTRODUCTION

The experimental fast reactor "JOYO" is the first and
only one liquid metal cooled fast reactor in JAPAN, and
reached its initial criticality on April 24, 1977. Then, the
low power physics testsl, rated power engineering tests at
50MW operations and 75MW power ascension program have been
well completed till the beginning of 1980. At present, the
"JOYO Mark-II" program is in progress to be modified as a
powerful fast flux irradiation reactor through core-configu-
rations of the various irradiation test devices. The. completion
of this program is expected on the beginning of 1983.

The purpose of JOYO dosimetry test program since 1979 is
the dosimetry improvements and validations for its reactor
vessel surveillance test and for the next fuel and material
irradiation tests in the " Mark-II" program. Many dosimetry
improvements have been made on the suitable dosimeter-set
selection, capsule-design and the reaction-rate measurement
technique. The new unfolding code NEUPAC (Neutron Unfolding
Code Package) has been developed based on tee J1 unfolding

1111
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algorithm that can accept the covariance matrices of all ofthe cross-sectionthe input data such as the reaction-rate,
and the initial guess spectrum.

Validations of the JOYO dosimetry system have been made
through participations to the YAYOI Blind Intercomparison8 both
study and PNC/ DOE-HEDL dosimetry exchange program ,

of which have been also presented in this symposium. The main
research activities for these improvements and validation
works of JOYO dosimetry system have been concentrated to the
uncertainty analysis of dosimetry procedures,and their impor-
tant results are presented here.

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS OF REACTION-RATE MEASUREMENTS

Through quantitative survey of every origins of uncer-
ittainties in the JOYO reaction-rate measurement system,

can be concluded that the main origin is due to the uncertainty>

of the Y-ray counting efficiency values. That is depending
on the both terms, the uncertainty of the standard y-ray source
intensity for detector calibrations and the interpolation or
extrapolation error to draw the efficiency curve using the
calibration data.For the uncertainty values of each standard Y-ray source
intensity, we can use assigned values from the source supplier.
Their correlative uncertainties between Y-ray sources, how-

for the accu-ever, are expected to be assigned if it exists,
rate covariance matrix estimation of the uncertainty.

Careful considerations on the interpolation and extra-
polation errors have been made to estimate the covariance
matrix of the reaction-rate measurements, which needs the
second order derivatives of the efficiency curve when a linear
interpolation is applied for the data fitting. Fig.1 shows
some typical discrepancies from the linear interpolation curve
in the graph of log-log scale for the Y-ray full energy peak
efficiency curves for the 55-57 cc Ge detectors. This tendency
of the discrepancies, named twisting properties around the
log c(E) vs log E straight line of the Germanium detector peak
efficiency curves are found generally for the other size

It can be explained by considering the Y-ray count-detectors.
ing process in the full energy peak region through the cascade

,

absorption of photo- and compton-absorption processes in the
Germanium detector.Then a(ln c(E)) , the interpolation error of in c(E) , can
be written like>

A(ln c(E)) = 1 in E E2 (in c(E))"in
2 El E

where (In c(E) ) " is the second derivative value typically
shown in Fig.2 and E means a proper energy between the effi-
ciency measured points of energy El and E2-

-_. . , -_. -. - .- - .
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The covarince matrix due to this interpolation or extra-
polation errors can be given like

E E
In-fhIn in A InA (lnc (E) ) A (lnc (E ') ) =

E1 E

x { (inc (E))"}
if the efficiency values at the energy of E and E' are inter-
polated or extrapolated linearly on the graph of the log-log
scale using the measured values of c (E ) and c (E2) .1Summary results of the uncertainty analysis in the JOYO ,

'

reaction-rate measurement system are shown in Table 1, and
the present accuracy can be evaluated as 2 - 5%(10) excluding
the reactor power uncertainty of 3.47%. This accuracy can be
validated independently through the two intercomparison studies
of the YAYOI Blind Intercomparison and the PNC/ DOE-HEDL

2

dosimetry exchange program .3

DEVELOPMENTS OF THE UNFOLDING CODE NEUPAC

l.
A new unfolding code NEUPAC has been developed to obtain

the neutron flux, spectra and relating integral dose values
such as dpa from the multiple reaction-rate data set, that was
basing on the J1-unfolding algorithm developed by the authors
of University of Tokyo'. Some features of this NEUPAC code are

1) uncertainty values of the output values of flux, spectrum
and dpa etc.can be obtained accurately depending on the
input uncertainty data, that can be given as the exact
covariance matrices of the reaction-rate, dosimeter cross-
section and initial guess spectrum,

2) the X-square testing is used to examine the statistical
consistency between the whole input data including theiri

assigned uncertainties and also between the output data.
This testing is very useful especially to avoid the under-
estimates of the uncertainty of initial guess spectra,
which is the main reason of under-estimates of the final
results, and

3) further sensitivity analysis routine are ready to show
how many contributions to the each output uncertainty are
made by the respective input uncertainties of reaction-
rate data, cross-section values and initial guess spectra.
Additional feature of the NEUPAC code is a new represen-

talon form of the uncertainty inputs of the function values
like dosimeter cross-section c (E) and initial guess spectrum
4'(E) , where the uncertainties of energetically correlated
components can be distinguished from uncorrelated components.
For example, for c(E), the covariance matrix should be ex-
pressed basically by the form of

__ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Ao (u ) Ao (u2) = S (ul,u2) +Y (ul) 6(ui-u2)y
,

and the first and the second terms of the right side mean a
correlated and an uncorrelated component respectively, where
6(u) is the Kronecker's delta function. If this formula is
changed into the following actual group averaged expression
of calculation basing on the multi-group approximation

I{ 96AagAck = S (ug,uk) + gk ,

it is found that the uncorrelated component of the second term
of the right side is depending on the value of group width.
Aug in use. For this reaaon, in this code, the value of

1 (g=1,G) can be entered for the inputs of uncorre-2 ug)/augylated uncertainty independently to S (ug,uk) . The internal4

changes of the group width through calculation are made*

considering the dependency on the group width of (y 2 (u ) /au )q g
6 gk. Therfore, a random error component (uncorrelated oncer-
tainty) entered at 5%, for example, in a certain group struc-
ture has an internal value of 10% when the group width is
lessened to 1/4 time internally. The same inputs of uncer-
tainty are prepared also for the initial spectrum, however,

i it is a problem how to make these uncertainty of input spectrum.'

In order to validate this NEUPAC code, the unfolding of
the benchmark reaction-rate data in the Mol-II facility
has been carried out, and compared with the results of the
SAND-II MC ' code using the same input values except their
uncertainty values. Good agreements have obtained between the'

two results of the NEUPAC and the SAND-II MC code, where'the
total flux values were estimated respectively as 7.36 0.12

(10) and 7.63 i 0.24 (10) n/cm24sec at the 1MW reactor ope-
ration. In this calculation, NEUPAC has used the same SAND-II
MC uncertainty table of the dosimeter cross-section but it
is assumed as the random-error. Therefore, NEUPAC has given
a little smaller value of the standard deviation of the out-
put total flux than the SAND-II MC results, though the uncer-
tainty of the input spectrum was included for the NEUPAC code
by about 20% but not for the SAND-II MC code. The unfolded
spectrum is shown in Fig.3.

As another test-run of the NEUPAC code, the multiple
foil data unfolding of the YAYOI core-center neutron field
has been carried out with a special attention to the influ- ,

ences of the covariance terms of initial guess spectra. |

Typical results are summarized in Table 2, where the covari- ;

ance terms of initial spectra have been found giving favour- |

able and reasonable effects to the statistical X-square con-
sistency uf the input data and also to the uncertainty reduc-
tion of some integral dose values like total flux and dpa
quantity.

i

^" ^ - - - ,, - - - , - . , , . . _ . ._ , __ _ _ |
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Succesful developments and validations of the JOYO dosi-
f metry system have been carried out through these two years'

program. The present accuracy of our reaction-rate measure-
ments can be evaluated within 2 - 5% (1o) , and this uncertainty
is thought mainly due to the calibration procedure of the
y-ray full energy peak efficiency curves of the Germanium
detector.

;On the uncertainty of the total flux values obtained by
the NEUPAC code, it is preliminary estimated as about 10%(10),
but this values are found depending on the uncertainty data
inputs of the reaction cross-section and initial spectra
including their covariance components that have never been
well validated.

Future programs of this JOYO dosimetry experiments are
planned on the following subjects,

,

i1) dosimeter developments such as the long-life Nb dosimeter, '

SSTR and damage monitors,
2) improvements of the NEUPAC code's cross-section library

and initial spectra, especially their covarfance input
data and

3) dosimetry experiments in the modified MK-II core as a
irradiation facility.
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Table 1 . Evaluated Uncertainties (la) of Reaction-rates
in JOYO Surveillance position 9Al

PflC Dosimeter Set

Gama-ray Counting Nuclear Data (1) ggg)
Reaction Statistical Positioning Efficiency Due to Ti/2 obaNity 8Abu a ce ht

53Cu(n,a)soCo 0.72% 0.181 2.70% 0.02% $0.0% 0.03% 0.061 4.491 2.851
5'Co(n,y)50Co 0.65 0.20 2.50 0.02 $0.0 s0.0 0.12 4.37 2.66
5'Fe(n.p)56Mn 1.12 0.18 1.90 0.07 S0.0 1.72 0.19 4.51 2.88
seFe(n,y)59Fe 0.91 0.18 2.91 0.08 1.38 3.3 0.19 5.89 4.76 0

w'5Ti(n.p)*55c 0.72 0.18 1.74 0.09 $0.0 1.23 0.11 4.19 2.35
**5Sc(n,y)*55c 0.36 0.13 2.31 0.09 $0.0 $0.0 - 4.19 2.35
seNt(n.p)seCo 0.53 0.20 2 ',1)4 0.07 0.17 $0.0 0.20 4.13 2.24

'3Nb(n.n')33mNb 0.40 0.18 2.60 2.46 3.45 so.O 0.31 6.13 5.05
*383Ta(n,y)serTa 0.37 0.20 2.84 0.02 0.92 's0.0 1.10 4.87 3.42

(*) DOE Dosimeter Set

(") These values are estimated as a root of square sum of independent components of uncertainties, and contain
the uncertainty due to the reactor power, which is 3.47 % at 75 MWt power level.

("*) These values are not included the uncertainty due to the reactor power.

1

_ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - - -- -
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Influences of the.Covariance Matrices in Dosimetry AnalysisTable .2
(The effects of the covariance matrix of the guess spectra.)

,

Unfolding Results Sensitivity

Reaction Measured value Variar ce onlyII Convariance?} alnig Alni, ain12 'IAI 2

RE/Rm Rc/Rm A(R$/Rm)* (Rc/Rn) AlnRc AinRc' AlnR7 alnRc'
,

55Mn(n,y) 1.10+09(25.8%) 0.802213.0% 0.934i 8.5% 223.6% 0.9552 8.2% -0.043 0.015 0.466 0.315

55Fe(n.p) 1.27+08(20.1) 0.773222.5 0.8972.9.9 227.1 0.9052 9.9 -0.014 -0.0048 -0.0030 0.056

27A1(n.p) 3.87+08(28.4) 0.953 21.1 0.997212.5 227.0 1.032 12.3 -0.0023 0.014 0.0049 0.061

2%Mg(n.p) 1.51+08(23.1) 0.786227.2 0.959212.4 229.4 0.957212.1 -0.0051 -0.0021 -0.0028 0.034 -.

5
23Na(n,y) 7.85+C7(22.7) 0.928212.4 1.0632 6.6 223.1 1.0921 6.4 0.069 0.218 0.175 0.239

11 sin (n.n') 1.99+10(23.2) 0.914217.2 0.9492 9.3 224.9 0.9732 9.1 0.249 0.248 -0.032 0.096

IS7Au(n,y) 2.91+10(23.2) 0.718212.7 0.896 7.3 223.2 0.8882 6.4 0.643 0.487 -0.069 0.107

(X2 prob.) (1.6%) (47%) (41%) (31%)

2.06+11(24.5%) 2.01+11(i4.2%)Total Flux: 13

OPA : In 7.40+09( 15.4%) 8.12+09(211.5%)

1) Error covariance matrix of the guess spectra : Diagonal components only 30%
2) Error covariance matrix of the guess spectra : Diagnonal 30%. Off-citagonal 2'1%
R is the reaction, rate value calculated by using the guess spect'ra.

c

_____ ___ _ _ -
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LSL - A LOGARITHMIC LEAST SQUARES ADJUSTMENT METHODo

F. W. Stallmann
Mathematics Department

The University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

and

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

ABSTRACT

To meet regulatory requirements, spectral unfolding codes
must not only provide reliable estimates for spectral parameters,
but must also be able to determine the uncertainties associated
with these parameters. The newer codes,tihich are more appro-
priately called " adjustment c m es," use the least squares princi-
ple to determine estimates and uncertainties. The principle is
simple and scraightforward, but there are several diff erent
mathematical models to describe the unfolding problem. In addi-
tion to a sound mathematical model, ease of use and range of
options are important considerations in the construction of
adjustment codes.

Based on these considerations, a least squares adjustment
code for neutron spectrum unfolding has been constructed some
time ago and tentatively named LSL. Its main features are:

All adjustments and residuals are based on the logarithm
of the physical quantities. Thus, variances and covari-
ances are based on log-normal distributions and are
given as relative uncertainties, as it is customary for
these quantities. All adjusted quantities remain posi-
tive after adjustment.

The input spectrum can be scaled freely to fit the
dosimetry measurements. That is, only the shape, but

l not the magnitude of the input spectrum need to be
calculated. This option can be defeated if ~ mall-

r zation constants are known apriori.

Either absolute reaction rates or equivalent fission
fluxes can be used as input. The latter has smaller
uncertainties and reduces the influence of cross
section errors. Additional options are under consid-
eration. The present version has been tested success-
fully in a variety of applications.

*Research sponsored by the Division of Reactor Safety Research. U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE-40-551-75
with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.
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i

j INTRODUCTION

|

The philosophy of neutron spectrum unfolding methods has undergone
a critical change during the last several years. In older methods the .

; main objective was to find a spectrum which is consistent with neutron
dosimetry measurements and is in some unspecified manner similar to a4

" trial spectrum." More recent procedures like STAY'SLI consider instead
unfolding as a statistical least squares adjustment method. Such adjust-

; ment methods have been used successfully in many other scientific investi-*

gations and they are indispensible whenever uncertainties in form of4

variances and covariances for the processed data are needed. Such uncer-
tainty estimates will be part of the regulatory requirements in the assess-

,

ment of neutron irradiation damage in reactor pressure vessel and other
reactor components. The older unfolding codes do not satisfy these re- ,'

quirements and must be replaced by the more recent adjustment procedures.'
,

J

establishedghematical theory of least squares adjustment is very welland it remains only to implement this theory in a mannerThe ma

which fits best the given task. Important considerations are the con-
venience in the preparation of input data and the options available for!

input and output parameters. The LSL code, which is the subject of this
; paper, has been constructed with these considerations in mind. Written

about two years ago it has been proven to be a very convenient and reli-
able tool for the determination of damage exposure parameter values and
their uncertainties.i

.

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

At the center of any neutron spectrum adjustment method lies the:

formula

R,j = o(E) oj(E)dE i = 1, 2, 111 k (1).,

0

This formula describes the relation between the reaction rate (or reaction
probability), Rej, for the i-th dosimetry reaction in the neutron field o,
the reaction cross section oj(E), and the fluence rate (or fluence) spectrum;

j

j o(E) as a function of the neutron energy E. The terms in formula (1)
'

: represent the actual, but unknown, values. In any "real world" experiment

| only the measured values of the reaction rates and cross sections, R[as i

calc
! andofas, and the calculated spectrum o are known. The measured and

,

j calculated values are considered random variables with a joir.t normal
i probability d;stribution whose variance-covariance matrix is supposed to

be known. It is further assumed that formula (1) describes the relation'

between the expected values of the corresponding random variables. These
expected values are estimated by a maximum likelihood procedure, i.e. for

;

i 1

!

- - - . - - - . , ... - - . - _-.-. . - - ,. - - - - . , - -,,- - _ .
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normal distributions a least squares procedure. The estimated values will
be designated by Raj adj adj, and c ,and f respectively. A detailed descrip-
tion of non-linear, least squares idjustment procedures can be found in
Ref. 2. Only those features are discussed which are unique for spectrum
adjustment and in particular for the LSL procedure.

The LSL procedure is a logarithmic adjustment procedure, which means
that not the original values of formula (1) are adjusted but their logarithm.
Another way of saying this is that the adjustment is multiplicative and not
additive. Let v be any variable; its adjusted value is then represented by

adj = v e 6v
(2)

where the logarithmic adjustment 6 is calculated according to the formulas
in Ref. 2. This assures that all adjusted values are strictly positive,
which must be required for all variables in spectrum adjustment. The
probability distribution is assumed to be log-nonnal and all variances and
covariances must be given in relative terms (percentages). These assump-|

'

tions are quite natural for the data used in spectrum adjustments. A
disadvantage is that the least squares adjustment is strongly non-linear
and iterations are needed to obtain consistent results.

The model equations for the least squares adjustment are set up in
cthe following manner: let R be the reaction rate obtained from formula

calc(1) with the calculated spectrum. Since o is normally given for a
finite number of energy groups we have

,jj,jalcR
c,

, i = 1, 2, . . . k (3)J=l

where ojj are the group averaged cross sections obtained from a suitable
crosssectionfileandejalc is the group fluence rate for the j-th energy
group. The model equations are then representations of the difference
between measured and calculated reaction rates. These are in the simplestcase

in(R]as/Rc lc) = r , i = 1, 2, ... kj (4)

That is, the residual rj is the logarithm of the ratio between measured
and calculated reaction rates.

The calculated spectrum may not be normalized to the same power level
as present in the experiment, so that the ratio in formula (4) has not the
expected value of one but some unknown constant. The fonnula (4) isreplaced in this case by

- _ - _ _ _ _
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in(P]as/R$alc)-In(R{*k /R{a
)=r, i = 1, 2, ... k-1 (5)S

k g

which eliminates the unknown scale factor. This factor can then be
obtained as an additional parameter from the adjustment procedure.

The LSL procedure provides also for the case that the reaction rates
are not measured directly but are referenced to a standard fission field.
The standard field may be described in group fluence rates xjalcThe.

meas
measured reaction rate in this field may be denoted as R The equiva-.

x
lent fission fluence rate is then defined as

pmeas = Rmeas/R (6)meas
*

ti ci xi

The calculated equivalent fluence rate F$f c is defined in the same manner
with

R
c, alc (7)c ,x ,

The model equations based on the equivalent fission fluence rate are then

in(Qasjp c) = r , i = 1, 2, ... k (8)
g

or the corresponding system as given in formula (5) if an unknown scale
factor is involved.

As in all least squares adjustment methods variances and correlations
For auto-correlations, that is correla-are required for all input data.

tions between different energy groups for the same spectrum or cross section
values a simplified scheme is used. To each energy group j a numerical

value gj is assigned so that the difference

('}
D * !9 ~9!st s t

represents a measure for the distance between the two groups s and t.is then calcula-The auto-correlation for any parameter, say the fluence 4,
ted as the exponential function of Dst

corr (o ,t = exp(-cD
g t st

where c is an additional parameter which detennines the strength of the
auto-correlation. This assignment of auto-correlations reduces both
storage requirements and computer time. It provides also a fairly good
approximation to the cross section covariance data which are given in
the ENDF/B-V cross section file. The results of the adjustment procedure
don't seem to be very sensitive to changes in the auto-correlation values.

l
|
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|

| Since the adjustment is nonlinear, iterations are needed to obtain
consistent results. The iteration method as described in Ref. 2 works !
briefly as follows: the adjustment 6x for any variable x is calculated

ithrough the formula

6x = -V v (II)xr

! where V is the variance-covariance matrix of the residuals rj as definedr

in formulas (4), (5), or (8), F is the column vector of the residuals ri
and V the row vector of convariances between the random variable x andxp

the residuals rj. The covariance matrices depend on the fluence and cross
section values, which should be the adjusted values if formula (11) repre-
sents the minimum X2 solution. Formula (11) is also a linearization which
means that the adjustments in this formula do not necessarily reduce the
residuals to zero even with the correct covariance matrices. Several
steps are usually needed to obtain consistent output data. In each step
adjustments are calculated with residuals obtained from adjusted values
of the previous step but with fixed covariance matrices until the resid-
uals are reduced to a predetermined small tolerance. The adjusted values
are t b used to calculate new covariance matrices and the iteration is

i repeated starting with the original (not adjusted) data. This leads to
a new and possibly different set of adjusted data which are again inserted
in the covariance matrices until convergence occurs. This process may3

not converge if the adjustments are too large. Examples of non-convergence
have been observed but are rare.

. The program has been written for use at the interactive DEC-10 system.
Convergence criteria can be specified by given tolerances or can be set

'

interactively by the user at execution time. At present up to 20 reactions
and up to 50 energy groups can be handled. Any set of up to 20 integral
parameters can be obtained from the adjusted data including variances and
correlations.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

TheLSLprogramhasbeentestedinseveralapplicationamgngthemREAL-804the pCA,3 and the BSR-HSST metallurgical experiments. It is
simple, flexible and easy to use and is especially suited for numerical
experiments.6 Work is in progress to make this program available for
public use. Additional programs for easy input data preparation will be -

, included. Also planned are provisions for simultaneous adjustment of
several correlated neutron spectra and for the extrapolation to spectra!

which are not acessible to dosimetry as done in Ref. 7.

)

. - - _ - . - ... - . . . . - - - _ _ . - . _ .
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FERRET ADJUSTMENT CODE - STATUS /USE

F. Schmittroth
Westinghouse Hanford Company

Richland, Washington, USA

ABSTRACT

The Icast-squares data analysis code FERRET is reviewed.
Recent enhancements are discussed along with illustrative,

| applications. Particular features noted include the use of
'

differential as well as integral data and additional user
options for assigning and storing covariance matrices.

INTRODUCTION

As the demand for accuracy in reactor data has increased, more
emphasis has been placed on obtaining reliable and quantitative uncer-
tainties for these data. Economics, safety, and the expense and
difficulty of measuring many of the desired parameters encourage one
to obtain the maximum benefit from each experiment. lFERRET 'z is one
of a number of least-squares computer codes recently developed that
emphasize the rigorous evaluation of both the values and uncertainties
of reactor data as well as other parameters (e.g., damage) derived from
these data.

The following sections review the formalism upon which FERRET is
based, highlight particular features of the code, and illustrate use
of the code for a variety of problems.

FORMALISM
e

lThe FERRET code is a lognormal least-squares code that minimizes
the generalized sum of squared residuals:

(f-Ax)t ;1(f-A ) + (z-z )'M-1(z-z ) , (1)
2

S g=
g g

where f is a vector of measurements (e.g. , reaction rates) that are
linearly related to a data vector x (e.g. , multigroup fluxes):

f = Ax . (2)

1129
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The first term in Equation (1) requires that c.he "best" estimate, x, is
chosen so that the measured values of I and the calculated values of I
are close with respect to the data covariance matrix Mr for T. The second
term requires that the vector I be close to an a priori vector F in ao
lognormal sense:

z = In(x) (3a)

and

z, = In (x ) (3b)-
g

The covariance matrix M is a fractional covariance matrix for x reflectingz
the use of a logarithmic development:

(M ) = (x x ) 1(M ) (4)
-

.

(See Reference (2) for additional details.)

The use of the lognormal distribution for x ensures that all com-
ponents of T remain positive. Moreover, it circumvents the difficulty
in assigning large a priori uncertainties (e.g., 50%) to physical values
that are positive by nature where otherwise the use of symmetric normal
uncertainties would imply that negative values are possible. The log-
normal formalism introduces fractional or relative uncertainties in a
natural and consistent way. FERRET retains the use of absolute uncer-
tainties for the data vector T whose smaller uncertainties typically do

not warrant the use of logarithmic distributions. (rur convenience,

however, they are entered as fractional uncertainties in the' code).
2The minimization of S in Equation (1) is accomplished by lineari-

zation of Equation (1) with respect to z = In(Y) and a iterative applica-
tion of the usua1 *" Icast-squares equations. The process yields a new3

fractional covariance matrix M as well as a "best" estimate Lz

Finally, the a priori logarithmic distributions provide a natural
linearization of the non-linear bilinear form

R = &c (5)

where the reaction rate R is given as a product of a cross section and
flux. (A sum over energy groups is implied for multigroup problems) .

be the respective logarithms of & and a to findLet z4 and zo

R = e*&e*0 (6)

R/R* = e(** ~ **
"~ " (7)
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or

*
* (*$ ~ *$ ) + ( *o ~ * *) * (8)*

R* o

where * denotes a convenient expansion point. This form is useful in
the simultaneous adjustment of fluxes and cross sections.

FEATURES

Covariance_ Input

5A con.non criticism of recent least-squares codes is that required
input covariance matrices are difficult to obtain. FERRET relieves some
of this burden by simpic parametric forms related to intuitive concepts
and by allowing a stepwise covariance construction that relates to
individual sources of uncertainty.

Each covariance matrix is entered as a sum of components

M = I M(k) (9),

k

whereeachcomponentrepresentsasourceofuncertaintythatg) physicallydistinct (uncorrelated) from other sources. Each component M can then
be specified element by element {M k)) or in terms of fractional uncer-

5tainties {ri) and a correlation ma tix {pij):

M(k) (10)=r r p .
fj g j ij

(Throughout this section all covariance matrices are assumed to be in
fractional or relative form, not absolute).

In the absence of a detailed covariance matrix, Equation (10) may
be replaced by

M =c2+r s)
g r) p (11)

where c (independent of i and j) is a fractional normalization uncertainty
and the correlation matrix

(c - c))2
s) = (1 - 0) 6

~
f

+0e 2 (12)p
2Y

consists of a purely random component S j and a short-ranged correlatedi
component with strength 0 and range y. The values (ci} represent a simple
monotonic function of 1. Two simple examples are ci = 1 and ci = (multi-
group energy E ). The first relates the range of correlation to the indexi

and the second to the energy.
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Other recent code enhancements provide additional user options in
entering covariance matrices in terms of explicit correlation matrices
and uncertainties. Similar options are available for output.

Partitioning and Sequential Data

Two features of the code enable the user to exploit natural divisions
: in the data in order to enhance computational efficiency and to organize

both input and output. The first is partitioning of the parameter vector
Y into a set of subvectors {Y }, [Y = (Yi, Y2, xa, . . . )].o

I Equation (2) is replaced by

f=IA x (13).a a
g

A very simple example is given by Equation (8) where the logarithmic flux
4 represents one partition of the complete parameter vector andvector 2

the logarithmic cross section vector.z represents a second partition.a
This partitioning is especially valuable in the simultaneous adjustment
of multiple neutron spectra and cross sections. And it can lead to large
savings in computer time when some or all a priori correlations between
partitions can be neglected (between a flux and a cross section, for
example).

In the event the data vector f consists of statistically independent
II , I , . . . )], FERRET allows them to be entered sequen-subsets {Ts}. I 2

tially. This procedure can drastically reduce the size of matrices that
must be inverted when the dimension of T is large. This feature is more
an advantage when T consists of multiple sets of differential data' than
for a spectrum unfolding problem where T represents a limited number of
reaction rates. However, it is also useful when multigroup proton recoil
measurements are included with integral reaction rate measurements in
spectral adjustments.

Adjusted Libraries

A recent enhancement provides the capability to write an adjusted
parameter vector (cross sections, e.g.) to mass storage. In this way
cross sections benchmarked in well characterized neutron fields can be
used in ensuing analyses. The library format can retain complete co-
variance information including cross correlations among different cross

i sections and spectra.

It is worthwhile to note here that it is valid to benchmark cross
sections (i.e., adjust them) by measurements in poorly characterized |
ficids. The only caveat is that the uncertainties for these poorly |
known fields must be large enough to fairly reflect the uncertainties. 1

(Correlations must also be considered).

4

,_ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - . _ _ , _ _ _ .,
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!
APPLICATIONS

|

In this section a few applications of FERRET are reviewed to
illustrate its range of application and to expand some of the points
discussed above.

Multigroup Spectra and Cross Section Adjustment

The analysis of data from the Pool Critical Assembly (PCA) mockup
of an LWR pressure vessel (PV)* illustrates three particular features of
FERRET beyond simple spectral unfolding. First, well characterized
benchmark fields can be included in the analysis (see Table 1, 2ssU !fission spectrum measurements) to constrain the dosimetry cross sections I

and thereby yield a more accurate PCA spectrum, particularly for poorly
known dosimeters. Or alternatively, as noted before, FERRET can create
a benchmarked dosimetry cross section library that can be used in sub-
sequent analyses. Whether or not this " benchmarking" yields significant
increases in accuracy depends largely on the a priori accuracy of the
cross section. Moreover, as is well known", improvements in the adjusted
cross sections obtained from integral measurements often appear mainly
in the covariance matrix. Consequently, these improvements may be
apparent only when one calculates uncertainties of derived integralquantitica such as dpa.

A second feature noted in Table 1 is the simultaneous adjustment ofmultiple spectra and cross sections.

Finally, Table 1 indicates the use of both differential and integraldata. One does not need to revert to simple C/E comparisons for the
differential data after making an adjustment based solely on integral
measurements. In this example, a large normalization uncertainty (c in
Equation (11)) was assumed for the differential measurements. This device
assured that only the shape of the differential measurements (which were
arbitrarily normalized in this analysis) was accounted for.

A typical adjusted spectrum and its uncertainty is shown in Figure 1
(other spectra and cross section adjustments are not shown here). Neither,
of course, are covariance matrices that are written to a file for subse-
quent use in the calculation of integral uncertainties.

A preliminary analysis of integral reactions, and l'B(n,He) in
ticular, in the Coupled Fast Reactivity Measurement Facility (CFRMF) gar-
further illustrates use of FERRET. In this example, 21 measured reaction10rates (including B), were used to adjust the corresponding cross sections
and the CFRMF spectrum (the measurements, the calculated spectrum, and its
covariance matrix were received from R. A. Ander1, see acknowledgement).
The a priori flux covariance matrix, which was in 26 energy groups, was
enpanded to 53 groups with a recently developed code. The correspondingcorrelation matrix is depicted in Figure 2.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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Prior to adjustment, the calculated l'B reaction rate was low by
S14% in this illustrative example. After adjustment the discrepancyJ

J was still 10% and well outside estimated uncertainties. To test the
possibility that the explicit FORSS -calculated covariance' matrix for18

the CFRMF spectrum was too restrictive, another component of uncertainty
was included using the parametric formats. It was assumed to contribute
an additional 2% random and 5% normalization uncertainty and could be
attributed to modeling errors. Even with this additional freedom in the
neutron spectrum, the l'B reaction rate discrepancy was still 9%. It

Aappears unlikely that the difficulty arises from an improper flu:.. However,more likely possibility is a low.l'B cross section above 100 kev.
to obtain a consistent evaluation, present ENDF/B-V uncertainties for

4

i

l'B(n He) must be markedly increased.

Pointwise Adjustments

i FERRET has also been used to make pointwise adjustments of continuous
i The method' is based on a finite element representation using
1 curves. The method hastriangle or " roof" functions as depicted in Figure 3.

been discussed in detail elsewhere , and a single example is briefly
reviewed here to illustrate the advantages of least-squares algorithms.

K

Let the beta and gamma decay heat at time t following an instan-
Onetaneous fission pulse be given by fg(t) and f (t) respectively.y

can easily show that the decay heat for a finite irradiation of time
,

T is then given by

F,(t T) = f (t')dt' (a = 6,y) (14).

t

Then, with the representation (see Figure 3)

N

f,(t) = I x ,A (t) (a = S ,y) .(15),

1 g
i=1

Equation (14) becomes

N
(16)F (t, T) = I A x ,

f,

i=1
i

1

i
i where
i t+T'

=} A (t') dt' (17)
f

A 1g

t'
i

is an integral over the roof function A (t) .g

i
- _ __ .__ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - - _ _ . _ _ ~. . _ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , - - - - -- -
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A major advantage of'this approach is that experimental values for
F (t,T) for different irradiation periods T can be combined in a single !a
consistent decay' heat evaluation.

Furthermore, measurements of the total decay heat. F(t,T) = Fg(t T) +
F (t T) can be easily included in an evaluation of the 8 and y componentsy

since F(t T) is a linear function of the parameters (xgi} and {x i) that
represent the beta and gamma decay heat functions for a fission pulse.y

The same technique provides an effective method to use total cross
section measurements in the evaluation of the corresponding partial
cross sections.

Other Applications

A different problem, although formally very similar, is illustrated
.by a recent evaluation of fission product yields and gamma branching
ratios measured in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF).

Gamma counting rates of irradiated fissionable isotopes are givenby

Cfiks " U Yfi ik s8 (18)

where Yri denotes the yield of the i-th fission product for the fissionable
nuclide f, and Bik is the k-th gamma branching ratio. The factor Ss allows
for self-shielding in sample s while n represents all other factors such
as counting efficiency.

In this analysis, the measured counting rates C fiks were used to
simultaneously evaluate (adjust) not only the yields and gamma branching
ratios but the sample self-shielding factors as well. The success of
this approach depends upon the inclusion of multiple fissionable nuclides,
fission product nuclides, and gamma branching intensities. Here, isotopes
of Pu, U, and Np were all included. The need for a priori values allows
the inclusion of prior measurements in the analysis. A comprehensive
treatment as described here can take full advantage of highly redundant
data to obtain optimum values and to spot outliers. E.g., a well known2ss

U yield may imply a revised branching ratio which in turn impacts a
particular Np yield.

Formally the adjustment of a product of three variables as in
Equation (18) is no different than for the bilinear form in Equation (5).
Equation (18) is linearized just as in Equation (8) for two variables.

Clearly, the least-squares data adjustment method is applicable to
diverse problems. FERRET is designed to address this diversity with a
single code so that enhancements for one application can be generally
useful. One example is that the FERRET library routines designed for
adjusted cross sections can store adjusted gamma branching ratios for
future yield measurements.
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TABLE 1

Summary of Data Used in a FERRET Analysis of the PCA-PV
(LWR Pressure Vessel Mockup)

A priori Values (Multigroup, 53 groups)

1. Transport calculated spectra (3 locations)
2. ENDF/B-V dosimeter cross sections

Integral Data

1. Dosimeter reaction rates
2. 23sU fission spectrum measurements
3. Emulsion measurements

Differential Data (Multigroup)

1. Proton-recoil measurements
2. 'Li measurements
3. Emulsion measurements

1
r

,
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EXPERIENCES WITH NEUTRON SPECTRUM UNFOLDING CODES

IN DIFFERENT NEUTRON SPECTRA

E.M. Zsolnay and E.J. Szondi
Budapest Technical University, Training Nuclear Reactor,

H-1521 Budapest, Hungary

ABSTRACT
.

Results obtained with two different neutron spectrum unfolding codes3 4(SANDBP and RFSP-JDL ) in the frame of the REAL-80 exercise are pre-
sented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Two special computer codes and their different versions (SAND-II2 3 4
SANDPET , SANDBP , and RFSP-Ji}L ) are used for neutron spectrum unfolding

,

from foil activation data at the Training Nuclear Reactor of the Budapest
Technical University. The computer codes SAND-II, SANDPET, and RFSP-JUL
are used in the form as they are know". from the literature. The program
SANDBP is a modified version of the code SAND-II, and it can take the
uncertainties of reaction rates and cross-section values into considera-
tion as weighting factors in the adjustment procedure. Also an uncertain-
ty analysis can be performed with aid of this program.

In the paper results obtained,,with two of these neutron spectrum
unfolding codes (SANDBP and RFSP-JUL) for different (thermal and fast
reactor) neutron spectra are presented and discussed. The calculations
refer to the neutron spectra of the "REAL-80" exercise ,5

The investigations comprise the use of different energy group struc-
tures(10gand620 groups)andcross-sectionfiles (ENDF/B-V and
DOSCROS77 ) in case of the same adjustment code. Their influence on the
results is shown. Finally, a Monte Carlo error analysis is carried out
to examine the quality of the solution spectra.

INPUT DATA

Input informations for two different neutron spectra: Oak Ridge
Research Reactor (ORR) and YAYOI reactor (Tokyo) were distributed on
magnetic tape in frame of the REAL-80 exercise ,5

1141
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Input neutron spectrum

The ORR neutron spectrum is a typical thermal reactor spectrum,
while YAYOI is a fast reactor and the spectrum for its central region was
given . Both input spectra were available in 100 groups structure as5

calculated by transport theory codes 5,7. In some cases this information
was converted '.nto a 620 groups spectrum using the special interpolation
and extrapolation procedure of the program SAND.

Reaction rates

The input data sets contained 19 reaction rates for the ORR spectrum
(7 reaction rates with and 12 ones without cadmium cover) and 12 reactionrates for the YAYOI reactor spectrum together with their uncertainties.
The variances are given in table 2.

Cross-section library _

Two different cross-section libraries were used in the calculations.

The ENDF/B-V reactor dosimetry file was available in 100 and 620
5 In caseenergy groups structure, completed with an uncertainty library .

of the ORR spectrum corrections for selfshielding and cadmium cover were
given in 100 energy groups. This information was not available in 620
groups.

The DOSCROS77 reactor dosimetry file contains the cross-section data
in 620 groups. This cross-section library was combined with an error
library described by McElroy et al.8 The cross-section for the reaction
W186(N,G) was taken from the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file in 620 groups.

RESULTS.

The neutron spectra were unfolded under the conditions shown by
table 1. The reactions T147(N,P) for the YAYOI spectrum and FE58(N,G)
in case of ORR were deleted from the analysis, showing incompatibility
with respect to the other detectors. As a result, 18 and 11 reactions
were used in the adjustment procedure for the ORR and YAYOI spectra,
respectively.

The program SANDBP is able to take into account the uncertainties
of the cross-sections and reaction rates in its adjustment procedure.
However, no weighting with the uncertainties of reaction rates was pos-
sible in case of unfolding the ORR spectrum, as the uncertainty values
for all the reaction rates were given to be equal (5%).

The ORR and YAYOI solution neutron spectra obtained under different
conditions with the two adjustment codes are shown by figures 1 and 3.
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Some characteristic integral data (tegether with their uncertainties),
calculated with aid of these spectra, are presented in tables I and 2.

The convergence criterion of the solution was defined as:

1
(Af-A{)/Af 2n'

DEVs, i=l- %m '

n-l '

whereat =measuredreactionrate;
sy = uncertainty of measured reaction rate;
Ay=calculatedreactionrate;

= numhc of reaction rates involved in the adjustment procedure.n

In case of the SANDBP code the standard deviation of the unfolded
neutron spectra is also calculated with aid of a Monte Carlo procedure
and plotted on the relevant figures. The ratio of the different solution
spectra to the input spectrum is given in figures 2 and 4, furthermore
the ratio of the different solutions is also presented (figure 5).
A local peak at I !!cV appears in the YAYOI solution spectrum if weighting
with the cross-section uncertainties is used in the adjustment procedure
of the program SAFDBP, using the ENDF/B-V cross-section library (fig.6)l0,
Detailed analysis of this effect showed that this anomaly is caused by a
" jump" present in the cross-section uncertainty values of the reaction
AUl97G at 1 MeV. The givea uncertainty value just below I MeV seems to
be too small.
The perspective plots of the correlation matrices for the 100 groups
SANDBP solution spectra show very strong correlations between the dif-
ferent neutron energy groups (see figure 7).

DISCUSSION

1. The solution neutron spectra supplied by the two adjustment codes show
some differences (figs. I, 3 and 5),. The modification of input spec-
trum in case of the program RFSP-JUL shows an overall smooth character
for both the ORR and YAYOI spectra. In case of the SANDBP code much

(characteristic to the SAND-type codes) is presentmore structure
(see figs. 2 and 4).

2. The integral data derived from the SANDBP solution spectra (and calcu-
lated with aid of the ENDF/B-V cross-section data where it was neces-
sary) show a rather good agreement for both the ORR and YAYOI spectra,
independently on the cross-section library (ENDF/B-V or DOSCROS77)
and energy group structure (100 or 620 groups) applied in the adjust-
ment procedure (table 1). The RFSP-JUL code results show in most cases
somewhat lower values than the corresponding SANDBP data.
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3. Differences in the speed of convergence were found in case of the
YAYOI spectrum using the adjustment code SANDBP in different (100 and
620) energy group structures (see table 1). It seems the influence of
the energy group structure is much stronger in this respect than that
one of the cross-section library used (table 1).

4. For all the YAYOI solutions large deviations were met in the values of
measured and calculated reaction rates of MN55, W186, and AUl97 detec-
tors (see table 2).

5. Discrepancies were detected in some cases using the ENDF/B-V cross-
section library:
. the cross-section structure of the reaction NA23G was always re-
flected in the YAYOI solution spectra (fig. 3);

. the reactions TI47P (for YAYOI) and FE58G (for ORR) show incompati-
bility with respect to the other detectors.
These effects - in combination with the relevant adjustment conditions -
indicated some incorrectness in the cross-section values of these

9reactions . This conclusion meets the findings - derived by other
methods - of another laboratoryl0,

6. Incorrectness in the cross-section uncertainty values of the reaction
AU197G was found in the vicinity of 1 MeV. As practically two detec-
tor sets with separate response regions (one of them below I MeV, the
other one above 1 MeV) are acting in the adjustment procedure of the
YAYOI spectrum, the effect of the incorrect uncertainty value in this
energy region will be emphasized. In the cross-section uncertainty

library described by McElroy et al. the corresponding variances for
the AU197 cross-section show a smooth character in the energy region
in question. Consequently, using these data the effect observed in
case of the ENDF/B-V library will not be present.

7. From the results discussed above one can conclude that the neutron
spectrum adjustment codes are suitable for investigating the quality
of the nuclear data applied in the adjustment procedure.
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Unfolding parameters and integral data obtained from the solution neutron spectra.Table 1.

-

"* ' "* "* n e8ra Pa m eters
unfolding cross-section energy detec- itera- DES,s &g y reactionj$>1MeV|t>0,1MeV dpa

de fHe groups tors tions (in m-2 . s-1) foNNSSP (ASTM) |

SANDBP ENDF/B-V 100 18 5 0,97 1 93x1017 4 06x1016 8 2'x1016 5 30x10-13 5,67x10-9
d *sd 3,61 s3 5,35 sd3,86 sli 2 72 sd 3,56

16 5,IIE10-13 5,46x10-916 8,15x1017 3,83x10O RFSP-JUL ENDF/B-V 100 18 2 1,35 1,94x10

15 14 15 1,06x10-14 1,26x10-10
SANDBP ENDF/B-V 100 11 2 1,75 2,07x10 9,08x10 1,98x10

15 14 15 1,05x10-14 1,25x10-10
SANDBP ENDF/B-V 100 11 4 1,61 2,08x10 9,00x10 1,98x10

*sd 1,95 sd 3,01 sd 1,95 sd 4,03 sd 2,42

15 14 15 g,04xio-14 I,20=10-10 $
RFSP-5L ENDF/B-V 100 11 4 2,81 1,94x10 8,78x10 1,86x10

14 15 1,06x10-14 1,21x10-1015 9,04x10 1,91x10
SANDBP ENDF/B-V 620 11 2 3,09 1,98x10

* *sd 2,76 sd 3,78 sd 3,14 sd 3,61 sd 3,01

15 14 15 1,06x10-14 1,25x10-10
SANDBP ENDF/B-V 620 11 4 2,96 1,99x10 9,12x10 1,93x10

14 1,23x10-1015 14 15 1,05x10
SANDBP DOSCROS77 620 1I 2 2,89 1,96x10 9,09 x 10 1,88x10

*sd 2,38 sd 3,89 sd 2,80 sd 3,93 sd 2,52
-13

1 1 15 1,05x10-14 1,24x10
SANDBP DOSCROS77 620 1I 4 2,79 1,98x10 'a 9,11 x 10 '* 1,91x10

* standard deviation (sd) is given in per cent.
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Table 2. Input data and relative deviation of measured from calculated
reaction rates for different solution spectra.

ORR spectrum:
input data D*

reaction measured uncer- 100 groups
reaction tainties ENDF/B-V R. Dos. file
rates (in %) SANDBP RFSP-JUL

AUl97(N,C) 9,54 x 10-10 5 0,06 0,48
AU197(N,C)+Cd 5,I|x10-10 5 -0,19 -0,12
AU197(N,2N) 1,60x10-14 5 0,10 1,15
SC45 (N,C) 1,I4x10-10 5 -l,07 -0,33
SC45 (N,G)+Cd 6,29x10-12 5 1 0,43

-d,,05U238 (N,G) 5,50x10- 11 5 99 -1,86
U238 (N,G)+Cd 4,40x10-Il 5 -0,26 -1,58

IU238 (N,F) 1,70x10-12 5 -0,05 1,33 |
U235 (N,F) 1,98x10-9 5 -0,04 0,66 |U235 (N,F)+Cd 1,43x10-10 5 -0,03 -0,97 |
NP237(N,F)+Cd 3,54x10-12 5 -0,14 0,83
C059 (N,G) 1,94x10-10 5 -0,48 0,19
C059 (N,G)+Cd 3,67x10-Il 5 2,11 1,80
FE58 (N,G) 5,95x10-12 5 1,72 2,56
FE58 (N,G)+Cd 6,47x10-13 5 deleted deleted
FE54 (N,P) 4,0lxlC-13 5 0,01 0,64
TI46 (N,P) 5,02x!0-14 5 -0,I6 -0,64
TI48 (N,P) 1,34x10-15 5 0,50 -0,14
HI60 (N,P) 1,05x10-14 5 -2,14 3,00

YAYOI spectrum:
input data D*

measured uncer- 100 groups 620 groups
reaction reaction tainties

ENDF/B-V R. Dos. file ENDF/B-V DOSCROS77
rates (in %) R.D)s. file Dos . file

SANDBP RFSP-JUL SANDBP (2 iter)
AU197(N,G) 2,82x10-14 3,8 2,39 5,90 4,75 4,15
TI48 (N,P) 2,57x10-17 3,8 -1,60 -1,56 -2,09 -1,49
C059 (N,A) I 47xI0-17 2,4 0,83 1,02 -0,24 -0,46
MN55 (N,G) 8,48x 10-16 2,8 -1,74 2,34 -6,65 -6,32
FE56 (N,P) 1,00x10-16 2,8 1,76 1,42 1,26 0,16
AL27 (N,P) 3,87 x 10-16 8,4 0,02 0,05 0,19 -0,03
AL27 (N,A) 6,74x10-17 2,9 -1,45 -0,83 -2,22 -1,95
MG27 (N,P) 1,47x10-16 3,1 -0,74 -0,21 -1,15 -0,88
NA23 (N,G) 7,85x10-17 4,1 -1,85 -0,69 0,09 -0,46
TI47 (N,P) 1,68x10-15 11,5 deleted deleted deleted deleted
INI 15 (N,N') 2,12x10-14 3,9 -0,44 0,66 -0,74 -0,62
W 186(N,G) 1,16x 10-14 4,9 2,16 4,86 4,01 4,34

(Af - Af) / AT*

87

,

-- - - - _ - - - - - - -
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UNCERTAINTIES IN THE ESTIMATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE PARAMETERS *
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ABSTRACT

The evaluation of radiation embrittlement and the determi-
nation of safety limits requires the knowledge of uncertainties
in the estimation of radiation exposure parameters like flux
greater than 1.0 MeV or dpa of iron. Least squares adjustment
methods can be used for the estimation of the exposure param-
eters and their uncertainties. It is of interest to determine
how the uncertainties are influenced by the input data, in
particular, the selection of dosimeters for the detennination
of exposure parameters. This investigation is simplified by
the fact that in least squares methods the output uncertainties
depend primarily on the input uncertainties and very little on
the measured values themselves. Thus, the expected uncertain-
ties can be determined without actually making measurements.
In this paper, uncertainties for exposure parameters are cal-
culated for a variety of foil sets. The consequences of this
investigation for surveillance dosimetry are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of safe operating limits for LWR reactors pressure
vessels over the operating life of the reactor requires a reliable estima-
tion of the irradiation induced embrittlement of the pressure vessel
steels. The embrittlement is assumed to be a function of chemical compo-
sition, temperature, fluence (perhaps also fluence rate), and neutron
spectrum. The functional dependency between embrittlement and neutron
irradiation is summarized in the form of damage exposure parameters which
are weighed integrals over the fluence spectrum. The total fluence of
energies greater than 1.0 MeV has been the most widely used damage expo-
sure parameter. Irradiation induced displacement of iron atoms (dpa) is

*Research sponsored by the Division of Reactor Safety Research, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement DOE 40-551-75
with the U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7405-cng-26 with the
Union Carbide Corporation.
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now considered a more reliable measure of irradiation damage and has been
recommended as exposure parameter in the ASTM Standard E 693.1 The total
fluence greater than 0.1 MeV is also being considered.

The determination of damage exposure parameters in a given reactor
environment is needed in two applications. The first is in materials test
reactors and also for some surveillance capsules in power reactors where
the measured materials damage in test specimen is correlated with exposure
parameters in order to determine the functional relationship between the
two. The second application is the prediction of the actual damage in
reactor pressure vessels on the basis of the magnitude of exposure param-
eters in the pressure vessel wall. Both applications require not only
reliable values of the exposure parameters but also estimates of the uncer-
tainties in the determination of these values. Only if the uncertainties
are known can a prudent but not excessive conservatirm be applied.

Statisticcl estimates for the uncertainties of exposure parameter
values in form of variances and covariances can be obtained through least
squares adjustment methods. The logarithmic least squares method LSL,
which is described elsewhere in these proceedings,2 has been used to deter-
mine these uncertainties in a variety of applications. In adjustment
methods calculated neutron fluence spectra are combined with the results
from passive radiometric (foil) dosimetry. Estimates for the exposure
parameter values can be obtained as a least squares approximation of the
damage response function by a linear combination of the reaction cross
sections.3 The gaps in the approximation are then filled by the calculated
spectrum.

The uncertainties in the determination of damage exposure values
depend therefore on two factors:

1. the uncertainties, i.e. variances and covariances of the input
data, and

2. the selection of dosimeter reactions.

In order to determine more precisely the influence of each of these
factors, a number of computer experiments have been performed applying
the LSL program under varying conditions. The results are reported in

!

the following sections.!

4

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The numerical examples in this paper are taken from our recent evalu-
ation of the 4th BSR-HSST series, which is reported in Ref. 4. A dosimetry

63Cu (n,a soCo, 46Ti (n,p)
Co(n,y)60Co,5jFe(n,y)59Fecapsule was chosen which contained wir s for the

46Sc, 54Fe (n,p) 54Mn, seNi (n.p) seCr, 59
reactions and Gadolinium covered 238U and 237Np for fission reactions. The
neutron spectrum was obtained from a composite of three 2-dimensional 00T-
calculations in 102 energy groups above 0.1 MeV which was extrapolated on
both ends and reduced to 19 energy groups. The adjustment procedure consists

-

-- -__--- _ _ __
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of free scaling and spectrum shape adjustment which means that the input
variances and covariances of the spectrum are relative to the shape and
not to the absolute values of the fluence spectrum.

The following mput variances and correlations were chosen as a
" baseline" for comparison:

1. A relative one o standard deviation of 7.5% for calculated flu-
ences in each of the energy groups except for the lowest group,
0-0.1 MeV which was extrapolated and allowed to be adjusted
by up to a factor 10.

2. The correlation between fluences of two adjacent energy groups
was assumed to be 0.247. This value was taken
flux auto correlations in the REAL 80 exercise.{ rom the suggestedCorrelations
between any two groups are calculated as the product of adjacent
correlations between intervening groups.2

3. The reaction rate standard deviation were set to 3% for tee non-
fission reactions and to 6% for these fission reactions.

4. The cross section variances and covariances were calculated from
the ENDF/B-V activation cross section file.

The variances 1 and 3 are rather optimistic and may not be typical particu-
larly in reactor pressure vessel surveillance. They are, however, consis-
tent with the differences between calculated and experimental reaction
rates. This is also reflected in the values of X2 divided by the degrees
of freedom F which has the expected value of one. Experimental confirma-
tion is lacking for the calculated fluences below 1 MeV and thus the X2fp
value changes little if the fluence standard deviations below 1 MeV are
increased to 30%. The output variances for 4 > 0.1 MeV and dpa increase,
however, substantially.

The results for a variety of input variances are listed in Table 1.
The output variances increase with increasing input variances as expected.
These results, and the ones in Table 2 and Table 3 are essentially inde-
pendent of the fluence and reaction rate values and thus of the value of
X2/F. They represent, therefore, the expected output uncertainties for
given input uncertainties and selection of dosimeters. It may be noted
that the output uncertainties increase faster with increasing input un-
certainties if the fission reactions are eliminated.

Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate how the selection of dosimeters affects
the variances of the exposure parameters. The calculations in Table 2
are based on the input variances which are listed at the beginning of
this section. These variances are so small that even pure scaling with
the 54Fe (n,p) reaction gives quite acceptable variances for the o >
1.0 MeV and o > 0.1 MeV. The larger variance for dpa is caused by the
response to thermal neutron fluence, which could be obtained from the
calculation only by extrapolation, resulting in large uncertainties for
low energies. The inclusion of either (n,y) reactions or the 237Np (n,f)
reaction remedies nicely this problem.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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This table shows how the variances for the exposure parameters vary with the inputTable 1.
variances and correlations.

Reaction RateSpectrum Uncertainties Exposure Parameter
2X /F Uncertainties (% Std. Dev.)(% Std. Dev.) Uncertainties (% Std. Dev.).

Correlation
>l MeV <1 MeV Between Non-fission Fission >1.0 MeV >>0.1 MeV dpa

Groups Cos1 meters Dos 1 meters

7.5 7.5 0.247 3.0 6.0 1.04 4.7 4.7 4.2

7.5 30.0 0.247 3.0 6.0 0.99 4.7 9.5 6.3

30.0 30.0 0.247 3.0 6.0 0.52 9.0 11.7 7.6

7.5 7.5 0.247 10.0 15.0 0.63 6.8 6.6 6.2

30.0 30.0 0.247 10.0 15.0 0.45 12.5 13.9 10.2

7.5 7.5 0.0 3.0 6.0 1.10 4.5 4.2 3.9

7.5 7.5 0.835 3.0 6.0 1.02 4.5 5.7 4.6

Input uncertainties as above but the 23eV (n,f) and 237Np (n,f) reactions were excluded.

7.5 7.5 0.247 3.0 1.08 5.9 5.6 5.2

7.5 30.0 0.247 3.0 1.08 5.9 11.4 8.3

30.0 30.0 0.247 3.0 0.64 18.1 18.3 14.9

7.5 7.5 0.247 10.0 0.72 7.8 7.6 7.2

30.0 30.0 0.247 10.0 0.59 19.1 19.2 16.0

7.5 7.5 0.0 3.0 1.11 5.4 5.0 4.7

7.5 7.5 0.835 3.0 1.13 5.8 6.9 5.8

L- - . .
. . . _ _ _

.
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Table 2. This table shows how the variances of the exposure parameters vary
with the selection of dosimeter reactions. Input variances: 7.5% for input spectrum,
3% and 6% respectively for non-fission and fission reactions.

C- ,. - - - -

5 S S S 5 E T T Exposure Parameter
5 5 5 5 5 5 3 2 Uncertainties

~

S O
(% Std. Dev. }m - o - => o cag [ [ [ { [e> [ [ t>l.0 MeV 4>0.1 MeV dpa

X X X X X X X X 1.04 4.7 4.7 4.2
X X X X X X X 0.79 4.8 5.0 4.4 !

X X X X X 0.81 5.0 5.2 4.6 3 |
X X X X X X X 1.02 4.9 5.0 4.4 *

X X X X X X 1.08 5.9 5.6 5.2
X X X X X 0.93 6.2 6.2 5.6

X X X 1.18 6.9 6.9 6.3
X X X X X X 1.08 4.7 4.7 6.2
X X X X X 0.95 4. 9 5.0 12.2
X X X X 1.06 5.6 5.4 13.4

X X X 0.67 5.0 5.3 6.8
X -- 6.9 6.9 13.6*

54* Scaling through the Fe (n.p) reaction.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . .
- -
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Table 3. Same as Table 2 but input variances are 30% for the input spectrum,
10% and 15% respectively for non-fission and fission reactions.

C - n
n n -,. n n

T S 9 9 c' C C Exposure Parameter*
.

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Uncertainties"

2
X /F (% Std. Dev.)E

3 g y 7 yo2
4>1.0 MeV 4>0.1 MeV dpa

g g g g g g g g

h
X X X X X X X X 0.45 12.5 13.9 10.2

X X X X X 0.58 12.7 14.8 10.9

X X X X X X X 0.48 15.0 17.2 13.3

X X X X X X 0.59 19.1 19.2 16.0

X X X 1.13 21.6 22.4 18.9

X X X 0.19 12.9 15.0 12.8

X X X X X 0.17 13.2 16.4 17.4

21.3 22.2 22.6
X

--

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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The input uncertainties in Table 3 are increased to more conservative
values which are typical for some pressure vessel surveillance results.
The influence of the dosimetry on the output variances is here much more
apparent. However, it is not the sheer number of dosimeters but the inclu-
sion of some key reactions which brings about the most substantial reduc-
tion in variances. In some cases even a slight increase in the variances
of t > 1.0 MeV and o > 0.1 MeV is noted when the (n,y) reaction are added.
Such irregularities are probably due to linearization of the strongly non-
linear logarithmic adjustment. This points to the fact that the inclusion
of irrelevant information in the adjustment procedure may lead to unexpected
and sometimes undesirable results. Further investigation is needed to clear
up this paradox.

DISCUSSION

The data in Table 1 show that the variances in the calculated fluences
are the most crucial input uncertainties. This is compounded by the fact
that, in contrast to the uncertainties for reaction rates and cross sections,
uncertainties for calculated fluences are very difficult to estimate. There
is, of course, always the possibility to assign very " conservative" fluence
variances but the price to be paid in overestimated output variances is
high. More realistic uncertainty estimates can be obtained by benchmarking
the fluence calculation,6 but it is not always obvious whether the results
from the benchmark field apply to the field under study. Some indication
for the accuracy of the fluence calculation can also be obtained by com-
paring the measured reaction rates with the calculated ones. However this
infonnation does not necessarily apply to the energies where the reaction
cross section have little or no response and these are precisely the
energies where accurate fluence calculations are needed most.

The most reliable, although most difficult and time consuming method
for estimating the variances and covariances of calculated fluences is a
complete sensitivity analysis as it was done in Ref. 7. There is some
doubt that this method will be widely used in its original fonn. It is,
however, likely that the results from oae calculation can, with obvious
modifications, be applied to a large number of sufficiently similar cal-
culations.

The correlations between fluences of different energies don't seem
to have a significant influence on the output uncertainties. If in doubt,
experiments with different correlations can be performed to establish the
extent of this variatica.

A large number of potentially useful dosimeter reactions are known
although only a few are used routinely. A short half life of many product
isotopes eliminates many reactions from use in long tenn irradiation
experiments. More significantly, however, only a few have cross sections
which match sufficiently close the response functions of the desired
exposure parameters, and all of them are far from ideal. This implies
that only very few dosimetry reactions can significantly improve the
variances of exposure parameters. Even if all of them are used, an
accurate input spectrum calculation remains crucial.
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Of the reactions investigated in Tables 2 and 3, 23eV (n,f) and 237Np
- (n,f) appear to be the most useful. Neptunium in particular has a cross

section which closely matches the dpa cross section and should therefore
be included whenever feasible. The 54Fe (n,p) reaction is easy to obtain
and measure and has a very well known cross section. It is therefore~

routinely applied as dosimeter in almost all long term irradiations and~
rightly so. A suitable (n,y) reaction may be included in the dosimeter

237Np (n,f)- set to detennine low energy neutrons, particulatly if the
reaction is absent. The other reactions did not significantly improve
the output uncertainties.

Similar experiments in other neutron fields and with other dosimeter
sets are in progress. Results obtained so far show the same pattern. In
short term irradiations 103Rh (n,n') and ll5In (n,n') are most useful for
approximating o > 1.0 MeV. The 93Nb (n.n') reaction may have the same
importance as 237Np for long term irradiations once cross sections and
measuring procedures are better established. It should be emphasized that
this discussion applies only to the detennination of variances for expo-
sure parameters through adjustment procedures. A large number of dosim-
etry measurements can be quite useful in verifying neutron fluence cal-
culations and in detecting possible calculational or measuring mistakes.
Adjustment procedures on the other hand work best if the number of dosim-
eters is small and they are independent from each other. A large number
of redundant and irrelevant dosimetry measurements does not improve the
output uncertainties but may lead to a system of ill-conditioned equations
and numerically unreliable solutions.

CONCLUSIONS

The uncertainties in the determination of damage exposure parameter
values depends crucially on the calculation of the neutron fluence spectrum
and its uncertainties. Neutron dosimetry measJrements can reduce the un-
certainties of exposure parameters but cannot eliminate the need for good
fluence calculations. Uncertainties in the fluence calculation may be
determined through benchmark calculations or preferably a sensitivity
analysis. There is only a small number of dosimetry reactions which is
useful for the determination of exposure parameter values. Increasing
the number of dosimeters beyond those which are useful does not improve
the uncertainties.
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UEUTRON SPECTRA ANALYSIS

USING INFORMATION COMPUTING SYSTEM SAIPS

H.Bondars
Latvian State University

Riga, USSR

ABSTRACT

The present paper gives a short description
of neutron spectra unfolding problem and an
information-computing system SAIPS, which allows:
1) to improve methodolo6y of unfolding, 2) to
automatize calculations, to use modern cross sec-
tion and spectrum libraries and unfolding prog-
rams, 3) to make calculations and use a full and
qualitative information without need to go into

programming problems and data processing.

|

The unfolding of neutron spectrum f(E) from measured
reaction rates A1 amounts to solving with respect to f(E)
the system of N equations

Emay

Oz = [ 7; 6)p(F)df, i= 1,2,...,N, (1)
Ern:n

6;(E) being the dependence of the neutron cross-section on
energy E for the 1-th detector, N- number of used detec-

#tors. As a rule E 418 MeV, E 310 MeV. To under-max min
line the physical meaning of system (1), further let us
call (1) the activation equation system.
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The system (1) belongs to so-called incorrectly posed
problems in mathematics. For such problems it is not pos-
sible in general to prove existence, uniqueness and stabi-
lity of solution. The existence of solution of the incor-
rectly posed problem in physics follows from its physical
essence. The solving of the incorrectly posed problems is
possible only using a priori information about function and
methods giving stable results 1, 2 . There are developed
several programs for neutron spectra unfolding from measured
reaction rates 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 and so on. These programs take
in notice following peculiarities of the activation equation
system: 1) number of isotopes used as detectors is limited,
2) in separated measurements usually are used from several
till almost forty detectors, 3) resonance and trasolance
detectors are used, 4) energy regions are wide, 5) number
of used detectors in separate regions is not the same, but
some parts of regions may not be crossed by them, 6) in dis-
tinction from Fredholm-type integral equation of the first
kind, where the kernel is continuous function of two vari-
ables, in our case the values of kernel 6't (E) for different
i have nothing in common, i.e. the system (1) can not be re-
garded as discretization of an appropriate Fredholm type
integral equation, 7) reaction rates and cross sections are
known with permissible uncertainty, 8) 6't (E)* 0, 9) f (E))0,
10) spectrum unfolding have different smooth in different
regions,11) a priori information is got from different
sources and is performed in tables,12) inaccuracy of measu-
red reaction rates may be from 1% till 20%, a priori speccra |

calculated reaction rates diverge from some measured detec-
tors even some times. In modern unfolding programs a priori ,

approximation is performed on the base of the physical con.
ditions. System of equations can be solved performing neut-
ron spectra in different forms and using different methods.
Programs SAND II 7 , 8 , and MHP 5 improve a priori

-- - .
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approximation using given, a little bit distinctive formulas.

Pro 6ramm PM 3 defines a solution from condition for the mi-
f nimum of functional, but programs WINDOWS 9 , RFSP JUL 10
'

and SPECTRA 11 add to this condition complementary demand
on seeking function. Every of those mentioned programs use<

various neutron spectrum unfolding analytical presentations. '

i

Solution can be got with iterative process. Because methods
1

of unfolding are approximate and a priori data have errors,
iterative process stops when some coincidence of-measured

-

and calculated reaction rates is reached. Smoothest and
; physical most defined solution must be defined with a priori

" unbinding".
. Quality of solution clarifies from: 1) real form of
f unknown solution, 2) a priori spectra approximation,
'

3) unfolding methods, 4) errors in a priori data,. 5) used
j detectors and so on. Action of these factors correlated.

To find out influence of these factors on solution we must
; carry out number tests which are corrected with bulky cal-
! culations and routine work. Data of such researches are re-

presented seldom and with limited volume (for example 12 ,
13 , 14 , 15 , 16 and other papers). On the base of sena-~

,

I rate researches it was tried (in interlaboratories conpa-
i rision unfolding programs) to present summarize conclusions.
! But we have not forget about its limitation. If we need more
f precise results researches must be repeated for each calcu-

lation version. Methods of such researches depends from its
aim and demands for determination neutron spectrum unfol-
ding trustworthiness.

Information-computing system SAIPS 3 , 17 , 18 inclu-
j des neutron spectrum unfolding mathematical, information
j and programming software and estimations of its quality.
j SAIPS is adapted on ES ELVM, operating under the control
j of OS ES, but may be adapted on IBM 360(370). S AIPS con-

tains: 1) modern unfolding programs SAND II, RFSP JUL,
WINDOWS, PM and others 17, 2) cross section libraries of

!

i

|
:
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these programs and dosimetric foiles from libraries ENDF/B-IV,
ENDF/LV, UKNDL 78, JENDL-1, BOSPOR 80 19, ZACRSS 20 and

others (all together nearly 150 reactions), 3) several neut-
ron spectrum libraries. For leading with such information is '
written a special programm. Using SAIPS for calculations the
physicist has no need to go into programming problems. In
order to achieve this purpose, we propose the operation of
SAIPS ddould be divided into three levels: 1) adaption, ge-
neration and choking of calculation programs and cross sec-

>

tion and spectrum libraries, Beneration of software for
computerized calculations, use of cross-section and spectrum
libraries, updating and further development of the system,
2) operation of SAIPS, 3) performing calculations. SAIPS
provides the opportunity to determine the reliability of the
unfolded neutron spectrum and to plan measurement and calcu-
lation programs.

SAIPS generation and development im.portant depends from
connection with information centres. Majority programs we
got from RSIC (Oak Ridge, USA), but cross,section libraries
from IEAE (Vienna, Austria) and Center of Atomic Data (CJAD,
Obninsk, USSR). There are no essentialy problems to adapt
and aprobe in SAIPS any of cross-section and spectrum libra-
ries and unfolding programs written in PL/1, FORPRAN and
ASSEMBLER languages. Therefore we think that it would be
more advisable instead of interlaboratories comparision
conduct basic unfolding using SAIPS (or analogous system)
in anyone of interested laboratories, but for formulating
problem and analysis received results involve experts from
different laboratories. Such basic unfolding should be took
as a base to plan further measarements and spectrum unfol-

|
ding.

The further development of SAIPS is new, more perfect |

system S AIPS-2. Principal changes concerna to inside struc-
i

ture of system, broadening users facilities for unfolding,
broadening facilities to solve more different problems.
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| UNFOLDING OF REAL-80 SAMPLE PROBLEMS BY ITER-3 AND
| STAYSL CODES

M. Najier and B. Glumac
J. Stefan Institute, University E. Kardelj

Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT

ITER-3 is a recent modification of ITER-2 unfolding co-
de. While basic features of ITER-2 are preserved the new co-
de is able to take into account complete covariance matrices4

of cross sections, reaction rates and input spectrum as well
as to produce output spectrum with its associated covarian-
ce matrix. Input data from REAL-80 sample problems are un-
folded by ITER-2, ITER-3 and STAYSL codes. Given are the
resulting spectra as well as the integral quantities DAR,
DPA, integral fluence, fluence above 0.1 and 1 MeV together
with their covariance matrix or standard deviation. Results
are discussed in comparison of STAYSL solution with solu-
tions obtained by both versions of ITER code. Further, the
sensitivity of the solution to the variatinn of correlation
range in covariance matrices or the crossections is investigated.

4

INTRODUCTION

The REAL-80 international project gives an opportunity to compare
different unfolding codes on a full size real problem. In this paper the
test spectra were unfolded using ITER-2, ITER-3 and STAYSL codes. ITER-2
and STAYSL are documented inl and2 respectively. ITER-3 is an extension
of ITER-2 and is briefly described in the following section. Besides
spectra the following integral quantities were calculated: total fluence ,
fluence above 0.1 MeV, DPA, DAR and 60Ni(n,p) reaction rate.

STAYSL code was applied to investigate the influence of the corre-
lation range in covariance matrices of the crossections. The covariance
matrices of the crossections were created as recommended 3

,

DESCRIPTION OF ITER-3 UNFOLDING CODE

4

Algorithm of ITER-3 is basically similar to ITER-2 1.e. it applies
J the same iteration procedure. The program has been expanded co that it

can take into account the covariance matrices of the reaction rates,

1171
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crossections and the input spectrum and gives an estimate of the output
spectrum covariance matrix. The basic algorithm of the ITER-3 code is

1described in . The main difference in the algorithm of ITER-3 when com-

pared to ITER-2 is that ITER-3 takes into account the correlations bet-
ween groups of a certain crossection when calculating the adjustment o-
perator for each subsequent iterative step. The elements of the relative
covariance matrix of the solution spectrum are calculated in the same

,

way as that of STAYSL code.

RESULTS OF REAL-80

Input Data

REAL-80 input data set provides reaction rates and their covariance
matrices, 100 group input spectra with the associated covariance matrices
and the crossections together with their standard deviations. The covari-
ance matrix of the crossections is calculated as recommended 3: diagonal
correlation submatrices (correlations between groups of a certain cross-
-section) are taken to be gaussian with FWIIM = 10, the correlations bet-
ween groups of different crossections is fixed to be 0.01.

Neutron Spectra

Unfolding was performed by ITER-2, ITER-3 and STAYSL unfolding co-
des on three sets of input data: ORR data set, YAYOI data set with 13 re-
action rates and YAYOI data set with 12 reaction rates. This last set is
the original YAYOI data set from which the reaction 47Ti(n,p) was omitted
because it could not be properly fitted with any of the three available
codes. Fig. 1 presents ration of initial spectrum approximations towards
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Fig lb. Input / output ratios for YAYOI spectrum (12 reaction rates).

solution spectra for ORR and YAYOI (12 reaction rates) data sets for
STAYSL and ITER-3 unfolding codes. ITER-2 gives almost exactly the same
results as ITER-3. In Fig. 2 the correlation matrix of YAYOI spectrum
obtained by STAYSL code is given. All unfoldings were done on our PDP
11/34 minicomputer. Computing times were some 5 hours for STAYSL and
ITER-3 (the codes calculate complete crossection covariance matrices)
and only approximately one minute for ITER-2.

Integral quantities

We have applied three unfolding codes on three input data sets thus
obtaining nine solution spectra. For each solution spectrum we have cal-
culated the following integral quantities together with their standard
deviations: total flux, flux above 0.1 MeV, flux above 1.0 MeV, 60Ni(n,p)
reaction rate, DPA and DAR.

Integral quantities have been evaluated using our program DIRT.
4This program is thoroughly documented ,5, so we only bring here the me-

thod to estimate the standard deviation of the damage-to-activation ratio.

Let 0, be the spectrum we investigate and M(,its covariance natrix,
let 06 be a standard fission spectrum and M44 its covariance matrix, let
Umbe a certain activation crossection (60Ni(n,p)) and Mg,its covariance
matrix and let {A be the damage function with its covariance matrix Mg,.
Damage-to-activation ratio is given by:

d= (x,/xg)/(y,/y ) (1)g

where x, = 0[.V , x = Of .C , y, = 0) Um and y4 = 0 .Q.. We define vectorA S

0 = (q4,q g,q,,q ) = x,,xg,y,,y ). By making Taylor expansion and retainingg g

__ _ _ _ - - - _ - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - J
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only the leading term we obtain:

! If d) x (?d/30) 1(1Q)7 = 3\(3 0) > (2)

Expression (2) defines vector S as:

S = (3d/3x , , 3d/3xg,4d/3y,,4d/3yg) (3)

Standard deviation of DAR is given by:

IS 4/Ql(IQ)') * S = S .M.S .(4)ddl(Id)) %

where (iQ L(IQ)* > is a 4 x 4 covariance matrix. Let us calculate for exam-
ple matrix element Me. We again apply the Taylor expansion of integral
quantities defined in (1) and retain only the leading term:

y = ((Of T&g+ C 80,)1(0,(${a) +Qa(80,) ))2: 0)M 0,+ U M [g (5)g 4M

-l

f//
- !

Fig. 2 Correlation matrix of the YAYOI spectrum (STAYSL) .

. - _ - _ _ _ ._.. - _ _ _ - - _
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We ha ve ausumed that no correlationa exist between 0 ,and Og. Using
exprension (S) we can now calculate all other elenenta of the matrix M de-
fined in (4) . Note that the correlations of all " mixed" components (q;/q{ }if i / j have beer cet to zero, which is not always the case for correla-
tiona between 0 ,and 0 .4

We did not attempt to evaluate the correlation that might be intro-
duced when calculating the 60Ni(n,p) reaction rate from the output apec-
trum when this reaction is also precent in the input data set. Therefore
the standard deviation of the 60Ni(n,p) reactien rate as well as the co-

variance matrix of DAR are to come extent inaccurate in such cases.

COMPARISON OF ITER AND STAYSL RESULTS

Chisquare data in Table 1. chow no appreciable difference in fit
quality between the codea. In case of YAYOI data the same large discre-
pancy was found for all three coden for the 47 Ti( n , p ) reaction. Thia re-
action waa ckipped but no large effect on solution opectra waa observed.
A too low chinquare value was obtained in case of ORR input data - it can
indicate that the input variances may not properly reflect the actual
apread in these data. Solution spectra obtained by the three codes do
not deviate appreciably an it can be seen from Fig.l. In ITER spectra a
fine atructure can be observed which 10 inherent to this method. It 13
ccrrelated to the detectors crossection structure and does not represent
the real atructure of the neutron spectrum. Moat difference between co-

den la to be found in estimation of errur bandaS. It is interesting to
note that the estimation of the output apectrum error band differs sig-
nificantly for ITER-2 with respect to other two codec due to more pro-
naic ovaluation method.

A broad and large oacillation can be abaerved in the input / output
ratio of the STAYSL solution for the ORR opectrum. In the input / output
ratie of the ITER colution thin oscillation is not pronounced so much
though the deviation la also rather large in the name energy region.
It would be interesting to explain thece discrepancies.

SENSITIVITY OF THE SOLUTION TO THE VARIATION
OF THE CROSSECTION MATRIX CORRELATION R ANGE

A t ent was performed in order to determine the inf luence of FWHM of
the cronaection correlation matricea upon the solution spectrum and its
covariance matrix. For this teat we aupplied the STAYSL code with four
different input data ceta based on REAL-90 YAYOI input data cet. We pre-
pared four data sets that differed only in the FWHM of the croscectiona

carrelation natrix with FWHM being 5, 10, 20 and 30 groupa respectively.
As we can conclude from Fig. 3 where the rat ion of output spectra with
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Table 1. REAL-80 Integral Parameters

Integra1 flux
Std "Spec- Unf. No. Std Std Std DAR DPA

trum Code Det. Total "* * " * *# "" *** *#
Dev Dev Dev

YAYOI STAYSL 13 1.818 .2074+12 .052 . 9049+11.085 .1978+12 .063 t .522 .108 .1246-09 .102 .1037-13 076
YAYOI ITER-3 13 1.726 .2070+12 .047 .8828+11.080 .1960+12 .060 1.527 .106 .1232-09 .101.1023-13 078
YAYOI ITER-2 13 .2086+12 .8877+11 .1973+12 1.528 .1239-09 .1028-13

YAYOI STAYSL 12 1.321 .2074+12 .051 .9082+11 .081 .1978+12 .062 1.502 .104 .1256-09 .102 .1059-13 .077

YAYOI ITER-3 12 1.197 2089+12 .046 .9034+11 07 8 .1978+12 .059 1.502 .103 .1258-09 .101.1061-13 079
YAYOI ITER-2 12 .2095+12 .9033+11 .1983+12 1.503 .1259-09 .1061-13

ORR STAYSL 19 .242 .1989+14 .052 .4032+13 054 .8222+13 082 1.361.087 .5681-08 .100 .5290-12 .086

ORR ITER-3 19 .266 .1999+14 .052 .4045+13 057 .8337+13 083 1.389 .090 .5711-08 .100 .5209-12 .085
ORR ITER-2 19 .1992+14 .4051+13 .8314+13 1.387 .5712-08 .5220-12

Table 2. Sensitivity of Integral Data to the Variation of FWHM of
the Crossection Correlation Matrix for YAYOI Spectrum

Integra1 f1ux

FWHM Std Std Ni Std
Total E IMeV E .1MeV DAR DFA

Dev Dev Dev Dev Dev R. Rate Dev

| . - . .

5 1.306 .20735+12 .0508 .90834+11 .0814 .19774+12 .06208 1.5027 .1048 .12558-9 .1018 .?.0590-13 0774

10 1.323 .20735+12 .0507 .90813+11 .0811 .19774+12 .06199 1.5022 .1044 .12557-9 .1016 .10593-13 0771
20 1.359 .20734+12 .0505 .90782+11 .0800 .19774+12 .0618 1.5011 .1037 .12557-9 .1013 .10600-13 .07668

|
30 1.385 .20736+12 .0503 907 48+11.0792 .19776+12 .0617 1.5008 .1027 .12557-9 .1011 .10602-13 .07635
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Fig. 3 Input / Output Ration for YAYOI Data Set at Different fMHM's of
the Crossections Correlation Matrix

different FWHM's of the crossections correlation matrices are depicted, -

the influence of the FWHM on solution spectrum is insignificant in the
investigated range of FWHM. The same crnclusion is reached for the out-
put spectra covariance matrices and only negligible differences are ob-
served in tne chisquare and in the calculated integral quantities
(Table 2).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of present investigation show that ITER-2, IT2R-3 and
STAYSL give similar solution spectra and almost identical integral quan-
tities in spite of the basically different algorithms. This fact supports
the conclusion that the solution is mainly influenced by the quality of
the input data and not so much by the investigated unfolding codes.

It is clear that STAYSL solution as well as its deviation from the
input spectrum are more smooth in comparison with ITER results.

There is more difference in the error bands. It is worth to note
the narrow error band 5, obtaired by STAYSL and ITER-3 codes in the case
of ORR spectrum. Together with the too low this gives ar. indication
that the input data and their variances may have not been properliinter-
related. A reason for this occurrence may be found in the inaicquate
treatment of the cross-correlations between some crossections in the
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3correlation matrix. We have assigned (as recommended ) the same arbitra-
rily small value to all cross-correlations. This may be, under some con-
ditions, adequate for the cross-correlations between two entirely diffe-
rent crossections but it is questionalbe for treating the crossection
cross-correlations between, for example, 197Au(n, gamma) detector and the
same detector covered by cadmium.

STAYSL and ITER-3 require more than two orders of magnitude more
computer time than ITER-2. Most of it is used on handling very large mat-
rices. By far the largest dimension is due to group energy structure which
is much finer than the actual resolving power. This is requit ed for spec-
trum calculation because the fine structure of the crossections must be
properly represented. It may be questionable if the same approach is ne-
eded for error and correlation analysis and if it is justified by the
quality of covariance matrix data.

To speed up the computation by ITER-3 code we are investigating the
First thepossibility to split up the unfolding process into two parts.

solution spectrum will be found in some 100 energy groups by a less de-
manding iterative approach. After this the covariance matrix of the out-
put spectrum will be calculated from condensed input covariance matrices.

The analysis or the influence or the crossections covariance matrix upon
the solution spectrum and its covariance matrix showed that in the case of ar-
tificially aonstructed crossections covariation matrices a large variation
of FWHM did not exert strong influence upon the solution spectrum and its cova-
riance matrix. This conclusion is limited to the investigated spectra and sym-
metrical correlations represented by a gaussian. It would be interesting to
investigate also the effect or long range symmetric correlations.
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ABSTRACT

The YAYOI blind intercomparison study meaning perfcet-
ly independent measurements of multiple-foil reaction rates

~

in the YAYOI central neutron field by the four leading labo-
ratories YAYOI, KUR, JAERI and PFC, in Japan have been
successfully carried out and obtained the good agreements
within 12-14s (10) for usual activatien dosimeters. This
result can be considered to show the current accuracies of
the routine and daily dosimetrv works of the participants
because of the perfect blindness of the present inter-
comparison study. Basing on this intercomparison and uncer-
tainty analysis, the reliable covariance matrix of the

reaction-rates in the YAYOI core-center neutron field can
be established, which is useful as the benchmark data for

neutron unfolding codes of the activation spectrometty.

INTRODUCTION

The multiple-foil technique is a fundamental tool for the reactor
dosimetry especially relating to the neutron flux and spectral character-
ization of research, material testing and power reactors. And current
research activities in thie field have been mainly concentrated to make
clear and to improve the accuracy of the current activation technique,
which is basing on the reaction-rate measurements, reaction crosa section
evaluations and adjustments, and unfolding trocedures.

The purpose of this work is to make clear the present accuracy of
reaction-rate measurements in Japan through the intercomparison study,
using the YAYOI which can be considered as a complementary way to the
direct uncertainty analysis of each measurements. In 1975, an interesting

1179
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intercomparison study on the reaction-rate measurements has been carried
as a part of Interlaboratory LMFBR Reaction-Rate (ILRR)"Iout in U.S.A.

program using the Coupled Fast Reactivity Measurements Facility (CFRMF) .
For reference, the final results of ILRR program have been stated consist-
ent within 2%(1c) with respect to each other, and have met quite well
the primary accuracy goal of 15%(1c) required at the beginning of the
ILRR program.

One unique feature of the present YAYOI intercomparison work is the
perfect blindness for the participants except for the managing group,
that means the measured reaction ~ rate data have never been obtained for
this intercomparison because they did not know prcviously it, but their
measurements were for their own purpose such as the averaged cross section
measurements or Nb-dosimeter irradiations in the YAYOI. Final participants
of this study have been counted four of the next laboratorins, University
of Tokyo (YAYOI-Group), Kyoto University Reactor Institute (KUR-Group),
JMTR(Japan Material Testing Reactor) staff of JAERI and JOYO dosimetry
staff of PNC, and fortunately all of them are leading and almost the
same level laboratories in Japan.

Another feature of this study is the detail uncertainty analysis in
the reaction-rate measurements to check and verify the standard deviations
having obtained through this intercomparison study.

IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS

Irradiation and Gamma-Ray Countings

In this intercomparison study, the activation detectors were brought
from each laboratory, and they were irradiated independently by using
the common rig made of 20 mm 4 Aluminum pipe.

The activated foil set in the YAYOI was taken to each laboratory to
determine their absolute gamma-ray emission rates with each laboratory's
counting technique, except the KUR group who has used the same Ge(Li)
detector of the YAYOI group because it was too for away to bring back
their foils to the KUR.

The gamma-ray counting techniques of each laboratory are summarized
in Table 1, where it should be commented that although the same detector
and the same standard sources have been used between the YAYOI and the
KUR groups, independent calibrations of the Ge(Li) detector and different
methods of gamma-ray peak area determination have been adopted respec-
tively between these two groups.

Main differences in their gamma-ray counting techniques have been
found how to determine the peak area and also how to fit the full energy
peak efficiency curves, and a little differences have been found in the
correction procedures and factors relating to the gamma-ray counting
technique such as the random and the real coincidence cifects, finite
size effect of the activation foils and the self absorption effects.

Run-To-Run Power Level Normalization

The YAYOI power-level monitoring system have been consisted with
the operational chart records of the reactor power meter, which are

-
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connected to the fission-chamber and the compensated boron ionization
chamber. The reproduerbility of the reactor power is in the range of 0.2to 0.5%. Further, using the 197Au(n;y )198Au and 56Fe(n,p)56Mn reactions,
the reproducibility of these independent irradiations have been examined
to make clear the uncertainties of the present reactor power normalization
method and the degree of the positioning error in each irradiation. From
these experiments the uncertainty due to the present independent irradi-
ations has been concluded as low as 0.5 to 1.0%.

RESULTS

The results of the measured reaction-rate values have been summarized
in Table 2, which were normalized at the YAYOI reactor operation of 500W
nominal power. From these results, it can be said that the degree of the
standard deviations between the participant groups can be stated within
12 -14%(13) except the Titanium foils that show large discrepancies byabout 10% and 25%. In Table 2, there have been shown the relative devi-

,

ations of each laboratory data from the averaged value, that show any
biased or systematic errors can not been fount
in their measurements. out for every laboratory

The uncertanties caused by the reaction-rate measurement procedures
have been analysed by the YAYOI group as a differential approach of the
uncertainty, and the results shown in the fourth column of Table 2 are
found well equivalent to the third column values meaning the degree of
discrepancies through this intercomparison study except the Titanium-
data. That means a complementary validation of each uncertainty analysis ,

'

results and some error in the Titanium reaction-rate measurements beyondthe statistical deviation.

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

As is stated in the previcus section, in order to analyze the dis-
crepancies between the intercompared reaction-rate values, detail uncer-
tainty analysis has been carried out by the YAYOI group on their experi-
mental and measurement procedures, the summary items of which has been
given in Table 3. And the standard deviation matrix of the measured
reaction-rate values is given in Table 4, that is defined as the root of
each component of the usual relative covariance matrix.

From these analysis, it has been made clear that the main origins
of uncertainty in the present reaction-rate measurements have been
generally due to the uncertainty of the photopeak efficiency determination
of the Go(Li) detector that are ranging between 1.5 - 2.5% and are ac-
counting for fifty percent or larger of the final uncertainty of the
reaction-rate values. This uncertainty have been caused by the uncertainty
of the standard gamma-ray source intensities and also by the fitting or
interpolation error of the photopeak efficiency curve of the Ge(L1)
detector. And it should be commented that the correlative errors between
the standard source intensities are expected to be assigned by their
suppliers if the correlative error were exist, because it is necessary

,

_ _ _ _ , . - ,, _ . , , - _ _ . ~ , . - - - ,._.-~.~-....-..-7 -. -- --.- _- _..-_ __ _ _
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to complete the covariance matrix of the reaction-rate values which have
been omitted in the present covariance matrix shown in Table 4.

Mutual Shielding Effect

There are some other problems to be discussed on the uncertainty of
the reaction-rate measurements which have never been considered in Tabic
2, 3 and 4, they are the self- and the mutual-shielding effects due to
the simultaneous multiple-foil irradiations and the perturbation effects

However, the correction factors due to this self-of the dosimeter set.
shielding effects have been found of no importance in the hard spectrum
of the present YAYOI core-center field because there are little neutron
flux in the resonance energy region.

On the second probles of the mutual shielding ef fect, one supplemetary
experiments has been carried out using the specially arranged dosimeter
package shown in Fig. 1. From the results of this experiment,

some mean-

ingful decrease effects of 58Ni(n,p) reaction have been observed by about
2.5 - 5.0% depending on the foil arrangement in the dosimeter package,
while any clear differences have not been observed for the other foils
of the 197Au(n/y ) and 115In(n,n') reactions. And a little larger discre-

reaction in the present intercomparison resultspancies of the 58Ni(n,p)
shown in Table 2 have been thought pa.rtly due to this mutual-shielding!

effect of each dosimeter package.
Although there have never been made any direct estimation on the

third problem of the perturbation effect of the neutron field by the
inserted dosimeter package itself, this perturbation effect could be
considered of little importanes in this YAYOI neutron field, because any
differences have not been observed when we have applied the non-pertubing

(20mmfine wire as an irradiation rig instead of the usual Aluminum pipe
O.D and 18mm I.D) which had been thought to cause the severe perturbation

! effect.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
i
,

Through this YAYOI blind intercomparison study and the uncertainty
analysis of the present reaction-rate measurements, the current accuracy
of the multiple-foil reaction rate data has been made cicar and it can
be stated within 12 - 14%(10) for usual activation detectors which can|

in the ILRR program.met also the primary accuracy goal of 15t(10)
Although this results of accuracy in Japan are seen a little inferior

to the accuracy of 12%(10') having obtained in the ILRR program, the per-
'

intercomparison is more valuable especiallyj
feet blindness of the present
from the viewpoint of making clear the daily accuracies of the routine

|
dosimetry works.

The present data of multiple-foil reaction rates with the covariancei

matrix in the YAYOI core-center neutron field can be also used as a bench-
mark problem for the unfolding calculations to evaluate the neutron flux,
spectrum and some integral parameters which have been already presented
for the REAL-80 project of IAEA.,

The output spectrum by the NEUPAC code is shown in Fig. 2.|
'

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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.\s a comment on the large discrepancies in the Titanium reaction-rate
measurements, it would be thought possibly due to the pulse summing effect
and self absorption effect, which could not be made clear at yet.

Conclusive remarks to improve the accuracy of the reaction-rate
measurements basing on the present studies are stated followingly;

1) More precise determinations of the photopeak efficiency curves of
the Ge(Li) detector should be made, which need more precise and
more kinds of standard gamma-ray sources, and

2) the mutual shielding effect should be considered and made decreased
when the multiple-foil set is irradiated simultaneously in a single
package.
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Table 1 Ganuaa-ray Counting Techniques for each laboratory

YAYOI KUR JAERI PNC

Detector %50cc coaxial the same 110cc Ge(Li) detector ORTEC High-Purity Ge

Ge(Li) detector detector ORTEC detector (HPGe), 63cc

of closed-end as YAYOI FUHM; 0.8 kev for 122 kev coaxial

and 1.8 kev for 1333 kev FWHM; 739eV for 22.lKeV
type Princeton

768eV for 88.0 kev
Gamma-Tech.

and 1.74 kev for 1.33MeV

Source- usually 10cm s2cm usually JOcm except 10-37cm depending on the

Detector except the the surface for gamma-ray intensities ,

56 6 g
distance surface for Fe(n,p) Mn #

Ti(n,p)47Sc

Peak Area Standard Peax Covell''s BOB-75 Code (3) BOB-75 code (3)

'
Determination shape method

Eu and others of LMRI,
Standard LMRI standard the same as Eu of LMRI

Gamma-ray set of Single YAYOI (21.5%) also calibrated by Japan

radioisotope association
Source gamma-ray source

Fitting of c (E) = aE" c (E) =aE" Inc(E)= ,,an (InE)" inc(E)=n can(InE)"

the peak

efficiency

(France)Laboratoire de Metrologie des Rayonnements IonisantsLMRI:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 2. Su rary of Radioactive Capture Reaction Rates Measured
for YAY 0I at 500 W operation and Intercomparison of Data

Average Standard Uncertainty Deviation from Average Reaction Rate (1)
Reaction Reaction-rates Deviation (%) YAY 0I Gr. (%) YAY 0I Kt;R JAERI PNC

'

59Co(n.a) 6Mn 1.46-17 3.5 2.4 +0.7 +2.7 -4.1-------

55 fin (n,y)S6Mn 8.28-16 2.2 2.8 +2.4 ------ -0.5 -1.5

56Fe(n.p) 6Mn 1.04-16 2.5 2.8 -3.9 +1.0 0 +1.9

27Al(n.p)27Mg 3.85-16 0.7 8.4 +0.5 -0.5 ------- -------

27Al(n.a)24Na 6.76-17 1.6 2.9 -0.3 O! +2.2 -1.8 --

Na 1.44-16 2.7 3.1 +2.' -2.8 -1.4 +2.8 $24Mg(n,p)24

OTi(n.p)46Sc 1.24-15 9.7* ------ ------- -8.1 +7.3 -------

Ti(n.p)475c 2.12-15 25.3* 11.5 -20.8 -6.6 +28.3 -------

8Ti(n.p) 8Sc 2.78-17 9.6* 3.8 -7.6 -3.2 +10.8 -------

SSNi(n.p)S8Co 1.04-14 3.4 2.4 +2.9 +2.9 -2.9 -2.9

ll51n(n.n')ll5In 2.09-14 2.6 3.9 +1.4 -2.9 +2.4 -1.9

I97Au(n,y)I' Au 2.80-14 1.5 3.8 +0.7 -2.1 +1.4-------

(*) The reason of this large standard deviations is being investigated.
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TABLE 3 UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS OF YAYOI DOSIMETRY SYSTEM

Rasvlis (1-srGMnA)
|NVESTIGATED ITEMS ANALY115 METHOD

1. IReaDiaTION CONDITf0N

. REACT 0a PowtR FLuCTUAfl0N OF IRACING THE POWER MONITOR CHART <.0.2% FOR U$UAL TIME CONST ANTS

EACH RUN

RvN To RuN power NORMALt2Atl0N INTEGRAL ($T!MATION THROUGH REPEATED 0.4 - 1.C%

Posit:0NtNG tRROR IN F0tt iNoEPENENT IRRADIATION ExetRiMENTs

Flux GRADitNT DIRECT ewAsuRtMENTs CONTAINED IN THE PcstTION NG ERRcR

PtRTuRBAfton EFFECTS CF COMPAR scNs wtTw McN-PERTuniNG rig - 0.11
*

|
IRRADIATION RlG AND CALCULAft0N$

2. GAMMA-RAv C00NitNG

. Postit0NING ERROR IN THE F0ll REPEATED INDEPENDENT SETTINGS AND 0.8 - 1% FOR ttss THAN 10Cn

COUNTINGS OF THE SAME SOURCE FOR O D-0.4Mn FOR LARr.tR THAN IDCn
COUNTING .a

EACH $-0 CISTANCES -

* RADIALLY FINITE SilE EFFECT OF DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF RADIAL < 0.1% FOR ICm Dt A. FC L'
cs

FolLS EFFICIENCY CHANGES

* SELF ABsonPit0N EFFECT IRANSMl5Sh0N COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS 0.1 - 2.0% cartNDiNG ON F0it

THROUGH THE S AME Fo!L

* COUNTING-RATE EFFECT PutsER METHOD AND DIRECT MEASUREMENT 3
41.0% FOR ttss THAg 2300 cps

( PILE-UP, Livt-TIMER ) BY INCREA11NG THE COUNTING-RATE

PEAN AREA Analysis METie0D REPEATED PEAK ANALY$15 CHANGING CONS! STENT TO STAft$TICAL ERRORS

THE B.G. COUNTING UNDER THE PEAR FOR THE SINGLE PEAR

. Pn0TCPEAK EFFICIENCY CON $1 DER 1NG THE UNCERTAINTY OF
ST ANDARD SOURCES, CDUNTING 8TAf t STICS

AND INTERPOLATION ERROR TO DIFFERtNT 1.5 - 2.5% CEttNDiNG ON THE ENtRGv

GAMMA-RAY ENERGY

3. CONSTANT 5 -)4
NUCLEAR DECAY CONSTANTS RE-EVALUAf t0N E Tilt REFERENCE VALUt3

foil NEiGHT MEASUREMENTS REPEATED MEASUREMENis 0.00035GRAMn

Purify 0F F0 L BT THE DATA SHEETS OF EACH Fort <.0.11

PRODUCTERS

CLOCK CAllBRATION TO THE STANDARD TIME NEGLIG|BLE

,
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TABLE 4 STANDARD RELATIVE DEVIATION PATRIX * OF REACTION-RAiES IN THE YAYO! COV-CENTER FIELD
I

REACTION-RATE UMBER OF REACTION
HO. REACTION 1 2 3 ft 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13(1/SEC.500W)

1 59C0(N,A) MN 1.N7-17 2.4%

55,yty,3356MN 8.48-16 1.7 2.8%2 p

3 56pg(,,,)S6HN 1.00-16 1.7 1.7 2.8% syy.,y1,, cit y,tcys
4 27At(N,P) th 3.87-16 1.6 1.6 1.6 8.4%

5 27Ag(u,,)2%A 6.74-17 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 2.9%

6 2%c(N,P).NA 1.47-16 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.1 3.1%

7 23g4(n,o)2%A 7.85-17 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.1 2.1 4.1%

8 47Ti(N,P)47SC 1.68-15 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 11.5%

9 48 It(N,P) SC 2.57-17 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.7 3.8%
58 ,(3,p)53C0 1.07-14 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.22 2.4%

10 9

11 115 gu y,3.)115 MIN 2.12-14 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.1 1.0 1.11 3.9%
r

186 (N,G) W 1.16-14 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.04 1.15 1.02 4.9%
12 W

13 197Au(N,G)l93AU 2.82-14 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.9 1.0 1.22 1.49 1.04 3.8%

*

IT IS, DEFINED AS THE ROOT OF EACH COMPONENT OF TifE RELATIVE COYARIANCE MATRIX.
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IIIGilLIGilTS OF SESSION A.1 - LIGilT WATER REACTORS-I

R.11. Lewis
Babcock and Wilcox

Lynchburg, VA
and

W. Schneider
Kernforschungsanlage Julich

F. R. Germany

of the three sessions devoted to light water reactors at this

symposium, the first dealt primarily with the Dnplementation of pressure
vessel (PV) surveillance programs, including dosimetry, and with connected
calculational and consistency studies.

Consistency tests between calculation and dosimetry are necessary
but must not be sufficient; one way to ensure the latter demand is with
the use of reference fields and standard procedures.

A remarkable improvement in the ability to predict dosimetric reaction
rates has resulted from the ef forts in benchmarking experiments in the
United States, Europe, and Japan. The exposure uncertainties have been
reduced, and the agreement shown between measured and calculated reaction
rates was often excellent. For radiation damage effects to be considered
as plant specific, generic data are being used to correlate neutron
fluence or displacement number values with damage phenomena throughout
the ASTM and Euratom communities as data reporting and tabulation has
become more precise and available. In particular, progress has been
reported in the developing of three-dimensional and perturbation calcula-
tion methods. Experiments at Mol, in Finland, and calculations made at
ilEDL show that core edge geometries greatly influence PV damage. Clever
fuel management schemes can be used to slow down PV embrittlement.

The ASTM E-706 Master Fbtrix for LWR PV Surveillance Standards has
been developed potentially as the key tool for guiding the USA program
in correlating PV damage effects with dosimetry techniques. Besides the
PV surveillance procedures, an overview on the standardization for LWR
shielding was given.

Questions still remain, particularly on the following items in PV
surveillance: the reported and reducci uncertainty figures are associated
only with the characterization of the irradiation environment while the

uncertainty must be seen in the context with those from metallurgy and
irradiation procedures. In the reaction rate determination, there does

237seem to be a universal problem with the Np(n, f) reaction. The
relationship between the accelerated surveillance and a representative
PV location should be considered. Finally the Thermal Shock problem for
PWR PV has emerged as a major concern, in particular for the U.S. power
reactor operators.

1191
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HIGHLIGHTS OF SESSION A.2 - FAST REACTORS

P. B. Hemmig
U.S. DOE, Washington, DC

There were several highlights in this session. The papers presented
reflected not only the considerable progress made in recent years, but
also a wide recognition of the importance of this work to the successful
development of fast reactors. The eight papers in this session dealt
with the assurance of measurement accuracy and the development of improved
procedures for characterization of the irradiation environments in which
reactor fuels and materials are tested.

A major development in this regard was the PNC/HEDL program for
intercomparison of dosimetry measurements in J0YO and EBR-II. The results
of the intercomparison in JOYO which were reported by S. Suzuki showed
agreements for most reactions within i3%. It is fair to note, however,
that some iterations were required to resolve some larger differences
that were first observed, and that neptunium-237 (n,f) measurements
still differed by approximately 10%.

The importance of multiple foil measurements was illustrated when
the reaction rates, which were based on initial calculations with the
DOT 3.5 transport code, showed a difference of 66% with measured
values. Differences were reduced to 4.2% using the unfolded spectrum.
Dr. Lippincott reported similar agreements for HEDL and PNC measurements
in EBR-II.

Interesting developments in gamma ray measurements were reported by
Dr. W. Bunch of HEDL. Ion chambers, TLDs, and three types of calorimeters
were used to measure gamma energy deposition within the in-reactor thimble,
the vibration open test assembly, and the special characterizer assemblies.
Consistent results were obtained for steel by the various methods, ranging
from 0.98 for TLDs to 1.07 for calorimeter measurements.

Camma field measurements are required to properly assess the radiation
heating of test materials, since the radiation damage to these materials
is temperature dependent. The close agreement between various measurement
techniques is encouraging; however, it appears that there is much work to
do to achieve the stated goal of plus or minus 5%.

The report by J. Bradley of AI concerned neutron field measurements
using the helium accumulation from (n, a) reactions in a variety of
materials. Such detectors provide good reproducibility, but are subject
to sample purity problems and the need for a rather elaborate readout
system. Considering the large uncertainties in the low energy cross
sections for the reactions and the difficulty of predicting the spectrum
shape at these low energies, the agreement of 10-30% with yields predicted
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using the ENDF/B-V gas production files is a very promising sign and
indicates that this technique might find wide dosimetry applications.

Measurements in the fast reactor blanket regions driven by the
Tapiro reactor were reported by M. Carta. The results showed small but
systematic discrepancies in the ratios of F8/F5 and C8/F5 of 10% and
6%, respectively. It is hoped that the problems with fast spectrum
calculations, and the cross section data as well, can be clarified by
further studies in this and similar facilities.

An interesting set of blanket pin burnup meesu;amerts in EBR-11
was reported by Dr. Meneghetti of ANL. In burnup of 15,000 MWD (as
measured by the La-139 yield), it was found that Pu-239 buildup was cal-
culated to be 15% higher and Pu-240 30% lower than was measured. Such
data coupled with pin to pin consistency studies can provide useful tests
of the available methods and data. The burnup predictions were found
to be quite sensitive to the choice of ENDF data sets, including the choice
of the fission spectrum.

A wide range of measurements in the BR-2 and its zero power mockup
were reported by C. de Raedt, et al. These are comprehensive studies
with both destructive and nondestructive examinations after irradiation.
This report provides a good summary of the state-of-the-art in these
techniques.

The FFTF reactor characterization program reported by J. Rawlins
covered a wide range of measurements, including a study of absolute
fission rates and fission yield biases, taking into account neutron
self-shielding effects. Neutron spectrum measurements were compared with
multiple foil techniques and indicate that the shape is generally well
represented, with goals of 5-10% accuracy in key integral parameters
obtainable. This wide range of FFTF measurements from low to high
power has served to advance the state of the art in many ways. We look
forward to further analyses of these data, the reduction of these
measurements to standard procedures, and the reports of the less con-
ventional measurements studies, also carried out using FFTF.

The general trend indicated in this session was that progress toward
better agreement between calculations and measurements has been made.
One key to continued progress is the maintenance of clear distinctions
between systematic and statistical errors, wherever possible. In this
respect, measurements of the same quantities by different techniques
and dif ferent organizations can be informative. As a final point, the
calibration of the major measurement systems using standard sources and
fields, maintained by organizations such as the National Bureau of
Standards, will also contribute to good science and continued progress
in this field.
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR SESSION A.3: DATA AND TECHNIQUES

J. 3rundl
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C.

and

A. Fudge
U.K. Atomic Energy Authority

Harwell, U.K.

This session focused on measurement techniques and in this area
emphasized the latest generation of dosimetry detection methods.
(1) Measurements were presented for the sapphire detector which showed
this device to be a practical damage monitor (i.e. , one reflecting con-
sistency with neutron dose in dpa units for a variety of neutron spectra
and displaying manageable temperature sensitivity). (2) The niobium
activation detector with its response measurement complexities was subject
to an interlaboratory comparison based on niobium foil irradiations in
the EBR II and BR-2 reactors. It is concluded that for routine dosim-
etry, accuracies of 6 percent are achievable far the 93Nb (n.n' )
reaction rate. Sustained interest in the niobium detector is further
indicated by the report of a measured Cf fission-spectrum-averaged cross
section for Nb(n n'). The result, 149 mb, obtained at an accuracy of
7 percent, represents an important integral benchmark value in view of

the scarcity of cross section information of this reaction. (3) In a
related area of dosimetry, a new microcalorimeter for absorbed dose rate
measurements was described. Higher sensitivity, a necessary improvement
goal for this technique, was repoeted to be a few tenths of one rad per
second for accurate dose rate measurements.

Solid state track recorders for fission reaction rate measurements
are beginning to find an established niche in routine reactor dosimetry.
Three computer controlled systems for quantitative track counting were
described that specifically aim at overcoming the present major incon-
venience of manual track registration. Higher processing rates and
higher track densities are to be expected. Automated instrumentation
systems for proton-recoil track-scanning of nuclear-emulsions are also
under advanced development and will improve accuracy and cost effective-
ness. Applications of a new Compton recoil gamma-ray spectrome.ter
designed for use in reactor radiation environments, and capable of con-
tinuous spectrometry up to 6 MeV, were outlined.

1195
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HIGHLIGHTS OF SESSION B.1 -- LIGHT WATER REACTORS-II
!

Robert A. Shaw
Electric Power Research Institute,

Palo Alto, California
and

JUrgen Ahlf
GKSS-Forschungszentrum

Germany

Austin's report on U.K. dosimetry efforts showed an increased
interest in benchmark validation of calculational methods. The ASPIS
facility, which has operated successfully for a few years, is being
supplemented by a high flux benchmark field in the NESTOR reactor called

NESSUS, and a replica of the PCA within the NESDIP program, which
includes a full representation of the reactor vessel cavity.

The development of a sapphire dpa monitor seems promising. Nonethe-
less it must be kept in mind that earlier attempts at alternatives to
activation detectors have not attained general acceptance.

Tourwe impressively de.nonstrated that flux perturbations in the
mockup surveillance capsules in PSF can be precisely determined by
2-dimensional neutron field calculations. The variance between

; measured and calculated per turbations is no more than 5%.

Fabry, presenting the paper of Minsart et al., stressed the
importance of reliable dosimetry for the future operation of BR3.
Whereas good agreement of measured and calculated fluences can be
attained at a location at the core periphery, an unresolved discrepancy
exists about 10 cm into the moderator where the calculated flux is.

about 50% higher than the measured flux - a situation of concern for
current licensing. Further evidence will be sought from samples to

,

4 be taken from the core basket. A major difficulty in the estimation
of RPV fluence is the complex power history of the plant.

i
,

,

j Shev's overview paper described in- and ex-vessel foil measurements

; to be conducted at ANO-2. It was stressed that although materials
; uncertainties are far greater than dosimetry uncertainties, reductions
'

in the letter continue to be important. In the use of foil activities

| to support the accuracy of neutron transport calculational techniques,
a recommendation was strongly made that the calculations include foil

,

activities, rather than attempting to unfold foil activities to derive
flux spectra,-

i

| Tsoulfanidis and Sallee in the next two papers presented the results
of calculations and measurements in the cavity at ANO-1. Considerable
azimuthal variation in the fluence in and near the pressure vessel was

,

f

i
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] not calculated to be'present in the cavity, which potentially limits
the effectiveness of foil dosimetry in cavities. Compared to measure-
ments in the cavity, the calculations underestimated the flux for

j En > 300 kev and overestimated it below that-energy. ,

L

{ Petilli described a new multiple unfolding technique which allows
.

fluxes and cross-sections to vary using benchmark fields together with ,

4 sets of.results under analyses. It was suggested in the discussion
that this technique was simply another form of the traditional least'

.

squares technique. The discussion did not clarify this issue.
1

|
Martin described a BWR dosimetry experiment in which foils were

irradiated in the cavity of Browns Ferry-3. The results were used to ,

agree in favor of cavity dosimetry as an alternative to in-vessel '

dosimetry. Members of the audience, on the other hand, stated that
j limitations in cavity dosimetry will require continued reliance on

in-vessel dosimetry.
.

:
4

?
1

.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF SESSION B.2 - BENCHMARKS AND NUCLEAR DATA
i

-

W. G. Alberts
Physikalisch-Technische Bundensanstalt

Braunschweig, Germany
i and

*
G. Hansen

LASL
Los Alamos, New Mexico

The papers presented in this session reflect the tedious work of
those who constantly work at ameliorating their benchmark neutron fields
and/or the neutron cross section data base.

Special emphasis was given to the low-energy flux perturbations.
New calculations were performed for the Mol and NBS Cavity Fission,

i Ficids and for the NBS ISNF benchmark. Direct recoil-proton spectrometry
A

measurements in the Romanian and the Mol II fields were directed toward
I

extending the experimental spectra down to lower energies. -Documenting
these spectra is a continuing effort.

A second group of papers focused on cross section data testing for
.

dosimetry cross sections as well as for neutron transport calculations.
Considerable progress was noticed for data testing in the CFRMF and
252Cf neutron fields. It is impressive that the introduction of
variance-covariance analyses has widely found its way into the labora-
tories, and is a considerable improvement in the consistency of the1

data base. The question remains, however, whether there could be a
loss - or a spurious creation - of information if energy-dependent

j dosimetry cross sections are adjusted using adjusted benchmark spectra.
i
*

For this reason the introduction of the 252Cf fission neutron
spectrum, already established as a standard field by the IAEA, into the

. group of CSEWG benchmark ficids is strongly recommended. This field is
i characterized by independent measuring methods,'e.g., direct spectrometry,

and is less dependent on material cross sections than others are.
Dosimetry cross section testing in this field, therefore, does not

,

involve any adjustment of data and is easily reproducible.

The value of (101 3) mb for the 235U fission spectrum-averaged
cross section of the 58Ni(n,p) reaction which is frequently used as a
reference cross section, should be checked against values measured in

; the 252Cf fission spectrum.
f

I

i
'
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HIGHLIGHTS OF SESSION B.3 - TOKAMAK RELATED PAPERS FROM THE
FUSION I AND FUSION II SESSIONS

Charles E. Clifford
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton, New Jersey

The Tokamak related papers in the Fusion Sessions discussed in
this review are as follows:

* Proposed Neutron Diagnostic Systems for JET presented by
Dr. O. N. Jarvis of the A.E.R.E. , Harwell.

* Ine Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, Fusion Reaction Products
Diagnostics, presented by Dr. H. W. Hendel.

* Neutron Dosimetry for the Lithium Blanket Module Program,
presented by Dr. Y. D. Parker of E.G.6G. Idaho, Inc.,

* Fusion-Blanket Dosimetry Program at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) by Dr. F. Y. Tsang, E.G.6G Idaho, Inc.

The Tokamak Diagnostic Programs at 1 >th JET in Culham and TFTR
in Princeton are still in the early stages of development, therefore,
primarily the differences and similarities in the two machines under
construction and their diagnostic philosophics are discussed.

The machine configuration for JET located in England has a D-section
i vacuum vessel. The major diameter of the torus is 5.9 meters and the

horizontal plasma width is 2.5 meters. The vertical extent of the plasma
| 1s 4.2 meters. The TFTR located et Princeton, New Jersey has a major'

radius of 2.7 meters including a toroidal vacuum vessel with a one meter
minor radius. With regard to the operating characteristics of the two
machines, the TFTR has a pulse duration of approximately 0.5 to
1.0 seconds. JET is designed to have a five to ten second pulse width;

'

therefore, there is considerably more time allowed for taking diagnostic
measurements. The TFTR machine is attempting to achieve a break-even
situation on the energy balance, which is that the energy produced in

; the plasma shall be equal to the energy injected by the neutral beams
! and the OH coils. After extensive D-T operation, it is presumed that

the TFTR can achieve q=2, which requires a pulse length of up to five
seconds.

JET has large mild steel magnet rings surrounding the machine to
contain the magnetic field. It is anticipated that the magnetic field
strength outside the rings will be on the order of 100 to 200 gauss.
The TFTR is nonmagnetic and has a conducting vacuum vessel with 3 milli-
ohms resistance. The stray magnetic fields around this machine are
quite large.

I
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JET has a shield design consisting of a single concrete wall which
is nine feet thick and completely surrounds the square reactor hall.
The TFTR has a five-foot-thick concrete wall surrounding a significantly
larger machine test cell than that for the JET. In addition to the test

cell wall, a three foot thick concrete igloo primary shield is installed
prior to D-T operation of the TFTR.

The diagnostic configuration on TFTR is primarily vertical. Twenty
large penetrations are provided through a six-foot-thick concrete
shield directly underneath the machine for diagnostic measurements.
The distance of the diagnostic detectors from the machine can be as
small as six meters. The JET machine has primarily horizontal type
diagnostics where the well-shielded diagnostics must be placed external
to the reactor hall shield wall. In this instance the closest position
for a well shielded detector would be approximately 18 meters.

One of the goals of the diagnostic groups is to measure the total
neutron yield from each machine with the accuracy of 115%. For these
determinations, both JET and TFTR plan to use passive detectors such as
foils of aluminum, nickel, copper, zirconium, and perhaps others. There
is a particular interest in measuring the virgin neutron flux at or near
14.5 MeV with the foil detectors, which will probably require a better
determination of the cross sections of the foil material in che energy
region from 12 to 15 MeV than currently exists. There is a diagnostic
requirement to determine the neutron spectrum with an energy resolution of
0.5 MeV or better. At some point it might be useful to provide the fusion
community with a Foil Calibrating Facility. In addition to the foil
detectors, a selection of neutron spectrometers will be used to further
determine the neutron energy spectrum being emitted by the fusion reactor.

3

Thece spectrometers will include (1) a He proportional counter;
(2) a Ne scintillation detector; and (3) a proton recoil spectrometer2 3

using a thin irradiator. One of the problems which must be overcome
in order to use these detectors is in designing the electronics to
operate in an environment with a high level of electromagnetic
interference.

The fusion community needs additional activation detector studies
to help select the appropriate detectors for use in the energy range
from 12 to 15 MeV and to provide more accurately evaluated cross section
data sets in the same energy range.

In addition to the two , papers on machine diagnostics just discussed,
two others were also presented, which are on neutronic measurments
related to the Lithium Blanket Module program conducted at the TFTR by
EPRI. This program is directed by Dr. Dan Jassby of the Princeton
University Plasma Physics Lab. The detector development work is being
undertaken by Dr. Yale Harker and by Dr. F. Y. Tsang of EC&G. The
Lithium Blanket Module (LBM) program is designed to provide engineering
experience in the development and fabrication of realistic tritium
producing blankets. A primary objective of the LBM Program is to
develop an accurate calculational system for predicting neutron transport
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in the tokamak machine and also in the Lithium Blanket surrounding the
machine. The TFTR at Princeton provides the first usable, widely
extended 14 MeV neutron-source, for this type of experimen?.. A
simulated lithium-oxide type blanket module has been deve?.oped by
General Atomic in support of this program. General Atomic will also
perform the tritium production measurements by destructive examination
of the lithium oxide pellets. The Lithium Blanket Module has been fully
instrumented with passive detectors using typical foils again, including
aluminum, copper, zirconium, nickel and also 238U and 235 U fission foils.

,
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llIGHLIGHTS OF SESSION C.1 - RADIATION DAMAGE CORRELATInN_S_S

AND DAMAGE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

L. E. Steele
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, DC

Summary

Though diverse, this session met conference and session themes
with emphasis mainly on damage resulting from pressure vessel steel
exposure to energetic neutrons.

Review of Papers Presented

Two French Papers - Focus on techniques for describing damage
especially preferred dosimetry procedures.

* Damage in a thermalized neutron (heavy water) environment and the
contribution of lower energy neutrons.

Tailored spectrum study with multiple dosimetry procedures to test*

measured 3gL computed neutron environment 3gt measured changes in
properties of a steel and of tungsten.

Two papers dealt with statistical evaluation of data on irradiated
steels.

* One with analysis of 144 data sets from MPC analysis to assess
influence of Charpy V-notch test procedures and variations in
neutron fluence determination.

Second with analysis of unirradiated and irradiated Charpy V-notch*

data looking for degree of error produced by this test procedure
and ways to better use C data.

y

Paper from Germany (Ahlf) -- described studies of the influence of
irradiation temperature (can be large) and neutron spectrum (how to
evaluate the damaging contribution. Continuing study also to test
flux effect and its level.

US Paper on Standardization (Hedgecock) - emphasized need for
continued diligence in refining both measures of damage (mechanical,
physical) and the damaging environment f rom perspective of ASTM.

Overview of IAEA Specialists Meeting on Irradiation Embrittlement

and Surveillance of Reactor Pressure Components (Steele). Co,nclusions
and recommendations gleened from 13 formal papers and extensive discussion
were reviewed to emphasize goals of this conference.

1205
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|(Cited 6 areas of emphasis) |

1. Radiation Embrittlement

2. Annealing to Correct Embrittlement
i

3. Surveillance
4. Analysis of Fracture Potential of Vessel Steels
S. Neutron Environmental Analysis

6. Knowledge Dissemination Activities

Conclusions
,

1. Considering the diverse neutron spectrum conditions possible in
fission and fusion systems, continued care in defining the environ-
ment is essential if adequate correlations are to be made. (And

correlations are essential -- explain why) .

2. No single neutron threshold or dosimetry technique is adequate --
so must press forward to assess physical damage along side multiple
approaches to environmental determination. (For example -- French
study in tailored spectrum to represent PWR, showed good results
with >l MeV and DPA but not with >0.1 MeV. German study found better
correlation with stee) ambrittlement using >l MeV than DPA.

3. All speakers seemed to agree on need for standardization of
methodology and optimization of data by standards and by statistical
analyals. This implies continuing maintenance of full data banks
from test reactor experiments and operating plants.

4. Results of parallel studies by specialists in damage of components
is essential. Cite recommendations of IAEA specialists on Neutron

|
Environmental Analysis.

!

!

t

|

|
,
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NEUTRON ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

Based on the overview paper and other discussion, recommendations
'ramed by IAEA specialists include the following:

1. Support goals and activities of sister international groups
especially oceking improved damage function analysis for vessel
steels.

2. Endorse " Caprice" committee activities and joint conference plans
with OECD/NEA groups.

3. Actively support national and international dosimetry standards
(through research and coordination) to systematically advance:

A. Accuracy of pertinent nuclear constants.

B. Methodology for long-term dosimetry.

C. Specific surveillance studies.

D. Damage function for steel in LWR environment.

E. Definition of envirenment in most appropriate terms.

F. Means for projection of damaging environment - capsule to
wall or to point in vessel as 1/4 T.

;

-.
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HIC 11LICHTS OF SESSION C.2 - NUCLEAR DATA NEEDS AND PROBLEMS

John Levellen
U.S. DOE

Washington, D.C.

Dr. Kocherov gave highlights of an IAEA Advisory Group Meeting on'

Nuclear Data for Radiation Damage and Related S.tfety Aspects which was
held in Vienna in October 1981. Requirements for nuclear data used

t for estimating radiation damage were reviewed and recommendtions con-
| cerning future activities of the IAEA nuclear data section were developed.

One recommendation was to establish for international reference a new,

i Reactor Radiation Damage Nuclear Data File within the next three years.
Other conclusions and recommendations can be found in the report
INDC (NDS)-128/GR.

Furthr IAEA action is described in the paper by Cullen, Kocherov,
and McLaughlin on the present IAEA reactor dosimetry file, IRDF-82. This
file was released in February, 1982 and is now available through the
Agency. It provides a comprehensive set of dosimetry reaction cross
sections and uncertainties in multigroup form. Multigroup spectra are
also provided. Listings of file contents and comparisons of average
cross sections for CF-252 and U-235 fission spectra with integral,

; experiments were reported.

A paper presented by Dr. Fu of ORNL'on experience using covariances
of ENDF/B-V dosimetry cross sections attracted much interest. Ratio
data with covariances were combined with eleven ENDF/B-V dosimetry
cross sections using a generalized least-squares method. Some problems
encountered in this work, which is continuing and is still developmental
in nature, were traced to several deficiencies in the covariances. The
character of the input data and an example illustrating the problems
were discussed in detail. It now appears that use of this approach
enables assignment of more credible covariance matrices to the input
data and significant improvement in the results.

Other generalized least-squares analyses are being done at HEDL
by R. E. Schenter and others, and a rummary was presented. The FERRET
code was used, in a pointwise energy sense, to obtain cross section
evaluations with uncertainty values. Two important reactions, FE-58
(n,a) FE-59, and FE-54 (n,p) Mn-54 have been released as part of the
Version V dosimetry file.

Work of R. L. Simons and his associates at HEDL includes reevalua-
tion of neutron dosimeters from forty-one PWR surveillance capsules.
The ratio of new to old exposure values for fluence greater than 1 MeV'

,

averaged 1. 3. Factors which were analzyed and found to be significant
in at least some cases include:

i

1
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capsule geometry corrections*

.

! * fissile impurity atoms
!

* burn-in of Pu-239

differences in fuel loading for each fuel cycle.*

1

The fission reactions for U-238 and Np-237 were found to be-

important in achieving uncertainties of 15% or better in exposure'

values. Without these indicators, uncertainty increased to about 30%.
Several improved practices for dosimetry analyses were tested, and

:

i specified practices will be recommended through ASTM standards.

Interlaboratory dosimetry comparisons using the ORR-PSF facility
have been conducted by Kellogg. Considerable experience has been
gained in correctly interpreting the results obtained from the cooper-,

; ating organizations. Accordingly, general radiometric procedures for,

; use by ASTM are being prepared. One approach now being studied is a
way to provide fission fluxes equivalent to the fields pertaining to'

the actual measurements. The results indicate, as noted before, that
; accuracy is improved by inclusion of fissionable dosimeters, and in

general, the goal of 15% uncertainty or better in fluence is becoming
achievable.

Measurements of integral helium generation in Li-6 and B-10 were
reported by B. M. Oliver at AI and others. Numerous.small samples of
boron, enriched boron and enriched LiF were irradiated in the sigma-;

!sigma and fission cavity standard fields at Mol, Belgium. Reports on
similar measurements in the BIG 10 and CFRMF fields have been given:

earlier.

The measured reaction rates have been compared with theoretical

|
values and values calculated from the Version V cross sections, and,

i spectrum-unfolded neutron spectral shapes. It appears that the Li-6
results can be understood if interpreted carefully. However, thei

relative B-10 cross section inferred from the measurements remains
roughly 10% higher than predicted. Study of this discrepancy is
continuing.

The status of ENDF/B fission yield files and their development
] was summarized in an abstract of a paper by R. E. Schenter of HEDL and

|
others. At present, extensive. yields and their uncertainties for ,

' fission in 11 nuclides, in some cases for more'than one incident neutron
energy, exist in ENDF/B. Emphasis in this paper will be on the detailed
status of yields important for dosimetry applications.

1

Generally, the papers given in Session C.2 indicate considerable;

progress. A large data base is becoming available and understanding
of evaluation techniques for data and uncertainties is improving.

,

'
s
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llICllLICilTS FOR SESSION C.3 -- FUSION II. IKTENSE NEUTRON SOURCES
FOR~ FUSION RADIATION < DAMAGE STUDIES

R. Dierckx
Joint Research Centre

Ispra, Italy
and

L. Greenwood
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois

The most important development focused on the Fusion Materials
Irradiation Test Facility, FMIT, a special-purpose neutron source still

-

in the project phase. Other ccuntries are interested in principle, but /

have no direct plans to build this type of source. The Rotating Target
Neutron Source, RTNSII, is now fully operating and used intensively for
Fusion related damage studies.

In the absence of available special purpose high-energy intense
neutron sources, the use of existing spallation sources is being
fo rwarded. The Argonne (USA) Intense Pulsed Neutron Source, IPNS, is

.

now operating. At SIN (Switzerland) a similar source is being built,
and in Germany, such a source is projected. All these sources provide
a relatively high neutron flux (0 = 6 x 1013 n/cm2 per ma) in quite a
large volume (1 liter).

The targets of these spallation sources are made of a high Z-material
(uranium or lead) leading to a neutron spectrum with two components; a
fission-like part and a high-energy neutron tail (up to 100 Mev).

At Los Alamos, the LAMPF's beam stop, a copper block, can also be
used for fusion related radiation damage experiments (JRC/ISPRA/ Europe
has an irradiation in progress). A copper target gives harder neutron
spectra than a high Z target, but a lower flux level.

Dosimetry techniques including helium accumulation detectors are
being developed. Dosimetry cross sections and displacement cross
sections, as well as tests at higher energies (up to 40 Mev) are
needed.

In conclusion, special purpose neutron sources (RTNS, FMIT) are
preferred, but in the absence of such intense neutron sources, spalla-
tion sources can provide useful information.

1211
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PAR P. MAS
Centre D'Etuden Nucleaires

de Grenoble
Grenoble, France

J'ai beaucoup de chances de rapporter cette troisieme session
sur les reacteurs a eau legere car c'est celle qui m'a le plus interesse.
Je trouve en effet que les sujets traites dans cette session eclairent
particulierement la finalite de notre travail.

Je dris dire ici que toutes les comunications de cette session
etaient de grande quaHte et si j'insiste plus particulierement sur certains
sujets, ce n'est pas par dedain pour les autres, mais c'est parce que per-
sonnellement les premiers me posent plus de questions.

Pour en revenir a notre objet, l'eclairage particulier sur nos
travaux a ete donne par des metallurgistes, des exploitants de reacteurs
et enfin par des representants de la 30 rete. En ce qui concerne les premiers,
vous avouerais-je que je n'ai pu toujours saisir vraiment a fond les sub-
tilites savantes qui nous etaient exposees. Cependant, j'ai ete tres impres-
sionne par la qualite des travaux qui se poursuivent et notamment, sur les
effets du choc thermique, d'autant plus qu'en EUROPE, les travaux sur ce
sujet sont encore tres peu developpes.

Les communications des exploitants de reacteurs ont eu l'im-

mense avantage de nous montrer concretement la nature des problemes qui
se posent et la difficulte pratique de les resoudre. L' expose de M. SANDRELLI
etait a cet egard fort instructif. Le nombre de detecteurs per' us, les dif-d
ficultes pour acceder au reacteur en sont une illustration pertinente
et les resultats interessants. Quant aux problemes de surveillance qui ont
fait par ailleurs l'objet d'un atelier l' apres-midi, j'ai ete tres impres-
sionne par l'ingeniosite qui est nise dans l' elaboration des procrames,
ce qui ressort particulierement bien de l' expose de M. LOWE. Ingeniosite
egalement dans la determination de la sensibilite de l' exposition aux dis-
tributions de puissance. On a pu mesurer, a travers la communication de
M. ANDERSON, tout le parti que l'on peut tirer de telles considerations.

Enfin, l' expose fait par M. NEIL RANDALL m'a reellement tres
interesse. Il me semble en effet que 'on trouve la l' application et la

.../...
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justification du travail qui est fait dans les.*aboratoires de dosimetrie,
tant en ce qui concerne l' amelioration des donsees nucleaires, que la vali-
dation generale des methodes de calcul neutro siques ou de determination4

experimentale et theorique des dommages que ' ' irradiation neutronique cause
aux aciers des cuves de pression. Je'dois dire, ici, que je suis content
de constater qu'il y a eu une certaine evolution dans la designation' des
fluences responsables des dommages. L'unith d.p.a.,qJi est maintenant re-

i
commandee depuis quelques annees tant par -l'A.S.T.M. que par l'EURATQ4,
semble avoir maintenant franchi la porte des organismes de sGrete. Mais

~

peut-6t'/t faut-il se presser lentement. Il paral,t a peu pres admis main-
a

tenant par la majorite que la fluence superieure a 1 MeV ne rend pas compte
des dommage. -ce qui n'empeche pas les courbes de reference d'etre 'toujours
dans cette unite. Le d.p.a. etant plus severe pourrait etre choisi facile-
ment mais pourquoi pas la fluence superieure a 0,1 MeV. La poursuite des -

etudes dans ce domaine me semble necessaire, m&me si des detecteurs de dom-

mages. tels que le saphir et, le tungstene apportent une reponse globale.
- .

,

~

Enfin, je voudrais faire une petite. remarque : j'ai tres' peu vu,
avec les chiffres qui nous etaient montres, les barres d'erreur .correspon-
dantes. Il y a la un oubli regrettable. 'Il y a 15 ans, ai-je lu dhni'une
communication, les fluences. etaient determinees avec un fa'cteur 2 d'incer--

~

titude. Qu'en est-il maintenant ? et qu'en est-il des determinations'du
'

deplacement de la temperature de transition ? Il y a sGrement la un chpmp
de reflexion important! Je souhaite qu'a notre prochain symposium quelques

J

l exposes soient en relation avec ce sujet et que d'ici la des ar: sysac de ~

s'ensibilite soient faites.j

.
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llICHLIGHTS OF SESSION D.2 - ADJUSDfENT CODES AND UNCERTAINTIES

M. Petilli
CNEN

..ome, Italy
and

F. Schmittroth
Westinghouse Hanford
Richland, Washington

Uncertainties, correlations and their mathematical representation
as covariance matrices were a central feature of this session as well
as an important part of the general symposium. The first paper dis-
cussed the REAL-80 exercise, an international comparison of widely used|

unfolding codes. An important goal in this study was to assess state
of the art methods in deriving values and uncertainties for integral
quantities such as dpa. It was concluded that the predicted displace-
ments in steel varied by about 6% or less among the various participants.

A clear secondary achievement of this exercise was to provide much
thought about covariance matrices and their use and evaluation. This
paper as well as others at the session and the associated postet
sessions stressed the need for using and understanding the data correla-
tions and uncertainties that affect derived integral quantities.

A paper discussing dosimetry measurements in the Japanese reactor
JOYO also emphasized a proper treatment of uncertainties and correlations
as used in the recently developed Japanese code NEUPAC. A careful
treatment of experimental uncertainties in the JOYO analysis was also
presented.

Other developments included a further extension of the generalized
least-squares codes LSL and FERRET which utilize lognormal distributions.
An extreme example of adjustment was presented for a FERRET analysis
that included adjustments of several hundred percent. Studies with
LSL explored the sensitivity of derived dpa uncertainties on different
assumpti(ns for input uncertainties and correlations. Discussion of
highly retined analyses with the ORNL LEPRICON code should also be
mentioned. Finally, a detailed discussion of RFSP unfolding calculations
emphasized the importance of having proper cross section covariance
matrices available.

Throughout the session, lively discussions ref1ceted the vitality
that presently exists in the development and application of data
adjustment methods in reactor dosimetry.

1215
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WORKSHOP ON ADJUSTMENT CODES AND UNCERTAINTIES

F. W. Stallmann
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN

HIGHLIGHTS

Adjustment procedures have come a long way since this topic was
discussed at the First ASTM-EURATOM Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry in
1975. At that time the determination of neutron spectra was done with
a variety of unfolding methods whose assumptions and goals were rather
vaguely defined and unrealistic. Today it is generally accepted
that only a well defined statistical procedure such as least squares
should be used and that the only legitimate goal is to reduce the
uncertainties for the output spectra through a suitable combination
of input information. This implies that the uncertainties of all input
data, i.e., reaction rates, cross sections, and input spectra must be
available as well defined variances and covariances. It also implies
that inconsistencies which are outside the uncertainty bounds cannot
by tolerated and have to be resolved before an adjustment procedure car
be applied. Ideas and problems concerning the assignment of variance-
and covariances to input data and the treatment of inconsistencies
have already surfaced on several occasions in other sessions and were
focussed more clearly at the workshop.

This workshop began with an overview by W. L. Zijp, " Workshop on
Spectrum Adjustment Procedures," and was followed by a presentation by
R. A. Fberker of the covariance matrix for the calculated PCA
spectrum at simulated surveillance position. This covariance matrix
was obtained through the methodology described in " Development and
Demonstration of an Advanced Methodology for LWR Dosimetry Applications"
(EPRI NP-2188), R. A. Macrker, et al. Notable is the high correlation
between fluence rates at different energy groups which indicates that
the fluence spectrum shape can much more accurately be calculated
than the absolute fluence rates. It is hoped that these results will
provide a model for determining fluence covariances for other calculated
fluence spectra.

Discussions during the workshop were concerned with the determina-
tion of covariances for reaction cross section data. Presently available
data in the ENDF/B-V format are rather unrealistic in that total correla-
tion is assumed within given energy groups making adjustments inflexible
within groups and discontinuous between groups. The covariance data
also tend to become more and more unwieldly if the cross section data
are corrected using benchmark irradiations. No consensus was reached
but the need was felt for further standardization of covariance data land for procedures of assigning covariance in expanded or condensed
group structues.

1219
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2Further discussions concerned the use of total or partial X tests
for the determination of inconsistencies in the input data. Again no
consensus was reached.

One object of the workshop was to provide input for the ASTM
E1V.05.01 Task Group on Uncertainty Analysis. Within this context
participants were encouraged to comment on the new ASTM Standard on
Adjustment Methods. The most recent version will be sent to interested
participants of the workshop.
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WORKSHOP ON SPECTRUM ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES

W. L. Zijp
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation

Petten, Netherlands
and

F. W. Stallmann
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN

1. Scope of adjustment

Adjustment codes are designed to modify input data in such a way
that the resulting modified (i.e. output) data are more consistent with
the measured " integral" values given in the input. The set of input
data comprises three categories of data:
- a set of n reaction rates, preferably accompanied with information on

their uncertainties and correlations;
- a set of m group values for the fluence rate, preferably accompanied

with information on their uncertainties and correlations;
- cross-sectien data for these n reactions in k groups, preferably accom-

panied with information on their uncertainties and their correlations
(primarily for each reaction separately, but uaybe also between the
various reactions involved).

The uncertainties and correlations are normally transformed into a co-
variance matrix, or into a correlation matrix.

2. Importance of adjustment

Neutron spectrum adjustment procedures are important for applica-
tion to determine among others
- in-core spectra in fission reactors;
- reactor pressure vessel spectra;
- first wall fusion reactor spectra;
- neutron spectra for the purpose of accident dosimetry;
- accelerator produced neutron' spectra;

~

- which spectra are a means to derive integral parameters (such as
reaction rates) and their uncertainties.

Such adjustment procedures are especially useful in situations
where other detection methods (like time-of-flight and proton recoil
methods) cannot be applied, because of space limitations and/or high
background gamma radiation levels. On the other hand, active spectro-
meter methods like proton recoil do not necessarily render superfluous
the spectrum adjustment methods, nor can adjustment methods replace
high resolution spectral measurements.

A particular type of adjustment met in practice is the normalization
of an available spectrum representation on the basis of one, two, or
three activation detector responses. Sometimes an adjustment procedure
is started with the special aim to check the numerical values of the
input data by comparing the experimental reaction rates with the cal-
culated reaction rates, derived from input cross-sections and input
spectrum.

1221
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3. Practical characteristics of codes

Assuming that a valid mathematical procedure is used, the following
characteristics are of practical importance for the selection of a code:
- requirements for specifying input values for uncertainties in reaction

rates, group fluence rates, and group cross-section values;
- requirements for specifyinr, input values for correlations between reac-

tion rates, between fluence rates, and between group cross-section
values;

- the convergence criterion (in cases that an iteration procedure is in-
volved);
the number of groups involved (in routine use, or its maximum value);-

- possibility for calculating uncertainty information for the output
spectrum;

- compatibility with computers (programming language; memory capacity
required; processing time) .

4. Input requirements

It is dif ficult to present a list of codes f requently used or to re-
commend particular codes for application. As an indication of the appli-
cability of adjustment codes we list here the codes used in the REAL-80
exercise, together with a scheme * of some important requirements.

input requirements output
ad j.ustment feature

code s(A) s(c) s($) cov(A) cov(c) cov($) s($)

CRYSTAL BALL + - - - - - -

FERRET
GERDM02
ITER
LOUH1-78
LSL + + + + + + +

NEUPAC + + + + + + +

- - - - - - -

SAND-II
+

SANDBP + + - - - -

+
SANDMX ? ? - - - -

+-

SANDPET + + + - *

SENSAK
STAY'SL + + + + + + +

WINDOWS + - ** - - - -

two very simple correlation matrices (with values 0 and 1) can be used.*

**not applicable.

*
Not yet completed.

. - _ .
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5. Input spectrum

All adjustment codes listed above require an input spectrum.
Af ter normalization the input spectrum should not deviate too much
from the actual neutron spectruc. More quantitatively, the (norma-
lized) input spectrum should be able to predict the measured reaction

| rates within say 25 per cent. Normally reactor spectra based on reactor
physics calculations have a good quality to prepare an input spectrum.
Remark: Sometimes the calculated spectra have to be extrapolated to lower
and/or to higher energy regions, in order to meet the requirements with
respect to the number of groups used in the adjustment code. Sometimes
also conversions have to be performed, e.g. from point values to group
values or vice versa, or f rom one group structure to another.

6. Input reaction rates

The input reaction rates should preferably have an uncertainty (in
terms of standard deviation for reproducibility) of less than 5 per cent,
or, if possible, less than 3 per cent.
Remarks: 1. These values refer to the routinely used activation detectors.
For special applications less routine reactions may be applied with some-
what larger uncertainties. 2. The mentioned values of 5 and 3 per cent
are goal quantities which maybe contain an unknown systematic deviation
(e.g. related to an inaccurate value of the gamma-ray emission probabil-
ity, or an inaccurate half-life).

7. Input cross-sections

The input cross-section data should, where possible, be based on a
recently evaluated nuclear data file, e.g. the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file,
or the more extended International Reactor Dosimetry File (IRDF), to be
released early 1982, or on fine group cross-section data libraries derived
from these files (e.g. the DOSCROS81 file).

8. Number of groups

The number of groups normally used in the adjustment pros adures de-
pends on the features of the code, the capabilities of the com; 2ter, the
structure of available cross-section data, and the desired smoothness of
the output spectrum. If the cade permits, it may sometimes be advanta-
geous to choose a group structure which is also applied in the transport
theory calculation of the input spectrum. There does not exist a single
recommended group structure, which should be preferably applied for
general application in all laboratories. When one can only apply a
limited number of groups, the group structure should primarily be
governed by the type of spectrum under investigation (thermal, fast, CTR).
For many activation reactions evaluated cross-section data are available
in a 640 group structure (e.g. In the DAMSIC81 and the DOSCROS81 libraries).
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However, experimental information on covariance data for the cross-
sections is at present rather rare, and this does not *equire so many
groups for a good representation. The covariance information for cross-
sections, .which is available in the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file, is available
in a rather coarse block structure (typically less than 30 blocks).
Within each block the cross-section values are completely correlated, i.e.
the shape of the cross-section curve is maintained within each energy
inter-al of the block.

If the consistency of the input data is guaranteed, then the number
of fine groups used in the adjustment procedure has no major effect on
the predicted values for reaction rates. If consistencies may occur,

then these may sometimes become apparent when a group structure, which
is fine enough, is used. In such cases one may notice a large number of
iterations and/or the occurrence of local peaks and valleys in the output
spectrum. However, these " local peaks and vallyes" are not exclusively
caused by inconsistent input data.

9. Number of detectors

The number of detection reactions should not be chosen too small.
As a general rule the improvement obtained in an adjustment procedure
will increase with the number of detectors, but one should realize that
the energy response of a detector determines largely its actual contri-
bution to an improvement. One may therefore state that the number of
detection reactions is less important than their individual responses
which determines the coverage and the resoiution of the output spectrum
in the energy range of interest.
An extended set of detectors which supplies a very welcome overlap of
response regions might be helpful to arrive at a guaranteed reliability
of the output group fluence rate. For any particular application there
exists in practice only a limited number of useful reactions (rarely
more than 15 to 20) with clearly different energy response which can be
used. An approach of merely increasing the number of reactions without
careful consideration of their energy response may not lead to an ap-
preciably better adjustment result (i.e. a spectrum with significantly
smaller catput uncertainties).

The number of detectors has also some relation with the quality of
the calculated input spectrum. Under favourable conditions the adjust-
ment involves only normalization and some minor modifications. In such
cases a limited number of detectors is acceptable and justified. Relevant
reactions should be included even with a good quality input spectrum.
If, however, no good quality input spectrum can bc supplied and major
modifications cannot be excluded, then the adjustment should preferably
be based on a somewhat larger detector set. General rule: In each case
the detector set should be chosen carefully and with a view to the
detector response in the energy range of interest.

|
_.
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10. Differential performance

The output spectra obtained by the codes used in the REAL-80 exercise
show the largest differences in the intermediate region of the thermal ORR
spectrum, where the response of the activation detectors is rather poor.
Remark: This conclusion was reached for this calculational exercise, and
may not be valid for other cases met in practice (e.g. for reactor pres-
sure vessel spectra), where it is difficult to obtain good quality input
data. The differential shape of output spectra with a very fine group
structure in regions where the activation detector gives poor response,
is not a good indicator for the performance of adjustment methods. The
corresponding uncertainties remain necessarily large, so that large dif-
ferences among different codes may be well within uncertainty bounds.

11. Integral performance

The REAL-80 exercise has shown that the adjustment codes listed above
yield spectra by means of which, under the specified conditions, one can
predict quite well spectrum-averaged reaction rates, such as activation
rate in nickel and the displacement rate in steel. Also the quantities
like 4 > 1 MeV and 4 > 0,1 MeV can be calculated quite well by this approach.

12. Choice of codes

One should always try to perform adjustments with those types of
codes, which can take into account the uncertainties in the reaction
rates, the fluence rates, and the cross-sections. This approach assumes
that these data are available or can be reasonably estimated. If those
uncertainty data are absent, and cannot be produced with reasonable ef-
fort, one has to rely on codes, which do not require these uncertainties.
For those cases the SAND-II types of codes have found wide application.
It is noted that the SAND-II code has some user-friendly attractive features.
When adjustment codes are used for critical applications, it it necessary
to provide estimates for the uncertainties. The output uncertainties
cannot be determined without some reasonable estimates for the input
uncertainties. This requirement cannot be circumvented by using codes
which do not require input uncertainties.

13. Least squares principle

Many adjustment codes are based on a least squares principle. It
has been recognized that even the SAND-II algorithm involves implicitly
a least squares approach: in each iteration step the adjustment minimizes
the deviation for the logarithms of the physical quantities involved.
The LSL code, recently developed at ORNL, uses also the least squares
adjustment of the logarithms of the physical quantities. Such an ap-
proach gives the guarantee that the output fluence rates and cross-se.-
tions are always positive.

__- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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14. Chi-square consistency tests

If one assumes that the joint density functions of the inpat varia-
bles have a normal character, one has the possibility to perform two
statistical tests to check the distribution of the input data:
a. The well known chi-square test to check the internal consistency of

input data, taking into account the covariance matrix;
b. The same chi-square test to check the randomness of the components

constituting the chi-square value.

Let A = vector of n input reaction rates ag;
1 = vector of-m input fluence rates $j;
S_

= vector for all. group cross-section values cij , in series for
all reactions involved;

V = covariance matrix for the reaction rates;
=a
y = covariance matrix for the fluence rates;

3 = covariance matrix for the cross-section.3

Let subscript 0 denote the initial estimate (input value);
superscript ^ denote the adjusted value (output value).

Then one has the f ollowing generalized least-squares expression:

2 . (go_ g-)T _i , (go _ g-),y
X

0

1+ (S - S_)T . ys . (S - S_)
--

o o9

+ (A - A_)T . V4 . (g - A_)
-

I-

m

It is assumed that the three parameter vectors are independent.
This generalized Icast squares expression can conveniently be written
in matrix notation:

^
, -l,T -

,->

1o-1 Y+o 0 0 L -1
g_g_2

X
g _3 o 33 o ,,o 9

A -Ig-A 0 0 V4 g
. .

. . .

Lety denote the covariance matrix for input (experimental) reaction

rates, and

yA, denote the covariance matrix for expected (calculated) reaction
rates A', based on values for g and g.
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;

It can be shown that the minimum value of chi-square can be calcu-
lated easily from the input data, using the relationi

2=(% - A')A
- (V + V ,)-IX<

(% - A')
*

A.

A =A -

g

It is noted that the consistency test can be performed before the
solution is calculated, if at least all input data are accompanied with
covariance information.

,

Since one may expect that each of the n reaction rates contributes
on the average 1/n-th part of the minimum chi-square value, one may test
for the presence of one or a few outlying reaction rates. A (too) large

i contribution to X . from a particular reaction rate should be investi-2

gated carefully. "hSwever, a large contribution to the chi-square value-

arising from any piece of bad data may be cancelled by contributionsj
'

f rom date which have better than expected agreement with each other.
Too small coniributions to X"2 may occur when the uncertainty estimates*"involved are too large.i

15. Role of chi-square

The interpretation of the quality of the output spectrum depends on~

the extent with which the uncertainty information is taken into account.
One should realize that the consistency of all data involved in an ad-a

justment procedure plays an essential role.

} If the adjustment procedure leads to an unlikely large value of the
; chi-square parameter, the set of input data is inconsistent, and the re-
3 sults of the adjustment algorithm are questionable, or even unreliable.

In this case the whole set of input data should be carefully examined in
an attempt to improve its consistency. If an unlikely small value of the
chi-square occurs, the data under consideration are "too good"; this is
an indication for a too conservative estimation of the variances involved.

s'

Any changes in the input data for a new adjustment (which changes,

need not be equal for the different parameters) should be based on a good
knowledge of the physics aspects of the adjustment problem. One should
never automatically use the approach, to modify all uncertainties in-4

) volved with the same constant factor, in order to arrive at a chi-square
value of unity.

General rules:
| 1. Unlikely large values of chi square indicate inconsistencies in the

input data set;
j 2. Unlikely small values of chi-square may indicate too large values of
'

the variances involved;
3. Discrepant or outlying values for one chi-square component (related to

a cross-section, or a reaction rate) do not automatically lead to un-;

likely large values of X,2
4

i

k

,- - - _ _ . - - - - . _ . - ,, . - _ _ _ - . - . - _
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16. Internal consistency

The most practical way to determine inconsistencies is to look at
the chi-square value defined above, which is based on the comparison be-
tween measured and calculated reaction rates. In general the internal
consistency of the input data is considered to be more important than
the particular algorithm of the adjustment code. If the internal con-

sistency cannot be judged by the chi-square value (as is the case for
SAND-II types of codes), the quality of the input data and the behaviour
of the adjustment code can sometimes be judged from other characteristics,
such as
- the number of iterations required to reach acceptable convergence;
- the smoothness of the output spectrum (taking into account the chosen

group structure).

17. Role of covariance information

If covariance information is used in the adjustment algorithm, the
adjustment essentially modifies the input data in such a way that the
output uncertainties are smaller than the corresponding input uncertainties.'

Mathematically the adjustment implies then a minimization of the general-
ized least-squares expression. If an adjustment code does not require ex-
plicit input values for the covariance matrix, the algorithm involved has!

to use, instead of a specified covariance matrix, some empirical rules,
for which not always an explicit expression is present or known.
In a very simpla case dealing with two activation reactions it has been
shown that the output spectra obtained with some codes which do not re-
quire a covariance matrix, can be approximated by the output spectra of
STAY'SL (which requires full covariance matrix information) with a
specially chosen structure of the input spectrum covariance matrix.

18. Objectivity, uniqueness

If the required covariance input information is not readily avail-
able, and has to be estimated partly, the output spectrum will be depen-
dent on this estimation procedure. Consequently the output spectrum will
be influenced by the experience and skill of the scientist performing
the adjustment. An objective and unique result can only be obtained, if
least-squares procedures are used, and if all required input information
is available. For a given set of input data, comprising full covariance
matrix information, each code which is based on a generalized least-
squares principle will give an objective and we'll-defined solution. This

,

means that the adjustment problem is completely defined by the set of'

input data, and that any change in the input data defines a new problem.,

A well defined output spectrum, however without uncertainty information,
can be obtained with the CRYSTAL BALL code, for which the required input
uncertainties refer only to the reaction rates.

1

._ __ -. .-
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19. Absence of covariance information

At present it is rather difficult to find or to construct all uncer-
tainty and correlation information required for adjustment codes like
STAY'SL, which use a weight matrix corresponding to the inverse of the
covariance matrix. The practice has arisen to introduce rough estimates
for missing values for matrix elements, and to make changes - by trial
and error - in the values of some matrix elements, in order to arrive at
an output spectrum which seems acceptable from a physics point of view.
It is emphasized that such an approach is very subjective. The problem
of lacking covariance information is most heavy for the group fluencerate values. Maybe it is worthwhile to establish guidelines for derivinginput values for fluence rate correlations. It seems convenient to have
the same histogram structure both for the cross-section uncertainty andthe spectrum correlation. Further the overall pattern of the correlation
function should be dependent on the representative energy / lethargy value
of the groi:p, and not by the serial number of the group. However, if one
cannot make estimates, but instead makes some-rough guesses, which are

physically justified, then one should not be surprised when the out-not

put of an adjustment procedure yields unrealistic data. Therefore one
should be very careful in creating covariance information.

20. Estimation of covariance information

It should be noted that variances and covariances need not to be
known in an accurate way, in order to be applied in adjustment procedures.
Rough and subjective estimates (accurate within say 30 per cent) will be
sufficient for many applications. This means that the variances and co-
variances need not always be derived from elaborate sensitivity calcula-
tions or similar tools. Frequently any simple but sufficiently conserva-
tive estimate may legitimately be used. Such simplifications will of
course lead to an increase in the output uncertainties, but sucn an in-
crease may not be large enough to justify the effort for a more elstora-tive uncertainty analysis.

21. Future needs

a. An annual or biannual status report on the precision and accuracy of
cross-section data for neutron metrology reactions.

b. Smaller uncertainties for some of these reactions, apparent from such
a status report.

c. Rules for deriving values needed in covariance matrices, based on a
knowledge of the physics aspects of the adjustment problem, in cases
where the required numerical values for one or more matrix elementsare lacking.

d. A detailed study of the effect of neutron self-shielding in activationdetectors.
c. A better approach for the treatment of the influence of detector covers,made of cadmium, gadolinium, or boron.

--__- - ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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22. Some conclusions

1. The occurrence of unlikely values of thq chi-square parameter is a
sufficient, but not a necessary condition in order to arrive at the
conclusion that inconsistencies are present.

2. From a methodology point of view the use of adjustment codes which can
provide output uncertainties for the output spectrum should be en-
couraged.

3. The lack of suf ficient data and/or the presence of too inaccurate data
on variances and covariances should not directly exclude the use of
adjustment procedures which require input uncertainties and provide
output uncertainties.

4. There is an urgent need for good covariance information for spectra
of practical interest.
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WORKSHOP ON NUCLEAR DATA AND BENCHMARKS
*

A. Fabry
CEN/SCK

Mol, Belgium
i B. Magurno "

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY

W. N. McElroy
Westinghouse Hanford Company

. Richland, WA

and,

! E. P. Lippincott
Westinghouse Hanford Company

Richland, WA

.

The current status of dosimetry benchmark fields was introduced by
W. N. McElroy. At present there are three CSEWG benchmarks (CFRMF,

4 BIG-10, and 235Ufission),onlyoneofwhichhasanaccep52ted set ofuncertainties. There are also two proposed benchmarks ( Cf and ISNF).;

1 It was proposed that additional benchmarks be established for use in
ASTM standards but that these not be required to meet the CSEWG,

| specifications and acceptance. These benchmark fields would be of
; four types: LWR surveillance, fast reactor fission, and fusion
'

neutronic benchmarks, and gamma benchmarks. Examples include NESDIP,
VENUS, YAYOI, PCA/ PSF, EE, EBR-ll, FFTF, and accelerator spectra.

Considerable discussion ensued on the proper use of benchmarks
and uncertainty requirements. It is likely that benchmark data will

., be used not only for data testing, but also for data adjustment. Of
} great concern when this is done is the proper handling of correlations
i between the cross sections, spectra, and integral data that are introduced.
i This can be avoided if a small number of groups can be used and simul-

taneous adjustment of unknown plus benchmark spectra, cross sections,
and reaction rates are carried out. It is unlikely that this will be<

done routinely, but the effects of correlations introduced into cross
section evaluations must be investigated. If these effects can be,

neglected or approximated for classes of problems, considerable simpli-
fication will result. It is apparent, however, that cross section files
and covariance matrices already contain hidden correlations with

1 integral data.

|
Discussion of the benchmark uncertainty specification requirements<

I led to two conclusions:

1. Detailed uncertainty information on behenmarks such as BIG-10 will
not be available in the near future. This will severely limit4

' the application of benchmarks and vigorous cross section consistency
j tests can only be made if this uncertainty data is available.

1231,
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J. J. Wagschal suggested that specifications of benchmarks should2. First would be a detailed description of allbe in two parts.
dimensions, compositions, densities, etc. necessary for input to

It should be noted that this has not beenphysics calculations. 252Cf fields in use eachdone for all cases, e.g. there are many
of which needs to be completely described. The second part is

Thus laboratories would be freea reference calculated spectrum.
to calculate improved spectral representations.

The current, reported status of the.252Cf fission neutron spectrum
was not reviewed at this meeting but some discussion was prompted by252Cf
recent preliminary high-energy threshold measurements in the PTB252Cf field.field and by HEDL analyses of emulsions irradiated in the NBS

Data from
Additional discussion then commenced on nuclear data.

CFRMF was exhibited to demonstrate the consistency of the ENDF/B-V
cross sections, to show the spectral sensitivities in the three CSEWG
benchmark fields, and to illustrate least squares cross section adjust-

All cross sectionsments as made by FERRET on the CFRMF spectrum.
except five were found to be consistent with the calibrated spectrum
and after adjustment only B(n,a) was found to be inconsistent.10

Data on a preliminary adjustment of the Fe(n,y) cross section using56

five EBR-11 spectra was shown to quantitatively agree with the CFRMF'

Adjustments based on EBR-ll dataanalysis and inferences from BIG-10.
is expected to improve cross section consistency for several dosimetry
reactions appropriate for high fluence measurements.
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WORKSHOP ON LWR SURVEILLANCE AND DOSlMETRY

Art Lowe
Babcock and Wilcox

Lynchburg, VA
and

H. Tourwe
SCK/CEN

Mol, Belgium

The following represent the highlights of the LWR Surveillance and
Dosimetry workshop:

1. The scrap technique for producing dosimetry material has been
proven to be both a practical and reliable method for determining
fluence values. The method can be used to supply fluence values
on the reactor vessel and, when used for comparison with capsule
dosimetry, yield more accurate lead factors.

2. The uncertainty of specific activities at the surveillance capsule
locations is largely due to the uncertainties of the dimensional
relationship of the capsule dosimeters relative to the various core
and internal components.

3. The current uncertainty in fluence determination is adequate now
but must be improved because future analysis of reactor vessel
integrity will demand it. Also, the present uncertainty of
fluence analysis is better than the uncertainty in the metallurgical
(materials) data; however, as metallurgical analysis techniques
improve, a need will probably develop for greater accuracy in
fluence analysis.

4. Researchers developing sophisticated analytical techniques to
predict fluences in surveillance capsules or vessels should not
forget that the ultimate user is looking for a simple and efficient
procedure.

5. Problems experienced in the analysis of dosimetry by various
laboratories demonstrated a need for a standard to address the design
of dosimeters used in surveillance capsules, especially in the design
of fission dosimeters.

6. The continuous improvement in measuring techniques and analytical
data demonstrate a need to be able to retrieve raw dosimeter data
for re-evaluation so that detailed documentation of the actual
dosimetry methods and dosimetry to be used in the evaluation of
dosimeters will be included.
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WORKSHOP ON NEUTRON AND GAMMA-RAY TRANSPORT METHODS

R. E. Maerker
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, TN
and

M. Austin
Rolls-Royce and Associates, Ltd.

Derby, England

SCOPE
,

The original intention of the Chairmen, which was to provide a
balanced input to the discussion by U.S. and European participants, was
frustrated because several well-known European calculators were unable to
attend the Conference. A program of informal presentations involving
mainly U.S. contributors was arranged, with the intention of stimulating
a general discussion. This formula was successful and resulted in a com-

prehensive session. The theme of the Workshop was to be the application
of transport techniques to tha analysis of design situations or bench-
mark experiments. In addition, informal update information was presented
on the current status of DOT-IV development, the availability of the
Vitamin-E transmission data library, and the status of ENDF/B-V dosimetry
cross sections.

CONTRIBUTIONS

Transport Code Development and Data

A further example of state-of-the-art application of transport
analysis was provided by the Maerker and Williams calculation of the PSF
Startup Experiment. The treatment (DOT IV, Vitamin-C, flux synthesis)
was essentially similar to that described by Macrker in analyzing the
Westinghouse perturbation experiment in the same facility. Given the
general agreement (to within 10%) on the absolute reaction rate reported
for the latter work, it was somewhat surprising to observe a di'screpancy
of roughly twice that value in the startup analysis.

The synthesis technique appeared to account adequately for the SSC
perturbation, but the 20-25% underestimate held throughout the PSF
configuration. Since one objective of the ORNL work was to provide
reference data for the interpretation of the long-term PSF irradiation
measurements, it appears that the current techniques will underestimate
the experimental fluences unless an explanation is found for this
discrepancy.

1235
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In a general discussion on further developments of the Sn method it
was concluded that in its present manifestation, DOT-1V, the technique had
probably reached en optimum status within the limits imposed by two-
dimensional treatment. The significant, remaining development was the
extension of the method to the third space dimension. In this context !

the paper by Takeuchi on the Japanese 3D code, PALLAS-XYZ, was viewed (
with interest. However, it was noted that at this early stage, the
code was restricted in its application, particularly to cylindrical
problems. Maerker completed this section with a brief summary of
features of Version IV of the DOT code (not yet generally available
outside the USA). They were mainly concerned with increased flexibility
of problem treatment, including ability to vary spatial mesh and
facilities for varying angular quadrature and scatter order with
spatial location.

A brief discussion on data for transport calculations was initiated
by a statement on the main differences between the new Vitamin-E com-
pilation and the earlier Vitamin-C (ENDF/B-IV based) library, given by
Trubey of ORNL. The discussion also covered the status of self-
shielding treatment, spectrum-weighting in fine group condensation and
the now familiar inadequacy in the inelastic cross-section data for iron.

Design Application of Treatment Calculations

Addressing the subject of Monte-Carlo code development in the U.K.,
Heffer of the Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories described his work with the
SPARTAN code in evaluating radiation energy deposition in the graphite
moderator of the AGR core. The complexity of the problem required
three-dimensional treatment, and the prohibitive coat of Monte-Carlo
thermal calculations in such a system led to attempts to link the
Monte Carlo with discrete ordinates and collision probability codes,

which has been only partially successful. The problems involved in
calculating gamma-heating for comparison with calorimetry results
necessitated the linking of neutron, gamma-ray and electron transport
calculations. A current preoccupation was the acquisition and imple-
mentation of an adequate nuclear data base.

The session was completed with two informal presentations by repre-
|

sentatives of the U.S. vendors, Whitmarsh (Babcock and Wilcox), and
Anderson (Westinghouse), who described their use of transport methods

|
' to produce vessel fluences, including the analysis and use of sur-

veillance capsule results. Both employed discrete ordinates (DOT) but
!

while B&W used CASK library data, Westinghouse used a library which,
| although based on ENDF/BII, had been developed in-house over a con-
| siderable period of time. The point was made that the analyst had to

be capable of defining the radiation environment at any critical com-
ponent position, and with the current preoccupation with problems such
as pressurized thermal shock, the relatively simple situation of com-

i

j puting damage rates at the center line T/4 location might change. The
dual purpose of calculations was to calibrate the dosimeter reaction-rates

|
|
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in the surveillance capsules and perform a longer-term extrapolation
of vessel wall fluence to obtain plant lifetime estimates. Although
the same problem treatment (r, O calculations at the core midplane with
r, z assessment of the vessel-wall profile outside the belt-line
region) was used by the two vendore, there was a distinct difference in
approach between the two. While the B&W technique was to " normalize"
the calculation to the measured reaction-rate values within the capsule,
the Westinghouse approach was to use the results of calculations as
long as calculated reaction-rates lay within 20% of the appropriate
measured surveillance values.

The B&W treatment of the source distribution (using PDQ calculations)
included a detailed assessment of in-cycle and cycle-to-cycle variation;
the Westinghouse distributions used for calculations employed PDQ
calculations together with measured in-core distributions. Whitmarsh
assessed the uncertainty associated with his predictions to be in the
rar.ge of 14% (capsule) - 32% (vessel welds outside the beltline).
Detailed discussion of plans to modify fuel-load patterns was deferred
until the presentation of Anderson's paper later in the conference.
Looking ahead to potential changes to current methods of assessment,
Anderson warned of the problems in analyzing cavity reaction-rate
measurements. These results could be very dependent on the cavity size;
carly calculations showed that although in narrow cavity plants
(18 cm) the azimuthal peaking of vessel flux was maintained over the
core height, in wide cavity plants (90 cm) neutron streaming ensured
that the peaks were smoothed out and that the axial profile was flat.
Both representatives commented on the probable cost of implementing the
newly-developed least squares adjustment approach to the estimation of
vessel damage-rate, at least at the current stage of its development,
but agreed that a much clearer view of its potential would become
apparent af ter ORNL had completed the analysis of the Arkansas reactor
system.

1
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